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INTRODUCTION. 

RESEARCHING AND 
TEACHING COMMUNITY AS A 
FEMINIST INTERVENTION

Kristine L. Blair
Youngstown State University

Lee Nickoson
Bowling Green State University

It is perhaps no surprise given the title of this collection that we identify as fem-
inists. As such, each of us is committed to continuing the feminist tradition of 
engaging and disrupting dominant structural systems—to intervening in what 
is and to imagining what could and ultimately must be. Lead disciplinary feminist 
scholars and educators have paved a way for us to engage what is bound to dis-
rupt established notions of writing research and/or writing pedagogy. Over four 
decades of feminist rhetoric and composition scholarship have devoted attention 
to disruption. We know disciplinary understandings of research and teaching 
and the ways in which prevailing philosophies and methods get translated to the 
work of inquiry and instruction and how those understandings of writing re-
search and teaching translate variously to whom, how, what, and why we under-
stand as the landscape in which we locate ourselves. Feminist disruption inter-
venes by asking what if? What if we approach the questions that guide our work 
differently? Or what if we ask different questions entirely? What if we study 
populations and topics beyond those the identified as sites of meaning making? 
Composing Feminist Interventions: Activism, Engagement, Praxis brings together 
narratives from writing studies scholars whose work represents the many ways 
we understand and conduct feminist community-based research and teaching 
from explicitly feminist theoretical positionings. The twenty-six chapter discus-
sions in conversation in this collection articulate a constellation of self-reflexive, 
critical responses to these what if questions.

We are honored to introduce readers to the conversations of intervention as-
sembled here. Thirty-five writing scholars and educators variously situated with-
in rhetoric, composition, and literacy studies offer situated examples of feminist 
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writing research and teaching as explicitly grounded in connections to commu-
nities beyond the academy. Each chapter contribution responds to what if? . . . 
by introducing their project as an intervention designed to extended established 
methods and methodologies for researching or teaching writing as a form of 
social activism. Because contributors share a commitment to social justice and 
change, their work illustrates examples of praxis—productively disrupting and 
evolve possibilities for how we conceptualize research and teaching. What if? 
What if we understand writing inquiry and pedagogy as deeply collaborative, 
change-based, inclusive, and reciprocal practice?

Composing Feminist Interventions is at once responsive and forward-think-
ing, putting examinations of the ways we’ve come to know and do the work of 
feminist and community-based writing research and teaching in conversation 
with the influence of emerging technologies and literacies, the availability of 
new forms of collaboration, and increasingly fluid notions of writing scholar-
ship (i.e., emerging venues, genres, audiences, and expectations of published 
accounts of writing research and teaching).

Composing Feminist Interventions also responds to the chorus of disciplinary 
calls for projects that privilege literate practices within a broader range of cultur-
al and social contexts. As the editors of the collection, we understood our role as 
bringing together examples of rigorous, dynamic scholarship that is responsive to 
such calls. The collection is, in part, a response to Jackie Jones Royster and Gesa 
Kirsch’s (2012) challenge for feminist researchers to seek out new landscapes, 
partnerships, methods, and audiences for change-based inquiry. Contributors 
worked together with us and each other in order to develop twenty-one chap-
ters and five course designs that provide situation-specific examples of feminist 
community-based work. We asked that our contributors have in mind as their 
audience rhetoric, composition, and literacy studies scholars invested in or curi-
ous about feminist and community-based teaching and research. We envisioned 
the audience of invested or curious colleagues to include students enrolled in 
graduate seminars populated by master’s and/or doctoral students and that at-
tend to either feminist or community based. But we also realize there are many 
colleagues in the field with experience and/or interests similar to ours—scholars 
interested in continuing their development as researchers, teachers, and activists.

Influences on our own engagement with community-based research and 
pedagogy are too numerous and many to ever attempt to provide in any com-
prehensive manner. Within the last decade, there has been similar growth in the 
areas of community literacy, service learning, and other forms of public, activist 
rhetorics across the undergraduate and graduate writing curriculum. This has 
led to a wide range of monographs and collections, such as John Ackerman and 
David Coogan’s (2010) The Public Work of Rhetoric: Citizen-Scholars and Civic 
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Engagement, but none that specifically ground rhetorics of engagement within 
a feminist framework. However, we shared a common affinity for Linda Flow-
er’s (2008) Community and Community Engagement, Thomas Deans’ Writing 
Partnerships: Service-Learning in Composition, Jeff Grabill’s (2007) Writing Com-
munity Change: Designing Technologies for Citizen Action, and Thomas Deans, 
Barbara Roswell and Adrian Wurr’s (2010) Writing and Community Engagement: 
A Critical Sourcebook all come to mind as foundational texts for each of us. 
We believe Composing Feminist Interventions will add to these conversations and 
contribute new understandings of and wonderments about the exigencies and 
implications associated with teaching, researching, and administering writing 
programs in the early twenty-first century.

As the complement to work on community-based and service learning schol-
arship and pedagogy, of course, we worked to position the collection as speak-
ing to feminist research methods and methodologies. Historically, collections 
and anthologies such as Susan Jarratt and Lynn Worsham’s (2008) Feminism 
and Composition Studies: In Other Words, and Gesa Kirsch, Faye Spencer Moar, 
Lance Massey, Lee Nickoson-Massey, and Mary P. Sheridan’s (2003) Feminism 
And Composition: A Critical Sourcebook, along with landmark treatments such 
as Gesa Kirsch and Jacqueline Jones Royster’s (2012) Feminist Rhetorical Prac-
tices: New Horizons For Rhetoric, Composition, and Literacy Studies have come to 
occupy canonical, yet transformative discussions within our discipline. Recent 
edited collections with a feminist focus include Michelle Ballif, Diane Davis, 
and Roxanne Mountford’s (2008) Women’s Ways of Making It in Rhetoric and 
Composition, Krista Ratcliffe and Rebecca Rickly’s Performing Feminism and Ad-
ministration (2010) and Lindal Buchanan and Kathleen Ryan’s (2010) Walking 
and Talking Feminist Rhetorics. Also among these influential sources are Eileen 
Schell and K.J. Rawson’s (2012) Rhetorica in Motion: Feminist Rhetorical Meth-
ods & Methodologies, Patrick Berry, Gail Hawisher, and Cynthia L. Selfe’s (2012) 
Transnational Literate Lives in Digital Times, Gesa Kirsch and Liz Rohan’s (2008) 
Beyond the Archives.

One of the most recent collections relating to feminism and community 
action is Susan Van Deventer Iverson and Jennifer Hauver James’ 2014 Feminist 
Community Engagement: Achieving Praxis, a compilation of interdisciplinary ed-
ucational perspectives outside of rhetoric and composition and English studies. 
As feminist teacher-scholars working in the areas of community literacy, femi-
nist methodology, and service learning, we were delighted by the response both 
to our collaboration on a 2014 special issue of Feminist Teacher on campus-com-
munity partnerships—one where the majority of submissions to this multidisci-
plinary compilation came from rhetoric and composition—and to the response 
to our call for proposals for Composing Feminist Interventions.
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Equally important, because each of the feminist texts we mention are print 
based, we strongly believe there exists a need for contributors conducting com-
munity action research in online and multimodal spaces to represent their efforts 
and potentially those of both students and community partners in the modal-
ities in which they have been produced, distributed, and consumed. For that 
reason, readers will find that contributors explore the affordances of the aural, 
the verbal, and the visual. Multiple contributors share their narratives through 
various new media: images of students, faculty, community partners working 
in context as well as screenshots of their online work; audio and/or video inter-
views available via hyperlink with campus and community stakeholders. These 
multimodal affordances provide readers opportunities to engage the work of 
the communities represented and experience the communities for themselves 
through multiple lenses and modalities. Finally, readers will find conversations 
connected across chapters, with authors and co-authors adding voice to each 
other’s conversations. These connections are purposeful, intended to put into 
practice careful, critical questioning and response as forms of feminist inquiry, 
feminist reading, and feminist community-building through research.

Conversations are grouped into five sections: Methodologies, Partnerships, 
Activism, Praxis, and Course Designs. Our decision to group and organize the 
sections was perhaps our most difficult editorial challenge, for although there 
are sections, and though traditional pagination does suggest a linear trajectory, 
we understand these groups as co-equal points of entry: a reader could easily 
begin by reading from Partnerships, for example, or reading about partnerships 
as introduced in classroom instruction (Praxis and Course Design) or as a mode 
of inquiry of form of activism, as evidenced in Jessica Tess, Katie Manthey, and 
Trixie Smith’s deployment (Chapter 19) of diverse researcher and participant 
voices to argue for the classroom as a safe, but activist space for coming out 
narratives. Another example of this productive overlap is Mary P. Sheridan’s 
chronicle (Chapter 11) of the collaborative development and delivery of Louis-
ville’s Digital Media Academy, not only a partnership among multiple university 
departments and the larger community but also a form of feminist activism in 
its efforts to make technological literacy accessible to adolescent girls from dis-
advantaged backgrounds and to inevitably equalize the gender, race, and class 
dynamics surrounding information technology. As a result, we invite our readers 
to approach each chapter as representing intersectional work: work that is multi-
ply situated and that involves multiple lived experiences. For instance, Christine 
Denecker and Sarah Sisser’s Ohio Farm Stories project (Chapter 9) includes in 
multimodal form the narratives of participants and thus authenticates rather 
than co-opts their experiences. Such interventions invite us to engage how femi-
nist scholars and educators can understand, study, value, and represent commu-
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nity in diverse modalities and contexts. The following sections outline the ways 
all our contributors honor this goal.

METHODOLOGIES

The first four chapters provide extended critical self-reflection of the whys and 
hows of feminist community-based research, beginning with Megan Adams’s 
exploration of interactive-participatory documentary as a method for capturing 
community storytellers’ efforts and the considerations involved in sustaining the 
advocacy of such research after the study concludes. For Adams “acknowledging 
the roles we play in sustaining community projects post-research, when careers, 
family-life, or other outside influences draw us away from the research site can 
assist in interrogating the infrastructures we build as well as the roles we play, 
leaving us better prepared to create rich and lasting impacts in communities.”

In “Post-Research Engagement: An Argument for Critical Examination of 
Researcher Roles After Research Ends,” Adams invites readers to consider the 
ethical complexities involved in feminist commitments to researcher/participant 
reciprocity and reflexivity. In addition, Mariana Grohowski’s “Reciprocity as 
Epicenter: An ‘After-Action Review’” addresses the complexity of reciprocity as 
an imperative in empirical, community-based writing research. Grohowski de-
tails the methods and methodology developed while working with two military 
veterans to stress the importance of feminist intervention and political activism 
as driving principles when engaging in research with participants who belong 
to protected populations. She discusses the process of developing reciprocal re-
lationships with case study co-interpreters through the interrelated methods of 
listening, understanding, and strategic disclosure and stresses that campus-com-
munity partnerships with members of protected populations draw upon innova-
tive approaches and modalities for fostering access and inclusion.

Emily Ronay Johnston then turns our attention to a consideration of bound-
aries as a form of ethical feminist activism. In “Methodology & Accountability: 
Tracking Our Movements as Feminist Pedagogues,” Johnston narrates her ex-
perience as a white, female doctoral candidate at a predominantly white, mid-
dle-class university in Central Illinois. She conceptualizes “ethical practice” as 
methods that challenge students to stretch the limits of their privileged comfort 
zones—methods that may not be feasible, desirable, appropriate, or indeed “eth-
ical” in other settings where feminist research happens.

Lauren Rosenberg and Emma Howes extend the focus on the ethics involved 
with community-based inquiry to discussion of research practices and meth-
odological choices as opportunities to embody a feminist ethos of responsible, 
strategic practice. This inquiry is grounded in each co-author’s experience within 
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their chapter “Listening to Research as a Feminist Ethos of Representation.” 
Here, Rosenberg applies Ratcliffe’s (2005) concepts of “rhetorical listening” and 
Royster and Kirsch’s (2012) ideas of “strategic contemplation” to a developing 
study of writing by student-veterans, while Howes explores how archival listen-
ing helps researchers reflect on representations of historical literacy sponsorship 
campaigns in southern mill villages.

In the final section chapter, “Funding Geography: The Legacy of Female-Run 
Settlement Culture for Contemporary Feminist Place-Based Pedagogy Initia-
tives,” Liz Rohan introduces case study, archival methods to historicize the work 
of contemporary feminist teachers, researchers, and administrators who develop 
community engagement and place-based initiatives. Rohan describes historic 
feminists working and writing in the U.S. progressive era in Chicago and De-
troit and historical figures such as Lucy Carner and Borgchild Halvorsen to 
suggest that community service work among feminist academics has a history 
linked to the work of progressive era feminists. Rohan historicizes communi-
ty-based feminist projects as a way to trace contemporary place-based pedagog-
ical movements sponsored by Detroit educators and artists.

PARTNERSHIPS

Keri E. Mathis and Beth A. Boehm provide the first of a series of chapters that 
provide explicit attention to researcher and community partnerships. In “Build-
ing Engaged Interventions in Graduate Education,” Mathis and Boehm profile 
the University of Louisville’s efforts at becoming a more engaged university, in-
cluding receiving the Carnegie Community Engaged University classification 
and implementing Ideas-to-Action, a quality enhancement plan that holds com-
munity engagement as one of its core principles but one that the researchers 
identify as excluding graduate students. The authors describe their efforts in 
extending their home institution’s programs to focus on engaged scholarship 
and on developing a year-long academy that will lead to collaborations among 
graduate students on community projects.

Similar to Mathis and Boehm, Jenn Brandt and Cara Kozma share their expe-
riences developing curricular and co-curricular initiatives at High Point University 
in “Learning Together Through Campus-Community Partnerships.” Brandt and 
Kozma introduce a series of English Department and Women Studies Program 
initiatives as a case study and explore the challenges and successes of universi-
ty and community partnerships that involve multiple stakeholders. In “Crafting 
Partnerships: Exploring Student-Led Feminist Strategies for Community Literacy 
Projects,” Kelly Concannon and her former students Mustari Akhi, Morgan Mus-
grove, Kim Lopez, and Ashley Nichols continue attention to community partner-
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ships and argues for a multi-layered partnership as a means of assessing communi-
ty-based efforts through a focus on mentorship and reflexivity. Concannon shares 
her experience as a mentor in the Women of Tomorrow Program to illustrate such 
reflexivity and the value of feminist collaboration. The program links professional 
woman to a local high school, where they work to empower young, at-risk wom-
en. She advocates for such mentoring networks as enabling co-mentors to candidly 
discuss their attempts to enact feminism/feminist activism.

As we highlighted earlier in this introduction, Christine Denecker and Sarah 
Sisser’s “Ohio Farm Stories: A Feminist Approach to Collaboration, Conver-
sation, and Engagement” reports on a campus-community and grant-funded 
partnership aimed at showcasing narratives from farmers to provide commu-
nity members the opportunity to reflect on and discuss local agricultural and 
economic history. The authors contend that this research partnership with 
their local community demonstrates how feminist rhetorical practices can fos-
ter community engagement beyond academic borders and how their feminist 
framework allowed them to honor the local stories of Ohio’s farming commu-
nity. Meanwhile, in “Literacy Sponsorship as a Process of Translation: Using 
Actor-Network Theory to Analyze Power within Emergent Relationships at 
Family Scholar House,” Kathryn Perry brings readers back to Louisville with 
her study of a local nonprofit, Family Scholar House, which provides a variety 
of support services to low-income single mothers as they earn college degrees. 
Perry relies on the Actor-Network Theory (ANT) concept of translation—along 
with theories of literacy sponsorship—in order to analyze how institutional and 
material conditions shape literacy practices as well as individual and community 
definitions of literacy.

Mary P. Sheridan’s “Knot-Working Collaborations: Fostering Communi-
ty-Engaged Teachers and Scholars” closes the section. Sheridan draws on her 
experience establishing and co-facilitating University of Louisville’s Digital Me-
dia Academy (DMA) as a site of graduate student professionalization, calling 
attention to the invisible work of partnership, namely, the upside of following 
the trial of other do-ers on her campus and also the challenges of sustainability. 
Examining the academy’s design—both in messaging with external, public and 
funding audiences, and in internal programming with graduate student co-facil-
itators—Sheridan concludes that such collaborations represent a messy, but sig-
nificant form of community and intellectual engagement for graduate students.

ACTIVISM

The explicit activist focus of feminist community-based research unites the chap-
ter discussion in the third section. Conversation on the relationship between 
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feminist work and activist aims begins with Angela Crow’s “Women-Only Bicy-
cle Rides and Freedom of Movement: How Online Communicative Practices of 
Local Community Managers Support Feminist Interventions.” Crow profiles a 
group of women bicycle riders, the Staunton, Virginia’s Women on Wheels, who 
wanted to create a safe and welcoming space for women new to cycling. Draw-
ing on contemporary research in mobility studies and material rhetorics, Crow 
argues that the Staunton group illustrates an historical example of a low-stakes 
feminist intervention in which women can begin to bicycle within a welcoming 
community.

In “Literacy, Praxis and Participation in Environmental Deliberation,” Bar-
bara George continues a focus on the material, turning readers’ attention to 
energy production policy New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio, and examining 
the literacies of those navigating institutionalized environmental risk reporting 
in each state. George documents her participation with environmental activists 
creating alternative networks of making meaning about their local environments 
and includes document analysis, interviews, and think-aloud protocols to artic-
ulate how these activist literate practices rely upon digital, technical and material 
networks of environmental justice. Ultimately, George highlights the alternative 
texts participants create in response to institutional reporting mechanisms in 
their effort to “rewrite” policy.

Jessica Ouellette also focuses on alternative texts within online activist net-
works in her chapter “The Viability of Digital Spaces as Sites for Transnational 
Feminist Action and Engagement: Why We Need to Look at Digital Circula-
tion.” Ouellette chronicles how in April 2013, through the use of social media, 
the global feminist protest group FEMEN staged a “topless jihad” day in sup-
port of a Tunisian member, Amina, who was threatened with physical punish-
ment for posting a Facebook picture of her naked breasts, covered in written 
messages such as, “Fuck your morals” and “My body is mine.” Ouellette pro-
vides a rhetorical case study of the online FEMEN protest events—specifically 
the texts that circulated and the political and economic investments undergird-
ing that circulation and argues that in order to foster transnational feminist 
activism within digital spaces, we need to look at the ways in which texts move 
and circulate, and how, in and through those movements, textual meanings and 
rhetorical purposes shift and change. And in her chapter “Advocating ‘Active’ 
Intersectionality Through a Comparison of Two Slutwalks,” Jacqueline Schiappa 
reviews the different ways two groups of feminist activists organized “Slutwalk” 
protest marches in their local communities. Her chapter concludes by advocat-
ing for “active” intersectional organizing, as an engaged, intentional process that 
explicitly foregrounds and values the breadth and depth of perspectives within 
feminist social groups.
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Overall, this section powerfully documents that feminist interventions are 
not contained to academic or face-to- face spaces, and include a broad range of 
contexts, including political arenas, as we see in Angela Zimmann’s chapter “A 
Peek Inside the Master’s House: The Tale of Feminist Rhetorician as Candidate 
for U.S. Congress.” Zimmann reflects on her recent run for the U.S. House of 
Representatives, an experience she situates is “steeped in historical precedent.” 
Moreover, she interrogates her experience through a feminist rhetorical frame-
work and considers the material conditions and rhetorical expectations that 
often limit female rhetors in a variety of settings—politics, business, and the 
academy.

PRAXIS

Intersectionality runs throughout the pieces organized within our section on 
Praxis. To begin, in “Pedagogical ‘Too-Muchness’: A Feminist Approach to 
Community-Based Learning, Multi-Modal Composition, Social Justice Educa-
tion, and More,” Beth Godbee shares a course titled “Writing for Social Justice,” 
which partnered with the YWCA Southeast Wisconsin’s Racial Justice Program. 
Godbee articulates a pedagogy of “too muchness” and argues for the need to 
approach feminist interventions as “instead of” rather than “on top of” more 
traditional approaches. She situates this pedagogical “toomuchness” within and 
alongside feminist and womanist pedagogies, pedagogy and theatre of the op-
pressed; and culturally relevant and responsive pedagogy. Godbee stresses that 
the “toomuchness” of the course and its emphasis on feminist, critical education 
better positioned students to become agents and actors outside the course and 
throughout their everyday lives.

In “Trans/feminist Practice of Collaboration in the Art Activism Classroom,” 
Ames Hawkins and Joan Giroux reflect on their experiences collaborating together 
over many years on a course, The Cradle Project and One Million Bones, that brings 
together writing and art activism, thus casting composition in terms of exhibition. 
The authors use thick description in order to argue for three principles of effective 
collaboration: they shared a similar investment in creating change, each under-
stood art as a catalyst for change, and both believed in the power of collaboration 
in effecting such change, and that such collaboration “needs to be practiced, and 
that it can be modeled and taught.” Jessica Tess, Katie Manthey, Trixie Smith then 
argue in their chapter “Coming Out as Other in the Graduate Writing Classroom: 
Feminist Pedagogical Moves for Mentoring Community Activists” that ‘coming 
out’ moments of “Otherness” in the graduate writing classroom provides an op-
portunity to mentor students to foster social change. This commitment to activ-
ism can transfer to the many other communities to which students and instructors 
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alike belong. The co-authors each share critically reflective narratives of their own 
experience “coming out” in graduate school as lived examples from which they 
build arguments both on the pedagogical moves that support and also those that 
can prevent such moments of community engagement.

Next, in “Safely Social: User-Centered Design and Difference Feminism,” 
Douglas Walls, Jennifer Miller, and Brandy Dieterle discuss their experience 
developing and user testing Safely Social, a contextually-designed smartphone 
application project informed by feminist theory and developed in an effort to 
“decentralize and redistribute power” by allowing victims of domestic violence 
the ability to stay in contact with personal and support networks without com-
promising their safety. Walls, Miller, and Dieterle document how feminist and 
other social justice theories informed their design methodologies for the smart-
phone application.

In the final chapter conversation of the Praxis section, “The Unheard Voices 
of Dissatisfied Clients: Listening to Community Partners as Feminist Praxis,” 
Danielle Williams draws on her recent teaching experience teaching first-year 
digital writing to examine the benefits of community-based multimodal student 
projects have for community partners. Examination of their evaluation processes 
and narratives tell the story of how community partners used the same general 
understandings to assess student videos: assumptions about the evaluators’ own 
role as mentor for the project, assumptions about the audiences for the project, 
assumptions about the students’ backgrounds and educational experiences, and 
assumptions about the technical quality of the videos themselves.

COURSE DESIGNS

The final group of conversations turns to pedagogical application of communi-
ty-based engagement as feminist intervention. Florence Bacabac’s “’We Write 
to Serve’: The Intersections of Service Learning, Grant Writing, and the Femi-
nist Rhetorical Agency” features an upper-division course required for English 
majors emphasizing in Professional and Technical Writing. Intended as an ex-
amination of the rhetorical techniques for writing effective grant proposal docu-
ments, Bacabac discusses the course as feminist rhetorical praxis. She overviews 
her experience teaching an undergraduate grant writing service learning course 
at a regional university, focusing attention in her critical reflection to an exam-
ination of the ways in which, by linking students with community partners, the 
course often forges mutually-beneficial relationships.

In the second course-based project, “Making the Political Personal Again: 
Strategies for Addressing Student Resistance to Feminist Interventions,” Julie 
Myatt asserts that students often carry misconceptions of feminism and actively 
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resist identifying as feminist even when they agree with the movement’s lead 
tenets. Barger annotates and situates her approach to teaching Feminist Inter-
ventions, a class designed to introduce students to the need for feminist inter-
ventions through a series of projects in which they encounter a series of situated 
examples in which women and underrepresented groups are excluded from full 
participation in the societal power structures that influence their lives. Stephanie 
Bower presents a reflective narrative of her experience in “Because Your Heart 
Breaks and It Moves To Action”: Digital Storytelling Beyond the Gate.” Bower 
focuses on and upper division course titled “For The Common Good: Writing 
in The Community and Visual Storytelling,” with a focus on social justice and 
the community. Bower posits digital storytelling in the course as “a vehicle that 
equalizes the footing between town and gown and shifts cultural and material 
capital from the university to the community.”

In “Feminist Activism in the Core: Student Activism in Theory and Prac-
tice,” Katherine Fredlund shares her experience teaching a senior-level, writ-
ing-intensive general education course. Enrolling 45 students from majors all 
over campus, Fredlund’s students collaborated with our community partner to 
plan and organize the University’s Annual Take Back the Night event. Fredlund 
argues that instructors must negotiate student resistance to the terms “feminist” 
and “activist” while asking the same students to participate in explicitly feminist 
activism. Engaging a community partner, she posits, alleviates some of the ten-
sion inherent in requiring feminist activism in general education courses while 
simultaneously providing instructors an opportunity to teach students about 
rhetorical effectiveness and civic purposefulness.

Concluding the section is Julie Nelson’s “Rhetorical Interventions: A Project 
Design for Composing and Editing Wikipedia Articles.” Nelson shares her ex-
periences delivering Confronting HIStory: Stories of Female Identity and Expe-
rience, a sophomore-level special topics general education literature course that 
introduces students to the diversity of women’s lived experiences. Nelson exam-
ines the design for, successes, and challenges of asking students in upper-division 
writing courses to write and edit Wikipedia articles and describes the effort to a 
digital community in which white male and western histories and epistemolo-
gies are privileged. Nelson concludes with a series of suggestions for assignments 
that encourage students consider how knowledge emerges and is culturally situ-
ated in online community spaces.

CONCLUSION: FROM WHAT IF TO WHAT MUST BE

As we put the finishing touches on this introduction and the collection as a 
whole, we are in the post-election rhetoric of the 2016 U.S. Presidential cam-

http://ccdigitalpress.org/transnational
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paign. These rhetorics continue to divide rather than unite us as nation of di-
verse individuals who, based on race, class, gender, sexual orientation, religion, 
ability, and age, experience the presumed freedoms and liberties of our society 
in differential ways, some empowered, some disenfranchised, some oppressed. 
The lesson to be learned from this ongoing discursive divide is the critical need 
to listen: listen to the voices of our students, our community, to those who ex-
perience the world differently than ourselves. Such listening manifests itself in 
the significant amount of self-reflection undertaken by our contributors as they 
theorize their own experience of their educational, feminist, and activist roles 
in the academy and beyond. It is no coincidence that numerous chapters in 
Composing Feminist Interventions deploy this concept of listening in the method-
ologies, the partnerships, the activism, the praxis, and the specific course designs 
that thematically drive the development and organization of the text itself, and 
contribute to our triangulated focus on praxis, engagement, and action on the 
part of teachers, students, and citizens.

A significant touchstone influencing numerous pieces within Composing 
Feminist Interventions is Krista Ratcliffe’s 2005 book Rhetorical Listening: Identifi-
cation, Gender, and Whiteness. Ratcliffe defines rhetorical listening as “a stance of 
openness that a person may choose to assume in cross-cultural exchanges” (p. 1). 
Ratcliffe’s canonical text is primarily focused on the process of her own emerging 
self-awareness, not to mention the field of rhetoric and composition, of how 
the framework of gender and race impact the ability to listen in more inclusive 
ways, acknowledging the need to move beyond monologue, or as Ratcliffe bor-
rows from Jacqueline Jones Royster (1996), to move from listening to language 
and action. Given this emphasis, we are honored to have Krista Ratcliffe’s voice 
as part of this collection, sharing her thoughts about listening, dialoguing, and 
acting, and to reflect on the way the contributors respond to her call to listen, 
and our own call as editors to intervene. Because we have deliberatively defined 
feminist community engagement broadly across contexts, cultures, and com-
munities, we believe the collection meshes with Ratcliffe’s original emphasis on 
cross-cultural exchange and the importance of developing pedagogies that help 
students become local and global citizen scholars who “recognize how power 
dynamics haunt their daily lives and then to discern when and how to perform 
activism, engagement, and other needed praxes” (Afterword).

We similarly hope that through this rich compilation of successes and chal-
lenges to feminist intervention, we have documented the importance of model-
ing such interventions as not what if, but what must be. As our current sociopo-
litical climate strongly indicates, the conditional term is no longer an option, as 
initiatives such as the 2017 Women’s March on Washington respond to compet-
ing discourses surrounding not only women’s rights but also our collective civil 
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liberties in a democratic society. Indeed, we cannot presume that these liberties 
are accessible to all, a presumption our contributors challenge and negotiate on 
topics that range from environmental activism to political campaigns and within 
communities as diverse as Appalachia, the armed services, and feminist protest 
movements online and off. Despite this diversity, the collective emphasis on 
social justice as the language of action, or what must be, drives our contributors 
to intervene. As co-editors and as feminists, we have learned much from their 
efforts at listening and calling for future action. We sincerely hope readers of 
Composing Feminist Interventions will as well.
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CHAPTER 1.  

POST-RESEARCH ENGAGEMENT: 
AN ARGUMENT FOR CRITICAL 
EXAMINATION OF RESEARCHER 
ROLES AFTER RESEARCH ENDS

Megan Adams
The University of Findlay

Through examination of her own collaborative role in supporting 
community storytellers engaged with an interactive-participatory doc-
umentary, The Hollow Project, Adams foregrounds the issues that arise 
when researchers and directors leave a community. Specifically, Adams 
addresses such questions as what can we gain by critically evaluating 
the ways researcher identities and agency shift throughout the life of a 
research project and after the project has ended? How can researchers 
develop and structure community projects that are more self-sustain-
ing? How can digital technologies assist in relationship building and 
engagement with research projects before, during and after execution? 
And what can we learn about issues of reciprocity and reflexivity by 
considering more deeply the life spans of community research projects 
and our continued involvement with them? Adams ultimately argues 
that critical reflection and thoughtful consideration of the fluctuat-
ing nature of our roles as researchers engaged in feminist community 
projects provides for more ethical involvement.

I open this chapter with an audio essay, composed in an effort to make sense 
of the shift in my identity and agency over the life of a recent research project. 
I attempt to describe this process at length and in more detail throughout this 
chapter. To listen to the essay, follow this link: https://soundcloud.com/megad-
ams2/believe-mixdown

As the introductory audio essay elaborates, as feminist scholars we are of-
ten left with a variety of reflections regarding our own identities when com-
munity-driven research projects meet their natural ends. The audio clip linked 
above functions as an attempt at articulation of those emotions through story. 
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Essentially, it is the product of a process of reflection—completing it alongside 
this text required me to look inward to make sense of the ways my personal 
and professional identities shifted and my agency as a rhetor developed over 
the course of a research project. In other words, this audio work functions as a 
means to enter into conversations about what happens to our sense of self and 
engagement with the worlds around us as we engage in research, with particular 
focus on when we leave a project.

The story shared is a product of the awareness gained from careful reflec-
tion of engagement with a community participatory digital storytelling proj-
ect. In this chapter, I share details of how this feminist intervention allowed 
me to work with and alongside storytellers to articulate the need for social 
change in their community. Through the process of composing digital stories 
and my dissertation with them, we began to trace the ways our identities and 
senses of rhetorical agency were shifting. This story also provides a picture of 
the pervasiveness of feminist principles in meaning making and the ways we 
approach and conduct research. Like other chapters in this collection, the sto-
ries shared in this one focus on feminist values of reciprocity, listening, engage-
ment, and collaboration with an emphasis on the ways feminist engagement 
in community work often leaves imprints on our hearts that we cannot ignore 
once a project “ends”.

Ultimately, this chapter argues that careful reflection on the ways our own 
identities and agency fluctuate throughout the life of a project can offer insight 
into the ways perspective shapes research and can serve as moments of personal 
and professional growth. Therefore, it is important to engage in such processes, 
despite the fact that they are often complex, messy, emotional, and often diffi-
cult, because if we don’t, we risk undermining the work we set out to do and may 
miss the deep understanding that can come as a result.

INTRODUCTION: STARTING AT THE BEGINNING

As feminist scholars, we have long looked at the nature of researcher position-
ality in the communities we study through debates about how to complicate 
insider/outsider identities (Naples, 2003; Almjeld & Blair, 2012), articulations 
of the ways terministic screens affect projects (Kirsch & Ritchie, 2003; Selfe, 
2012; Blair, 2012), and discussions of how to honor participants’ voices as we 
work with and alongside them (Chiseri-Strator, 1996; Cushman, 1996; Royster 
& Kirsch, 2012).

Additionally, we have built substantial partnerships in communities that 
have maintained these tenets and produced rich, rigorous examinations of how 
individuals are engaging in literacy practices as a means to better themselves 
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and the spaces they inhabit (Flower, 2008; Grabill, 2007; Heath, 1983). This 
scholarship makes evident tenets of feminist research in practice: reciprocity, 
transparency, ethics, reflexivity, and multidimensionality among others.

However, one issue not often reflected in scholarship on feminist community 
research (understandably so) is what happens after a researcher leaves, or when a 
project comes to a natural end. Explanations of the impacts on identity, agency 
and the changing nature of relationships between researchers and participants 
are relevant; because they affect the ways we understand and frame community 
projects in current and future research endeavors. For instance, acknowledging 
the roles we play in sustaining community projects post-research, when careers, 
family-life, or other outside influences draw us away from the research site can 
assist in interrogating the infrastructures we build as well as the roles we play, 
leaving us better prepared to create rich and lasting impacts in communities. 
Building on this concept in her chapter, Emily Johnston suggests we envision 
ethical practice in feminist research as a means to hold us accountable for the 
work we do in communities, “Given our own and our concepts’ propensities for 
movement, becoming conscious of what we are doing, how we are doing it and 
how our movements move our research participants, again and again and again, is 
ethical, activist practice.” In other words, Johnston argues that we reconceive 
“knowledge-making as one of negotiating what we know, have known, and have 
yet to know”—a process that begins with our own reflections before, during, 
and after a research project. Johnston’s chapter offers insight on how to accom-
plish this task in a more pedagogical context; in this chapter I showcase the value 
of this work in research.

Through examination of my own role along alongside that of the director, 
Elaine Sheldon’s in supporting community storytellers engaged with an interac-
tive-participatory documentary, I examine the issues that arise when researchers 
and directors leave a community. Specifically, this chapter seeks to answer the 
following questions:

• What can we gain by critically evaluating the ways researcher identities 
and agency shift (or not) throughout the life of a research project and 
after the project has ended?

• What can we learn about issues of reciprocity and reflexivity by con-
sidering more deeply the life spans of community research projects 
and our continued involvement with them?

In fleshing out these questions, this chapter argues that critical reflection and 
thoughtful consideration of the fluctuating nature of roles as researchers engaged 
in feminist community projects provides for richer, more ethical involvement in 
this work and our scholarship.
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UNDERSTANDING RESEARCHER ROLE(S)

Delving deeper into the ways researcher identity and agency shifts over the 
course of a project requires sensitivity to the foundational principles of fem-
inist research which are characterized by the following: a commitment to so-
cial justice and the improvement of circumstances for individuals, careful, 
respectful, critically-reflexive, and dialogic research (Naples, 2003; Harding, 
1987; Mortensen & Kirsch, 1996; Kirsch, Maor, Massey, Nickoson-Massey, 
& Sheridan-Rabideau, 2003; McKee & Porter, 2010). Further, as Jacqueline 
Jones Royster and Gesa Kirsch (2012) point out feminist rhetorical practices 
are “not only changing research methods but also research methodologies . . . 
what counts as data, how we gather and interpret data, what role researchers 
play in relation to participants what ethical stance they assume, and so on” (p. 
34). Royster and Kirsch also call for feminists to consider deeply the ethical 
self in the texts we consume and produce. They claim such a practice provides 
the opportunity for us to understand, “. . . the interplay of who we personally 
are as scholars, teachers, and human beings, what our vantage points are, what 
we see, how we are conditioned to see, how we engage in sense-making pro-
cesses, and how we turn those sensibilities into actions” (p. 18). As this chapter 
illustrates, a large portion of this work of understanding the ethical self occurs 
after our research is completed.

Intersecting with calls made by Royster and Kirsch and other feminist re-
searchers (Blair, 2012; Naples, 2003; Chiseri-Strator, 1996; Heath, 1983) to 
reveal researcher positionality and potential biases in results, Jeff Grabill has also 
written about why it is crucial researchers consider and reveal research stand-
point or stance. In community-based, participatory, feminist research the prac-
tice of developing and articulating a research stance is an integral part of the 
research process, because such an identity statement “enables a researcher to 
process methods and make decisions” (Grabill, 2012, p. 215). Similarly, such 
a reflexive statement and the process of creating it, provides the opportunity 
for the researcher “to bend back upon herself as well as the other as an object 
of study” (Chiseri-Strater, 1996, p. 119). According to Grabill articulating a 
research stance requires reflection on and consideration of the following tenets:

• researcher identity: Who am I personally? as a researcher? in relation 
to my discipline?

• purposes as a researcher. Why research?
• questions of power and ethics. What are my commitments with re-

spect to research?

These questions serve as a jumping off point to consider the role of the eth-

http://www.hollowdocumentary.com
https://www.scribd.com/document/353707452/The-History-Production-and-Current-State-of-Hollow
https://www.scribd.com/document/353707452/The-History-Production-and-Current-State-of-Hollow
https://www.scribd.com/document/353708379/Director-Commentary-Articulating-Elaine-Sheldon-s-Role-Post-Launch
https://www.scribd.com/document/353708379/Director-Commentary-Articulating-Elaine-Sheldon-s-Role-Post-Launch
https://www.scribd.com/document/353708379/Director-Commentary-Articulating-Elaine-Sheldon-s-Role-Post-Launch
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ical self in the research projects we conduct and represent in scholarly texts. 
The reflexive process of looking inward to understand the ways our values and 
interactions in the world frame what we are able to see and hear and conversely, 
what remains hidden or unknowable, can best be considered in light of our 
research projects, or with the perspective we are able to gain after being in the 
field and completing the process of coding and writing up data. Additionally, 
consideration and articulation of a research stance helps us to privilege reciproc-
ity and relationships in our methodologies, as Mariana Grohowski points out in 
“Reciprocity as Epicenter: An After-Action Review.”

Nevertheless, engaging in such an analysis can be difficult, but we might start 
by working to articulate researcher stance at the beginning, throughout, and at 
the end of a research project. These ruminations (which I discuss further in later 
sections) provide an opportunity to critically reflect on the ways our own identi-
ties and agencies fluctuate during the life of a research project as well as impact 
the course of research and the conclusions we draw as a result. Weaving these 
stories alongside the voices we share in our published research assists in heeding 
the calls put forth by feminists for decades, and provides for richer, nuanced, and 
more rigorous understandings of the ways we acquire and share knowledge in 
the field of rhetoric and writing. Preserving the voices of our participants with 
our own provides the opportunity to privilege their voices, a process displayed 
in Grohowski’s chapter as well.

Further, consideration of the ethical self requires an awareness of the ambig-
uous, shifting notion of identity and how multiplicity affects our relationships 
with others. In their scholarship, Torre and Ayala (2009) suggest using Gloria 
Anzaldua’s concept of a mestiza consciousness, which recognizes and makes ap-
parent how research is a political activity “. . . and that researchers come from 
particular communities with their own historically rooted relationships to re-
search and power” (p. 388). Further, a mestiza consciousness acknowledges the 
“in-between spaces” where relationships are forged and maintained around mu-
tually important issues, and uses conflicts that arise because of social hierarchies 
as learning points to breakdown and disrupt dualities to inspire change.

Just as we often ask participants to use new media tools and spaces to make 
sense of their own identities and connections to culture and place (which I ex-
plain further in the following section), researchers can also take advantage of 
digital mediums such as audio and video to tell, complicate and better under-
stand shifting notions of their own identities and agency throughout the course 
of research projects. According to Sullivan new media technologies provide a 
“natural fit for blending the personal and political” (as cited in Almjeld & Blair, 
2012, p. 102). In commenting on the rhetorically powerful nature of digital 
literacy narratives Cindy Selfe (2012) has said it is through these accounts:
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. . . which people fashion their lives and make sense of their 
world, indeed, how they construct the realities in which they 
live. These narratives are sometimes so richly laden with infor-
mation that conventional academic tools and ways of discuss-
ing their power- to shape identities; to persuade, and reveal, 
and discover; to create meaning and affiliations at home, in 
schools, communities, and workplaces—are inadequate to the 
task. (Narrative Theory and Stories)

Given this acknowledgement, it is not hard to imagine the possibilities of new 
media tools to more deeply understand and communicate researcher positionality 
and notions of the ethical self, thus encouraging we stay connected to those we 
research alongside after a project is completed. As evidenced in the stories shared, 
this chapter illustrates how entering into research with an awareness and under-
standing of the roles we inhabit as feminist researchers as well as the fluctuating 
nature of relationships and responsibilities leads to richer connections, which en-
able true collaboration to occur in research. This collaboration is often labor-in-
tensive and requires acute sensitivity as we listen to our participants and ourselves. 
In her chapter in this collection, Grohowski details the ways she applied methods 
grounded in theories of rhetorical listening to privilege relationships with par-
ticipants, something outside the scope of this chapter, but central in developing 
awareness of researcher perspective and influence on a project.

In the following sections, I attempt to articulate how we might go about build-
ing and making sense of the ebb and flow of collaborative relationships as I trace 
the ways my own and the director, Elaine Sheldon’s positions and connections to 
community storytellers shifted and influenced our work through our involvement 
with Hollow: An Interactive Documentary (http://www.hollowdocumentary.com).

For more background and information about the history and current state of 
the project, visit https://wac.colostate.edu/docs/books/feminist/media/adams2.
pdf.

Additionally, more from Hollow’s Director, Elaine Sheldon and her role af-
ter the project launched can be found at https://wac.colostate.edu/docs/books/
feminist/media/adams3.pdf

RESEARCHER COMMENTARY: TRACING SHIFTS 
IN IDENTITY AND AGENCY POST-RESEARCH

In 2012, I traveled to McDowell County, West Virginia on a whim. I had read 
about an interactive documentary project on Twitter (see Figure 1.1) aiming to 
give voice to residents in the community with the hopes that access to digital 
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tools and spaces would help people envision and enact positive changes in their 
community. At the time, I was entering into my second year of graduate school, 
and unsure of my identity as a scholar and an individual. I had just completed 
a series of interviews with my grandfather, whose health and mind were deteri-
orating. Our conversations focused on family history and values. After speaking 
with my grandfather, I was beginning to lay claim to and better understand my 
Appalachian identity. The chance to travel to the “heart of Appalachia” to assist 
in filming with a documentary seemed like a chance to explore these issues, and 
I jumped at the chance to be a part of something that mattered to me.

Figure 1.1. Hollow tweet (2011).

Admittedly then, my first ventures in volunteering with the Hollow proj-
ect were selfish—I wanted to do something exciting that would help me make 
sense of my family’s identity—which as I was beginning to understand it was 
an integral part of my identity. However, the time I spent volunteering with the 
crewmembers in the community and forming relationships with community 
storytellers provided the impetus for a tectonic shift to occur in my own person-
al and professional identity.

Throughout the course of the research, I kept detailed memos that read 
more like journal entries. Further, data collection occurred over a period of three 
years from 2012 to 2015, during the phases of pre-production, production, 
and post-production of the documentary as well as follow-ups a year after it 
launched. Throughout that time, I gathered mostly qualitative data in the form 
of interviews, participant observation, and analysis of the media the storytellers 
chose to share with me. As I was working to keep track of how the identities 
and agency of the community storytellers involved with Hollow were shifting, I 
found myself articulating connections to their stories—in them I saw my own 
identity mirrored back. An awareness of this connection and of the ways it af-

http://www.nytimes.com/video/opinion/100000003025809/a-threat-to-cambodias-sacred-forests.html
http://www.nytimes.com/video/opinion/100000003025809/a-threat-to-cambodias-sacred-forests.html
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fected the interactions and relationships I formed with participants has served as 
the both the foundation and catalyst to my previous and continued involvement 
in the community as well as inspired the written and digital research I’ve com-
pleted associated with the project. It is the reason I sought out the work, and the 
reason I will never let it go.

Sheldon and I have often joked about our first meeting, “I had faith you 
weren’t a weirdo,” she has said to me on multiple occasions. On the surface the 
comment is funny, but it is actually a good indication of the nature of our first 
meeting which looking back seems serendipitous. I remember keenly pulling 
into the driveway of an old coal company house on the top of the hill, a small 
wrought-iron fence lining the property, and being greeted by an overly friendly 
canine named Keely.

In my interactions with them, the storytellers have often recounted the pull 
of Sheldon’s personality, and I experienced it myself that day as she immediately 
made me feel welcome. Over the next week, I spent long hours assisting her and 
the rest of the documentary crew in the community. In each home and at each 
event, we were greeted with overwhelming hospitality, a pattern I later learned 
was because Sheldon had spent months building trust with community mem-
bers. At the end of the trip, Sheldon asked me if I would like to research the 
project, something her thesis advisor had been pushing her to do, but that she 
admittedly did not want to do. I agreed, and over the course of completing the 
research we became fast friends.

As I continue to make sense of my role as a researcher and friend to both 
Elaine and the McDowell storytellers, I am learning about how to build and 
sustain collaborative relationships, and how doing so deeply reflects the nature 
and scope of my work. Through this research experience, I have come to de-
fine collaboration as fluid and evolving over the course of and after research; 
collaboration means truly empathizing with community partners in order to 
build relationships grounded in care and reciprocity. I have looked to feminists 
researchers who have taught me why it’s important to acknowledge the nuance 
and vacillating nature of those relationships (Naples, 2003; Sheridan-Rabideau, 
2008; Royster & Kirsch, 2012), how to reflect and look inward to understand 
how relationships affect our terministic screens and future research (Almjeld & 
Blair, 2012; Blair, 2012) and finally how living and working alongside partici-
pants impacts community change (Heath, 1983; Flower, 2008; Grabill, 2007; 
Rodriquez, 2009). As feminists, we have made strides towards articulating why 
it’s important to engage in research alongside participants and to spend time 
reflecting on how collaborative research shapes our identities; however, we don’t 
often talk about what happens after a research project meets it natural conclu-
sion, when we leave. As I attempt to articulate it in this section, I have a sus-
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picion that for many of us the relationships we build continue, and the stories 
we tell stick with us, shaping and influencing our work and ourselves in both 
minute and broad strokes.

As feminists we value collaboration, and we acknowledge the values and in-
sights of our participants, as we have made calls to treat them as “co-interpreters” 
in research, a term Thomas Newkirk (1996) described in his research with teach-
ers and students, “When . . . those being studied have access to the researcher’s 
emerging questions and interpretations, there is an opportunity to offer coun-
terinterpretations or provide mitigating information” (p. 13).

I entered into my research with Hollow in this mindset. As I worked to build 
relationships with the documentary crewmembers and community storytellers, 
I communicated this research stance of openness and collaboration. Addition-
ally, I was aware of issues of reciprocity and worked to be sensitive to the ways 
I envisioned my research giving back to the community. At the beginning and 
throughout the course of the research, I felt this professional/academic stance of 
research begin to fade away. As I became more aware of the spirit of the culture 
and got closer to the people from whom that spirit emanated, I felt my own 
identity shift in profound ways. I began to feel a rootedness in my own life (as 
elaborated in the audio essay), because I experienced the peace that comes from 
that sense of belonging, belonging to a culture, to a place, to a history, and to a 
community. In my own longing to discover more about my family ancestry from 
my grandfather, I was searching for that rootedness, but it wasn’t until after the 
project was completed and the research was finished that I became aware of this 
transition in myself.

Documentary filmmaker Kaylanee Mam has expressed a similar shift in her 
own identity as she works with Cambodian people to bring their stories to West-
ern audiences, to introduce and preserve an alternative way of life through film. 
Her current project focuses on the fight to save the Areng forest in Cambodia 
and is experienced through the life of a Cambodian woman and her family (to 
see Mam’s work, visit http://www.nytimes.com/video/opinion/100000003025
809/a-threat-to-cambodias-sacred-forests.html). Mam describes the depth and 
influence of the relationship she has built with this woman in the following 
statement detailing the ways she envisions collaboration:

And it’s really strange, there are times when I feel like I 
don’t even have to express anything to her in words, and she 
understands what I want and how I feel. And I never felt that 
before, you know, especially not with someone in Cambodia. 
So when I started filming her and her husband and her family, 
I felt because I became so connected to her and to them I 
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wasn’t just filming them, I was actually experiencing this with 
them. And the story that was being told was not a story that I 
was telling, but a story that we were telling together. And that 
is such an incredible feeling when you can get to that place 
where it’s a collaboration between you and your subject and 
not just you with the objective camera, documenting a story. 
(Sheldon & Ginsburg, The camera doesn’t even exist, 2015)

Although Mam’s reflection focuses on her work filming this family, the gen-
eral charge of “telling a story” applies to our research as well. Her acknowledge-
ment that collaborative storytelling exists outside of “having an objective” is a 
tenet called for amongst many researchers that do community, participatory, 
feminist research (Torre & Ayala, 2009; Rodriquez, 2009), but rarely do we hear 
such stories on how these relationships we build affect future research or inform 
our identities.

As the revelations I shared from my own experiences along with Elaine’s 
reveal, as researchers and filmmakers we are faced with choices: choices about 
how we interact and build relationships with participants, choices about how 
we choose to represent them in our work, and choices about how long and how 
much we stay involved with a community after our work is completed. In line 
with Mam’s observations, I feel it’s important to articulate and make known our 
relationships to hold ourselves accountable for the work we do, but also to avoid 
superficial relationships. In other words, entering into a community and engag-
ing in truly collaborative work is a difficult, complex, and messy endeavor. It is 
one that requires much of us personally, but if we are to embody the ideals we 
say we say we privilege, we must work to achieve this goal. Often, we fall short of 
our expectations, but we need to think about why that happens and how we can 
work to do better the next time we embark on a research project. Such reflection 
makes us more aware, empathetic and better researchers who produce reflexive, 
dialogic, work.

CONCLUSION

The process of paying attention, of being mindful, of attending to the 
subtle, intuitive, not-so-obvious parts of research has the capacity to yield 
rich rewards. It allows scholars to observe and notice, to listen and hear 
voices often neglected or silenced, and notice more overtly their own re-
sponses to what they are seeing, reading, reflecting on, and encountering 
during their own research processes. 

- Royster & Kirsch, p. 85

http://civicmediaproject.org/works/civic-media-project/hollow
http://civicmediaproject.org/works/civic-media-project/hollow
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In the quote above, Royster and Kirsch explain the importance of instituting 
what they call “strategic contemplation”—a method scholars can apply to be-
come more attune to the outward and inward journeys we embark on as feminist 
researchers. They describe the outward journey as the one we take, “in real time 
and space” (p. 85), the places we visit in fieldwork and the communities we 
enter into as researchers. However, less often interrogated but certainly not less 
important is the inward journey we pursue, the one that helps us understand the 
ways we make sense of our meaning-making processes, or the journey “focused 
on researchers noticing how they process, imagine, and work with materials; 
how creativity and imagination come into play; how a vicarious experience that 
results from critical imagination, meditation, introspection, and/or reflection 
gets mapped, perhaps simultaneously, as both an analytical one and a visceral 
one” (p. 85). As this chapter outlines, my own experience engaging with this 
method of strategic contemplation has meant pausing for critical self-reflection 
at each part of the research process from the inception of research questions to 
writing and distribution (Johnston makes a strong case for this type of “discom-
forting” self-assessment in her chapter as well). Moreover, that reflection has 
also included the voices of others I’ve collaborated with, and as we have come 
through this process together, we have come out with lasting friendships that 
will extend well beyond the life of a research project. The rich and lasting inter-
actions we’ve have with the community storytellers continue to influence the life 
and shape of this project. In their chapter, “Listening to Research as a Feminist 
Ethos of Representation,” Lauren Rosenberg and Emma Howes describe the 
importance of allowing these relationships to linger and to shape the work we 
do in influential ways.

Nevertheless, as Gesa Kirsch (2005) has taught us, feminist researchers often 
interact with participants in ways that reflect “friendliness” and not necessarily 
“genuine friendship”. According to Kirsch, it’s important to make the distinc-
tion because in doing so we are better equipped to become aware of the nature of 
our interactions, “recognizing that they are shaped, like all human interactions, 
by dynamics of power, gender, generation, education, race, class, and many oth-
er factors that can contribute to feelings of misunderstanding, disappointment, 
and broken trust” (p. 2170). Similarly, in her work in indigenous communities, 
Angela Haas (2005, 2007) notes the importance of considering cultural ways of 
making meaning and listening to participants as we work with them, so that we 
might resist the prime narrative that often holds together our beliefs. Addition-
ally, Brenda Brueggeman (1996) reminds us to be conscious and sympathetic 
to the silence of participants, to respect the distance and withdrawals they may 
make, and be sensitive to their needs over our own. Each of these women, point 
to the complexity of collaborative relationships; further, critical reflection and 

http://www.salon.com/2013/01/07/whats_so_funny_about_being_poor/
http://www.salon.com/2013/01/07/whats_so_funny_about_being_poor/
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strategic contemplation offer us methods to examine and become more attune 
to their evolving nature during our research engagement as well as after a project 
is completed.

As I have written elsewhere (Adams, 2015), through the course of our work 
in McDowell Sheldon and I have spoken about and interrogated our shortcom-
ings—both in the context of the film itself and the research that developed from 
it. We talk about what we would do differently “next time,” and as the sections 
above demonstrate we are not afraid to admit or brush over our failures or the 
constraints of the work. Also, we both continue to be as actively involved with 
the community as we can—we both stay in touch with community members 
and assist them however and as much as we can given the scope of our current 
career paths (I have become an Assistant Professor at a small college in north-
west Ohio and Sheldon continues to travel the world on assignment). Our own 
relationship keeps us close to the community as well as we work to inspire and 
invigorate each other as new developments occur.

Although Sheldon and I both deal with the constraint of being geographi-
cally far away from McDowell, a piece of us will always be there. Social media 
spaces and new technologies such as Google Hangout provide us with a means 
to stay relevant in each other’s and the storytellers’ lives. Because our work is 
linked in many ways, Sheldon is a media maker and although I also work to 
make media, my focus is to study it—we stay tied through professional and 
personal interests. For instance, we recently collaborated on a publication on 
civic media engagement (http://civicmediaproject.org/works/civic-media-proj-
ect/hollow), and Sheldon regularly “speaks” with digital media courses I teach 
via video conferences.

 Staying involved with the storytellers is a bit different, since our relation-
ships with them are unique in their nature and capacity. I have come to form 
those relationships through Elaine, meaning it is because the storytellers trusted 
her first that they also trusted me. However, over time, through the course of the 
research and beyond, I have worked to stay involved with their lives, to build 
and sustain relationships. Important to make relevant is the impetus for those 
relationships. As I entered into the community, my intentions were framed with 
the research at forefront. In other words, I was focused on forming collaborative 
research relationships, engaging my participants in the work, by treating them as 
co-participants, allowing them to see interviews, coding schemes, and write-ups 
and prompting them for feedback at each step. But it was during the research 
that I noticed the nature of our relationships begin to shift from that of co-par-
ticipants to friends. As a result, my feelings and thoughts about how to create 
and represent their story collaboratively in research shifted as well.

For instance, as I shared my research with the storytellers, they seemed unin-

http://casit.bgsu.edu/cconline/Haas/index.htm
http://casit.bgsu.edu/cconline/Haas/index.htm
http://www.hollowdocumentary.com/
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terested in reading it, but when I called them on the phone to check in on their 
lives and see how they were doing, we often conversed at length about concepts 
I was articulating in my dissertation. These insights and the comfortable, caring 
tone of our conversations materialized, because the nature of our relationships 
had changed—we were friends, and we knew that our friendships would con-
tinue past the near future. I provide this example to illustrate the importance 
of recognizing and articulating a research stance (Grabill, 2012) and also the 
relevance of understanding the fluctuating nature of a stance given the ways we 
do or don’t engage in relationships through the course of and after our research.

When I think about the ways the storytellers have enriched and added value 
to my life, I feel immensely grateful for their willingness to engage in this en-
deavor—to risk (again) the possibility of being misrepresented or being taken 
advantage of by an outsider. I realize now also that the work I put into build-
ing and sustaining these friendships is essential to creating ethical, collaborative 
work that privileges relationships over stories—over research. When we can see 
the act of sustaining these friendships not as an obligation, but as an opportunity 
for growth and reward (for our participants and ourselves), we are able to em-
body the values we privilege, and our work will serve as a testament to others of 
the value of research. In writing this chapter, I have reflected on the importance 
of critically revisiting our understanding of how relationships shift over time, 
and I am reminded of Ivy Schweitzer’s (2006) notion of performing friendship, 
“Ideally, friends choose each other freely, respect each other’s sovereignty, con-
firm each other’s equality, learn together” (p. 290). It is through critical reflec-
tion of the nature of relationship building and the evolution of collaboration in 
feminist community work that we are able to learn from and with each other.
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CHAPTER 2.  

RECIPROCITY AS EPICENTER: 
AN ‘AFTER-ACTION REVIEW’

Mariana Grohowski
Journal of Veterans Studies

Feminist scholars have critiqued the methods and methodologies of 
empirical human-subjects research for being hegemonic and exploit-
ative, stressing the imperative for reciprocity in civic engagement and 
human subject based research in rhetoric and composition. In an 
effort to “articulate a language that clarifies how civic engagement 
happens” (Orr, 2011, p. 7), Grohowski details the methods and meth-
odology developed while working with two disabled women veterans 
to stress the importance of feminist intervention and political activism 
as driving principles when engaging in research with participants who 
belong to misrepresented populations. Grohowski discusses the process 
of developing reciprocal relationships with case study co-interpreters 
through the interrelated methods of listening, understanding, and 
strategic disclosure. In addition to outlining a methodology in which 
reciprocity is epicenter, she stresses that partnerships with minority 
groups must draw upon innovative approaches and modalities for 
fostering access and inclusion.

Rhetoric, writing, and literacy studies (RWLS) scholars have shared methods 
and intentions for developing reciprocal relationships with participants. Some 
identify their use of reciprocity as experimental (Gorzelsky, 2012); others classify 
reciprocity as part of an activist agenda (Blythe, 2012; Cushman, 1996, 1999; 
Goldblatt, 2007). Feminism as a political, ideological, and scholarly perspec-
tive has appropriated activism as an essential tenet (Blair, 2012; Blair & Tulley, 
2007; Himley, 2004; Jack, 2009; Powell & Takayoshi, 2003; Sheridan-Rabide-
au, 2009; Royster & Kirsch, 2012). Given the interdisciplinary nature of fem-
inist research, many scholars outside the field of RWLS note the links between 
feminist research, activism, and reciprocity (Gluck, 1977; Harding, 1987, 1991; 
Lather, 1988; Naples, 2003; Orr, 2011; Smith, 2012). According to Shulamit 
Reinharz (1992) specific themes of feminist research make it a form of activism 
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and support the researcher in developing reciprocal relationships with her par-
ticipants. Feminist research “includes the researcher as person; and attempts to 
develop special relations with the people studied” (p. 240). Indeed, researchers 
who conceive of research as relationship building consider reciprocation imper-
ative (Powell & Takayoshi, 2003; Goldblatt, 2007; Cushman, 1996; Gorzelsky, 
2012; Selfe & Hawisher, 2012; Berry et al., 2012; Royster, 2000; Grabill, 2012; 
Adams, this collection). As Mary Sue MacNealy (1999) has explained, when 
researchers, such as feminists, interrogate “political and cultural issues . . . such 
research often is, or becomes action research, undertaken with the idea that 
change will occur in the researcher as well as the research subjects as a result of 
participation in the research project” (p. 233). The “change” MacNealy speaks of 
is reciprocally experienced between the researcher and her participants; further-
more, this change is activist-in-nature because it advances the quality of life for 
those involved (see Berry et al., 2012).

Like Katrina Powell and Pamela Takayoski (2003), I developed reciprocal 
relationships with co-interpreters amidst conducting research. Like Powell and 
Takayoshi, my aim is to articulate how and why I negotiate(d)1 such relationships 
with co-interpreters. The authors contend: “discussions of reciprocity can take 
on a mystical aura that avoids engagement with the complicated negotiations of 
building reciprocity. Without narratives of prior experiences . . . researchers can 
find themselves unprepared” (p. 401). By detailing the methods and methodol-
ogies of case study research conducted with two disabled female U.S. military 
veterans—Tanya Schardt and BriGette McCoy2—I outline a “research stance” 
(Grabill, 2012) for which reciprocity is epicenter.3

According to Jeff Grabill (2012), “A research stance is a set of beliefs and 
obligations that shape how one acts as a researcher” (p. 211). Heeding Grabill’s 
advice, I explain how my research stance and methodology were developed in 
the hopes of guiding other researchers to practice reciprocity when working with 
misrepresented populations. Furthermore, I stress that a methodology for which 
reciprocity is epicenter is activist, but it must be employed with consideration 
and care. The interconnected, reciprocal relationship building practices of un-
derstanding, listening, and strategic disclosure orient my methodology. I ex-
plain each practice to articulate my methodologies, which are a form of feminist 
intervention. As characteristic of feminist scholarship, exemplified in many of 
the chapters in this collection, I employ narrative to stress the subjective nature 

1 While project has ended, our relationships are ongoing.
2 Both women insisted, like Lary in Rosenberg’s co-authored chapter with Howe (Chapter 4, 
this collection), that I use their actual names. Tanya and BriGette’s rationale was to ensure that 
their contributions and sacrifices were written into history.
3 My use of “reciprocity as epicenter” is inspired by Smagorinsky’s (2008) article.
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of my stance as researcher and friend to co-interpreters Tanya and BriGette. 
Though feminists have a considerable legacy and expertise on both theorizing 
and enacting transparency and reflexivity, so does the U.S. military, through the 
After-Action Review (AAR).

According to the U.S. Army, the After-Action Review (AAR) is “a profes-
sional discussion of an event focused on performance standards, that enables 
soldiers to discover for themselves what happened, why it happened, and how to 
sustain strengths and improve on weaknesses” (TC 25-20, 1993, p. 1). Drawing 
on analysis, interpretation, reflection, and collaboration, AARs afford improve-
ment for both “soldiers and leaders” to evaluate and support training opera-
tions (p. ii). Furthermore, AARs result from a rhetorical situation and cultural 
institution that values efficiency and precision. The rhetorical situation of an 
AAR affords service members clarity surrounding a battle or training exercise, 
with the intention of fostering a more successful military unit. In principle, the 
AAR shares with RWLS scholarship—including but not limited to the feminist 
scholars in this section of this collection—the recommendation to articulate and 
reflect upon their methods and methodologies (see Williamson & Huot, 2012). 
I shift now to information about Tanya and BriGette’s social locations and the 
design of our case studies.

ROLL-CALL4

Women U.S. military personnel and veterans are misunderstood and mis-
represented because their stories and contributions have been marginalized from 
public accounts (Grohowski, 2014; DAV, 2014; Santovec, 2015). In the para-
graphs that follow, I align information about the social locations Tanya and 
BriGette occupy, alongside national statistics of female U.S. military personnel 
and veterans; I do so in an effort to foster increased understanding of Tanya 
and BriGette’s positionalities, including the vulnerabilities they face as disabled 
American women veterans. Information is provided in Table 2.1.

Tanya is a white woman in her late thirties (see Figure 2.1). BriGette is a black 
woman in her mid-forties (see Figure 2.2). Tanya and BriGette are representative 
of the two largest demographics of U.S. women military veterans nationally. In 
fact, the National Center for Veterans Analysis and Statistics (NCVAS) (2016) 
revealed “White Non-Hispanic” women comprise 67.3 percent of the national 
population of women veterans, while “Non-White Non-Hispanic” women vet-
erans comprise 24.4 percent (p. 17). These statistics correlate with Pew Research 

4 In all branches of the U.S. military, roll call is “the act or the time of calling over a list of 
names of person belonging to an organization, in order to ascertain who are present, or to obtain 
responses from those present” (Farrow, 1919, p. 519).
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findings (see Patten & Parker, 2011), which calculated that white women made 
up the largest percentage of active duty servicewomen while black women were 
a close second (p. 5).

Table 2.1. Co-interpreter information

Co-Interpreter Tanya BriGette

Race White Black

Age 30-40 40-50

# Dependents 0 2

Status Student & Service-Con-
nected Disabled Veteran; 
Medically Retired

Service-Connected Disabled 
Veteran

Military Branch Army Army

Military Era Persian Gulf II Peace Time / Pre-Persian 
Gulf I

Military Occupational 
Specialty

Armament Repaired 45 
(Tank Turret Repairer)

Data Telecommunications 
Specialist

Length of Service (years) 10.5 4

Deployments 3, Iraq 0

Rhetorical practices Drawing & painting Television & film public 
speaking & social media-net-
working

Noted experiences Improvised Explosive Device 
(IED) blast

·  Raped twice during service

·  Homelessness (1+)

+ Traumatic Brain Injury & 
Post-Traumatic Stress

Yes, both Yes, both

In the same report by NCVAS, the largest percentages of women veterans 
served during “Gulf War II or post-9/11 (2001).” Tanya’s ten and a half years 
of service falls into this category. Coming in at a close second is the number of 
women who served during “‘Peacetime only’ [from] May 1975 to July 1990,” 
when BriGette served her four-year enlistment (p. 5).

Tanya is a combat veteran, though U.S. military and civilian societies have 
failed to recognize that women have been serving on the frontlines with men 
in every conflict since the Revolutionary War (Holm, 1992; Monahan & Nei-
del-Greenlee, 2010). Moreover, the Defense Business Board (DBB) (2010), us-
ing the total number of active duty military in 2010, identified that the majority 
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of personnel, at forty percent, had never been deployed, while eleven percent had 
deployed three or more times (p. 23). In other words, of the less than one per-
cent of the total U.S. population that serves in the post-9/11 military, a smaller 
segment deploy or see combat during their service (see Pew, 2011).

Figure 2.1. Tanya Schardt photo. Iraq 2003. Image description: Tanya is shown 
in Iraq in her army fatigues, holding her M16 and wearing a helmet. She is posed 
in front of a mural on a brick wall of Saddam Hussein with his arm raised. Photo 

courtesy of Schardt.

Although BriGette, unlike Tanya, was not exposed to combat, she expe-
rienced violence and trauma. BriGette was raped on two different occasions 
during the first year of her service. In 2016, the Department of Defense reported 
that 6,172 male and female active duty U.S. military personnel reported being 
sexually assaulted (raped) during the fiscal year—“a 1.5 percent increase from 
the reports made in fiscal year 2015” (p. 8). Researchers found that a military 
woman’s “race and rank” had significant influence on experiencing sexual ha-
rassment (Buchanan et al., 2008, p. 358). Specifically, “black women reported 
experiencing more severe, less common forms of sexual harassment” than white 
female counterparts (Buchanan et al., 2008, p. 358). These findings correlate 
with Tanya’s and BriGette’s experiences.
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Figure 2.2. BriGette McCoy photo. 1989. Photo courtesy of McCoy. Image descrip-
tion: BriGette is shown in Germany wearing her army (dress) uniform and hat.

INFLUENCES OF MILITARY EXPERIENCE

Writing on the over diagnosis of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD / 
PTS5), Allan Horwitz and Jerome Wakefield (2012) noted, “twenty percent of 
returning veterans have PTSD” (p. 186). PTS results from military sexual trau-
ma (MST) (Buchanan et al., 2008, p. 358; Kelly et al., 2008). Military women 
with PTS from MST have a high probability of homelessness (NCHV, n.d., p. 
1). According to the National Coalition of Homeless Veterans (NCHV), the 
rate of female veteran homelessness has increased and female veterans with MST, 
“are 6.5 times more likely to experience homelessness” (p. 1). After honorably 
discharging from the military, BriGette found herself without a place to live 
while working to support herself and her family. Indeed, these diverse factors of 
social location influence how Tanya and BriGette experience and make meaning 
in their lives.

5 There’s a divide on dropping the word “disorder” from the diagnosis “post-trau-
matic stress.” Whereas Caplan (2011) and Rigg (2013) support the drop to reduce 
stigma and expose the source of soldiers’ stress (e.g., war trauma), the APA support 
keeping the “D” to ensure veterans receive disability benefits. (See Moore, 2013).
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DESIGN AND METHOD

My project, to which Tanya and BriGette contributed as case study co-in-
terpreters, sought to address the rhetorical practices of female U.S. military vet-
erans. Though Tanya and BriGette have unique and distinct multimodal rhe-
torical practices, both women share the premise that composing is a form of 
advocacy. Indeed, both women understand their rhetorical practices as forms 
of activism. Tanya’s preferred practice of drawing is a private activity employing 
tactile composing technologies like pencil, paint, and charcoal; conversely, as a 
national public figure for women veterans, BriGette engages public technologi-
cal platforms of video and social media. I conceive of both Tanya and BriGette’s 
rhetorical practices as a form of feminist intervention within and beyond the 
military veteran community.

Both BriGette and Tanya possess and employ distinct rhetorical practic-
es while negotiating unique barriers in order to compose. Though they share 
similar barriers in order to compose (e.g., anxiety, exhaustion, headaches, body 
pain), both enact diverse rhetorical strategies that demonstrate their exigency 
and agency to compose. Given the barriers they experience, the design and ap-
proval of our case studies hinged on reciprocity and collaboration. I had to be 
inclusive to their needs and preferences and able to accommodate their requests; 
however, Tanya and BriGette had to inform me of their needs and preferences 
so that I could oblige. Like Margaret Price (2003), I was approved to design 
procedures with co-interpreters from inception to account for their access needs. 
In accordance with the approved methods for our case study, data collection 
spanned the months of June through September 2013 and accounted for eight 
meetings. Whereas Tanya and I had face-to-face meetings at her home; BriGette 
and I held our meetings through telephone or video conferencing, due in part to 
our geographical distance and at her request—as physical and psychological bar-
riers make electronic communications more accessible. BriGette informed me 
that when we talked by phone she’d lay in her bed; but when we talked through 
video conferencing, she sat in her “therapy chair,” designed to relieve back pain.

Co-interpreters responded warmly to designing the methods for conducting 
our interviews and having options for participating. Institutional Review Board 
(IRB) approval for providing options for interviews was not an issue. Given my 
desire to foster reciprocity, it was imperative to design and employ accessible 
data collection methods. Employing accessible data collection methods is a form 
of political activism; it ensures that individuals whose voices have been histor-
ically and systematically marginalized from institutional or research practices 
can participate, thereby validating their experiences and influencing change (see 
Berry et al., 2012; Walters, 2010; Price, 2003).
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Individual interviews lasted between one and two hours. While the audio 
of each meeting was recorded, I took handwritten notes to attune myself to 
listen and retain information. Though I prepared for each interview with a list 
of topics or questions, I promoted the concept of “co-interpreter” by letting 
Tanya or BriGette lead. Interviews that generated the most on-point content 
to my research questions were facilitated through the process of artifact inter-
views.6 As Doug Hesse, Nancy Sommers, and Kathleen Blake Yancey (2012) 
have explained: inquiry upon objects, “provoked observations and feelings, 
associations and questions we likely would not have produced through other 
means” (p. 326). Tanya and BriGette exemplified Hesse et al.’s (2012) claim. Be-
cause both women suffer from Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) and Posttraumatic 
Stress (PTS), as they have explained: psychological and physiological processes 
influence their memories. However, when our conversations began with their 
artifacts (e.g., drawings; photographs; videos) both women shared candidly. In 
order to explain my methodology of reciprocity, I begin with an explanation 
of how I fostered understanding—a crucial first step in establishing reciprocal 
relationships and conducting ethical research as a form of feminist intervention.

UNDERSTANDING OR RESEARCH STANCE: 
EMBRACING THE MARGIN

As a feminist researcher during the ninth and “final” year of the war in Iraq 
(2011), I found inspiration in Sandra Harding’s (1991) call for researchers to 
“reinvent [them-] selves as other” (p. 268). Lucky for me, I was already ware 
of my status as “other” to the population and issue I sought to investigate (the 
rhetorical practices of military women) and as a writing studies researcher. I felt 
empowered by Harding’s call for a “standpoint,” or “research stance” (Grabill, 
2012) that “exploit[s] the gap . . . [between] margin and center” as a valuable site 
for meaning making (p. 276). Krista Ratcliffe (2005), Shannon Walters (2010), 
and Jay Dolmage and Cynthia Lewiecki-Wilson (2010) have identified the ad-
vantages of inquiry taken up from the margins. In her work on “cross cultural 
identification,” Ratcliffe (2005) considered “the margin between” identification 
with others as offering an awareness (p. 73). In their work on feminist disability 
studies, Dolmage and Lewiecki-Wilson (2010) suggested researchers to “look 
to the margins to understand the function of the outlier as the ground against 
which particular forms of knowledge come into view” (p. 32). Though my social 
location was difficult to accept initially, my ability to move between identifica-
tion and non-identification with co-interpreters was precisely how I was able to 
develop reciprocal relationships with Tanya and BriGette.
6 The audio and transcript is an example of an artifact interview with Tanya (see p. 48). 
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My efforts to foster reciprocal relationships with Tanya and BriGette were 
conceived as a result of understanding my social location or positionality as 
researcher; reflectively occupying “the margin and the center” (Harding, 1991; 
Ratcliffe, 2005; Dolmage & Lewiecki-Wilson, 2010) allowed me to sidestep an 
authoritative “researcher” stance so that I could be open to receive their ideas 
and expertise. By situating myself “in between” understanding, I became aware 
of Tanya and BriGette’s generosity and of opportunities that I could respond to 
their offers in kind, thereby fostering reciprocity. Though I primarily use their 
names, I also use the term “co-interpreter.” Articulating my use of the term sup-
ports my methodology in which reciprocity is epicenter and the degree to which 
the reciprocal strategies of understanding, listening, and strategic disclosure fa-
cilitated additional opportunities for fostering reciprocal relationships as a form 
of feminist intervention.

DEFINING TERMINOLOGY: CO-INTERPRETER

My use of the term “co-interpreter” was inspired by Thomas Newkirk 
(1996), who suggested that researchers invite participants to “respond to in-
terpretations [and] offer counterinterpretations” (p. 13). Newkirk is neither 
the first nor the only scholar to suggest such collaboration (see Lather, 1986; 
Kirsch, 1993; Grabill, 2007; Spinuzzi, 2005; Powell and Takayoshi, 2003; 
Cushman, 1996; Berry et al., 2012; Adams, this collection; Rosenberg & How-
es, this collection). Nevertheless, it is from Newkirk that I borrow the term 
and practice of soliciting counter-interpretations to data, findings, and drafts. 
At times, I refer to Tanya and BriGette as “co-interpreters.” But as Takayoshi 
(2003) explained in her efforts to foster reciprocity with her research par-
ticipant Nicky—Tanya and BriGette did not embrace the acts Newkirk and 
others promote.

Like feminists, disability studies scholars interrogate and subvert issues of he-
gemony and inequality. A disability perspective challenges “normalcy” and “abil-
ity” and substantiates how disability is a critical and generative site for mean-
ing making (Dolmage & Lewiecki-Wilson, 2010, pp. 31-32). Furthermore, as 
Shannon Walters (2010) has stressed, research methodologies informed by dis-
ability are activist in projects that include individuals with disabilities as co-re-
searchers or interpreters (p. 434). Because Tanya and BriGette both identify as 
disabled American veterans, and because their unique social locations influence 
their perspectives, I came to rely on Tanya and BriGette as co-interpreters in 
shaping research findings and outcomes. Integrating Newkirk’s concept was one 
effort I made to foster reciprocal relationships with Tanya and BriGette, an effort 
facilitated through the process of listening.
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LISTENING TO FOSTER UNDERSTANDING

I’ve been told that I am a “good listener.” But after listening to audio-record-
ed practice interviews, I found I was not a good listener. Of course, “good lis-
tening” is vital in qualitative human subject-based research and compounded by 
the fact co-interpreters admitted to feeling unheard in U.S. civilian and military/
veteran cultures. A researcher can jeopardize data collection if she does not listen 
effectively. Listening is challenging and always biased (DeVault & Gross, 2012). 
Furthermore, to learn to listen one must “unlearn” one’s habituated listening 
practices (Ceraso, 2014; Ratcliffe, 2005).

Determined to listen for understanding and to foster respect for my co-in-
terpreter’s unique insights, I followed Margorie DeVault and Glenda Gross’s 
(2012) advice and acknowledged my listening limitations. I made notes and 
developed codes that accounted for my listening biases, e.g., when I inter-
rupted or spoke over the interviewee and if, when, and how I filled the gaps 
instead of allowing for silence to bookend the interviewee’s response. During a 
practice interview, I interrupted my interviewee with what I anticipated would 
be her response. After asking the interviewee a question and before she could 
answer, I’d offer the guess I’d contrived in my head. I learned that not only 
were my assumptions always wrong, but by listening to see if my guesses were 
right, I wasn’t listening. Indeed, as Ratcliffe (2005) has argued: “listen to dis-
courses not for intent but . . . with the intent to understand” (p. 28 emphasis 
original). In other words, to be a good listener I had to stop listening to hear 
my ideas parroted back.

 Though this process was time consuming and humbling, it elicited reflec-
tion, questioning, and critical understanding akin to feminist research (See 
Johnston, this collection; Royster & Kirsch, 2012; Reinharz, 1992). Further-
more, it offered a means of “accountability for checking my practices and ap-
proaches” (Johnston, this collection) and the opportunity to unlearn my bad 
listening habits. Stephanie Ceraso has argued that listening is dependent on 
making the familiar strange. When I was able to “defamiliarize” the process of 
listening during practice interviews, I began to grasp Ceraso’s suggestion for a 
heightened approach to listening that is contingent upon occupying a marginal 
space feminist and disability studies scholars call for to increase understanding 
(Harding, 1991; Ratcliffe, 2005; Dolmage & Lewiecki-Wilson, 2010).

By listening, I grasped Nancy Naples’ (2003) thorough disproving of the 
“insider / outsider debate,” which she identifies as catalyst for neglecting the 
fluidity of identity and one’s social location. However, as Ceraso (2014) and 
Ratcliffe (2005) attest: listening and as a result, understanding, occurs through 
multiple modes of communication. Ready to listen to women veterans, I took to 

https://soundcloud.com/mariana-mare-grohowski/clip-of-phone-conversation
https://soundcloud.com/mariana-mare-grohowski/clip-of-phone-conversation
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social media (i.e., Facebook) where I put in time and effort to listen to women 
veterans.

Jen Almjeld and Kristine Blair (2012) and Heidi McKee and James Porter 
(2010) support this approach. While Almjeld and Blair (2012) credit the af-
fordances of the Internet (and social media platforms in particular) for aiding 
the researcher in establishing and maintaining a transparent identity. McKee 
and Porter (2010) discuss the considerable labor involved in establishing one’s 
credibility online. By approaching my interactions online from the framework 
discussed above (offered by Harding, 1991; Ratcliffe, 2005; Dolmage & Lewiec-
ki-Wilson; Naples, 2003), while I clocked many hours listening (or observing) 
in online communities to female veterans, when I acted, I did so in a reciprocal 
manner as inspired by Ellen Cushman’s (1996) activist efforts—I offered my 
assistance to women’s requests I could provide. I answered one woman’s request 
for help completing a disability claim form. While what I did was according to 
rhetoric and composition scholars a form of activism (see Blythe, 2012; Cush-
man 1996, 1999; Gildenspire, 2010; Goldblatt, 2007; Grabill, 2007). I acted 
with the intention of being reciprocal—to give back for all of the information 
and insights I received as a member in an online community.

Like Dirk Remley (2012), I was reluctant to use the “activist” label because 
I tend to think of activism on a grander scale, as being part of a movement. But 
as a feminist researcher working in an area of disability studies, I am apart of 
two activist movements. I am by default, performing activist interventions (Dol-
mage & Lewiecki-Wilson, 2010, pp. 32-33; Walters, 2010, p. 434). The type 
of activism I am comfortable with is on a personal level—when I am personally 
equipped to do so. But in re-reading Cushman (1996), I understand that these 
efforts are activist in nature when, as Blair (2012) has maintained, such actions 
are “deploy[ed with] an activist politics,” or “with the goal of empowerment in 
mind” (pp. 65-66). These feminist interventions allowed me to interact with 
women veterans, which compelled women veterans, by their own volition, to 
“vouch” for me when I posted.7 Listening with the intent to understand taught 
me that in the women veteran community, reciprocity and trust are paramount. 
Thanks to the scholarship of Lauren Rosenberg and Emma Howe, I have come 
to conceive “listening [in and of itself as] a feminist intervention” (this collection, 
emphasis added).

 I was able to initiate the long process of gaining trust and establishing my 
credibility by practicing transparency and reciprocity on Facebook, which is 
where I met BriGette. I reached out to her after seeing her in the documentary 
Service: When Women Come Marching Home (2011). Contacting her through 

7 Requests for participation on electronic surveys for dissertation research.
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Facebook was intentional because in the documentary8 she credits Facebook for 
helping her meet other women veterans and learn about resources. However, 
contacting BriGette through Facebook was also my only method. We did not 
share mutual contacts or a geographic location. Our correspondence was lim-
ited to and possible because of social media. I didn’t start out by asking her to 
be my research subject, though I was interested in learning more about her and 
saw her rhetorical practices as feminist and activist. Instead, I asked if I could 
do anything for her. Once she learned that I was a student and researcher, she 
suggested the idea of a case study to me. To listen to that conversation or to read 
the written transcript of it, visit https://soundcloud.com/mariana-mare-gro-
howski/clip-of-phone-conversation. I share this short excerpt to exemplify the 
reciprocal nature of how our conversations occurred. The listener can hear our 
shared laughter as well as identify how the tones of our voices reflect our feelings 
and personalities. Though this conversation occurred in 2013, BriGette and I 
regularly have conversations like the one in the audio clip—full of laughter and 
dialogic reciprocity.

One of my colleagues, Tanya’s former writing teacher, initiated our con-
nection. We met at our campus Starbucks and I offered to buy her chai. She 
appreciated this small gesture and agreed to meet the following week. It took 
dozens of cups of chai and conversation for Tanya to trust me to share any of 
her military experiences. In short, relationships with BriGette and Tanya were 
established in advance of requests for research studies. Had these relationships 
not first been established, I would not have sought out the approval to conduct 
case studies.

I wanted to be as reciprocal as possible for three reasons: (1) Because of the 
personal relationships I had established with Tanya and BriGette; (2) the gener-
osity of their time, expertise, and support to me as I was undergoing my research; 
and (3) because I understood that as former members of the military they were 
trained to serve. In fact, some veterans consider military service as the highest 
form of civic engagement (Handley, 2016). And recent research indicates that 
veterans volunteer more than other segments of the U.S. population (Matthieu, 
2016). Given Tanya and BriGette’s exigency to serve and contribute to my re-
search, I argue that reciprocity as a form of feminist intervention is imperative 
when working with current, former, and future members of the military.

Over time, it became apparent9 that both women had their own activist goals 
in mind. Both women saw the platform of my research as potential to disprove 
limiting stereotypes about military women and disabled veterans. Indeed, their 

8 Which she maintains in her Senate testimony. (See H031313, 2013).
9 From the (individual) conversations I had with Tanya and BriGette respectively.

https://youtu.be/od8Y5aXWZPQ
https://veteransocialjustice.wordpress.com/
https://veteransocialjustice.wordpress.com/
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motivation to participate was in part an activist effort to facilitate social change 
for disabled American women veterans.

STRATEGIC DISCLOSURE AS RECIPROCITY

Whereas reciprocation is defined as an exchange for mutual benefit or as 
responding to offers in kind; strategic disclosure is defined as an exchange of 
information. Margaret Gutsell and Kathleen Hulgin (2014) liken strategic dis-
closure to fostering inclusion through information design. The authors have 
called for the use of “narratives to construct and promote a common sense . 
. . [and] provide the opportunity for vicarious experience” between interview-
er and interviewee (pp. 91-92). Considered as a practice of active listening, I 
experimented with strategic disclosure during interviews. Because I wanted to 
foster understanding and identification with them, at times I disclosed personal 
information in the hopes of softening feelings of uneasiness when they shared 
sensitive information.

During interviews, opportunities would arise in their narrative retellings 
where I related to their expressed emotions or scenarios. For example, as I came 
to understand the frustration Tanya experienced in her relationships with her 
sisters, I shared that I too have a complicated relationship with my sister. In 
short, moments presented themselves where I felt compelled to strategically dis-
close personal details I would otherwise withhold. DeVault and Gross (2012) 
classified strategic disclosure as a form of “feminist interviewing” where the 
interviewer “reveal[s] research interests and political commitments” (p. 215). 
Keeping with my goals as a feminist researcher to be transparent, reflective, and 
reciprocal: practicing strategic disclosure was a method not unlike those em-
ployed in other areas of my collaborative research i.e., sharing interview codes 
or emerging findings.

I would employ strategic disclosure when interviewing Tanya and BriGette 
in order to acknowledge the relevance of their narrative experiences, and to 
encourage their continued involvement in the project. I practiced brevity and 
moderation in my efforts, given what I had learned about myself during my 
practice interviews. I did not want to monopolize the interview, which they 
could interpret as not listening or invalidating their experiences and perspec-
tives. Acts of information reciprocation (i.e., strategic disclosure) in interviews 
fostered a conversational approach advocated by Cynthia Selfe and Gail Haw-
isher (2012), whose work implies the use of strategic disclosure in their inter-
views with participants; Selfe and Hawisher’s work promote the feminist agenda 
of pushing against “boundaries” of “traditional” research practices by fostering 
empathy and understanding with co-interpreters, which thereby broadens our 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qqsh8X7Okl4
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understanding of how knowledge is made and shared (Selfe & Hawisher, 2012; 
Cushman, 1996; Kirsch, 1993). Our interviews were opportunities for collabo-
rative meaning making. For example, the following video clip and written tran-
script (accessible at https://youtu.be/od8Y5aXWZPQ) showcases Tanya and I 
discussing her watercolor painting “Chaos.”10

An additional act of reciprocation initiated through strategic disclosure re-
sulted in a collaborative project between BriGette’s nonprofit and my interme-
diate writing class. During one of our interviews, BriGette expressed her passion 
for education, digital pedagogy, and a desire to compose and broadcast video 
interviews with grassroots advocates working on veterans’ issues. In the interest 
of reciprocating her generosity as co-interpreter, I disclosed that I was in the 
process of designing a service-learning course where my students could treat 
BriGette as a “community partner” or client to “write for” (Deans, 2000). Stu-
dents prepared questions and pitched their ideas for executing her plan. Over 
the course of the semester, students composed a website for her project (see fig-
ure 2.3). Each military veteran and advocate has her own individual page with 
information about her contributions to the veteran social justice community.

Figure 2.3. Screenshot of students’ website. Retrieved from https://veteransocialjus-
tice.wordpress.com/

To gather information about their advocate, students had to immerse them-
selves into the veteran community and become ethical online researchers (McK-

10 When Tanya speaks I hear strength, certainty, and calm-composure in her voice 
though she is being vulnerable by sharing the details of her emotional battles. Con-
versely, in my voice I hear nervousness while trying to convey genuine admiration of 
her artwork and feelings.
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ee & Porter, 2010; Almjeld & Blair, 2012). Fostering reciprocity with BriGette 
while encouraging her expertise and interest was the impetus of the community 
partnership and students’ activist project. BriGette was pleased by this endeavor 
because she has spoken publically about it.11 Similar acts of strategic disclosure, 
reciprocation, and activism happened between Tanya and me. To facilitate Tan-
ya’s expressed interest in sharing her military contributions and sacrifices with 
a broader audience, and in order to change her disparaging experiences as a 
student veteran on our shared college campus, I introduced Tanya to faculty 
members and staff who could help her share her story. Tanya has since shared 
her narrative in multiple class lectures and was spotlighted by her campus and 
community as a change agent for disabled students and female veterans (see 
Carle, 2015; Feehan, 2015).

CONCLUSION

A feminist methodology for which reciprocity is epicenter, facilitated through 
the interrelated practices of understanding, listening, and strategic disclosure has 
allowed me to develop reciprocal and lasting relationships with co-interpreters, 
Tanya and BriGette.

Figure 2.4. Mariana & Tanya, 2015. Grohowski photo.

11 She shared the partnership in her video interview for Veterans Helping Veterans (see 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qqsh8X7Okl4).
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Fig 2.5. Mariana & BriGette, 2013. Grohowski photo.

Deploying a methodology that privileges reciprocation and relationship 
building fostered collaborative, activist efforts within the community of dis-
abled American female veterans and is a form of feminist intervention. While 
reciprocation is claimed by many scholars to be an “essential” practice for 
ethical research, it is not a given in all research relationships and should not be 
treated as such. Indeed, Powell and Takayoshi (2003; 2004) argued that estab-
lishing reciprocal relationships with participants is not always in a researcher’s 
best interest, let alone is it always possible. Establishing and maintaining a 
reciprocal relationship—especially between researcher and a co-interpreter is a 
member of a vulnerable population—is complicated and labor-intensive work, 
as articulated by Megan Adams in her chapter in this collection. Like Adams, 
Eli Goldblatt (2007) has articulated the demands of reciprocal relationship 
building. In short, Goldblatt, among others link relationship building with 
research participants and community partners to activism (see Sheridan-Ra-
bideau, 2009; Blair et al., 2011; Blythe, 2012; Cushman, 1996, 1999). Re-
ciprocal relationship building in research with individuals from marginalized 
populations, such as disabled American female veterans, is considered a form 
of activism and therefore, feminist intervention because research projects can 
amplify the voices of individuals who that have been marginalized from tradi-

ttps://www.dav.org/wp-content/uploads/women-veterans-study.pdf
ttps://www.dav.org/wp-content/uploads/women-veterans-study.pdf
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tional research (Walters, 2010). Working with individuals from marginalized 
populations and tackling issues of social justice, is and has always been, an 
essential element of feminist theory building and praxis (see Blair & Tulley, 
2007; Blair, 2012; Royster & Kirsch, 2012; Dolmage & Lewiecki-Wilson, 
2010; Harding, 2012). As I have articulated, reciprocity and activism can be 
fostered through many forms. The methodological practices of understanding, 
listening, and strategic disclosure, though they are fraught with complications 
and place additional demands on researchers and co-interpreters, offer femi-
nist interventionists a means of fostering
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CHAPTER 3.  

METHODOLOGY & 
ACCOUNTABILITY: TRACKING 
OUR MOVEMENTS AS 
FEMINIST PEDAGOGUES

Emily Ronay Johnston
The University of Delaware

Johnston considers negotiating boundaries as a form of feminist 
activism: a dynamic process of articulating the ethics of our research 
practices. As a white, female, postdoctoral researcher teaching at 
a predominantly white, middle- and upper-class university in the 
Mid-Atlantic, she conceptualizes “ethical practice” as methods that 
challenge students to stretch the limits of their privileged comfort 
zones—methods that may not be feasible, desirable, appropriate, or 
indeed “ethical” in other settings where feminist research happens. To 
contend with our differing positionalities as feminist researchers, John-
ston suggests a conceptualization of “ethical” as “accountable”—one 
that can travel across the diverse “spaces, conditions, cultures, and mi-
grations” (Kirsch & Royster, 2013) in which we do feminist work; for 
the borders demarcating those contexts; and for how borders change in 
relation to our own geographic, positional, ideological movements.

Over the past decade feminist rhetoricians have taken up research methods and 
methodologies with renewed interest, navigating the vast terrain of how feminist 
researchers “sustain scholarly work” (Schell & Rawson, 2010, p. 3)—particular-
ly during a cultural moment when feminism has been declared “dead.” As our 
research increasingly permeates the naturalized boundaries between “local” and 
“global,” “private” and “public,” “academy” and “community,” we risk losing 
boundaries altogether. Boundaries protect, they help us navigate chaos. Yet if 
boundaries become rigid, we risk perpetrating the very violence our work resists.

This chapter considers boundary-setting as a feminist intervention: a dy-
namic process of negotiating the ethics of our research practices in relation to 
the material, embodied needs and desires of participants in our studies. As a 
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white, female, postdoctoral researcher fresh out of graduate school, teaching at 
a predominantly white, middle- and upper-class university in the Mid-Atlan-
tic, I conceptualize “ethical” as practices that question the borders of students’ 
privileged comfort zones—practices that may not be feasible, desirable, appro-
priate, or indeed “ethical” in other settings where feminist research happens. 
To contend with our differing positionalities as feminist researchers, I suggest a 
conceptualization of ethical as accountable, a framing of ethics that can travel 
across contexts, temporalities, and career stages, and that accounts for the di-
verse “spaces, conditions, cultures, and migrations” (Kirsch & Royster, 2013) 
in which we do feminist work, as well as how our own geographic, positional, 
ideological movements (re)shape those materialities.

Accountability signals a need for checking the intentions, desires, assump-
tions, and beliefs that inform our practices. Who and what do we deem worthy of 
research, and why? Where does our research physically happen? In classrooms, online 
spaces, non-profit organizations, medical labs, courtrooms, movie theaters, archives? 
At what point in our careers do we take on particular subjects of study? When and 
why do we postpone others? Do we collect data electronically, manually, aurally, vi-
sually, or even spiritually? Who is impacted by our processes of collection, and how? 
Asking such questions can help us track where we enter, depart from, or avoid 
altogether different feminist conversations.

To be sure, feminist scholars have already posed similar questions regard-
ing the ethics of our work (Royster & Kirsch, 2012; Schell & Rawson, 2010; 
Royster, 2003; Lunsford, 1995; Harding, 1987). For example, Sandra G. Hard-
ing (1987) articulates how feminist research raises epistemological questions of 
“who can be a knower,” “what tests beliefs must pass in order to be legitimated 
as knowledge,” and “what should be the purposes of the pursuit of knowledge” 
(p. 181). These questions are inherent in any research process, regardless of the 
degrees to which researchers explicitly take them up. Understanding ethical as 
accountable reveals how ethical practices are measured by how we answer, but 
more importantly, by having asked such questions in the first place. Questioning 
our practices is an ongoing setting and resetting of boundaries around what it 
means to be feminist, what legitimates our contributions to feminist research, 
what counts as a contribution, and why. 

Conceptualizing accountability as an ethics-checker for our practices allows 
us to consider methodology itself as an accounting system. If we approach meth-
odology etymologically—method + -ology = the study of our methods—we can 
discern how tracking our research methods holds all researchers accountable for 
how we use, and the effects of, the methods we select—choices that necessar-
ily foreground and exclude particular subjects, locales, evidences, and theories. 
Approaching methodology as an accounting system allows us to recognize—to 
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become conscious of again—methodological invention as an always-already fea-
ture of research. In other words, whether or not we articulate our methodologies, 
what Harding (1987) describes as our “theory and analysis of how research does and 
should proceed” (p. 3), they already exist, determined by the methods we do and 
do not employ, as well as by how our positionalities constrain our use of particular 
methods at any given moment. Constraints are not obstacles to overcome, but 
limitations to account for as rhetors “always fail” (Crowley & Hawhee, 2004, p. 
32) to identify with all readers and listeners; failure “allows knowledge to grow and 
change” (Crowley & Hawhee, 2004, p. 32). Always partial and imperfect, deter-
mined by the methods we select as well as how we use them, methodology is the 
very impetus of scholarly work—a negotiation with ourselves, feminist colleagues 
and allies, and the communities in which we research.

Conceptualized relationally, methodology and accountability spotlight our 
own feminist practices as an exigent, ethical domain of inquiry. Moreover, 
conceptualizing methodology and accountability relationally reveals how all 
research demands response and reinvention. As Mieke Bal (2002) explains, 
concepts themselves “travel” (p. 24) across boundaries demarcating disciplines, 
academic communities, and individual scholars. Concepts’ tendency towards 
“travel” allows us to take notice of what concepts (such as methodology) do, 
how they are used, and the effects and risks of those usages. Characterizing not 
just our concepts, but also feminist researchers ourselves in strikingly compara-
ble linguistic movements to Bal, the aptly-titled collection, Rhetorica in Motion: 
Feminist Rhetorical Methods & Methodologies (Schell & Rawson, 2010) explicates 
how motion defines our work. Feminist rhetors inhabit, Rhetorica in Motion 
argues, the in-between. Given our own and our concepts’ propensities for move-
ment, becoming more conscious of what we are doing, how we are doing it, 
and how our doings move our research participants, again and again and again, 
is a feminist intervention. Conceptualizing methodology and accountability in 
relation to one another can help us approach the complex, often discomforting 
process of knowledge-making as one of negotiating what we know, have known, 
and have yet to know.

METHODOLOGY & ACCOUNTABILITY IN A 
CITIZENSHIP LITERACY CLASSROOM

To exemplify the methodological accountability I propose, I turn to interro-
gating my own pedagogical practices in teaching what I call citizenship literacy: 
the desire to critically read, listen, speak, and write about—i.e., to rhetorically 
engage with—our rights and responsibilities, as university members and glob-
al citizens, in confronting gendered injustices. In what follows, I examine my 
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methods in a classroom-based study while teaching an undergraduate gener-
al education course cross-listed in English and Women’s and Gender Studies, 
“Gender in the Humanities: Gender Violence in Global Contexts,” at a Mid-
western university (Johnston, 2013) in which I tested and further developed 
this concept of citizenship literacy. I outline the goals of citizenship literacy, and 
how I enacted these goals in the course. I reflect on how my intentions, desires, 
assumptions, and beliefs shaped the course design, as well as how students may 
or may not have gained from and determined the benefits of citizenship literacy.

Interrogating my pedagogical practices in the citizenship literacy classroom 
is a feminist intervention; it not only enacts the kind of methodological ac-
countability I propose in this chapter, but it also explicitly links our work in the 
classroom with issues of social (in)justice that often catalyze our work in the first 
place. Moreover, interrogating my practices exposes the falsity of claims that 
“feminism is dead.” In short, the course in which I did this study, my analysis of 
it, and the writing of this chapter are feminist interventions. 

I developed the course as an interdisciplinary exploration of composition 
and gender through the lens of violence—a writing-intensive inquiry into how 
gendered norms, roles, and stereotypes can create a culture of violence and 
moreover, how such violence implicates all genders. The course aimed to help 
students identify their own rights and responsibilities in responding to issues of 
gendered violence, and to develop practical courses of action for ending such 
violence in their own communities. To investigate the relationships between 
gender and violence, and to develop community-based strategies for intervening 
in injustices we bore witness to in course content and our daily lives, I assigned a 
wide range of genres for students to read and produce, facilitated listening-based 
discussions, and required students to research local programs, groups, and/or 
other initiatives related to antiviolence.

GENRE DIVERSITY

By assigning readings across print and digital genres, I sought to advance stu-
dents’ engagement in a wide range of literacy learning. Genre diversity in the 
citizenship literacy course emphasized how “text,” broadly understood, can tell 
us much about the rhetorical functions of a wide range of “material practic-
es” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 61)—from conventionalized scholarly articles 
and literary texts that students typically expect in an English classroom, to the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation’s (U.S. Department of Justice, 2014) updated 
legal definition of rape, which was unfamiliar to the majority of students in the 
course, and social media coverage of Robin Thicke’s and Miley Cyrus’s twerking 
performance of “Blurred Lines” at the 2013 MTV Music Awards (Islandfabrics, 
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2013). Emphasizing literacy learning as an ongoing dialogic process of crafting 
a tool that Jacqueline Jones Royster (2000) calls “critical imagination,” genre 
diversity worked to facilitate the course’s simultaneous interrogation of “knowl-
edge as truth” and its reimagination of knowledge as an assemblage of both what 
appears on the page, screen, or other medium and our speculations about “what 
is not there” and “what could be there instead” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 
20). In putting different kinds of texts into conversation with one another, with 
attention to the affordances and limitations of different genres and modes, the 
course design mirrored how textual meaning is inflected by a writer’s and a read-
er’s beliefs and assumptions about the world, which change across time and 
space. In sum, genre diversity in the citizenship literacy course functioned as a 
catalyst for critical inquiry into gender.

In addition to advancing students’ engagement with a wide range of literacy 
learning, I also utilized genre diversity to promote literacy learning as a form of 
civic engagement. Assigning readings across genres worked to trouble the natu-
ralized divide between academic writing and public writing, which normalizes 
academe’s de-authorization of students as knowers. Color of Violence: The Incite! 
Anthology (Incite! Women of Color Against Violence, 2006) inducted students 
into the intersectionality of violence, and offered writings by scholars, activists, 
poets, policy makers, and community organizers imagining, “What would it 
take to end violence against women of color?” (p. 4). Women Write Resistance: Poets 
Resist Gender Violence (Wiseman, 2013) modeled writing about embodied ex-
perience, in poetic form, of surviving rape, incest, domestic violence, bigotry, 
colonization, war, and other forms of violence born from misogyny. Girl with the 
Dragon Tattoo (Larsson, 2008; Yellow Bird & Oplev, 2009; Columbia Pictures 
& Fincher, 2011) opened up discussions of mass media and its ubiquitous rep-
resentations of rape. By exposing students to these and other critical and creative 
texts, I intended to provide multiple modal, discursive, representational access 
points for students to take up course content.

As student responses to our readings revealed, genre diversity elicited an 
often-painful, yet determined coming-into-consciousness. For example, en-
countering Girl with the Dragon Tattoo in both literary and cinematic modes 
provoked, for one female student, empathic grief and a burgeoning awareness 
of how rape systematically traumatizes women. She described the difference be-
tween reading and then watching rape scenes in Dragon Tattoo as what she called 
a “brutal” physiological experience: “Although reading about [rape] had made 
me uncomfortable, actually seeing it brought me many emotions that had given 
me a scratchy neck. . . I could see [protagonist] Lisbeth crying and how painful 
she took the rape . . . with any type of gender violence, it destroys who you 
really are.” Another female student’s attempt to describe reading and watching 
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Lisbeth’s rape produces a temporary interruption of speech (marked by ellipses), 
ultimately leading her to articulate her own feminist positionality, as well as a 
personal resolve to mitigate rape trauma by raising awareness of its misogynist 
roots: “I can’t ignore these [rape] scenes and I need to just. . . try and process 
what they were for Lisbeth and what it means for women and what it means to 
me. . . Both incidents are vile displays of control. . . I feel really passionate about 
it. It’s why I see myself as a feminist.”

Both student writing samples convey a personal identification with Lisbeth 
as a female victim of rape, perhaps elicited by the experience of witnessing rape 
scenes in print as well as on screen. These and other female students in the course 
enacted a larger-scale feminist identification that went beyond the fictionalized 
rape victims in Dragon Tattoo, deepened their understanding of the long-term 
trauma of rape, and affirmed (or initiated) their positions as feminists. As these 
two student-journal excerpts exemplify, genre diversity in the course facilitated my 
goal of helping students acquire citizenship literacy through a wide range of liter-
acy learning and an emphasis on literacy learning as a form of civic engagement. 

Despite the generic diversity of readings, I privileged readings oriented to-
wards feminized, victimized representations of gendered violence. I downplayed 
readings, discussion topics, writing prompts, and other course activities that 
explicitly dealt with masculinity or men; with non-cisgender identities such as 
intersex, bigender, gender fluid, gender non-conforming, genderqueer, and gen-
der variant; and/or with perpetrators or perpetration. These exclusions, in retro-
spect, stem from what I failed to imagine, to borrow Royster’s term—a failure to 
engage in “making connections and seeing possibility” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, 
p. 19). I made a series of assumptions based on the very gendered, racialized par-
adigms that the course purported to interrogate: Students need to start with the 
familiar if I am going to ask them to engage with traumatic material, and “familiar” 
for students means heterosexual and cisgender. White men are already at the center, so 
their experiences of victimization are less problematic, less traumatic, less important. 
Why should we consider perpetrators anyways? They committed crimes; they don’t de-
serve our attention—especially in a feminist course. While I did not recognize my 
failure of imagination until after the course had ended and I was well into writing 
this chapter, accounting for assumptions I made, embodiments I overlooked, 
and prejudices I rationalized as justice becomes a feminist intervention, making 
explicit my own internalized white misogyny.

LISTENING-BASED DISCUSSIONS

In addition to genre diversity in my selections of course readings, I also enacted 
course goals by facilitating listening-based discussions centered on Krista Rat-
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cliffe’s (2005) concept of rhetorical listening: negotiating our understandings of 
ourselves in relation to each other, and unpacking the very cultural logics that 
drive any claim to knowledge (p. 33). Each class began with journaling about 
three routine questions, in relation to the assigned readings that day, which stu-
dents then shared in peer groups. What is this text telling you about gender, vio-
lence, and relationships between gender and violence? How does the text align with 
what you already know, feel, believe, think, sense about gender and/or violence? How 
does the text extend, challenge, complicate, diverge from what you already know, 
feel, believe, think, sense about gender and/or violence? I designed these questions 
around Ratcliffe’s explication of rhetorical listening as a process of identifying 
“(un)conscious presences, absences, unknowns” (p. 29) that different discourses 
provoke. In asking students to first engage in “standing under” (p. 28) discours-
es and reinventing what they read in relation to core concepts in the course, to 
then put their listenings into dialogue with their peers’ listenings, I wanted to 
cultivate a collective experience of “listening to the texts.” I wanted to ingrain 
this listening practice as a prerequisite to confronting gendered injustices repre-
sented in the texts—just as grassroots activist groups listen to the communities 
they serve to assess the particular needs of the communities, and to allow those 
needs to drive activist initiatives and strategies.

Listening-based discussions “legitimated as knowledge” (Harding, 1987, p. 
181) the experiential knowledges students brought to the table as a result of 
“standing under” their own and their peers’ discourses. Yet as students’ contri-
butions in class revealed, these three routine questions may not have actually 
promoted rhetorical listening as a framework for (or boundary around) class dis-
cussions. I assumed students needed no examples of, discussions about, or other 
forms of explicit guidance in responding to the questions. Distinguishing feel-
ing, believing, sensing, and thinking from one another, I assumed, made sense 
to students. Further, I denied students the opportunity to examine how these 
different ways of knowing intersect; thought informs feelings, feelings inform 
beliefs, beliefs inform worldviews, worldviews inform actions. As juniors and 
seniors who had already fulfilled core curriculum requirements in composition 
and communication before taking this course, students, I assumed, already pos-
sessed the terminology and broader frameworks essential for transferring (Yanc-
ey, Robertson & Taczak, 2014) prior knowledges, feelings, beliefs, thoughts, 
and sensory experiences into written and spoken language. I overlooked the 
importance of helping students develop a language for transfer as a basis for 
rhetorical listening.

Some students readily distinguished thoughts, feelings, and other forms of 
knowing, transferring them into language with relative ease, such as the students 
previously discussed who were writing about rape scenes in Girl with the Dragon 
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Tattoo. However, other students failed to transfer their listening into language al-
together, as was evident in blank journal pages and “I don’t know” or “I have no 
relevant experience” statements. On the final day of class, one male student said 
he wished we had read more “light” material. When asked to elaborate, he stated 
that he left class most days “feeling badly about being a man.” The majority of 
male students in the class expressed agreement, nodding their heads as he spoke. 
As this student’s remark and his peers’ agreement exemplify, the listening-based 
discussions may have marginalized students who did not have a language for, or 
who resisted, sitting with what they perceived as negative emotions that should 
not come up in a university classroom—at least not in ours. Rather than ap-
proaching resistance as a tool for understanding more about themselves and 
others, students such as he equated resistance with failure: a failure of the course 
design to meet their learning needs, and a failure within themselves to recognize 
points of intersection with course content without becoming overwhelmed by 
self-loathing. Rather than prompting inquiry into the personal, cultural logics 
at play in male students “feeling badly,” our listening-based discussions triggered 
a compulsion to fix, change, or reject altogether the perceived source of that 
feeling (course material and having to respond to it vis-a-vis the three routine 
questions).

Beyond assuming that students needed no explicit guidance in how to par-
ticipate in listening-based discussions, I also assumed that they could navigate 
on their own the tension between being assessed for a grade and becoming vulner-
able in class. At a time when U.S. college campuses are facing increased rates of 
sexual assault and rape (Gray, 2014), a course on gendered violence can be espe-
cially unnerving for students, the majority of whom have likely been witnesses 
to, survivors, or even perpetrators of sexualized violence themselves. While a 
classroom setting can provide a safe space for crucial dialogue about rape culture, 
it can also lead students to censor themselves for fear of how their contributions 
might impact not only their peers’ perceptions of them, but also their grades, 
GPAs, and career prospects. As became evident in the waning of active partici-
pation over the course of the semester, I inadvertently conflated class discussions 
with everyday conversation, neglecting to recognize how my own positionality 
as authority figure may have impacted how students engaged in the course.

Students may have also avoided participation as a result of posttraumatic 
stress disorder (PTSD) or vicarious trauma (Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995), a 
form of secondary traumatization that impacts people who come into contact 
with others’ experiences of trauma. The “loss of context” (Rak, 2006, p. 60) or 
inability to differentiate a narrator’s from a reader’s experience can silence stu-
dents with PTSD or vicarious trauma. Traumatic triggers may have been at play. 
Engaging in the course might have meant confronting personal experiences of 
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violation—something students may not have been ready and/or willing to do, 
particularly in a setting where their engagement would be assessed for a grade. 
Fearing student withdrawal or shutdown by my calling attention to trauma, I 
avoided the subject of PTSD altogether.

Relegating trauma to the margins contradicted what I know about the effects 
of traumatic experience on the brain’s memory functions, on language, and on 
our ability to express an experience in narrative form, if at all (Caruth, 1995; 
Herman, 1997; Scarry, 1985; van der Kolk, 2014). Verbal communication may 
not have been (consistently) possible for students who had encountered rape, 
sexual assault, sexual harassment, partner abuse, stalking, sex trafficking, por-
nography, incest, child abuse, and/or other forms of gendered violence in the 
course material. Nor may verbal communication have been (consistently) possi-
ble for students who empathically engaged with course content to such a degree, 
they temporarily or chronically lost hope, focus, motivation, or interest—like 
the student who wanted “lighter” material to offset his negative feelings about 
being a man. The syllabus bore no explicit mention of trauma’s tendency to 
disorient; or how silence could function productively as a form of rhetorical 
listening (Glenn & Ratcliffe, 2011). Assuming that students could decide for 
themselves what forms of participation in the course would be most productive 
and safe for them, I did not adequately prepare students to engage at their own 
levels of experience, or to recognize any resistance as a productive site of critical 
inquiry.

While this course was one of several students could choose from to fulfill the 
University’s Language in the Humanities general education requirements, the 
element of “requirement” may have compounded the frustrating, challenging, 
or traumatizing aspects of the gendered violence theme. As a graduate student 
instructor doing a teaching internship (a requirement of my doctoral program), 
I was eager to finally teach a course in my primary research area. I believed that 
my enthusiasm would be more than enough for the entire class, and that my en-
thusiasm would mitigate any trauma responses. I never explicitly acknowledged 
the tension between “you have to be here” and the mind-body engagement I was 
asking from students. That is, I failed to acknowledge how the subject matter 
might interfere with students’ abilities to participate in the course. Without ex-
plicating how to engage at varying levels of vulnerability, I simply implemented 
policies I regularly use in first-year writing courses I teach: active participation, 
regular journal writing, and writing projects that require students to document 
their learning in relation to any given rhetorical task.

While many students consistently spoke and listened in class discussions, 
others became virtually (if not completely) silent. While some students demon-
strated investment in engaging with texts, others became withdrawn, writing 
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increasingly briefer, more formulaic journal entries. To be sure, multiple factors 
may have accounted for this dynamic, some of which may have had nothing to 
do with my failures: exhaustion/lack of sleep, meeting the demands of heavy 
workloads in other classes, job responsibilities, homesickness, and other com-
mon stressors for college students that can affect participation. Some students 
may have believed that a classroom was not an appropriate or safe space for vul-
nerability. Silence may not have at all signified what teachers often construe as 
“fear, boredom, resistance, or ignorance” (Rak, 2006, p. 53), but rather that stu-
dents were “confronted by material which literally stopped daily life for a time” 
(Rak, 2006, p. 54). Regardless of why some students’ participation waned or 
never seemed to really “take off” in the first place, my assumption that successful 
modes of engagement in the course should and would function just as they do 
in others rendered student-silence an ignored, untapped source of engagement 
in the course.

On paper, I implied that the course content might interfere with students’ 
abilities and desires to actively participate. The syllabus outlined a basic list of 
expectations for cultivating classroom community: “Treat our class as a sup-
portive learning community working towards common goals; Speak honestly, 
openly and respectfully; Listen honestly, openly and respectfully; Be willing to 
change your mind; Have the courage to hold your ground” (Johnston, 2013). 
I then followed this list up with a detailed statement about ways to engage in 
the course: “active participation includes coming thoroughly prepared to every 
class; consistently earning high scores on reading quizzes; actively listening to 
one another; contributing relevant and productive questions, ideas, and com-
ments to class discussions; taking copious notes in class; volunteering to take on 
leadership roles in the classroom, when needed; and offering our talents, ideas, 
and sustained attention to one another” (Johnston, 2013). Setting expectations 
is critical for the functionality of any safe, productive community or group en-
deavor. However, setting expectations is not enough. I needed to also explicitly 
model how to speak about and listen to fear, shame, anger, numbness, and other 
emotional states that course content evoked. I needed to make space for discus-
sions about discussion. While the syllabus identified different options for par-
ticipating, allowing flexibility for times when students may not have felt com-
fortable speaking, it did not explicitly acknowledge how course content might 
affect students’ participation from one class session to the next. Put simply, my 
framing of (the boundaries I set around) the course policies as policies that may 
have applied to any number of discussion-based classes rendered invisible the 
very shaming, silencing effects of gendered violence. As feminist rhetoricians, we 
have a responsibility to model in the classroom the messiness of cross-cultural 
communication and to offer tools for navigating the mess.
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I wanted the course to feel familiar, typical, everyday. I did not want the 
class to stand out as somehow “special” or “exceptional” because it was centered 
on a controversial theme. Just as gendered violence has become normalized, I 
wanted to normalize openly speaking, listening, and writing about gendered 
violence. Thus in addition to outlining course expectations in the syllabus, I also 
instituted the same participation policy that I use in other composition classes I 
teach—one that rewards students who consistently and proactively participate:

I do not designate a particular grade percentage for participa-
tion. Rather, a student’s final grade will reflect the quality and 
extent of her/his/their participation throughout the term in 
the form of an increased, maintained, or decreased final grade. 
For instance, if a student earning an A on all assignments for 
the course demonstrates poor or inconsistent participation, 
the final grade may drop to a B or below. Conversely, if a 
student earning a B or C on assignments demonstrates strong 
and consistent participation, the final grade may bump up to 
an A or B. If a student earning an A on assignments demon-
strates strong and consistent participation, the final grade will 
likely stay at an A. (Johnston, 2013)

This student-centered participation policy has worked well for fostering par-
ticipation in other courses, encouraging students with writing anxieties that they 
can still excel by showing up and getting involved. However, in this course, such 
a policy may not have been appropriate. It may have proved antifeminist, rein-
forcing the shame and blame that are all too common for victims or bystanders 
of sexualized violence, who “freeze” or otherwise feel immobilized by violence. 
It may have also given license to already-dominant voices to take up more space. 
Just as perpetrators exert power and control over others to instill fear, dominant 
voices can interrupt, speak louder than, or speak over others. My participation 
policy may have sent the message to students to keep talking lest their grades 
would suffer—a highly gendered, male form of listening that relies on challeng-
ing, proving, winning—even if they were excelling in other aspects of the course; 
even if their silence was trauma induced by the course.

REQUIRING COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

In addition to assigning readings in different genres and facilitating listen-
ing-based discussions, a third way I enacted course goals was requiring students 
to integrate, in their writing projects, primary research from local organizations 
and local contacts invested in confronting gendered violence in some way, such 
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as interviewing faculty members doing research on gendered violence, staff 
members of campus programs providing sexual assault prevention services, 
and in some cases, students who had witnessed gendered violence themselves. 
Through these projects I hoped that students would transfer what they were 
learning in class into on-the-ground strategies for intervening into injustices in 
their communities. I hoped that making these connections would help students 
figure out how they might get involved in, or utilize themselves, community 
antiviolence resources.

Students demonstrated a range of uptakes of the required community in-
volvement, which were highly gendered in and of themselves. Some women 
in the class wrote about how the plethora of local programs serving victims of 
gendered violence pointed out women’s ongoing status as second-class citizens, 
despite progress made by feminists. While researching for a project on dating 
violence, one student emailed me music videos representing women as sexual 
property, noting parallels with several recent reports of sexual harassment on our 
University campus. Another emailed me an article about rape myths, expressing 
her despair in hearing male peers (in and outside of our class) claim that women 
make false reports of rape, or that women “ask for it” by wearing tight clothing 
and flirting. Others felt moved to present their research to the class. One pre-
sented a blog entitled “The Case Against Female Self-Esteem” (Forney, 2013), in 
which the blogger describes women’s need for self-esteem as “one of the most di-
sastrous social engineering experiments of the modern era;” the student warned 
the class that “this mentality is ‘disastrous’ for women.” Another student joined 
the campus chapter of Bedsider.org, a national nonprofit birth control network 
advocating safe-sex, while researching preventions for sexualized violence. Urg-
ing other students to get involved, she distributed buttons, stickers, and pam-
phlets about consent.

Many women wrote about personal traumas and what they perceived as 
their inevitable lot in life to be victimized by men. One woman admitted to 
deep-seated rage: “when I think about men who are violent in whatever way, I 
see pigs who have no right to be around.” Her anger suggests a feeling of solidar-
ity with other women in what she perceived as a collective experience of being 
violated by men. Another woman echoed this sense of solidarity, writing, “As a 
young woman, I have, like all other women, been the victim of sexual harass-
ment. . . . I honestly encounter uncomfortable and unwanted attention pretty 
often.” Yet another student expressed a chronic fear of men, describing how 
this fear keeps her hypervigilant, at the same time as she second-guesses herself 
for feeling afraid: “I walk to class every day and to my internship. Every time I 
walk home, there are cars that stop, honk, wave, and stare. It gets me nervous 
and sometimes thinking is anyone going to pull over and grab me. I could be 
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overreacting but it’s always in the back of my head.” As these excerpts from stu-
dent writing exemplify, the campus involvement requirement in course projects 
helped many female students connect course material to their daily lives. While 
they did not always follow those connections up with (explicit commitments to) 
getting involved on campus or utilizing community resources themselves, they 
laid the important groundwork of rhetorically listening to our environments as 
a strategy for assessing and intervening in gendered violence in the community.

Several female students initiated meetings with me outside of class to talk 
about how our class was “popping up” in other aspects of their lives, leading them 
to rethink a turbulent relationship or reevaluate an unwanted sexual encounter. 
They expressed fear that men in the class might perceive them as just another 
woman “lying about rape” or “seeking attention” to get back at an ex-boyfriend. 
One felt so enraged by the research she unearthed about sexualized violence on 
college campuses, she visited my office after the semester was over, asking how 
she might get involved locally to promote antiviolence. While I also met with 
male students outside of class, none of them discussed personal matters with me. 
They simply wanted to go over drafts of their papers to ensure they would earn 
the highest grades possible. By and large, men expressed agreement that gender 
inequality continues to pervade society, yet when it came to gendered violence, 
they tended to assume more distanced standpoints than women.

Male students did not tend to express personal identification (Burke, 1969) 
with respect to issues of gendered violence on campus, often reiterating versions 
of rape culture mentality that render sexualized violence interpersonal. For ex-
ample, one male student argued that acquaintance rape stems not from systems 
of power and control, as many feminists argue it does, but from a breakdown of 
communication: “If a person doesn’t want to have sex but doesn’t say no, how is 
the other person supposed to know she doesn’t want to have sex. . . . If someone 
doesn’t want to have sex then they should just communicate that feeling by say-
ing no.” His comment places the onus on the (potential) victim for preventing 
rape and obscures the paralyzing fear women experience about saying “no” in 
the face of assault when they experience such assault as a life-threatening act of 
violence. Moreover, it assumes that simply verbalizing “yes” or “no” is the only 
form of consent that is necessary or appropriate in sexual encounters.

Related to this perception of acquaintance rape as an interpersonal issue that 
can be resolved through better communication, the majority of men in the class 
perceived violence in romantic or sexual relationships as a two-way street. They 
claimed that men are often stereotyped as perpetrators, while women are never 
held accountable for violating men’s reputations, describing scenarios in which 
they believed women falsely claimed rape for attention or vengeance. As one 
male student wrote, “The bottom line is that if a girl is flirty and promiscuous 
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with a guy when they are both drunk. . . chances are something is going to 
happen. The next morning, a guy would rarely if ever say anything about this 
decision, even if it was a regret. On the other hand, it is a lot more common for 
the girl to say that they guy acted with force and that it may have been a situa-
tion like a rape or sexual violence.” According to this student, acquaintance rape 
is almost a misnomer, resulting from women denying personal responsibility in 
sexual encounters. Moreover, his use of “rarely” to describe men’s nonchalance 
about sexualized assault, and “a lot more common” to describe women’s alleged 
overreaction to these encounters, suggests that eradicating rape is a woman’s job 
of changing her perceptions. As these excerpts from male student writings exem-
plify, the campus involvement requirement in the course shored up men’s egos, 
exposing an underlying fear of or anger about being (perceived as) perpetra-
tors. They did not write about specific strategies for changing such normalized 
perceptions, beyond reiterating versions of rape myths that women falsely “cry 
rape,” and should just understand that men will inevitably want to have sex with 
women who pay attention to them.

A CONCLUSION

Writing this chapter, I found myself resisting accountability at every turn. 
“Standing under” my students’ discourses and my own approaches to teaching 
the citizenship literacy course brought my own experienced and perpetrated vio-
lations into sharp relief. I have long been engaged in researching violence against 
women, bearing witness again and again to the utter collapsing of boundaries 
victimization generates. I have worked in women’s shelters, and a women’s sub-
stance abuse program in which every single client who walked through our doors 
had not only chemical dependency issues, but also histories of rape, incest, and/
or domestic battery—often, “all of the above.” I have my own history of victim-
ization, as well as of retaliation in the face of such victimization. I am a survivor. 
I have been cracked by rape, emotional abuse, physical violence, stalking, and 
harassment perpetrated by men. Countless female friends, colleagues, mentors, 
and family members have also been cracked.

When I “out” myself as a survivor, a necessary move in accounting for my 
pedagogical practices in this chapter, it threatens to scramble the years of therapy 
that have brought me back in positive communication with my body. Recog-
nizing my limitations means recognizing that my work, however well-intended, 
enacts its own forms of violence. Downplaying perpetration overemphasizes vic-
timization as the catalyst for inventing antiviolence strategies. Doing so inadver-
tently perpetuates the belief that victims, not perpetrators, must be the ones to 
end gendered violence. Embodied knowledge is always partial and evolving, and 

http://www.emilyronayjohnston.org/research/
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as a feminist, I have an ethical responsibility to account for what I cannot (yet) 
perceive, at the same time as I cannot (or will not) perceive it. Accounting for 
my pedagogical methodology in the citizenship literacy course helps me recog-
nize that I fail, where I fail, and to do my work anyway.

While I have not yet taught this course again, writing this chapter has me 
strategically contemplating (Royster & Kirsch, 2012) the citizenship literacy 
course design as a collaboration with students. Such contemplation exposes my 
methodologies, “how [I] process, imagine, and work with materials” (Royster & 
Kirsch, 2012, p. 85), in relation to my actual experience of teaching the course, 
the “outward journey in real time and space” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 85). 
Put simply, strategically contemplating permeates my boundaries. I am letting 
go of controlling how a course may unfold. During the time when I taught the 
citizenship literacy course, 2013, I was raped by a white man I knew. My bound-
aries violated, I became increasingly insistent that students speak up in moments 
of silence in the classroom—what I perceived as a male unwillingness to engage 
that spread to female students in the class, causing them to self-censor. The more 
I called on students at random, the more stilted discussions became.

Rather than becoming vulnerable myself, by way of sharing (in some form) 
my own experience of assault, I assumed that students needed to push through 
their anxieties about speaking up by requiring them to do so. While I recog-
nize that a teacher sharing personal stories of victimization with students can 
be highly problematic, and the possibility that such sharing may not always be 
appropriate or productive for either teacher or students, I also recognize that by 
asking students to routinely interrogate their own positionalities in relation to 
course content, I was asking students to do what I would not or could not do 
myself.

Teaching the citizenship literacy course was at once empowering and trauma-
tizing. On the one hand, focusing the course on women and victimization, for 
many female students, worked to denaturalize rape myths that represent women 
as perpetrators of their own wreckage (e.g., why didn’t she just leave?), and rep-
resent male perpetrators as victims of traumatic childhoods, violent male role 
models, and other environmental conditions beyond their control that compel 
them to perpetrate violence. On the other hand, avoiding men, maleness, mas-
culinity, non-cisgender identities, perpetrators, and perpetration contradicted 
the larger insight I hoped students would gain: that many of us move in and 
out of different gender identities; that we may all be victims and perpetrators, at 
different times or in different spaces; that no one is exempt from responsibility 
for gendered violence.

I am left with many more questions than I started with: How can I, having 
been silenced by violence myself, require students to talk openly about it with relative 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFLv9Ns1EuQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFLv9Ns1EuQ
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strangers, and in a setting where they were being assessed for a grade? How can a course 
promote community, collaboration, and openness at the same time as I, the instructor, 
single-handedly design it without allowing space for students’ needs and interests to 
shape its contents? Was it the right decision for me not to disclose my own trauma histo-
ry? Would disclosing have helped? Would it have harmed? What was I afraid of?

As these questions suggest, accounting for our practices can be a painful pro-
cess with painful results. Accounting for our practices exposes congruences, but 
also gaps, between student uptakes and our very best pedagogical intentions. Yet 
in approaching methodology as an always-already feature of my research, I can 
refine how I gather and interpret information from my students—movements 
that impact the effects of their conclusions. It can help me recognize where and 
how my embodied experiences shape my movements; how my assumptions can 
silence, shame, or marginalize students, regardless of my good intentions to do 
ethical, feminist work. It can also help me more appropriately engage student 
rhetors who may become tomorrow’s feminist activists. When we account for 
our practices, we move our work forward, in closer alignment with the feminist 
futures we imagine.

NOTES

1. Julie Jung seminar. Many thanks to my mentor, Professor Julie Jung in whose doc-
toral seminar, Rhetoric Saves Lives, I first encountered this way of analyzing concepts 
in terms of what they do, how they are used, and the risks and effects of their usages.

2. Students of the class (English 128, Fall 2013). The Informed Consent Form for this 
IRB study can be accessed at https://wac.colostate.edu/docs/books/feminist/media/ 
Johnston_ConsentForm.docx.

3. I’d like to thank my colleagues Lauren Rosenberg and Emma Howes, two other con-
tributors to this edited collection, for their role in shaping this chapter, which origi-
nally started as a feminist trilogue collaborative piece about feminist methodologies.
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CHAPTER 4.  

LISTENING TO RESEARCH 
AS A FEMINIST ETHOS OF 
REPRESENTATION

Lauren Rosenberg
New Mexico State University

Emma Howes
Coastal Carolina University

In this chapter, we explore how our research practices and meth-
odological choices offer opportunities to embody a feminist ethos of 
responsible, strategic practice. Our inquiry takes place in two differ-
ent research sites where we enact ethnographic and archival research 
methods. Contemplating our research practices, we promote an ethos 
of valuing multiple perspectives by examining the ideological lenses 
we use, acknowledging our different, sometimes conflicting, subject 
positions, and allowing those perspectives to shape our work. We seek 
to expand traditional conceptions of what counts as knowledge, data, 
and research as we strive to become more active rhetorical listeners. 
Our methodologies center on the needs of participants alongside our 
own, and we are committed to ongoing interrogation of cultural 
assumptions and biases, including, but not limited to, gender subju-
gation.

In a 2000 issue of JAC, Michelle Ballif, D. Diane Davis, and Roxanne Mount-
ford debated their views of feminism in a trilogue consisting of their alternat-
ing voices. Applying Jacques Derrida’s term différance to their efforts to define 
feminist intervention, the authors argued that the differences feminists grapple 
with in unpacking meaning and intention, are sometimes non-negotiable. Yet 
by acknowledging difference as well as différance—a more interrogative, radical 
commitment to looking at difference—it may become possible to deconstruct 
and resist binaries, question the privileging of certain positions over others, and 
open up new spaces of meaning and practice. As Davis (2000) put it in one of 
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her entries, “I would suggest, in fact, that it is only in our difference—or, rather, 
our différance—that something like solidarity becomes possible” (p. 584). Ballif 
(2000) responded with the trilogue’s central question: “How do we listen for 
difference(s)? And how do we listen for différance” (p. 586)?

As feminist literacy researchers, we enter the conversation here. We are con-
cerned with ethical practice in our research, our interactions with participants, 
and with our students. We present Ballif, Davis, and Mountford’s (2000) ques-
tions with our own spin: How can we responsibly and productively move to-
ward solidarity as feminist researchers, even when differences (difference and 
différance) are not easily reconciled?

The trilogue provided a forum for investigating our research practices as in-
tentional feminist acts in which we consciously choose to collaborate, weaving 
together our voices and perspectives. In our respective scholarship (Emma’s is 
archival and Lauren’s is ethnographic) we defer our own assumptions so that we 
can listen differently and thus understand the positions of our research partici-
pants with greater precision and compassion. In listening, we take interpretive 
cues from participants. Emma’s work on historic southern mill village literacy 
campaigns employs listening through researcher reflection. She steps back to 
attend not only to available artifacts but also to the silences that arise from the 
materials that are not documented in archival collections. Lauren introduces a 
developing project on military veterans’ literacy practices by concentrating on a 
pilot study of one student-veteran’s experiences. In the process of contemplat-
ing the data, she and the participant create knowledge together. Our approach 
echoes Gesa Kirsch’s (1999) assertion that “we must develop ethical guidelines to 
prompt serious and sustained consideration of those whose interests are served 
in any given research project, and what consequences may follow—especially for 
research participants—from the influence of those interests” (p. x). Methodolog-
ical principles thus allow us to acknowledge the economy around the research 
site and the ways that we benefit from our work; we also hope that participants 
may draw benefits from their relationships with us. Lauren attempts to show this 
in her interactions with Lary, former Veterans Center director and student at her 
previous university; Emma demonstrates it in her explorations of which archival 
artifacts get saved and which ones do not. Our feminist ethos is informed by our 
relationships with participants, whether they are people we interact with in the 
present, or those whose experiences and writing are documented in the archives.

We are both literacy researchers, and as such, we are committed to working 
with participants to understand their reading and writing practices, and the prac-
tices of people in their communities, currently and historically. Throughout this 
chapter, when we speak of listening to participants or listening in the archives, 
we refer to our decision to pay precise, ongoing attention to our relationships 
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with participants and the community members we encounter in the research 
process as a significant feature of our methodology. Our focus on relationship is 
what Kirsch (1999) and other researchers refer to as a “politics of location” (p. 
x). This attention and care also impacts the ways in which we encounter our own 
readings of a situation or artifact, highlighting that our authority as feminist 
researchers is guided not only by what we see, but what may remain opaque in 
our work: the documents that may not have been saved for historical prosperity 
or the stories that require trust to hear. It is this commitment to participants that 
influences our methodological choices.

Like the trilogue authors and Kirsch, we are committed to “rhetorical lis-
tening” (Ratcliffe, 2005) and to understanding how listening can be channeled 
toward more ethical research practices. We are concerned with our own posi-
tions as feminist researchers and with the ways we interact with participants and 
students; thus, we aim to enact practices that tend to differences among others, 
while holding ourselves accountable for how our positions orient us as research-
ers. Although Ballif, Mountford, and Davis (2000) sometimes disagreed with 
one another about the responsibilities of feminists, they were in agreement that 
feminism is an “ethical way of being” (p. 611) and a politics. We agree. Feminist 
research is ethical and political work.

DEFINING A FEMINIST ETHOS OF REPRESENTATION 
AS RESPONSIBLE STRATEGIC PRACTICE

Along with the researchers before us who were concerned with ethical represen-
tation in qualitative studies of writing, and especially with developing a femi-
nist ethics of representation (see Kirsch (1999), Ethical Dilemmas in Feminist 
Research, and Mortensen and Kirsch’s (1993/2003) collection, Ethics and Rep-
resentation in Qualitative Studies of Literacy), we define a feminist ethos of rep-
resentation as a commitment to continually examining the ideological lenses 
we use, acknowledging our different (sometimes conflicting) subject positions, 
and allowing our research participants to shape the work itself. For example, 
Lauren, who has a background in literacy research, entered a world unknown 
to her when she decided to examine the writing practices of military personnel. 
The only way she could conduct her study was by deferring to participants’ and 
other informants’ expertise. She was, as many ethnographic researchers have de-
scribed it, approaching the research as an outsider; she had to be led through the 
study by others’ greater knowledge. In letting participants lead, she does reflec-
tive work to recognize her own voice as it interacts with the voices of others. We 
find value in multiple perspectives, acknowledging both difference and différance 
in our interactions with research participants, and in relation to the topics we 
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pursue as our scholarship. One of the most significant turns in feminist meth-
odological intervention has been the recognition of the researcher’s influence on 
her research: the always-already presence of her shadow, which impacts all of the 
work we do to varying degrees. In different stages of our work, this shadow casts 
different shapes. But its presence as we collect and understand data, as well as 
when and how we present findings and contexts, can be telling.

This becomes clear in Emma’s reflections on gaps in archival findings and 
how entering a research setting with certain goals in mind can sometimes make it 
harder to listen to what we actually find. Formulating research questions around 
company towns in North and South Carolina at the turn of the century primed 
Emma to seek working class voices that resisted industrial educational contexts. 
The available artifacts around this historical moment were limited by the materi-
al conditions of the archives where she worked, which consisted of primarily the 
writings of literacy sponsors, not learners. Her expectations of what she hoped to 
find made it difficult to maneuver with what she actually found. But by taking 
a step back and assessing her position in relation to the study, it was possible to 
reflect and remap. Stepping back and assessing are two strategies that are essen-
tial to our feminist ethos. In the space of reflection and pause, we become able 
to consider our goals and our interactions more mindfully.

We recognize similar goals in the work of our peers in this collection, espe-
cially in Megan Adams’ (Chapter 1, this collection) reflections on the produc-
tion of the Hollow documentary, and in Mariana Grohowski’s (Chapter 2, this 
collection) research on the experiences of two women combat veterans. Adams 
and Grohowksi consider the importance of reciprocity within research relation-
ships as a feminist intervention, a point we highlight as well in our focus on re-
lationship and mutual knowledge-making. We recognize in all of the chapters in 
this section a common theme of “the role of the ethical self ” (Adams) as a fem-
inist researcher. We all are concerned with researcher positionality as we listen 
intensively to our participants and as we continue to hold ourselves accountable 
(Johnston, Chapter 3) for our assumptions and the ideologies that “buoy” us 
(Rohan, Chapter 5).

We turn our attention toward our research methods to concentrate on how 
our methodological choices offer us opportunities to enact a feminist ethos of 
responsible, strategic practice. This inquiry takes place in the different research 
sites in which we enact ethnographic and archival research methods. We find 
it useful to think about these varied sites of our literacy studies as examples 
that illustrate the ways feminist methodologies stretch across different materi-
al spaces of meaning-making. By gathering varied methods within a common 
methodological frame, we consider the ways that feminist perspectives concrete-
ly impact our work. In particular, we emphasize lingering on relationships with 
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participants and communities, listening, and co-creating knowledge as three 
principles that guide us as feminist researchers.

LINGERING ON RELATIONSHIPS

To begin conversations about what feminist methodological approaches add to 
our research, we concentrate on the value of lingering together with participants 
in ethnography, archival work, and among the communities in which we en-
gage. Feminists have taken on these relationships in Composition and Rhetoric, 
emphasizing the push to co-create knowledge with those who are the subjects of 
our work. Cynthia Selfe (2016) argues that as researchers, we can envision our-
selves as “partner[s] in knowing and learning” alongside our participants with 
whom we “enter into a deep collaboration.” To do this work together, we need 
to slow down and pause. The research process becomes one in which we “write 
or compose with and not about.” When we pause and reflect with participants, 
we create a different space for invention.

To move through the process of co-creation, we have found it necessary to 
reflect on our own sense of ethos: as writers, researchers, and agents interacting 
with communities. If our goal is to temper the sense of expertise that is assumed 
within the researcher-participant relationship to enact a feminist methodology, 
where do we locate our authority? Further, how do we honor what specialized 
knowledge we do have through our interactions? Sophia Villenas (2000) pro-
vides insight into these tensions in her article, which examines feminist meth-
odologies in anthropological ethnography. In particular, Villenas (2000), whose 
project explores her own struggles against the “exotic” in the anthropological 
gaze, points out that when researchers name “for other women what constitutes 
oppression and emancipation, there is no room for redefinitions of feminisms 
and womanisms that do not fit the experience of an almost grand narrative of 
‘feminist’ living” (p. 80). When, as researchers, we enter a context with precon-
ceived definitions of what constitutes resistance, or any other experience, we 
narrow the scope of what counts in our findings, valuing our own authority 
over the perceptions of those we study. The focus on some aspects of participant 
experience at the expense of others reifies the women, men, and children our 
work seeks to understand, “by privileging some life histories (those that showed 
resistance) over others” (p. 80-81). While scholars must always make choices as 
to what data and artifacts are shared in their work, we suggest that these choices 
are enhanced when we look beyond our own academic training and theoretical 
lenses to build knowledge from the ground up.

Royster and Kirsch’s (2012) Feminist Rhetorical Practices: New Directions for 
Rhetoric, Literacy, and Composition Studies provides analytic tools and methods 
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that further the practice of co-creating knowledge to address cultivating research 
relationships. This occurs when researchers prioritize “strategic contemplation” 
and mindfulness as a feminist ethos of practice to formulate research questions, 
collect data and artifacts, and represent individuals and communities. Royster 
and Kirsch (2012) coined the term strategic contemplation to “reclaim a genre of 
research and scholarship traditionally associated with processes of meditation, 
introspection, and reflection. . . Building on critical imagination, this strategy 
suggests that researchers might linger deliberately inside of their research tasks 
as they investigate their topics and sources. . . .” (p. 84-85, our emphasis). We 
are mindful that all researchers enter into relationships with the subjects of their 
work, and we value the time necessary to cultivate such interactions. Ethical 
practices, then, may be measured by reflecting on these relationships as well as 
on the methods we employ to address how they may benefit one party at the ex-
pense of the other (see Kirsch (1999) Ethical Dilemmas). As we articulate an ex-
igence for explicitly feminist scholarship, the relationship between the researcher 
and the researched continues to be a fruitful site for interrogation.

LISTENING

As we linger, we listen. It is the process of listening as a contemplative practice 
that makes our work feminist. Our focus is on how literacy research, even when 
not seemingly related to feminist concerns, engages feminist methodologies. For 
example, Lauren discusses her pilot study with a man who had a career in the 
military, a subject that may not appear feminist at first. The research subject 
need not be explicitly about gender or gender issues; the defining of feminist 
methodologies occurs through larger practices of meaning-making. The practice 
of feminist methodology is an ontological one; it relates to the ways in which 
we conceptualize research questions worth exploring and how we assign value 
to data or artifacts.

Thus, in this chapter, we take up the methodologies we employ and how we 
approach our research, rather than the gender(s) of the research participant(s) or 
the topic(s) of the research. We map the landscapes in which we research, eval-
uating and re-evaluating our positions as we consider our findings. We empha-
size the claims of feminist rhetoricians Cheryl Glenn and Jessica Enoch (2010), 
that amongst historical researchers and other scholars, “the issue is not so much 
[that] we approach various groups of people or archival collections but why we 
approach various groups of people or archival collections [and] how we work to 
understand and honor their perspectives, their experiences” (p. 24). Our work as 
feminist literacy researchers, therefore, depends upon our willingness to identify 
and recognize how our motivations for doing feminist work impact the people 
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and archives we study. Our work also depends upon our willingness to contin-
ually question our methodologies in relation to our participants and to be open 
to revising our approaches based on their needs and interests.

CO-CREATING KNOWLEDGE

The primary way in which we address knowledge formation and ethics will likely 
feel familiar to most researchers who have read or practiced feminist method-
ologies. We strive to co-create knowledge with our participants, and to practice 
rhetorical listening (Ratcliffe, 1999; 2005) and strategic contemplation (Royster 
& Kirsch, 2012), through sharing our writing with the communities we study 
and in community outreach. These interactions between researcher and partic-
ipant constitute what Lauren calls mutual contemplation (Rosenberg 2015, p. 
57), recognizing and encouraging the presence of others in the act of strategic 
contemplation, as we seek input from knowledge and experience beyond our 
own in how we work through data. For Lauren’s work, this action manifests in 
direct interactions with participants; for Emma, it is more a matter of reflection 
and reevaluation as she considers the relationships between literacy sponsors and 
women workers. Our projects combine to enrich conceptions of what we can 
achieve when we actively listen.

We turn now to two examples of how we linger, listen, and co-create knowl-
edge. In the following sections, we look at how we are accountable as researchers, 
first when we engage in rhetorical listening and mutual meaning-making in Lau-
ren’s ethnographic literacy research. We continue to trace the methodological 
principles of our feminist ethos in Emma’s work, as we look for new spaces for 
invention when we encounter archival silences. Between these two approaches to 
studying literacy sponsorship and usage, we hope to illuminate not only what 
is gained by feminist methodological practices, but also why these tactics are so 
important.

LAUREN: MUTUAL CONTEMPLATION

As researchers, we have a responsibility, as Royster insists (1996), to foreground 
our participants’ rendering of their experiences over our expectations of them. 
That same commitment can inform our approach to gathering, interpreting, and 
reporting on data. In Rhetorical Listening, Ratcliffe (2005) develops the concept 
of listening as deliberate, conscious action. Listening requires that the researcher/
teacher/interlocutor pay close attention to the speaker’s subjectivity. It also requires 
that the listener be willing to interrogate her own positions, privileges, and biases. 
A rhetorical listener attempts to delay interpretation and judgment, choosing in-
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stead to stay with the words of others, and to contemplate them without immedi-
ate action. In this way, in our overlapping roles of researcher, teacher, and feminist, 
we can work towards listening to the words of others on their terms, rather than 
appropriating their narratives to serve our purposes. A component of rhetorical 
listening, in my view, is mindful awareness, which Royster and Kirsch (2012) 
attribute to responsible research practice. I believe, however, that contemplative 
practice necessitates dedicated collaboration between researcher and participants. 
It is not enough for the researcher to tend to her own ethical concerns; partici-
pants also engage in strategic contemplation of their experiences when they join 
in the research process. Thus, my goal as a researcher is for participants to “linger 
deliberately” (Royster & Kirsch 2012, 84) along with me during the formal data 
collection and when we speak informally.

In The Desire for Literacy: Writing in the Lives of Adult Learners (Rosenberg 
2015), I introduced the concept of mutual contemplation as a co-interpretive 
act. Mutual contemplation involves researcher and participants joining together, 
not only to interpret data, but also to reflect on the situation of the study and 
how it affects participants. Sometimes the process of mutual contemplation re-
quires that one refrain from activity by lingering, listening, and suspending a re-
sponse. Interactions between researcher and participant, conversations in which 
the researcher remains open to adjusting the terms of the study and the analysis 
based on participants’ expertise, rely on their perspective and reflecting together 
as a co-interpretive act. Such collaboration necessitates that the researcher yield 
the position of expert and allow participants’ knowledge to guide the study at 
times. At other times, it is through prolonged discussion that participant and 
researcher make decisions in collaboration.

Before heading into a full-scale study of the writing practices of veterans 
while they are in military service and when they shift into civilian settings such 
as the university, I conducted a pilot of one student-veteran, Lawrence Schmitz, 
as a test of my research methods and questions. Lary straddled two roles in the 
university where I taught and where my study was situated: he was a student-vet-
eran and he directed the Veterans Center. As the Veterans Center Coordinator, 
he was often in a position of advocating for others and speaking as the front 
person for his office. Lary was also a writing minor who wanted to use writing 
to examine his experiences in the Navy. In his various roles in the university, he 
was a literacy sponsor, as was I. Besides being a student who was sponsored by 
the United States Department of Veterans Affairs, Lary acted as a sponsor of 
other veterans like himself. He was simultaneously sponsored by, and a sponsor 
within, the university (see Brandt, 1998). Our conversations were informed by 
the multiple ways that we viewed situations from our various perspectives as 
employees of the university (Lary and me); staff, student, veteran (Lary); faculty, 
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researcher, and military outsider (me). Our mutual contemplation sometimes 
involved Lary explaining military culture to me, me asking for feedback on my 
study design, or us looking together at passages in Lary’s interview transcript 
where I noticed intriguing patterns. We lingered together over the data, making 
meaning through our interaction.

One such example of our collaboration and mutual contemplation is appar-
ent in a conversation we had during an interview in which I asked Lary whether 
he wanted a pseudonym for my project. Having worked with vulnerable popu-
lations of adult learners before, I assumed that Lary would be best protected if 
he were to disguise himself. He disagreed, insisting that he wanted to use his real 
name so that he could be a resource for veterans. He was adamant in claiming 
that he was not vulnerable as an interview subject, and therefore, that he wanted 
his name to be used. In this way, he illustrated his simultaneous roles as sponsor 
and sponsored, and he made it clear that he wished for me to understand him 
differently. Here is how I heard him:

If somebody reads my name and they know who I am or 
they hear of me, . . . it might give them the strength to say 
something down the line that they want to say . . . I want 
to be able to make sure that veterans feel free to share what 
their feelings are and that’s valid. I don’t want veterans to feel 
like they don’t have a story to share. I want to make sure the 
people—vets—feel like they can speak out and say what they 
feel, and that it’s not marginalized in any way, ‘cause that’s not 
fair . . . . And by using your real name, or using my real name, 
I feel like by doing that I put that out there and give people 
a kind of, a strength. (L. Schmitz, personal communication, 
January 24, 2014)

By listening to Lary’s comments, I realized why it is more valuable to him 
to reveal rather than conceal himself. He helped me to see how disclosure helps 
him claim authority for his own experiences. In doing so, he also used his per-
sonal disclosure as a model for other vets, which his comments made apparent. 
When Lary and I discussed his decisions about self-representation, in and out-
side of the context of the interview, we considered issues such as naming, repre-
sentation, and disclosure from various angles. His perspectives influenced mine 
and vice versa. Together, we engaged in mutual contemplation and co-creation 
of knowledge.

After I interviewed Lary, we interpreted his responses. My larger study took 
shape out of this ongoing conversation, a conversation in which Lary was an expert, 
and I “stood under” him (Ratcliffe, 2005) from my position as a faculty member 
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who had no military experience yet who was rhetorically listening. Lary explained 
that whatever research I planned on doing with veterans was useful to him too be-
cause of his commitment to helping veterans assimilate into civilian life. Working 
with veterans is his life, Lary said emphatically on numerous occasions. If he could 
help with my work, it also helped with his personal and professional mission. We 
made plans to work together in creating my larger study, guided by his perspective. 
We intended to continue to collaborate on its design, selection of participants, and 
interpretation of data. His knowledge influenced my study design.

In our collaboration, there was always a bit of a power differential, however, 
and Lary was certainly aware that his participation would advance my research. 
But he also reminded me that our conversations were significant to our universi-
ty and his office, to students like him, and ultimately, to how the Veterans’ Cen-
ter could offer greater agency to the students we serve. As a professor in the uni-
versity where he was a student, and as a researcher who is interested in veterans’ 
writing practices, I was also in a position to turn this conversation to both our 
advantages as we cultivated our research relationship. Lary was both consultant 
and collaborator. I assisted Lary by bringing the concerns of student-veterans 
into more public venues. I used my position as a sponsor of the university to 
encourage a space for more genres and contexts for writing to become part of the 
academic conversation. With each meeting to discuss the study, our questions 
became increasingly complex, and we both became better able to probe them 
more deeply. This was the mutual contemplation that I sought with Lary, a pro-
cess in which we were continually questioning and interpreting together. The 
commitment we made to linger in relationship, listen, and co-create knowledge 
exemplified the kind of feminist intervention Emma and I advocate.

Lary offered to collaborate with me as a co-investigator, which meant that he 
would have a designated role in interpreting data. Together we made plans for 
the upcoming study; we designed a postcard that would be used as a tool for re-
cruiting participants. Lary planned to distribute and collect the cards as incom-
ing student-veterans toured the Veterans Center during their orientation, and 
he and I would then review the pool of volunteers. And yet, I end this section 
with a sad sigh. Suddenly and without warning, Lary’s life changed course, and I 
learned that he left the university and relocated to a different part of the country. 
I was unhappy to lose my collaborator, but curious too because this was a mo-
ment when my research changed direction. Such is the case when working with 
people on issues pertaining to their lives; things happen that are out of our and 
their control, and their changes steer the research. While I can still rely on the 
knowledge Lary and I co-created and the contributions he made to the project, I 
have to sit back and reassess. I let the situation wash over me as I consider what 
it would mean for this research to go differently. Subsequently, however, other 
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veterans (faculty, retired officers, and students) approached me with their stories 
of military literacy and their views of writing. Despite my disappointment at los-
ing Lary, their voices took hold of the project and informed what I knew, what 
we came to know together, as we engaged in new acts of mutual contemplation.

EMMA: ARCHIVAL SILENCE

My research in the archives provided the opportunity to develop my own prac-
tices of lingering in relationships, listening, and co-creating knowledge in ways 
similar to, as well as quite different from, those Lauren has described. While 
Lauren’s work guides us into conversation and mutual meaning-making with 
participants, my work grapples with the archival silences that studying margin-
alized populations often produce. Thus, my feminist intervention requires atten-
tion to what is said through available artifacts and what is not said; it is a process 
of accretion in which I use what I know to gesture towards what I don’t know. 
Paying attention to gaps in the archives emphasizes how I understand what I 
hear, bringing to question how my expectations impact what I find.

In particular, my research addressed mill literacy sponsorship within the his-
toric cotton mill villages of North and South Carolina that targeted women 
during the early twentieth century. These company towns were often unincor-
porated spaces, where mills typically owned the land and physical structures on 
it, providing housing, recreational opportunities, and educational facilities for 
factory workers and their families. As some companies (though certainly not all) 
directly invested in the infrastructure making up the daily lives of workers, they 
set up an exchange from which they expected greater worker efficiency and loy-
alty (Parker, 1910). Literacy learning was a resource mills offered to draw fami-
lies into industrial labor and to improve their social and cultural class, without 
changing their economic class.

I was interested in studying the mill-sanctioned literacies specifically avail-
able to adult women and the ways these learners “assimilated to,” “appropriat-
ed,” or “rejected” (Donehower, 2003, p. 349-352) the accompanying relation-
ships. Since my work focused on historical contexts, the necessity of cultivating 
a feminist ethos that forwarded rhetorical listening and co-creating knowledge 
was challenging. While accounts of mill workers from 1880-1920 existed within 
public circulation, there were few, if any, produced by workers themselves. And 
even fewer stemmed from the direct experiences of women workers in the South-
ern US. Trying to uncover these absent voices seemed like a perfect formula for 
an archival project. But seeking artifacts produced by literacy learners during the 
turn of the century was a job that required more time and resources than were 
available. Instead of the accounts of learners, the archives I visited surrounded 
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me with documents produced primarily by literacy sponsors within these con-
texts: mill owners and women and men, called welfare workers, who directed 
and facilitated literacy distribution. For this reason, the research I hoped might 
illuminate the experiences of working class women, merely recounted the per-
ceptions of the literacy sponsors who taught them; there was silence where I had 
hoped to access the voices of women impacted by mill educational campaigns.

My charge was to reimagine the landscape before me. Royster and Kirsch’s 
(2012) concepts of critical imagination and strategic contemplation offer a helpful 
framework in which researchers “imagin[e] the contexts for practices; speculat[e] 
about conversations with the people whom they are studying . . . and tak[e] into 
account the impacts and consequences of these embodiments. . . .” (pgs. 84-85). 
The limitations of my findings, which only accessed the sponsor side of the equa-
tion, left me with the conundrum of how to work with groups “whose values and 
worldview we may not share” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 36), at least at first con-
tact. Instead of co-creating knowledge through conversation with worker voices, I 
had to make meaning using what was available in the archives. While Lauren and 
Lary could linger in relationship, I lingered in silence.

Encountering silence led me to return to Ratcliffe’s (1999) use of listening 
“as a trope for interpretive invention” (p. 196). Ratcliffe positions listeners as 
questioning “a system of discourse within which a culture reasons and derives its 
truths” (p. 204). To perform this act, we must acknowledge the systems at play 
that influence our own discourses as well as those informing the texts and par-
ticipants with whom we work. Researchers inhabit spaces where ideologies come 
together and where they part. As we listen, we take in information and we make 
meaning while considering the interplay of our own voices, logics, expectations, 
and hopes in relation with the complex texts we encounter. We pause and listen 
to hear the harmonies, but we also seek meaning in the hidden and “discordant 
notes” (Ratcliffe, 1999, p. 203). Lingering allows us to evaluate and re-evaluate, 
to use strategic contemplation and critical imagination, and to re-map artifacts 
to consider how and where we are distributing value in the documents available.

It was disheartening and frustrating to encounter archival silence. But the 
structures of archival projects are notoriously fluid (Hayden, 2016); while we 
often enter the archives looking for one thing, we might serendipitously find 
another. At first glance, the texts produced by welfare workers who taught liter-
acy in the mill villages did not provide access to literacy learning as encountered 
by women living and working there. On the contrary, they seemed to take me 
further from my starting point. There were no narratives produced by learners 
that revealed their processes of learning company sponsored literacies, and in 
fact, the voices of learners were obscured altogether. Many training materials for 
literacy teachers appeared to simply rewrite the stereotypes of rural and Appala-
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chian women workers circulating during this time period, as the example below 
illustrates. In addition, the texts only vaguely referenced literacy learning at all, 
giving me more direct access to cooking and sewing classrooms than ones where 
reading and writing were centralized.

Grappling with archival silences encouraged me to consider documented 
artifacts in new ways, striving to understand the “systems of discourse” repre-
sented (Ratcliffe, 1999) in order to change how we take meaning from what 
we find. For example, the bulk of my documents relating to mill literacy cam-
paigns came from the Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA) of the 
U.S.A.’s Records at Smith College. These records recounted the organization’s 
work during the early twentieth century in mill villages that incorporated the 
literacy learning campaigns I hoped to study; though as I learned, they were 
often embedded in classes on other domestic skills (cookery, hygiene, sewing, 
and so forth). In this way, welfare work economically sponsored by the mill 
industry was two-pronged: On the one hand, it enacted social conservatism by 
promoting gendered, raced, and classed identities through women’s domestic 
roles. On the other hand, it embodied progressive social change by expanding 
the boundaries of women’s involvement in early social work as well as the educa-
tional opportunities (even if limited) for working-class women. Female welfare 
workers held complicated social positions; for this reason, I struggled—and still 
struggle—to understand and to stand under their sponsorship work and navi-
gate the discourses around it.

The literacy events I was able to locate were depicted in occasional pho-
tographs of women reading or in the publication of a cookery textbook that 
circulated in classes taught by the YWCA. Instead of lesson plans for reading 
classes, I had cookery books that served as primers, prompting me to consider 
more broadly how I understood literacy in my artifacts. Further, these docu-
ments, in conversation with the Association’s institutional records, reoriented 
me in my research questions towards the goals of sponsors, including modern-
izing the lives of learners. The excerpt that follows illustrates a training docu-
ment used by sponsoring organizations, which sets the ideological framework 
to support company welfare practices. “The Work of the YWCA in the Cotton 
Mill Villages of the South,” published in 1909 and archived in the YWCA 
files at Smith College, describes laborers in Greenville, SC to prepare wel-
fare workers (called “secretaries” within the organization) for the community 
where they would teach. People living in the mill village are presented as “an-
te-Revolutionary backwoodsm[e]n” whose “lives were harsh and narrow,” full 
of “superstition, suspicion, and stern religion” (“The Work,” 1909, p. 2). The 
document goes on to claim: “Just as the mountains hold back streams, so for 
generations they have held back a splendid people from the advantages of civ-
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ilization. Gross ignorance has intensified suspicion, superstition, and strange 
ideas about religion” (p. 2). The cultural logics in this text reflect narratives 
well known and well documented in historical portrayals of the Appalachian 
region. The trope of the ignorant, yet “splendid” mountaineer highlights dif-
ference between mainstream and mill families, and the passage itself marks 
these differences as reasons why dominant discourses were thought necessary 
to help workers reclaim the “advantages of civilization.”

While working through documents like this one, co-creation of knowledge 
was difficult to enact because there was no dialogue. Instead, I was left to look at 
artifacts—archival, primary, and secondary—around the context; I lingered and 
cultivated a relationship with the archives and the abstract (and sometimes the 
physical) place and space where my research was rooted. In this way, my research 
required exploration beyond the physical (and sometimes digital) walls of the 
archives and my feminist ethos was built on more than just reporting on what 
I found. My artifacts did not alleviate the silence of mill women; instead they 
amplified the voices around the gap.

Although I could imagine the conversations between mill women and wel-
fare workers, I knew from informal interviews with women and men still active 
in mill communities that women’s responses were far more complex than any-
thing I could comfortably represent at the time. To listen to—and represent—
institutionalized discourses, as well as the silences, I had to be honest about my 
expectations and my desires as a researcher and to embrace the opportunity to 
morph my research questions rather than try to force a story. As Lauren’s expe-
rience with Lary incorporates the need to embrace changes in a study that result 
from elements beyond our control, my intervention became less about showing 
women’s resistance to mill sponsored literacies (which is what I had expected) 
and more about using methodological practices like lingering to find meanings 
embedded in artifacts and the silences around them. These practices opened a 
space to co-create knowledge as I stepped back from my ideological biases to 
expand how I understood archival findings.

CONTINUING TO LISTEN

Over time, as we sit with our research, our interpretations deepen and we con-
tinue the knowledge-making process. As our studies evolve, conclude, and begin 
again, we strive to conduct our work in ways that allow us to understand where 
our biases cast shadows on how we interact with participants and their stories. 
We counter these tendencies through our ongoing commitment to collaborate 
with, and be informed by, the voices of those we research. Equally important, as 
we enact a feminist ethos in our methodologies, we pursue ways to reorient our 
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thinking to cultivate more equitable, mutual, and ethical relationships with the 
individuals and artifacts with which we engage.

In this chapter, we have articulated a feminist ethos of representation in-
formed by three principles: lingering on relationships with participants, listen-
ing, and co-creating knowledge. We have demonstrated the ideals to which we 
attempt to hold ourselves as we interact with participants and data and as we 
assess our studies. In conclusion, we consider how the challenges we have faced 
in these studies have affected us as researchers. We continue to question our po-
sitions of authority and how that authority comes into play in our scholarship. 
Both of us have recounted experiences when the research did not go as expected. 
In Lauren’s case, her main participant who was also a collaborator became un-
available. In Emma’s case, the study led toward different artifacts than those she 
hoped to encounter; her findings steered her towards a population with which 
she was at odds.

Our examples certainly highlight the disappointment of the researcher. 
These moments we recount are not ones when the projects failed, but they are 
situations in which we did not control the study. We were left with surprises that 
forced us to question our purposes. Could we remain true to the feminist ethical 
principles with which we identified? For example, how might Emma continue 
to learn from the artifacts she found in the archives, even when they pointed to 
the missionary sponsorship she opposed? We ask ourselves how these moments 
can be productive and how our methodologies can bend to accommodate them.

We have argued for the significance of sitting back and reassessing, of refrain-
ing from judgment, of lingering in silence. We have tried to listen carefully to 
what Ratcliffe (1999) calls the “discordant notes” (p. 203) and not to stubbornly 
resist them. Our experiences as feminist literacy researchers illustrate that the 
kind of radical listening and co-creation of knowledge we propose is not easily 
enacted. Yet we have used this chapter as an opportunity to demonstrate how 
we have responded to the disappointments and surprises that affect us and our 
methodologies. As Ballif (2000) asked in our introduction: “How do we listen 
for difference(s)? And how do we listen for différance” (p. 586)? We are reminded 
that the feminist ethos we work for demands a difficult and ongoing commit-
ment to understanding the discourses and experiences of others, as well as a 
willingness to interrogate ourselves.
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CHAPTER 5.  

FUNDING GEOGRAPHY: 
THE LEGACY OF FEMALE-
RUN SETTLEMENT CULTURE 
FOR CONTEMPORARY 
FEMINIST PLACE-BASED 
PEDAGOGY INITIATIVES

Liz Rohan
University of Michigan-Dearborn

Rohan’s case study deploys archival methods to historicize the work 
of contemporary feminist teachers, researchers, and administrators 
who develop community engagement and place-based initiatives. It 
provides data about historic feminists working and writing in the 
U.S. progressive era in Chicago and Detroit, with special attention to 
the history of a Detroit-area settlement house, the Tau Beta Commu-
nity House, which flourished between 1917 and 1954. Historical 
figures such as Lucy Carner and Borgchild Halvorsen suggested that 
community service work among feminist academics has a history 
that is linked to the work of progressive era feminists, particularly 
those inspired by Jane Addams, and like-minded colleagues running 
settlements. Thus, this chapter also highlights the dynamics leading to 
the demise of this feminist-run settlement culture during the politi-
cally conservative decades following the Depression. Overall, Rohan 
historicizes community-based feminist projects as a way to trace con-
temporary place-based pedagogical movements sponsored by Detroit 
educators and artists.

This archival study features some historical rhetorical work undertaken by Tau 
Beta, one of Detroit’s upper-middle-class women’s clubs, from approximately 
1916 to 1958 when Tau Beta members, along with the professional woman they 
hired, developed and arranged the building of a settlement house in the city of 
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Hamtramck, Michigan. Hamtramck was first a village, and also an enclave of Pol-
ish immigrants that held out from annexation with the city of Detroit when this 
city multiplied its girth exponentially in the 1920s, in tandem with the expanding 
U.S. auto industry. Growing separate from the surrounding city of Detroit, the 
material needs of the village’s citizens were nevertheless acknowledged along with 
those of Detroit’s through the city’s major philanthropic organizations such as the 
Detroit Community Union, a major funding source for the Tau Beta Community 
House (Wood, 1955). Tau Beta settlement work in Hamtramck began in 1916 in 
a rented a flat before it moved into a neighborhood house that included a library, a 
nursery, a health clinic, a domestic science room, a boy’s club room, showers, and 
residence for its six workers (Social pioneering, 1926). Eventually the settlement 
expanded to fill a larger house that was finished in 1928. Some history of Tau Beta 
showcases historical feminists who built place-based pedagogies through various 
means of persuasion when relying on nineteenth-century discourse about domes-
tic space, which included espoused cooperation across gender and class lines. The 
eventual demise of this particular community settlement house project also offers 
a historical illustration of how the interplay of rhetoric and constructed gender 
roles can shape community building, and also how a place, in this case Detroit be-
tween the world wars, can encourage the invention of specific claims and methods 
among activists working for change. Featuring the perhaps inevitably temporal 
circumstances in which individuals wield their power through their rhetoric and 
related material practices, the study also shows a primary example of the “the social 
networks in which women connect and interact with each others and use language 
with intention,” which Gesa Kirsch and Jacqueline Jones Royster (2012) name 
“social circulation” (p. 101).

As Tau Beta leaders gained momentum as feminists in Detroit the influence of 
U.S. woman’s clubs was actually beginning to wane. By the end of the 1920s it was 
no longer fashionable to make the case for women’s work as particularly distinct 
or women’s needs as particularly pressing (Gere, 1997; Ladd-Taylor, 1994), which 
had been the method of Tau Beta members and their allies during these years in 
Detroit. But in Detroit, and its micro-community of Hamtramck, the work of 
women, and the work of Tau Beta particularly, might have been seen different-
ly considering the need for services for and social control of newly arrived Afri-
can-Americans and immigrants working for the auto industry. As Tau Beta club-
women began their work, Detroit was being overrun by newcomers responding to 
Henry Ford’s program to pay workers five dollars a day. Confirming the adage that 
if the country gets a cold, Detroit gets pneumonia, when a short recession hit the 
US from 1914 to 1915 more than 50 percent of Detroiters were out of work and 
“an estimated sixty thousand were European immigrants, most of whom could not 
speak or read English” (Mason, 2008, p. 127). Hamtramck had become one of 
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the most densely populated communities in the country at the time. Just 2.1 miles 
square miles, the city filled with unskilled immigrants, again, mostly Polish, who 
were drawn to the Dodge Main plant built in the village (Hyde, 2005; Kowalski, 
2006). The perceived need to Americanize new immigrants, as well as these im-
migrants’ real material needs, drew Tau Beta women into Hamtramck where they 
were particularly encouraged to go (Plumb, 1938; Kowalski, 2010).

A centerpiece of Tau Beta’s development work was the aforementioned com-
munity building finished in 1928, which also included a big gymnasium, an au-
ditorium, a roof garden, an expanded pottery room, a game room and a “model 
flat” (Plumb, 1938). The funding for new space was the result of a mass cam-
paign that included cooperative fundraising with other community leaders for 
a woman’s hospital, a YWCA building, and a home for pregnant women. The 
$4,000,0000 campaign was coined as “building for the womanhood of Detroit” 
(Social pioneering, 1926). The Tau Beta settlement movement’s strengths and 
weaknesses, including its developmental roots in nativist anxiety, would eventu-
ally bring about its demise. After World War II, the rhetoric of the female-run 
settlement movement was no longer efficacious in Detroit, and elsewhere, be-
cause immigration patterns changed, and the field of social reform was profes-
sionalized, which marginalized elite female philanthropists and activists. Also 
in Detroit and elsewhere, when philanthropic organizations such as the United 
Way grew larger, more bureaucratic, and less interdisciplinary, settlement homes 
were regarded as costly white elephants. The Tau Beta Community house closed 
in 1958 just a few years after a male leader took over the work. The large Tudor 
home that once housed Tau Beta settlement activity was sold to a church and 
was repurposed as a school (Kowalski, 2006). Three other settlement houses 
were destroyed altogether for urban renewal projects including the longstand-
ingNeighborhood House whose “neighbors” were forced to relocate (Acomb, 
1959; Trolander, 1987).

ABOUT THE TAU BETA COMMUNITY HOUSE: 
HOMEMAKING AS PLACEMAKING AS PEDAGOGY

Tau Beta began in 1901 as a social club among elite Detroit young women still 
in high school (Kowalski, 2006). Soon enough the young women were drawn 
into charity work as the group’s methods of community building were developed 
and its social consciousness was raised. Tau Beta’s earliest charity work mimicked 
the work of another local visiting nurses program. It included preparing and de-
livering food to Detroit’s poor and sick, mostly tuberculosis patients, and when 
using stoves in the basement of an elite Detroit school. Tau Beta members deliv-
ered the food on streetcars, on foot, in their “electrics” and eventually in gasoline 
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cars. To fulfill the stereotype of a Tau Beta member as a rich society woman, one 
member was occasionally able to use her family’s limousine. This work morphed 
into two other related projects: a diet kitchen, a kind of “meals on wheels,” 
and a tuberculosis clinic, each later taken over by other agencies (Plumb, 1930, 
pp. 110-111). The women collaborated with established Detroit charities such 
as Associated Charities as well as the Detroit Community Union, established 
in 1917 (Mason, 2008). That philanthropic work developed by women was 
taken over by larger municipalities or organizations would be a trend with Tau 
Beta’s future work and a significant overall result of women’s volunteer work 
in the progressive era. For example, in 1912, U.S. women leaders founded the 
Children’s Bureau, a national agency that provided prenatal and infant care 
among the underprivileged. The agency had an element of social control typical 
of elite-founded and run progressive-era civic and philanthropic endeavors at 
the time (Muncy, 1991). Emma Howes’ study of elite women of the Y.M.C.A. 
working with poor women in Appalachian America described in this collection 
(Chapter 4, this collection) also draws attention to the social control embedded 
in benevolent progressive-era projects, which included settlement work.

Tau Beta’s Hamtramck settlement work was established late as of 1916 when 
considering that, as one example, Chicago’s well-known Hull House got its start 
decades earlier in 1889; settlement work began in Detroit as earlier as 1858 
when the Neighborhood House settlement was established. But Tau Beta’s first 
philanthropic activities situates the organization’s goals in context with similar 
progressive-era female run endeavors roughly during a time period when set-
tlement houses in the US had proliferated from six to four hundred by 1910 
(Jackson, 2001). Tau Beta’s settlement work grew along with the previously 
mentioned Detroit Community Fund, a precursor to United Way Services, as 
well as with similar settlement initiatives in Detroit, and across the nation. The 
settlement work that would birth The Tau Beta Community House in its hey-
day, sprawling into two houses, included sports programming, a music program, 
an arts program, a health clinic, a laundry, and a “nursery” for working women 
who needed daycare for their children and a program we might call “latchkey” 
care today (Tau Beta Community House, 1930). During its formative years 
Eleanor Clay Ford (wife of Edsel Ford, daughter-in-law of Henry Ford), and her 
associates, including Eleanor’s sister, Josephine Clay Kantzler, were at the helm 
of the organization and longtime director Borgchild Halvorsen was in charge of 
running the community house, known as “The House of Hope.”

The Tau Beta Community House, like other settlement houses flourishing at 
the time, extended women’s work into the public sphere by grounding this work 
materially in a particular locality through what I call placemaking via home-
making. When placemaking via homemaking, Tau Beta leaders relied on the 
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same Victorian beliefs that influenced the growth of Hull-House, a settlement 
that has been heavily studied, and was one model for Tau Beta leaders. As two 
feminist geographers describe the ideology shaping the growth of Hull-House: 
the “home was . . . the seat of moral, aesthetic, and cultural stability” and “home 
decoration was a matter of great consequence” because it expressed “the sta-
tus, taste and moral character of its inhabitants” (Domosh and Seager, 2001, 
pp. 7-8). Placemaking through homemaking was a pedagogy in the sense that 
“creating a good home was seen as integral to creating good moral citizens” and 
“hence empowered [immigrant women] as important shapers of U.S. democ-
racy” (p. 21). That is, Tau Beta settlers were teachers when modeling and pre-
scribing particular behaviors. Placemaking as homemaking also relied on what 
historian Molly Ladd-Taylor (1994) calls “maternalism.” She explains that “ma-
ternalists’ genuine concern for the welfare of women and children of other racial 
and ethnic groups—combined with their culturally specific ideas about proper 
family life and children’s needs—made assimilating immigrants into ‘American’ 
culture a vital part of their child welfare work” (p. 5). As one example, one of 
Tau Beta’s first programs in 1917 taught neighborhood women to knit for “their 
men in the service” (Plumb, 1938, p. 136). Tau Beta leaders working as mater-
nalists capitalized on agreed upon or stereotyped roles for middle-class women 
when drumming up support for new and expanded physical space and program 
creation. As Tau Beta historian Mildred Plumb (1938) described the women’s 
initiative, “The village government had little vision of the public’s needs . . . . 
We aimed to undertake what the authorities did not, or could not, provide and 
demonstrate its value” (p. 133). The women were actually successful in mod-
eling the value of what they considered to be essential services to government 
agencies when in 1924 the settlement’s library became the Hamtramck Library 
(Plumb, 1938; Kowalski, 2006). The fate of this library parallels another trend 
characterizing progressive-era clubwomen’s work. U.S. clubwomen founded 
many of the country’s first public libraries, to the extent that by 1933 75% of 
public libraries “owed their origins to women’s clubs” (Gere, 1997, p. 122). Tau 
Beta’s founding of Hamtramck’s library demonstrates how some progressive-era 
feminist philanthropy projects were taken up by government agencies and fur-
ther exemplifies placemaking as homemaking. During the late nineteenth centu-
ry and early twentieth century, libraries were associated with middle-class homes 
while library work became associated with women who joined this profession en 
masse (Jenkins, 1996).

The settlement’s “model flat,” one result of the 1926 building campaign, fur-
ther evidences that the Tau Beta Community House promoted domestic space, 
placemaking as homemaking, as an argument to its clients, and to Hamtramck 
leaders. Designed as a key teaching tool to be used for bridal showers and also 
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as temporary living quarters for newlyweds post-honeymoon, the model flat was 
promoted with perhaps some wishful thinking. Ostensibly, when brides and/or 
the newly married looked at or spent time in the flat, they would be persuaded 
to set up housekeeping independent from their “in laws,” an “all too common 
practice among this class of people” (Tau Beta Community House, 1930; Tau 
Beta 23rd annual report, 1928). The new two-storied house was also meticulously 
decorated, and included Detroit’s signature design, Pewabic pottery tile, as well 
as various decorative gifts including a drinking fountain, a sunlight lamp, and a 
bronze statue of a “Wild Flower.” As at Hull House, the Tau Beta Community 
house also had rooms set aside for in residence professionals (Plumb, 1938). The 
model flat and the attention to décor in the new building echoed one means of 
persuasion via the design for the original Tau Beta settlement space established 
in 1916; its décor was “finer than the neighbors” when “owing to the standard 
of taste” (Plumb, 1938, p. 135.).

A leader of the Detroit clubwomen movement who visited the new com-
munity house in 1930 relied on maternalism to assess the value of Tau Beta’s 
programming, affirming circulating associations between a beautiful home and 
moral behavior. The visitor asserted that “by steady growth in influence, com-
munity houses like Tau Beta send forth their little beam into a naughty world” 
(Tau Beta Community House, 1930, p. 21). Placemaking as homemaking was 
a form of persuasion, a pedagogy, and also inevitably coercive. A historian of 
Hamtramck, referring to the Tau Beta settlement, put it most astutely in 1955 
when he wrote that “the financial support of settlements . . . indicates that the 
movement did not arise indigenously from a realization of need on the part of the 
people served” (Wood, 1955, p. 189). The nativist goal of teaching non-assim-
ilated Americans how to live via Victorian-style décor is obviously an outdated 
pedagogical method. Yet, typical of other settlement projects, including Chicago’s 
Hull House, Tau Beta’s settlement also created career opportunities for women. 
Its “first residents” were “nurses, visiting housekeepers and social workers” who 
“lived as friendly neighbors” at the flat (Plumb, 1938, p. 139). Perhaps also co-
ercive, but yet progressive from a contemporary perspective, Tau Beta women 
also taught an American version of feminism in the Hamtramck Polish com-
munity, encouraging Polish women to defy their husbands, get out of the house 
and make time for themselves (Plumb, 1938). The Tau Beta Community House 
furthermore provided scholarships to Hamtramck community women, one who 
founded a sorority at Wayne State University that was reportedly open to mem-
bers of all racial and ethnic groups (Wood, 1955). Encouraging citizenship had 
real consequence as well when the Polish-American contingent of Hamtramck 
seized political power of the previously German-American run village and voted 
to become a city independent from Detroit in 1921 (Kowalski, 2010).
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The Tau Beta Community House was at one time regarded one of the best 
in the nation, and the women leading Tau Beta were among Detroit’s most elite 
citizens. So the Tau Beta Community House could be categorized as a boutique 
operation, Hamtramck a rich woman’s playground. But the relationship between 
placemaking and cooperation among settlers and those whom they served, was 
embraced by settlers across the country. In 1945 the well-regarded Chicago area 
settlement house movement leader Lucy P. Carner emphasized the importance 
of placemaking among settlers when declaring that, “[t]he settlement is rooted 
in geographical community [sic]. Its purpose is to understand that community, 
to help develop its potentialities, to provide or aid it in securing needed ser-
vices.” As scholar of Hull House Shannon Jackson (2001) has observed, settlers 
were “committed to locality” (p. 6). Noting the limits of cooperation between 
settlers and their clients, Jackson points out furthermore that “settlement re-
form still meant changing the persons that one encountered” (p. 13). Relying 
on maternalism, settlers drew “from a discourse of domesticity, a nineteenth 
century formation that positioned women as sympathetic interpreters of the mi-
croperformances of every day life” (p. 6). Roxanne Mountford (2005) relatedly 
points out the relationship between “rhetorical performance” and “the rituals 
performed in that space” (p. 37). The expansion of space, creating and maintain-
ing a beautiful home, was the set for to settlers’ “performance” to local clients 
and local stakeholders; a domestic aesthetic embedded in a space also designed 
like a home tempered an activist agenda. Pretty was power.

Maternalism also softened what could have otherwise seemed too polarizing 
or too unfeminine. Tau Beta leaders were aware of their privilege and power to 
create change, and feasibly waves, in the world of Detroit philanthropy, and in the 
world of competing men of industry such as Henry Ford and the Dodge brothers, 
Horace and John. Hamtramck’s Dodge auto plant was a competitor to the near-
by Ford plant. The Dodges had broken business ties with Henry Ford, but these 
brothers at the same time donated space to Tau Beta for its library, installed shelves 
for this library and also supplied janitor services for the building (Plumb, 1938). 
Lore even suggests that the many Polish residents who had flocked to Hamtramck 
“were promised an ‘open’ town, free from the Puritanical restrictions of the Ford 
Motor Company” (Wood, 1955, p. 46). Meanwhile, Eleanor’s husband Edsel was 
a major contributor to the Detroit Community Fund (Contributor’s list, 1917) 
in the same period when the Dodge family donated more than $10,000 to Tau 
Beta. Kantzler had been a bridesmaid in John Dodge’s daughter’s wedding (Hyde, 
2005), but her husband Ernest, best friend and ally of Edsel, was also a nemesis 
of Henry (Collier and Horowitz, 1987). Conflict in this small world run by men 
was just not practical in the so-called domestic sphere of community building via 
settling. As Tau Beta president Marion Thurber described the value of cooperation 
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in 1909: “Our desire is to work with the other organizations rather than in opposi-
tion to them, and we trust that we may some day be of help to them that they have 
already been to us” (as cited in Plumb, 1938, p. 15). Forty years later in 1949, the 
longtime director of the Tau Beta Community House, Borgchild Halvorsen, told 
the Detroit Free Press that during her thirty-year career she was most proud of “the 
fact that Tau Beta staff members, the people served by the center, and the commu-
nity itself have worked and developed together in ‘distinguished cooperation’” (as 
cited in McIntire, 1949).

Figure 5.1. The new Tau Beta Community House, funded in part by Detroit’s 
“Building For Womanhood,” philanthropic campaign. Photo courtesy of Ham-

tramck Historical Society.

Tau Beta’s appeals for a new building as part of the previously mentioned 
Detroit “Women’s Building Campaign,” in a 1926 public relations booklet en-
titled “Social Pioneering,” features the inter-relationship between maternalism, 
nativism, placemaking as homemaking, and pedagogy. The rhetoric used for this 
campaign furthermore shows how these Detroit women were poised to “per-
form” so-called women’s work, and the rituals enabled by this work, through 
the expansion of space, as well as by cooperating with community leaders. The 
stated purpose of the existing house at this time was purportedly to “help in 
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the adjustment of the foreign-born citizen and his [sic] family to American life” 
(Social pioneering, 1926). Helping immigrants adjust effectively required more 
space. Quarters for the health clinic that was run in cooperation with the Vis-
iting Nurse Association were cramped. The mortality of infants was at stake as 
well. Since the Visiting Nurses Association had begun its work in Hamtramck 
in 1914, infant mortality had decreased by roughly half, an arguable result of 
the “better babies, better citizens” mantra circulating at the settlement. Space 
was needed for young women’s fine and domestic art instruction and recreation 
facilities for the boy’s youth programming. The opportunities for recreation and 
amusement in this new space for boys in particular would purportedly cut down 
on juvenile delinquency. Two hundred and forty-five boys had passed through 
Hamtramck’s Juvenile Court in 1926. The staff had also increased considerably 
since the settlement’s inception. The reported material support in 1926 reflects 
the method of “cooperation” built into the Tau Beta settlement model: five full-
time workers were paid by the City of Hamtramck, seven full-time and 11 part-
time workers were paid by the Detroit Community Union, and seven full-time 
and two part-time workers were paid by the Visiting Nurse Association.

Figure 5.2. Children playing on the Tau Beta Community House playground. 
Photo courtesy of Hamtramck Historical Society.
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Relying on maternalism—babies might die, as well as some arguable nativ-
ist anxiety—weak recreation offerings was breeding juvenile delinquency—the 
argument for more space to support and expand Tau Beta’s goals and initiatives 
through interdisciplinary settlement work is arguably well laid out. Tau Beta’s 
“Social Pioneering” pamphlet, that also represented interests of other Detroit 
feminist activists, urged philanthropists “to replace . . . inadequate and work out 
buildings for the womanhood of Detroit” (Social pioneering, 1926). The Tau 
Beta Community House, it argues, “has grown steadily in usefulness from year 
to year, and its work has been done so well that the present equipment will no 
longer accommodate all who seek its advantages.” Appeals relying maternalism 
were still persuasive to Detroit philanthropists in 1926: the building of the new 
Tau Beta house was financed along with the funding for the new YWCA, and 
the two women’s medical centers (Florence Crittenton, 1930). A 1928 review 
of the new settlement building in the Detroit Community Fund News shows 
that the agreed upon value of placemaking as homemaking, and homemaking 
as a companion to pedagogy, was status quo: “The auditorium, which would be 
a credit to any community, fulfilled a strong felt need. Here, at last, is a place 
where the young people as well as their elders may hold their parties, attend lec-
tures, concerts and educational movies” (as cited in Tau Beta 23rd annual report, 
1928). Perhaps also convinced of the relationship between beautiful home living 
and better behavior, Hamtramck’s probation officer in the juvenile division was 
awed by the “cordiality” of the new building’s entrance and “all the activities 
planned to help the individual to enjoy and understand himself through some 
form of Art” (as cited in Tau Beta 23rd annual report, 1928).

Also in 1928, Kantzler, then chairman of the building committee, reflected 
on the relationship between Tau Beta community building and the building 
itself, emphasizing the relationship between the expansion of physical space and 
the women’s proliferating ethos as activists. Assessing the value of the women’s 
investment in space to be $330, 000 (over four and a half million 2017 dollars), 
and grateful for the funding from the Community Union, Kanztler asserted that 
“[i]t is a real obligation which we have assumed” (as cited in Tau Beta 23rd annu-
al report, 1928). Growth of the settlement’s activities the following year in 1929 
was attributed to the expanded space that included multi-uses for the new audi-
torium. As planned, the new space also allowed for expanded art programs, and 
more jobs, including the hiring of a pottery teacher, another woman on staff. In 
her summation of the year’s successful endeavors, then Tau Beta president Mar-
garet Watkins emphasized the relationship between new space, and improved 
services. Watkins also reflected upon the espoused value of cooperation across 
gender and classes among those engaged in settlement work when declaring, “I 
think we have become what we always wanted to be, a real community center” 
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(as cited in Tau Beta 24th annual report, 1929). Ironically, the collaboration 
between Detroit’s funding organizations and Tau Beta through the expansion of 
space that Kantzler remarked upon in 1928, as well as the relationship between 
space expansion and community building, emphasized by Watkins a year later, 
would become irrelevant or forgotten just three decades later. Soon enough, and 
perhaps too soon, settlement houses were regarded as white elephants, costly and 
irrelevant to community development.

Figure 5.3. The cover for the public relations brochure, Social Pioneering (1926). 
Photo courtesy of Hamtramck Historical Society.
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Figure 5.4. The second but not newest Tau Beta building, built 1919-20, mostly 
from private donations, at a cost of $54,880.02 (Plumb, 1938), which is 792,000 

2018 dollars. Photo courtesy of Hamtramck Historical Society..

While the expanded space of the new Tau Beta Community House provided 
opportunity for robust programming, the momentum in this space in 1929, the 
funding of new facilities was also a climax of sorts, the beginning of the end. 
As the Depression hit, the resources of the settlement were tested. Staff salaries 
were cut, the nurse was let go, and art programs were slashed, as the house also 
reached its all time highest attendance (Plumb, 1926). Volunteer work, which 
included jobs big and small on the part of Tau Beta members, helped to keep the 
house afloat (Plumb, 1936). Other changes fragmented core leadership at the 
settlement. In 1935 Olga Wahlburg, a hired settlement activities director, and 
an immigrant herself, who was reportedly very skilled at negotiating with Ham-
tramck leaders, left the settlement and by 1937 the members of Tau Beta were 
more scattered across the Detroit metro area and even the globe (Plumb, 1936). 
As of 1947 the mission of the settlement was transformed, and excluded refer-
ence to Americanizing activities. The settlement’s mission at this point was to 
“supplement the social, education and recreational activities and to initiate new 
activities to meet new needs” (Tau Beta Community House purpose, 1947). 
Perhaps acknowledging an increase in African Americans in Hamtramck to 11.7 
percent of the population by 1950 (Wood, 1955), the Tau Beta Community 
House mission statement also claimed that “the facilities of the House are open 
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to children and adults regardless of race or creed” (Tau Beta Community House 
purpose, 1947). The board running the Tau Beta community house was also 
transformed to include more community members. Probably the most signifi-
cant change came about when longtime settlement director Borgchild Halvors-
en retired and the settlement was taken over by a male leader, Emeric Kurtagh. 
A few years later the Tau Beta Settlement House would close.

GEOGRAPHY IS NOT FUNDED: THE END OF THE 
TAU BETA SETTLEMENT WORK ON LOCATION

The decision to close the Tau Beta Commuity House, along with other settle-
ment houses across the country, was the result of some powerful cultural man-
dates, an extension of a mass assessment sponsored by United Community Ser-
vices, the organization into which the Detroit Community Fund had folded. 
The assessment that likely led to the closing of Tau Beta’s settlement house, 
authored by consultant Lewis Barrett, and referred to at the time as the Barrett 
report, signified that the rationale for women’s placemaking via homemaking 
was no longer persuasive or relevant because of changing cultural assumptions 
about the role and administration of community centers. Barrett had already 
performed similar assessments in New Orleans and Boston (McDowell, 1953). 
Feminist geographer Doreen Massey (1994) argues that “space, and place, spaces 
and places, and our senses of them . . . are gendered through and through” (p. 
186). The particulars allowing Tau Beta clubwomen to fund a robust commu-
nity center in a house affirms Massey’s argument that space is gendered and 
culturally constructed. Progressive-era cultural constructions, extending nine-
teenth-century ideology fusing domesticity and femininity, enabled Tau Beta’s 
work to physically expand when proliferating an ideology, which I also identi-
fied as a pedagogy. The efficacy of this ideology had run its course as new brokers 
like Barrett gained power.

Collectively spelling out the death knell of the settlement culture as birthed 
by Jane Addams and her ilk dedicated to “locality,” and the related practices 
of placemaking as homemaking, Barrett’s incisive tone could shake the boots 
of any reader whose pet projects have been assessed with the alleged spirit of 
progress. Barrett’s overall task was measuring duplications—that is, ascertaining 
if private agencies were performing the work that was already being taken care 
of by public agencies. Barrett first concluded overall that the settlement houses 
were duplicating services already provided by public schools and tax-supported 
recreation centers. Mobility via automobiles and public transformation also ex-
panded people’s options for education and recreation. Barrett ultimately recom-
mended “a revised pattern of operation for group work and recreational services 
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in Detroit,” directed by United Community Services, a pattern that would soon 
enough frame the funding structure for settlements in the next decades. Along 
with his many specific recommendations for several Detroit settlement hous-
es, Barrett argued that the Tau Beta Community House, as well as the nearby 
Highland Park settlement, should create stronger programing for adults “even 
at the expense of smaller programming for children and youth,” and add more 
men and community members to their boards. Barrett’s recommendation that 
the Neighborhood (settlement) House be closed, because it was now located in 
an area slated for industry per urban renewal initiatives, was either prescient or 
successfully prescriptive. As mentioned earlier, this building became a victim of 
urban renewal and was torn down in 1959 (Acomb 1959).

Kantzler’s untimely death when she drowned in a swimming pool in 1954 
paralleled the end of the Tau Beta era of settlement work on its grounds when 
some of the service once sponsored at the house merged with those housed 
at the eventually torn down Neighborhood House, and also the closed High-
land Park settlement. Previously in-house settlement services would become the 
Neighborhood Service Organization launching its signature program, “Meals on 
Wheels” (Acomb, 1959). This “reorganization” embraced by 1954 Tau Beta set-
tlement leadership was designed to “shift the emphasis from a building-centered 
to a problem-centered approach” (Tau Beta Association, 1954). Kurtagh con-
sidered the Neighborhood Service Organization a “mutation of the settlement” 
in “offering a variety of accessible and coordinated social services “(Trolander, 
1987, p. 204). In fact, Kurtagh was quoted in the Detroit Free Press (Stromberg, 
c.a. 1959) as claiming, “When we operated in building-centered agencies, we 
spent 60 percent of our budget for personnel. Now we are able to spend 95 per-
cent on personnel. This means more and better trained workers.” For Kurtaugh, 
houseless mobile social service work was more agile. In 1957 the Tau Beta Com-
munity House went up for sale. The Hamtramck Recreation Commission was 
posed to buy it, but in the end could not afford it (Kowalski, 2006). All services 
at the house were suspended by January of 1958. Of the closing of the house, the 
president of Tau Beta, Mrs. George Bushnell, described the event as such, “The 
community that we entered in 1916 was in sharp contrast to what it is today. 
Many of our former services are no longer needed, thanks to general community 
prosperity and maturity” (qtd in Stewart, 1955).

Bushnell’s remarks parallel similar rhetoric about female-run settlement work 
at the end of its heyday and also echo many of the recommendations in the Bar-
rett report, which highlights the interplay between rhetoric, culture and activism 
as well as the phenomenon of hegemony in shaping major change. As sociolo-
gist Leslie Trolander (1987) describes this paradigm shift from local control to 
agencies using mostly social work personnel: “Gone was the settlement’s special 
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identification with a neighborhood” (p. 233). Place-based pedagogy wasn’t out 
of business necessarily, but the value of place itself as a generative tool for social 
service had been marginalized or was not prioritized in the broader culture of 
late twentieth-century U.S. settlement work. As one social worker described the 
dynamic, “Nobody is funding geography” (as cited in Trolander, 1987, p. 230). 
The new paradigms shaping social service negated the relevance of “locality,” and 
hence the importance of location for activist work. Furthermore, as Kurtaugh’s 
comments suggest, the mobile settlement model relied on social workers rather 
than volunteers, specialists or trained-on the-job professionals like Tau Beta’s 
Wahlberg and Halvorsen had been. In its flushest years, Tau Beta had its own ce-
ramics teacher and a slew of medical professionals on site. Charlotte Kimerly of 
Detroit’s Sophie Wright Settlement complained in 1952 that the settlement’s art 
program suffered because of the new job classifications, purportedly dictated by 
United Community Services (later the United Way) that required credentialed 
social workers. “I, for one, can’t figure out how a Master’s in Social work qualifies 
one to teach arts and crafts,” Kimerly asserted.

GENDERING SPACE: THE LEGACY OF PROGRESSIVE 
ERA CULTURE, RHETORIC AND ACTIVISM

When the large homes that had hosted progressive-era female run settlement 
work were sold, closed or torn down for the sake of agile social services, and 
also urban renewal programs, elite women activists lost their power that had 
been conditional. The stellar and otherwise state-of-the-art Tau Beta Commu-
nity House was also a house of cards. Early twentieth-century-club women suc-
ceeded when armed with a certain set of assumptions related to maternalism. 
Meanwhile, these ‘feminine’ values became absorbed into dominant (a.k.a. ‘male 
dominated’) American culture when government agencies took over some social 
services when for example, setting up welfare programs for children and also 
supporting public libraries. The relationship between the home and the actual 
physical spaces of settlements affirmed ‘women’s roles’ in society as homemakers, 
which fit the constructed view of a woman’s role in society. By the late 1940s, 
culturally assigned roles for women were particularly in flux as women were en-
couraged to embody private spaces as homemakers (Enoch, 2012).

To some extent, the mission of Tau Beta’s settlement house had already been 
completed or, was no longer necessary, as Bushnell, the Tau Beta president quot-
ed earlier, suggested. First, libraries were no longer gendered as a particularly 
female space, at least in Hamtramck. Later, the needs of the poor in Detroit 
were interpreted and responded to by the Neighborhood Service Association. 
Moreover, interpreting America to assimilated Americans, or the many Afri-
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can-Americans who now lived in Detroit neighborhoods once filled with immi-
grants, put the particular brand of settlement culture espoused by bourgeoisie 
female settlers in perhaps too radical, too uncomfortable, or too ambitious of a 
position. As one head worker of the Detroit Sophie Wright Settlement House, 
Dora Nelson (1952), asserted during the era, “For Sophie Wright Settlement, 
as for all Settlements working with negroes [sic] there is a particular need to 
be convincing, courageous, and energetic as the problems of this whole group 
are more difficult to solve.” Nelson argued for the relevance of settlements for 
activism and problem solving but also hinted at their limitations. The spirit of 
cooperation embraced by Tau Beta clubwomen early in the century may have 
required a much different mindset and a more flexible skillset to serve a new 
generation of neighbors.

Cultural mutations, which erased or made irrelevant maternalism, and the 
agreed upon associations between homemaking and women’s work, in conjunc-
tion with the professionalization of social services, were perhaps inevitable. On 
the other hand, this historical case study suggests that the gendering of space 
can have real material consequences. This history lesson is therefore potential 
food for thought among contemporary feminist activists mindful of how cul-
ture affects and shapes their work. As Mountford (2005) suggests, “The study 
of physicality and space, especially in studies of rhetorical performance (formal 
or informal), is a promising area of research that offers important opportunities 
for feminists” (p. 152). Historical perspectives can on the other hand illustrate 
the difficulty of measuring contemporary cultural trends. That is, for historical 
actors—as well as for us—it has been, and it is nearly impossible to critical-
ly interpret and react incisively to the forces that buoy us or bring us down 
on the spot and in real time. Whether there were mixed feelings on the part 
of the founders or female leaders of the Tau Beta Community House when it 
closed is unknown or unavailable. One copy of the Barrett report stamped “Tau 
Beta,” peppered with the annotations of its anonymous reader writing “bunk,” 
does suggest that the ideas and suggestions Barrett espoused were not necessarily 
agreed upon or mainstream even in their day, or at least by one reader. Even with 
all of their privileges, Tau Beta leaders weren’t impervious to cultural trends that 
marginalized women’s work. Hull House hadn’t even made the cut. A highway 
through a neighborhood served by this settlement house, as well as the building 
and establishment of the new University of Illinois at Chicago, displaced most 
if not all of the settlement’s nearby residents. The culture of cooperation be-
tween settlements, neighborhoods, and the middle-class bourgeoisie, was either 
forgotten or irrelevant to the writer of an article in the Hull House newsletter 
who remarked about the planned college campus and asserted that Hull House 
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“would have no place on the campus of a modern university in a metropolitan 
center” (“Hull House to Continue,” c. a. 1963).

This historical case of the growth and demise of the Tau Beta Community 
House grounded in trends shaping American progressive-era feminist work first 
highlights the relationship between rhetoric, culture and the gendering of space, 
and secondly suggests the relevant legacy of the progressive era for those plan-
ning thoughtful place-based and civic oriented projects. Studying the “social 
circulation” of language use and its historical context in this case “can help us see 
how traditions are carried on, changed, reinvented, and reused when they are 
passed down from one generation to the next” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 101). 
As Emily Ronay Johnston similarly argues (Chapter 3, this collection), knowl-
edge-making includes “negotiating what we know, have known and have yet to 
know,” which should include of the legacy of historical actors. New initiatives 
in contemporary Detroit designed to meet the educational and material needs 
of its citizens, such as a new makers space housed in a church (Swan, 2014), 
furthermore suggests a renewed interest in the progressive-era brand of “locali-
ty,” when citizens are served on site in neighborhoods and philanthropy fosters 
neighborhood relations. Detroit activist and writer Yusef Shakur is funding a 
community house in his boyhood Detroit neighborhood located in one of the 
poorest zip codes in the US. Committed to “locality,” Shakur says he is “bring-
ing the neighbor back to the hood” (Mondry, 2014; DeVito, 2015). Recently 
deceased philosopher and longtime Detroit activist Grace Lee Boggs (2012), 
who admired and quoted from the work of progressive giant John Dewey, advo-
cated for place-based learning in a city where neighborhood schools have been 
shuttered en masse. She imagined a neighborhood school with services akin 
to historical settlements, shaped by curricula that engages young people, and 
also an intergenerational citizenship via “a resource center with a community 
theater, artists’ studios and information about the different skills available in 
the neighborhood” (p. 132). These developments shaping change in Detroit’s 
urban neighborhoods suggest that various aspects of women’s historical rhetoric 
and material practices grounded in place, that too relied on rhetorical work and 
pedagogical initiatives, should be acknowledged by contemporary activists and 
feminists. As Enoch (2008) likewise suggests, acknowledging the legacy of his-
torical actors who created, occupied, and shaped space can prohibit presentism 
about our work’s novelty or originality and also encourage awareness that our 
contemporary work, too, is culturally constructed. Overall, these histories are 
sources for inspiration and reflection when measuring an inevitably flawed and 
complicated collective experience among feminists engaged in and affected by 
place-based pedagogies.

http://www.modelmedia.com
http://www.modelmedia.com
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
http://www.csmonitor.com/
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CHAPTER 6.  

BUILDING ENGAGED 
INTERVENTIONS IN 
GRADUATE EDUCATION

Keri E. Mathis
University of Louisville

Beth A. Boehm
University of Louisville

Boehm and Mathis profile the University of Louisville’s efforts at 
becoming a more engaged university, including receiving the Carne-
gie Community Engaged University classification and implementing 
Ideas-to-Action, a quality enhancement plan that holds community 
engagement as one of its core principles. Yet these endeavors have 
focused largely on faculty research and undergraduate education, leav-
ing graduate students out of the mix. Recent scholarship in higher ed-
ucation has documented a similar neglect of graduate student involve-
ment in community engagement projects that challenge conventional 
types of academic research, teaching, and mentorship. The authors’ 
positions within rhetoric and composition and within the University 
of Louisville’s School of Interdisciplinary and Graduate Studies have 
afforded them the opportunity to initiate an interdisciplinary gradu-
ate community engagement program. Thus, they describe their efforts 
in extending these programs to focus on engaged scholarship and on 
developing a year-long academy that will lead to collaborations among 
graduate students on community projects.

During the last decade, the University of Louisville has made several steps to-
ward becoming a more engaged university, including applying for and receiving 
the Carnegie Community Engaged University classification and implementing 
Ideas-to-Action, a quality enhancement plan that holds community engagement 
as one of its core principles. These endeavors, however, have focused largely on 
faculty research and undergraduate education, and have left graduate education 
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and graduate students out of the mix. Recent scholarship in higher education 
pointed out a similar neglect of graduate student involvement in community 
engagement projects that challenge conventional types of academic research, 
teaching, and mentorship (e.g., O’Meara, 2008; Gilvin, 2012). The 2014 “Re-
port of the MLA Task Force on Doctoral Study in Modern Language and Liter-
ature,” in response to both persistent public questioning of the value of doctoral 
study in the humanities and the changing academic market for language and 
literature graduates, calls for a robust “public humanities,” one in which scholars 
“combine scholarship, teaching, and creative activity;” such scholars, the report 
suggests, “are often collaborative, engage with diverse communities, sometimes 
as cocreators, and consciously articulate their value to their publics” (p. 9). While 
the MLA report’s authors do not go very far to imagine how English scholars 
might engage in their communities more deeply or what the products of those 
engagements might be, they do seem to understand that the public humanities 
might benefit more traditional doctoral programs by explaining the value of the 
humanities to a skeptical public. Almost a decade earlier, KerryAnn O’Meara 
and Audrey Jaeger (2006) argued that traditional models of knowledge-making 
were insufficient and called for a more reciprocal relationship between graduate 
students (and their faculty mentors) and the public. Such reciprocity suggests 
that not only will the academy recognize its responsibility to use the knowledge 
it creates to improve society, but O’Meara and Jaeger argue that doctoral edu-
cation will improve as a result: “It is imperative that graduate students develop 
a greater awareness of how their discipline can contribute to solving real-world 
problems as well as how disciplinary knowledge can be transformed through 
interaction with real-world settings” (p. 11).

And as the number of academic jobs for those with doctorates declines, par-
ticularly for students in the humanities, the professional skills learned by such 
interactions with “real-world settings” can lead to alternative careers. As Day, et 
al. (2012) write, “For graduate students, community engagement can provide 
valuable professional skills and experiences that lead to non-academic careers in 
business, government (including federal and state agencies), nonprofit organiza-
tions, and cultural institutions, and to non-faculty careers on campus in research 
organizations, outreach, and government relations” (p. 163). Students who seek 
the connection between their graduate study and the “real world” are not only 
more likely to find careers outside the academy but to find satisfaction in them. 
Additionally, if an institution is seeking to be diverse and inclusive, valuing com-
munity engagement is one way of attracting underrepresented students, who 
often “pursue higher education, in part, as a way to gain skills and knowledge 
that will benefit their communities” (Day et al., 2012, p. 165). Indeed, not 
valuing community-engaged research or failing to teach students how to do it 
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could make it all that more difficult to recruit, and even more difficult to retain, 
students of color, who might believe the institution values basic research at the 
expense of the applied or community-based work they hope to do.

In many ways, then, we are seeking an intervention that will address several 
problems with traditionally conceived doctoral education: 1) we challenge the 
idea that graduate research takes place only within the academy by encouraging 
doctoral students to address community problems through their research; 2) 
we will provide an opportunity for students whose disciplinary mentors are not 
engaged researchers to learn the principles of engaged scholarship and a venue to 
apply their skills to address community problems; and 3) we will, thereby, pro-
vide a model of mentoring that challenges the traditional “master-apprentice” 
paradigm by providing students with skills that their mentors don’t have, skills 
that will give them career choices that their mentors could not imagine.

As we construct this intervention, we rely on feminist conversations from 
rhetoric and composition and women’s and gender studies that focus on re-
ciprocal and relational community engagement models that encourage crossing 
boundaries between the classroom and the community (Iverson & James, 2014). 
In focusing on core feminist principles such as collaboration and reciprocity, we 
challenge ways community engagement is often perceived as service to the com-
munities on the periphery of the university’s campus. Like Concannon, et al. 
and Brandt, et al. whose essays are included in this section on partnerships, we 
draw on Royster and Kirsch’s Feminist Rhetorical Practices (2012) to focus our 
efforts on helping graduate students learn to listen rhetorically in order to both 
attend to the needs of community partners and to fairly represent them in their 
research (p. 4). And like Mary P. Sheridan, in her chapter “Knot-Working Col-
laborations: Fostering Community-Engaged Teachers and Scholars,” we explore 
these tenets of community engagement, rhetoric, and feminist practice to devel-
op a structure that will help graduate students develop professional identities as 
engaged scholars through threshold experiences and multiple entry points into 
community-engaged projects. This professional development relies heavily on 
feminist values and ethics in forming genuine relationships and partnerships 
with community members to contribute to the community and to enhance the 
formation of knowledge in the academy. As we build structures for graduate stu-
dent professionalization at UofL, we have embraced calls from Iverson, James, 
Royster and Kirsch to re-envision engagement through feminist practice and 
demonstrate how these core principles influenced our plans and design for our 
newest interdisciplinary graduate program focused on engaged scholarship.1

1 Furthermore, as several scholars in rhetoric and composition and in women’s and gender 
studies have noted, these core feminist beliefs intersect directly with scholarship on community 
engagement. For instance, Leeray Costa and Karen Leong note that “. . . feminist pedagogy val-
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Thus, while this work at the intersection of feminism and community en-
gagement has begun, we argue that there remains a need to develop structures 
for community projects and engaged scholarship from centralized administrative 
locations to intervene in the traditional model of graduate education, which often 
reinforces the binary between the institution and its surrounding communities, 
the boundaries between disciplines within the academy, and the static, hierarchical 
relationship between mentor and mentee (or between “master” and “apprentice”). 
Beth, a professor of English, is also the Vice Provost for Graduate Education and 
Dean of Interdisciplinary and Graduate Studies (SIGS); Keri is a doctoral candi-
date in Rhetoric and Composition and Beth’s research assistant in SIGS, and Beth 
also serves as a co-director of Keri’s dissertation. From the beginning, Beth and 
Keri have collaborated on designing and implementing the graduate school’s new-
est professional development program focusing on community-engaged scholar-
ship. Our positions within rhetoric and composition and within SIGS, as well as 
our feminist perspectives, have helped us imagine the program we describe here. 
The graduate school at UofL currently offers a professional development program 
called the PLAN, which stands for Professional development, Life skills, Academ-
ic development, and Networking. The PLAN program provides professionaliza-
tion opportunities for graduate students across a wide range of disciplines and at 
various stages in their programs, including workshops on refining teaching prac-
tices, developing resumes and CVs, delivering conference presentations, and pub-
lishing research. Furthermore, PLAN also includes several academies, such as the 
Graduate Teaching Assistant Academy, the Entrepreneurship Academy, and the 
Grant Writing Academy. In this piece, we describe our efforts in extending these 
programs to focus on engaged scholarship—in both physical and digital sites—by 
developing a year-long Community Engagement Academy (CEA), which encour-
ages collaborations among graduate students, faculty, and community leaders on 
community projects. In doing so, we heed the multiple calls for reciprocity and 
crossing disciplinary and institutional boundaries to enrich the community and 
the scholarship being produced in the academy.

In short, we see the need to build a structure that fosters interdisciplinary and 
reciprocal relationships in the community. Yet we realize the many institutional 
challenges we will have to overcome—siloed academic disciplines that resist in-
terdisciplinarity, set perceptions of mentorship that privilege the apprenticeship 
model, budgetary constraints, among others. We recognize these as threats to 

ues many of the same ideals put forth by scholars of civic engagement, including critical analysis, 
self-reflexivity, and active participation to accomplish the social good” (p. 172). In developing 
our program, we used each of these values to inform the steps we took to ensure that participants 
receive both theoretical foundations for engaged scholarship and necessary practical information 
to enact this work.
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establishing a sustainable program that can ultimately change current under-
standings of what graduate students should learn, do, and become. If we wish 
to see graduate students become stewards of their disciplines and civically-en-
gaged scholars and teachers, we urge the creation of structures and practicable 
programs from centralized locations that encourage graduate students to cross 
boundaries between the academy and the public and between disciplines. By de-
scribing the development of the University of Louisville’s Community Engage-
ment Academy in this chapter, we offer one model for exploring this potential.

PLANNING ARCHITECTURES OF PARTICIPATION

We believe there exists an urgent need in graduate education to be more re-
sponsive to both graduate students as future scholars and to the communities 
that could simultaneously benefit from and enhance these students’ research and 
skills. As Ernest Boyer asserted twenty-five years ago in Scholarship Reconsidered, 
“[F]uture scholars should be asked to think about the usefulness of knowledge, 
to reflect on the social consequences of their work, and in so doing gain un-
derstanding of how their own study relates to the world beyond the campus” 
(p. 69). At our own university, we recognize that many graduate students who 
want to be involved in their communities and to extend their learning out-
side the classroom, lab, or library had no opportunities within their academ-
ic programs—or within our own PLAN program—to learn the skills involved 
in community-engaged research. Thus, heeding Mary P. Sheridan and Jennifer 
Rowsell’s (2010) advice to create “architectures of participation,” we have de-
signed our program to reach those students whose academic programs may not 
encourage or value such research. While Sheridan and Rowsell are primarily 
focused on digital media literacy practices in their work, we found their theory 
of creating participation structures useful in considering how “these constructed 
architectures encourage a variety of participation possibilities for people with 
diverse motives and abilities” (p. 47). Creating this space for graduate students, 
we argue, will help them creatively and responsibly explore the potential for en-
gaged scholarship in their academic or non-academic careers after leaving UofL. 
As Sheridan says (Chapter 11, this collection), “if we believe that doing is central 
to learning, we need to provide more models of how to enact that doing,” and 
the CEA is one such model.

We draw on many principles that are shared foundational beliefs in feminist 
research, rhetoric and composition, and community engagement. Some of these 
core beliefs include collaboration, reciprocity, and the discovery of a common un-
derstanding or shared goal among all involved parties. Royster and Kirsch (2012), 
for instance, comment on the value of learning to ask questions and to hear a 

http://gradcert.outreach.msu.edu/requirements/competencies.aspx
http://gradcert.outreach.msu.edu/requirements/competencies.aspx
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multitude of voices: “[W]e must learn to ask new and different questions and 
to find more and better ways to listen to the multidimensional voices that are 
speaking from within and across many of the lines that might divide us as lan-
guage users . . .” (p. 4). The lines that we are attempting to blur or break down 
altogether, those between the academy and local community and between disci-
plinary units, are deeply rooted in long academic traditions and views on what 
constitutes scholarship; however, by putting Royster and Kirsch’s suggestion into 
practice, we can start to take steps toward these necessary changes and enable the 
next generation of scholars to see the benefits of rhetorical listening for their own 
research and for the greater public good.

Furthermore, these values have strongly influenced our discipline’s under-
standing of community-engaged research, creating a rich theoretical landscape on 
which to create this particular architecture of participation. For instance, Ellen 
Cushman’s (1996) seminal piece “Rhetorician as Agent of Social Change,” which 
marked the turn to public work as a central disciplinary focus, addresses the need 
“for a deeper consideration of the civic purpose of our positions in the academy, of 
what we do with our knowledge, for whom, and by what means” (p. 12). Cush-
man’s focus on how this “civic purpose” relates to the production of knowledge 
with and for communities is central to the tenets of engagement, including reci-
procity. Cushman offers these principles of engagement as the primary distinctions 
between “missionary activism” and “scholarly activism,” with the former being 
activism in service to rather than with communities (p. 13). Scholarly activism, on 
the other hand, acknowledges the rich resources and information that communi-
ty partners already possess and that we can help facilitate (and ultimately benefit 
from) in our collaboration with them. It is this type of scholarly activism that we 
teach and enact in the Community Engagement Academy.

Throughout the process of designing the CEA, then, we have stressed the 
importance of collaboration, a key component of reciprocity, in a number of 
ways, including internal collaboration within the graduate school and stake-
holders throughout the university and external collaboration with community 
partners. Our understanding of collaboration is similar to Sheridan’s metaphor of 
knot-making in that it is, like reciprocity, constantly evolving and being shaped 
by the shifting needs of the stakeholders involved (or being unknotted and re-
knotted). Collaboration is thus necessarily flexible—not a rigid, predetermined 
relationship defined by a single party. Sheridan and Jacobi (2014) similarly de-
fine collaboration as “foster[ing] the conditions by which those with less heard 
voices can be ratified, reciprocal participants of the partnerships” (p. 142). Here, 
we have focused on three areas of collaboration that are necessarily more fluid 
than three neatly-confined sites: 1) across disciplines, between the university’s 
graduate students, faculty, and staff; 2) between students, faculty, and staff and 
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the local community partners with whom they work; and 3) between mentor 
and mentee, as our own research and writing about engaged scholarship and 
co-development of the CEA show. As we demonstrate in the following discus-
sion on collaboration and reciprocity in relationships, the CEA has become an 
example of the partnerships we hope that students can establish and facilitate on 
their own as engaged scholars.

InterdIscIplInary collaboratIon between 
Graduate students, Faculty, and staFF

To put our theories into practice, we invited faculty from a variety of disciplines 
(history, English, social work, public health and education were all well-rep-
resented) who are known for their engaged research to a focus group that also 
included graduate students interested in learning more about engaged scholar-
ship, and staff members who have some responsibility for community engage-
ment or graduate professional development at our institution. We knew that 
creating the CEA would be messier and more difficult than the other academies 
because those relied on experts designing workshops to teach content; the CEA 
would require that students not only learn content, but that they also have the 
opportunity to put the content into practice—to learn by doing. Additionally, 
engaged research is time consuming, and unlike the other academies we offer, it 
does not necessarily have a discrete end point. Since it often takes several years 
to establish trust with community groups, we knew that we could not just send 
students out to find their own community partners; faculty experts would have 
to provide supervision of some projects and perhaps work with graduate stu-
dents outside their disciplines on projects that they already had developed. Such 
faculty labor would have to be compensated (and the graduate school’s budget 
is not very large), while students interested in pursuing a project not clearly 
connected to their work assignment as a teaching or research assistant might 
have trouble finding the time to work on a community project, or if the student 
believed she had time, she might have to persuade a skeptical faculty mentor 
who does not value such research. At the end of the first focus group session, we 
had more questions than answers, but the group was excited by the prospect of 
creating opportunities for graduate students to learn the principles of commu-
nity-engaged scholarship and agreed to continue working on the project. We 
had also brainstormed a long list of competencies (downloaded from Michigan 
State University’s community engagement certificate program) that we thought 
an interdisciplinary group of students should have after completing a CEA.2 We 
2 See Michigan State’s list of core competencies at http://gradcert.outreach.msu.edu/require-
ments/competencies.aspx
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decided to do a pilot of the content in spring of 2016 in the manner of the more 
traditional academy, and wait until Fall of 2016 to implement the full CEA, 
with opportunities for students to actually do engaged research throughout the 
2016-17 academic year.

During a second meeting of the focus group a month later, we worked 
through that list of competencies and developed a rough outline of workshops to 
be offered in 2016. In brainstorming these workshops, we discussed our desire 
for graduate student participants to consider both the theoretical and practical 
sides of engaged scholarship. In regard to the theoretical piece, we wanted to 
respond to Catherine Orr’s call in her 2011 NWSA white paper in which she 
discusses the importance of developing and using shared language to discuss 
community-engaged work; she writes:

The work of coming to terms—literally developing a common 
language to speak about the importance of civic engagement 
across disciplines, campus, units, and surrounding communi-
ties—is urgently required . . . for more meaningful exchanges 
about the practice of civic engagement at every level of higher 
education. (p. 5)

In order to develop a common language as Orr suggests and foster meaning-
ful collaborations among the graduate students involved in our academy, we de-
cided the first spring workshop should focus on foundations and definitions of 
engaged scholarship; then, the students would have some shared vocabulary to 
discuss engaged scholarship and their specific projects in the subsequent work-
shops. As a result of these conversations, we decided on the following sessions 
for the Spring 2016 pilot: “Community-Engaged Scholarship 101,” “Making 
Relationships that Matter: Initiating and Sustaining Community Partnerships,” 
“Navigating the Logistical Landscape of Engaged Scholarship,” “Making it 
Count: Documenting and Communicating Your Engagement Accomplish-
ments,” and “Variations in Community-Engaged Scholarship.”

We were comfortable designing the pilot, which looked very much like both 
the Grant Writing and Entrepreneurship Academies: content delivered in work-
shops by experts. But we made no progress on the goal of providing students 
with meaningful experiences applying their knowledge to real world problems. 
For students who worked in disciplines like social work or public health, where 
such experiences are already part of their training, or for those students who have 
internships as part of their graduate experience, there was no problem, but for 
students who were in the liberal arts or sciences, or even some engineering and 
education disciplines, who were not being mentored by a faculty member who 
did engaged research, it was hard to imagine how the CEA could provide them 
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with a site and the necessary supervision to use their disciplinary knowledge to 
contribute to a team of engaged researchers. And the question of compensation 
for faculty and student time—that was still a major barrier. But again, faculty, 
staff, and students remained committed to the principles of the CEA, and we 
agreed to meet again at the beginning of the fall semester, which would give Keri 
and Beth more time to explore some solutions to these issues.

During the summer of 2015, Keri and Beth continued to refine goals for the 
academy’s pilot. The collaborative teams of graduate student researchers could 
lead to more collaborative research beyond the one-year duration of the CEA. 
For instance, specifically in regard to publishing, we saw an opportunity for 
students to learn from one another’s researching and writing skills to gain confi-
dence to publish in academic and non-academic sites. This type of collaboration 
helps aspiring scholars to break free of institutional academic structures that of-
ten lead students to read and write in isolation without seeking the expertise and 
skills of their peers. Writing with one another is grounded in feminist principles 
related to listening to and acknowledging multiple voices to create knowledge, 
and importantly, it provides students the support—both emotionally and pro-
fessionally—to gain experience in these realms of professionalization that often 
get ignored in traditional graduate seminars. In “Merge/Emerge: Collaboration 
in Graduate School,” Constance Russell, Rachel Plotkin, and Anne Bell (1998) 
highlight these alluring aspects of graduate student collaboration on research 
projects. These authors, who were graduate students at the time of this publi-
cation, reinforce the importance of the support they get from one another as 
friends, claiming that “collaboration with friends and colleagues helps us main-
tain our strength and has provided us a security we often feel lacking as young 
female academics” (p. 143).3 

This type of support and the desire to collaborate with other graduate stu-
dents was a happy by-product of the pilot; while we cannot promise that these 
interdisciplinary collaborations among graduate students will continue beyond 
the work with a community partner during the academy, the program neverthe-
less encourages graduate students to seek others’ expertise, knowledge, and skills 
in the continuation of their studies at UofL and in their prospective academic 
or non-academic careers. We selected participants (a total of 17) for the Spring 
2016 pilot and had a wide range of disciplinary representation, as Table 6.1 
shows.

Since the cohort represented nine disciplines, we hoped that the pilot would 
foster meaningful interdisciplinary relationships among the participants and 
with the community partner. Students also included several similar reasons for 
3 It is also worth noting here that these women come from a variety of disciplinary 
backgrounds, and two are doctoral students and one is a Master’s student.
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wanting to participate in the academy in their applications. For example, several 
applicants indicated wanting to become better “scholar-activists” or continue 
their social advocacy work. Others indicated a desire to work with students and 
faculty from other disciplines and to gain skills that would help them navigate 
logistics in building and sustaining partnerships. Finally, some saw the academy 
as an opportunity to strengthen research and administrative skills and enhance 
current partnerships. The final reflections from the academy’s participants show 
that they had some success in reaching their goals. One student, for instance, 
explained, “I have benefited the most from the collaboration with other doctoral 
students in various academic programs. I’ve gained new insight from their per-
spectives as they are from a variety of disciplines and draw from a multitude of 
diverse theories and methodologies.”

Table 6.1. Participants by discipline

Discipline Number of CEA Participants

Pan-African Studies 1

Women’s and Gender Studies 1

English—Rhetoric and Composition 7

Sociology 1

Urban and Public Affairs 2

Psychology—Clinical 1

Educational Leadership and Organizational Development 1

Education and Human Development 2

Social Work 1

Collaborations among graduate students within community sites can also of-
fer aspiring engaged scholars the opportunity to define for themselves what Jeff 
Grabill (2012) calls “the research stance.” Grabill defines “research stance” as “a 
position or a set of beliefs and obligations that shape how one acts as a research-
er” or “an identity statement that enables a researcher to process methods and 
make decisions” (pp. 211 and 215). Such a research stance is crucial for engaged 
scholars, as community sites are particularly messy for even the most experienced 
researchers. On this point of messiness, Grabill adds that the research methods 
that students learn within their home disciplines often do not transfer easily to 
work with communities (p. 210). In planning and implementing the CEA pilot, 
we acknowledged that, in working with students outside of their disciplines and 
with community partners, the CEA participants would have the opportunity to 
develop and identify their research stance to help them address difficult ques-
tions, as Grabill notes, about who they are as scholars and as people, why they 
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research, and for what purposes (p. 215). In their final assessment of the CEA, 
students wrote comments like these: “It made me reflect on what I am coming 
in with regarding attitudes & identity. Then pushed me to explore what my role 
in community engagement will be”; “I feel more confident in establishing myself 
as a CE researcher”; “It has made me more committed to doing community en-
gagement as a part of my work.” We believe these quotations show that graduate 
students will be better prepared to make sound methodological choices in their 
work with communities and gain a better understanding of why they value this 
work and how it informs their identities as aspiring engaged scholars.

recIprocIty: FormInG relatIonshIps wIth communIty partners

While we did not have partners in mind at the outset, we always knew we would 
need either a site that would welcome interdisciplinary teams OR faculty who 
would welcome students from outside their disciplines onto their already estab-
lished research teams. We also knew from the beginning that we would draw 
heavily on the community engagement and feminist principle of reciprocity in 
forming relationships with community partners. In designing our academy, we 
attempted to theorize reciprocity, and we borrowed Ellen Cushman’s (1996) defi-
nition of the term, which states, “Reciprocity includes an open and conscious 
negotiation of the power structures reproduced during the give-and-take in-
teractions of the people involved on both sides of the relationship. A theory 
of reciprocity, then, frames this activist agenda with a self-critical, conscious 
navigation of this intervention” (p. 16). Relying on Cushman’s understanding 
of reciprocity, we focused on ways that we could introduce this theory of reci-
procity in one of our opening workshops on foundations and definitions to help 
UofL graduate students see the necessity of acknowledging “both sides of the 
relationship” and understanding the importance of carefully listening to and 
working with and alongside community members rather than for them.

Furthermore, we knew that we wanted the academy to make the behind-the 
scenes work visible for graduate students and the many other parties involved. 
As Sheridan and Jacobi (2014) suggest, this difficult work that happens in the 
early stages of forming partnerships with community members often remains 
unseen or under-valued by the institution. They examine “how feminists con-
tinue to engage in this profound negotiation, in part by understanding how 
feminist community engagement is made not simply visible, but also legible, to 
a range of stakeholders.” (p. 138). As Cushman (1996) suggested when she not-
ed the “give-and-take interactions” between both parties, Sheridan and Jacobi 
highlight the importance of making community-engaged work both “visible” 
and “legible” to the many stakeholders involved in such projects, including but 
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not limited to the many members of the community site(s), the faculty and 
staff, the graduate student researchers, and the administration. Our workshop 
series identified the key components and competencies of engaged scholarship 
(described above), including ways to initiate reciprocal relationships with com-
munity partners, and through making the beginnings and inner-workings of our 
collaboration with the Parklands (our eventual partner for the CEA) as visible as 
possible for all involved parties.

This time, putting our theories into practice required a bit of good fortune. 
During the summer, Beth was called to a meeting with Ann Larson, Dean of 
the College of Education and Human Development (CEHD) and Keith In-
man, Vice President for Advancement at the University of Louisville to discuss 
a possible donation that might provide one or two graduate assistantships. 
A charitable foundation had funded projects in healthcare at the University 
of Louisville and projects in sustainability at the Parklands, one of the na-
tion’s largest donor-supported, non-profit metropolitan parks, with over 4000 
acres of protected new parklands in the Floyds Fork watershed; the foundation 
was now interested in funding a small project that would make partners of 
the university and the Parklands. Earlier conversations with the foundation, 
university administration, and the Parklands did not produce a project that 
the three partners were all interested in pursuing, but they were determined 
to keep trying. Admittedly, it was serendipitous that Beth was called to this 
meeting, but the research Keri and Beth had been doing and the work with the 
focus group allowed Beth to pitch the Community Engagement Academy as a 
potential partnership project; the Dean of CEHD saw potential for her school 
and its work with Signature Partnership Schools in STEM education, and 
the VP for Advancement thought the project might appeal to Dan Jones, the 
chairman and CEO of the Parklands. A conference call a week later with Dan 
Jones, Beth, Keith, and Ann began to pave the foundation of the partnership: 
Dan, who holds a Ph.D. in history but chose to work outside the academy as 
a business manager, entrepreneur, and social entrepreneur, liked the idea that 
the academy structure was providing graduate students with opportunities to 
develop professional skills and to work in the community; the Parklands also 
has a strong interest in STEM education, sponsoring various field trips and 
camps for K-12 students and leadership seminars for adults. When he heard 
that our next academy is likely to be a graduate student leadership academy, he 
was already volunteering to help in that endeavor as well. So this partnership 
is truly reciprocal, since the Parklands is not only invested in having some of 
their needs met by our graduate students, but also in our goal of helping grad-
uate students gain some professional skills.

After another meeting that included a representative with the foundation, 
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Beth asked to begin bringing Keri to the meetings, since we were working to-
gether on developing the CEA. The university group (Beth, Ann, Keith, Keri, 
and Jessica, a grant writer) met with Dan and his associates at Dan’s office in 
preparation for a September 1 meeting of the original focus group, a meeting 
that several folks from the Parklands would attend, along with the represen-
tative from the charitable foundation, and our own development folks. Keri 
and Beth also invited some additional faculty who we felt would find the 
partnership with the Parklands a terrific opportunity: faculty from our new 
sustainability master’s degree program (which is an interdisciplinary program 
housed in SIGS), from history (who have an interest in the history of place, a 
corresponding interest of the Parklands), and STEM educators from CEHD. 
All along, we promised (or warned) that the development of the CEA would 
be a messy project, since we had to collaborate both with faculty within the 
institution, the dean and faculty of the CEHD, the community partner, now 
potentially the Parklands, and a group of interdisciplinary master’s and doc-
toral graduate students, whose disciplines we could not comfortably predict. 
But if we could be transparent in the give-and-take negotiations between these 
various stakeholders, we felt we could construct a partnership that would ben-
efit both the university’s graduate students and the Parklands, and we hoped 
that our negotiation with the Parklands could serve as a visible example of how 
to initiate a productive partnership.

During one of these planning meetings, the Parklands group said they were 
having trouble seeing the intersection of the workshops and what students might 
do at the Parklands, and Beth drew a picture, with the CEA in the center and 
various circles with different potential project teams radiating from those work-
shops. This was, interestingly, an important moment in the negotiations, since it 
showed that the CEA could accommodate many different types of projects, and 
that students and faculty could identify their own interests, and that some of the 
team-based topics would be of greater interest to the Parklands than others. One 
of the Parklands’ team members, for instance, was very interested in park safety 
and design, and that became one of the pods where we expected that Criminal 
Justice and Urban Planning students could naturally contribute; their director 
of education at the parks was very focused, as was Ann, on the K-12 environ-
mental education pod. We asked what other needs they might have, and there 
was interest in getting a more diverse population of park users, perhaps through 
UofL’s partnership with schools in economically challenged neighborhoods, and 
with having the parks help improve health in the community, perhaps through 
work with both CEHD and Public Health. Keri took Beth’s crude drawing and 
made a handout for our September meeting with the focus group, a handout 
that helped guide our discussions.
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Figure 6.1. Potential Research Areas for CEA Participants.

The group that met in September was large (about thirty faculty, staff, and 
students, plus folks from the Parklands, our advancement office, and the repre-
sentative from the foundation), messy (as promised) and excited to learn more 
about the potential partnership. Faculty and graduate students were pleased to 
learn that there was a site for our engaged research, even if at first they struggled 
to imagine potential projects that could use their disciplinary expertise, and the 
Parklands group was excited by the high level of interest and creativity shown by 
the students and faculty. All of us were encouraged by the possibility of a grant 
to help fund stipends for graduate students and faculty, and the Parklands folks 
made it clear that they had much to offer in the way of professional development 
and much to gain from our expertise. It was a successful meeting, and when we 
met after the large meeting with just the folks who would be working on the 
grant, we all agreed that while the conversations had gotten messier, they had 
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also gotten richer, and as both the foundation representative and Dan said, there 
was nothing that was a deal breaker and that in itself was encouraging. We so-
licited a subgroup from the focus group which included one Parklands member 
to work on the workshops, and we have a small group that worked on the grant.

Although we are still in the early stages of our partnership, what has encour-
aged all of us is that we have been transparent about our expectations and needs, 
what we can offer the partnership, and what we hope to gain from it. Our open 
negotiations have been modeled on the idea of reciprocity as used by Sheridan 
and Jacobi (2014), and we have learned that the values of the Parklands overlap 
significantly with the values of the University of Louisville. Those shared values 
include respect for people and the environment, a commitment to access and 
inclusiveness, and responsible stewardship. During the pilot, we showcased our 
partnership and its establishment during the session on building partnerships; 
Keri and Beth worked with Dan and Scott to deliver the session, with Keri and 
Beth focusing on collaboration, reciprocity and mutuality, and Dan and Scott 
focusing on the pragmatic aspects of developing partnerships as they built their 
donor-supported nonprofit park system. Students in the pilot also did a formal 
needs assessment, and we are using that assessment to select specific projects that 
will be part of the 2016-17 CEA; we want to make sure that we not only meet 
our graduate students’ needs, but also the Parklands’.

complIcatInG the mentor/mentee relatIonshIp: researchInG 
and developInG the communIty enGaGement academy

The final site of collaboration we wish to address here is our own collaboration in 
researching and developing this academy. In 2008, when Beth became associate 
dean of the graduate school, she negotiated with the dean of Arts and Sciences 
for a graduate research assistant from English who would teach one class per se-
mester to help make up for the loss of Beth’s teaching and who would work ten 
hours a week with Beth to help her continue researching and writing in rhetoric 
and composition and about graduate education, and to help her develop the 
PLAN program. The arrangement continued when Beth became Dean, and Keri 
entered into the SIGS graduate research assistantship in 2014 with an interest in 
community engagement efforts in graduate education, which corresponded with 
Beth’s desire to develop a future academy on community engagement. While her 
dissertation research focuses heavily on historical writing processes, Keri wanted 
to use her position in SIGS to explore how her research interests intersect with 
broader issues of writing and identity-formation in the community.

We see our relationship and research process as challenging traditional, rigid 
models of the mentor/mentee relationship in academia, as it relies on a more 
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genuine collaboration between both parties. This collaboration is similar to that 
of the environmental science graduate students in Common Ground, who discuss 
the desire for breaking down traditional academic relationships: “Collaboration 
also helps us transgress a variety of boundaries that are often maintained in 
academia, for example, between doctoral/master’s student, teacher/student, ac-
ademic/school teacher, and expert/activist” (1998, p. 150). In our research and 
development of the Community Engagement Academy, we have collaborated 
on every step of the process, challenging the binarized model of mentorship that 
has been, and often still is, the primary model for relationships between graduate 
students and faculty members/administrators.

Furthermore, in “Mentoring and Women in Academia: Reevaluating the 
Traditional Model,” Christy Chandler (1996) explores mentoring relationships 
between women in academia. She asks, “What type of mentoring relationship 
is supportive and productive for women?” (p. 81). In exploring possible an-
swers to this question, Chandler explains that there are two types of mentor-
ing: career-enhancing and psychosocial. She then determines that the former type 
often adheres to the traditional academic model of mentor/protege with strict 
boundaries between the two individuals involved. The psychosocial function of 
mentoring, however, requires that the mentor take on several roles, including 
those of “role model, counselor, and friend” (p. 81). Not surprisingly, Chandler 
concludes that the psychosocial function of mentoring is most beneficial to fe-
male graduate students as they develop as academics and professionals. While 
the career-enhancing function is useful in helping graduate students identify 
and follow a certain path for a career choice, it is very one-directional and fails 
to encompass the other important aspects of mentoring that more closely follow 
feminist models of collaboration.1 

In short, though there is an obvious difference in rank between us, our goals 
are unified by our shared desire to build structures for the aspiring engaged 
scholars across disciplines at UofL. The mentorship and collaboration model 
that we have adopted challenges the strict, traditional model of mentor and pro-
tege often practiced in the academy and is predicated on genuine collaboration 
and mutual care and respect for one another’s goals.

CONCLUSION

Each of these relationships is important for our overall goals for the Community 
Engagement Academy which includes a genuine and reciprocal relationship be-
tween UofL and community partners and a renewed focus on graduate education 
1 Other scholarship on feminist mentorship practices that we drew from here includes: Bona, 
et al. (1995); Jipson, et al. (2000); Mcguire and Reger (2003).
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and its benefits to both individuals and to the community at large. Through these 
sites of collaboration, we are reimagining graduate education as an ideal space for 
students to grow and develop into community-engaged scholars who not only 
see the ways communities serve as research sites, but also recognize that they can 
use the disciplinary skills acquired in graduate school to “establish the common 
good,” as Boyer called for twenty-five years ago. Furthermore, we aim to create a 
larger structure that fosters graduate education in community engagement and 
allows for healthy and sustainable collaborations at the multiple levels we describe 
above. In doing so, we are responding to concerns raised by Brandt, et al. about 
laying a foundation for learning through community engagement. They write, 
“When the groundwork is not laid for reciprocal partnerships prior to students’ 
initial service, the placements often put additional stress on community partners 
or lead to low levels of student learning and engagement” (p. 15). In creating 
the Community Engagement Academy, we have worked toward establishing this 
important groundwork so that current and future graduate students at UofL can 
more easily see and imagine avenues for engaged scholarship that can ultimately 
contribute to their scholarly identities and their roles as stewards.

While we see these collaborations as promising and necessary in offering 
graduate students experience in engaged research, we have tried to be transpar-
ent about the hurdles that graduate students may face when making engagement 
a focus of their scholarship. As Catherine Orr (2011) reminds us, when we 
encourage students to do engaged scholarship, we must also make sure that stu-
dents acknowledge the larger systems in which they will be doing this work and 
the institutional challenges they will face. For instance, students should be aware 
that not all departments and institutions will value engaged scholarship equally 
and that it could cause some difficulty for them in the tenure and promotion 
process. Along these same lines, for graduate students hoping to complete en-
gaged dissertations, they should be reminded of the time that it takes to develop 
genuine relationships with community partners and that the time and resources 
available to them in graduate school will likely not be sufficient for developing 
and maintaining these relationships, unless they have already developed these re-
lationships prior to beginning their graduate work or are working with a faculty 
mentor who has an established community-based research program.

Acknowledging these hurdles is a vital part of training engaged scholars, but 
at the same time, we believe the skills learned through engaged scholarship lead 
to promising careers for graduate students. As noted above, work with commu-
nities could steer students toward nonacademic or alternative-academic careers, 
but we also predict that this work will become increasingly valued in academic 
institutions, as well, because these graduate students will have a deeper under-
standing of the range of career options available to graduate students. Right 

http://www.mla.org/pdf/taskforcedocstudy2014.pdf
http://www.mla.org/pdf/taskforcedocstudy2014.pdf
http://www.nwsa.org/research
http://www.nwsa.org/research
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now, many faculty members focus primarily on the academic job market when 
mentoring students because that is all they know, yet there are growing numbers 
of graduate students who want more information on alternative careers, and we 
see our role as providing such guidance and helping students develop a language 
to discuss the transferable skills they have acquired in graduate school. The next 
generation of scholars who have training in community-based research and who 
have a knowledge-base and set of unique experiences (experiences that we will 
offer through the CEA) will be more capable of training future graduate stu-
dents for multiple career tracks.

We addressed the promises and perils of community-engaged scholarship in 
the CEA pilot and will continue this conversation with the next academy’s co-
hort. We have tweaked the design of the pilot to add more time and opportunity 
for research projects at the Parklands in the next iteration of the CEA. Unfor-
tunately, we have also learned that the charitable foundation has put a hold on 
such grants for the foreseeable future, which obviously threatens the sustainabil-
ity of the partnership with the Parklands. But these challenges demonstrate the 
messy, chaotic nature of engaged scholarship, and the Parklands has agreed to 
partner with us for the year. The university has also carved out some resources to 
support two summer internships for the Parklands. With so many moving parts 
in designing an interdisciplinary community engagement program, we have re-
alized that it takes time, as community-engaged research does, to develop the 
long-lasting partnerships with people both inside and outside of the university 
to make this kind of program a sustainable one, and sustainability is one of the 
shared goals that all parties involved in this endeavor have identified. With every 
step in planning we make, though, we learn more from our community part-
ners, as they learn from us, and we are optimistic that making all of the behind-
the-scenes work visible will encourage others to create opportunities for engaged 
research for graduate students.
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CHAPTER 7.  

LEARNING TOGETHER 
THROUGH CAMPUS-
COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

Jenn Brandt
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Guilford Child Development’s Learning Together Family Literacy 
Program provides opportunities for families in Guilford County, North 
Carolina, to improve family literacy as parents and children learn togeth-
er under one roof. Most students in the program are women refugees or 
recent immigrants, and they enroll in ESOL classes while their children 
participate in early education and homework help programming. In 
addition to classes twice a week, families are given a book each month to 
encourage reading in the home, as well as ideas for activities related to 
literacy and resources in the community. Since 2012, High Point Uni-
versity’s English Department, Service Learning Program, and Women’s 
and Gender Studies Program have partnered with Learning Together in 
developing curricular and co-curricular initiatives that empower stu-
dents and community members to use literacy studies as a tool for critical 
reflection and personal agency. This chapter explores the challenges and 
successes of university and community partnerships that involve multiple 
stakeholders. Specifically, we argue that the “learning together” approach 
is a feminist intervention that can serve as a model for campus-communi-
ty engagement, where diverse pedagogical needs are considered in conjunc-
tion with the goals and operation of community partners.

ACTIVISM AND ACADEMIA

As Orr (2011) has noted, “WGS has demurred in defining, delimiting, or in any 
way offering a sustained interrogation of a term [activism] that is arguably foun-
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dational to the discipline’s understanding of itself” (p. 90). Quite often there is 
the assumption of the “academic versus activist” divide, which argues being one 
precludes being the other, and that current women’s and gender studies programs 
are conservative in their activist leanings (Brown, 2008; Zimmerman, 2002). Or, 
as it pertains to our composition and rhetoric students, the assumption is that 
to be an activist, one must be hugging trees, protesting in the streets, and in the 
case of feminist activists, burning bras. Addressing these conflicting perceptions 
of activism and their relations to women’s and gender studies is a productive en-
try point in a variety of contexts, but particularly courses where there is a service 
learning component. Further, in dispelling notions of radical activism as the only 
method of eliciting change, students not only begin to see ways in which “everyday 
activism” (Finley & Stringer, 2010) can be integrated into their own lives, but also 
begin the important work of considering why negative stereotypes exist around 
certain forms of activism and how these stereotypes relate to some of the larger 
forms of gendered, racial, and socioeconomic oppressions that will be considered 
in class. Therefore, for the purposes of our courses and this article’s discussion, we 
use Finley and Stringer’s definition of activism, which highlights the stories, activi-
ties, and artistic endeavors of “‘everyday’ people who think, say, and do things that 
help advance the rights of women and decrease gender inequalities,” and note, as 
Finley and Stringer acknowledge, that this “is not all there is to feminist activism,” 
but is a good place to start with in the classroom (p. viii).

Along with an expanded understanding of everyday activism, the other 
way in which the learning together model positions itself as an activist strategy 
for campus-community partnership is through the methodology of standpoint 
theory. Like activism, the effectiveness and positioning of standpoint theo-
ry has been debated (Harding, 2004); however, as a “feminist critical theory 
about relations between the production of knowledge and practices of power” 
that empowers oppressed groups and values their experiences, it has been a 
useful method in approaching our campus-community partnership in a way 
that allows both parties to be heard and have their needs met (Harding, 2004, 
p. 1). While larger debates as to whether “women as culturally diverse collec-
tivities” can produce knowledge that answers questions about social relations 
are outside the scope of this chapter, the learning together model we propose 
takes up Harding’s (2004) assertion that “standpoint projects must ‘study up’; 
they must be part of critical theory, revealing the ideological strategies used 
to design and justify the sex-gender system and its intersections with oth-
er systems of oppression, in the case of feminist projects” (pp. 4-6). In this 
way, we argue that the learning together model employs the methodologies of 
standpoint theory to expose the activist potential of literacy as a tool by which 
students and the women of Learning Together can examine a host of oth-
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er economic, political, and material oppressions that refugee and immigrant 
women face in contemporary U.S. society.

With respect to composition and rhetorical studies, our approach echoes 
Royster and Kirsch’s (2012) argument that,

The idea in developing a feminist-informed operational 
framework is not simply to make a clearer, more coherent 
place for feminist work in rhetorical studies but also to bring 
a better balancing for how qualities of excellence are negoti-
ated and constituted in the field generally, given the values 
added by feminist methodologies. We begin the process, 
therefore, with a basic principle: We accept the notion that 
there is indeed value to be recognized and appreciated in the 
lives, words, participation, leadership, and legacies of women. 
(p. 18)

The “learning together” model we propose is rooted in literacy and uses rhet-
oric and composition studies in its practice, but has wider applications outside 
of these fields. The feminist and cooperative ethos of “learning together” is one 
that encourages multiple perspectives and voices, with active participation from 
all parties—student, faculty, and community partners. Further, as our discussion 
will detail, the stories and experiences of women often become the driving force 
of classroom activities and projects. With these theoretical and methodological 
concerns in mind, then, this chapter models the learning together approach and 
is organized around the experiences of the Director of Women’s and Gender 
Studies (Jenn) and Assistant Director of Service Learning (Cara) at High Point 
University, and it draws on interviews with Molly Betton, former Program Co-
ordinator at Guilford Child Development, and Lexi Koperna, a student in WGS 
2274 who also completed an independent study project with Learning Together. 
After discussing these individual experiences, we conclude with a section devot-
ed to how we have employed the learning together model at other service sites 
and how others might use this model to enhance partnerships between institu-
tions and community agencies.

LEARNING TOGETHER: A WGS DIRECTOR’S 
EXPERIENCES WITH FEMINIST ACTIVISM 
AND SERVICE LEARNING (JENN)

As debated in a number of disciplinary discussions (Bickford & Reynolds, 2002; 
Dugger, 2008; Orr, 2011; Berger, 2013), a tension surrounds the rhetoric of 
“service,” “civic engagement,” “volunteerism,” and “activism” as they relate to 
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women’s and gender studies and service learning. When housed under the lan-
guage of “service” or “volunteerism,” there is the risk that these programs ulti-
mately highlight the differences between campus and community, furthering a 
divide of “us versus them” and reinforcing preexisting stereotypes on the part of 
both students and community members. “Activism,” on the other hand, “argues 
for relationships based on connection” (Bickford & Reynolds, 2002, p. 237). 
Activism, which is most closely aligned with women’s and gender studies, is the 
term least often used in contemporary academic discourse on the subject, raising 
the suspicion of many women’s and gender studies faculty with respect to service 
learning and civic engagement initiatives. Further, given the rich and founda-
tional history of activism and community engagement implicit with women’s 
and gender studies, for many WGS affiliates there is unease around the com-
modification of “institutionally sanctioned versions” of work that has been con-
sidered “unique to the discipline” (Orr, 2011, p. 21). That is, as service learning 
programs and civic engagement initiatives become mainstream in the academy, 
the rich history of women’s and gender studies and its work in this area is fre-
quently overlooked and WGS faculty are often left out of these conversations. 
The learning together model we discuss, then, applies as much to institutional 
discussions between departments and programs as it does to campus-commu-
nity relations.

Upon my hire, I was awarded a grant through HPU’s Service Learning Pro-
gram to develop a service learning (SL) course in women’s and gender stud-
ies. The grant stipulates that awardees attend three professional development 
workshops, which introduce them to the theories of service learning, as well 
as provide networking opportunities with a number of partner agencies and 
organizations in the city of High Point. This training aligns well with the first 
recommendation of the NWSA’s 2011 White Paper “Women’s Studies as Civic 
Engagement: Research and Recommendations,” which stresses the importance 
of faculty support, noting, “Faculty require skill and training to prepare students 
for engagement beyond the classroom. The time and skill required to develop 
effective university-community partnerships as well as the on-going assessment 
of the efficacy in local communities must be recognized as the real work of 
the institution” (Orr, 2011, p. 24). Since its inception, HPU’s SL Program has 
worked hard at creating sustained relationships with the city of High Point, rec-
ognizing that effective SL programs meet the needs of both the university and 
the community. HPU’s SL Program also stresses the importance of training and 
continued faculty support in order to facilitate educational experiences that ben-
efit all involved parties. While HPU’s SL Program does not explicitly label itself 
“feminist” or have official ties to the Women’s and Gender Studies Program, it 
does embody many of the tenets laid out in the NWSA White Paper.
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It was through one of the workshops that I was first introduced to Learning 
Together. New to both the city and the university, it was important to me that I 
develop my own understanding of the High Point community and its needs be-
fore developing a service learning course or bringing my students into partner-
ships with various organizations. I spent a year volunteering with a number of 
local agencies, including Learning Together, before teaching my first SL course. 
I had previous experience as a literacy volunteer, and, as an English professor, 
I advocate the significance of literacy, personal narrative, and literature in em-
powering individuals, understanding the particular importance of this to those 
for whom English is not their first language. These prior experiences led to my 
initial work with Learning Together in the fall of 2012. I began working weekly 
with the program, offering a women’s conversation hour focused on increasing 
the students’ agency through literacy and language skills. In addition to the con-
versation circle, it became clear that my training and job as an English faculty 
member could be helpful in the classroom. I began to develop weekly grammar 
lessons, as well as lessons in practical writing skills, that could be useful for the 
women on job applications, corresponding with their children’s teachers, and 
navigating other daily tasks that required a grasp of the written form of the 
English language. While these practical skills are certainly beneficial in help-
ing to empower these women to lead more independent and full lives here in 
High Point, Learning Together also provides a strong sense of community that 
is particularly important to the women and not necessarily seen in typical ESOL 
classes.

In an interview1 for this collection, we asked Molly Betton, former Program 
Coordinator at Guilford Child Development, about why the program attracts 
almost exclusively women. She explained that:

Although Learning Together does not exclude men/fathers 
from participation, our program attracts over 99% female 
participation, and so we frequently frame our approach as 
working with “women” and “mothers.” Most of the women in 
our program come from cultural backgrounds that value the 
woman as the matron of the household and the primary care-
giver in the family. Because they carry more responsibility for 
raising the children, the women in our program have a higher 

1 Keeping with the learning together model, we asked Molly Betton, former Learning To-
gether Program Coordinator for Guilford Child Development, to contribute her thoughts about 
the HPU-Learning Together partnership. After discussing our aims and hopes for this chapter, 
we gave Molly the option of being interviewed in-person or via email. Molly chose to respond to 
our questions via email and gave her written permission to include her responses in this chapter 
and collection.
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interest in seeking the kinds of parenting and child supports 
that we offer (versus just the ESOL or the GED).

Molly also discussed the “social role” that the program fills for its female 
participants, saying, “Many immigrant women end up living in a state of iso-
lation. For some women in the program, Learning Together is their only social 
outlet, their only time without young children, when they can focus on them-
selves. Many of the men in their lives already have opportunities to socialize with 
other adults, usually though work.” In Learning Together’s ESOL class, family 
hardships, life changes, as well as happy occasions, are discussed and celebrated, 
strengthening the bond between participants. As a new member to the city of 
High Point myself, I also found this sense of community beneficial, developing 
friendships with the women through these experiences.

After my first semester volunteering, it became clear that the women had a 
particular interest in wellness, as many of them found the American diet much 
different from that with which they were accustomed. Also, many of them were 
intrigued by our culture’s preoccupation with exercise and wanted to learn more 
about how to keep themselves and their families healthy and fit. Therefore, in 
the spring, as a group we decided to structure our grammar and vocabulary 
around fitness and nutrition and incorporated exercise such as Zumba, yoga, 
and strength training with household objects into our conversation sessions. 
This plan came directly from the Learning Together students and is one way in 
which the community need dictated the curriculum, as opposed to the other 
way around. It was during this semester that one of Cara’s students completed 
her service learning hours in the adult classroom with me. An exercise science 
major, she was tasked with developing lessons on fitness and nutrition and was 
asked to design accompanying worksheets that would be appropriate for English 
language learners.

While ultimately this was a positive experience, it did require a great deal of 
negotiation in terms of my role as both an advocate for the women of Learning 
Together and as a professor. As the organizer of these weekly sessions, I was 
serving as a community volunteer at Learning Together, not as a university pro-
fessor, and I became the SL student’s primary community partner. I helped her 
develop materials and advised her on the type of information the women wanted 
and what was appropriate for their language level. Although the student and I 
enjoyed a positive working relationship, there was also some tension, as we had 
to navigate our roles in the Learning Together classroom. While both she and I 
recognized each other as student and professor, in the space of Learning Togeth-
er we did not function in these capacities. Drawing on models of community 
and feminist activism, I saw her as an equal partner in designing an effective 
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and empowering experience for the students at Learning Together. I was not her 
professor in the service learning course, and did not see it as my role to interact 
with her in this way. The student, however, did not enter the relationship with 
the same expectations, and in hindsight, I realize it was my fault that I did not 
more clearly articulate my goal for the program or her role in it. Also, in as-
suming that she was prepared for the work (she had chosen this assignment for 
her service hours and final project), I failed to consult with her on which tasks, 
exactly, she was willing and able to perform. As a sophomore, she did not have as 
extensive a background in her major as I had assumed, nor was she particularly 
comfortable leading exercise demonstrations or explaining wellness terms to a 
group of adult women who were non-native English language speakers. While 
the HPU student and the Learning Together students got along well with each 
other and genuinely enjoyed each other’s company, they saw me primarily as the 
instructor, even though I was not functioning in my role as professor. This often 
happens at the service site, where, whenever there is a question regarding one of 
the HPU students, it is directed toward me, even when I am not the instructor 
of the service learning course.

In this case, not only did the student have difficulty at times differentiat-
ing my role as community member versus professor, but I did as well. While I 
wanted to see her as my equal in the classroom, I could not ignore the fact that 
outside of this context I was aware of what was expected of her in Cara’s course. 
I grew frustrated when I felt she was not completing tasks that were in the pur-
view of her assignment, and I was conflicted as how to proceed in these situa-
tions. If I did not pick up the slack, then the students in the Learning Together 
classroom would suffer, but at the same time, I knew that I should not be doing 
the work that was part of her service learning requirements. In speaking with 
Cara about this situation, I became aware that the student in question felt that 
I was placing too great of a responsibility on her in comparison to what was ex-
pected in the course and what was being expected of her classmates, and that she 
did not feel prepared for the work nor confident in her skills in completing all 
the tasks I had assigned. These conversations helped Cara and me become more 
personally aware of the fact that transparency and open dialogue are crucial in 
creating effective partnerships for all parties involved, which includes students. 
Working with Cara’s student in my capacity as a community member afforded 
me insight into the responsibilities of the student and community partner that I 
may not otherwise have had as a service learning professor. In this capacity I was 
better able to negotiate the needs of both the community partner and the service 
learning course. This experience was also invaluable to me as I began to prepare 
my own service learning courses, as I had a more complete picture of the needs 
and expectations of the various participants.
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Although I taught a SL course (“Feminist Theory and Praxis”) in the aca-
demic year following this experience, it was another full academic year before 
I partnered with Learning Together for a service learning section of the course 
“Women, Gender, and Culture.” As explained in my course description for stu-
dents, a primary goal of the course was to examine the lives of women across 
cultures through the lens of service learning, with particular attention paid to 
the role of globalization in the lives of women in the United States and abroad. 
In partnering with three community programs that empower and address the 
needs of women in our city of High Point—the YWCA of High Point, West 
End Ministries/Leslie’s House (which provides transitional housing for wom-
en ages 18 and older without dependents), and Learning Together—students 
were to consider the effects of globalization here in High Point, while thinking 
more broadly about the material reality of women’s lives globally. Although not 
explicitly stated on the syllabus, a guiding theme of the course was interrogat-
ing the activist potential of service learning as it relates to women’s and gender 
studies. The readings assigned on the first day of class were John Eby’s “Why 
Service Learning Is Bad” and Ms.’s Fall 2011 section of articles on women’s and 
gender studies programs, which includes the pieces “So You Want to Change 
the World?”, “Women’s Studies Brings Global Change,” and “Taking Women’s 
Studies Into the Streets.” These articles and the surrounding debate of the ac-
tivist potential of both service learning and women’s and gender studies set the 
tone of the course and were frequently referenced by students in class and in 
their writing throughout the semester. Assigning these texts at the outset was 
a strategic move on my part for a number of reasons. First, I wanted to stress 
to students the responsibility associated with service learning, and I made sure 
that they were aware of my previous experiences with our partner agencies and 
my personal commitment to these organizations. In doing this, I attempted to 
establish myself as not only their teacher in the classroom, but as an activist in 
our community. In addition to working with virtually all of the students on their 
service at least once during the semester, I routinely referenced our partner agen-
cies and community members when appropriate during class lectures. This was 
important not only to establish my credibility, but to ensure that my students 
were making connections between the work we were doing in the community 
with the work we did in the classroom.

My second reason for assigning the first set of readings was not only to ac-
knowledge women’s and gender studies’ history with activism and service learn-
ing, but also to help students see women’s and gender studies as a dynamic aca-
demic discipline that operates with its own pedagogy and demands students take 
equal responsibility in all aspects of the learning process. Thus, in a way, I was 
extending the learning together model to engage students in their own learning 
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process through feminist, team-based, and service learning pedagogies. While 
I was continually impressed by the work that students were doing in the class-
room and in the community, at times they expressed their frustrations at what 
they considered were “failures”: low quiz scores, initial difficulty interacting with 
community members, and navigating complicated assignments as the semes-
ter progressed. Despite overwhelmingly remarking that the course was more 
“challenging” than they were expecting or prepared for, their own assessment of 
their quality of learning at the end of the semester was a 4.79/5. Further, as the 
semester progressed and the students adjusted to the expectations of the course, 
the quality of their work and their grades improved. Once students realized that 
the expectations of their work placed on them by both me and their commu-
nity partner were not going to be lowered, their assumption of responsibility 
increased, the level of confidence grew, and standards of performance improved.

While it would be an exaggeration and overestimation to say that all of the 
students’ lives were dramatically transformed through activism and SL, the learn-
ing together model and their service learning work brought a greater awareness 
to their own personal responsibility as it relates to both their learning and their 
place within local and global communities. Further, as a result of the course, one 
student in the class, Lexi, elected to undertake an independent study project 
building upon her work with Learning Together, and another student applied 
for and was chosen to be an AmeriCorps VISTA in the city of High Point upon 
her graduation.

LEARNING TOGETHER: A COMPOSITIONIST’S 
EXPERIENCES PROMOTING ACTIVIST-
ORIENTED SERVICE LEARNING (CARA)

I came to High Point in 2010 as an Assistant Professor of Rhetoric and Compo-
sition with the desire to develop sustainable community partnerships that would 
support and enhance students’ and community members’ multiple literacies.2 
Prior to being appointed Assistant Director of HPU’s Service Learning Program, 
I began the process of developing a service learning (SL) course by applying 
for and being awarded a course development grant. Through my research on 
service learning within composition studies and my prior experiences teaching 
SL as a graduate student, I was keenly aware of scholarly critiques suggesting 
that problematic SL models can privilege ideologies of service or volunteerism 
over critical reflection (Butin, 2010; Eby, 1998; Herzberg, 1994; Howard, 2001; 
2 Cope and Kalantzis (2000) describe multiliteracy as the notion that literacy is not fixed 
and that there is no single way to teach literacy because language is acquired and interpreted in 
multiple ways and through multiple contexts.
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Flower, 2008); value university knowledge over community knowledge (Flower, 
2008; Stoecker, Tryon, & Hilgendorf, 2009; Tryon et al., 2008); lack authen-
tic collaboration between students and partners (Flower, 2008; Schutz & Gere, 
1998); perpetuate stereotypes of others (Eby, 1998; Himley, 2004; Schutz & 
Gere, 1998); and support “drop-in” service experiences rather than sustainable 
partnerships (Cushman, 2002; Stoecker, Tryon, & Hilgendorf, 2009; Tryon et 
al., 2008). Therefore, I approached the task of choosing a partner for my course 
with the aim of developing a long-term, reciprocal relationship with a local lit-
eracy organization.

I heard about the Learning Together program and reached out to staff mem-
bers to determine if it might be a good partner for my class. I first met with 
Molly at a local coffee shop near campus for an informal conversation about 
Learning Together’s goals and needs and the content and learning objectives 
of the course I was developing. I hoped that meeting in a casual off-campus 
environment would offer a space where we could talk honestly about wheth-
er the potential partnership could be mutually beneficial. While the idea that 
“those being served control the service” has been a widely accepted principle of 
good practice within SL for decades (Sigmon, 1979), partnerships that priori-
tize community (versus academic) needs and make community partners active 
participants in designing service projects have proved difficult for many pro-
grams and practitioners to enact. When the groundwork is not laid for recip-
rocal partnerships prior to students’ initial service, the placements often put 
additional stress on community partners or lead to low levels of student learning 
and engagement. Howard (2001) suggests that faculty should be highly selective 
and intentional about students’ service learning placements in order to ensure 
that partnerships will allow students to understand the relevance of their service 
in relation to course content and meet defined learning objectives. Therefore, 
the first step in developing service learning partnerships is often for faculty and 
community members to make time for conversations to understand each other’s 
goals and needs. Community partners may feel reluctant to turn away potential 
university partnerships even if they are not well-equipped to train or accommo-
date students, so faculty members often assume the responsibility of having to 
decline organizations that do not seem like the right match for their courses.

Molly describes Learning Together as a family literacy program for low-in-
come immigrant, refugee, and minority parents and their preschool-age children 
that engages participants through a four-part approach: 1. To empower mothers 
to set and reach personal, educational, and vocational goals. 2. To connect fam-
ilies to other resources and to their greater community. 3. To support parents as 
their child’s first educator and advocate. And 4. To give the children skills they 
will need to be successful in school. Although not explicitly a feminist organiza-
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tion, like the Family Scholar House program discussed by Kathryn Perry (Chap-
ter 10, this collection), given its approach, Learning Together can be interpreted 
as a feminist intervention. Given Learning Together’s diverse participant demo-
graphic and literacy-oriented goals, Molly and I felt there was enough cohesion 
between organizational needs and course objectives to move forward with the 
partnership. I volunteered at the organization on several occasions, and I shared 
drafts of my syllabus and relevant assignments with Molly to solicit feedback. 
When the class began, she and the homework help program coordinator came to 
campus to speak to students about Learning Together’s mission and participants, 
and they also held an on-site orientation and training for students.

The first service learning course that I collaborated with went through sev-
eral versions with significant modifications to course content and student ser-
vice requirements. These revisions were based on observations made at the site 
and conversations between Learning Together staff and myself. During the first 
version of the course, HPU students were placed in either the child-care room 
for babies and preschoolers or the homework help room for K-8 students. Fol-
lowing that semester, however, we placed all SL students with the homework 
help program—the college students seemed be babysitting the younger children 
rather than learning with or from them. I also changed my grading criteria for 
students’ final projects to include community partner response/feedback as a 
component of the grading rubric, because we noticed that students were seeking 
input for the design of their projects primarily from me rather than from the 
community partners for whom their projects were intended.

Despite the effort Molly and I put into our initial planning of the SL com-
ponent, the first version of the course encountered many problems typical of SL 
partnerships, and the course evaluation data suggested that the experience did 
not particularly enhance student learning.3 However, because we were commit-
ted to maintaining an open dialogue and making changes as needed, subsequent 
courses partnered with the program have run more smoothly, and student eval-
uation data have shown significant gains in student learning and overall satisfac-
tion with the SL component. Through our experiences partnering with Learning 
Together and other local organizations, Jenn and I have found that even when 
intense energy is given toward working collaboratively within university-com-

3 Other institutional factors may have also contributed to the evaluation data in addition to 
the “kinks” with the SL component and logistics. In 2012, HPU’s SL program had just imple-
mented a new course designation system that was unfamiliar to many students and academic 
advisors. Therefore, many students in the course had unintentionally enrolled in SL, and in the 
written portion of the evaluations, some respondents expressed frustration about being required 
to fulfill SL hours in addition to traditional class time and coursework. Since that semester, the 
course designation system has become more familiar to the campus community, which has led to 
higher percentages of students who enroll in SL by choice. 
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munity partnerships, it takes time to enact genuine collaboration, and efforts 
toward this goal must be sustained on both ends.

As the learning together model implies, each course or project in which we 
have participated has led to a diverse range of issues that must be negotiated 
through a learning process involving campus and community stakeholders. It 
was in the second version of the course that Jenn became the community partner 
for a young woman in my class who had chosen to complete her service by im-
plementing wellness activities with the women and developing materials related 
to fitness and nutrition. As Jenn described, despite her intention to partner with 
the student as a community volunteer, her professional position at the univer-
sity created unanticipated tensions. Because the final project rubric included a 
community partner feedback component (my tweak to the grading criteria in 
response to issues from the previous semester), the student was concerned that 
she was being evaluated more critically by Jenn than other students in the course 
who were partnering with Learning Together staff and volunteers unaffiliated 
with the university. Jenn had also spoken with me about her anxiety that the 
student might not be capable of completing a quality project that would benefit 
the women in the program, and she expressed concern that she might be taking 
on too many of the student’s responsibilities in order to fulfill her own duties as 
a community volunteer. These conversations raised interesting ethical questions 
for me as an SL instructor, and I recognized the validity of the student’s and 
Jenn’s anxieties that their roles within the partnership were functioning differ-
ently than other partnerships in the class. Through a series of conversations, the 
wellness project and culminating “Learning Together Olympics” were ultimately 
successful and well-received by all stakeholders. However, the situation raised 
questions about whether faculty members can ever genuinely detach themselves 
from their associations with institutions when doing activist work in the com-
munity. While I still think that faculty members can absolutely partner with 
students in non-faculty community volunteer roles, I now avoid giving faculty 
any evaluative role when working with students in this capacity.

Despite the speed bumps encountered by having to renegotiate students’ 
roles, assignments, grading criteria, and faculty and community partner expecta-
tions (bumps which I think are typical of and perhaps even necessary to enacting 
the learning together model), even early stages of our partnership with Learning 
Together were effective in achieving some feminist activist goals. When asked 
what she considers the best experience with respect to the partnership, Molly 
says that it has been the expanded services that the organization has been able 
to provide to participants: “With the help and support of HPU, we are able to 
offer tutoring to 25 school-aged children whose parents and younger siblings 
attend the program; to provide one-on-one or small group computer classes; and 
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to provide more individualized English-language-instruction to our adult learn-
ers.” While these expanded services have helped Learning Together work toward 
feminist goals of improving women’s lives through enhanced access to literacy 
and community support, I think where the first courses I taught fell short was 
that the college students didn’t perceive their work as the type of everyday fem-
inist activism that Finley and Stringer describe. The process of partnering with 
Learning Together for multiple courses and projects has allowed me opportuni-
ties to develop and implement an activist-oriented SL model that more explicitly 
addresses feminist aims and demonstrates to students and community members 
our deep commitment to the Learning Together program.

To discuss this progression toward a feminist activist approach, for the re-
mainder of this section I focus on an upper-division course I taught for writing 
majors, “Community Writing.” In the class, students collaborated with some 
of Learning Together’s immigrant and refugee women to develop a community 
publication—a printed book collection of literacy narratives,4 Women’s Stories 
of Literacy, which was distributed within the community and now serves as a 
course text for other SL courses that partner with the organization. To develop a 
foundation in literacy studies, students read seminal works such as Mike Rose’s 
Lives on the Boundary, Richard Rodriguez’s The Hunger of Memory, Deborah 
Brandt’s Literacy in American Lives, and Ellen Cushman’s The Struggle and the 
Tools, as well as excerpts from well-known literacy narratives by Frederick Dou-
glass, Malcolm X, Helen Keller, and David Sedaris, among others. The students 
enrolled in the course, who happened to all be women,5 were each paired with a 
Learning Together participant. Over the semester, the students conducted mul-
tiple oral history interviews with their partners, and they adapted these inter-
views into literacy narratives written from the first-person perspective. Similar 
to the method that Concannon et al. discuss in their chapter in this collection, 
the students composed multiple drafts of the narratives, which were presented 
to their partners for feedback and revisions. In addition to these stories, each 
student composed her own literacy narrative as well as a critical analysis of her 
community partner’s narrative. Each chapter in the book, with the exception 
of one that I discuss in more detail, includes the community partner’s literacy 
narrative, the HPU student’s literacy narrative, and the student’s critical analyses 
of her partner’s narrative.

4 A literacy narrative is a genre in which the author offers a narrative, typically from the 
first-person perspective, about the processes of reading, writing, or teaching or learning to read 
or write. These narratives take many forms, including print, oral, visual, digital, etc.
5 The fact that the class was composed of all female students is not surprising. Studies have 
found women are more likely to volunteer in college than men, and SL classes at HPU tend to 
be majority women (A.W. Astin & Sax, 1998; Cruce & Moore, 2007; Marks & Jones, 2004).
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The project received IRB approval—all participants consented to partici-
pate and the women made decisions about whether to use their names or to 
include pictures with their stories, and they worked through multiple drafts 
with the students to prepare for publication. Most of the community partners 
chose to use pseudonyms, while all of the HPU students opted to use their real 
names. While the composing process in itself encouraged deep listening between 
students and partners, an ethical dilemma arose that amplified the experience. 
Several Muslim women decided to withdraw their stories from the collection, 
although they had initially asked to participate in the project and signed consent 
forms. Their narratives discussed gender and political violence, and they became 
afraid of retaliation. The students faced the difficult task of moving forward with 
the project in a way that would be responsive to these women’s fears while also 
honoring their commitment to other women involved with the project who 
wanted their stories published.

Initially, the community members’ fears about publishing their stories in 
the collection did not sit well with students in the class, who expressed concern 
that the women’s reluctance stemmed from gender oppression within Muslim 
communities that would be perpetuated by the removal of their stories. Through 
conversations in class and with the Learning Together women, however, the 
students developed the understanding that the women were asserting authorial 
agency by deciding, and voicing their views about, the conditions on which their 
stories, names, and pictures could be shared. All of the Learning Together wom-
en, for instance, chose to share their stories orally in a final culminating event 
at the community center where the program meets. One participant, Mays, an 
Iraqi Muslim woman who opted to use her name and picture in the book, visited 
Jenn’s class “Women Writing Worldwide” as a guest speaker and shared her story 
with other HPU students. Ultimately all but one woman, who asked to be re-
ferred to as Toma, decided to have their stories included in the collection. Toma 
requested that she be provided with three printed copies of the story that she 
could share with her young children when they got older, and she allowed her 
partner, Sally’s, critical analysis essay to be included in the collection. The pro-
cess that the women and the students went through to share and document their 
literacy narratives and to produce a final collection agreeable to all stakeholders 
in the project was a true example of the learning together model in action. The 
students in the class perceived their work on the book as a type of feminist ac-
tivism, even when, as in the case of Toma, that activism chafed against their own 
views of Western feminism.

Community publishing projects such as this one are part of a growing sub-
field within rhetoric and composition. There have been a number of books 
and edited collections that address the value of community publishing projects 
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(Parks, 2010; Goldblatt, 2007; Mathieu, 2005; Mathieu, Parks and Rousculp, 
2014), and scholars propose the integration of community publishing into writ-
ing programs as a method of expanding the focus on what Mathieu, Parks, and 
Rouscamp (2014) have termed the “community writer.” Bickford and Reyn-
olds (2002) argue that although the field of composition has a long history of 
research on service learning, many scholars “share a discomfort with activism, 
a term far more likely to be used in women’s studies” (p. 230). They suggest 
that even well-known scholarship that refers specifically to activism, such as 
Cushman’s (1999) and Schutz and Gere’s (1998) frequently cited work, tends 
to conflate the term activism with the notion of service (p. 230). Parks (2014) 
points to the decline in activist work within composition, and he suggests that 
the discipline’s emphasis on rhetorical agency and critique have compromised its 
political agenda. Which is why, according to Parks, “we tend to conclude with 
discussion instead of moving on to collective action” (p. 511). He points to com-
munity publishing as “a modern manifestation of early disciplinary attempts to 
foster activist connections between the literacies of our students and literacies 
in the neighborhoods that surround our campuses” (p. 485), an idea that has 
been highly influential to my own pedagogical progression from using more tra-
ditional SL models to the activist-oriented learning together model we propose.

Since the book project, I have continued using the learning together model 
in my administrative work with the SL Program, particularly in how I offer 
training and faculty development across the disciplines. Community publish-
ing has become a key component of how I implement the learning together 
model as an activist-oriented approach, and it is an approach that faculty have 
used in other SL classes related to narrative medicine, poetry, business ethics, 
and health and nutrition. As students and community members collaborate 
to create published texts, the negotiation and production processes help to 
encourage students and community members to be active participants within 
the partnership.

CONCLUSION

In 2012, the White House released A Crucible Moment: College Learning and 
Democracy’s Future, a report by the National Task Force on Civic Learning and 
Democratic Engagement commissioned by the Department of Education. The 
report, referred to as a call for action, comes in response to a “civic recession” 
(p. 7), a term used to describe a massive deficit in civic knowledge and public 
engagement in the democratic process. While acknowledging the immense val-
ue of the civic work already being done at colleges and universities, the report 
suggests that these endeavors have laid a partial foundation for civic learning but 
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have not been enough to foster a culture of engagement within higher educa-
tion. The authors assert that in order to create a pervasive culture of engagement 
within higher education, civic learning must become a central part of every col-
lege student’s education.

While our courses were not necessarily framed in terms of civic engagement, 
this notion of service learning as “civic involvement and public engagement” nat-
urally “clicked” for many of our students. One student, Lexi, who undertook an 
independent study project with Learning Together following Jenn’s class, said that 
her “best experience” with service learning was “the moment it made me question 
the construct of ‘citizenship.’” Interviewed for this piece, she elaborated, 

It [service learning] made me re-evaluate everything I thought 
I knew and felt comfortable with regarding my identity. One 
of the biggest challenges that I faced during my Learning 
Together experience was trying to explain aspects of my own 
culture. It was not a challenge I originally predicted prior to 
my initial experience with service learning in general because I 
realized I did not always have a concrete answer.

The question of “citizenship” came up during one of the lessons in the adult 
classroom at Learning Together, but its association with identity more broadly 
speaks to the feminist intervention potential of personal narrative as a strategy in 
the composition classroom. The experiences of Lexi and her classmates, as well 
as those documented in Women’s Stories of Literacy: A Writing Project Featuring 
Refugee and Immigrant Woman and High Point University Students, demonstrate 
Royster and Kirsch’s (2012) suggestion that:

One strategy might be to use our classrooms as innovative 
experimental sites in recognizing that while we are tacking out 
into the world, the imperative may be simultaneously to tack 
in as we consider the presence of the world at home. We look 
toward the world, but simultaneously we have the opportu-
nity to look at the world in us—within our nation, in our 
communities, in our classrooms. (p. 127)

What may at first glance appear to be a very simple concept—citizenship—
is revealed to be far more nuanced for both our students and the students in 
the Learning Together classroom as they reflect on their own identities, stories, 
and the individual journeys that brought them to this shared space. Attempting 
to define the term “citizenship” became much more than a simple exercise in 
vocabulary building. Reflecting on what it means to be a “citizen” and the so-
cial constructs related to our identities created a situation where students could 

http://www.messiah.edu/documents/Agape/wrongsvc.pdf
http://www.messiah.edu/documents/Agape/wrongsvc.pdf
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think more deeply about “civic awareness” and the need to advocate for change 
in their own communities.

When students become aware of their roles as advocates for social change, it 
then becomes possible to move past general conceptions of service in relation to 
civic engagement and citizenship, toward a more defined sense of activism. This 
collection’s aim of aligning feminist and rhetoric and composition specialists to 
initiate or build activism through campus-community partnerships is something 
that we have found incredibly valuable in our work with Learning Together 
and other community organizations. The institutional partnerships between the 
English department and the service learning and women’s and gender studies 
programs have allowed us to build more deeply sustained community partner-
ships. Parks (2014) argues that composition, as a field, has turned away from 
political activism and “settled for a soft vision of progressive change, a vision that 
at best produces a hesitant and halting trek across a neoliberal landscape eager to 
validate our students and our own ‘protestations’ as a sign of rich democratic de-
bate” (p. 506). While we do not dispute Parks’s claim that rhetorical agency has 
become a prevalent stand-in for genuine advocacy and action, the chapters in 
this collection offer examples of how the activist ethos deeply ingrained within 
women’s studies and feminist composition theory can help reinvigorate the po-
litical aims of community partnerships and community literacy projects within 
writing studies. Moreover, the learning together approach we describe serves as 
a potential model that we hope will help others work toward social justice goals 
through sustained campus-community partnerships.
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Relationships have served as a cornerstone to feminist research in com-
munity-based research and service learning sites, as feminist scholars 
have argued for co-constructing knowledges in these sites, while being 
attentive to the reciprocal nature of these relationships within any 
context of and for learning (Bayer, Grossman, & Dubois, 2015; Parks 
& Goldblatt, 2000; Novek, 1999). These relationships are especially 
crucial when feminists attempt to create real and sustained partner-
ships through mentoring in their community-based literacy site (Du-
Bois & Karcher, 2005). We stress the value of cultivating sustained 
relationships, as oftentimes discourses surrounding service learning 
exhibit a level of engagement that is not sustained and/or does not 
adequately expose the workings of power and privilege in a systematic 
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way (Deans, 2002). In light of our feminist motivations, we need to 
continuously create spaces to foreground the value of experience and 
take seriously the process of cultivating relationships with students in 
ways that are both ethical and accountable.

Feminist pedagogues in composition and rhetoric have long illustrated that the 
role of pedagogy is to create conditions to transform social relationships (Ritchie, 
1990; Bishop, 1990). To this end, feminist pedagogies reveal a strong commit-
ment to examining how power and privilege factor into multiple elements of 
writing instruction—from the stances pedagogues assume—to the types of writ-
ing assignments and discussions that are implemented and assessed: “Feminist 
pedagogies connect local, personal experience to larger context of world making 
. . . within writing studies, activist pedagogical functions are linked to writing 
and literacy practices broadly conceived, making clear that there is no bracketing 
the world or politics from the classroom” (Micciche, 2014, p. 129). Our femi-
nist pedagogies and practices in composition and rhetoric continue to evolve, as 
we find creative ways to move between the local and the global; the theoretical 
and the practical, all while revealing a relentless commitment to creating spaces 
with students, as we explore how political motivations materialize both within 
and beyond the classroom. Various authors in this collection highlight the role 
of reflection and collaboration in creating sustained partnerships, which closely 
involve students (See Mathis and Boehm, Chapter 6, for example). The overall 
impetus is to revise the discourse and to account for the absence of students’ 
voices, while revising the processes through which collaboration happens both 
inside and outside of the classroom.

Students should always “trouble” our theories about the most effective meth-
ods through which to create change, because it is their stories that point to gaps, 
disconnects, and/or limitations (Kumashiro, 2002) in how we conceptualize the 
most effective ways to cultivate partnerships and relationships to community 
members within our service learning and/or community-based research sites. 
Continuing to create spaces where students are active agents in the construction, 
implementation, and reflection on feminist-based community literacy projects 
afford us with insight that can greatly enhance the types of relationships that 
we make in literacy-based sites. “When participants become full collaborators, 
co-authors, and co researchers, their roles are transformed: they cease to be the 
‘subjects’ or participants in our research” (Kirsch, 1999, p. 64). Creating alterna-
tive opportunities to co-construct knowledges that emerge from students’ lived 
experiences privileges student identities and experiences in the construction of 
knowledge about how to create conditions of and for social change, as we con-
tinue our commitments to feminist pedagogues and practices. To this end, our 
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work calls for a similar initiative as the “learning together,” model, which is 
explored by Brandt and Kozma in this collection (Chapter 7). This model allows 
for multiple narratives to equally come together and create a more kaleidoscopic 
view of how feminist interventions happen.

Our feminist pedagogical intervention draws from our collective experiences 
in a community-based feminist partnership. Throughout this piece, we argue 
that as feminists, we must engage in the process of reflection—as a political 
feminist intervention strategy—to make meaning about our lived-experiences 
in community-based research sites, as community-based pedagogies stress the 
value of experiential learning as a tool through which to make meaning (Gold-
blatt, Livingston, & Julier, 2014, p. 56-57). This process allows us to re-evaluate 
the role of identity and experience in constructing knowledges, thereby-prior-
itizing the value of experience-based knowledge claims to “. . .democratize the 
classroom by drawing on a full range of student and faculty subject positions 
in the production of knowledge” (Sanchez-Casal and Macdonald, 2002, p.2). 
This process creates spaces where feminist students feel authorized to use their 
experiences in these sites, given the complexities involved in the use of narrative 
to disrupt discourses (Allen and Faigley 1995).

This chapter illustrates how a multi-layered approach to partnerships can 
help feminists assess community-based efforts through a focus on feminist 
mentorship and reflexivity. Our chapter foregrounds the voices of four feminist 
undergraduate students at Nova Southeastern University, as we draw from our 
work as co-mentors through the Women of Tomorrow Program. The WOT 
program links professional woman to a local high school, where are afforded 
the opportunities to create conditions through which young, at-risk high school 
women feel empowered. The motivation behind this organization is to “change 
the world, one woman at a time,” and it is “designed to inspire, motivate and 
empower at-risk young women to live up to their full potential through a unique 
mentoring program” (https://womenoftomorrow.org/about/).

Reflections on our community-engaged partnership created conditions 
where students’ writing emerged from a unique rhetorical context. The work 
that feminist students did within our site, and the reflection of that work, 
stemmed from their commitments to providing feminist interventions into the 
lives of young women through a pre-existing partnership. I used both my posi-
tion as a Women of Tomorrow mentor and my role as a university professor to 
informally mentor a small group of college women to create initiatives intended 
for empowerment. Thus, it was our hope to recognize the value of bringing to-
gether action and reflection in order to make sense of these types of experiences 
outside of a traditional classroom (Goldblatt, Livingston, and Julier, 2014, p. 
58-59; Spigelman, 2004).
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All of the students who chose to participate in this project made critical deci-
sions about how they wanted to represent themselves in the research, and all of the 
students self-selected the types of narratives that they wanted to present. Signifi-
cantly, the position that students were placed in authorize them to become experts 
and join an academic conversation (Bacon 2000). In this way, we believe that this 
chapter calls for a more active and deliberate account of our feminist students and 
creates alternative discourses about how community-based partnerships happen. 
Students’ representations of their own experiences serve as a point of social action 
and intervention. Thus, in this chapter we will argue that how we represent the 
work we do as feminists within community-based research sites should be ap-
proached as a methodology that involves inquiry. In Traces of a Stream Jackie Jones 
Royster (1994) argues for the use of “critical imagination,” as a new methodology 
where we engage in inquiry as we use what we know and then stretch and expand 
our perspectives. She argues that from inquiry, we can continue to expand how 
we come to know, and speculate on what may, in fact, be possible” (“Critical 
Imagination,” p. 71). Critical imagination thus becomes a significant tool through 
which we can look more carefully at the gaps, possibilities, and potentials in how 
we choose to actively represent our work, and students actively speak up and speak 
back through their epistemological stances. While their representations are in no 
way intended to be definitive, we suggest that students’ accounts of themselves 
serve as an analytic for engaging in feminist activism.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Women of Tomorrow Mentor and Scholarship Program pairs “at risk” high 
school girls with local mentors in the community. The intention is to create pos-
itive and lasting relationships; to inspire women to re-create their futures. Ac-
cording to the organization, it functions to “expose at risk girls to opportunities 
otherwise unavailable to them; teaches vital personal and professional skills nec-
essary for life success; helps set and achieve goals; increases their self- esteem; and 
helps to reduce and prevent engaging in risky behaviors” (Womenoftomorrow.
org). The program partners with local public schools. Young women are selected 
to be in the group based on need and the organization notes that its definition 
of “at-risk” includes: “low income, abuse, disability, likelihood of dropping out 
of high school, becoming involved in gangs, drugs, criminal activity, getting 
pregnant or academic, social, behavioral, medical or other risk factors” (“What 
we Do,” Mentoring Handbook, p. 3). The organization is especially aligned with 
feminist goals and outcomes, as it operates under the assumption that it is pow-
erful for women to be helping women reach their full potential. The program 
suggests that mentors address issues related to a wide-range of topics. These 
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range from academic achievement, which highlights study skills and the sig-
nificance of pursuing an education beyond high school, professional/person-
al successes including how to carry yourself while giving a speech and how to 
maintain proper hygiene/health and safety. At the core of the monthly sessions 
is an insistence to engage in critical thinking, interpersonal communication, and 
skills for academic and personal success. Our position to the local high school 
afforded us with the opportunity to build a unique partnership because we were 
not confined by the institutional constraints of a classroom environment. Un-
like service-learning courses where university students’ work with community 
members and are guided by course-work and motivated by a final grade, we were 
working as a collective with common goals and purposes.

RE-PRESENTING STUDENT VOICES

I served as the faculty member who selected former undergraduate feminist stu-
dents who I felt would enrich our approach to the WOT program. Feminist un-
dergraduate students at Nova Southeastern University were asked to participate 
in the process of reflexivity about their relationships to our feminist project. I at-
tempted to address these power differences head on by asking feminist students to 
self-select how they wanted to engage in the process of research and representation; 
in the process, we foregrounded the role of reflexivity in the research process. Re-
flexivity has taken on a variety of forms in service-learning and community-based 
research and serves as a social justice tool because it allows researchers to actively 
and carefully explore knowledge construction (Dewey, 2012). To that end, reflex-
ivity is a key component to producing ethical and responsible research (Royster 
and Kirsch, 2012). I decided against using interviews as a method through which 
to gauge students’ understandings of their role in bringing about change within 
our site. I felt that the interviews may function to overly formalize and structure 
some of their responses in ways that may stifle how they have been thinking about 
their agency in the research process. Also, I felt as if being the interviewer may 
work to reinforce, or make hyper visible, our varying roles (and the power dynam-
ics that accompanied those roles) in the research process.

Feminist students identified what they saw as key themes that emerged in the 
construction, implementation, planning, and engagement of this partnership 
with the local high school. In the following section, I have included student 
accounts of how they see particular themes reflected throughout their work. All 
students represented below included their personal, un-edited reflective narra-
tives. This was to maintain the integrity of student representation. The themes 
students discuss overlap in significant ways and raise serious questions about the 
role of different themes in feminist activism work.
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STUDENT NARRATIVES

KIm—theme #1: GettInG the most oF mentorInG 
by establIshInG relatIonshIps

When one wants to introduce themselves as a mentor to an individual’s life, it 
is important to take note that he/she enters in an unknown territory, and that it 
could be difficult to explore or make a clear path if he/she is not seen as welcom-
ing. As a person participating in the WOT program, I believe that establishing 
genuine relationships with high school students could provide greater success 
within their lives. My purpose in the WOT program is to be able to educate 
the young ladies in the best possible manner allowing them to think about the 
type of life they want to engage in and the possible decisions they are entitled 
to. With this in mind it is important for the students to make choices for them-
selves instead of what others may think, including me, since in the end it is 
wanted for them to feel a sense of control in their lives.

Even if a mentor may have good intentions, sometimes it is not easy to 
become vulnerable to a person with unknown intentions. As a person who once 
needed guidance, I could empathize with those who may have reluctance of ex-
pressing certain discomforts of their lives which may have left vast feelings such 
as disappoint, fear, anger, regret or hate. Feeling exposed is a difficult matter 
especially if it is in front of a person who may judge or could care less of the in-
dividual. Which is why it is important when one is trying to help an individual, 
to establish a relationship where the person can have the sense of security that 
he/she is being helped to make decisions of his/her life that is beneficial.

From what I have experienced throughout my life and the WOT pro-
gram I could understand how establishing relationships as a mentor is import-
ant in the outcome of an individual. As a young child, I always thought of how 
I was perceived in this world and what I perceived myself as. I lived a content 
life, however, there were aspects of it that bothered me such as developing 
negative body image which almost resulted to an eating disorder, certain types 
of harassment, discrimination and prejudice, especially from those who were 
supposed to be close to me. Although I am very close to my parents and always 
spoke to them with no discomfort, I seldom spoke about the problems that 
personally hurt me as I didn’t want them to feel that they did not do a great 
job as parents. The only one I shared my bottled feelings at that time was my 
younger sister, however, I tried not to as there was no need to drag her into 
my problems.

When I was in high school reaching towards senior year, I had a 
self-awareness of the expectations many had, and questioned who exactly was 
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living my life. I knew that I wanted to attend college, yet as a first-generation 
student I did not know what steps to take at all. I wasn’t sure what college 
or university I wanted to attend and started to doubt in my intelligence and 
decisions. Confused, I turned to my former Spanish AP teacher whom I trust-
ed. Her advice was important to me since I knew she really cared about my 
well-being and was always willing to listen with genuine interest. She was able 
to see my vulnerability without force and managed to compliment me as a 
person. At that time, all I needed was some guidance from someone who saw 
great potential within me, someone who knew that I had worth within me. I 
was compliant with her advice and up to this day I attend a university which 
I love and also got to meet amazing people throughout who also saw the same 
potential within me.

I barely thought of other people like me who also sought aid from oth-
ers like my former Spanish AP teacher, however, when I went for the first time 
to the WOT meeting I envisioned myself, except they were multiple strong ener-
getic young girls with minds of their own. I didn’t know from what backgrounds 
each may have come from, but I knew each were there for personal reasons. 
Unfortunately, at the beginning it was hard to gain their attention, which didn’t 
surprise me as it was my first time there and knew it would take time, yet as I 
observed, I got the sense that all of them wanted a better future for themselves 
such as attending college. Throughout the event I wanted the high school stu-
dents to know that they are worthy individuals, that they can seek the change 
they want if they saw value within themselves. As I shared my personal struggles 
I wanted them to understand that change is gradual and must be persistent; that 
being imperfect is alright, but also not to let those imperfections be the reason 
one cannot seek improvement. As other mentors from the WOT program spoke 
about their struggles and improvements I could see the interests forming from 
the young ladies. They saw people they could relate to and trust, which was 
important as it allowed them to actually reflect upon their situations and the 
possible choices they have to approach them. When I saw their willingness to be 
compliant as we tried to provide them with guidance, I realized the importance 
of forming relationships as a mentor and that how this should be implemented 
within all mentorship or other aiding program.

As the WOT program progresses, hopefully I will have some success in em-
powering some, if not, most of the young girls as they reevaluate their lives. 
Although I wish to form connection with them, I do hope I do it is in a manner 
that they are comfortable with. It is not my intentions to make them feel forced 
to become beings that they don’t want to be or make them feel insignificant. Yet 
I believe through experience, that establishing genuine relationships between the 
mentor and student can lead into a positive outcome for the students.
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ashley—theme #2: FemInIsm In mentorshIp

I have played sports all my life. I have been an athlete from dancing, to lifting 
weights, to playing football. Throughout these vast sporting experiences, I never 
failed to hear “you throw like a girl,” “you run like a girl,” or even “this is a boy 
sport.” Some young people may have been discouraged by statements as stupid 
as this. I treated these “insults” as compliments and fueled myself to be the best 
me that I could be. I always knew that no matter what I was doing, I was going 
to give it everything I had and make it something I could be proud of. Entering 
college was the means of a new beginning for myself and many others. I set out 
to explore who I am as a both as a student and as an individual. I finally dis-
covered who I had been all along, a feminist. Unearthing the true name to my 
personal beliefs left me searching for more definite foundations of this cause. 
Luckily, I was able to explore feminism further through one of my college cours-
es. After countless hours delving into to countless articles, studies, and passages 
and conducting a couple surveys, and a few interviews I was able to produce not 
one but three different term papers on the subject. After conducting educational 
and personal research I was then confident that I was indeed a feminist. Sadly, 
when I mention feminism I usually get scoffed at . . . even by women. This sad-
dens me the most because if women don’t even believe in feminism, how will 
we ever get the world to believe. I believe that the reason for this is that no one 
ever taught these women what feminism really stands for: what feminism really 
is. Feminism is not just a bunch of women advocating for female supremacism. 
Feminism is a fight to make right everything that is so, so, wrong in this world. 
Feminism is fighting for expression, fighting for equality, fighting for every per-
son who has ever been told that his or her voice doesn’t matter. Feminism is for 
men and women, people of all measures of the gender scale, people of all ages, 
people of all races, and people of all religions. Feminism is so much more than 
I will ever be and feminism is bigger than most people can fathom. Being in a 
college atmosphere that fosters personal growth, I found feminism. I don’t know 
how I went so long without knowing about feminism and this knowledge has 
changed my life. Feminism has proved to me that I can be more than just a girl 
from a small town that no one can find on a map. This is why I think it is very 
important to work with young girls in the name of feminism.

Working with Women of Tomorrow gives me the opportunity to spread 
feminism on a level that may be more important than any other. I rejoice in the 
opportunity to get to know the students of this program, to see a little bit of 
myself in their eyes, and maybe help them to understand that they aren’t limited 
to the perceptions of others. The young girls who are involved in this program 
are going to be a huge part of the future of the world. We have already seen big 
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steps in creating equal rights for the gay community, the black community, and 
yes even the female community. We have been fortunate enough to witness so 
much change, but there is still so much to do. These women could be part of 
the generation that finally breaks through the glass ceiling. They could be a part 
of the generation with the first female president. They could be responsible for 
making giant leaps in creating true equality. I feel that it is my social responsibil-
ity to form genuine relationships with the girls I mentor; it is important to instill 
in them the ideas of true feminism. With these relationships comes support, 
encouragement, and trust. These elements are the basis of a strong foundation 
to personal growth. It is of the utmost importance that these young women see 
the potential that exists in each and every one of them. The potential to make 
a difference for the generations that are to follow them. Women fought so long 
and so hard in the women’s suffrage movement and still, so many women don’t 
exercise their right to vote. Giving these girls the opportunity to have access to a 
feminist influence also gives them an environment that fosters self-exploration. 
Much like the environment that initiated my own self-actualization. This kind 
of mentoring gives me to opportunity to teach the feminist principles I have 
come to know and create a group of colleagues to stand up for what is right.

I hope I never see a world without feminism. This make my mission as a 
mentor even more important. It is imperative that the young women involved 
in Women of Tomorrow mentoring program learn and understand how much 
of a difference they can make. It is essential that they exercise their right to vote, 
their right to live as productive and self-aware members of their communities 
and all of the communities that they will come to be a part of.

mustarI—theme #3: provIdInG access: blazInG 
a path For others throuGh mentorshIp

“Access” and “excess” are two things that, despite their phonetic similarities, are 
conceptually different. Notwithstanding, both things can also be intertwined, 
and I believe both play a distinct role in mentorship. One can argue that a 
mentor is the most successful and efficient in being able to guide and nurture 
the growth of another individual when the mentor him or herself has access to 
knowledge or opportunities that can be then passed down to his or her mentee. 
Other times, when an individual has an excess of something in his or life, that 
surplus can also be shared with others who lack it. Both themes of access and 
excess have played a critical role in my motivations and commitment to become 
a mentor for the Women of Tomorrow (WOT) program. Interestingly, it was 
actually my own initial lack of access and the lack of excess in my life that ce-
mented my drive to mentor others in the future.
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As immigrants, my family moved to America with little to flourish on. Both 
my parents, who both were unable to pursue a college education in our home 
country due to the lack of financial access, instilled the importance of education 
in all of my siblings and I. We were told that in order to get access to the rest 
of the world and its many untouched opportunities, we had to excel in scholar-
ship and service. However, the problem was, we didn’t know how. We lived in 
a socioeconomically disadvantaged neighborhood and attended underprivileged 
schools. Our neighborhood and schools lacked sufficient access to federal assis-
tance programs that were critically necessary to help nurture the academic and 
personal growth of its residents and its students, respectively. At my home, my 
family struggled on multiple fronts; there was a lack of access to financial stabil-
ity, for the time for recreational activities, and for simple necessities and desires. 
While I don’t believe an excess is necessary to leave a sustainable life, it did make 
me wonder what life was like for those who did have the freedom to access the 
opportunities the world had for them, and for those who did have an excess to be 
able to live somewhat in comfort or afford luxuries. At the same time, I wanted 
someone to connect with on an emotional level, someone who could share my 
personal struggles with or someone who encouraged me to strive for my happi-
ness and success further down the road. It was then when I began to seek advice 
from those who did have the access and the knowledge to share with me their 
wisdom on how I could find my own window for success and growth.

I was drawn to the WOT for this very reason. Many of the public-school 
girls who participate in the WOT program in order to seek scholarship and 
mentorship come from difficult backgrounds or underprivileged that have re-
sulted in them being at-risk for academic failure, future pregnancies, low self-es-
teem, or future unemployment. Another factor that they all share in common 
is the lack of access to a program or mentors who could otherwise show them 
their potential for success and growth. Learning about these girls made me im-
mediately reflect on my own childhood and my own desperation for ‘access’, for 
‘excess’, and for a mentor. It made me realize that I was finally in a position in 
life where I could become the very person I once needed for myself as a child. 
As a college student, I finally had access to a plethora of opportunities, had an 
‘excess’ of knowledge to share, and had the personal experience to potentially 
mentor another. Most of all, I wanted the WOT girls to know that their current 
position in life was not permanent like I once thought it was for myself, but they 
had untapped potentials that was waiting to be ignited so they too could go on 
to become successful.

That’s exactly the mindset I walked into my first WOT meeting with, and 
the reception was outstanding. The room was full of high school girls who were 
bustling with energy and radiating with potential. Many of them seem enthusi-
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astic and engaged and willing to ask questions. I, in addition to my other peer 
mentors, indulged in the girl’s curiosities, aspirations, and unique personalities 
in order to create an atmosphere where we could learn to comfortably trust each 
other and form a friendship that went beyond just mentor and mentee. Through 
each session both the mentors and mentee empowered each other to not only 
embrace our flaws and learn to love who we are, but to also work towards elim-
inating insecurities, negative influences, and personal restraints that were keep-
ing us back to becoming who or where we wanted to be. I wanted to focus 
on making them comfortable with themselves first and showing them that you 
don’t need to completely change who you are or disregard your past in order to 
change, but that change must first come from accepting who you currently are. I 
also wanted to show them that change cannot be forced but it is something that 
need to come from within, and that if they personally wanted to work towards 
improving themselves for the better, that I and the other WOT mentors were 
here to help them along each step of the way.

The girls seemed extremely receptive to learn about and from our personal 
hardships and experiences with body positivity, relationships, and healthy life-
styles. Most importantly, they seem especially keen about learning how to pur-
sue a post-secondary education or successful careers, but didn’t know where to 
begin or where to go in order to find information, similar to I once had. As a 
first-generation college student, I shared my experience with breaking out of 
my shell and overcoming socioeconomic hardships in order to try to reach for 
my own goals. Using me as role model, many of them turned to me for advice 
for not only applications for schools and scholarships, but also about their own 
insecurities of succeeding in the world. Overall, it was a two-way street, and I 
had just as much to learn from and about the girls and my fellow mentors as 
they did from me.

However, I soon learned that being a mentor requires more patience, dili-
gence, and dedication that I had previously assumed. Although the beginning of 
the school year started off with a lot of promise, much of that energy depleted, 
and the number of girls who participated in our program painfully dwindled 
with each consecutive meeting for reasons that were unknown to us. Sometimes 
it was difficult to maintain the relationships we had formed with the girls, to 
keep them engaged, or to get them to trust us with their personal thoughts. 
Other times, it was tough to make them look past their own insecurities and 
socioeconomic restraints to show them their untapped potentials. I began to see 
that mentorship and change is also a slow process with many challenges along 
the way. Nevertheless, the experience of being able to help another, while also 
personally growing as an individual due to what you have learned from others, 
is the most rewarding experience. My journey as both a mentor and a mentee 
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is one that is still ongoing, and is one where I am still learning from every day.
While I once lacked the access to many opportunities as a child, I am finally 

in a position where I am able to share my ‘excess’ of experiences and opportuni-
ties with others, and I am able to provide others with the chance to ‘access’ these 
opportunities for themselves. I also understand now that there are both ups and 
downs of becoming a mentor or being a mentee, and that patience and commit-
ment is needed on both ends for positive change to happen. As I continue my 
involvement WOT, I hope that somewhere down the line my experiences will be 
able to help another person find their own personal success and happiness and 
that they too will go onto continuing the cycle of empowerment. I have always 
told myself to “be who you needed when you were younger,” and while I’m still 
trying to grow into that kind of a person for myself today, I hope that through 
WOT that I can also become that person for someone else.

morGan—theme #4: the dIvIde oF access and 
power: a FIGht For balance In mentorshIp

Working with the WOT program, I have found that these opportunities, aca-
demic and nonacademic, are greatly valued by mentees purely because this in-
formation would not have been available to them without it. This complicates 
how we look at our resources and how we divide limited access between those 
who really need it and those who could benefit from it. While all students might 
benefit from preventative programs, the major goal is to provide such programs 
to individuals who have no other means of accessing this information. Taking 
this into consideration, WOT provided a great place for me to develop more 
community outreach and involvement. This especially affected how I view the 
things that I do as a student. I am extremely privileged with access to benefiting 
factors of education, like professors and free educational workshops, that these 
students do not have as high schoolers and I did not have as a high schooler. The 
experience of limited access made me realize how difficult it is to develop as a 
student and pushed to be involved in the WOT program.

This same objective of limited access can be applied to finding the mentors 
for preventative programs. Many students and community members have the 
ability to share knowledge with mentees; however, such members do not have 
access to the correct programs to provide these services. Outlets, such as WOT, 
require an individual to have the correct resources to find their way into the 
system. Programs that require a certain extent of knowledge are often thought 
of as off limits for students, those of which who might not feel confident being 
deemed a mentor when they are still learning themselves.

Access and goals of inspiration where my major motivators when asked to be 
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involved with the WOT program. Being an individual who did not have access 
to the aspects that the WOT program provides, I know first-hand how this can 
complicate a student’s capacity for success. Success being defined as achieving 
the goals said students have set for themselves, be it a degree or to practice sex 
safely. To have the capability to give this knowledge, it would be an injustice not 
to give the access to students in a similar situation.

When working first-hand with the students in the WOT program, my crit-
ical role as a peer becomes more clear. As students are faced daily with the con-
straints placed on them when working with individuals in a power position, to 
be introduced to knowledge with a peer figure makes the students feel more 
comfortable. As power can create fear, relatability can make a safe space for ques-
tions and further explanation. This places a huge amount of importance on the 
fact the academic dynamic of school is challenged during WOT meetings. Stu-
dents are welcomed to ask questions that a teacher might deem inappropriate for 
school, such as questions about their bodies or questions about the complexities 
of relationships. Mentorship is not only engaging students in academic based 
learning, but also applying life experience to allow for growth from personal 
sources.

Access is a defining factor in the mentoring process. As a student, mentee, it 
limits your chances of gaining knowledge important to your goals. As a mentor, 
it defines your credibility and chances of providing knowledge. Acknowledge-
ment of these factors can be an exceptional motivator for both mentors and 
mentees to take advantage of these limited opportunities. The question then 
arises, how do we then create access for all parties?

CONCLUSION

This chapter intends to allow feminist-students agency over the representation of 
their narratives as they enrich discourses surrounding the most effective methods 
to create feminist partnerships. All feminist co-mentors noted the significance 
of drawing from their personal experiences as a way to connect to individual 
students and/or to connect to the overall expectations of the program. Similarly, 
all students discussed the role of emotions in creating multiple relationships to 
the high school girls and illustrated just how powerful it is to be mindful of their 
relationships to power and privilege in the mentoring process.

Students are represented throughout discourses that highlight the effects 
of our feminist collaborations within community-based research sites. In these 
spaces, students are provided with the opportunity to reflect on their experiences 
of what it was like to engage in the community. (See Michigan Journal of Com-
munity Service; Undergraduate Journal of Service Learning and Community-Based 
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Research.) These processes of self-representation disrupt more traditional, and 
linear accounts of how students experience service-learning, and positions com-
munity literacy as “a search for alternative discourse” (Higgins et.al). As a result, 
these discourses become less monolithic, and provide spaces where students can 
negotiate multiple identities. “Thus, participants’ identity is formed through 
their narratives, and can be considered a gradual formation of ‘becoming’” (Go-
mez, Allen, & Black, 2007).

Conflicts arise when we attempt to make meaning from the types of rep-
resentations that are created about collaborative partnerships in any stage of 
the research process: “The question, then, becomes, how to interpret the expe-
riences of research participants when their analytical framework, their values, 
and their view of the world differ sharply from ours” (Kirsch, 1999, p. 48). 
Not only do institutional contexts affect students’ abilities to perform in ways 
that are meaningful and grounded in their individual experiences, but the dis-
courses that always already define students constrain their representations and 
add another layer to how students choose to represent themselves. Identities are 
never static and always shift based on the demands of the rhetorical contexts 
that produce these identities (Harding, 2004; Hallman, 2013). Further, these 
constraints factor into the overall process of interpretation. Even as we attempt 
to assuage the multiple risks of misrepresenting others (Alcoff, 1991), thereby 
reifying how different institutional structures and academic discourses position 
the student-teacher relationships, we still have a long way to go. In other words, 
when our goals, and outcomes are at odds with students, as a result of the politics 
of representation, we may lose valuable insight. Our research is always already 
implicated (Reynolds, 1993). Creating spaces with co-mentors must, then, be a 
continuous process that feminist scholars are committed to as we form new re-
lationships to our research and our communities: “Representation, of ourselves 
as well as [others] can never be innocent—whether that representation involves 
writing an essay . . . or teaching a class. Nevertheless, without representation we 
cannot engage in discourse, nor can we create spaces that, potentially at least, 
enable others—as well as ourselves—to speak” (Ede and Lunsford p. 176.).

Significantly, students noted that it was a struggle to create their narratives. 
They indicated that they were unsure how to effectively address the themes, and 
weren’t certain how to incorporate their personal experiences alongside of the 
particular themes. Even as students identified what they saw as key themes in 
the work that should be done within feminist-based activist sites, the constraints 
of the discourse factored into their overall processes. Morgan, in particular, dis-
cussed the nature of the writing process and the difficulties that she experienced 
as a result of the constraints of the real (or imagined) genre. Through informal 
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conversations and writings, the majority of students expressed their uncertainty 
in presenting an argumentative piece for a scholarly audience and creating a 
more personal account of their understandings of what constitutes an effective 
partnership. This ambiguity was reflected through their formal discussion of 
what they completed, or the uncertainty they expressed when submitting their 
work. Regardless, co-mentors felt authorized to discuss what they saw as signif-
icant themes yet had some difficulty in actually re-presenting those themes for 
the chapter. These conflicts point to larger issues to consider: who is and who 
is not authorized to participate within academic discourses? Further, to what 
extent are these narratives shaped by the audiences that read them? And, how 
do their narratives resist and/or replicate larger patterns regarding young wom-
en’s roles in community-based partnerships? (Andrews, Squire, & Tamboukou, 
2013). In her project, Ethical Dilemmas in Feminist Research, (1999) Gesa Kirsch 
exposes the effects of misrepresenting others and asks, “whose words, whose 
reality—am I representing in my work?” (p. xi). Kirsch reminds us of the power 
of subjectivity within the re-construction of our (mis)representations, illustrat-
ing just how important it is to make visible how subjectivity affects the work 
that we do. She argues that our goals should be tied to making explicit how our 
political and personal commitments shape how we make meaning. “The goal of 
situating ourselves in our work and acknowledging out limited perspectives is 
not to overcome these limits—an impossible task—but to reveal to readers how 
our research agenda, political commitments, and personal motivations shape 
our observations in the field, the conclusions we draw, and the research reports 
we write” (p. 14).

We are interested in exposing how the work we have undergone, and the 
work that we hope to accomplish has emerged as a reciprocal process, whereas 
feminist theory and activism, personal and political motivations, and reflection 
have served as an overarching motivation for us to continue to sustain our work. 
In their article “Community Literacy: A Rhetorical Model for Personal and Pub-
lic Inquiry” Higgins et al. indicate that “community literacy was . . . a search 
for alternative discourse,’ a way for people to acknowledge each other’s multiple 
forms of expertise through talk and text and to draw on their differences as a 
resources for addressing shared problems” (Peck, Flower, & Higgins, qtd. p. 205 
emphasis is ours). Throughout their narratives, co-mentors offered ways to con-
tinue to engage in feminist research and in ways to cultivate partnerships. It is 
our hope that this piece captures the energy of student-led initiatives beyond the 
classroom that reveal the value of community-action and reflection, as we work 
to create new theories of forming partnerships that take seriously the role of our 
feminist student leaders.
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CHAPTER 9.  

OHIO FARM STORIES: A FEMINIST 
APPROACH TO COLLABORATION, 
CONVERSATION, AND 
ENGAGEMENT

Christine Denecker
The University of Findlay

Sarah Sisser
Hancock Historical Museum

The Ohio Farm Stories project began with a grant from the Ohio 
Humanities Council and a goal of collecting and showcasing narra-
tives that focus on family farm life and the ways in which agriculture 
has and continues to shape lives and local Ohio communities. Integral 
to these narratives are emergent themes of how farming practices and 
values have evolved to meet societal demands in the past century. This 
chapter situates the farm stories research within Royster and Kirsch’s 
three-step inquiry framework layered with notions of narrative and 
place. The result is a series of Ohio Farm Stories montages that provide 
both fixed and open interpretations. Portions of this chapter allow read-
ers the opportunity to “listen deeply and respectfully” to the words and 
images of the project. The chapter closes with insight into the trajectory 
of the project and the project’s “public life”—specifically the complexity 
of interpretation when narrative becomes a collective, collaborative 
endeavor among the researchers, the participants, and the community.

In Feminist Rhetorical Practices, Jacqueline Royster and Gesa Kirsch (2012) ar-
gue that current feminist rhetorical scholarship is pushing beyond its former 
goals of “rescuing, recovering and (re)inscribing women rhetors” (p. 25) to more 
general methodologies that position researchers to “discover new genres, voices, 
and ways of reasoning that have been cast in shadow for many decades if not 
centuries” (p. 150). Furthermore, these methodologies apply to subjects beyond 
the female, and provide “mechanisms by which listening deeply, reflexively, and 
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multisensibly become standard practice not only in feminist rhetorical scholar-
ship but also in rhetorical studies writ large” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 20). 
Such feminist rhetorical methodologies undergird on-going collaborative re-
search between The University of Findlay and The Hancock Historical Museum, 
research that serves to preserve and reflect upon the agricultural history of Ohio.

This campus-community collaboration, entitled Ohio Farm Stories1, began 
with a grant from the Ohio Humanities Council and a goal of collecting narra-
tives from six Hancock County farmers in order to provide community mem-
bers with the opportunity to trace the ways agriculture has and continues to 
shape the cultural landscape in northwestern Ohio. Integral to these narratives 
are emergent themes of how farming practices and values have evolved to meet 
societal demands in the past century.

Specifically, this campus-community partnership demonstrates an applica-
tion of feminist rhetorical practices used to foster community engagement be-
yond academic borders. As feminist scholars, we have been challenged to answer 
Royster and Kirsch’s call to study non-traditional texts and local sites with the 
goal of “look[ing] beyond typically anointed assumptions in the field in antici-
pation of the possibility of seeing something not previously noticed or consid-
ered” (p. 72). Likewise, in this research, we have employed feminist thinking 
and practice in order to collect and then rightfully honor the stories of our 
local farming community and, in doing so, move these stories “from the ‘mar-
gins to the center’” by “eliminating boundaries that privilege dominant forms of 
knowledge building, boundaries that mark who can be a knower and what can 
be known” (Hesse-Biber, 2012, p. 3). As such, we consider our work a form of 
feminist intervention derived from and infused with “an ethos of humility, re-
spect, and care” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 21) meant to put forth and nurture 
conversations about the history of Ohio agriculture.

In this chapter, we reflect upon the ways in which feminist rhetorical meth-
odologies afforded us the means to honor the farmers’ stories in ways fitting with 
how they view their experiences. We begin with an explanation of the project’s 
roots and then situate our research within Royster and Kirsch’s three-step inqui-
ry framework layered with notions of narrative and place. The multiple layers 
of this framework create a methodological structure that allows for the farmers’ 
voices, their homes, their barns, and their farms to co-mingle with the emotive 
experiences of all those involved in the research process. The result is a series of 
Ohio Farm Stories montages that foster both fixed and open interpretations. To 

1 Originally, the project was entitled, Ohio Farm Histories. We chose to change the title after 
the initial work, as we believe the word “Stories” more accurately reflects the narrative function 
of the project, whereas “Histories” has a different connotation not as closely in keeping with the 
intent of the project.
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increase the probability of open interpretations, portions of this chapter are con-
structed as to allow readers the opportunity to “listen deeply and respectfully” 
to the words and images of this project, just as we have strived to do. Finally, we 
conclude this chapter by reflecting on the trajectory of the project and the public 
life of the project—specifically the complexity of interpretation when narrative 
becomes a collective, collaborative endeavor among the researchers, the partici-
pants, and the community.

PROJECT ROOTS

“It all starts on a farm, somewhere, somehow”
- Farmer Gary Wilson

The Ohio Farm Stories project has its roots in two distinct places. First2 is the 
successful Historic Barn Tour hosted by the Hancock Historical Museum in 
September 2013.

The self-guided tour, enjoyed by over 700 individuals, included stops at six 
century-old barns along with the opportunity to experience the sights, tastes, and 
sounds of the County’s heritage. Owners of three of these properties along with 
owners of three other County properties3 were eventually invited to participate 
in the Ohio Farm Stories project.

A short digression puts this tour and the subsequent Ohio Farm Stories proj-
ect into context. In 1900, Hancock County had 3,263 farms; as of 2015, 831 
farms encompassing 230,261 acres blanket the County. Of the 531.4 square 
miles of the County, 80% is used for agricultural production (G. Wilson, per-
sonal communication, September 1, 2015). In the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, Hancock County farmers were diversified, raising livestock 
and various crops. However, as agriculture became more commercialized, farm-
ers found that diversified farms yielded small monetary returns (G. Wilson, 
personal communication, September 1, 2015). As a result, many were forced, 
in the words of farmer Miles Von Stein, “to get big or get out.” Specific to the 
dairy industry, in 1920, the County boasted over 10,000 head of dairy cattle. 
By the year 2000, that number had dwindled to fewer than 1,200 head, and 
today there are just four dairy farms in Hancock County4 (G. Wilson, personal 

2 Subsequent successful barn tours were held in 2014 and 2015 (up to the time of this chap-
ter’s publication).
3 The farmers were chosen specifically by Sarah who had already developed working relation-
ships with them via other projects through the Hancock Historical Museum.
4 See the final video montage segment in Function of the Farm for Gary Wilson and David 
Spahr’s discussion on the number of dairy farms in Hancock County, 2015.
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communication, September 1, 2015). In brief, while Hancock County remains 
a predominantly agricultural region, the nature and scale of farming has changed 
in the area over the past century. Thus, while not the intent of the 2013 Historic 
Barn Tour, this event served as a means for resurrecting, remembering, and cel-
ebrating the County’s agricultural past. It also helped sow the seeds of the Ohio 
Farm Stories project.

Figure 9.1. Barn Tour Announcement.
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Along with the Barn Tour, the project’s roots can also be traced to ideas 
birthed from work with the Digital Archive of Literacy Narratives (DALN). 
This public archive “provide[s] a historical record of the literacy practices and 
values of contributors, as those practices and values change” (DALN home). As 
a result, when we—a faculty member at The University of Findlay (who had 
participated in collecting DALN contributions) and the director of the Hancock 
Historical Museum (who had organized the Historic Barn Tour)—were asked 
to brainstorm project ideas in response to a potential Ohio Humanities Grant, 
the notion of digitally collecting and archiving the stories of Hancock County 
farmers emerged.

Upon securing the grant, we considered, to borrow the words of Royster and 
Kirsch, how best to “honor their [the farmers’] traditions” (p. 20) in our gather-
ing of their stories. We also grappled with other questions posed by Royster and 
Kirsch’s framework, such as “. . . how do we render their [the farmers’] work and 
lives meaningfully?”; “How do they frame (rather than we frame) the questions 
by which they navigated their own lives?”; “How do we transport ourselves back 
to the time and context in which they lived knowing full well that it is not pos-
sible to see things from their vantage point?” (p. 20).

Our commitment to answer these questions and to “listen carefully and car-
ingly” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 147) led us to conduct pre-narrative-col-
lection conversations with each farmer. In March 2014, we traveled to each 
farmer’s home to build relational bonds; that way, when it came time to record 
their stories, the experience would be more of a conversation than a poten-
tially stiff exchange between researchers and research participants. Torrill Moen 
(2006) underscores the “necessity of time and space to develop a caring situation 
in which both the researcher and the research subjects feel comfortable” (pp. 
61-62). Likewise, to borrow from Kris Blair, et al. (2009), our pre-interview 
discussions helped negate researcher-research subject hierarchies, and instead, 
cultivated a “non-hierarchical, co-equal model among colleagues” (p. 17). This 
approach also met the goal of feminist rhetorical practices in that it opened a 
space “for a more dialectical and reciprocal intellectual engagement” (Royster & 
Kirsch, 2012, p. 14) among us and the farmers, not unlike the “learning togeth-
er” model described by Jenn Brandt, et al. (Chapter 7, this collection), which 
“encourages multiple perspectives and voices with active participation from all 
parties” (this collection). Thus, we came to view the farmers in the study as 
co-researchers and co-learners rather than subjects or participants.

These co-researchers consisted of five men and one woman5. It may be of 
interest to note that, according to the 2012 Census of Agriculture, 784 of the 
5 These co-researchers included Mark Metzger, David Spahr, Wayne Marquart, Jacki John-
son, Gary Wilson, and three generations of the Von Stein family: Harold, Dennis, and Miles.
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farm operators in Hancock County were men, and 47 were women. As such, 
women’s voices, at least those at the helm of farm operation, are an anomaly in 
Hancock County. With that said, farming in the County is historically a gener-
ational, familial enterprise; therefore, the initial pre-interview discussions (and 
the subsequent interviews, themselves) included family members other than just 
the farmers, themselves6. This was not by design. Instead, as these conversations 
unfolded across kitchen tables, other family members joined in to add to each 
narrative. Specifically, in four discussions, the farmers’ wives played significant 
roles in shaping the narratives shared, and in one of those cases, three genera-
tions of family members simultaneously contributed to the storytelling.

At play here were notions of place and belonging in our choice, as research-
ers, to literally meet the farmers where they lived. Roxanne Mountford (2001) 
suggests the importance of material space and its effect on a “communicative 
event” when she states, “The material [space] . . . often has unforeseen influence 
over a communicative event” and “rhetorical spaces carry the residue of history 
within them” (p. 17). Consequently, feminist theories of space/place impacted 
our decision to conduct all narrative collection work within what bell hooks 
might call the farmers’ “culture of belonging.” This phrase denotes the place in 
which one’s “sense of identity was shaped” (2009, p. 7); a place where “ways of 
belonging were taught” and where “cultural legac[ies] [were] handed down” (p. 
13). For us, it was not enough to meet farmers within the culture of Hancock 
County; instead, we found it pertinent to meet the farmers in their homes, walk 
with them through their fields, and stand inside their barns since these places 
were important in the shaping of each farmer’s identity. In doing so, we followed 
Royster and Kirsch’s call to be “mindful of the locations we visit . . . and to our 
own embodied experiences, the responses invoked in us by visiting historical 
sites and handling cultural artifacts” (2012, p. 22).

The Spring 2014 pre-narrative-collection interview sessions were followed 
with non-scripted video recordings of each farmer at his or her farm. Equipped 
with a borrowed video camera, microphone, and minimal videography experi-
ence, we set out to record the stories, knowing that those stories (and not the 
quality of the video) were what mattered. We arrived at each farm with questions 
to use as prompting; however, we quickly found it best to let the farmers “frame 
the questions” as they shared how they had “navigated their own lives” (Royster 
& Kirsch, 2012, p. 20). Most began their stories with a history of the farm. For 
our part, we simply listened, absorbed into this, our shared culture of belonging. 
In the end, we walked away with hours of raw footage and a sense that our jour-
ney was far from complete. Indeed, our County’s agricultural past was within 
6 Often, as in the case of the Metzgers, Spahrs, and VonSteins, these additional family mem-
bers were off camera; however, their voices can sometimes be heard as part of the recordings.
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reach: it lie curled up in the shadows of century-old barns; it peered at us from 
around the corners of abandoned migrant buildings; it waited patiently in cellars 
and silent milk houses. These recorded conversations were our first glimpses into 
what would become Ohio Farm Stories.

In amassing the stories of the six farmers, we logged over twelve hours of 
videotape relating how our County and its agricultural heritage had evolved 
over the past century. These partially edited videos ran on a continual loop as 
part of an exhibit at the 2014 Hancock County Fair and were accompanied by 
professionally designed posters depicting each farm(er) featured in the project.

Figure 9.2. Mark Metzger Ohio Farm Stories Poster.

In Summer 2014, we analyzed the hours of video in preparation for a Sep-
tember presentation at The University of Findlay, entitled “Life on the Farm.” 
The fair exhibit and lecture arguably became sites of feminist intervention in 
that both provided spaces for university and community members to experience 
the farmers’ stories and for us to move what might be considered a rhetorically 
“marginalized group” to “the center of social inquiry” (Hesse-Biber, 2012, p. 3).

THEORY MEETS THE FARM

“Farming’s in your blood. The smell of fresh dirt plowed over. There’s 
really just no other smell like that.”

- Farmer Dennis Von Stein
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Feminist rhetorical principles, and the extent to which these principles are in-
terwoven with concepts of material place and narrative, provide insight into the 
ways in which the Ohio Farm Stories project tells us “something about ourselves, 
our community, the nature of storytelling, and the role of the academy in creat-
ing and sustaining community activism” (Blair & Nickoson, 2016, this collec-
tion). In particular, Royster and Kirsch’s (2012) inquiry framework consisting 
of critical imagination, strategic contemplation, and social circulation informed 
our scholarly practices and helped make meaning of the stories we collected on a 
number of levels—from the personal to the communal. The fact that our study 
focused on mostly white, male farmers may seem methodologically mismatched 
or in contradiction to Royster and Kirsch’s support of breaking “through ha-
bitual expectations for rhetorical studies to be overwhelmingly about men and 
male-dominated arenas” (p. 17). Still, the authors suggest that their three-part 
inquiry framework has the propensity “to propel general knowledge-making 
processes in the field at large . . . to another, better-informed, more inclusive 
conceptual space” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 18). Therefore, while on the sur-
face the Ohio Farm Stories project may appear to re-inscribe traditional patterns 
of rhetorical scholarship, a deeper look reveals how feminist rhetorical principles 
legitimized our intervention on behalf “of those whose voices have rarely been 
heard or studied by rhetoricians” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 20).

In particular, the first part of Royster and Kirsch’s framework, “critical imagina-
tion,” helped us shape an open, participant-driven research approach that resulted 
(for the most part7) organically in the stories our co-researchers wanted to tell. We 
approached this work not unlike Kathryn Perry (Chapter 10, this collection), who 
sought to empower the single mothers in her study “to tell their stories as unique-
ly as they could” (this collection). Equipped with a healthy understanding that 
narratives are “shaped by the audiences to whom they are delivered” (Andrews, et 
al., 2013, p. 6), we consciously worked to craft a space in which the farmers could 
“frame . . . the questions [and thus, the stories] by which they navigated their own 
lives” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 20; italics, ours).

Next, in culling through the unedited videotape, the second element of 
Royster and Kirsch’s schema, “strategic contemplation,” allowed us to achieve 
interpretations that honored the complexity of the narratives in ways that tran-
scriptions of the stories alone could not. To explain, according to Molly An-
drews, et al. (2013), when it comes to narratives, “Sometimes you don’t get the 
‘whole story’; and all stories are incomplete, since experience and subjectivity 
cannot fully make their way into language” (p. 10). Furthermore, criticisms of 

7 In our final interview session, we used more prompting questions than in the other ses-
sions. Therefore, this session seemed less organic than the others. See the Conclusion section of 
this chapter for a more thorough explanation of this point. 
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narrative argue that its privileging of “transcripts—mostly speech” overlook the 
contributions of “paralinguistic material, other media, interpersonal interactions 
or other social context” (Andrews, et al., 2013, p. 9). Through strategic con-
templation, though, research becomes a “lived process” where attention can be 
given to physical interaction with objects and to the emotions derived from 
a particular moment and/or place. In other words, significance is attached to 
“the materiality of archival work—visiting places, handling artifacts, following 
unexpected leads, standing in silence, and allowing for chance discoveries and 
serendipity” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 89).

Our presence, then, was necessary at each place of inquiry in order to “get 
the ‘whole story,’” and to better realize the contention that opens this section—
that “farming’s in your blood.” Consequently, we found it imperative to walk 
alongside the farmers through the barns and pastures, sit with them in breezy ga-
zebos, gingerly handle their Civil War letters and heirloom quilts, crank ancient 
corn shellers, and stoop to avoid the careening paths of noisy barn swallows in 
an abandoned milk shed. Simply put, each material space (and our physical and 
emotive reactions to those spaces) contributed to each story told. Mountford 
(2001) argues that material spaces—and we extend that to objects here—carry a 
“physical representation of relationships and ideas” (p. 17). Thus, our embodied 
reactions to these places, these objects, and these stories enabled us to better analyze 
and “to consider with critical intensity what may be more in shadow, muted, and 
not immediately obvious” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 76) in the narratives each 
farmer chose to share.

That is not to say that we, as researchers, do not acknowledge the subjectivity 
of such endeavors. As life-long inhabitants of Hancock County, we are “mem-
bers of [this] culture and can scarcely remain unaffected by the narrative forms 
that are already imbedded therein” (Gergen & Gergen, 1988, p. 261). Kelly 
Concannon, et al., in their study of community literacy partners (Chapter 8, 
this collection), also grapple with divorcing the researcher’s context from inter-
pretation and ask, “To what extent are these narratives shaped by the audiences 
(professors/feminists) that read them?” (this collection). Undoubtedly, our per-
sonal imbedded narrative forms had an impact on our analysis of the stories and 
our eventual decision to organize the patterns of discussion (that were apparent 
to us) into five themes: 1) the Barn—its function and purpose; 2) the Role of 
the Farmer—and how it has evolved; 3) the Evolution of the Farm itself; 4) the 
Economics of farming in Hancock County; and 5) the Disconnect between rural 
and urban life. Hunter McEwan (1997) suggests that a feminist approach to 
narrative research “conveys a sense of the author as engaged in a gender related 
enterprise—weaving together the world we experience with its various peoples 
and events so that it becomes a believable whole” (p. 89). While we might take 
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issue with the notion of Ohio Farm Stories as a “gender related enterprise”—we 
see it as a decidedly human enterprise—merit resides in McEwan’s notion that 
our attempts at organizing the stories thematically is, in fact, a “weaving to-
gether” of the “world we experience(d)” through strategic contemplation of our 
physical presence in the place where the narratives occurred both literally and 
through reminiscence.

This space, then, opened by Royster and Kirsch’s framework, allowed us 
to consider both embodied and disembodied elements in our analysis. It also 
afforded us the opportunity to move fluidly and nimbly across the past, the 
present, and the future of the farmers’ narratives and, as a result, provided us 
with deeper, richer insight into how Ohio Farm Stories are nested among the 
(presumably many) agricultural narratives of the County. Narrative researchers 
such as Andrews, et al. (2013) argue that “a focus on the chronological or experi-
enced ‘time’ may close off information about unconscious realities and material 
causalities”; in contrast, feminist approaches to narrative research recognize “the 
co-presence of futurity and past in the present, the reconstruction of the past by 
new ‘presents’, and the projection of the present into future imaginings . . . .” (p. 
12). Thus, the interplay across past, present, and future impacted our interpreta-
tions of the narratives. Likewise, this melding of experiences across time under-
girds the third element of Royster and Kirsch’s framework: social circulation, a 
notion that serves to “flesh out the contours of social spaces” in order to “make 
more visible the social circles within which they [women] have functioned and 
continue to function as rhetorical agents” (2012, p. 24).

When applied to the Ohio Farm Stories narratives, social circulation points to 
the significance of co-mingling the farmers’ words with their work on the farm 
and in other locations8. Similarly, their tools, equipment, and barns, as well as 
their familial ties (and the importance of those ties to their work) “take on dif-
ferent meanings in different contexts across time and space” (Royster & Kirsch, 
2012, p. 156). Likewise, their land; the use of migrant labor; their participation 
in organizations such as 4-H and FFA 9; and myriad other factors, including, 
but not limited to shared cultural, social, and rhetorical tropes such as “it was 
all work back then—hard work”10 all contribute insight into the complexity, 

8 Many of the farmers shared stories of having to obtain employment off the farm to supple-
ment their farming income.
9 4-H is a national youth mentoring organization which includes a focus on agriculture. 
In Hancock County, 4-H members regularly participate and demonstrate their leadership, 
citizenship, and agricultural skills at the annual County Fair. FFA stands for Future Farmers of 
America. Similar to 4-H, the goals of this organization are to “strengthen the future” by “grow-
ing leaders and building communities.”
10 These words were stated by Farmer David Spahr in his interview. See his video in the sec-
tion entitled Role of the Farmer.

https://youtu.be/WtK5phUoGyA
https://youtu.be/WtK5phUoGyA
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the deepness, the vastness of the farmers’ stories. But not just their stories; social 
circulation pushes researchers to contemplate the significance of lives and lived 
experiences as “evolutionary” as well as “dynamic” “creating knowledge and leg-
acies of action and performance” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 23, p. 25).

QUILT-WORK OF NARRATIVES

“Isn’t that something how life kind of turned on me from farming to this?”
- Farmer Mark Metzger

This co-mingling of elements across time enabled us, as researchers to better 
“see, hear and understand more ecologically” the public and private “contours” 
and “challenges” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 24) of the farmers’ lives and histo-
ries. In particular, through this approach, we could acknowledge and honor the 
“hard work” trope and others like it without simplifying the stories. In addition, 
our capturing of the narratives through video also allowed us to go beyond sim-
plistic analyses or limited representations indicative of traditional print research 
described by Elizabeth Daley (2003) as “technological bias.” She states, “Print 
supports linear argument, but it does not value aspects of experience that can-
not be contained in books. Print deals inadequately with nonverbal modes of 
thought and nonlinear construction” (p. 34). Case in point, the comment that 
opens this section (made by Mark Metzger) would read differently in print than 
in its verbal rendering: “Isn’t that something how life kind of turned on me from 
farming to this?”11 At first glance, the print reading limits the interpretation and 
would call for additional clarification, since the phrase “turned on me” carries 
negative connotations. However, the actual verbal rendering remit with tone, 
gestures, and facial expressions conveys a much different message—one which 
displays Mark’s delight in how his barn has now become a place of “play” when it 
was once all about work. Furthermore, when Mark’s message is positioned at the 
end of a montage of the farmers’ memories about barns, the result is a quilt-work 
of narratives “that could never exist in the physical world but are thematically 
and conceptually related” (Daley, 2003, p. 35):

Montage allows feminist narrative researchers to consider critically the pro-
cess of how they might “become ‘witness’ to another’s life” (Royster & Kirsch, 
2012, p. 23), while pushing back against simplistic interpretations. In discussing 
film and media literacy, Daley (2003) argues, “If one wants to go beyond the 
predictable and formulaic, there needs to be room for serendipity during the 
production or creation of a film or multimedia document” (p. 36). This process, 
known as, “’the collision of intelligences’ . . . produces something unforeseen by 
11 This quote can be heard in the sixth video of the Barn montage.

https://youtu.be/qzu0mMTxaio
https://youtu.be/qzu0mMTxaio
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the creative team” (Daley, 2003, p. 36). As researchers, we had (and continue to 
have) no way of knowing exactly how viewers might react to the Barn montage 
and its stories of building barns by hand in World War II juxtaposed with Gary 
Wilson’s memories of his children “growing up in the barn” while their mother 
bottle-fed lambs. What we did know is that we had reacted viscerally to these 
stories (and those found in the subsequent montages12) at the moments of their 
telling.

Video 1. Barn Montage. https://youtu.be/WtK5phUoGyA

In the words of Daley (2003), “Montage permits an interaction between 
the creator and the receiver, as well as among the elements of the creation. It 
not only allows but encourages the recombination of elements to create new 
meanings” (p. 35). Said another way, the quilt-work of narratives that we created 
might have one meaning to us as researchers, but it would likely create messages 
and meanings for our audience(s) that we could not anticipate. Moen’s argu-
ment, similar to that of Daley, suggests that the fixed (or what he might deem 
“final”) interpreted narrative is open to multiple, cascading interpretations (p. 
62). Thus, we knew that audience members at our Ohio Farm Stories lecture 
would layer their own memories, experiences, and biases into that story-shar-
ing space. Ultimately, then, the audience would contribute to both the public 
and the private messages of each montage, resulting in the—“something unfore-
seen”—of interpretation.

Selecting the video clips for each montage was difficult, though, and unset-

12 Five montages in all were created for the September 2015 lecture at The University of Findlay.
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tling, because, as Moen (2006) argues, “interpretation starts immediately when 
one story is selected out of any number of other possible stories, and it continues 
during the entire research process” (p. 62). Therefore, the very act of beginning 
the interpretative process meant that particular footage would be privileged, and 
other pieces of footage would be left out. So as patterns of Barn, Role of the 
Farmer, Function of the Farm, Economics, and Disconnect emerged, other clips—
no less important—fell away: clips of Mark Metzger scurrying squirrel-like up 
a ladder to the apex of his barn and clips of Jacki Johnson pulling Civil War 
letters out of Zip-loc bags. Still, what remained gave us pause in its power, and 
as Daley (2003) suggests, the act of choosing and quilting the footage into “the-
matically and conceptually related” sequences “allow[ed] for and respect[ed]” 
our use of intuition (p. 36). And intuition told us immediately that a poignant 
clip of Mark Metzger discussing the sale of his dairy cattle and the transition of 
his farm from livestock to crop production had to lead off the montage entitled, 
Function of the Farm:

Video 2. Function of The Farm Montage. https://youtu.be/qzu0mMTxaio

We would like to think that the vulnerability Mark displayed in the story 
of his farm’s (and his own) evolution, demonstrates the best of feminist rhetor-
ical principles with regard to collaborative research. As Freema Elbaz-Luwisch 
(1997) argues, “stories are most instructive and revealing when they are most 
personal, and often when the owners of the stories are most vulnerable. As re-
searchers, we cannot easily protect them [owners of stories]: In fact, it is precisely 
in wishing to treat them as equals that we expose them to risk” (p. 82). We trace 
our instincts to “protect” Mark’s story to the culture of belonging we shared 
with him—a culture that suggests (if not dictates) that men do not demonstrate 

https://youtu.be/5QAPQgldMrk
https://youtu.be/5QAPQgldMrk
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emotional vulnerability. However, we also saw in Mark’s narrative, the ways in 
which “An ethics of caring, connectedness, and collaboration” (McEwan, 1997, 
p. 85) can lead to a powerful moment of story-telling. His narrative also stands 
as evidence of the co-mingling of public and private that often occurred in these 
story-telling exchanges.

Public and private were similarly intertwined during one of our conversa-
tions with Jacki Johnson. In her pre-interview, Jacki spoke with pride about her 
family—from her parents to her children to her grandchildren. Later, in her sub-
sequent recorded interview, she haltingly revealed that her teenage granddaugh-
ter had passed away unexpectedly just days prior. As researchers, we struggled to 
compose ourselves upon hearing this news put forth in such a raw, unsolicited 
manner. Unexpectedly, we found that our feminist inquiry had positioned us in 
a moment where our “hearts were on our sleeves” (Sullivan, 1992, p. 57). The 
recorded discussion changed directions briefly as Jacki proceeded to share pho-
tographs of her granddaughter and the details of her death. In that moment, we 
were simply three mothers sharing the burden of unexpected loss.

Here, Lisa Ede’s (1992) words seem fitting: “I increasingly find myself look-
ing for ways to connect, rather than to separate, what I experience as my ‘person-
al’ self with my scholarly and pedagogical work” (p. 328). Our personal “selves” 
connected to Jacki’s grief and prohibited us from including this exchange within 
any of the montages prepared for the public lecture. Here, we made a conscious 
choice as researchers to protect Jacki’s vulnerability. As Sullivan (1992) suggests, 
“The researcher’s own race, class, culture, and gender assumptions are not neu-
tral positions from which he or she observes the world but lenses that determine 
how and what the researcher sees” (p. 56, italics ours). We would add: and what 
that researcher shares in public venues13.

Our protective impulses toward Mark and Jacki demonstrate that strong 
push-pull of public/private that continued to problematize our efforts “to align 
feminism with community engagement beyond academic borders” (Blair & 
Nickoson, this collection). Still, it was through the private that we and (we 
believe) our co-researchers experienced a growing sense of hooks’ “culture of 
belonging” in a more public sense. Here a juxtaposition of Gergen and Gergen’s 
notions on “nested narratives” (1988) with Royster and Kirsch’s ideas on social 
circulation helps explicate this phenomenon. Both sets of academics theorize 
about evolutionary social relationships; Gergen and Gergen within the context 
of narrative and Royster and Kirsch within the context of feminist inquiry. Ac-
cording to Gergen and Gergen, “Not only do people enter social relationships 

13 Obviously, we have chosen to share a textual recounting of Jacki’s story in this particular 
public forum; however, we demonstrated our commitment to protecting the integrity and vul-
nerability of the video-taped version of the moment by not including it in any of the montages.
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with a variety of narratives at their disposal, but, in principle, there are no tem-
poral parameters within which events must be related through narratives” (1988, 
p. 263). Likewise, Royster and Kirsch’s (2012) social circulation “involves con-
nections among past, present, and future . . .” (p. 23). In terms of the Ohio Farm 
Stories project, the farmers shared narratives in non-linear ways and criss-crossed 
generations, time, and social spaces in doing so. The result of shedding temporal 
parameters, says Gergen and Gergen, is “nested narratives, or narratives within 
narratives”; likewise, the storytellers “may come to see themselves as part of a 
long cultural history” (1988, p. 263).

The point then is that the farmers’ individual, private narratives are nested 
within a larger, over-arching public narrative of Hancock County that could 
be equated with a “long cultural history” as spoken of by Gergen and Gergen 
and even hooks. We also argue that just below that over-arching history reside 
many other intact as well as nebulous sub-narratives specific to the farmers. 
These narratives have public as well as private elements and are evidenced 
in the montages. Below these narratives lie nestled the private narratives that 
weave across time, such as those of Jacki and the loss of her granddaughter: 
thus, nests reside within and among nests, which reside within and among 
nests, and so on. Elements of community can be derived from or read into any 
of these layers.

Furthermore, a drill down into these “community nests” reveals a number 
of binaries, such as Hancock County resident v. non-Hancock County resident, 
country v. city, past v. present. While not all neat or exact, these binaries emerge 
more clearly in the Disconnect montage:

Video 3. Disconnect Montage. https://youtu.be/5QAPQgldMrk
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Images of distancing criss-cross the community binaries in this montage: 
Gary Wilson’s observation, “The farther away you get [from the farm], the less 
connected you become” is echoed in Jacki Johnson’s lament that current society 
is “too many generations away from the farm.” David Spahr uses the phrases “far 
away” and “several generations away from the farm” in his comments, and Miles 
Von Stein points out the distance between farmer and non-farmer by stating, 
“We’re going to have to teach the people who don’t know [about agriculture].” 
In The Responsibilities of Rhetoric (2010), David Zarefsky notes: “Rhetoric brings 
a public or community into being. It accomplishes this task by enabling people 
to recognize common bonds, to see their interests, experiences, and aspirations 
as consubstantial” (p. 16).

In the case of the Disconnect narratives, bonds among farmers and the binary 
of country versus city constitute the farmers’ sense of community and create as 
well as define what it means to be “of the same substance or essence.” That shared 
substance includes tropes of hard work, shared labor and responsibility among 
family members, and the push-pull of shepherding a farm toward future sustain-
ability while at the same time maintaining century-deep roots. And while we, 
as researchers, recognized the commonalities among these notions about com-
munity even before the transcription phase, we also acknowledge that, in posi-
tioning the disconnect comments within the same montage, we have privileged 
and increased the volume of the binary. Still, that binary reflects, what Zarefsky 
might call, one of the “larger values,” shared within the farming community that 
serves to contribute to a “sense of who we are” (p. 17). And ironically, that binary 
serves to blur other binaries: public v. private, academic v. community.

REAPING WHAT’S BEEN SOWN

“We’re getting so far away from the land in our thinking and our liv-
ing . . . the rest of the world is several generations away from the farm”

- Farmer David Spahr

Without exception, the farmers in this project shared a fierce pride in their her-
itage and a common view that parts of that heritage were slipping away, as is 
evidenced in the quote above by David Spahr. Likewise, the artifacts they shared 
were illustrative of a language of agriculture and of manual labor that has been 
all but lost save for those few “native speakers” who recall how the implements 
were used, whether from their observations as youngsters or from the demon-
strations of their ancestors. Many of the objects the farmers shared embodied 
pride in their family heritage, from a worn ledger illustrating the economic effi-
ciency of an ancestor, to a draw-knife used by an industrious forefather to craft 

https://youtu.be/jZNnwFSz9bg
https://youtu.be/jZNnwFSz9bg
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shake shingles for an early homestead. When the farmers shared these objects, 
our honest, visceral reactions seemed to serve as validation of the significance of 
these honored symbols.

Only once did we stray from the feminist methodologies that had fostered 
mutual respect and had led to open vulnerable discourse. This occurred in July 
during our final interview with the three-generations of VonSteins. Nearly two 
months had passed since we had completed the other five interviews, and it 
had been four months since we had originally visited the VonStein farm. The 
delay in the recorded interview precipitated several outcomes not in keeping 
with our feminist methodologies. First, it created a space of time which eroded 
the previous social relationship we had cultivated with the VonSteins during 
our pre-interview conversation. In that discussion, three generations gathered 
around the kitchen table to share photos of the devastation caused to the farm 
during the 1965 Palm Sunday tornado outbreak1. The conversation that ensued 
was not confined in any temporal or generational manner—the discussion lay-
ered past and present and moved fluidly among grandfather, father, mother, and 
granddaughter. However, when we returned to the farm in late July, a spot was 
set up in the barn for the discussion. Gone was the familial feel of the kitchen 
table; gone was the non-hierarchical dialogic mode of collaboration; both were 
replaced by a “setting” for an interview.

The time gap and change in setting resulted in a strained discourse, despite 
the fact that we were in the VonStein’s barn. Quiet ensued when videotaping be-
gan, so we reverted to asking pointed questions and prompting discourse related 
to the themes we had already isolated for the montages rather than letting the 
VonSteins tell their story. To borrow David Spahr’s words from the beginning of 
this section—we were “getting too far away” from our feminist methodologies 
in how we were thinking about and living our research. And when we veered 
from those methodologies, there were fewer authentic moments, less vulner-
ability, and less potential for the research to be a “lived process”2 (Royster & 
Kirsch, 2012, p. 87). In the case of the final interview, we neglected to create 
space where we could “see and hold contradictions without rushing to immedi-
ate closure, to neat resolutions, or to cozy hierarchies and binaries” (Royster & 
Kirsch, 2012, p. 21-22), even though we had fostered such a connection in our 
pre-interview-conversation. In retrospect, we should have stopped the interview 
and encouraged discussion that flowed more naturally by walking with the Von-

1 On April 11-12, 1965, the Midwest experienced the second biggest tornado outbreak (to 
that date) of all time. Tornado damage was widespread throughout Hancock County, Ohio.
2 Kirsch and Royster (2012) describe a researcher’s “lived process” as the ways in which a 
researcher “moved back and forth between past and present, between visiting historical sites and 
bringing them into the present, between searching archives and walking the land” (87).
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Steins through their greenhouses or around their vast gardens of sunflowers. In 
this mistake, we learned intimately what Kirsch and Royster (2010) are getting 
at when they state, “Experience, in fact, has taught us that it takes patience, 
humility, and honesty to develop well-grounded principles for engagement and 
excellence” (p. 664). Said another way, “You reap what you sow.”

CULTIVATING THE ENDEAVOR

“That’s what this country was started on, God and farming. You get away 
from that, and there’s not much else.”

- Farmer Jacki Johnson

Video 4. Final Thoughts Montage. https://youtu.be/jZNnwFSz9bg

As this chapter suggests, utilizing feminist rhetorical principles in gathering and 
then analyzing the farmers’ stories was at once liberating and confounding. Yes, we 
had agency to consider all elements of the storytelling experience in making mean-
ing for ourselves, the farmers, and our community. The rub was that the complex-
ity and tangled interplay of these elements resisted any simplicity in our attempts 
to corral them into a neat, cohesive whole. Declarations such as Jacki Johnson’s 
that “God and farming” undergird America have a surface simplicity, but it is the 
teasing out of the layers of stories, and time, and tradition beneath her comment 
that feminist researchers seek to reveal. Luckily, place and materiality give feminist 
researchers space to do that. Still, the auto-ethnographic elements that seeped into 
our work—while legitimized by Royster and Kirsch’s framework—also positioned 
us as “both product and producer of a given cultural phenomenon” (Wood & 

https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
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Fassett, 2003, p. 288), and at times, we were not entirely comfortable negotiating 
those roles. But isn’t that the point, after all? To engage in this “back and forth 
movement” of analytical and embodied research and ground that research “in the 
communities from which it emanates” (Kirsch & Roster, 2012, p. 86)? In the 
end, we embraced the intertextuality of the entire enterprise as the farmers’ voices 
co-mingled with our emotive experiences as well as the material spaces in which 
we interacted to create the polyphony of a community and of many sub-commu-
nities. Ultimately, we learned “to attend to our own levels of comfort and discom-
fort, to withhold quick judgment, to read and reread” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 
76) the texts and experiences our co-researchers afforded us in order to honor the 
stories shared with us—tangles and all.

Like Moen (2006), “We would like the stories to be thinking tools for our 
research colleagues, as new inquiry questions might arise from the narratives” (p. 
65). Said another way, we see Ohio Farm Stories as a type of scholarly activism, 
not unlike that advocated by Keri Mathis and Beth Boehm in their chapter, 
“Build Engaged Interventions in Graduate Education.” Similarly, we recognize 
“the rich resources and information that community partners already possess 
and that we can help facilitate (and ultimately benefit from) in our collaboration 
with them” (Mathis & Boehm, Chapter 6, this collection). Thus, the interpre-
tation and meaning-making does not end with us, since our plan to make the 
raw footage of the narratives accessible in archive form open to the public al-
lows for an infinite number of future interpretations, connections, reminisces, 
and community-building experiences. Much like the potential outgrowth of the 
community engagement “knot-work” described by Mary Sheridan (Chapter 11, 
this collection), we envision others cultivating the narratives into projects and 
endeavors we have not imagined. With that happy thought, we will continue 
to do the good work of feminist intervention, adding to the archive in order to 
move the voices of agriculture inward from the margins of rhetorical research. 
Feminist rhetorical principles make that movement possible, just as those prin-
ciples make possible the complexity of interpretation when narrative becomes 
a collective, collaborative endeavor among the researchers, the participants, and 
the community.
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CHAPTER 10.  

LITERACY SPONSORSHIP AS A 
PROCESS OF TRANSLATION: 
USING ACTOR-NETWORK THEORY 
TO ANALYZE POWER WITHIN 
EMERGENT RELATIONSHIPS 
AT FAMILY SCHOLAR HOUSE

Kathryn Perry
California State University, Los Angeles

This chapter examines a moment of literacy at an educational non-
profit called Family Scholar House (FSH) to understand the multiple 
dimensions underlying literacy practices, including material condi-
tions, social relationships, and institutional ideologies. Based on inter-
views with both low-income single mothers who are full-time college 
students as well as FSH staff, this chapter analyzes an application for 
government assistance using Actor-Network Theory. By examining this 
literacy moment as a process of translation in which diverse elements 
interact with the goal of achieving a successful application, this study 
shows how this population of college students are made (in)visible 
in specific ways by the negotiated power dynamics of the application 
itself, the individual applying, and her social support relationships.

“I guess one thing I want to do, I want to be able to make it, you know? I 
would like, you know I feel like depending on these services are good, but 
they help, it’s easy to get comfortable, and you know to be stuck . . . Be-
ing assisted, like I get assistance and stuff, and it’s easy to get stuck there. 
But I want to be able to make my own money, you know, and be able to 
provide for my kids without any help and assistance from nobody.” 

- ChaRay, personal interview

“You have to really be organized with your time . . . to get everything 
accomplished. I would say, it’s not so much school but it is the demands 
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of everything, everybody . . . You know . . . that everybody has expecta-
tions of what they, whether it’s the government, you know . . . Because I 
get government assistance . . . They have requirements . . . And so it’s just, 
trying to juggle everything, I would say time . . . I always, I always say . . . 
I wish I had more time. So that would be the biggest challenge.” 

- Sofia, personal interview

On a typical weekday during the semester, Sofia is up early to take her kids to 
school, after which she comes home and is able to enjoy a quiet cup of coffee and 
start on her homework. She says this is her favorite time of day—the time when 
she can focus on school and get to work accomplishing the many goals she has 
set for herself and her family. The rest of the day is a constant stream of activity, 
between attending her classes, squeezing in homework when she can, picking 
up the kids from school and helping them with their homework, playtime, din-
ner, and bed. Sofia doesn’t have a job, and she relies on government assistance 
to support her family while she finishes her Bachelor’s degree. They live in the 
subsidized apartments of one of Family Scholar Houses’s (FSH) four campuses 
in Louisville, Kentucky.

Sofia’s narrative is an increasingly familiar, yet still elided by many, story of 
a low-income single parent attempting to earn a college degree and improve the 
life of her family. Though higher education has seen, over the past 45 years, an 
increasingly diversified student body with the accompanying awareness of the 
diverse experiences and expectations that students bring with them into our 
classrooms, our field still searches for ways to understand students’ lives and 
incorporate our understanding into our teaching and research. I begin with the 
above anecdote in order to illustrate one way into students’ lives and literacies. 
A key point to observe about Sofia’s day is the abundance of people, places, ob-
jects, institutions, and relationships making up the networks she moves through 
throughout the day. And, although literacy is one of these elements, her literacy 
practices are also a prism that catch and reflect the fluctuating elements that 
contribute to those literacy practices (from her cup of coffee to the expectations 
of the professor whose assignment she is working on to her own childhood lit-
eracy experiences). Taking on literacy from a more complex angle is not a new 
task, as demonstrated by the work of Brian Street (1984), David Barton and 
Mary Hamilton (1998), and others. The scholarship of New Literacy Studies 
approaches literacy from the social perspective, analyzing the ideological and 
contextual forces that influence the various shapes that literacy practices can 
take. In this chapter I offer an alternative to this social emphasis in literacy 
studies, along the lines of Deborah Brandt and Katie Clinton’s (2002) call for a 
need to recognize the “legibility and durability of literacy: its material forms, its 

http://familyscholarhouse.org
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyodchYl7pQ&feature=share&list=UUZSKXdktekR1subN7Xqfe0w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyodchYl7pQ&feature=share&list=UUZSKXdktekR1subN7Xqfe0w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyodchYl7pQ&feature=share&list=UUZSKXdktekR1subN7Xqfe0w
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technological apparatus, its objectivity; that is, its (some)thing-ness” (p. 344), 
and Steve Parks’ (2013) argument that “our pedagogical goal within community 
partnerships should be to understand how any one ‘literate’ moment is a resting 
point within a dynamic relationship between a series of diffuse literacy practices. 
The point is to study the process by which such resting places occur” (p. 43).

This chapter is a glimpse of the many, real life constraints of low-income sin-
gle mothers living at FSH via analysis of their literacy practices to understand the 
variety of actors and actants that shape these practices. In Chapter 9, Denecker 
and Sisser describe how their “embodied reactions” to both the physical spaces 
and objects of the farms and the farmers’ narratives reveal less obvious meanings 
arising from these interactions. Similarly, I recognize the significance of material 
and social elements in my analysis of literacy moments at FSH. To do so, I will 
draw on Actor-Network Theory (ANT), a complex socio-material approach aris-
ing from Bruno Latour’s (2005) work in science and technology studies. ANT 
allows us to extend the scholarship on literacy and literacy sponsorship so that, 
rather than examining a broad swath of sponsorship over generations (Brandt, 
2001), and rather than examining specific literacy sponsors in depth (Grabill, 
2001), ANT demands that a rich array of diverse elements be included in the 
analysis of any given literate moment. In other words, we reconceive our goal as 
researchers to describe the literacy relationships as opposed to specific “agents.” In 
the words of W. Michele Simmons, Kristen Moore, and Patricia Sullivan (2015) 
as they describe how they use ANT to approach a civic engagement project, they 
follow “the actors and their relationships to one another. . .As we write up the re-
search, we don’t choose which of the many groups involved in civic engagement 
we will study, rather, we watch actors assembling and disassembling at any given 
time and find data in the traces of those assemblings and disassemblings” (pp. 
284-285). My theoretical approach acts as a feminist intervention because I fol-
low the “traces” of literacy sponsorship that are manifested through the shifting 
relationships surrounding a particular moment of translation.

I use the ANT concept of translation in order to a) reveal the mechanisms 
behind a specific literate moment, and b) analyze how these mechanisms make 
these students visible in specific ways and invisible in others. I’m analyzing the 
pieces of the network surrounding the literate moment of translation that is an 
application for government assistance so that we can stop seeing these women as 
only “students” or only “single parents” but also in terms of their relationships and 
their individual perspectives. Kirsch argues that the core principle of feminist re-
search methodology is that research needs to be for women, not just about women 
(“Ethical Dilemmas” 2-3). FSH is an organization run almost entirely by women, 
serving a majority female population. My feminist intervention in doing research 
at FSH is one that recognizes the significance of gender but opens up the analysis 
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to other factors that shape participants’ lives. I perform a feminist intervention 
by acknowledging that gender is not the only or most important aspect of these 
students’ experiences and by analyzing the factors surrounding literacy that seem 
significant to the participants themselves. Given the intense feminization of pover-
ty, I examine an application for federal assistance and take into account the variety 
of material circumstances, social relationships, and individual perspectives that 
are at work within this sort of literate moment but that we might not normally 
see given how the application tends to construct women in a particular, one-sided 
way, and this is my way of enacting a feminist approach to literacy studies research 
at the intersection of university and community agendas. I undertake this ANT 
analysis keeping in mind the concerns of scholars such as Gesa Kirsch (1997), 
Jacqueline Rosyter & Gesa Kirsch (2012), Ellen Cushman (1998), and others 
regarding the need for more reflexive, collaborative, and experimental research 
partnerships. By paying close attention to tensions that arise between the actors 
and actants within this specific network, my work answers the call for community 
engagement research that acknowledges the complexities and divides within any 
given community context while resisting the tendency to reduce the community 
angle to a singular, rosy hue (Harris, 1989).

The unique space of Family Scholar House reaches beyond but also straddles 
the university and community dimensions. Looking at students’ literacy practices 
at this organization opens up the feminist agenda by expanding traditional notions 
of literacy, particularly by focusing on the relationships and relationship work sup-
porting an application for government assistance. This is one of many rich literacy 
moments occurring at FSH; others include the collaborative writing of a financial 
aid appeal letter by students and academic advisors, as well as FSH’s annual fund-
raising luncheon at which students present essays they have written to win college 
scholarships. I have chosen to narrow my analysis in this chapter to the Kentucky 
Transitional Assistance Program application (or KTAP) because this moment has 
such far-reaching consequences upon the actors and actants involved, including 
effects on a student’s finances and family relationships as well as effects on the 
relationship between the student and her FSH social worker.

Beginning as Project Women in 1995, Family Scholar House was created in 
2008. Family Scholar House is a non-profit organization in Louisville, KY whose 
“mission is to end the cycle of poverty and transform our community by empow-
ering families and youth to succeed in education and achieve life-long self-suffi-
ciency” (Family Scholar House). (To get an idea of what FSH does, explore their 
website (http://familyscholarhouse.org), and watch the video at http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=eyodchYl7pQ&feature=share&list=UUZSKXdktekR-
1subN7Xqfe0w.) With four active campuses and more in the pipeline, FSH pro-
vides subsidized housing for its residential members and support services such as 
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academic advising, financial aid advising, mentoring, life skills training, group 
workshops, tutoring, and more for both residential and non-residential mem-
bers. All FSH participants are low-income, the majority of them are female, and 
many have experienced domestic violence. FSH, as an organization, is a feminist 
intervention: it is run by women almost exclusively, serves a majority female 
population, and works to promote social justice for a historically underserved 
student population specifically by building relationships and community ties.

I developed a relationship with FSH while doing dissertation research there, 
a feminist intervention of the kind Sheridan recognizes as a “threshold experi-
ence”: “a learning-by-doing opportunity that changes many participants’ views 
of themselves and of their research, teaching, and community-engaged work in 
and beyond graduate school” (p. 223). For the study this chapter is drawn from, 
I conducted eleven interviews: six with FSH students, three with FSH staff, and 
two with local university writing program administrators. I identified the six 
students with help from Will, the academic services coordinator and my main 
contact at the organization (as well as one of my staff interviews). Both before 
and while I collected data, I volunteered at FSH in various capacities, from filing 
documents to assessing students’ computer needs. I tried to maintain as recipro-
cal a relationship as possible between myself as researcher and the organization 
and its participants. As Mathis and Boehm point out in Chapter 6, collaboration 
and reciprocity are “necessarily flexible—not a rigid, predetermined relationship 
defined by a single party” (p 120). Thus, when one interviewee mentioned need-
ing evening writing help, I made myself available at FSH one evening a week as 
a writing tutor. While my research was not collaborative in the sense that many 
feminist scholars call for—the multivocality, co-authorship, and participatory 
action angle to research—I tried to design my interview questions in ways that 
would allow the women to tell their stories as uniquely as they could. As Brandt 
et al. emphasize, these everyday stories can become crucial touchstones in ac-
tivist collaborations surrounding literacy. During the interviews themselves, I 
kept a semi-structured approach and tried to follow the narrative arc of each 
interviewee as she told her stories.

ACTOR-NETWORK THEORY, TRANSLATION, AND POWER

For this project, the relevant aspects of networks as Latour and those follow-
ing Actor-Network Theory theorize them concern the work being done in the 
formation of networks and the significant uncertainty involved in that work. 
Latour (2005) critiques the term “network” and its overemphasis when it comes 
to deciding how to use ANT, arguing that in addition to the importance of 
“being connected,” networks should draw attention to the actual work taking 
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place: “Really, we should say ‘worknet’ instead of ‘network’. It’s the work, and 
the movement, and the flow, and the changes that should be stressed” (p. 143). 
In other words, my analysis focuses on the relationships and the work that flows 
between actors and actants making up those relationships. Specifically, as I de-
scribe the different people involved in the completion of an application for gov-
ernment assistance, I emphasize how key relationships impact the application, 
and vice versa, how the document itself influences its networked relationships.

Just as Harris (1989) critiques the field’s tendency to reify the notion of “com-
munity,” scholars using ANT also point out that networks exist around a partic-
ular function and often hide the many people and activities that went into cre-
ating that function, using the example of “a textbook or an educational article” 
which “each bring together, frame, select and freeze in one form a whole series of 
meetings, voices, explorations, conflicts and possibilities explored and discarded” 
(Fenwick & Edwards, 2012, p. xiii). The authors emphasize the fact that “these 
inscriptions appear seamless and given, concealing the many negotiations of the 
network that produced it” (p. xiii-xiv). In order for my analysis to get under the 
“seamless and given” appearance of networks surrounding literacy practices, I focus 
on the translation occurring during this particular literate moment of completing 
an application for government assistance. In ANT, translation occurs when actors/
actants are enrolled into a network in order to accomplish a specific purpose. As 
Latour (2005) writes, translation is “a connection that transports, so to speak, 
transformations . . . the word ‘translation’ now takes on a somewhat specialized 
meaning: a relation that does not transport causality but induces two mediators 
into coexisting” (p. 108). In other words, Latour understands translation as the 
connection between actors in a network, and it is this connection that is responsi-
ble for bringing multiple actors together which results in a network (that then gets 
traced by the researcher). Because translation is the “connection that transports . . 
. transformations,” this makes translations especially rich things to study.

It’s the instability of these moments of translation that make them appealing 
for literacy research as feminist intervention that seeks to recognize the diverse 
and shifting factors involved in any given literacy moment—factors that we 
might not be able to see otherwise. As Simmons et al. (2015) point out, “In 
its reliance on uncertainties as a heuristic, Latour’s ANT insists researchers re-
sist and refuse the assumed, the foundational, and the stable in systematic and 
rigorous ways. Because stability is exclusionary, Latour-like unstable portraits 
likely reveal connections otherwise obscured . . .” (p. 278). Not only does an 
ANT analysis reveal the hidden connections and relationships that create a mo-
ment of translation, it can take on the visibility trap of Foucault’s panopticon by 
pointing to specific ways in which those with less power—the women applying 
for assistance—are forced into visibility, while also revealing the less visible ways 
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in which these women are interacting with this literacy moment and how that 
influences their lives and relationships.

Translation is essentially another way of making networked actors/actants 
and their relationships visible. This is important work considering that what we 
usually see as literacy researchers tends to be, despite our best efforts, bounded 
by the constraints of the literacy expectations in any given context. As Mary 
Hamilton (2012) points out, looking at translations allows us to see beneath 
the seemingly ordered reality: “ANT has been called a ‘sociology of translations’ 
and the key process I will focus on is that of ‘translation’ whereby the messy 
complexities of everyday life are ordered and simplified for the purposes of the 
project at hand” (p. 44). By identifying literate moments that seem to represent 
a unified coherence of purpose, we can tease out the underlying tensions and 
differences. Hamilton draws on Sakari’s articulation of translation to point out 
the repercussions of power dynamics within translation:

Translation, as Sakari (2006) argues, is not a simple process of 
making equivalent two different but predetermined entities. It 
is, rather, a process of articulation—“a poietic social practice 
that institutes a relation at the site of incommensurability 
[. . .] a process of creating continuity in discontinuity” (p. 
75). The result is productively emergent, the smoothing of 
differences, the alignment and sequencing of a number of 
sub-projects, a set of differences held—precariously—in ten-
sion because, as Sakari again points out, ‘translation is always 
complicit with the building, transforming or disrupting of 
power relations’ (p. 72). (p. 44)

Translation is about relationship-making between distinct actors, and about 
providing the opportunity for connection between various actors/actants that, 
by coming into contact with each other, change in all sorts of ways. In this 
chapter, I’m identifying the KTAP application as a particular moment of trans-
lation in which a variety of actors/actants seem to be working together towards a 
common purpose (a purpose provided by the moment of translation as it creates 
opportunities for relationships), and in which there is an element of literacy at 
work. I analyze the relationship work happening within this KTAP moment in 
order to start on the micro-level and to avoid lumping particular motivations 
for these moments together and attributing them solely to macro social forces.

As Sarah Read (2015) points out, “. . . for Latour the tracing of associations, or 
the ‘peculiar movement of re-association and reassembling’ (RS; emphasis added), 
is an explanatory activity that describes the translations that induce two actors, 
two intermediaries, into coexisting (RS 108) . . .” (p. 256). In other words, the key 
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to translation is in tracing the movement—or work—that creates relationships 
between actors/actants as they’re enrolled into a specific network with a shared 
purpose. One way that translation takes power into account is by recognizing the 
fluidity of the negotiations between actors/actants and the mutability of agency in 
these relationships. In addition to recognizing the fluctuations of power dynamics, 
I consider how examining a moment of translation can help us to see how actors 
are made visible or identified as they interact with other actors and actants within 
the network. Analyzing the KTAP moment of translation allows us to see the 
mechanisms and consequences of Foucault’s panopticon as they play out here, and 
also to work on identifying how the important and complex ways in which these 
students are interacting with the KTAP application tend to get subsumed and 
hidden by the application itself as a powerful institutional document.

KTAP ANALYSIS

The Kentucky Transitional Assistance Program (KTAP), nested within several 
state departments, provides monthly financial assistance as part of the Tempo-
rary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) cash benefit program to families 
with children, for a maximum of five years. Most parents at FSH receive KTAP 
benefits and must complete the application every month. In what follows, I 
analyze the KTAP application as a literacy moment of translation, which means 
I focus on how relationships are created, with whom, to accomplish what pur-
pose, and amidst which tensions.

The KTAP application represents a kind of continuity of purpose and pro-
cess that comes from its power as an established institutional document and 
procedure, but this continuity hides the tensions, differences, and fractures that 
arise when FSH students apply for government assistance. Just as Mathis and 
Boehm delve into their specific preparations and “behind-the-scenes work” of 
the Community Engagement Academy in order to reveal how significant col-
laborative relationships are being built, my analysis of KTAP reveals “behind-
the-scenes” tensions underlying this document: the tension between needing 
assistance and being stuck on it, the tension in family relations, the tension 
between the KTAP applicant and her sponsor signing off on it, and the tension 
arising from the material circumstances and time constraints surrounding the 
application. These tensions get hidden by the one-dimensional way in which 
the powerful KTAP application constructs the less powerful applicants. Thus, 
also important here are the points of connection for relationship-making that 
KTAP provides opportunities for. This relationship work is a form of feminist 
intervention that can help to make students visible in different, complex ways.

During my interview with Rose, the Family Services Coordinator at FSH, 
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the KTAP application first came up when I asked her what kinds of writing she 
actually did with participants, such as filling out forms. Because all FSH partic-
ipants are low-income single parents, KTAP applications are a common literacy 
event as participants need financial assistance. KTAP came up again when I 
asked Rose about the common struggles and obstacles that participants dealt 
with. Her answer initially had to do with the financial difficulties participants 
are dealing with, and then she moved on to address other, related challenges that 
arise through the KTAP application and the process it entails. It became clear 
that the KTAP application is a very powerful document representing the state 
government, and it requires interventions and relationships in order for partici-
pants to successfully negotiate it on many levels.

Part of the KTAP application’s power comes not only from a very firm dead-
line that, if missed, means no assistance that month, but also from the fact 
that the KTAP document requires acknowledging existence of the child’s father, 
which then results in the state demanding that he pay child support, which then 
has all sorts of consequences on relationships (between the mother and father, 
between the father and child, etc.). As Rose explains,

Because it is government assistance, the government’s going 
to say “Well where is Dad? What is he doing? How is he 
involved?” . . . So that will push a person into child support . 
. . And so we have hesitation for people to get KTAP because 
they, because a lot of times what they think or feel is “Oh, by 
putting my child’s father on child support he’s getting, I’m 
getting him in trouble.” And that’s a feeling from both sides, 
mom’s side and dad’s side . . . And he might say, which is, 
these are statements that have been shared with us, like “Ok 
well then I’m not going to see my child anymore,” or “I want 
visitation,” or somebody gets physically assaulted because of 
this. (Rose, personal communication, December 14, 2014)

Submitting a KTAP application therefore has very real and potentially neg-
ative consequences on the family relationships. This highlights further tension 
in this translation moment, because FSH students may rely on KTAP assistance 
to support their families while they’re in school, but at the risk of damaging 
relationships between the mother and father and between the father and the 
kids. I don’t necessarily want to argue that FSH students see this decision in 
this way—as choosing between earning a degree and maintaining positive rela-
tionships—but I do want to emphasize the potential for tension crystallized in 
this KTAP moment. What happens with this tension depends on the individual 
circumstances of each FSH student.
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Dorothy Smith (2006) argues that analyzing how texts are used by different 
people in a sequence of activities reveals the disjunctures between different reali-
ties, individuals’ perspectives, and institutional purposes that we wouldn’t other-
wise be able to see based on analyzing texts alone. Drawing on Smith, even though 
we aren’t able to know how a KTAP form gets read and interpreted down the road 
by a government employee, what we can see is Rose’s interpretation of the con-
sequences of varying interpretations of the KTAP form upon FSH students and 
their families. For example, Rose indicates that the father’s different interpretation 
of KTAP’s request for child support—that he’s now in trouble with the state—can 
result in a change in his relationship with the mother and the kids. The power 
here fluctuates, with another potential scenario being that applying for KTAP 
could mean that the father does end up paying child support, which then helps 
the mother support her family and continue her education. I want to point out 
the variability of different versions of the KTAP moment of translation in order 
to emphasize the tenuous, continually negotiated nature of power here. KTAP 
provides the points of connection “that transport transformation,” and the shape 
this transformation takes varies. It’s also significant that the KTAP application 
makes both the applicant and the child’s father visible: it identifies the applicant 
as in need of financial assistance, and then identifies the father as someone who 
is then required by the state to help provide some of this assistance in the form of 
child support payments (even if he cannot make them). Identifying the mother 
and father in this way, as a one-dimensional focus on the material circumstances 
and needs of their lives, ignores other complex dimensions such as, as Rose points 
out, the nature of the pair’s relationship.

Just as the KTAP application has potential consequences on family relation-
ships, this tension creates the opportunity for a relationship between the student 
and Rose, as she points out: “And so I can help them, let me help you navigate this 
system and that you understand it well enough to take away some of the stressors 
that you could potentially experience. And if there is a relationship issue with dad, 
let me help you have a better conversation with dad so he can understand. . .That 
it benefits him too” (Rose, personal communication, December 14, 2014). The 
relationship work here between Rose and the participant becomes a feminist inter-
vention, but not intervention in order to halt or prevent action—rather, interven-
tion in the literal sense of the word. Their relationship “comes between” the actors 
and actants (the people involved and the KTAP application itself ), acknowledging 
the necessity of KTAP and easing its repercussions. Mary Hamilton (2012) points 
out that “ANT asserts that the effects of power can be traced through assemblies, 
or mixtures, of objects, animals, people, machines, discourses and so on to which 
agency is delegated” (pp. 41-42). It is only through looking at the relationships 
connecting these various actors that we are able to understand how power works 
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within the translation process. As Sarah Read (2015) points out in her Latourian 
analysis of a child care program, the agency of these child care workers to imple-
ment material change based on state mandates “is coextensive with these powerful 
structures. Their agency is an effect of their association with the whole assemblage 
and their work to enact, maintain, and extend it” (p. 270). Thus, ANT allows us 
to describe how the relationships between actors being translated into a network 
shape the ebb and flow of power within that network. We can see the interdepen-
dencies of power dynamics that develop out of relationships within the KTAP 
moment of translation in how Rose describes her relationships with participants as 
well as how she develops her coaching approach to these relationships.

Rose describes the way she approaches her role with students as “encourage-
ment coaching,” and we can see how her specific angle creates perspectives on 
her students’ lives that the KTAP application ignores.

And I really take the approach . . . of coaching with our fam-
ilies . . . Seeing that our families are the experts, or the parent 
is the expert in their life . . . That I’m not here to tell them 
what to do . . . So I think that approach is really helpful for 
rapport-building . . . and again giving that person the tools 
and feeling that “Hey I can take care of this situation”. (Rose, 
personal communication, December 14, 2014)

In voicing her coaching approach, Rose identifies the FSH families as “the 
experts” and the parent as “the expert in their life.” This particular tact demon-
strates a significantly different way of “seeing” or constructing these women 
from how the KTAP application sees them: as dependent, as needing the su-
pervision of a sponsor. So, in this moment of translation, the relationship work 
between Rose and the women involves a shift in the perspective on the women, 
or on how they are “seen.” By recognizing that the women are the experts in 
their own lives, Rose brings a more complex dimension to a literacy moment 
that typically reduces individuals to one-dimensional types. She thus counters 
the visibility trap of the KTAP application by refusing to see the women only 
as the document portrays them, but rather seeing their complexity. This shift in 
“seeing” extends the relationship work here as a kind of feminist intervention 
with deeper consequences, because in seeing the women as experts of their own 
lives, Rose helps them to see themselves this way.

The tension arising from relationships surrounding the KTAP application 
includes possible discomfort between the applicant and the sponsor she must get 
to sign off on her application. Rose points out that people applying for KTAP 
must find someone to sign off on their application, such as an employer or pro-
fessor if they don’t have access to FSH staff:
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So if you’re a person who, let’s say you didn’t have FSH to 
sign off . . . I have a relationship with the folks to sign off, no 
big deal . . . But if a person maybe has to ask a professor or 
maybe has to ask an employer to sign this, well that could be 
embarrassing to them because Oh, here I am wanting you to 
sign my form . . . And you’re going to ask me, and now you’re 
going to know that I receive government assistance. (Rose, 
personal communication, December 14, 2014)

The potential embarrassment arising from applicants having to divulge pri-
vate information about their lives and financial situation to relative strangers 
becomes an obstacle. And perhaps this remains an obstacle for FSH students, 
too, who may not all have strong relationships with FSH staff and who might 
not be comfortable sharing that information. Here, the points of connection 
that KTAP, as a moment of translation, allows for between the applicant and her 
sponsor can lead to unpredictable kinds of relationships and consequences. Just 
because translations are a “connection that transports transformation” doesn’t 
mean that this transformation is necessarily positive. In this scenario, where 
KTAP applicants must find a person to sign off or may still feel uncomfort-
able with the FSH staff, the consequences involve a shift in social capital where 
applicants may lose power specifically in the form of social capital because of 
the negative associations that accompany government assistance. The sponsor 
signing gains a degree of power because he knows more about the applicant’s life 
than he did before, and perhaps at least partially against her will. The document 
shapes the relationship between the sponsor and the applicant by mediating this 
relationship along the roles of supervisor/supervised, have/have not.

I attempted to locate a copy of the KTAP application itself but was told I 
could only obtain one with an in-person interview with a city social worker. 
Rose gave me a copy of the Verification of Kentucky Works Participation, or 
PA-33 which, while not the exact same thing as the KTAP application, does give 
an idea of the kind of supervision required from a sponsor (such as an employer 
or teacher). This is the form that documents the work/educational activities of 
applicants every month and is signed by the “provider.”

Based on this form, we can see that the provider must document the exact 
hours an applicant works each day, including absences and holidays, and the pro-
vider must also “enter comments for any excused absences.” Just like a teacher 
tracking a student’s attendance in order to help determine her grade in the course, 
this level of supervision is close, precise, and shapes the financial situation of the 
applicant each month (the PA-33 must be completed each month). In other 
words, this document makes an applicant’s labor visible, but in strictly prescribed 
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ways, namely, in terms of hours. The only potential for more detail comes from the 
requirement to “Enter comments for any excused absences,” or, in other words, 
explanations for an applicant’s lack of visible labor. The form itself emphasizes the 
significance of the monthly deadline: “If this form is not correctly completed and 
returned by October 5, 2014, we cannot give you credit for your participation, 
pay for transportation for November 2014, or help with other items you may 
need” (original emphasis). Not only does the PA-33 emphasize time in terms of an 
applicant’s hours of work, it also constrains/defines the temporal aspect in which 
applicants interact with the document with the strict monthly deadline.

Figure 10.1. Verification of Kentucky Works Participation, PA-33. Photo taken by 
the author during data collection.
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The KTAP application deadline imposes time-sensitive constraints upon the 
individual completing the application, and Rose points to the potential diffi-
culties this might create for applicants who are juggling many variables when 
she says, “If you don’t turn in that paperwork on time your benefits get cut off,” 
which then means that person has to go to an appointment to reapply; “You also 
have situations where, and you may see this both for KTAP and Section 8, where 
they say, they send the letter and say ‘Hey, you have an appointment on Dec 4th 
at 11:00.’ Well that just so happens to be my math class” (Rose, personal com-
munication, December 14, 2014). In this example, the high-stakes constraints 
placed upon this participant by her school and by the state require her to juggle 
her time in ways that allow her to successfully receive her benefits and to suc-
cessfully pass her math class. As Sofia points out in this chapter’s epitaph, time 
is her biggest challenge: “And so it’s just, trying to juggle everything, I would say 
time . . . I always, I always say . . . I wish I had more time. So that would be the 
biggest challenge” (Sofia, personal communication, February 20, 2015). There 
is tension in this moment of translation due to the potential conflict between a 
student’s material circumstances and the KTAP time constraints. The same ma-
terial constraints that push a student into government assistance—full-time col-
lege coursework, lack of income, children to support—can also make it difficult 
to jump through the necessary hoops to receive the assistance. And, although the 
KTAP and the PA-33 paint a picture of the applicant primarily in terms of time 
(hours of labor), this maintains a one-dimensional portrait that does not take 
into account the many living variables making up an applicant’s time.

KTAP also creates tension between a student’s need to be on assistance and 
the trap of getting stuck on it and stuck in poverty, as ChaRay, an FSH partici-
pant, notes in the opening epigraph to this chapter. Not only must participants 
follow the application guidelines and deadlines, they must do so despite their 
discomfort and strong desire not to be on government assistance. As LeeAnn 
(another FSH staff member and former FSH participant) and Rose both point 
out, the very nature of government assistance requires FSH participants to re-
main in a very low income bracket to be eligible to receive this assistance. Lee-
Ann articulates this best:

I think there’s a point in everyone’s life when you’re on gov-
ernment assistance and you are low-income, that you sort of 
realize, it’s like an epiphany, the system is meant to suppress 
me . . . Instead of help me, sort of. . . I mean, even if that’s 
not entirely true, you do realize that at one point. . .I have 
to stay low-income in order to receive these benefits . . . you 
know you’re broke, you know you’re low-income, you’re very 
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aware of all this stuff while you’re here . . . But if you try to 
do anything to better yourself right now, it’s going to hurt 
you more than help you. (LeeAnn, personal communication, 
December 10, 2014)

In this scenario, the KTAP document seems to take power away from partici-
pants by limiting their opportunities for employment. Simultaneously, however, 
the government assistance provides opportunities by giving recipients income. 
This very real and embodied contradiction demonstrates the inability of a docu-
ment like the KTAP application to fully portray applicants as they work, study, 
and live amidst a tremendous variety of elements making up their networks. 
And I’m not arguing that it should, or even that it could, given how institutional 
documents like the KTAP application have to function. But it is important to 
understand exactly how the KTAP application translates the students into needs 
and numbers, ignoring their complexities out of necessity, and thereby creating 
opportunities for feminist interventions in the form of the relationship work 
between Rose and the participants.

In fact, it is this contradictory and imbalanced power of the KTAP docu-
ment that necessitates Rose’s intervention to help students navigate the system:

. . . there are so many different barriers that come into play in 
helping a person get out of poverty . . . And, it’s just helping 
our folks be strategic about that . . . And that’s where I hope 
that I can help them . . . KTAP is only a 5 year program . . . 
And it’s ideal right now because you’re in college, and you’re 
only going to be in college for, hopefully about 5 years . . . And 
so I can help them, let me help you navigate this system and 
that you understand it well enough to take away some of the 
stressors that you could potentially experience. And if there is a 
relationship issue with dad, let me help you have a better con-
versation with dad so he can understand . . .That it benefits him 
too . . . And ultimately it’s your decision, you know, because I 
have people who get KTAP, it doesn’t work for them, and they 
would rather work, and that’s fine . . . So it’s really case by case. 
(Rose, personal communication, December 4, 2014)

We can see here that the KTAP moment of translation provides the op-
portunity for a relationship between the FSH student and Rose, and it is this 
relationship specifically that helps the student to successfully navigate the KTAP 
application in ways that reduce the negative consequences (on her family rela-
tionships, for example).
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CONCLUSION

It is the uncertainty and tension represented in the KTAP document (the tension 
between needing assistance and that same assistance requiring applicants to stay 
poor, tension between needing assistance and needing strong family relationships, 
etc.) that necessitates these working relationships—these feminist interventions—
between FSH students and FSH staff. So, another way to look at the KTAP moment 
in terms of translation, in light of the notion of translation as “a process of creating 
continuity in discontinuity,” is to recognize the seeming continuity and strength 
of these relationships and then to look at what lies beneath those relationships, 
namely, the reasons that those relationships exist. If translation is a “connection that 
transports . . . transformations” (Latour, 2005, p. 108), then the KTAP application 
as a moment of translation is a point of connection between all of the involved 
actors/actants that supports potential transformations of those actors/actants via 
the relationships created by this point of connection. As Latour argues, “So, the 
word ‘translation’ now takes on a somewhat specialized meaning: a relation that 
does not transport causality but induces two mediators into coexisting” (p. 108). 
In other words, KTAP does not cause transformation; rather, the KTAP applica-
tion induces the relevant actors/actants into coexisting, and it is the relationships 
arising from this coexistence that have the potential to transform those involved. In 
this way, we can conceive of feminist interventions as necessary parts of a complex 
system of sponsorship surrounding literacy practices. These feminist interventions 
enact relationship work that balances the reductive lens of institutional documents 
and processes. As Sheridan argues in Chapter 11, “Knot-working collaborations 
emerge out of what I consider a threshold concept within our field: doing is a 
leading edge of learning. Unfortunately, our desire to provide opportunities for this 
learning-by-doing faces institutional and individual obstacles that hinder feminist 
community engagement” (p. 214). Knot-working is an example of this feminist 
intervention of relationships that develop through “doing”; identifying moments 
of translation can allow us to recognize what the “doing” of this relationship work 
looks like in the practice of community engagement and research.

The most significant negotiations of power in this moment of translation seem 
to lie in the relationships among the people involved. It initially seems as though 
the KTAP document itself has the most power, because the students and staff are 
working to navigate the document successfully and there are material consequenc-
es on students’ lives. Perhaps another way of looking at power is to argue that the 
KTAP document has the present power—in the present conditions of students’ 
lives as they’re on assistance—but it’s the students who have the power over their 
potential futures because they are using the KTAP assistance in order to work to-
wards the kind of futures they want (futures in which they are not on assistance). 

http://familyscholarhouse.org/
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In other words, power shifts over time and between actors/actants within a given 
translation. In this sense, it’s important to analyze the relationship work and the 
ways in which students are being made visible/invisible in this KTAP moment of 
translation because by seeing the complexity here, we can also begin to see how 
this literacy moment could influence students’ potential futures.

In using the ANT concept of translation to examine the network of literacy 
sponsorship surrounding the KTAP application, I have been able to trace the re-
lationship work taking place between human actors as well as nonhuman actants. 
This relationship work between Rose and the participants allows FSH participants 
to change how they perceive their own lives and how they imagine their futures. 
Literacy sponsorship at FSH becomes not only about the literacy practices them-
selves (practices which, as demonstrated here, are not exclusively ‘academic’ or ‘ex-
tracurricular’ but are multifaceted, pragmatic, and significantly related to financ-
es), or even about the goal of “life-long self-sufficiency” that these practices help 
achieve, but about the relationships and negotiations unfolding around even the 
smallest literacy event, where those relationships and power dynamics come from, 
and how they then keep on playing out within these actors’ lives and networks. By 
making visible the mechanisms underlying this specific moment of translation and 
revealing the ways in which applicants are made visible (as poor, as single parents, 
in stark terms of work hours) and the complexities that are hidden (tensions in 
family relationships, the material conditions of their lives), I hope to emphasize 
the significance of the relationship work happening here. This relationship work 
not only provides opportunities for students to navigate the system and to see 
themselves differently (as Rose helps them to navigate KTAP and to see themselves 
as “the experts” on their lives), it also demonstrates the kind of deeply layered, pris-
matic work going on at places like Family Scholar House. This work is not worthy 
of attention simply because it exists in the “community” versus the “university” 
(because actually, I’d argue FSH exists in both at once), or because of its devo-
tion to literacy and education. Rather, the relationship work happening in this 
moment of translation is valuable because it mirrors the kind of complex, deeply 
felt but rarely understood relationship work surrounding literacy in classrooms, 
living rooms, community centers, and workplaces everywhere. In identifying this 
relationship work as a kind of feminist intervention, the next question becomes, 
“How do we build heuristics and scaffolding to support and sustain the relation-
ship work of feminist interventions in ways that don’t squash the serendipitous, 
unpredictable, and joyful nature of these encounters?”1

1 I model this question after a similar one asked by Paul Feigenbaum at the inaugural Con-
ference on Community Writing about the nature of community-university partnerships: “What 
would it mean to build engaged infrastructure that cultivates a flow milieu even while connected 
to institutions that tend to disrupt it?”
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CHAPTER 11.  

KNOTWORKING 
COLLABORATIONS: FOSTERING 
COMMUNITY-ENGAGED 
TEACHERS AND SCHOLARS

Mary P. Sheridan
University of Louisville

Sheridan draws on her experience founding and co-teaching the Dig-
ital Media Academy (DMA) to propose knotworking collaboration as 
a central practice for alternative forms of graduate education and pro-
fessionalization. Examining the academy’s design—both in messaging 
with external, public and funding audiences, and in internal pro-
gramming with graduate student co-facilitators—Sheridan concludes 
that such collaborations represent a messy, but significant form of 
community and intellectual engagement for graduate students.

For a variety of reasons, academics have been trying to explain what we do 
to those inside and outside the academy. One current strategy is to articu-
late threshold concepts (Meyer & Land, 2003), the ways disciplinary insiders 
make meaning (e.g., the epistemologies and practices that mark certain dis-
ciplines). Not surprisingly, newcomers often struggle to learn these insider 
threshold concepts, but this theory holds that once students grasp these dis-
ciplinary ideas and practices, the learning is irreversible.1 Scholars investigat-
ing how to foster students’ understandings of such concepts have forwarded 
the idea of threshold experiences, what community-engaged scholars Barbara 

1 The richness (and critique) of this idea has found traction in many disciplines, including 
our own where threshold concepts have been taken up, perhaps most overtly in Linda Ad-
ler-Kassner and Elizabeth Wardle’s Naming What We Know: Threshold Concepts of Writing Studies 
(2015), a book that forwards our own field’s threshold concepts (surrounding the metaconcept 
that writing is an activity and an area of study), as well as the possibilities and difficulties of 
fostering the learning environments for people to engage and adopt such threshold concepts. A 
quick Google search illustrates how threshold concepts are playing out in many disciplines; read-
ers of this collection may be interested in the Launius and Hassel’s Threshold Concepts in Women’s 
and Gender Studies: Ways of Seeing, Thinking and Knowing (2015).
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Harrison, Patti H. Clayton, and Gresilda A. Tilley-Lubbs (2014) define as 
“reflective encounters with dissonance that give rise to deeper understand-
ings and sometimes internalization of threshold concepts” (p. 5). For Har-
rison et al., threshold experiences combine the experiences and the reflec-
tions on those experiences that can lead to the deep learning, the irreversible 
changes described in threshold concepts. Yet not every experience qualifies as 
a threshold experience; threshold experiences require full engagement with 
the complexities and contradictions that dismantle pat understandings and 
move us toward a deep learning. As teachers, researchers, community part-
ners, and mentors, we are called to create the conditions for people to learn 
these threshold concepts, in part by constructing opportunities for threshold 
experiences.

Taking up that challenge in regards to this collection’s focus on how femi-
nist community engagement can be fostered in higher education, I forward one 
threshold experience: knotworking collaborations. Knotworking collaborations 
emerge out of what I consider a threshold concept within our field: doing is a 
leading edge of learning. Unfortunately, our desire to provide opportunities for 
this learning-by-doing faces institutional and individual obstacles that hinder 
feminist community engagement. The obstacles have been well articulated, from 
the mismatch of academic and project timelines (Lindquist, 2012), to struggles 
with community partners (Mathieu, 2013), to changes in our professional or 
personal lives (Deans, 2013). The dilemmas are real. And yet, if we believe that 
doing is central to learning, we need to provide more models of how to enact 
that doing.

The threshold experiences provided through knotworking collaborations, I 
argue, construct such opportunities. Essential to this deep learning is the femi-
nist practice of destabilizing unhelpful hierarchies found within traditional aca-
demic partnerships, both those inside and outside the university. Knotworking 
collaborations do that destabilizing by helping participants interrogate issues of 
power, knowledge making, and relationship building within their collaborative 
partnerships.

In this chapter, I explore how knotworking collaborations can provide thresh-
old experiences for graduate students interested in community engagement. Af-
ter discussing ways to rethink how graduate education can build threshold ex-
periences in community engagement, I detail how knotworking collaborations 
can enhance these efforts. I then offer an example of such a project: the Digital 
Media Academy (DMA), a free, two-week summer camp for rising 6th grade girls 
taught by University of Louisville graduate students and faculty. I conclude with 
a call for us, feminist community-engaged scholars, to find ways to foster such 
threshold experiences in our own settings.
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RETHINKING GRADUATE EDUCATION IN COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT THROUGH FEMINIST, WRITING 
STUDIES AND HIGHER EDUCATION LENSES

As external pressures push higher education to re-examine both what it does and 
how it engages with diverse stakeholders,2 universities have found great interest in 
engaging with the community—a point made plain in the fact that hundreds of 
academic institutions applied for the most recent Carnegie Foundation designa-
tion of a “Community Engagement University,” with 240 U.S. colleges and uni-
versities earning that designation in 2015 (Carnegie Classification), and that even 
more universities are building the infrastructures for such designations.3 What 
this engagement looks like in practice varies but, generally, projects align with 
the oft-cited Carnegie Foundation’s definition of community engagement, which 
focuses on “the mutually beneficial exchange of knowledge and resources in a con-
text of partnership and reciprocity” between institutions of higher education and 
people in “the public and private sectors” in order “to enrich scholarship, research, 
and creative activity; enhance curriculum, teaching and learning; prepare educat-
ed, engaged citizens; strengthen democratic values and civic responsibility; address 
critical societal issues; and contribute to the public good” (New England Resource 
Center for Higher Education, 2015). Enacting this definition requires an atten-
tion to both philosophical orientations and pedagogical practices (Butin, 2014), 
if, as the name indicates, academics are to truly engage with a community. It is 
here that feminist and Writing Studies traditions have much to offer as universities 
reimagine graduate education to include the doing of community engagement.

2 As has been well documented (e.g., Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, 2014), the 
government is withdrawing significant support from higher education, prompting institutions to 
raise tuition to cover the shortfall. Moreover, as the numbers of grants decrease and the amount 
of student debt increases, the public understandably asks if higher education is worth the price. 
As I have argued elsewhere (Sheridan, 2014), this questioning can be dangerous when those of 
us in higher education, including those in writing studies, struggle to explain our value to those 
beyond our classrooms (cf Duffy, 2012).
3 The Carnegie Foundation designation is but one measure. According to the Campus 
Compact’s 2013 annual membership survey, support for community engagement is growing, as 
evident in rising levels of support for faculty (via faculty development workshops; sample syllabi 
and assessment materials; tenure and review rewards) (p. 3); for students (via service consid-
ered in admissions criteria; graduation requirements; student awards) (p. 4); and for alumni 
(via service opportunities; public recognitions; university awards) (p. 4). Similarly, budgets for 
campus engagement centers are rising (p. 8), and center staff are increasingly credentialized. 
Collectively, these efforts show that universities are not only valuing community engagement, 
they’re devoting more material resources to foster such engagement. And though such work may 
be, in part, to redress the current public relations crisis that questions higher education’s price 
tag and relevance, higher education has an opportunity to demonstrate its value in part through 
developing meaningful community engagement.

https://dma2015research.wordpress.com/2015/06/25/day-nine/
https://dma2015research.wordpress.com/2015/06/25/day-nine/
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Since the earliest days of Women (and Gender) Studies Departments, feminist 
scholars have advocated for community engagement as fundamental to the uni-
versity’s mission, as Adrienne Rich outlined in a “Woman-Centered University:”

“Ideally, I imagine a very indistinct line between ‘university’ 
and ‘community’ instead of the familiar city-on-a-hill frowning 
down on its neighbors, or the wrought-iron gates by which 
town and gown have traditionally defined their relationship” 
(1979, p. 152). 

While some have asked what makes feminist community-engaged scholar-
ship distinct (cf Iverson & James, 2014), in general, it’s that scholars in are 
asking questions similar to ones feminists have been asking for years: Who gets 
to decide on the project, and how? Whose voices are heard? Who benefits? How 
do we foster genuine, reciprocal relationships?4

Such feminist questions highlight the importance of examining power, knowl-
edge making, and genuine partnership—topics the university would be wise to 
address in its deep dive into community engagement (cf Orr, 2011).5 Yet while 
such questions prompt us to think about relations between university members 
and community partners, 6 they are also relevant for relations within university 
groups, such as within faculty and graduate community-engaged collaborations. 
This is certainly the case for feminist community-engaged scholars committed to 
designing threshold experiences for graduate students, both for their current edu-
cation and for opening possibilities for similar work in their future.7

Writing Studies also has a long history with community engagement, from 
democratic impulses that call for class mobility or critical consciousness to 
scholars promoting reciprocal relationships between academic and community 
partners, as the chapters in this collection demonstrate. Writing Studies schol-
ars have built on these histories to the point that community engagement is 
4 In the same ways that feminists focus on power and the consequences of that power, 
feminist community engagement scholars also examine power and privilege in their work, as 
evident in the types of questions they ask: How can we change the fact that the voices least 
heard in community-engaged research, according to Stoecker and Tryon (2009), are community 
partners—those with the least power to shape the scholarly write-up and discussions about such 
partnership work? Or, how is it that community engagement is defined in a way that, as Mena 
and Vaccaro (2015) argue, frequently occludes engagement by women of color, precisely because 
their work often focuses on everyday community survival for those without much privilege?
5 For a history of divergent trends of current feminist community engagement scholarship, 
see Costa and Leong (2013), especially their distinctions between more individually-focused en-
trepreneurial models and the more structural, social justice models of community engagement.
6 See Stoecker and Tryon (2009) about the need for more attention to community partners.
7 For discussions in this collection, see Mathis & Boehm about graduate student experiences 
and see Brandt et al. as well as Concannon et al. about undergraduate student experiences.
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prevalent. Individual pa-
pers and panels focusing 
on community engage-
ment are becoming more 
prominent at our local, 
national, and internation-
al conferences; engaged 
scholarship is not only be-
ing accepted into flagship 
journals, but also becom-
ing the focus of special is-
sues, monographs, edited 
collections, and books; 
MLA Job List postings 
are calling for communi-
ty-engaged specializations 
in their announcements; 
and graduate programs are 
adding course offerings in 
community literacies (Fero 
et al., 2008), civic respon-
sibility (Bowen et al., 2014), or service learning within feminist activist frames 
(Webb et al., 2007).

The calls to develop models for community-engaged, graduate education with-
in Writing Studies parallel those circulating elsewhere in higher education. For 
example, Professor of Higher Education Kerry Ann O’Meara (2008) argued that 
graduate students should have multiple, repeated opportunities for community en-
gagement—from coursework to a practicum to extended projects that may lead to 
dissertation work. MIT Urban and Environmental Policy and Planning professor 
Lorlene Hoyt (2010) similarly proposed an expansion of the sites for community 
engagement both within higher education (e.g., in individual assignments, within 
individual courses, across multiple courses, and in thesis and dissertations) and 
within the community (e.g., working on city boards; including graduate student 
salaries as a budget line in community grant applications). These and other op-
portunities to engage with communities beyond our classrooms could change the 
way knowledge is created and shared, a goal for graduate education. This potential 
may be pursued by focusing on what Hoyt called “reciprocal” knowledge making: 
“For higher education, [this reciprocal knowledge making] means conceiving of 
knowledge differently, rethinking how professionals are prepared in the academy 
and how knowledge generated by citizens is valued in the university; it also means 

[Doing DMA, I learned] that I really 
LOVE community engagement like I 
thought I would. . . . It has [also] been 
a crash course in logistics management. 
There are so many things to juggle that 
I never would have thought of if I hadn’t 
experienced it. It has also been a crash 
course in responsivity (my favorite word). 
We obviously had really detailed plans on 
our way into camp but also adjusted them 
a lot to what was actually happening, and 
not just what we thought was happening. 
I also got to see the way [my research on] 
trauma impacts community work in some 
incredibly interesting ways that I’m still 
processing but can’t wait to write about.

 – Michelle, 2015 Camp Blog, https://dma-
2015research.wordpress.com/2015/06/25/day-nine/
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adopting broader and 
more humanistic modes 
of scholarship evolving 
into more nimble and 
responsive civic institu-
tions” (2010, p. 86).

Such efforts in fem-
inist studies, Writing 
Studies, and commu-
nity-engaged scholar-
ship provide expertise 
the university could tap 
as it investigates how 
to infuse community 
engagement in grad-
uate education while 
minimizing the “push 
and pull” graduate stu-
dents may face when 
attempting to do com-
munity-engaged work 
(Feigenbaum, 2008). 
As Paul Feigenbaum 
explained, despite good 
intentions and genuine 
desire from many quar-

ters on campus, students wanting to do such work in graduate school need more 
“systematic means” to meet the challenges and opportunities of both partic-
ipating in genuine community engagement and graduating within the given 
timeframe (2008).

Providing knotworking collaborations within graduate education could be 
one such systematic means.

WHY KNOTWORKING COLLABORATIONS 
IN GRADUATE EDUCATION

From the outset, let me say I struggle with how to name this project; I’m work-
ing with the provisional title of knot-working collaborations with the hopes that 
others can build on this project to find alternative naming options. I want these 
collaborative opportunities to be part of an institutional structure, but I’m aware 

I think it would be almost more appropri-
ate to think of this experience [in DMA] as 
equivalent to a course for me. . . . . It was 
like a practicum in doing place-based, you 
know, person-based research. I think it was 
really cool that we got to plan it from the 
very earliest stages, everything from who 
do we involve, how do we involve them, 
and what age, and do we do just girls, you 
know, do we do all one grade, do we do 
this a couple times over the summer or do 
we only do it once? And then, obviously, 
day to day, a lot of planning, too: purchas-
ing tools and technology, and software, and 
so on. So we were heavily—we were given 
basically sole control over the project. Mary 
P was very hands-off and that was really 
cool from a learning perspective. I feel like 
I did learn a lot about planning this sort of 
camp and, you know, teaching in general 
[and] research in general.

– Elizabeth, interview
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of the tactical suppleness central to community-engaged projects—projects that 
arise and fade based on myriad factors that are often at odds with academic, 
institutional structures. Knotworking attempts to get at this. Although I appre-
ciate concepts like community, community of practice, or discourse communities,8 
these terms also evoke more homogenized, almost utopic spaces that simplify 
the complex multiplicity happening in these temporary groups that are coming 
together in a shared project that is shot through with diverse, even conflicting 
histories and goals (see Prior, 2015). In contrast, knotworking, according to 
Engeström, Engeström, and Vähäaho’s model (1999), refers to braided activities 
when people collaborate on an issue or project, bringing together their own (of-
ten disparate) agendas, histories, tools, and goals, to form a stabilized-for-now 
group. Work is distributed, often unevenly, and, upon completion, participants 
go their separate ways. This uneven work distribution in stabilized-for-now 
groups better captures what I am looking for.

Similarly, while collaboration may have halcyon associations that are import-
ant to interrogate, I prefer this to other common terms like apprenticeship and 
even mentoring given that these latter terms often focus on one-to-one as op-
posed to group relations, and often emerge out of hierarchical models (Rickly & 
Harrington, 2002) that feminists generally work against. Fully recognizing the 
default power relations in student-faculty community-engaged projects, I am 
nonetheless persuaded by Sosnowski and Burmeister (2006) that collaboration, 
perhaps especially in graduate studies, provides a viable way to overtly address 
this concern. Such a premise is part of Dana Bisignani’s (2014) feminist model, 
with its goal of creating structures that give newcomers legitimate ways to con-
tribute to a project. Through what she has described as “collective responsibility 
and problem-solving” (96), Bisignani seeks to defamiliarize students of their 
traditional roles and routine, thereby creating what I call threshold experiences 
that can help graduate students develop new projective identities (Gee, 2003). 
By changing the traditional, hierarchical relationships through new participa-
tion possibilities, those within such projects enact a feminist goal of creating the 
conditions for, as Bisignani has described it, “students [to] actively engage in 
critical problem-solving and participate in constructing their knowledge rather 
than simply receiving it” (p. 96).

In my proposal of knotworking collaborations, graduate students and faculty 
come together on a shared project, during which they jointly engage in deep 
learning (in this case developing the dispositions and skills that mark communi-

8 Writing studies has long interrogated the idea of community, whether in reference to 
language communities (Prior, 1998) or communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 
1998). Prior’s (2015) “Community” essay in Keywords in Writing Studies provides a nice overview 
of this critique.
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ty engagement threshold experiences), and after which they take what they have 
learned to form new collaborations in future projects. As is typical of commu-
nity engagement projects, the specifics of what knotworking collaborations may 
look like in practice will vary depending on the local resources and conditions, 
but what distinguishes knotworking collaborations are the participation roles 
that exceed those typical of many community-engaged projects. To learn the 
expectations of such roles, students new to a group need multiple, low-barrier 
entry points with helpful guides along the way (cf Jenkins, 2009) and intense 
commitments of time, responsibility, and guided opportunity so that students 
develop the skills and dispositions to take on leadership roles whereby they are 
poised to rework power dynamics that permeate typical master-apprenticeship 
models.

Figure 11.1. 2014 DMA teachers—faculty and graduate students alike—collabo-
rate in low-barrier activities as they prepare for that day’s storyboarding workshop.

By providing graduate students with experiences in which they are chal-
lenged and supported to become meaning makers who co-construct knowledge 
helpful to the group, knotworking collaborations provide threshold experiences 
that can help students reorient their understandings of themselves, in this in-
stance about what it means to be a community-engaged scholar-teacher. This 
was the case at DMA.
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DIGITAL MEDIA ACADEMY (DMA): 
KNOTWORKING COLLABORATION AS A 
FEMINIST THRESHOLD EXPERIENCE

DMA illustrates how knotworking collaborations can function as a feminist-in-
formed threshold experience by providing deep learning opportunities to do 
community engagement. To achieve that goal, DMA seeks to destabilize power 
hierarchies that prove unproductive to graduate education and, instead, pro-
vide both opportunities for collaborative knowledge making on complex issues 
and opportunities for participants to redefine themselves and their roles in this 
knowledge-making process.

Within this framework, DMA, like all community engagement projects, 
emerged within specific conditions, some that may be familiar and some that may 
be distinct. The University of Louisville is like so many others in its ramping up 
of attention given to community engagement. On the one hand, the university 
has initiated projects designed to integrate community engagement across cam-
pus. For example, in AY 2013-2014, DMA’s inaugural year, the university was 
completing what would become its successful application for re-accreditation as a 
Carnegie Foundation Elective Community Engagement Classification university; 
the Delphi Center for Teaching and Learning hosted a year-long, interdisciplinary 
Faculty Learning Community on Community Engagement; there were on-going 
campus presentations on successful university-community partner projects; and, 
the Provost appointed a faculty member to conduct a year-long study of UofL 
and comparator schools with the goal of figuring out how to facilitate community 
engagement throughout the university. On the other hand, in many parts of the 
university, community engagement remained largely ad hoc, and often absent. 
This was the case in the English department, though the department was open to 
more structured initiatives, if someone would take the lead.

In 2013, a year after arriving at Louisville, I offered a graduate seminar in 
Community Literacy where students read community engagement scholarship 
and participated in a semester-long project. About 3/5 of the class worked with 
community partners of their choosing, spending regular hours in those sites, and 
composing documents that these community organizations desired; the other 
2/5 worked with two Jefferson County Public Schools on an on-going digital 
storytelling project I coordinated before the semester, a project led by teachers in 
the College of Education. During this graduate seminar, we all composed docu-
ments that “did work in the world” (i.e., documents negotiated with community 
partners for their use) with the goal of understanding the systemic forces shaping 
these sites (for an example of this understanding, see Perry, Chapter 10, this 
collection). Several of us wrote grant proposals, and three community partners 
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received grant funding, as did I for the Digital Media Academy.
DMA first ran in June 2014, when five University of Louisville doctoral 

students and I inaugurated this two-week digital media camp for rising sixth-
grade girls from two Jefferson County Public Schools in Louisville. Connecting 
with two public elementary schools, one of which scored in the bottom 3 per-
cent of Kentucky public schools, we developed shared goals. Initially, we sought 
to address the “summer slide,” when children (particularly lower-income chil-
dren) tend to lose academic skills—especially in reading and writing—during 
the school-free summer months (National Summer Learning Association, 2009; 
Borman, 2000). This goal was gradually superseded by a second goal: slightly 
modifying Stuart Selber (2004), we sought to help girls develop the technolog-
ical, critical, and design literacies they needed to create digital messages of their 
choosing, thus encouraging girls to be critical producers, not just consumers, 
of digital media. Building on literature that showed how STEM fields had high 
income possibilities but few females (U.S. Department of Commerce, 2011), 
DMA sought to provide role models and hands-on experiences that might en-
courage girls to persevere in their academic and personal interests, perhaps even 
pursuing STEM opportunities. In addition to exposing the systematic economic 
roadblocks girls face, DMA worked to help girls recognize and redesign the per-
vasive sexualized and commercialized images of what it means to be a girl today 
(for a fuller description, see Chamberlain, Gramer & Hartline, 2015; Sheridan, 
2015).

In addition to the girls and 
their communities, DMA tar-
geted a second group of par-
ticipants: graduate students. 
Balancing teaching, research, 
administration, and commu-
nity engagement is messy work 
(see also Mathis & Boehm, 
Chapter 6, this collection), 
and my goals for DMA in-
cluded creating structured 
opportunities for participants 
to reflect upon and engage in 
that mess of creating curricu-
lum, conducting individually 
defined research based on that 
curriculum, and being a com-
munity-engaged teacher-schol-

I also learned a lot about graduate 
education. I mean, just the fact 
that, I just think that teaching, and 
research, and the sort of crazy on-the 
go stuff that you end up having to 
do in administrative work—they 
were all working together. They 
were all happening at the same 
time, in ways that they will all be 
happening at the same time when 
we’re all eventually faculty members 
somewhere. So it sort of gave us all 
a chance to experience that, that I 
think was really good, and valuable.

– Megan, interview
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ar through that curriculum. Such structured opportunities are often underde-
veloped in graduate education (cf Miller et al., 1997), and this absence makes it 
a struggle for graduate students’ transition to faculty ways of doing (Moore & 
Miller, 2006). In contrast, DMA requires this doing and reflecting, and partially 
through this process becomes a site of deep learning, a possible threshold expe-
rience that exposes graduate students to the complexity they may face in their 
careers.

It is this part of DMA—the feminist practices seeking to intervene in current 
graduate education in community engagement that I am calling knotworking 
collaborations—that I want to explore here.

Across its institutional lifespan and in myriad ways, DMA and ongoing re-
flection on this project function as a threshold experience, providing partici-
pants a learning-by-doing opportunity that changes many participants’ views 
of themselves and of their research, teaching, and community-engaged work in 
and beyond graduate school (for examples of the complications of this work see 
Brandt et al. and Concannon et al., this collection). As detailed above, for such 
work to be successful, students must be active participants in a shared experience 
that shifts authority and expertise from a centralized knower to a group of know-
ers with authority and expertise distributed across the group.

Figure 11.2. I provide logistical support during a workshop led by graduate student 
Michelle Day, DMA’s specialist in trauma-informed pedagogy. 

https://dma2015research.wordpress.com/2015/06/25/day-nine/
https://dma2015research.wordpress.com/2015/06/25/day-nine/
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In the first year of DMA, that transition of knowledge-making authority 
happened over several months, with reflection spreading out for over a year. 
Living out such a shift in power and subsequent knowledge making, I argue, is 
part of a threshold experience.

Before the camp, I held much of the power: since I imagined and founded 
DMA—designed the project, wrote the grants for funding, selected the graduate 
students, developed the community partnerships, secured the speakers, and so 
forth—I clearly shaped the structures of DMA.9 And yet, once we started our six 
months of weekly meetings before the camp, we began to forge a more collabora-
tive path for enacting a particular instance of DMA within those structures. Along 
the way, I structured opportunities for graduate students to take up new responsi-
bilities for knowledge making through activities such as choosing readings, creat-
ing curriculum, designing assessments, and teaching newly learned digital media 
programs and platforms (e.g., Gimp, iMovie, WordPress, Instagram).

During DMA, the transition continued as lessons learned from camp shaped 
all of our research, teaching, and community engagement. As Keri wrote in our 
daily de-brief blog entry during camp, “I feel like I’ve learned so much about 
how to be flexible and respond to a wide range of situations, whether those were 
technical issues or responding to emotional or behavioral issues. I have also nev-
er worked this closely with a team of teachers, and I appreciated learning from 
all the other fabulous teachers at camp this year. I learned different pedagogical 
techniques that I am certain I will take into my college classrooms (like Sara’s 
excellent discussion of how to talk to be a culturally sensitive educator).”

After camp, we drew upon our individual histories and anticipated futures to 
pursue our distinct DMA-inspired projects. These research projects addressed a 
range of topics, such as professionalizing new teachers in alternative ways, explor-
ing digital humanities projects in our field, and identifying structures to foster 
community engagement in higher education. We also used this camp as a research 
site for publications (Chamberlain, Gramer, & Hartline, 2015; Sheridan, 2015), 
conference presentations (Gramer, 2015; Hartline, March 2015; Hartline, October 
2015; Sheridan, March 2015; Sheridan, April 2015), grant proposals (Sheridan, 
Gramer, & Hartline, 2014-15; Sheridan, 2015), dissertation projects, and even 
awards.10 DMA likewise shaped the graduate students’ teaching trajectories: one 

9 In this way, DMA started as what Engeström, Engeström, and Vähäaho (1999) 
call individually-focused knotworking as opposed to collectively-focused knotworking. 
As I argue, this focus shifted during DMA both in a given year as teachers took on 
more responsibility and over several years as Dr. Andrea Olinger takes over as point 
faculty person for DMA in 2016. 
10 Elizabeth Chamberlin, Rachel Gramer, and Megan Hartline won the Carolyn 
Krause Maddox Prize in Women’s & Gender Studies, University of Louisville. I won 
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person chose to teach 
a digitally mediated 
class, others included 
community-engaged 
projects in her under-
graduate teaching, 
and another contin-
ued her interest in 
teacher training as an 
assistant director in 
the writing program. 
Finally, graduate stu-
dents pursued their 
community-engaged 
work in future proj-
ects in ways they had 
not before (e.g., a 
community-engaged 
Art as Memory col-
lective project that 
three DMA teachers 
participated in).

These possibil-
ities demonstrate a 
knotworking collabo-
ration in that partic-
ipants brought their 
own histories and 
agendas to a com-
mon project and applied what they learned on subsequent individual and collabo-
rative projects, unbraiding and, at times, re-braiding with other DMA participants 
(and others) in new ways. As DMA teacher Rachel Gramer (2015) noted, there 
seems “a ‘need’ for present and current professionalization, to come together and 
disband across time, space, contexts (and not just with ideas, but also with knowl-
edge of tools and administrative systems for getting work done in institutions—no 
easy feat).” Gramer continued, “For me, the notion of groups coming together 
and dispersing as needed is something that happened with DMA as a whole, and 

the University of Louisville’s Gender Equity Award, the Dr. Mary K. Bonsteel Tachau 
Award in 2015 largely based on my work with DMA.

In terms of community engagement work, I 
think that DMA has really ignited a spark in 
me to continue this work. I would appreciate 
the opportunity to replicate this project at an-
other institution when I graduate from UofL. 
That said, I feel like I have a lot still to learn 
about this kind of work. For instance, because 
the tasks were divided up so much from the 
outset and because Mary P already had such 
good relationships established with the schools, 
I still have a lot to learn about the “behind-the-
scenes” work or how to get a project like this 
one started. I would like to continue having 
conversations with Mary P and other faculty 
who have started and sustained community 
engagement projects to learn more about these 
aspects of community engagement. I feel like 
DMA has been an excellent experience in 
getting to carry out a community engagement 
project, though, and I have appreciated the 
chance to design and teach this program and 
hope to have an opportunity to do a similar 
project in the future.

– Keri, 2015 Camp Blog, https://dma2015research.
wordpress.com/2015/06/25/day-nine/

https://dma2015research.wordpress.com/2015/06/25/day-nine/
https://dma2015research.wordpress.com/2015/06/25/day-nine/
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then again in our smaller groups (pedagogy, tech). And then these  experiences 
spread into other projects with other folks in different configurations,” which in-
cluded curricular, extra-curricular, and community-engaged projects. As Gramer 
pointed out, the “doing” that happened in DMA facilitated other kinds of “doing” 
(e.g., teaching, researching); having developed skills and dispositions central to 
community-engaged scholar-teachers, these graduate students sought out addi-
tional opportunities for deep learning (possibly threshold experiences), often in 
community-engaged projects.

This knotworking happened on timescales beyond any one iteration of 
DMA. During the second annual DMA, one graduate student returned, and 
four graduate students and one faculty member joined as new DMA teachers. 
I continued as an initial leader, especially with ongoing structural aspects (e.g., 
securing funding; selecting teachers and community partners; negotiating for 
space and resources; liaising with community partners and outside publicity). 
Meanwhile, the returning teacher, Megan Hartline, took on many leadership 
roles related to the everyday, informal mentoring of new DMA teachers.

As the camp approached, power again shifted away from the more seasoned 
participants and became better distributed across all DMA teachers, who again 
chaired the various subcommittees needed to ensure DMA’s success. The fol-
lowing year, this knotworking reconfigured yet again as participants and partic-
ipation roles continue to change. Dr. Andrea Olinger was the primary faculty 
member; one teacher, Michelle Day, returned, and four were new; and, our 
DMA knotworked group again braided together, pursuing goals determined by 
new participants with new priorities, new histories, and new projected futures. 
What remains constant is the opportunity for deep learning, both with hands-
on experiences to renegotiate power relations, thereby allowing participants in-
terested in community engagement to wrestle with the complexities of such la-
bor, and with opportunities for reflection, thereby helping participants articulate 
the dissonances and possibilities such profound and uncommon opportunities 
for feminist-infused knowledge making can provide.

CONCLUSION

If we in Writing Studies share the threshold concept that doing is the leading edge 
of learning, the question for our field is how do we foster the type of doing/learning 
that can change the way people orient their thinking and themselves. Threshold 
experiences are designed to do just that, and these experiences may be particularly 
beneficial when we encourage students to wrestle with threshold concepts seldom 
modeled in traditional education structures, such as concepts surrounding com-
munity engagement. Yet to provide graduate students with these experiences that 
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generally exceed the 
course of a semester, 
we need new models 
of graduate educa-
tion. Knotworking 
collaborations with-
in feminist commu-
nity-engaged frame-
works—particularly 
with attention to 
power dynamics, 
participation roles, 
and knowledge cre-
a t i o n — p rov i d e s 
one model of such 
a threshold experi-
ence, as DMA illus-
trates.

As a feminist 
community-engaged 
project, DMA not surprisingly follows Rich’s exhortation that a research institu-
tion “should organize its resources around problems specific to its community” 
(1979, p. 152). For example, DMA attempts to loosen the barriers between the 
University of Louisville and the surrounding community by inviting local girls 
who may never have been on a college campus to a free, two-week camp, where 
they are provided with meals, technology when they leave (e.g., an iPod touch), 
hands-on opportunities to learn about and play with top-of-the-line equipment, 
and conversations about possible local resources and structural obstacles girls face 
in their education and in their communities. We teachers are provided with op-
portunities to develop long-term partnerships with local schools so that we can 
better learn with and from this community about what resources they find avail-
able and what is needed for girls and ourselves, individually and collectively, to 
become genuine problem-solvers. Together, we explore how shared experiences 
with digital composing can help create structures that call for and temporarily 
create more interesting, equitable, and engaging worlds for all of us.

It is the process of pursuing that goal that marks DMA as a knotworking 
collaboration focused on the messy efforts inherent in being a feminist commu-
nity-engaged faculty. Much of this collaboration is premised on creating oppor-
tunities to develop new roles and new ways of doing that can lead to new skills 
and new dispositions.

I’m really glad I got to experience DMA for 
a second time. Much of the project was the 
same, but it was also very different. And I liked 
getting to work on assessment and technology 
after doing logistics and pedagogy last year. 
I’m really grateful for the experience to do this 
type of engaged work—as service, as pedagogy, 
and as research. I realized over the course of 
the year that these types of experiences are not 
universal for graduate students, and I think it’s 
really helpful for those of us who want to do 
this type of scholarship. And it’s a great oppor-
tunity to do research, think about pedagogy 
in a different way, and take on the logistical 
challenges of administrative work.

– 2015 Camp, https://dma2015research.word-
press.com/2015/06/25/day-nine/
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Figure 11.3. “J” and “L’N” share with Keri Mathis their ideas for the final show-
case video. After working at DMA, Keri worked for Dean Beth Boehm to collab-
oratively run the Community Engagement Academy (Chapter 6, this collection), 
a project that supports graduates students from across the university for communi-

ty-engaged projects of their own. 

And it is through opportunities to engage in and reflect upon these experi-
ences that we help graduate students learn what it means to be a feminist com-
munity-engaged scholar.

This work is not easy. For example, one obstacle we face is addressing hierar-
chical structures that make it difficult for graduate students to take up new knowl-
edge-making roles. This is he case at DMA. In the first two cohorts, all teachers 
took classes I taught during the year they taught at DMA; I serve on 9 of the 10 
teachers’ dissertation committees and was chair of the 10th teacher’s culminating 
MA project. Power is present. Although we overtly created opportunities to nego-
tiate this during DMA, the ground work for redressing traditional power dynam-
ics was ongoing.11 For instance, prior to DMA, we incrementally reworked tradi-
tional graduate student-faculty roles (e.g., we collaborated on campus workshops 
and national conference presentations with each of us focusing on our own areas 

11 Graduate school often provides thick networks of varied interactions (classes, community 
projects, shared learning opportunities, social occasions) across extended periods of time, which 
can facilitate such renegotiations. These varied and extended opportunities are less common for 
undergraduates. In this collection, see Mathis and Boehm as well as Brandt et al. for examples.

https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
http://www.compact.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Campus-Compact-2012-Statistics.pdf
http://www.compact.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Campus-Compact-2012-Statistics.pdf
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of expertise; I asked graduate students to lead campus workshops on topics where 
they had more digital expertise than I; graduate students took primary responsibil-
ity for segments of a national conference I ran, such as creating a digital archive or 
co-editing print publications emerging from the conference). At DMA, graduate 
students took the lead in making a particular iteration of the camp, whether in 
teaching their specializations to all of us (e.g., Michelle Day’s workshop on trauma 
informed training; Sara Alvarez’s workshop on culturally sustaining pedagogy) or 
perhaps just to me (e.g., Elizabeth’s Chamberlain’s digital tutorials; Rachel Gram-
er’s refresher course on teacher training). After DMA, they accepted my push for 
research and teaching projects to come out of DMA, but tweaked my suggestions 
to demystify available power structures for women and girls’ participation in digi-
tal media (Blair & Tulley, 2007; Jaschik, 2013; Juhasz & Balsamo, 2012) to pursue 
projects they cared about; building on their understandings of themselves as prob-
lem-posers, they asserted their knowledge creation. Throughout this process, these 
students enacted feminist epistemologies and methodologies within and beyond 
the extended moment of doing DMA. Such threshold experiences, I believe, were 
facilitated by the conscious attention to modulating power dynamics—a practice 
that had the added benefit of encouraging buy-in, often a concern if a project feels 
foisted upon graduate students (Rickly & Harrington, 2002).

Figure 11.4. Elizabeth Chamberlain helps “M” realize her goals for creating her “I 
Am” project. After reflecting on such DMA experiences, Elizabeth altered how she 

positioned herself on the job market the following year. (Photo Credit: Stone, 2014)

http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/
http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/
http://www.cbpp.org/research/states-are-still-funding-higher-education-below-pre-recession-levels
http://www.cbpp.org/research/states-are-still-funding-higher-education-below-pre-recession-levels
http://cconlinejournal.org/fall15/dma/
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://www.insidehighered.com/
http://reflectionsjournal.net
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As DMA illustrates, knotworking collaborations are messy and complex, 
requiring flexibility and time that exceed more traditional academic experienc-
es. Nonetheless, by providing such alternative models of graduate education, 
such collaborations encourage graduate students to tactically join together to do 
(rather than solely imagine or read about others doing), which can help graduate 
students understand themselves and their disciplinary projects in new ways.

Moreover, the collaborative braiding and rebraiding of these deep-learning 
projects help all of us investigate our future identities as faculty, as we come 
together in joint activity, then go our own ways, possibly changed for having 
taken part in the process. Such time-intensive threshold experiences provide an 
alternative model of graduate education that can pave the way for training future 
cohorts of feminist community-engaged teacher-scholars.
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CHAPTER 12.  

WOMEN-ONLY BICYCLE 
RIDES AND FREEDOM OF 
MOVEMENT: HOW ONLINE 
COMMUNICATIVE PRACTICES 
OF LOCAL COMMUNITY 
MANAGERS SUPPORT 
FEMINIST INTERVENTIONS

Angela Crow
James Madison University

This chapter examines the rhetorical practices of a group of women 
bicycle riders, Staunton, Virginia’s Women on Wheels, who wanted 
to create a safe and welcoming space for women new to cycling. At 
first glance, a “women’s only” cycling night, a separate “Women’s 
cycling group” Facebook page (with male members) and a website 
wouldn’t necessarily represent activism, but as Rachel Aldred, et al.’s 
(2015) statistics suggest, “in low-cycling countries, cycling is not 
evenly distributed across genders and age groups” (p. 1). For Crow, the 
Staunton group creates a low stakes environment in which women can 
begin to bicycle within a community of welcoming cyclists. Drawing 
on contemporary research in mobility studies, particularly focused on 
women cyclists and discipline-specific discussions about online activist 
strategies in social media venues such as Facebook and Twitter, along 
with relevant conversations in material rhetorics, this chapter doc-
uments one community’s take on contemporary community literacy 
practices.

Whether in Britain or the United States, contemporary reports on bicycling and 
women studies indicate that women ride bicycles at lower rates than men. The 
League of American Bicyclists marks the number at 24% of all cyclists (Jones, 
2015) based on the 2009 National Household Travel Survey (Milne, 2014), num-
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bers similar to those in Britain (Lacker; Aldred, 2012), but in England, columnists 
are quick to point out that just across the way, Denmark and the Netherlands 
boast gender equity in bicycle usage. They use those percentages to argue for safer 
infrastructures in England (Lacker; Haddad, 2010; Aldred, 2015). In the States, 
some research suggests that women would cycle more if issues of convenience, 
infrastructure, and bike friendly places were addressed (What would cause you, 
2011). Of those three, infrastructure is often cited as the leading reason that wom-
en don’t cycle (Broache, 2012; Chalabi, 2014). However, Liz Cornish Jones (2015) 
reminds readers that the solutions require more than an improved infrastructure 
for bicyclists. As she notes, women’s reasons for not cycling also are dependent on 
“complex equation of interlocking variables” (p. 6). In addition to risk concerns, 
women are “more likely to travel with passengers, often small children” (p. 5), 
more likely “to commute to work or run errands than men” (p. 5; Akar, et al., 
2013, p. 349), and Jones encourages readers to consider the importance of under-
standing how “sexism, racism, homophobia, ableism, classism” (p. 5) participate in 
women’s choices. These factors affect a woman’s decisions regarding transportation 
and influence her freedom of movement.

While some of the disparity in numbers may rest with children and errand 
obligations, in the Netherlands, women still participate at the same rate as men, 
while still attending to family needs. Companies and institutions, aware of the 
health costs associated with immobility, understand the importance of creating 
bike friendly and walkable cities, accessible to all members of a community (Step 
it Up, 2016; Florida, 2012; 2014). In the States, in locations in which the in-
frastructure has been radically improved, but women aren’t yet participating in 
numbers comparable to the men, companies like Citi-bike in NYC, explore dif-
ferent methods to raise women’s rentals of their bicycles from the current 21% 
(Fitzsimmons, 2015). Specifically, they have explored the possibility that women 
might consider participating if they could try out bicycling in a low stakes, low 
speed environment, surrounded only by other women.

Women, these articles argue, might well take to the streets even in locations 
with a paucity of adequate infrastructure if only the right kind of encouraging 
community existed. While most of the attention is focused, in national articles, 
on large city streets, similar arguments would hold for small towns like mine. In 
the midst of two new county bike and pedestrian plans that are helping to raise 
awareness and shape policy, a local women’s bicycling group has explored a range 
of strategies for encouraging women and in 2015 moved to “women-only” rides, a 
decision that reflects a larger trend whether in the states or in England where sim-
ilar groups are flourishing. In fact, Citi Bike has chosen to collaborate with local 
women cycling groups (Fitzsimmons, 2015) as one approach to their marketing 
agenda. Whether in rural or urban spaces, women who already have the habit 
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of bicycling may be puzzled by these groups and wonder about their necessity 
(Haddad, 2010), but women only bicycling communities seem to be beneficial 
because women find these venues more conducive to building “confidence” and 
because women may want “to ask gender-specific questions, from tips on what to 
do when skirts get caught in back brakes, to the more intimate issues regarding 
saddles and underwear” (Diane Foster, interviewed in Haddad, 2010).

Women also may want to ride with women for an increased sense of safety in 
numbers, a worry about being dropped on a ride, and a concern with cycling com-
patibility. Dawn Foster argues that “cycling alone on roads, especially in cities, can 
be unnerving and whenever I’ve ridden with male friends I always worry I won’t 
be able to keep up” (Cited in Haddad’s blog, 2015). This desire for a women’s only 
space has seen the growth of funded projects like the women only “Breeze” rides 
in Britain (Lacker) and Cycletta, a group focused on women only event rides in 
England (Haddad, 2015). The approach is similar perhaps to a range of organiza-
tions formal and informal in the States that include “women on wheels” groups, 
and racing support sites like Girl Bike Love and Cyclofemme (supported by the 
League of American Bicyclists). While these groups and their rides predominant-
ly are focused on pleasure and exercise, they may eventually lead women to try 
commuting or to participate in local infrastructure improvement initiatives. In 
the nineties, texts like Meeting at the Crossroads (1992) and Women’s Ways of Know-
ing (1986) proved helpful for understanding how a range of women internalized 
messages regarding appropriate risk-taking for women, and these texts continue to 
seem relevant in trying to understand the strategy of women-centric events like the 
Disney marathons and this local group’s experience.

At first glance, bicycling may not seem like an obvious venue for feminist 
rhetorical interventions in the United States; however, social and physical mo-
bilities intersect with material and cultural capital (Zayas & Stanley, 2015; Urry, 
2012; Aldred, 2015), shaping the options for how women literally move from 
place to place. As feminist scholars we participate in a very different “moving 
whole” (Bennett 2010), a very different relation to mobility depending on re-
gion, and whether we inhabit sub/urban or rural environments, depending as 
well on a range of identity markers that may or may not allow us easy passage. 
We also witness others’ freedom of movement and know implicitly who can 
move where, who can literally travel easily across the country in an automobile 
without much fear of being pulled over by the police, who can afford the finan-
cial costs of evacuating a city during a hurricane, who is welcome on sidewalks 
or on bicycles in various neighborhoods within a range of towns and cities. 
Literal physical freedom of movement plays a part in an individual’s shaping of 
her imaginary regarding social mobility, and factors into an individual’s relation-
ship to health and happiness (Florida). In many ways, studying women’s choic-
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es for transportation, I’m reminded of Linda Brodkey’s text, Writing Permitted 
in Designated Areas Only (1996). Women, choosing alternative forms of trans-
portation, raise, through their placement of themselves in the roads different-
ly, questions about the kinds of stories that are appropriate regarding mobility 
and freedom of movement. Some would argue that when we accept and defend 
car-centric framings for transportation policy, we stack the deck against the pos-
sibility of increasing social interactions (Aldred, “Disappearing Traffic” (2015); 
Appleyard’s traffic map in Britton (2011), and limit a person’s literal possibilities 
for moving. Street design is intertwined with social mobility whether in cities 
or small towns and in both venues, sidewalks, separated bike lanes/roads, and 
public transportation exist intermittently, affecting the possibility of safe transit 
for those not able to afford access to their own or others’ motorized vehicles.

In addition, in the States, motor vehicle crashes remain one of the leading 
causes of death with 33,000 deaths in 2013 alone (Key Injury, 2015), a risk 
that a recent study suggests, disproportionately affect the poor and uneducated 
for a number of potential reasons, not the least of which is limited access to 
newer cars with better safety features (Badger & Ingraham, 2015), but instead 
of an impatience with these mortalities that one can find in the Netherlands’ 
responses in the seventies (Powers, 2013; Van der Zee, 2015; Jordan 2013), in 
the States, we seem to take these risks as necessary for our economic stability. 
What would it mean for us as a nation to respond to these deaths and to glob-
al warming concerns with goals that move us “Beyond Traffic” (Jaffe, 2015). 
The last Department of Transportation budget proposal submitted by President 
Obama to congress shifted “away from car reliance toward the type of mobility 
system better suited to cities” (Jaffe, 2016). If one expands this emphasis to rural 
spaces as well, significant transformation of streets could mirror changes in street 
design in New York City (Sadik-Khan, 2016).

As it stands now, whether in cities or rural venues, if we suggest that more 
people might consider bicycling as a viable means of commuting to work, we 
may hear people say that traveling by bike is too risky because of distracted 
motorists (Sadik-Khan, 2016), and instead of creating reasonable changes to 
existing infrastructure that would improve safety (see, for example, Macon’s pop 
up bike lanes (Rogers, 2016) or Sadik-Khan’s description of NYC in her Ted talk 
2013), contemporary news coverage often report bicycle / motorist crashes with 
strategies that implicitly and explicitly suggest that the bicyclist shouldn’t have 
taken the risk in the first place. In the coverage of crashes, in other words, often 
the onus for safety rests with the cyclist (Weiss, 2015). Were her clothing choices 
bright enough? Was she visible? Instead of asking local transportation authorities 
to make relatively inexpensive changes that would radically improve safety for 
all users on roads, the inclination has been to see bicyclists as taking unnecessary 
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risks, simply by choosing to be on these roads that car-centric perspectives would 
see as exclusively devoted to motorized travel. Given what we also know about 
how women and men are trained to take up and engage with risk differently, we 
can anticipate that women may hear these risk messages differently than men 
and might be more inclined to limit their activities accordingly (Slovic, 1999; 
Harris, Jenkins & Glazer, 2006).

BICYCLE ADVOCACY, FREEDOM OF 
MOVEMENT, AND FEMINIST RHETORICS

Let me tell you what I think of bicycling. I think it has done 
more to emancipate women than anything else in the world. 
It gives women a feeling of freedom and self-reliance. I stand 
and rejoice every time I see a woman ride by on a wheel . . . 
the picture of free, untrammeled womanhood. Susan B. An-
thony (qtd in Women’s Rights Movement, 2013)

Throughout my career, I have been interested in adult literacy centers, and the 
politics of defining and teaching functional literacy. This interest has morphed 
as different technologies have intersected with literacy instruction. Wanting to 
explore embodied literacies, I chose to become certified to teach people how to 
bicycle more safely on roads. As Royster and Kirsch (2012) suggest, my inter-
est reflected a trend in field—“scholars are much more willing to . . . “identify 
material practices that may not include written words (though perhaps stitched 
words), and expand the genres we consider worthy of study” (Kindle 897-900). 
Like all of my other experiences volunteering in literacy centers, this experience 
has been a humbling one, as I discover just how complicated a functional lit-
eracy can be. I have struggled to explain to new riders how to use their bodies 
to speak a particular message when cycling on roads. I try to speak to the set 
of possible moves that might help a person to join the flow of that traffic, try 
to talk about how one reads and assesses others’ messages as one travels, try to 
show, with demonstrations, how to move one’s body as if one were a large sign, 
indicating one’s intentions.

Riding a bike requires an embodied way of knowing. Not only must one 
learn to balance and propel the bike forward, but cycling requires repetitive 
scanning, in order to adapt to a constant set of changing environmental factors. 
It requires understanding the ability to read “text” as including a range of alpha-
betic signs, images, lines on the road, and movement created by other partici-
pants, or in Kristie Fleckenstein’s framework from Embodied Literacies (2003), 
it requires the ability to enact an image that produces the desired relationships. 
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Her idea of the play between imagetext and relationships seems an apt descrip-
tion of what happens on roads in the complex ecology of imagetexts articulated 
there, for all motorists, cyclists, and pedestrians. A female bicyclist may not feel 
comfortable taking up the smaller space offered by a bicycle when negotiating 
with large motorized vehicles. However, women who take up bicycling in wom-
en only group spaces may find that they more easily learn to embody a message 
that informs other motorists and bicyclists of intentions through the set of the 
shoulders, through the maintenance of a clear line, the wheel a consistent dis-
tance from the curb. If a woman joins a group of five women cycling, and all 
five women signal to cars behind them their intent to make a left turn, she can 
feel more secure with the safety in numbers, and can, over time, accumulate the 
knowledge to create a larger presence when out on the roads alone.

At first glance, this essay’s focus seems nothing like the courage needed to 
enter a race for a national office as Angela Zimmann describes (Chapter 16, this 
collection), or the kind of the courage Jessica Ouellette’s study (Chapter 14, 
this collection) examines. Compared to the complexity of interactions in social 
media, given the challenge of negotiating highly charged political statements in 
transnational spaces, a bike ride seems tame in comparison. However, the very 
act of getting on a bicycle, of taking to the streets and suggesting an alternate 
form of mobility in a country that remains steadfastly car-centric requires a 
certain courage. When these women take a weekly ride, hoping to negotiate 
with people driving machines that could easily kill or harm the riders, that very 
act is one that could have radical future implications. These small recreational 
trainings in alternative forms of transportation might help local women to then 
turn to local advocacy, altering the strategies that have enabled mobility almost 
exclusively for those rich enough to afford automobiles.

In what follows, I focus on my local women’s cycling group who frequently 
ride out together on the town’s streets and rural roads. I suggest that in the small 
acts of facilitating group rides, in these simple practices, one community is in 
the process of shaping the possibility for much more (echoing here the hope of 
“tacking in” from Royster and Kirsch’s text). I also hope to suggest the impor-
tance of understanding subtle and not so subtle nuances in seemingly mono-
lithic audiences when considering online community management strategies. 
While companies like Citi Bike might want to collaborate on women’s cycling 
face-to-face events, it matters to also study how local women’s groups promote 
bicycling through their communicative practices. In other words, if we want to 
understand how women come to adopt these embodied literacies necessary to 
move on bicycles within existing transportation infrastructures, it’s not enough 
to pay attention to the very literate demands necessary to create the embodied 
text (Fleckenstein, 2003; Marvyn, 1994) on the road. To see how these women 
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learn the genres of the road, we need to pay attention to how local women lead-
ers in these groups become social media community “managers” (Swarts, 2015; 
Blythe, Lauer and Curran, 2014) creating the online communicative practices 
that facilitate local action.

MOVING LOCALLY

In deciding on an organization for this essay, I chose to begin with a broader 
overview of bicycling and women’s participation there, in part because cycling 
isn’t a typical topic in our field, and while a woman’s right to move freely about 
the country both literally and in terms of social mobility matters to women 
rhetoricians, I hoped that “tacking out” might provide a context, a “broader 
view,” in which to situate a “tacking in” that “simulate[s] an interactive encoun-
ter with women who are not us, that is, the women whom we study” (Royster 
and Kirsch). While at first glance I might seem to fit the population of women 
I studied, one of the interesting outcomes from this research was a growing real-
ization that part of these women’s success came from the ways they understood 
the nuanced challenges of women who are not like me, who have chosen other 
life frames, different from my own, ones that affect their ability to pull out their 
bicycles and ride.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE GROUP

In 2012, a local woman, new to bicycling as an adult, created a Facebook group 
for women cyclists in our town. At the time, the other Facebook group, the gen-
eral Staunton Cycling group was dormant, though with the rise of the posts on 
the women’s group, the other site began to have more general posts. The wom-
en’s group quickly began to have members, and they used a range of strategies to 
announce themselves. I found out about the group at the winter holidays, walk-
ing around the downtown park because the women cyclists had contributed a 
decorated bicycle and information about the group. I joined the group and occa-
sionally participated in rides, following the calls for rides and seeing the pictures 
of riders out on the road. My research interest emerged because the third year’s 
season was far more successful than the earlier two years’ organized rides, and I 
wanted to understand what had happened. In the third year, the leaders changed 
their approach. Instead of calling many rides which included at least one begin-
ner ride and one more advanced ride on different days each week (which meant 
they committed to attending those rides as well), they consolidated to one night, 
offering two rides—a short one and a long one, both leaving from the same loca-
tion which allowed the leaders to commit to leading fewer rides. They moved the 
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starting point to the same location for every ride—a brewery that was opened 
before and after the ride, facilitating any needs to use restrooms and encouraging 
a social opportunity after the ride. These changes of strategy consolidated and 
simplified the message. They might change up the routes, but the group’s venue, 
time, and type of rides wouldn’t. In terms of online messaging, they notified the 
entire group on Facebook that these rides would be women only. They also start-
ed a listserv for women who weren’t members of the Facebook group, or who 
weren’t seeing the group’s announcements in their Facebook Feeds.

In order to understand why these changes might have made a difference, 
I began this study by first logging every post, every like, every reply from July 
2012 until August 2015. In the first year, three women, initial leaders of the 
group, posted most frequently and they reflected the identity markers of the 
community’s membership: these three were married to men, were in their thir-
ties and early forties, and had children still under their care. Most of the women 
in this group were predominantly heterosexual; most were married or divorced, 
between the ages twenty and sixty with the lion’s share in their thirties and for-
ties; many had children living at home; most were juggling a career, husbands, 
and children’s activities. This group was predominantly white, predominantly 
marked as what counts as the middle class. The vast majority of the members, if 
not all, drove automobiles, and most lived within the town or nearby.

This women’s group, located in the Shenandoah Valley, formed in 2012, at a 
point where women from these age groups and class locations were increasingly 
present on Facebook, and could quickly and easily track messages and posts 
through their cell phones (Duggan & Rainie, 2012; Duggan & Brenner, 2012). 
According to information on the Facebook page, the group aimed “to connect 
women cyclists within and around [the town] to ride with.” In explaining the 
group on the external website created by one of the three women who started the 
group, the leaders summarized the online community further: “By empowering 
women with this connection to one another, women in the group noted that 
they were riding more frequently both within the group and on their own.” In 
July 2012, several joined by way of invitation and word of mouth, and by the 
following year, the group counted over a hundred members.

While it may be feasible for a local women’s group to maintain a vibrant 
organization without social media, any attempt to understand this local group 
requires a focus on the digital venue. For the leaders studied, they demonstrated 
an awareness not only of the targeted audience but a growing understanding 
(over the three years studied) of the possibilities and limitations of organizing 
rides and building community through social media. As several studies of social 
media have suggested, local groups often draw on social media in order to facili-
tate local face-to-face interactions and not as a means of connecting to strangers 
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(Hinton & Hjorth, 2013, p. 3). For these leaders, the more familiar they became 
with the venue selected, the more they played to its strengths and developed 
other resources for its weaknesses, demonstrating their increasingly sophisticat-
ed ability to act as social media managers (Blythe, Lauer, & Curran, 2014) or 
community managers (Swarts, 2015; Frith, 2014) skilled at moderation. I dis-
covered, by reviewing and categorizing all of the interactions, that these leaders 
tried in multiple ways, in multiple configurations, to reach out and draw in 
riders. The success in year three could be attributed to these women who never 
seemed to tire of trying different strategies in the first two years, building off of 
small successes, figuring out what worked. While they changed many different 
face-to-face variables—location, time, course, frequency—their communicative 
strategies stayed steadily focused on their group’s goal. In other words, their 
styles for interaction didn’t shift.

For the purposes of this venue, I want to focus on only a few issues, ones 
that suggest viable communicative strategies for local feminist interventions, 
and ones that highlight, in that tacking in, the differences between my ways of 
communicating and these women’s ways, women who face different negotia-
tion challenges than I do. I’ve been most interested in the ways this local group 
shapes its discourse in the midst of a predominantly heterosexual audience, liv-
ing on the edges of what most would see as the South, a group of people with 
advanced degrees in a range of white collar professions. At a logistics level, I 
could have predicted some of the patterns and strategies for the group, but at 
the level of basic interactions amongst women and between men and women, 
I live in different social circles and communicate differently enough that I fear 
I might have alienated people, were I managing such a group without first un-
derstanding some of the community norms. As an academic from the Midwest, 
and as a queer woman, as someone who has chosen not to have children, I 
think I entered differently. In addition, bicycling has always been an activity 
I’ve enjoyed from early childhood until now. Mostly, I have chosen a bicycle as 
a form of recreation, though at times when I was in college and extremely poor, 
as transportation, and as a result, I am accustomed to riding out alone. Many of 
these women started cycling again only recently, in their thirties and forties. Be-
cause of my experience difference, I often forget the work involved in reaching 
a level of comfort about cycling on city streets, but the facilitators of this group 
were keenly aware of how it feels to start riding on city and rural streets as adults.

WHAT WORKED, GENERAL STATEMENTS

This group has obvious successful strategies. The three group leaders communi-
cated a very specific goal—to offer more opportunities for women to ride out 
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with other women. They were savvy about the medium, posting frequently (but 
not too frequently), calling predictable rides, encouraging others to call rides, 
and they each chose a role that increased the chances that the group’s posts 
would make it into individual group members’ feeds, according to the strategies 
available through Facebook in those years. Not only were they good at articulat-
ing the goal, and developing a method for calling rides, but each of the women 
took a role—one in community advocacy for improved infrastructure, one in 
announcing formal riding events in the region, and one for taking the time to 
encourage participation by responding to almost every post offered in the group, 
whether by “liking” the post or by commenting.

They decided on their goals, and their roles, and they decided, as well, on 
their tone. This was a site that would encourage riders. They decided to offer two 
rides a week, one challenging ride to reach a population of more experienced 
riders, and one beginning ride. People would indicate, in the first two years, 
whether they would attend so that the leaders would know whether to wait for 
riders, and in those first two years, people who indicated that they would attend, 
might also frequently post to the group, indicating a last-minute challenge and 
the need to drop out for that day. These leaders had a clear agenda: no shaming 
anyone for changing their mind about their availability for participating at any 
point in the process. In all the posts, over the first two years, with numerous peo-
ple indicating that they would attend a ride and then dropping out, the tone of 
the responses to those cancelations is positive, a message of “next time,” implic-
it or explicit in every response. They maintained an encouraging and supportive 
tone for women who were often juggling far too many responsibilities and who 
couldn’t predict how others’ changes in schedule would affect their own. They 
requested informal feedback, often on the rides. The leaders checked in frequently 
with riders, trying to assess what might create a better bicycling environment, 
and in their attempts to address concerns, they tried a host of different meeting 
points, times, and types of rides. They kept tinkering with rides that weren’t 
working, and kept approaches that worked. They also offered formal assessment 
through an online survey after the season’s end and made changes based on find-
ings. For example, after the second year, when they realized that the algorithms 
weren’t functioning for some of their members, they added an old-fashioned 
listserv, and started duplicating calls for ride in both venues.

COMMUNICATIVE CHALLENGES—GENDER

For a host of reasons, the leaders chose to move from rides attended predomi-
nantly by women to an announcement of Women Only rides at the beginning 
of the third season. Anyone could call a ride on any day at any location and 
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include men in the call, but on Wednesday nights, only women were welcomed. 
The combination of a women’s only ride that began and ended at a brewery, 
together with the decision to hold the harder, longer ride on the same night as 
the shorter, beginner’s ride, and to announce those rides in two venues, seemed 
to work. Numbers jumped from 3-5 regular riders to between 15 and 30 riders. 
We might conclude that face-to-face meeting points matter, that habits are formed 
by keeping many variables constant, that people want to be able to select a hard or 
easy ride at the time of the ride, depending on how they felt after a long day. But 
what role did the gender only rule play?

The question of gender was one of the first challenges faced by the organiz-
ers. On the first day of the Facebook group’s, one of the first posts came from a 
man I’ll call Scott who wrote: “By its very title, it would seem that my genitalia 
disqualifies me from the group/rides. [frown emoticon] Boohoo.” The leader 
(who I’ll call Nadia) responded with the following encouraging comment: “Per-
haps we should change the name to ladies and gentleman [sic] riders who are 
kind enough to ride at our meager paces.” When I think about this response, I 
consider what I might say, in the same situation. While I would have responded 
politely, I fear that I wouldn’t have been so welcoming and might have alienat-
ed a fair number of women who wouldn’t have felt comfortable participating 
because their husbands were also reading interactions online, and it mattered 
to be welcoming to these men. To contrast, the leader’s response conveyed a 
welcoming gesture that afforded this man and many others to join and follow 
along with the ride information posted to the group. Men felt comfortable call-
ing rides and joining in on rides. It reminded me that in discussions of women’s 
ways of communicating, even with a seemingly uniform population of people—
predominantly white women of similar age groups with advanced degrees and 
living versions of a middle-class reality, we can miss the nuances of “woman.” We 
aren’t all the same, and I wasn’t quite sure whether some of my ways of speaking 
were because of a queer framing, because I don’t think about a male husband 
as weighing in on my bicycling activities, because I’m not really from the south 
(this region), or because of my academic enculturations.

While the group remained welcoming, after two years, leaders decided to ex-
periment with this question of women only rides. On February 19, 2015 as the 
leaders turned towards the start of the next season for riding, the leader Nadia 
made the following initial announcement:

Calling all Women Cyclists Join Us March 18th at 5:30 for 
some shop talk at [the local bike shop]. Come learn how to 
change a tire and hear about safe road cycling in groups in 
anticipation of our new Group ride. Women On Wheels A 
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new Wednesday evening women only group ride! Rides begin 
March 25th Drinks afterwards at [the local brewery]

On March 12, 2015, Nadia sent out a reminder about the shop talk, and 
then added this sentence: “If you want to receive emails about the route we will 
be doing each week please email groupemail@gmail.com and we will add you to 
the group ride list.” One man liked the post, and Nadia sent out a friendly note: 
“Sorry, [Name of rider] we dearly love you but you are not invited. Muah,” and 
he responded with: “Ha ha, I wasn’t coming, I am just glad you all are doing this 
type of stuff!!!! You all have a bunch of fun!!”

In February, another of the leaders posted an announcement about the for-
mation of an email listserv and asked for women’s interests when they signed 
up for the listserv, emphasizing that there would be two venues—Facebook for 
general calls and the listserv for the women’s only ride. One of the husbands re-
sponded with: Count me in!!!, and Nadia responds with: “These rides will be for 
ladies only. We love our men and are happy to have them join in afterwards for a 
drink but Wednesday rides will be women only!!! Yes, we are being exclusionary.” 
The husband responded with “OK, let me know if I can help out in any way,” 
and another husband also echoed that sentiment: “Interested in helping.”

When announcing the listserv after two years of exclusive reliance on Face-
book, they addressed a challenge they were experiencing with Facebook’s algo-
rithm—not all the people in the group were seeing the posts. And not all the 
women interested in the group wanted to be in the Facebook Group or they 
weren’t on Facebook. But it became an opportunity for them to also emphasize 
the shifting nature of the rides, and by this time, the men who were responding 
knew that they were welcome to participate in the group—just not ride out on 
Wednesdays. They understood the group’s agenda, looked forward to the beers 
afterwards, and were able to accept the terms.

Gender, it seemed mattered. Some women were only willing to consider 
participating once they knew that their enthusiastic husbands were not allowed 
to participate. In my informal conversations with the leaders about whether they 
would continue the women-only rides, they indicated that people who filled 
out the year end survey felt very strongly about keeping the women only rides. 
They wanted a place to ride and a time to ride with other women, at paces they 
enjoyed, without feeling like they were slowing down their husbands. Were I 
announcing the shift to a women only ride, I suspect that my language would 
match that offered by group leaders, but in the exchange with the individu-
al men, I think I would have failed to include enough endearing terms—“we 
dearly love you;” “we love our men.” These words would not come to mind, but 
clearly the men felt seen and wanted to offer support.
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Were I group manager, I fear that I would have failed not only with the men 
but also with the women. When I discuss this research with friends, and I say 
this statement, sometimes I’ll get a puzzled look from someone, and I’ll offer 
a small example—I realized, in studying this group, that I try never to use the 
word “ladies,” but these women often leaned on this word. While posts referred 
to women several times, but predominantly when linking to an article about 
women. To contrast, ladies was used in a range of situations, mostly as an intro-
ductory address but also some of the following kinds of instances:

What time were you ladies thinking? Have fun ladies! You 
ladies have fun this afternoon; No centuries, ladies; Ladies (& 
Gents)—I’m new to biking again (what fun!). I nominate the 
fast ladies do a race in Waynesboro!; all pretty darn fast ladies 
are the folks I have heard from so far; We have a bunch ladies 
racing in Page County Saturday! Fourteen fabulous ladies 
rocked it! (etc).

While people also relied on the word “guys” (and with more frequency), 
which I might use, the words “darn fast ladies” would never be something I 
would write. I never would think to use the combination of “fabulous ladies” 
and rocking. Were I to take up a role of social media manager for this kind of 
group, having chosen to study the language choices carefully, I realize that one 
could learn the codes. I learned, from this study, that a new social media man-
ager might benefit from studying the habits of posters—what words they use 
to address one another, how they welcome members or inform members that 
they’re not welcome at some events.

In this group’s case, the specific strategies for addressing the secondary audi-
ence draws on face saving gestures that afford men the ability to remain support-
ive. For the primary audience of new women riders, the leaders and participants 
are far more nurturing than I would expect. For example, every year, at least 
once or twice, new women riders post a query, asking about distance and speed. 
Sometimes when they ask, it’s clear that they have no idea how quickly they 
ride; they have no speedometers. When the answer includes mph, the thought 
of a short ride—typically 10 miles—may intimidate but the rider also has no 
sense of distance. Once on the bike, 10 miles can pass very quickly. This group 
has had to hone its message on this repeated query. While the group routinely 
calls out rides, they try to encourage new riders who often join with very limited 
experience riding bicycles as adults. For example, in 2013, The following post 
and replies offer a typical example of this kind of exchange:

Jessica: What exactly is a “beginner ride”? I am hoping not to 

http://rachelaldred.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Sustainable-Mobilities-8_edited-aldred-2.pdf
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/10/01/the-hidden-inequality-of-who-dies-in-car-crashes/
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bite off more than I can chew?

Hailey: 10 miles ish. You never know until you try [smile 
emoticon]. All bikes, hybrid, mountain, road welcome.

Nadia: We’ll get you through; it’s a hand-holding ride!

Jessica: I might need a pre-beginner ride [smile emoticon]. 
Perhaps I can work up to beginner by the time it gets warm-
ish.

Melissa: Hi Jessica- I will ride with you and turn back with 
you whenever you want. I plan on riding the beginner ride 
tomorrow morning.

Nadia: And I’m doing today’s (Wed) 5:30 ride from Valley 
Dance Theatre, and I can turn around, or stop and rest, 
whenever too.
Jessica: You guys are very kind and welcoming. I may attempt 
it next week.

New riders may in fact be intimidated by the thought of Hailey’s casual 
statement of 10 miles, and often, with new riders, a sense of mileage and speed 
fail to help assess preparedness. Trying to reassure new riders is difficult because 
the new riders don’t want to be a burden to the more experienced riders. How-
ever, the group members are sincere in their desire to help new riders. Melissa 
in the above example offers to ride with Jessica and turn back at any time; Most 
of the women in the group rode when they were young, until early teens, and 
many took up bicycling again when they joined this group, so they’re not too 
far away from their own memories of starting to bicycle again. Nonetheless, this 
encouragement exchange is a challenging one, perhaps the most challenging 
of the types of communications for the group because it requires an embodied 
experience to assess preparedness. Because this exchange occurs yearly, by 2015, 
the message is shaped more clearly:

Ann asks: On average, how fast do the weekly rides go in mph?

Nadia responds with a message that’s a little more developed than the answer 
in 2013: “We are not about speed. Our motto is no one is left behind. If I had 
to guess the 11-mile route averages 11mph and 20 mile Route averages 13mph. 
But again, speed is not the goal, getting out and riding safely on the road with 
women is the goal.

Hailey echoes Nadia’s encouragement: “Come join us! Come 
out and ride! We’ll let you ride any speed you want.”

https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/Draft_Beyond%20%09_Traffic_Framework.pdf
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If a person then said that she couldn’t meet at the time the group is riding, 
invariably someone will post a message asking for potential times the individual 
could ride. Consistently, this group indicates a desire to welcome new riders. For 
a community, trying to be welcoming, this response fits with the group leaders’ 
approach to communication. This group responds, across the board, with en-
couragement, an approach established in the first interactions amongst the small 
group of initial leaders and continues in the three years of posts studied.

Community managers of this online social media group offer an example of 
a consistent message for the audience, a willingness to revise and rework their 
approaches for encouragement, and an ability to revise and rework venues and 
ride formats based on assessment suggest viable strategies for others engaged in 
community management online.

Their commitment to bicycle advocacy may not, at first glance, seem like a 
social justice movement, a feminist intervention, but in a climate in which women 
opt out of sustainable transportation not for a lack of interest but for a range of 
other concerns, this set of small moves matter. They open the space for women to 
have more freedom of movement. In addition, this group has led to women partic-
ipating in local infrastructure interventions. Several of the leaders have volunteered 
with the city’s advisory committee on bicycling and pedestrian concerns; others 
have signed up to learn how to teach bicyclists how to ride on roads.

When a woman decides that she can expand her mobility options to include 
bicycling, when she begins riding, worrying over speed and distance, and then 
gains the confidence to develop into someone who leads bicycling rides, that 
labor is an example of embodied literacies reshaping local possibilities not only 
for herself but for the larger community as well. This brief look at a local group 
suggests that freedom of movement might begin because of the safety of a wel-
coming women’s only community.
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CHAPTER 13.  

LITERACY, PRAXIS AND 
PARTICIPATION IN 
ENVIRONMENTAL DELIBERATION

Barbara George
Kent State University

This chapter considers the ways in which public participants deliberate 
about environmental risk in regards to high volume hydraulic frac-
turing for natural gas in their communities. I employ a feminist lens 
to examine literacies surrounding environmental risk representation. 
This research compares social constructs of official environmental risk 
reporting processes in three different states, then explores the ways in 
which activists counter these literacies through feminist interventionist 
technical networks that attend to notions of environmental justice and 
precaution through praxis. This investigation suggests that feminist and 
praxis-oriented turns within Writing Studies contributes to the complex-
ities and uncertainties inherent in environmental deliberation.

Recent writing studies scholarship considers ways in which researchers can more 
fully engage with community activism to generate social change. Jeffrey Grabill 
(2007) argues for the importance of rhetorical invention through “information 
infrastructures that allow people that make things that matter to them,” offering 
a praxis-oriented opportunity for scholarship within Writing Studies (p. 3). This 
attention to praxis intersects with feminist scholarship within writing studies 
to highlight the ways in which technological spaces might transform from top 
down prescriptive approaches to more clearly “foster identity construction” of 
those who might be engaging in these spaces (Blair, 2012, p. 63). This meet-
ing point of praxis, technology and feminism informs my own research: What 
happens when public participants, particularly those who must navigate com-
plex scientific and technical spaces, are able to more fully co-create knowledge 
about complex environmental risks in their communities? Might such literacies 
consider a more feminist, contextualized approach to knowledge making about 
environmental issues?

This chapter focuses on the literacy practices citizens engage in when making 
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meaning about their material environments. Here, literacy practices are under-
stood in terms of a social theory of literacy; they are “cultural ways of utilizing 
written language in which people draw upon in their lives” (Barton & Hamil-
ton, 2000, p.7). By extension, my research explores community literacy prac-
tices, which, according to Elenore Long, investigates the rhetorical implications 
of “discursive sites where ordinary people go public” (2009, p. 15). My research 
includes document analysis, interviews and think aloud protocols in three ad-
jacent states impacted by hydraulic fracturing: Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New 
York, each having varied state institutionalized responses to emerging industry.

In this chapter, I first make explicit the theories that intersect feminism and 
environmental deliberation. My work then interrogates the ways in which pub-
lic participants attempt to engage in literacies surrounding public environmen-
tal risk deliberation as related to the increased practice of high volume hydrau-
lic fracturing (HVHF) technologies and its attendant infrastructure1. While 
participants largely rejected risk participation mechanisms and representation 
through state and federal mechanisms, it is important to understand public par-
ticipants’ articulations as to why they did so, and how these critiques informed 
counter-literacies. Many participants felt that both materials and online pro-
cesses, which included broad definitions of “risk” and “regulation” as defined 
by state and federal agencies routinely oriented users towards what participants 
noted was a “status quo” approach to industry and environmental risk that ig-
nored local concerns.

In response to exclusions many public participants attempt to navigate, this 
chapter explores alternative, more inclusive ways by which public participants 
might deliberate complex environmental risks. Beverly Sauer (2003) suggests 
that communication scholars might look more deeply at ways varied partici-
pants might communicate about risk to “make visible those marginalized forms 
of representations” (p. 6). I explore how community participants, impacted or 
potentially impacted by the hydraulic fracturing industry, challenge tradition-
al notions of authority and agency within environmental policy deliberation. 
Long’s (2009) work with community action within rhetorics of environmen-
talism, community action literacies, and public engagement reveals situated, 
or contextualized local knowledges, which are uniquely positioned to “invent” 
ways of making meaning about the environment that is often lost in traditional 
risk reporting mechanisms sponsored by state and federal institutions. I look at 
patterns of public participants engaging in counter-literacies, found in material 
and digital networks, that reimagine knowledge making about environmental 
policy as informed by feminist interventions that might interrupt dominant pol-
1 The U.S. Geological Survey defines HVHF as a quickly emerging energy source in 
the United States.
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icy and practices of environmental risk representation. Counter-literacies in my 
study are based in the notion of counter-public discourse—one that offers the 
opportunity for marginalized voices to offer expertise in public discourse. Local-
ized and contextualized representations of environmental risks are increasingly 
shared through digital networks among activists, and show broader stakeholder 
concerns of environmental risk that include environmental justice and precau-
tion ideologies.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS: WHO CAN 
ENGAGE AND HOW CAN THEY ENGAGE?

To foreground my study, some definitions and theoretical grounding are nec-
essary to outline concerns about who can (or cannot) engage in public deliber-
ations about environmental risk, and how feminist frameworks within writing 
studies contribute to this conversation. According to Beverly Sauer (2003), “A 
feminist analysis reveals both the hidden power structure that governs the con-
struction of a text and the silent and salient privileging of one voice over an 
other” (p. 64), suggesting a critical inspection might be made of what, exactly, is 
lost by such silencing. The terms stakeholders, public participants, and citizens are 
often used interchangeably in research about environmental communication; 
definitions generally point to the notion that actors should be able to under-
stand or engage in some decision-making processes regarding their material en-
vironments (Cox, 2006; Rowe & Frewer, 2004). For the purposes of my study, 
I define stakeholders, public participants and citizens as actors who deliberate in 
any way about environmental issues that might impact them. I will use the term 
public participants through this portion of the chapter.
Similarly, it is important to detail the activity of environmental risk 
deliberation. In this study, public participation and deliberation about 
environmental risk can happen in many ways, from little or partial pub-
lic involvement (typical), to full public participation (rare) (Simmons, 
2007, p. 38-39). Environmental risk participatory mechanisms, as 
defined by Rowe and Frewer (2004), are “processes, techniques, instru-
ments” that enable citizens to participate in environmental risk delibera-
tion (p. 252). These deliberations might include public hearings, public 
surveys, or public written comment processes (Fiorino, 1990).2 These 
mechanisms may be spoken, print, or digital; they might require public 
participants to attend policy meetings in a particular place and time 
2 It is important to note that many of these have moved online in the last decade, which 
causes both affordances and constraints for public participants.
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(public hearing), or ask that participants engage in comment via writing 
(print or digital public comment). Increasingly, these mechanisms fall 
under scrutiny; Rowe and Frewer (2004) call for more scholarship to 
attend to imprecise definitions of these mechanisms, uncertainties in 
execution of mechanisms, and lack of evaluation of these mechanisms.

Environmental deliberation considerations can be informed by feminist ap-
proaches from writing studies. Patricia Sullivan’s (2012) discussion of “reinter-
pretation” of composition scholarship involves a “metarhetorical” stance allow-
ing for feminist critique of “methodological assumptions” within composition 
(p. 127). I extend such a critique to assumptions of literacies that public partici-
pants must navigate when attempting to voice an environmental concern. While 
environmental laws ensure a citizens’ legal right to know, right to comment, 
and right of standing (legal status) about an environmental risk issue that might 
impact them (Cox, 2006), there are questions about how public participants 
read and write to navigate these processes and documents, particularly those 
that employ highly technical and scientific literacies. More importantly, in the 
case of new industries, such as HVHF, publics also attempt to represent risks 
within emerging industry; various federal environmental laws do not extend to 
perceived risk of HVHF due to the Energy Policy Act of 2005. In HVHF delib-
eration, public participants must navigate and represent complex scientific and 
technical knowledge to prove “extraordinary circumstances” should participants 
suspect environmental risk. As such, participants face an often unspoken as-
sumption of having to find and represent “proof” of such loosely defined terms 
as “significant environmental effect” (Brady, 2011).

Both risk and feminist scholars discuss how public participation is explicitly 
and implicitly stymied during environmental risk communication; these exclu-
sions are tied to notions of risk representations that are socially situated and 
socially contested (Beck, 1987; Sauer, 2003). Environmental risk assessment3 is 
often linked to certain notions of science; scientific rhetoric reveals nuances of 
authority, ethos, and the way certain notions of “science” result in prescriptive, 
top-down approaches to environmental policy. However, several scholars suggest 
that good policy does not depend on traditional linear models of science exper-
tise; instead, attention is paid to social constructs of science and environmental 
risk. Feminist science scholars, such as those in Keller and Longino’s (1996) 
edited collection, Feminism and Science, have called for more situated studies 
of science and more complicated notions of “objectivity” and “reflexivity” in 
science (Haraway, 1996; Harding, 1996). Karen Warren’s work (2000), Ecofemi-

3 Bäckstrand notes “Risk assessment is still regarded as the exclusive domain for science 
experts” (2003, p. 34).
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nist Philosophy, explores conceptual intersections between feminism, science and 
nature. Beverly Sauer’s scholarship of risk rhetorics investigates rhetorical and 
feminist theory in an effort to understand, more deeply, those who participate 
in science and technology deliberations (2003). Similarly, several sustainability 
communications scholars call for a more complex notion of post-positive science 
that includes the use of extended peer communities to address complex, costly 
and potentially lethal uncertainties (Funtowicz & Ravetz, 1993; Goggin, 2009; 
McGreavy, Silka & Hart 2012; Wells, 2013; Herndl & Cutlip 2013).

In application to my own study, Royster and Kirsch’s (2012) notion of stra-
tegic contemplation became salient in seeking patterns noted above within par-
ticipant literacies. Strategic contemplation is “a space where we can see and hold 
contradictions without rushing to immediate closure, to neat resolutions, or to 
cozy hierarchies and binaries. The intent of such strategic contemplation is to 
render meaningfully, respectfully, honorably the words and works of those whom 
we study. . .” (p. 21-22). For example, to understand experiences of participants 
attempting to make meaning about risk in their environments, I took pointers 
from Selfe and Hawisher (2012) to contextualize the participant’s literacy expe-
riences by asking for “elaboration, encouraging them to reflection stories they 
tell, and, occasionally, telling stories of (our) own when we find points in com-
mon” (42). This contextualization yielded unexpected moments of insight into 
literacy practices participants were navigating. Similarly, as it was important for 
me to acknowledge the “contextual” and “situated” spaces where and why inter-
ventions were being composed, particularly in terms of online spaces, I attend 
to Haas, Takayoshi and Carr’s (2012) suggestion that a researcher “employ the 
technology under study” to more clearly challenge my own assumptions about 
online literacy tools and processes used by participants . . . both tools that might 
alienate and empower them (p. 56). As a concerned citizen myself, I quickly 
learned that attempting to make meaning through various technological litera-
cies might offer varying levels of affordances and constraints.

ARTICULATING CRITIQUE: INSTITUTIONAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL RISK PARTICIPATORY MECHANISMS

I begin an analysis of my data with an investigation of how participants in each 
state interacted with institutional participatory risk mechanisms. Through my 
research, participants felt that uncertainties about risk within the HVHF in-
dustrial activity was positioned as an issue that is managed by experts for profit; 
Dryzek (2005) refers to this orientation as administrative and economic ratio-
nalism. More specifically, while Ohio and Pennsylvania participants noted there 
has been more representation of “regulation” about hydraulic fracturing on the 
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institutional website pages or in public meetings, participants revealed that it 
is “regulation” as defined by expert authorities. Participants in my study were 
concerned that they had never had a space within public policy deliberation 
to approach precaution, or to question whether the industrial industry should 
occur at all. Instead, agencies repeatedly offered “expert” stance on the ability 
to regulate activities, according to participants, felt had uncertain outcomes in 
the communities in which they were living. Participants felt that “disclosure” 
of risks, such as well locators, spill locators, and chemical disclosure such as 
those found on FracFocus (an online chemical disclosure tool used in each of 
these states’ institutional sites) were intentionally difficult to navigate, even for 
those who had extensive online technological expertise, did not account for the 
cumulative effects of chemicals, and had been added after the HVHF industry 
was widespread versus any deliberation about a precautionary approach to risks 
of hydraulic fracturing.

When precaution was at times considered, participants often reported that 
public comment about precaution deliberation was in name only—public par-
ticipants repeatedly found they often had no agency, even though, at times, 
there was an opportunity within institutionalized environmental risk partici-
patory mechanisms, to submit a comment. Many times, participants reported 
meetings for public comment were deliberately designed so that it was difficult 
for them to attend: meetings were held on short notice with little advertising to 
local communities, public officials purposefully left little time for public com-
ment, meetings were held during working hours, or required public participants 
to walk through police barracks to find a meeting room. Even if public com-
ment might be collected, public participants widely noted that such comment 
was not used in any significant way in expert deliberations. It is at this point 
that I consciously shift to from referring to actors as “public participants” to 
“activists” in this chapter. Activists moved to “counter-literacies” because existing 
institutionalized literacies marginalized their experiences, moving participants 
to self-identified as “activists.”

With the exception of some deliberations of some processes of the HVHF 
industry in New York, activists felt that institutionalized environmental risk par-
ticipatory mechanisms did not offer deliberation about the lack of long-term 
situated studies of the uncertainties of the entire process: drilling, storage, dis-
posal of waste, and transportation before or when widespread hydraulic fractur-
ing practices commenced. Activists, who became so because they not only wit-
nessed, but felt spills, air quality issues, and earthquakes, were frustrated by the 
minimization of unforeseen issues that could not be regulated (despite assuranc-
es). Activists pointed out that the few industry studies that had been completed 
before the industry commenced were often short term; they did not account 
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for cumulative and long-term exposure to varied industrial contaminants, or 
emerging concerns about the effects of this industry on global climate change. 
Similarly, regulations to known risks applied to short-term industrial activities. 
Activists had an ethos of belonging to “place” and time that often did not line 
up with what they saw represented on expert institutional sites or during public 
meetings. Local inhabitants would live with the disposal of short-term industrial 
process for a much longer time frame but living with the residual effects of this 
industry was routinely not acknowledged in HVHF deliberation.

Also, activists found a lack of discussion of cumulative effects of the industrial 
practices within institutionalized environmental risk participatory mechanisms; 
scientific air, water, soil studies might be conducted separately (and, again, after 
the industry has already begun), avoiding a broader tale of what might happen 
to those living near industrial sites. The practice of hydraulic fracturing, activists 
pointed out, was deemed “safe” through decontextualized and divided studies of 
extraction or disposal practices that did not take into account compounded risks 
to air, water and soil over time. And activists were frustrated by a lack of social 
inquiry into regulatory guidelines; what happens when industries do not follow 
recommended regulations which is the case documented in several locations 
across the three states? While absent corporations might pay a fine for a lapse in 
regulation, it would be the local people who live for years with the results.

ACTIVIST TECHNICAL NETWORKS: INVENTION 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL PRAXIS

As a response to the marginalization felt by participants, I explore texts and pro-
cedures that participants4 create in their effort to “rewrite” institutional literate 
practice. I suggest that such texts and processes are rich places to explore in an 
effort to provide more inclusive processes for public participation about envi-
ronmental risks, and suggest that such a feminist approach offers insights into 
possibilities of praxis as related to environmental risk deliberation.

Simmons and Grabill (2007) note the opportunity for a more inclusive po-
sition of citizens in a rhetorical situation, one that is capable of creating knowl-
edge that offers alternatives to dominant environmental risk discourses. This 
possibility occurs through invention in which “citizens as themselves produc-
ers—of knowledge, of values, of communities” (p. 437). This public participant 
knowledge might inform institutional knowledge making “by creating the in-
stitutional space within which risk can be collectively constructed and more ef-
fectively communicated” (p. 437). As such, my research extends to some public 
4 I make the point of referring to participants as activists to highlight the performative praxis 
of counter-literacies.
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participants whose situated literacies include complex networked technologies. 
One important strand of this discussion is the way in which “technology” and 
“expertise” need not be separated from public participants. With this said, access 
to technology is always a concern, so there should be no essentialist assump-
tions that all participants can and want to access complex technologies, though 
some do. Judy Wajcman’s work articulating the concept of technofeminism is 
important in my study as it explores the social constructions questioning who 
might feel comfortable (or not) navigating various technical spaces, and con-
siders a feminist approach to reconsidering those spaces: “Feminist research has 
been at the forefront of moves to deconstruct the designer/user divide, and that 
between production and consumption, emphasizing the connectedness of all 
phases of technological development (Cockburn & Ormrod, 1993)” (as cited 
in Wajcman, 2007 p. 293). The literacies used by public participants navigating 
environmental risk are increasingly digital, technical and networked; Herndl 
and Cutlip (2013) and Grabill (2007) point specifically to environmental ac-
tivist engagement through technology that situates scientific rhetorical studies 
towards praxis.

In my data, activists engaged in clear patterns of networks and activities 
to “counter” the marginalization they feel when working with institutionalized 
participatory mechanisms. The activist activity often occurs in what Simmons 
and Grabill (2007) refer to as “distributive activities” (p. 436). Here, individuals 
within groups represent complex technical information to networked communi-
ty groups that are “connected to larger rhetorical situations and communication 
practices” (p. 437).

Research about literate practices of environmental risk reveals publics as ac-
tive participants in building technological networks accessing and responding to 
highly technical knowledge vs. passive recipients of technical knowledge from 
experts. Most activists in my study attended various local, and sometimes state, 
national and international events as concerned citizens, but reported a fair bit 
of networking occurred online to inform what was verbalized in a public setting 
or a publically shared text. In this collection, Ouellette discusses possibilities of 
digital circulation, invention, and social action: “Moving beyond the notion that 
rhetorics are individual speech acts, or occasion-bound events, I consider rheto-
ric as a larger, circulating, affective network of arguments, and thus propose that 
we rethink our understanding of social action on the web, and see it in terms of 
circulation” (2018, this collection). Similarly, Royster and Kirsch (2012) refer 
to the concept of “social circulation” to situate circulation more firmly with-
in a social context: “we wanted a useful metaphor for re-anchoring in a more 
generative way the convergence of both the values added by the use of feminist 
ideologies in rhetoric and analyses and the use of rhetorical theories and criti-
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cism in feminist analyses, all well considered within a thickly rendered social, 
political economic, cultural context” (p. 23). Social circulation, then, attends 
to the many complexities of socially-situated environmental risk representation. 
Additionally, Royster and Kirsch (2012) note the need for contextualizing com-
plexities of such circulating rhetorical practices: “Noticing. . .rather than ignor-
ing—ecological conditions, or the ethical, political, cultural dimensions of rhe-
torical enterprises, or the materiality of ideas, arguments, sites, and situations, 
we come to rhetoric as an embodied polylogical social practice that needs to be 
understood symphonically and in high definition” (p. 94). Understanding the 
ways in which alternatives to institutional risk circulate within social constructs 
becomes important in terms of how activists engage in counter literacies to enact 
praxis within their communities.

socIal medIa and technIcal networKs

Social media sites like Facebook were cited by many activists as a gateway for 
networks for other, more technical investigations. As a community member in 
an area impacted by hydraulic fracturing I turned to area activist group sites on 
Facebook after a seismic event to attempt to find groups that might share infor-
mation that was not available on Ohio state institutional sites, including local 
meetings not published on state environmental sites. I also found groups who 
organized initiatives to invite publics to write letters to pressure the state to dis-
close earthquake data, which led to my discovering other groups pressuring the 
state to force companies to disclose chemical make up of HVHF. Many other 
activists sought social media to seek individuals or groups who were sympathetic 
to similar environmental risk marginalization experiences.

Others found that social media was an important space to direct activists to 
forums to share technical risk information not yet represented on institutional 
sites, and to find activists that might question, or conduct citizen’s audits, critiqu-
ing the risk information that was on the sites. While there is no way to measure 
specific levels of “agency” through social media sites like Facebook and activist 
blogs or websites, these activists began to engage in groups who regularly posted 
updates about local, state and federal laws, ways to gather information or critique 
what was represented on institutionalized sites, to find sites and processes that 
might represent environmental risk in more complexity than on institutional-
ized sites, to find emerging scientific studies about risks about the production of, 
storage, and transport of hydraulic fracturing materials, to understand emerging 
public health studies about varied risks, to find and engage in citizen science 
opportunities, and to find and engage with professionals (toxicologists, radia-
tion specialists, health experts, etc.) not represented on institutionalized sites who 
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were willing to work with activists about localized issues related to the hydraulic 
fracturing industry. Social media oriented activists towards spaces where activists 
might engage in critical discussion, at with local higher education institutions, to 
question academic alignment of pro-industry research agendas, to allow activists 
to about how academic institutions might engage communities in critical con-
versations about the uncertainties of the complex hydraulic fracturing industry, 
and to suggest and even demand that universities might invest in research explor-
ing alternative energy technologies and divest from fossil fuel investments. Social 
media allowed activists to learn about and participate in activist events, including 
coordinating public comment sponsored by local, state and federal institutions, 
and, events opposing the limitations of such institutions.

As such, activists began to form identities bolstered by these findings. Again, 
in this collection, Ouellette points to the following in terms of social circula-
tion: “. . . the emotional reactions and the circulation that results from those 
reactions determines, in large part, which amplified messages gain velocity and 
the kinds of social relations that emerge. Such affective circulation further deter-
mines what messages/rhetorics endure” (2018). In the case of my study, activists 
routinely cited that social media was often the “entry” into other, networked 
sites and activities that allowed for the formation of “counter” representation of 
risk with varying agency in each state. Activists noted the extensive time spent 
understanding complexity of risk inherent in hydraulic fracturing by exploring 
legal documents, mapping (paper and digital), local, state and federal environ-
mental policy, impacts of chemicals in a variety of contextualized scenarios, air 
quality, and hazardous waste through all parts of production, including trans-
portation and disposal.

narratIve and multI-modal representatIons oF envIronmental rIsK

Activist interviews revealed patterns of narratives that became socially circulated. 
Narratives offer important spaces for environmental risk deliberation scholar-
ship, and composition studies are helpful to understand both the limitations, 
and agency narratives might provide. As writing studies scholar Debra Journet 
notes, “narratives are still being written against the grain of academic discourse.” 
Journet asks us to consider personal narrative, but to also consider, more clearly, 
“genred narratives” and how historically, the validity of narratives that “corre-
spond to the reality of the phenomena under discussion” (2012, p.19). At issue 
with hydraulic fracturing are the competing narratives of risk, and how agency is 
given to particular narratives. While public comment (if offered) might allow ac-
tivists to discuss personal, anecdotal experiences in a public setting, scholarship 
suggests these narratives, even if revealing localized phenomena of risk, often do 
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not have much agency in the traditional top-down approach to environmental 
risk decision making.

However, among activists, narratives propel new ways of considering envi-
ronmental risk, challenging the positioning of “regulation” of an industry by 
experts without widespread scientific studies. Journet challenges writing studies 
scholars to think more critically about how personal narratives might or might 
not be privileged in a particular situation. In my study, narratives allowed activ-
ists to share personal experiences about HVHF risk among themselves that were 
not being represented by regulatory institutions. Shared narratives such as those 
in Shalefield Stories: A Project of Friends of the Harmed allowed activists to re-
spond with support, in immediate ways, to those who could not afford, in terms 
of money and time, for the institutional regulatory to make reparations about 
possible material environmental damage—to the living organisms in ecologi-
cal systems which activists contend were affected by HVHF. Narratives allowed 
activists to contextualize highly technical risk information, such as the infor-
mation represented on the FracTracker Alliance site, which combines data from 
institutional sites with narrative within multimodal digital storytelling formats.

Similarly, counter-literacy narratives allowed for multi-modal, sophisticated 
representations of risk shared on community-based risk reporting sites such as 
the FracTracker Alliance site, which re-represents data from state institutional 
sites, but also sites like Google mapping, to reveal disclosures of wells sites, ac-
cidents, spills and proposed pipelines that is not found on easily on state and 
federal institutional sites. Interfaces on FracTracker maps consider feminist ge-
ographies5 to provide risk exploration beyond “permitting” and “regulation” and 
to more critically interrogate how geographic spacialities of risk are being rep-
resented. Activists found that the crowd-sourced images and video clips of all 
parts of the industry process shared online tell a more contextualized tale of risk, 
again, a narrative of the industry that institutional sites did not share. The Frac-
Tracker Alliance site organizes and categorizes risks beyond what institutional 
sites represented as risks at all, for example, the inclusion of an “environmental 
justice” tool as a mapping layer allows users to investigate hydraulic fracking 
more critically.

Also, multi-modality allows for the representation of what material feminist 
and ecofeminist scholars recognize as the relationship of the flux between the hu-
man body and material surroundings; Stacy Alaimo (2007) refers to “trans-cor-
poreal feminism,” which suggests that bodies in space become marginalized 
through toxins created from socio-cultural constructions. “As a particularly vivid 
5 Feminist geography, according to Moss and Falconer Al-Hindi (2000) attends 
to issues of authority (both claiming and contesting authority) and power in terms of 
representing spatial phenomena. 
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example of trans-corporeal space, toxic bodies insist that environmentalism, hu-
man health and social justice cannot be severed. They encourage us to imagine 
ourselves in constant interchange with the ‘environment’” (262). Alaimo points 
to varied, but connected, inquires into the sources and consequences of such tox-
icity: “the traffic in toxins reveals interconnections between various movements, 
such as those of environmental health, occupational health, labor movements, 
environmental justice, environmentalism, ecological medicine, disability rights, 
green living, anti-globalization, consumer rights, and child welfare” (260).

Material feminist theory underscores how, in my study, activists found ways 
to represent complex fracking industry results on and within organisms: land, 
and human bodies and the human social systems that promote such industrial 
activities. Often, these photos or videos of material risks were shared between 
activists in cyberspace, but through images, notions of powerful material risk 
circulated. The results of earthquakes on properties (cracked foundations) was 
shared among activists long before the Department of Natural Resources in 
Ohio formally made a formal and official link between injection wells (that store 
hydraulic fracturing waster) and earthquakes. Maps of trains carrying hazardous 
materials through densely populated neighborhoods and schools shifted con-
versations about what officials claimed was the “safe” transport and disposal of 
fracking waste. Images of children with nosebleeds by those living near hydraulic 
fracturing compressor stations in several states were widely shared to advance 
networks of inquiry into possible connections between public health and hy-
draulic fracturing.

post-posItIvIst notIons oF scIence: envIronmental JustIce 
and precautIon—representInG publIc health

Several of the activists I have met in my study are involved in persuasive per-
formances in highly technically complex rhetorical spaces; for example, some 
shared highly technical information about solar or wind technologies that might 
act as alternative infrastructures for communities. Other stakeholders involved 
in “citizen science” initiatives are taking active roles in complex, technical, but 
often localized, scientific studies (Conrad and Hilchey, 2011) to study air or 
water. But what was noteworthy was the way in which networks of agency in-
voked when activists investigated issues of public health. These notions of lo-
calized sciences within shared networks created knowledge in proactive ways. 
As noted earlier in this chapter, post-normal notions of science expand notions 
of uncertainty and risk. Within these systems, powerful new ideologies can be 
brought to light, with which activists engaged: in this case, environmental jus-
tice and decisions based on the precautionary principle are feminist in terms of 
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a call for ecological democracy, situated in a critique of cultural constructs that 
lead to marginalization of ecologies and organisms, including people, in them 
(Dryzek, 2005). Frameworks of environmental justice explore discursive possi-
bilities attending to expanded notions of citizen risk reporting in space and time 
(Holifield, Porter, & Walker, 2010). Environmental justice attends to resituating 
discourse about environmental risks due to “the legacy of a disproportionate 
burden imposed on poor and minority communities by environmental harmful 
conditions, [and calls for] more inclusive opportunities for those who are most 
affected to be heard in the decisions made by public agencies” (p. 290, 2006, 
Cox). Environmental justice frameworks seek more complex ideas about how 
places are labeled for industrial practices, and how those living in geographically 
stigmatized spaces, as defined by dominant discourses, might find agency in re-
defining place, and, by extension, personal identity. In this collection, Schiappa 
discusses “intersectionality” as a more complex representation of oppressions: 
“the fact that many social groups experience oppression along multiple planes, 
and second, that those planes are conceptually and materially inseparable” (2018, 
this collection). This acknowledgement of layers of oppression through time and 
space is crucial to understand in terms of the silencing of activists through large-
ly ineffective institutional public comment that does not consider the complex 
marginalization activists feel: there are cumulative issues of air quality, water 
quality, soil quality, seismic issues, long term economic quality that are not often 
included in deliberations. Added to this, these fracking activities often occur 
near locations of economic poverty from past industrial cycles, often in commu-
nities that do not have resources or agency to represent these varied risks.

Ideologies of precautionary politics suggest that in complex and uncertain 
environmental issues, where scientific consensus cannot or has not been reached, 
the public should not bear the burden of “proving” risks as is currently the case; 
publics, instead, should be protected if a reasonable risk has been found (Wh-
iteside, 2006). By adopting environmental justice and precautionary ideologies, 
both feminist in nature, activists were able challenge normate views of the envi-
ronment as a “resource” to be “managed” or “regulated” that fulfills a dominant 
economic narrative, and to call of more rigorous and expanded scientific studies.

Environmental justice and precautionary frames are useful for spurring new 
knowledge making, which was widely represented and shared in the technical 
reading and writing practices of activists. Activists networked outside of local-
ities to represent risks not sanctioned by institutional environmental in their 
own states. In Pennsylvania and Ohio, activists were frustrated that there are 
no statewide spaces to explore issues of human health effects as a result of the 
hydraulic fracturing industry. Neither Pennsylvania nor Ohio Departments of 
Health listed any part of the hydraulic fracturing industry (extraction, storage, 
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or transport) exposure as a concern on their state environmental health data sys-
tems. Also, there were no institutionally state-sponsored base-line studies about 
health and fracking. However, activists pointed to community groups, like the 
Center for Coalfield Justice, that linked risk of known risks (the coal industry), 
with other extractive practices which was helpful in networking, particularly 
along environmental justice argument in Appalachia in both Pennsylvania and 
Ohio, for positioning legislation for laws to protect ecosystems and people in 
them. It should be noted that such an approach, though compelling, often not 
successful as laws regulating hydraulic fracturing simply have yet to be written, 
and further studies about various impacts of hydraulic fracturing have yet to be 
funded and executed.

However, in each state, expert/activists in the medical field worked to pro-
vide such information to the public, and these works were widely shared among 
activists. For example, in Pennsylvania, the Southwest Pennsylvania Environ-
mental Health Project provides online resources and health services and mon-
itoring of human bodies and equipment to monitor air quality to those living 
near gas wells. In Ohio, the Center for Health, Environment and Justice, again, 
not affiliated with a state agency provides a “Prevent Fracking Harms” page 
with links to resources about health effects, including a database about emerging 
health studies, grounded in a recognition of possible embodied risks of this in-
dustry, and contextualizing risk in local environments and in local bodies.

InterventIons: counter-lIteracIes leadInG 
to a new yorK ban on hvhF

Simmons and Grabill’s (2007) research on communities accessing technology 
to “invent” and “perform persuasively” valued knowledge given a complex rhe-
torical situation related to environmental deliberation dovetails nicely with the 
New York activists I encountered in my study (2007, p. 422). Interestingly, one 
resource included on the Ohio site Center for Health, Environment and Justice 
page links to several of New York’s deliberations about the decisions to ban 
fracking in New York State, highlighting the networking that occurs among 
activists that I observed during my interviews and think aloud protocols across 
states. The New York State ban on high volume hydraulic fracturing acts as a 
literate artifact; in many ways is the end result of interactions between grassroots 
activists and experts in many states sharing and compiling information challeng-
ing an industrial “norm” of hydraulic fracturing.

Many activists in my study contributed to knowledge building that resulted 
in a state-wide ban: sharing studies about emerging health issues in places like 
Pennsylvania and Ohio and building political and legal cases for bans in various 
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communities, then networking successes to statewide discussions of the practice. 
It is important to note that prior to the ban that activists were assured by offi-
cials from the New York Department of Conservation that the fracking industry 
could be regulated and that spills and accidents were extremely rare. However, 
activists in New York traveled to neighboring states of Ohio and Pennsylvania 
and witnessed results of explosions, water contamination, and methane leaks. 
Their “felt” sense of risk, and conversations with their neighbors’ perceptions 
of risk did not match up to the “institutionalized” representations of risk. The 
Dimock, PA water case (easily accessible to New York), in which industry denied 
that fracking caused widespread water contamination in the Dimock area, gen-
erated investigations by activists into both “knowledge making” about HVHF 
risk and bans.

Across the state of New York, anti-fracking activists attended public meet-
ings, and flooded local and state public comment. The New York activists I spoke 
to discussed networks of knowledge that supported this grassroots movement: 
how to write letters to local, state and federal representatives, how to navigate 
legal issues to impose industry bans in local areas, (culminating in a “home-
rule” orientation which allowed local governments, not the state, to control how 
drilling might occur, if it occurred at all), and how to read and represent highly 
technical information from emerging scholarly studies about environmental and 
public health risks.

In response to the perceived lack of true deliberation about potential risks, 
many New York activists turned to the “body” as a form of speech. Their “bod-
ies” spoke through marches, blockades and arrests, and these experiences and 
rationales for them were widely shared online. Several activists I interviewed 
shared information about how to commit acts of civil disobedience, using lit-
erate networks to plan who and how to be arrested; groups also coordinated 
fundraising to pay fines and legal representation for arrested activists. While 
activists in Ohio and Pennsylvania employed similar tactics, it was the reaction 
in New York to what had happened in the nearby states that created a large 
community-based outcry against what activists felt were very real risks in the 
fracking industry.

The ban on the extractive practice of hydraulic fracking occurred in De-
cember of 2014. In June of 2015, the New York Department of Environmental 
Conservation (DEC) announced the following: “The SEQR Findings Statement 
for high-volume hydraulic fracturing (HVHF) was issued on June 29, 2015. 
This concluded DEC’s comprehensive, seven-year review and officially prohibits 
HVHF in New York.” This page, as earlier noted, is situated within the DEC 
site, and takes some navigating to find, but does offer acknowledgment of the 
public comments that helped to shape the way risks were investigated, including 

https://web.archive.org/web/20150809143707/http://chej.org/campaigns/nofracking/
https://web.archive.org/web/20150809143707/http://chej.org/campaigns/nofracking/
https://www.coalfieldjustice.org/issues/
https://www.coalfieldjustice.org/issues/
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a prioritization on public health not represented in the Ohio or Pennsylvania 
institutional sites, where HVHF is still legal. While the New York Department 
of Environmental Conservation puts some authority for this decision in the 
hands of the New York State Department of Health, a longer statement refers 
to a rare meaningful interaction between the public and a state agency to create 
knowledge about risk. It is clear here that questions of contestation of the “val-
ue” of HVHF have been represented, at the insistence of citizens, beyond the 
expertise of regulation of an industry. Expertise in public health is represented 
in this decision. While activists in New York were pleased with these successes, 
they noted the opposition they faced in attempting to articulate this aspect of 
risk. The entire deliberation centered on citizens and experts proving that there 
was enough risk to warrant the state-wide ban. The activists still currently face 
deliberations about transport and storage of gas, which are still hotly contested 
throughout the state as transportation infrastructure for HVHF continues in 
light of gas exports.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

While the New York ban is important to explore, it is also important to under-
stand that public participants who are not part of regulatory institutions may 
not have agency to offer technical knowledge if state or local laws do not “val-
ue” that kind of knowledge. Indeed, in Pennsylvania and Ohio, health officials 
have not been able to make a case to restrict fracking activity based on health 
concerns. Even highly technically-literate public stakeholders might find that 
certain “sciences,” “technologies” or types of expertise are not valued or even 
represented in risk reporting documents or processes (indeed, as energy risk as-
sessment currently varies by state, state policies vary widely). Simmons critiques 
the lack of reflection of what it means to fail to acknowledge socially constructed 
nature of risk communication and public participation, “This failure to see risk 
and environmental policy as socially constructed leads to unethical and oppres-
sive risk communication practices because the public is denied democratic par-
ticipation in the decision-making process” (2007, p. 2).

Here I turn again to Royster and Kirsch’s (2012) concept of strategic con-
templation, this time, to encourage research that attends more to complexities of 
environmental deliberation: “this process of paying attention, of being mindful, 
of attending to the subtle, intuitive, not-so-obvious parts of research has the ca-
pacity to yield rich rewards. It allows scholars to observe and notice, to listen and 
hear voices often neglected and silenced, and to notice more overtly their own 
responses to what they are seeing, reading, reflecting on, and encountering during 
their research process” (p. 85). In this sense, I found compelling patterns by which 

https://www.fractracker.org/resources/photos/
https://www.fractracker.org/resources/photos/
https://www.dec.ny.gov/energy/75370.html 
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
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activists make meaning of their physical surroundings, finding that activist-driven 
representations of risk invented outside of institutional reporting that have shown 
some success in advancing agency to influence some environmental risk assess-
ment policy). My research, which is informed by feminist approaches, points to 
moments where participants invent beyond top-down “objective” models to con-
sider ways in which a larger deliberation about environmental risk might occur, 
and how to communicate and create praxis about these concerns. I find this to be 
increasingly compelling as it is acknowledged that local inventions and interven-
tions have environmental impacts on a global scale.
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CHAPTER 14.  

THE VIABILITY OF DIGITAL 
SPACES AS SITES FOR 
TRANSNATIONAL FEMINIST 
ACTION AND ENGAGEMENT: 
WHY WE NEED TO LOOK AT 
DIGITAL CIRCULATION

Jessica Ouellette
University of Southern Maine

In the early spring of 2013, through the use of social media, the global 
feminist protest group FEMEN staged a “topless jihad” day in support of 
Tunisian member, Amina Tyler, who was threatened with physical pun-
ishment for posting to Facebook and Twitter images of her naked body, 
covered in written messages such as “Fuck your morals” and “My body is 
mine.” Because new media systems have vastly changed communication 
and information-sharing processes, they have also altered the ways we 
engage rhetorically in feminist activism. Ouellette argues that in order to 
engage effectively in feminist activism and foster transnational connec-
tions within digital spaces, we need to look at the ways in which texts 
move and circulate, and how, in and through those movements, textual 
meanings and rhetorical purposes shift and change. To achieve such goals, 
Ouellette provides a case study of the events and protests surrounding 
Tyler and FEMEN’s protests—specifically the texts that circulated, and 
the political and economic investments undergirding that circulation.

In early March 2013, the circulation of two particular images sparked a series of 
debates, deliberations, and discussions in the digital sphere. Images of a topless 
woman, Amina Tyler, holding a cigarette in one hand, and a book in the other, 
moved throughout social media sites at rapid speed. Across Tyler’s chest were 
messages written in English and Arabic, messages that read, “Fuck your morals” 
and “My body is mine, not somebody else’s honor.”
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Figure 14.1. Amina Tyler, Arabic.

Tyler, a citizen of Tunisia and an outspoken member of FEMEN, a Ukrainian-
born international feminist group, decided to post these images on her Facebook 
as a response to her nation’s policies regarding women’s rights. At the time of her 
posting, the government of Tunisia was in the process of drafting a new consti-
tution, one that would allegedly alter, and perhaps take away, some of the rights 
already in place for Tunisian women. Following Tyler’s response to this specific po-
litical moment, and following the rapid circulation of her images by Tyler’s Face-
book and Twitter friends (and thus other friends of friends), Tyler was threatened 
with physical punishment and death threats from national officials of Tunisia for 
posting “nude portraits.” As a result of these threats, Tyler deleted her social media 
accounts and fled Tunisia. Despite her withdrawal, her texts took on lives of their 
own, becoming the subjects of many news articles, blog posts, and social media 
posts across the globe. As Tyler’s images circulated, they encountered various kinds 
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of rhetorics involving feminism, human rights, and nationalism. These instances 
of rhetorical contact led to changes and shifts in meaning, prompting the circu-
lation of new texts and thus new kinds of arguments that, oftentimes, conflicted 
with the original rhetorical purpose of Tyler’s texts.

Figure 14. 2. Amina Tyler, English.

For rhetoricians, this event is particularly compelling. Not only does it high-
light a moment in which feminist action and intervention prompts transna-
tional conversations, it illustrates the scope and global reach afforded by digital 
circulation, and further illuminates the often unexpected consequences of such 
circulation. Tyler’s case is not unique, however. Over the last decade, protests 
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involving women’s rights have been very much present in the media. Since 9/11, 
we have seen a wave of feminist movements addressing various political issues—
reproductive rights, acts of violence, the need for economic support, wage ineq-
uities, and rights regarding women’s bodies, among others. These various global 
upheavals have not surfaced without external influences. The “war on terror,” the 
perceived increased need for national security alongside the push for open trade 
markets, and the continuous move from national governance to supranational 
governance have caused many disjunctures between the state and peoples’ actual 
needs. Because of these pressures and their effects on lived experiences, social 
activist groups from all around the world have looked to the digital web as a 
productive place for protest and a powerful site for demanding change.

For these reasons, this piece, which is part of a larger research project, emerg-
es out of an interest in and exploration of the possible efficacy of digital spaces as 
sites for transnational feminist engagement and intervention. These questions, 
for me, are inextricably linked to my interests in the intersections between writ-
ing, gender, and technology. Although the digital is the site of my inquiry, at its 
core is a concern for transnational feminist discourse and activism: the digital 
came into the project as one of the most viable places for such action to occur. 
The crux of this research, then, is an effort to understand both the possibilities 
and limitations of transnational feminist engagement within digital spaces. As 
a result, I examine and expose how the circulations of discourses on women’s 
issues oftentimes serve as exigencies for national and global agendas within these 
spaces. In doing so, I argue for a new theory of rhetorical production—a theory 
that acknowledges the ways in which circulation operates as an affective move-
ment and co-constitutive process that necessarily structures and shapes public 
life. Looking at digital circulation, I believe, can help us identify how the prac-
tices of writing and rhetoric within a transnational context reproduce and resist 
current ideologies so that we might write for social change more effectively in 
these spaces.

In recent years, scholars such as Rebecca Dingo and Wendy Hesford, among 
others, have begun attending to the transnational, looking at how rhetorics are 
inextricably linked to processes of globalization and the transnational flows of 
people, ideas, technology, and communication across national boundaries (Hes-
ford, 2005, 2006, 2008; Hesford & Schell, 2008; Dingo, 2012; Queen, 2008). 
In her essay entitled, “Global Turns and Cautions in Rhetoric and Composition 
Studies” (2006), Wendy Hesford calls on the field of rhetoric and composition 
to turn its focus to global matters—matters that necessitate “a reexamination of 
existing protocols and divisions, and the formation of new critical frameworks 
in light of a changing world” (p. 796). While Hesford’s article was published 
over a decade ago, much of it still remains relevant for our field today. Hesford’s 
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deliberate reference to a “changing world” speaks to the ways in which the in-
tersections between culture, power, politics, and economics have been changing 
significantly due to the uneven processes of globalization. The increased pro-
duction and advancement of information and media systems, and the ways in 
which these systems have vastly changed the processes of communication and 
information sharing, has undoubtedly altered the ways we engage in writing 
and rhetorical practices. And yet, rhetorical scholars have rarely examined dig-
ital writing’s role in transnational exchange and processes of globalization with 
the exception of a few (Queen, 2008; Blair, Tulley, & Gajjala, 2009; Royster & 
Kirsch, 2012).1 Scholarship on the “digital” has, for the most part, been focused 
on the implications for digital literacies within transnational contexts (Berry, 
Hawisher, & Selfe, 2012; Warriner, 2007; Lam, 2004) and questions related to 
web genres and digital writing (Miller & Shepherd, 2009; McKee & DeVoss, 
2007; Porter, 2009; Giltrow & Stein, 2009).

Because Web 2.0 is a site of user-generated content, the “writeable” phase 
of the web, it not only facilitates and encourages participation, collaboration, 
and information sharing, it is driven and run by such content. This phase of the 
web has demanded new ways of thinking about rhetorical strategies. One of the 
most important concepts for understanding rhetorical action on the web may be 
“rhetorical velocity,” a term coined by Jim Ridolfo and Danielle DeVoss (2009) 
to talk about rhetorical delivery within the context of user-generated content. 
Rhetorical velocity, they argue, is both a “strategic approach to composing for 
rhetorical delivery” and a term that describes “the understanding and rapidity 
at which information is crafted, delivered, distributed, recomposed, redelivered, 
redistributed, etc., across physical and virtual networks and spaces” (p. 1). The 
speed of information, the nature of remixing and citation, and the ability to 
instantaneously respond, modify, and copy are just a few of the changes intrinsic 
to the reimagining of rhetorical action within Web 2.0. Given these changes, the 
potential effects of circulation within a digital space are not just between a writer 
and a reader; rather those effects are caught up in larger networks of interaction 
or, to use Jenny Edbauer-Rice’s term, “rhetorical ecologies” of meaning that are 
quite different from print or Web 1.0 (Edbauer, 2005). The time-space compres-
sion of digital communication is, in fact, one reason why we might view the web 
as a space where our everyday interactions and conversations happen transna-
tionally and where those interactions and conversations, as they circulate, have 
transnational effects.

1 See Mary Queen, “Transnational Feminist Rhetorics in a Digital World” (2008); see 
Kristine Blair, Christine Tulley, and Radhika Gajjala’s edited collection, Webbing Cyberfeminist 
Practice: Communities, Pedagogies, and Social Action (2009); and see Jacqueline Jones Royster and 
Gesa Kirsch’s Feminist Rhetorical Practices (2012). 
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This study, then, speaks to the digital more broadly, emphasizing rhetorical 
analyses of digital circulation in order to understand how to productively and 
affectively engage in these digital mediums. While many scholars in rhetoric and 
composition have theorized digital circulation as part of an intentional mode 
of rhetorical delivery, and thus rhetorical deliberation (Porter, 2009; Warnick 
& Heineman, 2012; Ridolfo & DeVoss, 2009), I argue that circulation is a 
process through which various, and oftentimes conflicting, intentions and goals 
come into contact with each other, creating new meanings and new kinds of 
knowledge. Moving beyond the notion that rhetorics are individual speech acts, 
or occasion-bound events, I consider rhetoric as a larger, circulating, affective 
network of arguments, and thus propose that we rethink our understanding of 
social action on the web, and see it in terms of circulation and affect. Royster and 
Kirsch’s definition of “social circulation,” one of the four terms of engagement 
they put forth as part of their theoretical paradigm for feminists interested in 
engaging in rhetorical work, is helpful for thinking about the productive lens 
circulation can provide digital feminist activists. Social circulation, they argue, 
centers on “connections among past, present, and futures in the sense that the 
overlapping social circles in which women travel, live, and work are carried on or 
modified [generationally] and can lead to changed rhetorical practices” (Royster 
and Kirsch, 2012, p. 23). This piece attempts to hone in on such “overlapping 
circles”—the various connections made (or forestalled)—by looking at the pro-
cess of digital circulation and the web’s ability to provide texts with heightened 
amplification and velocity such that certain rhetorics become privileged over 
others. In other words, deliberation is not always the end goal, or the end re-
sult. Circulation does not work only (or even primarily) in favor of discursive 
interactions with others; it is as often prompted by emotions, feelings, and lived 
experiences.

In looking at the case of Tyler, I use transnational feminist scholar Inderpal 
Grewal’s method of interarticulation (2005), which describes the ways in which 
discourses permeate rhetorics and change their meaning. Methodologically, this 
research project involves an examination of over 300 texts within three different 
timeframes: (1) the initial two weeks surrounding Tyler’s post; (2) two months 
following Tyler’s post; and (3) two years after Tyler’s post). In focusing on four 
themes that emerged from the data (two of which I examine in this particular 
piece), all in relation to the rhetorical trope of the body—body as protest, body 
as object, body as madness, and body as nation—I show how texts, in their 
digital movements, become the basis for further representations, and how events 
and arguments get coopted and repurposed. In analyzing this data, I developed 
a three-part concept of circulation involving the following components: ampli-
fication, velocity, and endurance.
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To be more specific, I define amplification as the process through which a 
certain aspect of a text gets highlighted over the rest of the text. A specific ide-
ology embedded in a text, for example, becomes magnified in such a way that it 
becomes detached from its original purpose, context, and history, thus chang-
ing its meaning and overall message. In other words, the volume is figuratively 
‘amplified’ as some messages get louder and others move to the background. 
Velocity follows amplification, referring to the speed and scale of circulation a 
text can achieve and the various social alliances that form as a result.2 Endurance 
corresponds to the ways in which certain texts retain such high levels of circu-
lation over time that they become normalized, connecting and revising other 
ideologies, such that they stick and re-solidify as “reality.”

Figure 14.3. FEMEN Topless Jihad.

2 While Ridolfo and DeVoss (2009) argue that rhetorical velocity involves a “rhetorical con-
cern for distance, travel, speed, and time,” particularly in relation to the ways in which writers 
“strategically” compose texts for third parties, this definition implies that the writer has a certain 
level of agency over the recomposition and appropriation of their text by third parties: and this 
is where my use of velocity differs. Instead of focusing on the writer, I examine velocity with an 
attention to the circulation process.
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Emotion and the need to identify and align one’s self with others plays a 
large role in determining the movement of texts—how they get picked up and 
amplified, where they go, what gains velocity and visibility and what doesn’t, 
which voices are heard and taken seriously, and which ones are silenced. In other 
words, the emotional reactions and the circulation that results from those reac-
tions determines, in large part, which amplified messages gain velocity and the 
kinds of social relations that emerge. Such affective circulation further determines 
what messages/rhetorics endure.

In this chapter, I illustrate the concept of affective circulation as it relates to 
my data, particularly the themes of body as protest and body as object. I begin 
with amplification: the figurative act of turning up the volume on a specific 
aspect of a text and thus, moving the rest of it to the background. In FEMEN’s 
instance of circulation (the group of which Tyler was a part), the theme of the 
body as protest becomes foregrounded and amplified as the main message of 
Tyler’s text. This happens in two ways. First, FEMEN uses Tyler’s text as a cata-
lyst for organizing a “topless jihad day.” In social media posts, as well as an open 
letter published on The Huffington Post, FEMEN calls on women across the 
globe to support Tyler’s cause by using their bodies “as poster[s] for the slogans 
of freedom,” by “baring their breasts against Islam” and circulating the hashtag 
“#freeamina” (FEMEN Homepage, 2013).

Figure 14.4. FEMEN Protest.
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Figure 14.5. Amina Tyler on FEMEN’s Facebook Page.

On FEMEN’s Facebook page, we see Tyler’s image against a backdrop of her 
supporters with the following statements written on their bodies: “Our tits are 
deadlier than your stones” (FEMEN Facebook, 2013). In these messages, what 
gets amplified is the call for a topless protest, and for two reasons: to oppose the 
religion of Islam and to help liberate a woman from an Arab nation. It is in these 
changing meanings that I locate the social action of circulation.

Inna Shevchenko, leader of FEMEN, in an article published by The Guard-
ian, explains why she believes naked protest is necessary. She claims, “A woman’s 
naked body has always been the instrument of the patriarchy . . . They use it 
in the sex industry, the fashion industry, advertising, always in men’s hands. 
We realized the key was to give the naked body back to its rightful owner, to 
women, and give a new interpretation of nudity . . . I’m proud of the fact that 
today naked women are not just posing on the cover of Playboy, but it can be an 
action, angry, and can irritate people” (Shevchenko as cited in Cochrane, 2013). 
Once again, Shevchenko’s references to the naked body as an “instrument” and 
as a kind of “action”—an action that gets people angry and irritated—speaks to 
the ways in which affect is always already caught up in the act of amplification, 
that the move to amplify something is indeed emotionally driven. Such refer-
ences also call to mind what Zimmann (Chapter 16, this collection) argues in 
her piece, “A Peek Inside the Master’s House”: the belief that feminist rhetorical 
action and intervention always already brings with it an inherent link between 
the personal and political—in this case, the body as a personal representation 
of one’s self becomes a political platform for feminist work (Zimmann, 2018).

In continuing with the amplification of the body as a kind of protest, other 
web users responded similarly, calling on others to join in the “fight for Amina.” 
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One blogger, in particular, posed the following question: “You joining in this 
fight for women’s rights or are you staying covered up? I’m currently writing this 
with no top on, just to do my part . . . . Every little bit helps!” (Byrne, n.d.). 
Again, we can see how quickly Tyler’s text becomes re-positioned as a global 
symbol of bodily protest regarding women’s rights and the rights to owning their 
bodies. Amplified in these moments of circulation is the belief that the act of na-
ked protest is analogous to the “fight for women’s rights,” the belief that the physical 
female body should be used as a canvas for protest and a tool to unite women 
on a global scale, to create solidarity—a “body” of feminists. Byrne’s reference 
to “doing one’s part” points to the way in which amplification functions as a 
kind of world-making, to use queer theorist Michael Warner’s term (2002)—the 
ways in which texts become the basis for further representations, creating and 
foreclosing certain subject positions in order to create a world in which one 
wants to live.3 On the one hand, we can see how the rhetoric of FEMEN and 
FEMEN supporters is being used as a means to propose and put forth solutions 
to shared matters of concern—gender inequities, for example. Many of these 
activists and feminists participate in amplifying Tyler’s text because they feel they 
are furthering the cause for women’s rights. On the other hand, amplifying the 
body as protest also moves Tyler’s goal to the background, making the local case 
of Tunisia only a side note. Allying with Tyler, then, becomes a way of allying 
with her means of protest rather than with its goal (or more accurately, allying 
with Tyler, and by extension FEMEN, makes the means more important than 
the cause for which she is protesting).

As feminists and other activists, including FEMEN, circulate Tyler’s text as 
an amplified narrative about the body and women’s rights, they reposition Tyler 
as a silent victim in need of saving. This kind of western feminist ideology not 
only elides the local and specific context from which Tyler’s text emerged, it 
also perpetuates a problematic perspective of Muslim women as an essential-
ized group of oppressed women, thus perpetuating certain essentializing beliefs 
about Islam and the Middle East.

While the body as protest theme continues to be amplified in multiple ven-
ues, other writers/responders also focus on the body, but amplify its rhetorical 
functions quite differently. In the mainstream media’s portrayal of Tyler’s story 
and the #freeamina campaign, certain news outlets focus solely on the “enter-
tainment” factor of Tyler’s and FEMEN’s nudity. As journalist Matt Gurney of 
the National Post claims, nudity always garners attention: “When presented with 
nude protesters, enjoy the show, and say so,” he wrote (Gurney, 2013). What 
we can take away from this statement is the belief that women’s naked bodies 
alone, regardless of the images’ purposes or contexts, will inevitably lead to more 
3 See Michael Warner’s Publics and Counterpublics (2002).
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readers, and thus generate more capital. This demeaning sentiment becomes 
amplified as other social media users and bloggers post similar statements. For 
example, one blogger writes, “My opinion of feminists has gone right up . . 
. this is a jihad I could live with. Titslamism, is the future” (Kafir Crusaders, 
n.d.). Other statements include, “Feminist babes getting their boobs out against 
militant Islam” and “Not a body hair in sight on these sexy feminist nude pro-
testers breaking the mental image of your excessively hairy razor-shy traditional 
feminist” (Kafir Crusaders, n.d.).

In these moments of amplification, we can see how the original message and 
rhetorical purpose of Tyler’s text becomes completely erased. The amplification 
of both Tyler’s and FEMEN’s texts as objectifications of the female body illus-
trate the ways in which one component of a text—the naked body itself, pulled 
from its relationship to protest, to politics, to the messages literally written on 
those bodies—can be reconstructed as its own narrative, producing new, and 
oftentimes conflicting meanings. Amplified in these moments is the problematic 
correlation between feminism and what the body of a feminist should look like. 
And once again, amplified in these texts is also a western ideology of the liberat-
ed naked body versus the presumed conservative practices of Islam.

The variety of amplifications that emerged, particularly the two examples that 
I have described thus far, when traced to the next level of circulation in this study, 
highlight how such amplified meanings become the basis for further circulation, 
interanimating ideologies far from the original post. As the first layer of texts con-
tinued to circulate, certain texts gained a higher level of velocity due to the af-
fective charges underlying the ideologies amplified in their circulation. Thus, the 
narratives around the body as a form of protest and the body as object took on 
lives of their own. The velocity of these particular texts not only sped up the cir-
culation of certain messages, ensuring they continue to be heard, but that velocity 
also performed a kind of rhetorical action, creating alliances and oppositions and 
establishing and structuring certain social relations in sometimes surprising ways.

The mainstream media’s focus on objectifying women’s naked bodies, for 
example, prompted various reactions to and disagreements with FEMEN and 
Tyler’s mode of protest. In an ironic move, Tyler and FEMEN are criticized for 
not being feminist enough because their mode of protest—the body—can only 
be understood as an object. As a result, “feminists” who might have aligned with 
FEMEN come to distance themselves from the protest. As writer for The Daily 
Beast Janine Giovanni states, “Any protester knows that the only way activism 
works is to get the people on your side. Femen is not exactly endearing them-
selves to anyone, except perhaps to hormonal teenage boys” (Giovanni, 2013). 
She ends the article with the following quote: “Amina’s heart might be in the 
right place, but I wish she would cover it up with a T-shirt and protest quietly, 
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but effectively, rather than getting her kit off”. The reference here to “getting 
people on your side” depicts a clear understanding of how users reacted to these 
texts, and how the velocity of texts can enact a kind of allying mechanism, initi-
ating and changing social relations.

Both the use of body as protest and the body as object also beg a question 
not amplified at all in the initial response, but rather one that emerges in the 
texts’ increased circulation and velocity: that is, whose body? As protest becomes 
connected to (and almost collapsed into) the body as object theme, another 
group that might have allied with the national context of Tyler’s protest comes 
to protest her based on the previously amplified messages of the body, specifically 
a raced body that purportedly speaks for all women.

The Facebook group, Muslim Women Against FEMEN, for example (a 
group that formed in response to FEMEN’s call for a topless jihad day), points 
out in an open letter to FEMEN (published on their Facebook wall) that the 
“bodies” protesting are not the bodies of brown women, nor the bodies of Mus-
lim women.

Figure 14.6. MWAF Facebook Page.

Because of this, they resist FEMEN’s idea of a “global sisterhood” and cri-
tique FEMEN’s attempt to operate as a “collective mouth piece.” Through the 
mediums of Twitter and Facebook, MWAF re-appropriates FEMEN’s protest 
with a “counterprotest” and FEMEN’s “topless jihad day” with a “Muslimah 
Pride Day,” reshaping and recontextualizing the discourse of the body as protest 
within a more localized, context-specific framework. In other words, what gets 
highlighted here is the way in which solidarity needs to be and must be tied to 
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issues of race and religion, not only gender. This same message becomes more 
apparent in the embodied texts produced by MWAF. As another form of “coun-
terprotest,” Muslim and non-Muslim women circulated photos of themselves to 
Facebook and Twitter as a response to FEMEN’s topless images. Some women 
took photos of themselves wearing hijabs, others with signs reading: “Nudity 
does not liberate me and I do not need saving,” “Do I look oppressed to you?!,” 
“Shame on you FEMEN. Hijab is my right!,” and “I am a Muslim and a Fem-
inist.” In a similar way, we can think of this kind of activism alongside Barbara 
George’s (this collection) analysis of counter-literacies, as MWAF’s acts serve as 
a kind of feminist intervention that “challenge[s] traditional notions of agency” 
and “interrupt[s] dominant policy and practices” (George, 2017, p. 2)

Figure 14.7. MWAF (1).
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Figure 14.8. MWAF (2).

The re-appropriation of FEMEN’s rhetorical mediums (the open letter and 
the use of images and bodily messages on Twitter and Facebook), as well as the 
re-appropriation of the language and words used by FEMEN (words such as “fem-
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inist,” “liberation,” and “oppression”) increases the velocity of these texts. But this 
velocity is not merely an act of resistance; this circulation is also an act of feminist 
intervention and revision, an act that challenges, changes, and destabilizes pre-
vious rhetorical meanings. Rather than “universal solidarity” among all women, 
MWAF implores FEMEN and the larger public to acknowledge difference, to 
take on a critical consciousness by recognizing that the universalizing rhetorics of 
Western feminism do not speak to/for all women. Furthermore, MWAF’s redis-
tribution and revision of FEMEN’s rhetoric operates as a mode of resistance to 
the dominant discourses of globalization interarticulated in FEMEN’s rhetoric. 
In re-characterizing FEMEN’s essentializing rhetoric—FEMEN’s idealistic notion 
of a “global sisterhood”—MWAF, in their open letter to FEMEN, take on FE-
MEN’s constant use of the third person plural to signify a different “we,” alluding 
to a solidarity among “Muslim women and women of colour from the Global 
South” (Open Letter to FEMEN, 2013). In other words, the “we” for MWAF 
encompasses not just gender, but also race, religion, geographic location, and class. 
This kind of affective circulation showcases both FEMEN and MWAF’s efforts 
to redistribute and revise ideologies related to “liberation,” “freedom,” and “op-
pression.” These ideologies are premised on emotional and personal attachments, 
attachments that then help to construct connections and disconnections—“away-
ness” and “towardness”—between FEMEN, MWAF, and others. As was the case 
with FEMEN’s reaction to and circulation of Tyler’s image, MWAF’s circulation 
of their counter-texts demonstrates an affect with roots in different material and 
historical contexts and differing evaluations of collectivity and solidarity. In other 
words, MWAF’s moments of affective circulation—the fomenting anger regarding 
FEMEN’s silencing, universalizing moves—represent instances of critical confron-
tation regarding women’s lived experiences and differences. As Jacqueline Schiappa 
(Chapter 15, this collection) reminds us in her piece on intersectional activism, 
“Difference itself has become one of the most valuable truth-tools feminism has 
skilled . . . Pursuing freedom from oppression involves recognizing the ways in 
which systematized exclusions are distinctive and yet also emerge and are sustained 
by intersecting dominant cultural logics” (p. 299). In considering these texts, we 
can see how contesting and restructuring meaning facilitates the creation of alli-
ances and social relations in these instances of circulation.

In these same moments, though, MWAF is responding to the “body as pro-
test” and “body as object” themes as more generalizable to women across the globe 
than to the specificity of the Tunisian context of Tyler’s original post. Although I 
cannot know for sure, MWAF’s posts suggest that they may be in line with Tyler’s 
goals if not the means by which she executed her protest. But due to the velocity of 
the amplified themes I discussed earlier, this original context gets lost and instead 
becomes re-contextualized by MWAF as a response to white, Western feminism.
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Figure 14.9. MWAF (3).

To further highlight how velocity, undergirded by affective charges, works 
to construct social relations, let us return to FEMEN. FEMEN ultimately ac-
cepts MWAF’s reframing of the conversation, altering the social relations among 
feminists to form groups “for” and “against” that did not exist in the first layer 
of circulation. For example, in an open letter to MWAF (published by the Huff-
ington Post UK, 2013), Shevchenko writes, “So sisters . . . You say to us that 
you are against FEMEN, but we are here for you and for all of us, as women 
are the modern slaves and it’s never a question of skin color” (Shevchenko as 
cited in Nelson, 2013). It is important to note how the sentiment and meaning 
of solidarity differs here. Whereas in MWAF’s texts, they attempt to point out 
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the intersections between race and gender (among other markers of identity), 
FEMEN employs a rhetoric that distinguishes gender and race as separate expe-
riences. In other words, FEMEN suggests that gender can and should be con-
ceived of universally, regardless of other differences. Further down in the letter, 
Shevchenko attempts to characterize this idealistic, universal world, writing:

And do you know what I see? I see a world without Serbs, 
Croats and Muslims being massacred, without 9/11, without 
witch-hunts,a world without suicide bombers and without the 
Taliban, without Israeli-Palestinian wars, without persecution 
of Jews as ‘Christ-killers’, without Northern Ireland trou-
bles, without Crusades, a world where there are no, “public 
beheadings and no flogging of female skin for the crime of 
showing an inch of it. See you on the battle lines!” (Shevchen-
ko qtd. in Nelson, 2013).

In this excerpt, several moves take place. First, we can argue that this letter 
represents an attempt to affectively circulate and characterize a rhetorical imagi-
nary—a “world” in which people are no longer subjected to violence. And yet in 
this projection, we see slippages between rhetorics of solidarity and rhetorics of 
geopolitics, particularly in Schevchenko’s own rhetorical incitement of violence 
(e.g., her references to war and “battles” in describing FEMEN and their activ-
ist pursuits). Within her assertions about violence, other rhetorics emerge that 
produce other kinds of affect, and thus other kinds of knowledge. By resituat-
ing, and in many ways dismissing, MWAF’s rhetoric around race and difference, 
Shevchenko’s response uses the concept of a unified collectivity to suggest that the 
focus on difference comes from the problematic responses of those in power (men, 
religion, nationhood). This affective collision becomes one that suggests geopoliti-
cal solutions, something the mass media then runs with as their circulation of this 
particular text morphs into fear-mongering rhetorics around terrorism and 9/11.

Through amplification, then, we see the swift circulation and conflation of 
body as object and protest that allows the body to become a symbol, undifferentiat-
ed in how both MWAF and FEMEN see it. It is this meaning that gains significant 
velocity as we see in the back and forth between the two groups as well as multiple 
posts commenting on the two groups. But what also happens as a result of such 
emotionally motivated velocity is the conflation of women’s bodies with questions 
of the nation due to how race and religion are positioned by FEMEN. This mean-
ing is the one that, unfortunately, endures past this second layer of response.

We can see its beginning in mass media responses within the same time peri-
od as the MWAF/FEMEN debate. A New Yorker headline (Greenhouse, 2013), 
for example, reads: “How to Provoke National Unrest with a Facebook Photo.”
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Figure 14.10. The New Yorker Article.

In the article, writer Emily Greenhouse not only positions the nation of 
Tunisia as “ill-equipped to deal with the possibilities of public broadcasting af-
forded by the World Wide Web,” she goes on to strategically argue that Tunisia is 
no longer a “progressive Arab country that respects women’s rights.” The article 
then ends with a citation and re-characterization of FEMEN’s call for a topless 
jihad day (and I should note that there is no mention of MWAF’s counterpro-
test in the article). Greenhouse writes, “Femen has issued a call for a new Arab 
Spring in a strongly worded statement against the ‘lethal hatred of Islamists, for 
whom killing a woman is more natural than recognizing her right to do as she 
pleases with her own body.’ It pleads, ‘Long live the topless jihad!’”

Here, we can see how the media’s use of FEMEN’s texts—particularly FE-
MEN’s affect of righteous anger in favor of women’s rights—serves as an incen-
tive to construct an “us-them” relationship in which the powerhouses of the west 
(the US and the UK) are seen in opposition to the Middle East. This change in 
meaning—the move from an effort to invoke a narrative on universal freedoms 
and rights (FEMEN) to a fear-mongering narrative about 9/11, terrorism, and 
national progression (mainstream media) can be located in the disjuncture be-
tween textual content and emotion. FEMEN’s affective use of warfare language 
to talk about the need for universal women’s rights actually undermines FE-
MEN’s call for universal rights, thus enabling the media to discount that call as 

http://www.facebook.com
http://www.facebook.com
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well. What gets re-circulated by the media, then, is the affect—the fear and “eth-
ical” kind of anger that undergirds the content of FEMEN’s message. That affect 
alongside the content of the media’s messages—discussions about terrorism and 
national backwardness/progression—produces a fear-mongering narrative of 
blame, purporting, further, racial anxieties about Muslims and Islam.

Such fear-mongering becomes what endures out of the “body” rhetorics; 
we can trace meanings from the body as protest and object, to the body as an-
ti-protest and raced, to the body as nation-state, indicating the insurmountable 
differences of the West and the Middle East, resulting finally in Islamophobic 
rhetoric. What begins as a feminist protest ends up solidifying and reinforcing a 
firmly held ideology of fear directly at odds with the original protest.

This kind of rhetorical endurance indeed poses many more questions and con-
cerns regarding the nature of the digital as a site for feminist activism. However, we 
would be remiss to not acknowledge the kind of feminist interventionist work at 
play here. As Angela Crow points out in her piece on embodied literacies and ac-
tivism, such activist “labor,” regardless of the outcome—and I am referring to both 
FEMEN and MWAF’s protests—are “example[s] of embodied literacies reshaping 
local possibilities not only for themselves but in their work to address infrastruc-
ture, the build for the larger community as well” (Crow, 2018, p. 49). These cycles 
of amplification, velocity, and endurance point to a new form of rhetorical action 
in digital spaces that allows for the reshaping of possibility: circulation powered by 
affect. For those of us interested in the transnational effects of rhetoric, it behooves 
us to pay attention to digital circulation in order to understand how rhetorics 
and the affect undergirding their movements lead to co-options of meaning and 
thus the production of knowledge and social relations. It is this movement that I 
term affective circulation. For the web, affective circulation speaks to an unstable 
process where words and images (memes, tweets, citations, for example) operate 
as metonymic moments, bringing about certain associations and disassociations, 
forming social alliances while also producing exclusions by “othering” certain bod-
ies. A text detached from its original history and context via the speed of circula-
tion and the emotional weight of repetition allows the political weight of a message 
to both be obfuscated and coopted. And it also allows the message to become an 
agent for mobilization. As Sarah Ahmed (2014) suggests, ‘‘Emotions are relation-
al: they involve (re)actions or relations of ‘towardness’ or ‘awayness’’’ (p. 8). These 
kinds of movements—the changing and shifting of rhetorics depending on the 
contexts of their encounters—allows us to see how circulation represents a co-con-
stitutive process, an assemblage of events and knowledges that necessarily affect 
the “lived encounters of public life” (Edbauer, 2005, p. 21). The kind of rhetorical 
repurposing that takes place within digital spaces is unique in that those processes 
are always already immediate, rapid, pervasive, and widespread.

http://www.NoelByrne.ie
http://www.theguardian.com
http://www.facebook.com
http://www.thedailybeast.com
http://www.thenewyorker.com
http://www.kafircrusafers.com
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What we can take away from looking at this kind of circulation is the way in 
which rhetorics necessarily become tied to discourses of globalization for various 
purposes. Tyler’s image, once taken up by sponsors with vastly different economic 
and political goals, became the basis for purporting neoliberal logics about women’s 
rights and propagating Islamophobic claims and beliefs. In many ways, the main-
stream media’s circulation of these particular events allows us to see how women’s 
bodies get defined and repurposed for national and supranational projects. As rhe-
torical scholar Catherine Chaput (2010) reminds us, theorizing circulation within 
spaces dominated by neoliberalism “demands a structural reorganization in the 
way we think about political-economic and cultural practices within capitalism 
from situation to transsituation” and it demands “a new understanding of rhetoric 
as continuously moving through and connecting different instantiations within 
this complex structure” (p. 6). In addition, viewing circulation as an affective pro-
cess—and even more so, as a rhetorical tool for feminist intervention—can help 
us understand circulation not only as an intricate process within the digital, but 
also an intricate and vastly material process within a global information economy. 
Thus, in using a transnational feminist lens for looking at circulation, we can ques-
tion the ways in which texts engage in and/or dispute discourses of globalization 
so that we might better understand the limitations of and possibilities for feminist 
rhetorical action to occur on the web. More importantly, though, attending to 
circulation in this way can also help us think more critically about how we as 
rhetoricians and feminist activists can intervene and leverage affective circulation 
towards a more productive kind of social change and rhetorical efficacy.
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CHAPTER 15.  

ADVOCATING “ACTIVE” 
INTERSECTIONALITY 
THROUGH A COMPARISON 
OF TWO SLUTWALKS

Jacqueline Schiappa
Macalester College

A central contribution of Women’s and Feminist Studies is the concept of 
intersectionality: the notion that many social groups experience oppres-
sion along multiple systems, and that those systems are conceptually and 
materially inseparable. Examining how community organizers actu-
ally do and do not employ intersectionality in their activism advances 
civic engagement scholarship seeking to improve emancipatory activist 
practices. This chapter briefly reviews intersectionality as a concept, and 
then reviews the different ways two groups of feminist activists organized 
“Slutwalk” protest marches in their local communities. While one group, 
Slutwalk Toronto, demonstrates an effectively intersectional civic action, 
the other, Slutwalk Minneapolis, shows how a passive approach to inter-
sectionality fosters community exclusion. The chapter concludes by sug-
gesting that “active” intersectional organizing, as evidenced by Slutwalk 
Toronto, is an engaged, intentional process that explicitly foregrounds 
and values the breadths and depths of perspectives within feminist social 
groups. Furthermore, Slutwalk Toronto willingly held identity differenc-
es in productive tension with one another at multiple levels throughout 
the organizing process.

In the 2011 National Women’s Studies Association White Paper, “Women’s 
Studies as Civic Engagement: Research and Recommendations,” contributors 
conclude with a final recommendation on civic engagement in higher educa-
tion: to “come to terms,” by developing “common language to speak about the 
importance of civic engagement across disciplines, units, and surrounding com-
munities” (Orr, 2011, p. 24). They argue that doing so is “urgently required, not 
just to make Women’s Studies contributions intelligible beyond its disciplinary 
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borders but to allow for more meaningful exchanges about the practice of civic 
engagement at every level” (p. 24). If part of improving civic engagement schol-
arship depends on better utilizing insights from Women’s Studies and establish-
ing common language, then the term and value that is intersectionality must be 
included, because as McCall (2005) writes, intersectionality may well be “the 
most important theoretical contribution that women’s studies, in conjunction 
with related fields, has made so far” (p. 1771).

Since many disciplines take up civic engagement in their work, intersection-
ality offers a significant opportunity for the unique disciplinary contributions of 
Women’s Studies to be recognized as integral to related civic scholarship. This 
chapter aims to help develop common language and understanding about what 
intersectional activism is in civic engagement. I begin by reviewing what in-
tersectionality means, followed by a comparative evaluation of two seemingly 
similar feminist protest events through an intersectional lens, and conclude with 
a discussion of how an expectation of active intersectionality (rather than passive) 
may help scholars evaluate intersectionality in activism. Moreover, the concept 
of active intersectionality can help feminist teachers interrogate their roles in, 
and the material conditions of, developing ethical feminist community engage-
ment.

UNDERSTANDING INTERSECTIONALITY

The concept of intersectionality is owed to non-white feminists and is frequently 
cited as the signature of “third-wave”1 feminist theory and praxis. Asian Ameri-
can feminist activist Kristina Wong summarizes a basic definition nicely: “Third 
wave feminism was a response by women of color and others who felt homoge-
nized by a movement defined by the goals of middle-class, white women” (2003, 
p. 295). Feminist writers Baumgardner and Richards extend this idea further, 
suggesting, “it is exactly that multiplicity—of individuals and of expertise, 
among other qualities—that we believe defines third wave leadership” (2003, 
pp. 159-160). Diversifying narratives, challenging interpretive frameworks that 
emerge from particular standpoints, geopolitical locations (white, hetero), is 
therefore a signature of third wave thought.

Discourses of difference itself have become one of the most valuable lenses 
of truth feminism has skilled. Rather than divide feminist agendas along lines 
of difference, third wave theorists suggest that difference be recognized, named, 

1 Much has been published about how the wave metaphor in feminist history is problematic 
and Zarnow suggests that the feminist wave metaphor is not only artificial, but detrimentally 
“compresses the highly nuanced reworking of feminist thought and practice,” (2010, p. 274). 
See also: Fernandes, 2010; Sandavol, 2000; Schiappa, 2015; Thompson, 2010, to name a few.
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respected and empowered as a mechanism of camaraderie. Pursuing freedom 
from oppression involves recognizing the ways in which systematized exclusions 
are distinctive and yet also emerge and are sustained by intersecting dominant 
cultural logics. For example, both patriarchal and white supremacist ideologies 
position women and people of color as dehumanized objects. Thus, many fem-
inists agree that the third wave feminism must be particularly alert to issues of 
intersectionality, multiculturalism and identity politics (Fernandes, 2010, p.99). 
Emphasizing how various forms of institutionalized inequity, such as racism 
and classism, are not only necessarily relevant to feminist interventions but are 
inherently intersecting processes and must be discussed together. Despite inter-
sectionality being a trademark of third wave feminism, mainstream feminists 
relentlessly prioritize white, hetero, middle-class experiences.

As women of color continued to reject, overcome, and negotiate their mar-
ginalization by mainstream feminism’s exclusivity (namely along lines of race 
but also in its homophobia and classism), several key transformative works 
emerged. With the publication of Demita Frazier, Beverly Smith, and Barbara 
Smith’s Combahee River Collective Statement (1977), Cherríe Moraga and Gloria 
Anzaldúa’s This Bridge Called My Back (1981), Barbara Smith’s Home Girls: A 
Black Feminist Anthology (1983), Audre Lorde’s I Am Your Sister: Black Women 
Organizing Across Sexualities (1986), among many others, the key voices of in-
fluence in western feminism shifted. The ideas and experiences at the heart of 
these works were not new then and are not very different now, but the publica-
tion and amplification of such voices impacted mainstream feminism forever. 
The aggregate result of the increased visibility of women of color in mainstream 
feminism is the moral and material necessity of intersectionality in organizing 
feminist interventions, and community engagement initiatives. No longer can 
mainstream feminism deny its long-overdue obligation to a more inclusive social 
project that actively foregrounds issues of race, class, ability, and sexual orienta-
tion. Intersectionality must inform any feminist pedagogical or activist project 
seeking social, political and moral viability.

Despite its nearly ubiquitous reference in contemporary feminist discourse, 
few writers thoroughly define what it means for an idea or practice to actually be 
intersectional, especially in relation to civic engagement and feminist rhetorical 
pedagogies. I submit a brief summary of the concept here in an effort to clarify 
what intersectionality itself means and the common language that surrounds it. 
This summary serves as a way to ground a comparative analysis of two feminist 
interventions by the same name, Slutwalk, and the organizing activities shaping 
each. Both Slutwalks seemingly emerge from the same feminist ethos, but ulti-
mately differ in the ways they do, and do not, demonstrate intersectional praxis.

Most broadly, intersectionality represents feminism that explicitly connects 
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women’s issues to issues of race, class, sexuality, and ability (Third Wave His-
tory). Further, intersectionality is a value and term underscoring two coexist-
ing truths: first, the fact that many social groups experience oppression along 
multiple planes, and second, that those planes are conceptually and materially 
inseparable. For example, consider Audre Lorde’s (1986) essay describing her 
experiences as Black lesbian in the feminist community, in which she articulates 
her own necessarily intersectional identity:

When I say I am a Black feminist, I mean I recognize that 
my power as well as my primary oppressions come as a result 
of my Blackness as well as my womanness, and therefore my 
struggles on both these fronts are inseparable. (Lorde, 1986, 
p. 4)

The term ‘intersectionality’ itself was first introduced by Kimberle Crenshaw 
in 1989 and 1991. In 1992, Rebecca Walker authored a brief Ms. magazine 
article titled “Becoming the Third Wave” signaling a call for a collective shift in 
feminist consciousness that explicitly includes civically engaged activism (Third 
Wave History). Walker wrote, “My involvement must reach beyond my own 
voice in discussion, beyond voting, beyond reading feminist theory. My an-
ger and awareness must translate into tangible action” (1992, p. 40). Thus, as 
feminists of color were working diligently to mobilize, protect, and uplift their 
communities they were also animating contemporary examples of actively inter-
sectional feminist praxis.

Perhaps the most famous iteration of intersectionality is found in bell hooks’ 
influential phrase “imperialist-white-supremacist-capitalist-patriarchy” (Media 
Education Foundation, 2006). Other iterations of these connections are found 
across social justice scholarship. Iris Marion Young’s (2011) excellent work dif-
ferentiating “five faces” of oppression suggests that most social groups experi-
ence oppression in the form of marginalization, violence, cultural imperialism, 
exploitation, and/or powerlessness. Most feminists are personally familiar with 
at least one of these faces, but many know them all. Mexican American women 
experience not only cultural imperialism in a nation that devalues and appropri-
ates Mexican culture, but also exploitation and marginalization in the form of 
unequal power, labor and commodity distributions between men and women. 
It is with such an identity experience in mind that intersectionality goes fur-
ther, past differentiating faces of oppression, to insisting that exploitation not 
be theorized without marginalization, because they function cooperatively. An 
intersectional critique of exploitative working conditions must necessarily exam-
ine factors constraining workers’ abilities to influence those conditions, such as 
disenfranchisement through powerlessness.
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Therefore, a fundamental piece of intersectional work is the prioritization 
of liberating those social groups who experience several faces of oppression si-
multaneously throughout their lives. Finally, intersectional theory asserts that 
the moments or places oppressive systems intersect are knowable and therefore 
changeable, making intersectionality a useful, relevant practice in feminist in-
terventions and pedagogies. To better illustrate how intersectionality can be as-
sessed and practiced in real ways, I compare two activist events, each organized 
separately but both part of the same broader feminist movement against sexual 
violence and rape culture. Organized by women in their local communities, 
each activist process culminates in an annual protest march called Slutwalk.

SLUTWALK

“You know, I think we’re beating around the bush here. I’ve 
been told I’m not supposed to say this—however, women 
should avoid dressing like sluts in order not to be victimized.”

The inexcusable words of Toronto police officer Constable Michael Sanguinetti 
have been etched in my mind since I first encountered them in April of 2011, 
only weeks after he’d uttered them at a poorly attended safety discussion at York 
University. I often wonder what Sanguinetti might say now of his comments, 
knowing they’d serve as the fertilizer for sowing one of the most controversial 
public feminist interventions in decades. His 32 careless words spurred a small 
group of young women, mostly students, to organize a march that would even-
tually inspire tens of thousands of women and men to protest rape culture and 
sexual violence in hundreds of cities across over sixty countries.

The first Slutwalk, Slutwalk Toronto, took place on April 3, 2011. An es-
timated 3,000+ community participants marched from a local park to a city 
police station with signs and chants denouncing rape culture, victim blaming, 
slut-shaming, and inadequate police training on sexual violence. The walk’s 
name, aesthetic and message garnered substantial media attention and quickly 
circulated the feminist blogosphere, receiving hefty support and criticism. Sub-
sequently, other Slutwalks popped up across North American cities, some in 
communication with Toronto’s original organizers, and others wholly autono-
mously. Every Slutwalk is initiated, organized, and funded independently. Most 
walks include a mission statement denouncing rape culture and working to 
challenge mindsets and stereotypes of victim blaming and slut-shaming around 
sexual violence. Walks also tend to include community-specific outcomes.

Despite many characterizations of Slutwalk as a headquartered movement 
with a consistent mission, the differences between Slutwalks are as varied as 
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feminists and communities themselves. When I compare Slutwalk Toronto with 
Slutwalk Minneapolis, I am comparing two versions of the same feminist in-
terventionist ethos, but also the earnestly different ways in which each group 
of feminist community activists organized their local protests. I contacted the 
lead Slutwalk Minneapolis organizer, Kim directly and obtained permission to 
closely observe Slutwalk Minneapolis’s organizing process over the next year,2 
culminating in Slutwalk Minneapolis 2012.

slutwalK mInneapolIs

Throughout the summer there were sporadic meetings organized via unidirec-
tional emails to existing organizers for Slutwalk Minneapolis, who often pro-
claimed intersectional values. On average, seven to nine people attended, sitting 
in the back community room at a local coffee and gelato shop that seemed 
familiar to those there. With no spare seating, I sat on the floor and mapped the 
room, noting that it could not have easily accommodated individuals with lim-
ited physical mobility. Aside from myself, no one took notes, and discussion was 
driven by a sparse agenda provided by Kim. In contrast to Slutwalk Toronto’s 
all-female organizers, Slutwalk Minneapolis’s meetings featured three men, one 
of whom was the head organizer’s close friend. My records consistently remark 
upon the heavy-handedness of Kim and her friend Nick’s influence on the meet-
ing’s topics, organization, scheduling, and decision-making.

The more I observed, the clearer it became that the foremost priority for that 
year’s walk was increasing the number of attendees and finding ways to generate 
income. Organizers worried that the attendance from the year prior, approxi-
mately 500 people, would not be matched, as they anticipated 200 participants. 
Beyond growing attendance to increase the walk’s visibility, organizers sought to 
recruit “membership” subscriptions requiring membership fees and increasing 
sales of merchandise to produce income.

When discussing building stronger relationships with potential allies in the 
community, several participants suggested reaching out to a particularly reputa-
ble local nonprofit focused on counseling and advocating for survivors of sexual 
violence and abuse. I observed the following conversation regarding involving 
that organization:

Participant: “I can try to meet them on [these] days?”
2 Regarding IRB, I met with faculty and exchanged emails with an IRB contact and found 
the research work to be exempt if I worked within the territory of Public events and personas, 
and did not ask participants any questions regarding their personal experiences (especially avoid-
ing potentially triggering subject matter), instead focusing on organizing strategies and public 
discourses.
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Kim: “I can’t meet then.”
Nick: “Fuck them.”

That was the entirety of the exchange, the collective suggestion not only 
rejected, but also flippantly disregarded. During a later organizing meeting the 
lead organizers feigned interest in “trying to build stronger allies within the com-
munity, but it probably won’t happen until after the walk.” Currently Slutwalk 
Minneapolis’ webpage lists one local shelter as a local resource for survivors and 
victims of domestic abuse and sexual violence (Slutwalk Minneapolis).

Most ideas presented by other volunteers were dismissed or scorned outright. 
This began with suggestions to better employ social media to reach the commu-
nity more broadly. Whenever the subject of social media arose it’d quickly be 
characterized as “a distraction” or “an electronic thing that’s getting harder and 
harder,” or, anecdotally, a thing “I fucking hate right now.” When one volunteer 
suggested not underestimating social media tools, and several individuals in at-
tendance nodded in passionate agreement, Nick groaned, “we’ve mined out the 
social media angle,” and my notes concluded: “the idea didn’t grow.” Toward 
the end of one meeting Kim openly asked the group, “Anything else?” Gently, a 
young transgender woman named Andrea, a particularly active volunteer, shared 
that she’d felt excluded in the decision-making process:

Andrea: “I don’t always know how to fit this in, but, we didn’t 
reach out enough to male victims. I don’t know where to fit 
this in but I really wanted to bring it up tonight.”
Kim: “Survivors.”
Andrea: “We need to make it more open for people to partici-
pate.”
Participant: “Maybe a more inclusive message for all people 
. . . .”
Kim: “We do stress to not focus on female victims like other 
Slutwalks.”
Andrea: “But we stress “my dress isn’t a yes” and what does 
that mean for men? Let’s make them know they’re welcome 
too. I have a lot of ideas.”
Kim: “Let’s table it until after the walk.”

This exchange was rare, in that Kim was not often challenged at all. The 
room felt uneasy, and Kim’s tone defensive. Andrea walked outside and did not 
return to the meeting that evening. I later noticed her smoking a cigarette near-
by and approached to ask how she felt about what had just occurred. Her voice 
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hesitant and eyes tearful, she expressed frustration with the process and feeling 
silenced. Subsequently I frequently noted Andrea’s distance from Kim and the 
organizing group; she was energetic with other volunteers and led many chants 
during the walk, but did not make any other suggestions during meetings.

Figure 15.1. Andrea, preparing to lead chants at the 2012 Slutwalk, photo taken 
by author.

During a final meeting a different volunteer stepped outside of ‘business as 
usual’ and broached the importance of race, commenting that “given that Slut-
walk has had to deal with racial issues—” she was immediately cut off by Kim, 
who objected, “We want to try to totally avoid that.” Another participant added, 
“we did have those issues last year but it’s glossed over quickly,” while another re-
butted, “but that makes it look like a white woman’s walk,” followed by silence. 
Later, in a follow-up interview, I asked Kim if she had ever intentionally reached 
out to community groups focused on racial justice. Her response took only two 
lines in my notebook: “I tried once, they were very critical, they can come to 
us if they want to, it’s up to them.” Her tone was worse than indifferent, it was 
annoyed and hostile. What I did not know then was that Kim had published 
two posts on the official Slutwalk Minneapolis blog on the subject of White Su-
premacy issues in the Slutwalk movement about a year prior, which I find quite 
revealing. The first, “White Supremacy and the Walk . . .” wonders:

Where is that White Supremacy? Would it have made it any 
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better if it were a group of black/hispanic/asian women who 
banded together and started the SlutWalk? And how so? 
Would these people who have written about White Suprema-
cy have raised a ruckus if the SlutWalk were for people of co-
lour only? Or would they have been upset if someone pointed 
out that it was reverse discrimination? Sherva, May 18, 2011

These comments are a clear expression of closedness to critique, an ab-
sence of awareness about how local racial justice projects are actually working 
diligently across the Twin Cities and addressing every single one of the issues she 
names, and an ironic call for increased intersectional work whilst indicting local 
people of color for not being “fun” to organize with. This is passive intersec-
tionality, this is what happens when feminist interventions and activities do not 
explicitly vertically integrate diversity in their work; it is exclusive feminism in 
action. Slutwalk Minneapolis was organized by a handful of nonstudent activists 
who pursued a much narrower agenda grounded in their personal experienc-
es, rather than an intentionally intersectional feminist approach committed to 
community listening and collaboration.

Ultimately Slutwalk Minneapolis did not sincerely attempt an intersectional 
feminist intervention by refusing to engage local communities of color, or impov-
erished neighborhoods, or existing community organizations and resources. In my 
observation of the walk itself, attended by just over two hundred people, I counted 
two Black women, amounting to 1% in a community where 19% of residents are 
Black (State and County, 2014). The failure on Slutwalk Minneapolis’ part is not 
just in the unequal power balances or exclusion of more diverse and intersectional 
persons, but in the absence of an intentioned, committed, reflexive process.

The consequences of Slutwalk Minneapolis’s failure as an intersectional in-
terventionist project include further marginalizing the Twin Cities’ women of 
color, further entrenching religious, racial, ethnic, and cultural minority groups’ 
distrust of purportedly feminist projects that end up functionally excluding in-
tersectional identities, and literally having no meaningful local material impact. 
There were no demands made of local universities to better support survivors 
of sexual assault, there were no demands of increased police accountability, or 
policy reform, or improved criminal justice processes, no direct messaging or 
engagement with local media outlets, and no efforts made to advance commu-
nity outreach and educational programming. There was no sincere effort made 
to include diverse participants representative of the community other than those 
on the LGBT*QIA spectrum. In all of these ways, Slutwalk Minneapolis was 
inadequately intersectional and therefore inadequately feminist.

My experiences with Slutwalk Minneapolis stirred a curiosity in me about 
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Slutwalk Toronto’s founders and how they approached organizing within their 
community. I’d read plenty of criticisms of Slutwalk as a bourgeoisie white fem-
inist movement and sought to personally meet the women who started the first 
march, to discover firsthand their intentions and thoughts about intersectional 
interventions.

slutwalK toronto

After securing enough funding to pay for airfare and lodging for three days, I 
traveled to Toronto to interview as many of the Slutwalk Toronto organizers 
as I could. When emailing didn’t work, I reached out on Twitter to the names 
I knew. In the end, Twitter helped me coordinate just as many interviews as 
emailing. Since there weren’t organizing meetings during my trip and I was less 
familiar with the local community, I focused my questions on how past Slutwalk 
Toronto marches had been developed, what changes had occurred if any to those 
processes, reactions to criticism, and how organizers had or had not involved 
other community groups.

What I learned first was that despite considerable criticism that presumes oth-
erwise, the first Slutwalk in Toronto, Canada was not organized by only bourgeois 
straight white women, or even feminist-identified persons. In fact, the original 
Slutwalk founders (of which there are five) included two women of color, at least 
two queer-identified women, and who earned annual incomes placing them below 
the poverty line. Uniquely, lead organizer Heather Jarvis resists classification as a 
feminist because she is uncomfortable aligning herself with a movement that em-
powers primarily white, westernized ideologies about women.

Another founding organizer, Alyssa Teekah, identifies as a “queer, brown 
(mixed South Asian roots), fat woman with middle-class privilege” (Teekah, 
2015, p.33). When I asked about the composition of participants, Jarvis re-
sponded with an enthusiasm that suggested she’d been hoping I’d ask:

There were men, there were women, there were people whose 
gender I’m not going to try to assign, there were people 
who were outwardly identifying as trans, as sex workers, and 
people of color, and indigenous groups, and mothers groups 
and I mean it was everybody you could imagine. (personal 
communication)

Mischaracterizing Slutwalk Toronto’s original organizers and the demo-
graphics across participants is not the only common misconception influencing 
feminist debates on Slutwalk. As the creators of Slutwalk, the original organizers 
fell under a heavy and constant barrage of criticism, much of which rested on 
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mistaken assumptions. Another erroneous assumption about Slutwalk Toronto 
is that organizers did not attempt to coordinate with existing community re-
sources focused on sexual violence. Slutwalk Toronto worked with the White 
Ribbon Campaign, a local program focused on teaching men and boys about 
fighting violence against women, as well as the Toronto Rape Crisis Center, 
also known as the Multicultural Women Against Rape (Jarvis, 2013, personal 
communciation). Reaching out to local groups and individuals whose diversities 
reflect the community alone is not intersectional activism. The next step is to 
empower and integrate those groups and individuals in the organizing process 
early on and being responsive to critical feedback.

Figure 15.2: Heather Jarvis, Slutwalk Toronto Organizer, leading the first Toronto 
march in 2011, unknown photographer.

Slutwalk Toronto’s intersectionality is reflected not only in its mission state-
ment but its organizers’ willingness to renegotiate that mission statement’s ap-
plication based on community feedback. When participants voiced concerns, 
in meetings and social media spaces, about including Toronto police reform 
or training in the march’s goals, the organizers listened. In subsequent Slut-
walk Toronto marches the walk’s destination changed from the Toronto police 
headquarters to walks that traverse the community in different ways. Slutwalk 
Toronto also took greater efforts to build allies in the community, especially with 
existing resources. Jarvis explained:

The one thing that we did do was work towards ally-ships 
through, in our own ways we all had our own connections, 
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some more strong in Toronto in certain rounds (more stu-
dent associated or not), I knew a lot of places like Womens 
Resource Centers, Women in Trans Centers, um, non-profits, 
people that we thought. we did a lot of outreach saying, “This 
is who we are, we’re inviting you to come, if you’d like to 
stand with us as an ally just let us know” that happened a lot. 
We contacted a lot of people, some of whom got back enthu-
siastically some of whom didn’t, some of whom we’ve built 
relationships with since. (personal communication)

Furthermore, Slutwalk Toronto’s event speakers have recently included 
Monica Forrester, “a 2-spirit, black, queer, Trans-femme, radical, sexworker, and 
activist,” Blu Waters, a grandmother and member of the Metis nation of Ontario 
of the Cree/Métis/Micmac-Wolf Clan, Jeff Perera of the White Ribbon Cam-
paign, known for “men working towards re-imagining masculinity and inspiring 
men, young men, boys and male-identified people to help end gender-based 
violence,” Akio Maroon, who identifies as “Black, queer, mother, activist, and 
sex positive educator,” and Kira Andry, a “agender, queer, mixed, activist and 
student,” among several others (#SWTO2014). An assemblage of such diverse 
identities speaking about their communities’ experiences is sufficiently repre-
sentational intersectional community engagement. The point is not that diverse 
identities were merely physically present (although there is significance in that 
presence), but that they informed the organizing process itself and were empow-
ered to shape the walk’s goals, dialoguing language choices with organizers, and 
revising the outcome-goals of the walk to better address Toronto’s patriarchal 
policing of sexual violence and treatment of victims.

After reflecting on the divisiveness of Slutwalk’s naming and reassessing com-
munity goals, principle organizer Heather Jarvis left the organization and focused 
on founding the first International Day Against Victim Blaming only one year 
later, on April 3rd 2012, the anniversary of the first Slutwalk. Slutwalk Toronto’s 
organizers, however problematic, have consistently practiced reflexivity, trans-
parency, listening, and adjustment. Indeed, these practices may be required for 
effective, just intersectional feminist interventions. In addition to recognizing, 
valuing, involving, and empowering intersectional voices, intersectional inter-
vention depends on commitment to a kind of changeability. The values motivat-
ing individual organizers and promoting solidarity must be versatile if they are 
to psychologically and materially enable transformation. Slutwalk Toronto can 
serve as a good example of intersectional activism, primarily in their organizing 
approach, openness to critique, and revision of the movement’s ‘mission’ to bet-
ter practice intersectionality and acknowledge the unique ways women of color 
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experience sexual violence. Finally, the sheer volume of conversation, increased 
awareness, and viral growth of the Slutwalk movement is deserving of some 
honor as a feminist intervention. Because of the young feminists who organized 
the first ever Slutwalk, there have been over two hundred cities where other ac-
tivists organized Slutwalks to address sexual violence in their own communities 
and cultures, including cities across North America, Europe, Latin America, and 
Asia, with particularly vibrant walks in Colombia, Brazil, and India.

ACTIVE INTERSECTIONALITY

Moving forward, scholarship on feminist and intersectional community-en-
gaged projects, and related pedagogies, may benefit from differentiating between 
passive and active intersectionality. Next, I review one argumentative or discur-
sive habit I observed in feminist critiques of Slutwalk’s intersectionality that 
permeates much of contemporary, usually white, feminist organizing and related 
discussion. This habit is one of passive intersectionality. In the first (and currently 
only) academic anthology on Slutwalk, ‘This is what a Feminist Slut looks like’: 
Perspectives on the Slutwalk Movement (2015), more than half of the scholarly 
chapters cite and discuss an open letter to Slutwalk from a collective called Black 
Women’s Blueprint (BWB). With great care, BWB critique Slutwalk and its or-
ganizers for choosing a name with the term ‘slut’ in it, a term that is experienced 
differently by women of color historically and currently. The letter is leveraged, 
often somewhat ignorantly, as an encompassing example of Black feminists’ take 
on Slutwalk, freeing an author from needing to engage Slutwalk’s racism more 
deeply or complexly. Across academic and popular feminist conversations, the 
letter is repeatedly positioned and utilized as the foremost substantive critique of 
Slutwalk as a white feminist project.

The problems with this pattern are at least threefold. First, non-Black femi-
nists tend to begin and end their interrogation of whiteness in Slutwalk with the 
letter. That tendency implies haphazard anti-racist praxis, but also results in per-
petuating the next two issues. Second, the letter is used to paint Black feminist 
criticism with one broad brushstroke, dissolving the many differing interpreta-
tions within that critical frame. That brushstroke is, in turn, often used to taper 
Black feminisms from many to one, and portray other racial identities’ (such as 
Native American women who experience tremendously disproportionate sexual 
violence) exclusion from Slutwalk without much nuance. That being said, I have 
not encountered any discourse from women of color that fully rejects the racial-
ization of the word Slut. Instead, I have found much disagreement on what to 
do about that racialization in organizing and conversation. Although BWB does 
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not find reclaiming Slut useful, other women of color do; it is either ignorant 
or dishonest to describe the myriad meanings women of color have ascribed to 
Slutwalk as singular (Schiappa, 2015). For example, a group of queer identified 
Black women in Toronto thought that Slutwalk should rename the walk “Take 
Back the Slut,” pulling on a Toronto-based protest that had happened a couple 
of years earlier. Upon listening to and later speaking with BWB, Heather Jarvis 
commented:

Having a certain kind of privilege to access certain language 
and be under certain labels without the same consequences, 
that’s a very, very important criticism. However, many people, 
many women of color in Toronto had already identified as 
sluts. It’s really difficult to say we can’t just take your advice, 
and say we’re going to do exactly what you people from New 
York telling us in Canada, Toronto—no, we’re going to root 
in our cities and communities. (personal communication)

Unfortunately, the habit of employing a popular “intersectional” critique 
as definitive, collapses diverse opinions within feminist social groups and ex-
cuses oneself from deeper interrogation, traverses many subjects. It is a habit of 
purportedly intersectional praxis that Slutwalk Toronto organizer Alyssa Teekah 
describes as “ironic—so static that we can fail to see fluidity and diversity,” where 
only the “most bombastic critique is king” (2015, p.32). It is to interpret only 
one intersection in a singular, reductive way.

Third, the persistent patterned uses of the letter have resulted in arguments 
about Slutwalk’s intersectionality that work from an “all or nothing” place. In her 
essay Feminism Forged through Trauma: Call-Out Culture and Slutwalk, Teekah 
(2015) writes about her experience with “call-out culture” as a Slutwalk Toronto 
organizer, or with “the way current, heavily Internet-based feminism can turn 
into a process of publicly shaming people for not enacting the most “foolproof” 
politics” (p.31). Teekah goes further to describe her experience with hypercrit-
icism as “an unwanted child of intersectionality theory” (p. 32). Here a helpful 
delineation is made: intersectional community engagement is not foolproof by 
virtue of naming itself such. It’s somewhat fair to measure the intersectional 
character of a movement or civic activity by the presence and involvement of di-
versely identified persons. That, however, is clearly not a sufficient metric alone 
and is too often a mechanism of dismissal. Perhaps a better measure is to assess 
whether or not a civic project is actively intersectional.

Intersectional activism should demand recognition and prioritization of race, 
class, sexual orientation, age, and ability, in addition to gender. Active intersec-
tionality is an engaged, intentioned process that foregrounds the breadths and 
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depths of perspectives within feminist interventions and willingly holds them in 
a productive tension at multiple levels. I submit that at a minimum, these levels 
include the imagination/creation and actual material organization processes.

An actively intersectional project would make sustained efforts to under-
stand the implications of its work in relation to diverse identities and mul-
tiplied oppressions; it would be intersectional at the level of imagination. If 
feminist participants do not already represent the diversity of their communi-
ty, intersectional imagination will almost always consist of reaching out to ex-
isting local resources and organizations run by and for women of color, people 
in poverty, and groups of diverse abilities and ages. Such efforts must include 
sufficient outreach and listening before and while material organizing occurs 
so that the process is intersectional from the moment of inception. If Slutwalk 
Toronto’s organizers had first prioritized listening to local groups about what 
they thought of the march’s name, they may have gained invaluable insights 
about the ways in which the word Slut is racialized; thus changing the name, 
or adding statements clarifying their choice. If most conversations ended in 
hearing support of the name Slutwalk, if most outreach concluded that the 
name reflected the community’s intentions and anger too, then that’d have 
been a reasonable rebuttal to the criticism that later invalidated their good 
work for many potential allies.

Where the first level of active intersectionality consists of outreach and lis-
tening, the second requires including and empowering community members 
who are also interested and invested in the work of intervention. Actively in-
tersectional community engagement is intersectional at the level of organizing, 
production, and practice. Slutwalk Toronto failed on the first level but attended 
to the second, coordinating the walk alongside existing community resources 
and adding organizers with diverse social locations. Slutwalk Minneapolis’ head 
organizers may have begun with representationally intersectional leadership, but 
they did not actually empower others to influence the process in any meaning-
ful sense. Organizers shut down a student’s concerns about a lack of focus on 
campus rape, for example, by simply not recognizing the concern as valid. The 
student’s presence in the organizing meetings had no effect whatsoever on the 
process itself. Inclusion must occur in earnest at the level of imagination and the 
level of membership agency.

This is not to suggest that all feminist interventions need equally accommo-
date one another, because they already do not and frequently cannot when it 
comes to actually planning protest or community engagement events. In prac-
tice, intersectional interventions present endless challenges, as they likely should 
to fodder listening and growth. Feminist organizers and teachers in a communi-
ty with an active trans* population, for instance, should not necessarily headline 
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or even officially recognize, a trans-exclusive radical feminist (TERF3) ideology 
as legitimate for the intervention at hand. They might, however, set aside time 
and space for participants or students to dialogue and construct boundaries re-
garding the presence of TERFs in their activist community, for instance.

CONCLUSION

Looking back while moving forward, I want to emphasize why active inter-
sectionality matters and how I came to understand its necessity. In their book 
Feminist Rhetorical Practices: New Horizons for Rhetoric, Composition, and Liter-
acy Studies (2012) Royster and Kirsch describe a concept and research tool that 
reflects a significant part of my research process: strategic contemplation. They 
write,

Ultimately, with the term strategic contemplation, we want 
to reclaim a genre of research and scholarship traditionally 
associated with processes of meditation, introspection, and 
reflection. We suggest that using a meditative/contemplative 
approach allows researchers to access another, often underuti-
lized dimension of the research process. . . . [T]his strategy 
suggests that researchers might linger deliberately inside of 
their research tasks as they investigate their topics and sourc-
es—imagining the contexts for practices; speculating about 
conversations with the people whom they are studying. . . . 
paying close attention to the spaces and places both they and 
the rhetorical subjects occupy in the scholarly dynamic; and 
taking into account the impacts and consequences of these 
embodiments. (pp.84-85)

Royster and Kirsch go on to suggest, “A sense of place—the physical, embod-
ied experience of visiting places—can become a powerful research tool and an 
important dimension of strategic contemplation” (p.92). In the case of research-
ing activism, where protest marches and other physical and material elements 
shape the actual work at hand, strategic contemplation, along with listening, is 
even more relevant and valuable. Strategic contemplation is a means for under-
standing how our sense of self and embodied experiences in physical places with 

3 TERF is an acronym used to name and describe (often against but not within) Trans-Ex-
clusionary Radical Feminism, or a branch of radical feminism claiming that trans* people, 
especially women, are not “real” women who rightly be included in feminism. TERF arguments 
frequently rely on biological determinism and reflect transphobia. A related radical feminist 
subgroup is Sex Worker Exclusionary Radical Feminism, or SWERF.

http://www.slutwalktoronto.com/swto2014-sat-july-12-speakers-announced
https://www.flickr.com/photos/hot_ion_foundry/8065539196
https://www.flickr.com/photos/hot_ion_foundry/8065539196
http://www.blackwomensblueprint.org/2011/09/23/anopen-letter-from-black-women-to-the-slutwalk/
http://www.blackwomensblueprint.org/2011/09/23/anopen-letter-from-black-women-to-the-slutwalk/
http://www.slutwalktoronto.com/welcome
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people (such as attending organizing meetings in a coffee shop in Minneapolis, 
or in discussion with colleagues about learning objectives), impact scholarly dis-
coveries. In other words, the physical, psychological, and emotional experiences 
I have encountered through my research on Slutwalk warrant critical reflection 
as a part of research and pedagogical development processes. For example, when 
I attended Slutwalk Minneapolis organizing sessions, much of what my notes 
reflect are the expressions on participants’ faces, whether or not an idea was 
supported in nonverbal ways (head nodding or shaking), the shifting mood of 
the space as conversations unfolded, and how the visibility of my note-taking in-
fluenced the formality of discussion. This evidences why these practices should, 
as Royster and Kirsch recommend, “be brought out of the shadows and high-
lighted as important and empowering aspects of research and teaching processes 
(p.86).

When I came across a participant, Andrea, crying outside after a meeting, 
I had to balance professional distance with a naturally empathic urge to sup-
port her, a woman who had been hurt and diminished in a space that ought 
have been securing for her. That experience revealed to me, as a researcher and 
feminist teacher, how important it truly is to practice active intersectionality in 
relevant contexts. When organizers performed passive intersectionality, when 
they invited diverse bodies but did not sincerely value or listen to what those 
bodies had to say, they effectively marginalized people. If a feminist intervention 
such as Slutwalk, through poor feminist praxis on the part of leaders, actually 
serves to further marginalize groups or individuals who are already oppressed, 
then it is a moral failure. I come to such understandings in part through strategic 
contemplation and listening, because such “incidents, actions, circumstances, 
conditions, and experiences endow our sense of being, inform the ways in which 
we see and interpret events” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 94).

My observations, interviews, and participation in the Slutwalk marches even-
tually drew my attention more toward the attendees and how feminist engage-
ment strategies impacted their experiences. I gained clarity about what active 
intersectionality can or should look like and why it matters as a practice in femi-
nist interventions of community and pedagogical engagement. Moving forward, 
effective feminist interventions, ones that sincerely engage, value, respond, and 
empower intersectional identities throughout the stages of imagination, organiz-
ing, will improve communities and depths of learning. Interventions or teach-
ings that do not practice active intersectionality will continue to marginalize and 
disempower historically underrepresented groups, the very same groups third 
wave feminism professedly seeks to uplift. And these are not trivial matters, for 
women are still disproportionately victims of violence and silencing, especially 
sexual violence, and are then rendered virtually helpless by patriarchal social, 

http://www.nsvrc.org/calendar/22554
http://www.slutwalktoronto.com/so-long-and-thanks-for-all-the-fish
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQUuHFKP-9s
http://slutwalkminneapolis.tumblr.com/post/5627688718/white-supremacy-and-the-walk
http://slutwalkminneapolis.tumblr.com/post/5627688718/white-supremacy-and-the-walk
http://www.slutwalkminneapolis.org
http://www.slutwalkminneapolis.org
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/27/2743000.html
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/27/2743000.html
http://thirdwavefund.org/history.html
http://thirdwavefund.org/history.html
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criminal, and educational systems.
In making Women’s and Feminist Studies’ contributions more intelligible to 

other disciplines, especially those invested in good community and educational 
work, I suggest increasing attention to the practice of intersectional process. 
Actively intersectional activism is grounded in communities and students, lis-
tening, and material outcomes for those who are intersectionally oppressed and 
in immediate need of increased agency and transformation. Slutwalk is a move-
ment focused on rejecting rape culture and sexual violence, on empowering sur-
vivors and displacing victim-blaming narratives, issues that impact women of 
color, poor women, and disabled women at disproportionate rates, necessitating 
an intersectional approach. Feminist interventionist activities will be enriched 
through dedication to intersectionality, and this requires involving diversity in 
imagining a work and executing that engagement, with an earnest willingness 
to empower participants and adapt over time. From Slutwalk Minneapolis we 
might gain insight into the limitations of not doing so, where the result is an ex-
clusive, distant expression of a few; whereas Slutwalk Toronto offers an example 
of how including the voices of the many sustain a movement’s visibility, impact, 
and intersectionality.
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CHAPTER 16.  

A PEEK INSIDE THE MASTER’S 
HOUSE: THE TALE OF FEMINIST 
RHETORICIAN AS CANDIDATE 
FOR U.S. CONGRESS

Angela K. Zimmann
United Lutheran Seminary

In 2006, at the Conference on College Composition and Communi-
cation, Geneva Smitherman proclaimed “the master’s tools can be used 
to bring truth to the master’s house,” a twist on Audre Lorde’s state-
ment that “the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house.” 
In 2012, I made the decision to “peek inside the master’s house,” as 
a candidate in U.S. electoral politics. I ran for a seat in the U.S. 
Congress (Ohio-5), cognizant that both my opponent, a three term-in-
cumbent with a radically conservative agenda, and my district, a 
traditionalist fourteen-county area which had never elected a wom-
an, would provide fertile ground for delving into auto-ethnographic 
research. Although my opponent engaged in rhetorical techniques such 
as silencing (refusing to debate in a public forum), there were equally 
powerful rhetorical approaches that could be creatively employed to 
circumvent the double-bind. This is the narrative of that experience 
interwoven with feminist rhetorical theory.

“The notion that women were uniquely fashioned for the private realm is at least 
as old as Aristotle,” writes Amanda Vickery (Morgan, 2006, p. 75). Women were 
to operate in the “oikos,” the domestic realm, while men functioned primarily 
in the “polis,” as citizens. “Within this system, the minds and words of women 
are considered complementary, and inferior, to those of men; masculine intellect 
is seen as transcending the feminine character, which is biologically driven and 
firmly bound to the body and the home,” continues Cheris Kramarae (Foss, Foss 
and Griffin, 2004, p. 43). The voices of women were (and are) constrained, and 
yet, our creative foremothers found ways, within and through these limitations, 
to make their voices heard. Much of the scholarship in the area of women’s 
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rhetoric(s) has been done in an earnest effort to faithfully rescue, recover and 
re-inscribe that which has been lacking in the traditional rhetorical canon, in-
cluding the voices of women. Now, however, even as the aforementioned work 
must continue, scholars such as Jacqueline Jones Royster and Gesa E. Kirsch 
have issued a clarion call to expand the scope of study, including a broader range 
of voices. Patricia Bizzell writes, in the forward to Royster and Kirsch’s 2012 
work Feminist Rhetorical Practices: New Horizons for Rhetoric, Composition and 
Literacy Studies, that “scholars soon realized that research on women and rhetoric 
needed to go beyond traditional scholarly methods,” (p. x). Indeed, traditional 
scholarly methods can have the unfortunate result of marginalizing the very sub-
jects with whom the scholarly content seeks to engage. Furthermore, continue 
Royster and Kirsch, as they reflect upon scholarship methods and practices, “We 
must pay attention also to living [emphasis in original] women . . .” (p. 38).

Recent writing studies scholarship considers ways in which researchers can 
more fully engage with community activism to engender social change (George, 
2018, this collection): In this chapter, I offer my lived experience as an activ-
ist scholar in my community, as a subject of rhetorical interest, responding to 
Royster and Kirsch’s invitation. My voice is an intersectionality, the voice of a 
feminist, an activist academic and a politician: as Kramarae notes, “The distinc-
tion between rhetors within and outside of academia is not always clear: These 
‘states are not mutually exclusive . . . sometimes the academic woman is also the 
activist in the community,’” (Foss, Foss and Griffin, 1999, p. 54). To wit, Roys-
ter, a leading scholar in the arena of rhetoric(s) and feminism(s) defines herself as 
precisely one who straddles the boundaries, “an academic activist,” (Royster and 
Kirsch, 2012, p. 8). And yet, as Jacqueline Schiappa (2018, this collection) re-
minds us in “Two Slutwalks,” the intersectionality of which I speak and the posi-
tionality from which I write as a white heterosexual middle-class female is clearly 
quite different from that of many of my feminist sisters, and I want to be clear 
in claiming only where I stand. I do not seek to over-generalize my experience.

To ground the situation in context, I was teaching full-time in the General 
Studies Writing Department at Bowling Green State University when I mount-
ed a serious campaign for a seat in the United State House of Representatives, 
OH-5. I had served on the county school governing board (Lucas County Ed-
ucational Services Center, now the Educational Services Center for Lake Erie 
West) for more than four years, having recognized my desire to dissolve the 
dichotomy between the academy and the mainstream world. This next, more 
extensive move into the national political arena resulted in an opportunity to 
reflect from a unique positionality. At the same time, I was well aware that 
“any considerations of deliberately taking time away from the relentless march 
of making progress in the completion of a scholarly project. . .have not been 
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viewed as strength moves for serious scholars,” (Royster and Kirsch, p. 86). I 
hope these musings will encourage others to be brave enough, when the time 
seems right, to disavow the traditional white, male, elite forced and false binary 
of academy/mainstream world with as much rigor as we seek to escape the idea 
of the separate spheres of “oikos” and “polis.” In the current political milieu, as in 
the academy, greater mindfulness and reflective practice is sorely needed, and this is 
the first reason for which I write: the second is elucidated below.

Entering into the realm of public political life, I was grateful to those who 
had gone before me. Wendy K. Kolmar and Frances Bartkowski (2005) address 
the continuing issue of disempowerment of women, but also enthusiastically dis-
cuss the work that has been done in recent history: “Like their nineteenth-centu-
ry sisters, twentieth-century liberal feminists attempted to address the unequal 
distribution of power through reform of public legal and political institutions. 
On the other hand, second wave radical feminists made central the theoretical 
insight that the ‘personal is political,’ that power relations operate in personal as 
well as in public life,” (p. 52). The work that was done on both of these fronts 
enabled me to make the decision to become a candidate for U.S. Congress; I 
was legally granted the right to fulfill certain obligations (gathering signatures, 
paying a small fee), and have my name placed on the ballot. But this technical 
“equality” to my male opponent, while a pivotal first step, could threaten to 
diminish or overshadow the material inequality in access to power and privilege 
between the two of us. Therein lies the second purpose for this writing: not 
simply to encourage others to take up the mantle and become involved, but 
to shine the light on the reality of the experience of congressional candidacy for one 
woman—me—in a specific context. I understand that my experience is not in any 
way universal, but there are parts and pieces which may serve to illuminate the path 
for those who follow.

bell hooks wrote over twenty-five years ago, “there remain many unexplored 
areas of female experience that need to be fully examined, thereby widening the 
scope of our understanding of what it is to be female in this society . . . . We 
might better understand our collective reluctance to commit ourselves to femi-
nist struggle, to revolutionary politics or we might also chart those experiences 
that prepare and enable us to make such commitments,” (Foss, Foss and Griffin, 
p. 61). Regrettably, not enough has changed in the past quarter-century: Chan-
tal Maille, professor of Women’s Studies at Concordia University in Montreal, 
names one of these sparsely inhabited and under-explored public spaces in her 
2015 article “Feminist Interventions in Political Representation in the United 
States and Canada: Training Programs and Legal Quotas,” explaining that “The 
alarming reality is that American women are still vastly underrepresented in 
elected office all across the nation, and are losing ground when compared to 
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other nations,” (p. 2). Indeed, not only are women underrepresented in political 
campaigns and elected office, but reflections on the experience from the perspec-
tive of a feminist “insider” are woefully absent. What a timely coincidence that 
in the very year I launched the congressional campaign, Royster and Kirsch fore-
grounded the idea that it is “not enough to focus mainly on the fact of women’s 
existence in rhetorical history,” arguing instead for an understanding of rhetoric 
as a “lived and thereby embodied experience,” (p. 132, p. 42). This chapter is 
both the story of a feminist rhetorical intervention as lived, embodied experi-
ence—and, in the recounting, the story itself becomes intervention.

For all intents and purposes, this story began when, in the 2009 book Turn-
ing the Noose that Binds into a Rope to Climb: A Textual Search for Rhetorical and 
Linguistic Gender-Markings in Speech Samples of Three Contemporary Female Or-
ators, I posed the question: “If a woman remains and works within the system, 
is she necessarily a fool, catering to a cruel patriarchal regime?” (Zimmann, p. 
175). In that study, I found that “there will be moments when perhaps they 
[women] must ‘play the game’—and there will be other moments when the 
words these women speak and the actions they choose can work to undermine 
the very system that has placed them in positions of power,” (p. 175). I wanted 
to live into that research for myself, mindfully exploring those moments which 
might possess the potential for feminist intervention. At my dissertation de-
fense, Dr. Sue Carter Wood, a member of the panel, offered these closing words: 
“Don’t sit on this important work. Keep going.”

For me, this challenge was taken up by stepping into public political service. 
Yet, as Audre Lorde notes, “white women face the pitfall of being seduced into 
joining the oppressor under the pretense of sharing power. . .for white women 
[as opposed to their Black sisters] there is a wider range of pretended choices and 
rewards for identifying with patriarchal power and its tools,” (cited in Kolmar 
and Bartkowski, 2005, p. 340). The lure of the system is strong, and the incen-
tive to embrace the privilege proffered to those who are willing to turn their 
backs on the oppressed and maintain the status quo is not insubstantial. I was 
afraid, fearful that, perhaps, I would be absorbed into the very machine I had 
set out to battle. “Pursuing freedom from oppression involves recognizing the 
ways in which systematized exclusions are distinctive and yet also emerge and are 
sustained by intersecting dominant cultural logics,” writes Schiappa. Indeed, I 
had been both an object of exclusionary cultural logic, and yet also not wholly 
oppressed, and not identically oppressed. It is into this subjective, intimate and 
paradoxical space that I step, offering the beginnings of a rhetorical analysis of 
my 2012 run for a seat in the United States House of Representatives in Ohio’s 
5th Congressional District, and how feminist intervention happened (and didn’t) 
along the way.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PAJNntoRgA
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/12/16/rick-perry-gay-ad-spoofed_n_1154109.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/12/16/rick-perry-gay-ad-spoofed_n_1154109.html
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For the purpose of this chapter, I will focus on three specific methods of feminist 
rhetorical intervention (again, these methods could be modified and emulated in 
a variety of settings). The first is the appropriation of technology, specifically You-
Tube and Facebook, to garner national support and increase public awareness of 
the campaign. The second and third interventions were of a much more personal 
nature, and centered on private conversations: in the case of the second interven-
tion, tens of thousands of private conversations to secure funding for taking the 
campaign to a television audience. In the case of the third intervention, there 
was one conversation, resulting in the endorsement of a major regional newspa-
per. There were necessarily dozens of other feminist rhetorical interventions that 
occurred throughout the course of the campaign, many of which were illuminat-
ing in myriad ways, but for the purpose of this writing, the focus will be on the 
three feminist rhetorical interventions delineated above.

This chapter focuses upon my experience as a candidate for the United States 
House of Representatives (OH-5), explores and illuminates the laborious and 
often intensely solitary and lonely feminist rhetorical interventions which were 
foundational to the campaign. The subsequent feminist rhetorical interventions, 
aiming to give voice to the thousands of women experiencing political margin-
alization at the hands of an ultra-conservative legislator, were entirely depen-
dent upon the preliminary intimate and private conversations which took place 
throughout the earlier stages of the campaign: my public presence was limited 
by the typical Western, male, elite patriarchal privilege of my opponent.

While this chapter is case-specific, the concepts have substantial implications 
far beyond the traditional political realm. This chapter seeks to galvanize femi-
nists working in all spheres with the understanding that rhetorical interventions 
are often not the grand-scale public work of known rhetors, but can happen in 
any space or time: the momentary, whispered exchange on a parade route may, 
in fact, be the most life-altering intervention imaginable. In this way, whether 
functioning in the “oikos” or the “polis,” the academy or the mainstream world, 
(or, more probably, some combination of the two), feminist rhetors are poised 
to stage effective interventions for the betterment of society.

THE FIRST INTERVENTION: ENTERING THE MILIEU

The assumption that feminist rhetorical interventions are primarily the province 
of the rhetor with access to a traditional public arena for communication has 
been challenged through the advent of advancing technology. Where at one time 
only those holding positions with considerable public resonance were able to 
communicate with a wide audience, the genesis of YouTube, Twitter, Facebook, 
and a host of other social media sites now enable participation by a much wider 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TF8Msdu_Qj4
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/01/26/angela-zimmann-ohio-campaign-ad_n_1235095.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TF8Msdu_Qj4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TF8Msdu_Qj4
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/02/16/howard-dean-democracy-for-america-_n_1283117.html)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/02/16/howard-dean-democracy-for-america-_n_1283117.html)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/02/16/howard-dean-democracy-for-america-_n_1283117.html)
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constituency. Royster and Kirsch note that, “as technology changes rapidly, so 
do different sites of rhetorical agency. Scholars have only begun to study small 
fragments of the vast array of new rhetorical activities unfolding via the Internet 
. . .” (p. 66).

The first intervention took place on December 15th, 2011, when a friend 
with a video camera met up with my husband and my nominally-paid local 
campaign manager at an area park, and we shot an unrehearsed, forty-two-sec-
ond video parodying Texas Governor Rick Perry’s “Strong” commercial: Strong. 
Then, they posted the video to the internet. “Rhetors who do not conform to 
normalizing processes are ultimately forced to occupy and to function in what-
ever spaces are left”—and in this case, “the space left” was the internet (Royster 
and Kirsch, 2012, p. 103). Unheralded by traditional media sources, our cam-
paign took to the web.

The next day, we received a phone call from Max Rosenthal at The Huffington 
Post. HuffPo had picked up the video, and ran it here: Strong Parody on Huff-
ington Post.

Within less than twenty-four hours, the video had thirty-six thousand views. 
Suddenly, our homespun campaign was on the radar of a few more people—still 
a very small number in an e-world where millions of views mark the beginning 
of renown, but we were nearly a year out from election day and instead of the 
few dozen friends who were initial supporters, we had a wider base: and a well-
known progressive web publication that was interested in us.

While we continued to shoot videos (all at no cost, as friends made in-kind 
donations of their time), none were ever quite so widely circulated as the “Rick 
Perry Parody.” However, it was quickly becoming clear to us that the internet 
could provide a low-cost and possibly effective channel for quickly spreading the 
word about the campaign.

The next opportunity arose when, purely by chance, I stumbled across De-
mocracy for America’s website for “Grassroots All-Stars.” The website invited 
progressive congressional candidates to post a simple picture and biography, and 
invite people to vote for them. The ten top vote-getters were then asked to sub-
mit a video so the public could vote again, and the top five would receive the 
DFA endorsement, which carried both cash funding for the campaign and the 
promise recognition that would result in a wider network of support.

Initially, I was not excited but horrified to see that this site existed and I had 
no knowledge of it. I quickly entered our information and formulated a plan: we 
needed to drive friends and supporters to the website to vote. There were dozens 
of candidates, and I was nearly dead last.

The internet race was on. Emails worked, some. This was prior to the popu-
larity of Twitter, but Facebook was a possibility. About a year before Amina Tyler 
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employed Facebook to declare her frustration with the Tunisian government 
(Ouellette, Chapter 14, this collection), our campaign turned to Facebook to 
seek a pathway into the governmental structure. We began to message people, 
then recruit the campaign team to message people in real-time, when they were 
clearly online, and ask for a vote. We created a standard message which could 
then be personalized as hour after hour we worked.

Days passed, and we moved up in the rankings, within striking distance of 
the top ten. The decision was made to visit local coffee shops, the student union 
at a university where I was employed, and other public areas, with the DFA 
website pulled up on our laptops, asking for votes. As the voting closed, we were 
in the top ten. Now, it was time for another video.

Again, with no funds to pay for professional videographers, and with me out 
of town for a school board meeting, friends and family came together to produce 
this video: Chelsea Says Vote for Angela! There was a special power in having 
a little girl ask for the voter to support her mother. In my dissertation, I had 
identified the linguistic tendency for women to publicly identify powerful men 
in order to win public support; instead, I looked to the authority of a female 
child, thereby empowering her and inviting others, typically disempowered, to 
understand that in this campaign, all people mattered (Turning the Noose that 
Binds into a Rope to Climb).

Huffington Post ran an article on the Grassroots All-Stars including this 
quote: “Another relatively unknown ‘All-Star,’ Angela Zimmann, has grabbed 
attention with her homemade campaign videos. Zimmann, running in Ohio’s 
5th District against incumbent Bob Latta, submitted a video starring her young 
daughter as part of her push to win Democracy for America’s approval.” (http://
www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/02/16/howard-dean-democracy-for-ameri-
ca-_n_1283117.html).

And we won—we finished in the top five.
We were lucky, we worked hard, and we believed that if people saw what we 

could do, we had a chance. Greater accessibility via the internet demonstrates, 
in this case, the potential of new technology to undermine the pervasive, disin-
genuous and often disempowering notion that feminist rhetorical interventions, 
particularly of a political nature, must begin in the traditional public sphere, and 
are only possible for those with significant capital and powerful connections. 
Yet, as Jessica Ouellette powerfully demonstrates, one cannot control the ampli-
fication of a message on the internet, and the directions in which it travels: my 
opponent appropriated a piece of one of my videos and used it to his own advan-
tage: to be fair, my campaign manager also took footage of my opponent, and 
clipped it to our advantage. At any rate, We certainly could have and would have 
performed differently with increased resources, and these additional resources 
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became increasingly necessary in order to be granted credibility within the sys-
tem, as will be discussed below—but at this point, following in the footsteps of 
our courageous feminist forebears, we refused to be thwarted by our lack.

THE SECOND INTERVENTION: RAISING THE MONEY

On the Democracy for America Grassroots All-Stars page in February of 2012, 
I enthusiastically reported that the campaign had over one hundred and fifty fi-
nancial supporters. That number would grow, by the end of the race, to over two 
thousand individual donors, including individuals from every state in the US. 
But in February and March of 2012, I had not yet grasped the significance of 
fundraising and financial resources in the current political climate of the United 
States. We had made our videos on a shoestring budget—could we not do the 
entire campaign using the same methodology? Couldn’t we show constituents a 
dedicated, compassionate, energetic, intellectually engaged candidate for whom 
they would be inspired to vote without spending a fortune? The answer I was 
given was a resounding “No.”

Let me set the scene:
“A hundred thousand dollars of your own money, minimum,” the dark-

haired young political operative, easily fifteen years my junior, says to me, with-
out so much as glancing at the carefully prepared professional CV I hand to him.

We sit in a small conference room at the headquarters of the Democrat-
ic Congressional Campaign Committee offices on 430 S. Capital Street in the 
heart of Washington, DC. I am dressed for the occasion, as instructed, with 
minimalist jewelry, bedecked in the signature red blazer purchased at Savers, the 
local thrift shop back in Northwest Ohio. My mind is spinning, and my faith in 
the party I have loved all of my life is withering.

Blinking, and sitting up straight, I remind myself that I am an elected offi-
cial already, entering my second term on the local Educational Services Center 
Board, where my colleagues appointed me president. Could my bona fides truly 
not matter? I have three degrees—a bachelor’s in Engineering, a Master’s in Di-
vinity, a Ph.D. in Rhetoric. I am a wife, a mother, a foster parent, an ordained 
pastor. My children are the fifth generation to on the same small patch of farm-
land which is now a part of Ohio’s Congressional District #5. My background 
check dating to my teen years is clear: one marriage, no police record, no drugs, 
no underage drinking in college. No late credit card bills, or late bills of any 
kind. A credit rating over 740. A few speeding tickets. Ran a stop sign once. This 
is the type of squeaky-clean that is almost annoying.

But there is no wealthy relative in my back pocket; no “Daddy Warbucks” 
to come in and save the day. Raised in a lower-middle-class family, I was once 
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again bumping up against the hard edges of the patriarchal preference for the 
elite. A hundred thousand dollars is a second mortgage on the house where our 
family lives. I don’t have it, can’t give it, and so the man nearly young enough to 
be my son dismisses me, barely disguising his disgust at having to bother with 
this burdensome conversation.

Pushing myself to my feet, I leave the building with a gracious smile and a 
shattered heart. There will be no help here, no assistance from the political party 
which I have enthusiastically supported since casting a ballot for William Jeffer-
son Clinton in 1992. Born on the wrong side of the socioeconomic divide, no 
amount of merit or virtue will close the gap in this case.

There is a decision to be made.
In order to run this race with any degree of impact, to have my voice heard, 

to intervene in a way that might have measurability, to avoid being dismissed 
immediately, I realize that I must pose a legitimate threat to the re-election of my 
ultra-conservative opponent, a three-time incumbent and the son of a popular 
former Congressman. While I can shake hands and knock on doors day after 
day, the size of the district (fourteen counties, mostly rural), prohibits grassroots 
campaigning from having a powerful effect. I must use media to deliver the mes-
sage, and the most efficient and effective media, still, is the traditional television. 
And television advertising is prohibitively expensive. A hundred thousand does 
not begin to cover the costs.

Either I raise the money, and go on television, or I go away: back to the class-
room, back to the pulpit, out of the public eye.

Thus began an immersive experiment, a feminist intervention into the po-
tential for rhetorical training to impact authentic experience in the contempo-
rary political realm through that bane of all political activities: fundraising.

Political fundraising is, in itself, an arduous process, universally loathed by 
politicos of all stripes. For a challenger from a congressional district that has not 
elected a Democrat since the time of Roosevelt, it often felt like a gut-wrenching 
and debasing exercise in futility.

For upwards of eight hours a day (sometimes longer, because I could call 
people on the West Coast until about 11 PM EST), I sat in a tiny room with no 
windows, with huge signs and goals taped to the walls, and I talked. The hun-
dreds of thousands of phone calls were generally to strangers, although occasion-
ally I would recognize a name: George Soros, for instance. (While I am certain 
that George would have appreciated my campaign, I never was able to penetrate 
the barricade of administrative assistants who answered his phones—although I 
tried about a dozen times.)

I smiled when I talked, as women are often told to do. It made my voice 
sound better.
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I was polite, but firm. My general message was tailored to the audience, but 
the theme was generally the same: you don’t know me, but I have been endorsed 
by Democracy for America and I am running for U.S. Congress in Ohio. My 
opponent is an ultra-right-wing conservative, and we have a chance to win—but 
I cannot win without the help of people like you. Here, you can check out my 
website, or this video that was picked up by The Huffington Post. I can send you 
a pledge letter, or would you like to speak to my assistant and donate online 
right now?

More than once, I had a surprised Californian or shocked New Yorker ex-
claim, “Are you the actual candidate? I’m going to donate just because it is you 
making these calls, and not some other staffer.” Women, traditionally, have not 
had the legions of secretaries at their beck and call—we do it ourselves, and so I 
did. Yes, certainly, it was me making the call.

It was in this rhetorical space that I learned the power, without knowing 
the term, of what Royster and Kirsch label “tacking in” and “tacking out” (p. 
87). “Tacking in can be described as an inward journey, focusing on researchers 
noticing how they process, imagine and work with materials; how creativity 
and imagination come into play. . .,” while “tacking out” is “more in line with 
traditional notions of fieldwork,” according to Royster and Kirsch (p. 85), and 
this tension between the two poles is illustrated by Kathleen Wider, who writes: 
“I had to go out into the world and deep within myself ” (p. 69). Indeed, that 
is what I had to do: even as I called donors from every state in the union, I had 
to reach deep within myself. As I listened closely to my conversation partners, I 
listened too to “the visceral changes in mind, heart, backbone and stomach that 
the discovery proves occasions” (Royster & Kirsch, p.87).

It would be more glamourous, certainly more stunning and memorable, to 
recount that I delivered a speech, participated in a debate, conducted a town hall 
meeting, dazzling the listeners with compassion, brilliance and policy initiatives 
guaranteeing revitalization of our ailing corner of the Midwest. But the truth is, 
my opponent refused to debate, the few town halls I did conduct by myself early 
in the campaign were sparsely attended, and speeches were often largely ignored 
by the traditional media outlets.

Another truth: Going away was not an option. I was going on television. 
And in order to make that happen, the political would become deeply personal 
as I doggedly staged feminist rhetorical interventions in a small, windowless 
room at the rear of the campaign office in a rented strip mall in Perrysburg, 
Ohio: I would make telephone calls and fundraise. Forty hours each week, for 
nine months, I would sit in the tiny windowless blue room (or stand, when the 
sitting became unbearable), across from a paid operative who would hand me 
sheets with names and numbers. I would dial and dial and dial for dollars, us-

http://www.toledoblade.com/Editorials/2012/10/02/Zimmann-for-U-S-House.html
http://www.toledoblade.com/Editorials/2012/10/02/Zimmann-for-U-S-House.html
http://www.co.lucas.oh.us/DocumentCenter/View/55188
http://www.co.lucas.oh.us/DocumentCenter/View/55188
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ing feminist rhetorical interventions in the most intimate and private of spaces, 
talking and listening my way into the hearts, minds, and financial contributions 
of over two thousand individuals, encompassing all fifty states, and raising just 
under half-a-million dollars. Eventually, I talked my way to television.

THE THIRD INTERVENTION: LEGITIMIZATION

The final feminist rhetorical intervention began before the other two, but did 
not bear fruit until nearly a year later.

On a cold December afternoon in 2011, I traveled from Toledo, Ohio, to 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: the Boulevard of the Allies office of the editor/publish-
er of The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, John Robinson Block. Block Communications, 
Inc., also owns The Toledo Blade newspaper, the largest daily publication within 
the congressional district. In the 2010 election cycle, The Blade had offered their 
endorsement to my incumbent opponent, Robert Latta. While I understood 
that statistically, the likelihood of victory was quite small, I had full confidence 
in my ability to serve the constituents with a compassionate heart and a critical 
mind, and regardless of what happened on Election Day, I was certain that I 
would be the better-qualified representative for the people of Northwest Ohio. 
Although it sounds like hubris to female ears well-trained in the practice of 
self-effacement, I saw no reason to hesitate in seeking the endorsement of the 
publisher of The Toledo Blade (or anyone else, for that matter).

My campaign manager had arranged for the meeting, and when we arrived 
at the Gazette, we had no idea what to expect. Anecdotally, we had heard that 
Block was a bit of an eccentric who valued independent thought, and he was also 
quite politically savvy. The campaign manager was not invited to accompany 
me on the elevator to the publisher’s office; instead, he waited downstairs in the 
lobby. Alone, I entered the large and ornate office of the publisher of The Pitts-
burgh-Post Gazette, and took a seat on the sofa. He sat across from me, and the 
questions began, ranging from foreign policy to domestic funding for education, 
renewable energy to labor negotiations. On and on we talked, for three hours. 
The sun set over Pittsburgh, and outside the windows the day was shifting into 
evening. The executive assistant gathered her personal belongings and left.

Throughout that long afternoon, although I had neither a bathroom break 
nor a glass of water, I did have support from a most unusual and unexpected 
source: the beautiful basset hound, Clementine, John Robinson Block’s beloved 
canine companion, who saw fit to lay on the couch next to me, her head in my 
lap, while I responded to the seemingly endless volley of questions. Clementine, 
as it turned out, was quite ill and died on March 14th. Because of her presence 
with me during that challenging interview, I felt a kinship to Clementine: when 

http://www.ourtownsylvania.com/OpEd/2013/11/03/I-can-t-run-but-Rep-Latta-needs-a-challenge.html
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she died, I sent a note and flowers to John Robinson Block. He responded, 
thanking me. Although it was no intentional feminist rhetorical intervention, 
I suppose that this “ethic of rhetorical care,” (about which Mary Anne Taylor 
writes in her 2014 dissertation She the People: Personal Politics and Feminist Ad-
vocacy as the Democratic Ideal) may indeed have been the follow-up to the initial 
meeting wherein I was able to illustrate my compassion for the suffering of oth-
ers in real-time, with no audience.

At any rate, as I headed toward the elevators on that cold December evening, 
hoping that my campaign manager had not left the building nor the city, John 
Block walked out with me.

“You realize,” he stated, “that your chances of winning are one in a hundred? 
Maybe?”

I shrugged. “I’m not afraid to work. I’m a fighter.”
The elevator door closed, and he was gone.
On October 2, 2012, I received the official endorsement of the Toledo Blade: 

“Ohio’s redrawn 5th U.S. House District favors the re-election of incumbent Re-
publican Bob Latta. But Democratic challenger ANGELA ZIMMANN offers 
ideas, energy, and a commitment to overcoming the stalemate in Congress that 
make her a better choice for the district” (http://www.toledoblade.com/Editori-
als/2012/10/02/Zimmann-for-U-S-House.html).

The endorsement legitimized the campaign, and indeed, we won Lucas 
County, which included part of Toledo, with 49,575 votes (http://www.co.lucas.
oh.us/DocumentCenter/View/55188)

The rhetorical intervention was personal, authentic and unmediated, and it 
required boundary-breaking and courage. There was no invitation to sit for a 
formal endorsement interview; there was no protocol to follow. Instead, like the 
feminist rhetors in whose footsteps I humbly follow, I was playing by my own 
rules, bending, breaking, re-inventing, and pushing through the extant conven-
tions to make a place for myself and the men and women I hoped to represent.

CONCLUSION: WE MAKE A WAY

I lost the race with just under forty percent of the vote.
Yet, it is time to “renegotiate traditional notions of success,” Royster and 

Kirsch proclaim (p. 139). Citing Katrina M. Powell’s extensive work on the 
writing of Virginia mountain women who challenged the federal government, 
Royster and Kirsch call for a definition of success that includes rhetorical moves 
representing agency and the finding of a voice, as well as demanding account-
ability and establishing “dignity, moral values and rights as citizens” (The An-
guish of Displacement, Feminist Rhetorical Practices, p. 139).
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Although I lost by the numbers, the campaign was celebrated (by most of 
those involved) as a success. I went on television, and I forced my opponent to 
engage in the race, buying his own television advertisements (unprecedented!), 
sending mailings, and, finally, depleting his cash reserve of nearly two million 
down to that magic number which the DCCC had insisted I have on hand—a 
hundred thousand dollars.

The immediate question in the days following the election was “When will 
you run again? Will you run next time?” The answer was no, although I appre-
ciate the supportive response, and authored the following article for The Toledo 
Blade as a means of encouraging those who might feel compelled to enter the 
fray: I Can’t Run, But Rep. Latta Needs a Challenge.

Will I run again?
I entered into this writing endeavor with the full knowledge that self-dis-

closure and critical rumination on the patriarchal capitalist-political system and 
the military-industrial complex that supports it will likely render me unelectable 
in the future—at least at the federal level. In essence, I find myself faced with a 
classic double-bind: if I speak (or write), my electoral voice will be silenced, and 
yet if I do not speak, I am silenced already. For me, the choice is clear and the 
price is worth paying, although I fully sympathize with and encourage my sisters 
(and feminist brothers) who opt, instead, to toil forth in silence, hoping to make 
a sliver of difference through election to office. This writing represents a lifting 
of the veil, a peek into the master’s house; since I could not dismantle it with his 
tools, at least I can open the door and reveal a fresh, first-hand perspective. Turn-
ing the Noose that Binds Into a Rope to Climb details how three women rhetors 
have successfully negotiated the double-bind of being a woman and a powerful 
rhetor: however, that body of work could not go deeply enough. By looking 
only at the finished productions of white women already occupying positions 
of power, I failed to see beneath—what preceded and precipitated their rise to 
public prominence. Through my own lived experience, I offer one account of 
that which “comes before”—the journey through the campaign and a select few 
of the rhetorical interventions employed.

I posit that, bearing in mind the twinned mantras that the “personal is po-
litical” and “all politics is local,” it is a logical assertion that feminist rhetorical 
interventions in politics may conclude, but seldom begin, in public spaces. Very 
little, in fact, of what we consider to be “politics” actually happens in the eye 
of the larger community. Similar to the interventions staged in our campaign 
(and I use the word “our” with purpose, since it truly was a group and not an 
individual undertaking), much of the work of the politician happens behind 
closed doors, in small groups, or one-on-one. Happily, due to the very nature of 
feminist philosophy, which is built upon the ideals of community, reciprocity 

http://www.toledoblade.com/Editorials/2012/10/02/Zimmann-for-U-S-
http://www.toledoblade.com/Editorials/2012/10/02/Zimmann-for-U-S-
http://www.co.lucas.oh.us/DocumentCenter/View/55188
http://www.co.lucas.oh.us/DocumentCenter/View/55188
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PAJNntoRgA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PAJNntoRgA
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and mutual respect, rhetorical interventions are most likely to emerge in rela-
tionship: healthy relationships form through personal communication. There it 
is, the gift(!) of the oppressors to the oppressed: because of the very constraints 
placed upon women, they are perfectly situated to slip the double-bind and use 
these avenues of interpersonal communications for rhetorical interventions that 
are powerful and politically effective.

It would be remiss not to mention that such an assertion has significant 
implications across genres. In a variety of settings, including the academy, what 
is spoken, written, and otherwise communicated within the context of a one-
on-one interaction can be a feminist rhetorical intervention of stunning magni-
tude, particularly when coupled later with communication in the public sphere. 
Consider the teacher who spends hours with an individual student, and then 
stands in front of the classroom lecturing—the words spoken in the public space 
resonate much more clearly when they are heard within the context of a rela-
tionship built in the private sphere, for good or ill. Likewise, the administrator, 
the pastor or preacher—any public figure who also spends a significant amount 
of time in private, “oikos”-type conversations—when she speaks in the public 
sphere, the “polis” (boardroom, pulpit, faculty meeting), the groundwork for 
successful interventions has been laid.

I began this chapter by providing two reasons for my writing and your read-
ing: one, to encourage others to participate in the broader life of politics and 
society, and secondly, to illuminate how far we have yet to go by telling my story. 
I echo feminist scholar Jen Almjeld (2014), as she introduces her ethnographic 
research on computer-mediated dating—a dissimilar topic with analogous im-
plications: “Like other feminist scholars, I continue to believe that the personal 
is truly political and that our lived experiences shape who we are and the ques-
tions we ask in our research. Feminist theory is often rooted in individual expe-
rience, and one way to explore texts and spaces is to speak from within them,” 
(p. 72). While I composed from within this space, rooted in my own subjective 
experience, I experienced a third reason for writing: not merely to share a tale, 
but to hear the story myself again for the first time. Paulo Freire writes, in The 
Pedagogy of the Oppressed, “I am more and more convinced that true revolution-
aries must perceive the revolution, because of its creative and liberating nature, 
as an act of love,” (cited in Kolmar and Bartkowski, 2006, p. 469). In writing 
the story, re-living the experiences, I was powerfully taught that, (while I am no 
revolutionary) the most successful feminist interventions are grounded in love 
and seeking after dignity: for our sisters, our brothers, those who came before us 
and those who will follow. When I acted out of love, out of a rhetoric of care, 
whether it was compassion for the people of U.S. Congressional District OH-5, 
care for Clementine the beloved basset hound, or even benevolence toward my 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/02/16/howard-dean-democracy-for-america-
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/02/16/howard-dean-democracy-for-america-
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/12/16/rick-
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/12/16/rick-
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
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difficult opponent, interventions spun themselves inexorably and joyfully forth, 
unbidden and unstoppable.

Finally, I turn to my current milieu, and the material impact that living into 
the positionality of subject-researcher has had upon the quotidian reality of my 
life. I serve as the Vice-President for Advancement at United Lutheran Seminary. 
In this role, I recognize and consciously, regularly practice the feminist interven-
tions noted above: I fundraise, collaboratively and in community, by listening 
and talking, discovering shared values and highlighting the importance of put-
ting our tangible resources into the place where our ideologies lie. The rhetoric 
of care permeates my work as a feminist-scholar-servant-leader. I anticipate fur-
ther reflection on this next phase of the journey.
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CHAPTER 17.  

PEDAGOGICAL TOO-MUCHNESS: 
A FEMINIST APPROACH 
TO COMMUNITY-BASED 
LEARNING, MULTI-MODAL 
COMPOSITION, SOCIAL JUSTICE 
EDUCATION, AND MORE

Beth Godbee
Marquette University

Godbee shares a course titled “Writing for Social Justice,” which 
partners with the YWCA’s Racial Justice Program. The course si-
multaneously integrates community-based learning, multi-modal 
composition, undergraduate research, contract grading, co-authoring, 
and attention to racial and social justice—with feminist interven-
tions as the underlying and ultimate goal. Based on these connections, 
Godbee articulates a pedagogy of “too-muchness” and argues for the 
need to approach feminist interventions as “instead of ” rather than 
“on top of ” more traditional approaches. She situates this pedagogical 
“too-muchness” within and alongside feminist and womanist peda-
gogies; pedagogy and theatre of the oppressed; and culturally relevant 
and responsive pedagogy. In addition to articulating how the YWCA 
represents an ideal partner for feminist community-based work, God-
bee stresses that the “too-muchness” of the course and its emphasis on 
feminist, critical education better positioned students to become agents 
and actors outside the course and throughout their everyday lives.

Anyone who has done social justice education knows that it is more 
than an intellectual activity. Of course, we need to expose people to new 
perspectives, facts, theories, and analyses. Students need to acquire more 
accurate and complex information about issues which the mainstream 
media often ignore, simplify or distort. Yet, even when enlightening 
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facts and theories are provided, people may still be unmoved and remain 
uninvolved.

- Diane J. Goodman (2011, p. 33)

I often hear educators (typically ones from privileged groups) express con-
cerns about the difficulty of a feminist, critical, or otherwise justice-oriented 
approach: the work involved in social justice education1 is perceived, even criti-
cized, as “too much.” It’s perceived as “too much” on top of other labor-intensive 
demands of an academic career, “too much” on top of other educational de-
mands of a college course, or “too much” on top of other pedagogical apparatus 
already in place. This sense of too-muchness may arise from the need for criti-
cal emotional literacy (Winans, 2012); likely discomfort (Banks, 2003; Tatum, 
1992); and the inherently embodied nature of the work, as “[m]any educators 
are more comfortable staying at an intellectual level” (Goodman, 2011, p. 34). 
Whatever the origin, this sense of “too-muchness” allows social justice education 
to be written off as an addition rather than the core of what we do.

Shifting this language of “too-muchness” involves, I argue, approaching 
feminist interventions as “instead of” rather than “on top of” more traditional 
approaches. Typically, education prioritizes the curriculum or content, keep-
ing histories of colonization, inequity, and injustice firmly rooted (e.g., Paulo 
Freire’s critique of the banking model of education [1970] or bell hooks’s discus-
sion of feminist pedagogy as a “decolonizing political process” [1994, p. 47]). 
As educators, when we feel responsible to a shared syllabus, program of study, 
or other external criteria, we may inadvertently prioritize content and imagine 
feminist interventions as “on top of” these implicit priorities. By naming social 
justice education as “instead off” rather than “on top of,” I maintain that the 
curriculum and course structure need to be rethought from the bottom to the 
top, from the details to the whole. Rather than tweaking an existing syllabus to 
add components that critique injustice, we need to ask fundamental questions 
about the values, purposes, and intended outcomes of education. That is, in 
the words of feminist scholar bell hooks (1994), we need to “imagine ways that 
teaching and the learning experience could be different” (p. 5) and to “celebrate 
teaching that enables transgressions” (p. 12). This rethinking can lead us in di-
rections that look and feel very different from our conditioned expectations of 
schooling. And, yet, the very different—perhaps “too much” different—nature 
1 I equate feminism with social justice education, as both seek to counter injustice and enact 
a more equitable and just world. In Feminism Is for Everybody (2000), bell hooks maintains 
that feminism must engage colonialism, class struggle, race/ism, and other intersectional issues. 
Valuing intersectionality (Crenshaw, 1991), feminist education must address sexism in relation 
to other -isms and as part of justice-oriented movements, which the YWCA articulates in its 
mission.

http://epublications.marquette.edu/english_4210/
http://epublications.marquette.edu/english_4210/
http://epublications.marquette.edu/english_4210/
http://epublications.marquette.edu/english_4210/
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of these changes can help us shake up and shake off normalized actions, domi-
nant beliefs, and damaging discourses.

The need to shake up/off typical schooling and to replace it with something 
truly transformative links social justice education with feminist interventions. 
Both social justice education and feminist interventions require commitment, 
ongoing education, and openness to revision. These commitment-driven, re-
flective, and revisionary values align with the what Jacqueline Jones Royster and 
Gesa Kirsch (2012) describe as four “critical terms of engagement” for feminist 
rhetorical practices: “critical imagination, strategic contemplation, social circula-
tion, and globalization” (p. 19). As an educator committed to equity and justice, 
I strive to teach—to critically engage myself and students—in ways that chal-
lenge and change our everyday ways of being, doing, and relating in the world. 
As I’ve written with colleagues, this pedagogical stance has multiple dimensions, 
as it is (1) processual and reiterative, (2) reflective and attentive, and (3) embodied 
and engaged (Diab, Ferrel, Godbee, & Simpkins, 2012). It involves centering 
the body to interrogate systemic power and to “move-think in ways that disrupt 
habitual acts and dominant narratives” (Godbee, Ozias, & Tang, 2015, p. 99). 
And it has the potential for transformation, especially when we come to see our-
selves in relation with others across asymmetrical power (Godbee, 2011). This 
understanding of social justice education draws on and aligns with feminist and 
womanist pedagogies (e.g., Royster & Kirsch, 2012; hooks, 1994; Lorde, 1984); 
pedagogy and theatre of the oppressed (e.g., Horton & Freire, 1990; Boal, 1973; 
Freire, 1970); and culturally relevant (Ladson-Billings, 1994, 2001), responsive 
(Gay, 2000), and contested (Li, 2005) pedagogies.

Though differently positioned to intervene into systemic inequities, these 
scholar-educators teach us that power underlies all relations; that systemic (and 
political) matters are also embodied (and personal); and that work that supports 
gender justice intersects with and must enact related forms of justice: racial jus-
tice, decolonization, Indigenous rights, and others. In Goodman’s (2011) words 
above, social justice education—and I’d add feminist interventions—must be 
“more than an intellectual activity” (p. 33). From this scholarship, a few key 
principles or definitional qualities emerge, indicating that feminist interven-
tions:

1. engage our full selves—not only our minds, but also our bodies, emotions, 
and spirits;

2. prioritize relations, or put the time and effort into building and sustain-
ing meaningful (and often cross-status) connections among people and 
organizations;

3. understand power as related to (in)justice so that efforts against sexism 

http://epublications.marquette.edu/english_4210/
http://www.ywcasew.org/site/c.7oJELQPwFhJWG/b.8083533/k.BDB7/Home.htm
http://www.ywcasew.org/site/c.7oJELQPwFhJWG/b.8083605/k.9A7C/Racial_Justice.htm
http://www.marquette.edu/
http://libguides.marquette.edu/digitalmediastudio
http://www.ywcasew.org/site/c.7oJELQPwFhJWG/b.8090731/k.CFC/Everytown_Wisconsin.htm
http://www.ywcasew.org/site/c.7oJELQPwFhJWG/b.8090731/k.CFC/Everytown_Wisconsin.htm
http://epublications.marquette.edu/english_4210/
https://multimodalcomposition.wordpress.com/2011/02/06/defining-multimodal-composition/
https://multimodalcomposition.wordpress.com/2011/02/06/defining-multimodal-composition/
http://edglossary.org/community-based-learning/
http://writingcenters.org/resources/antiracism-and-lgbtq-resources/
http://www.cur.org/
https://wayback.archive-it.org/1631/20140905033133/http://www.muenglishnews.com/co-authoring-today.html
http://writingcommons.org/index.php/open-text/collaboration/consider-feedback/614-student-teacher-conferences
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contract_Grading
http://www.macmillanhighered.com/Catalog/product/portfolioteaching-thirdedition-reynolds
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feminist_pedagogy
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and for gender-and-sexuality-justice are linked with other justice-orient-
ed work, since identities and issues are intersectional and injustice any-
where is injustice everywhere;

4. cultivate agency so that students and other actors see themselves as having 
the responsibility to act, as well as the questions and insights to ask who 
is responsible to act, when, where, why, and how (troubling savior and 
victim narratives);

5. seek interconnectedness among ways of seeing, thinking, doing, and being 
in the world so that we work toward coherence across spheres of activity 
and recognize that our work occurs within complex socio-cultural, histor-
ical, and rhetorical systems.

Certainly, other principles emerge, and our different positions within sys-
tems of power and privilege make some principles more salient than others. I 
share these five, however, in an attempt to define how I see feminist interven-
tions aligning with social justice education and underlying a feminist pedagogy, 
one that can be characterized by “too-muchness.”

To be clear, pedagogical too-muchness describes two sides of the same coin. 
The first refers to educators’ perception of feminist or justice-oriented education 
as an addition or extra (i.e., “on top of”). The second refers to an intentional lay-
ering, texturing, or piecing together of multiple critical pedagogical approaches 
(i.e., “instead of”). Each of these critical approaches—from community-based 
learning to multi-modal composing—can be perceived as “too much,” especially 
when looking from the first side of the coin. Yet, each helps achieve the purpos-
es of disrupting the status quo, overcoming resistance, fostering commitments 
to justice, and building agency beyond the classroom. Each enacts the five key 
principles, moving us closer to critical imagination (Royster & Kirsch, 2012; 
Royster, 2000) and transgression (hooks, 1994). As such, the second side of the 
coin helps us see the layering of critical approaches not as haphazard or “too 
much” in the sense of energies going everywhere and nowhere. Rather, this ped-
agogical too-muchness provides a rich texture to a learning experience, helping 
us design courses that are complex, critical, and potentially transformative.

In what follows, I demonstrate why pedagogical too-muchness is crucial to 
social justice education (generally) and to the teaching of one course, “Writing 
for Social Justice” (specifically). In doing so, I make reference to the syllabus, 
assignments, and videos that students created, which appear at http://epubli-
cations.marquette.edu/english_4210/. I share these documents to illustrate the 
argument I make in this chapter: that feminist interventions prioritize intercon-
nectedness not only among course content, assignments, and assessment, but 
also among ways of seeing, thinking, doing, and being in the world. This inter-
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connectedness (like the other principles of engaging our full selves, prioritizing 
relations, understanding power, and cultivating agency) necessitates layering, 
texturing, or piecing together of critical approaches. That is, the feminist princi-
ple of interconnectedness necessitates pedagogical too-muchness.

CO-CONSTRUCTING A SHARED LEARNING EXPERIENCE

This chapter relates one attempt at feminist interventions, as I describe the com-
munity-based learning course “Writing for Social Justice” that emerged in part-
nership with the YWCA Southeast Wisconsin’s Racial Justice Program and with 
Marquette University’s Digital Media Studio (DMS). Like other courses in this 
“Praxis” section, students engaged in project-based learning. In other chapters, 
Ames Hawkins and Joan Giroux (Chapter 18, this collection) describe art ac-
tivism; Douglas Walls, Jennifer Miller, and Brandy Dieterle (Chapter 20, this 
collection) explain development of a smartphone app; and Danielle Williams 
(Chapter 21, this collection) shares a public video project. Here I describe how 
undergraduates created short educational and promotional videos for Every-
town Wisconsin, a week-long camp intended to help teens develop leadership 
skills, challenge stereotypes, and build self-confidence—all while having fun. 
The videos highlight participants’ experiences with the camp, showcase what 
participants have learned, and promote the camp to various stakeholders.

When developing the course, I repeatedly heard concerns about “doing it 
all at once”—meaning that it seemed too much to integrate video composition 
and multi-modal projects with community-based learning, explicit attention to 
race/racism/antiracism, undergraduate research and collaborative authorship, 
frequent one-with-one conferences, and even grading contracts and portfolios 
that center student agency—and all within a feminist framework. This sense 
of “doing too much” stemmed largely, I believe, from ideas about how far the 
course deviates from what’s typical at my institution (and from many colleges 
and universities). Yet, as I argue in this chapter and as I found to be true, the 
course needed all of these pieces because one without the others would not 
have allowed us to do the type of feminist education I hoped the course could 
achieve. It would not have allowed us to produce videos that could be of use to 
our community partner. It would not have positioned students to become agents 
and actors outside the course and throughout their everyday lives. It would not 
have given us the critical insights into power relations that are needed for mak-
ing change. Yet, change is greatly needed—in and out of school—and many 
students recognize and seek this more-than-intellectual engagement.

“Writing for Social Justice” attracted students who were seeking such engage-
ment. Offered as an upper-division special topics course for writing-intensive 

http://epublications.marquette.edu/english_4210/
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English majors, the course was small with fourteen students. Like my colleagues, 
students expressed concerns early on that the course was “too much”—too de-
manding, requiring too many hours/week, asking for too much reflective self-
work, etc. When processing at midterms and finals, many students shared stories 
of being initially “scared” or “overwhelmed by” the course, but so glad they 
stayed—with the ultimate payoff worth the effort. The high demands kept the 
class size small, and the small size, in turn, allowed us to build the intimate 
and challenging community that is needed for social justice education. Hap-
pily, I found that students opened to each other and to me (a white woman): 
I witnessed the eleven white students listen more carefully, learn about white-
ness, and articulate commitments to racial justice—with and alongside three 
students of color who shared their experiences with differential risk, tightrope 
positioning, and asymmetrical power in ways that helped us all with self-reflexiv-
ity. Through ongoing, self-reflexive dialogue, we all learned about and contested 
the inhospitable conditions in higher education that lead to many marginalized 
peoples, especially women of color, being “presumed incompetent” (Gutiérrez y 
Muhs, Niemann, González, & Harris, 2012). Such reflexivity and contestation 
constitute a feminist project on their own.

In framing the course, it was important to me that we explicitly link ways 
of seeing, thinking, being, and doing (seeking interconnectedness). Therefore, I 
framed our partnership with the YWCA, the role of community-based learning, 
and the culminating video project as necessary components so that we would 
not only explore but also practice and engage in the action of “writing for social 
justice.” I asked us to answer in creative, inquiry-based, and reflective ways the 
following questions:

• How is writing involved in social justice work? What genres of writing 
are associated with movements for and thinking about social and racial 
justice?

• How do we understand central concepts of (in)equity, (in)justice, 
power, and rights?

• How might we, as communicators, use writing to intervene into injus-
tice and to bring about a more socially just world?

These questions align with learning objectives and competences, which 
helped to structure the course and named types of conceptual, rhetorical, tech-
nical, affective/emotional, and other knowledge. They ranged from broadening 
our understanding of “writing” to include visual, oral, and multi-modal compo-
sition to pairing critique against injustice with the critique for justice.

Starting the course (and course materials) with articulations of questions, ob-
jectives, and competences proved important for thinking about why our semes-

http://www.ywcasew.org/site/c.7oJELQPwFhJWG/b.8083605/k.62/Eliminating_Racism_in_Southeast_Wisconsin.htm
http://www.ywcasew.org/site/c.7oJELQPwFhJWG/b.8083605/k.62/Eliminating_Racism_in_Southeast_Wisconsin.htm
http://www.marquette.edu/ctl/
http://www.marquette.edu/ctl/service-learning/
http://libguides.marquette.edu/digitalmediastudio
http://libguides.marquette.edu/digitalmediastudio
http://www.marquette.edu/library/about/bio/gibes.php
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ter’s work mattered beyond the course, semester, or site. Because students wrote 
their own learning objectives, they adopted the language of “goals” and “ob-
jectives” in ways I have not observed in other courses. From processing shared 
learning objectives to setting personalized ones, students assumed agency in the 
first days of the semester—a time that is too-often spent with teacher-directed 
instructions. Moreover, collaborative goal-setting communicated the principles 
of feminist interventions from the start, engaging students in active and personal 
work as well as explicitly linking what we learn with how we see, what we do, 
and where we relate in the world.

ENACTING TOO-MUCHNESS THROUGH 
SEQUENCED AND SCAFFOLDED ASSIGNMENTS

From collaborative goal-setting (articulating the why of the course), we moved 
into the layered, textured, or pieced together too-muchness (achieving the how 
of feminist interventions). A view into the course (and I hope you’ll take a look 
at the syllabus online) reveals scaffolded assignments; in-class workshops; out-
of-class conferences; instruction from our DMS partners; consultation with our 
YWCA partners; and significant attention to the process, revision, and rethink-
ing. Much of this work was collaborative in nature, involving co-authoring, 
collaborative learning, and undergraduate research. Much of it also involved 
ongoing reflection through in-class processing, freewriting, movement-based 
exercises, and contemplative practices. This active hands-on work was guided 
by scholarly readings—from foundational pieces like Iris Young’s “Five Faces of 
Oppression” (1990) and Beverly Tatum’s “Talking about Race, Learning about 
Racism” (1992) to excerpts of in-field texts like Paula Mathieu’s Tactics of Hope 
(2005) and Tiffany Rousculp’s Rhetoric of Respect (2014). Additional multi-mod-
al materials included music; blogs, comics, and webtexts; short videos; and ma-
terials provided to us by the YWCA, such as the grant application for Everytown 
Wisconsin. We also all read excerpts from three books with each person choos-
ing to read and report on one in full: Gloria Anzladúa’s Borderlands/La Frontera 
(1987), Myles Horton and Paulo Freire’s We Make the Road by Walking (1990), 
and Elaine Richardson’s PHD (Po H# on Dope) to Ph.D. (2013).

Already the sense of pedagogical too-muchness emerges here in the course 
overview. To make sense of this range of activities, the course needed to scaf-
fold students through manageable, sequenced assignments—with later projects 
building on earlier ones:

1. Introductory Letter Forecasting the Semester, an informal letter due in week 
#2 relating anticipations, expectations, and goals for the course.

http://epublications.marquette.edu/english_4210/6/
http://www.ywcasew.org/site/c.7oJELQPwFhJWG/b.8083599/k.A7AF/Mission_Statement.htm
http://wiseli.engr.wisc.edu/bias.php
http://www.microaggressions.com/
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/student-participation-popcorn-share
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/student-participation-popcorn-share
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2. Statement on Writing for Social Justice, a large-scale, semester-long effort 
to articulate a vision of “writing for social justice.” As a culminating state-
ment, this creative piece synthesized course readings, discussions, com-
munity-based learning, and insights gained through assignments. The 
statement included an annotated bibliography kept throughout the se-
mester to document and engage the sources that shape one’s vision.

3. Critical Importance Video, a short video (just 1 to 1½ minutes) to teach 
others about one of our shared books—taking up a line of inquiry, a pas-
sage of the text, a story reported, or something else that others will benefit 
from learning. This was not simply a summary or synopsis of the book, 
but a presentation to relate what is of “critical importance.”

4. Community-Based, Collaborative Video Project, short (2-5 minute) ed-
ucational and promotional videos to promote Everytown Wisconsin, 
made in partnership with and for use by our community partner, YWCA 
Southeast Wisconsin’s Racial Justice Program.

Of these four assignments, the two video projects directly involved the DMS 
and YWCA. The other two—the introductory letter and statement on writing 
for social justice—focused on reflection: students set and tracked progress to-
ward learning objectives, personalized knowledge and language of the course, 
and articulated a vision to carry forward. These reflective writing assignments 
aimed at critical imagination and strategic contemplation, to use Royster and 
Kirsch’s (2012) terms, as they served as inquiry tools for “seeing the noticed and 
the unnoticed” (p. 20) and created “space for rigorous contemplation” (p. 21). 
They helped students understand and transfer the five key principles of feminist 
interventions that we practiced through community-based learning and video 
production.

The video assignments, in turn, allowed us to build and rehearse the key 
principles of feminist interventions, as we worked in relationship and culti-
vated agency, while also building understandings about power, (in)justice, and 
other matters. As part of prioritizing relations, I consulted colleagues in the 
Center for Teaching and Learning, Service Learning Program, and Digital Me-
dia Studio (DMS) before and throughout the course. These campus partners 
provided financial and curricular support. As an example, a grant through the 
Serving Learning Program allowed the DMS to pilot a course tutoring pro-
gram—having an undergraduate tutor (in addition to the director) work closely 
with students during both in-class workshops and out-of-class conferences. The 
DMS Director, Elizabeth Andrejasich Gibes, co-taught multiple classes to help 
students build technical, collaborative, and research skills—skills that were not 
isolated from the critical and feminist approach to the course, but instead made 

http://www.ywcasew.org/site/c.7oJELQPwFhJWG/b.8090731/k.CFC/Everytown_Wisconsin.htm
http://www.ywcasew.org/site/c.7oJELQPwFhJWG/b.8090731/k.CFC/Everytown_Wisconsin.htm
http://epublications.marquette.edu/english_4210/
http://epublications.marquette.edu/english_4210/
http://www.ywcasew.org/site/c.7oJELQPwFhJWG/b.8090321/k.2069/Leadership.htm
http://www.ywcasew.org/site/c.7oJELQPwFhJWG/b.8083605/k.9A7C/Racial_Justice.htm
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possible our feminist interventions. We also co-created the critical importance 
video assignment as a video (investing in collaboration and strengthening our re-
lationship) and used this assignment for students to build conceptual knowledge 
from readings, while developing technical know-how.

What I’d like to underline is that the complexity, range, and depth of this 
wide-ranging work allowed us to seek interconnectedness—to recognize con-
nections among systemic inequities and movements for social justice. For in-
stance, along with the readings, in-class activities, and four primary assignments, 
collaboration with the YWCA allowed us to focus on one type of social justice: 
that is, racial justice. Throughout the semester, we explored race/ism and racial 
justice alongside intersectional identities, asymmetrical power, prejudice, and 
privilege. Seeking interconnectedness meant that we took seriously the YWCA’s 
mission of “eliminating racism, empowering women”—identifying relationships 
among forms of (in)justice (e.g., linking racism and sexism). Seeking such inter-
connectedness is necessary for feminism to be more than white women center-
ing whiteness, as hooks (2000) and Lorde (1984) remind us. Also, seeking in-
terconnectedness meant gaining conceptual knowledge (beyond technical skills) 
that would aid in creating informed and quality videos for the YWCA. Danielle 
Williams (2018, this collection) identifies the need for such conceptual knowl-
edge when sharing how students reproduced stereotypes: without investigating 
their own biases, students wrote prejudice into the GED videos they created. 
Hence, I highlight the value of interconnectedness, as it is essential for enacting 
other principles of feminist interventions: engaging our full selves, prioritizing 
relations, understanding power, and cultivating agency.

As further illustration, I’d like to highlight a moment in which the planning 
and activities of the course created the conditions for feminist interventions, but 
truly the students had to act, as agents, with openness and courage. When dis-
cussing the importance of developing “bias literacy,” we noted the need to per-
sonalize and internalize (not just intellectually rehearse understanding of ) this 
concept. We asked questions like: When do we recognize privilege in the body? 
When do guilt, hurt, or other emotions get in the way of authentic relationship? 
When are biases unintentionally creeping into thoughts and actions? Students 
evidenced their embodied learning in subsequent interactions. On the day we 
discussed microaggressions (Sue, 2010), students responded through a “popcorn 
share”: each person shared a response or example from the reading before nam-
ing a colleague, who would next respond. As I watched students pass the speak-
ing turn, I noticed that a white student volunteered to begin and that white 
students were naming other white students. The three students of color were the 
last to speak and were left naming each other, before naming me (returning the 
speaking turn to the teacher). We needed to address what happened, and this 

http://marquette.edu/
http://marquette.edu/
http://www.ucalgary.ca/cared/whiteness?utm_content=buffere599c&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
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could be the moment for folks to embrace racial justice work or to resist.
Gently, I asked: “We’re talking about microaggressions, and we just enacted 

one. What happened?” A long silence. No one spoke. I interjected, “Does anyone 
know what I’m talking about?” Several people began nodding, and then one of the 
students of color described what happened, noting that this happens “all the time” 
in her classes. Luckily, the white students got it: they made connections with the 
readings; noted how their actions had been unintentional but consequential man-
ifestations of bias; and said they could see why microaggressions are so significant, 
insidious, and unseen by people with privilege. Rather than resistance, strategic 
contemplation emerged. Students used the language of the readings, and they 
made connections to their lives, later tracking microaggressions they witnessed or 
participated in outside of class. Moments of self-critique like this one were essen-
tial. They not only embodied and personalized learning (engaging our full selves), 
but they also prepared us for working with the YWCA and facing a number of 
similar, potentially transformative moments throughout the semester.

BUILDING RELATIONS THROUGH 
COMMUNITY-BASED LEARNING

The course’s central project—the collaborative video—involved students in 
working closely with each other and with the YWCA to promote Everytown 
Wisconsin. These collaborative videos involved co-authoring and editing in 
small groups; conducting and filming interviews with camp participants; making 
use of already-recorded video footage and images; revising based on feedback; 
and producing a video that met the YWCA’s vision and intended audiences. To 
accomplish this ambitious project, we worked closely with the DMS staff, who 
joined weekly in-class workshops and frequent out-of-class conferences. And 
students took active leadership roles, serving as co-authors, project managers, 
editors, photographers, designers, outreach coordinators, and record-keepers.

Though we used a timeline to help structure this semester-long project, we also 
adapted in response to the needs and feedback of our community partner. The 
YWCA helped us to learn about the work of nonprofit organizations, including 
their publicity and communication needs. To understand and create videos about 
Everytown Wisconsin, we learned about the needs of distinct audiences: (1) teens 
(or potential delegates to the camp); (2) their parents, teachers, or other adults 
involved in their lives; and (3) the public, including funding organizations and cit-
izen donors. In response, we created three different videos targeting these different 
audiences. (These videos can also be viewed through the course URL.)

This course was the first time I worked closely with the YWCA and with 
Martha Barry, Director of the Racial Justice Program. Much of the semester 
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involved building a relationship that we could sustain and grow beyond this 
course, which we now are continuing to do. In many ways, though we all want-
ed the final videos to be of real use to the YWCA, the video project was less im-
portant than the relational and processual work of community-based learning. 
Throughout the semester, the students and I read together work problematizing 
altruistic “service” or “service-learning” and arguing instead for more robust, 
reciprocal, and relational models of community engagement (e.g., Rousculp, 
2014; Mathieu, 2005; Cushman, 1999; Peck, Flower, & Higgins, 1995). Read-
ings and discussions led students to reflect more critically on previous ser-
vice-learning experiences and to consider what community engagement would 
look like beyond this course.

Many “service” experiences not only at my institution (Marquette Universi-
ty, an urban Jesuit university) but also at institutions across the United States in-
voke troubling notions of altruistic “helping” (e.g., Rousculp, 2014; Cushman, 
1999) or reinscribe whiteness (e.g., Seider & Hillman, 2011; Green, 2003). 
Given the problematic ways that service-learning can be enacted, my hope was 
that our relational, project-oriented approach would help us to disrupt the status 
quo, rethink past experiences, and imagine new relations. DiAngelo & Sensoy 
(2012), for instance, find that white students often “complain they are (or fear 
being) ‘attacked’” in cross-racial discussions and, therefore, depict race discus-
sions as “unsafe spaces, as arenas of violence” (p. 1). By enlisting white students 
to work for racial justice (and not just to sit back and talk), community-based 
learning can help circumvent resistance and communicate the responsibility to 
act. Taking action, in turn, teaches what Horton & Freire (1990) have expressed: 
“without practice, there is no knowledge” (p. 97), and to act, one must “start 
doing it and learn from it” (p. 40). These are arguments for the value not only 
of community-based learning, but also for writing, research, and multimod-
al projects that engage students in action, hence why I argue for pedagogical 
too-muchness and the layering, texturing, or piecing together of multiple, criti-
cal practices. Each of these puzzle pieces gets us closer to seeing the picture, but 
we need them all to complete the puzzle. In other words, we need the many 
pieces for an intervention that is truly feminist, that is both aligned with and 
working to enact social justice education.

To explain further, I think of Paula Mathieu’s (2005) argument for why com-
munity writing needs a tactical orientation that resists “charity” and is based in 
both projects and partnerships. Our video project was “tactical” in that it was 
limited to a specific term and project and, therefore, small-scale in the face of 
the YWCA’s larger mission. Tactical in nature, the video project (1) addressed 
a specific issue (Everytown Wisconsin); (2) had a long-term vision (aimed at 
enacting racial justice and practicing “writing for social justice”); and (3) took a 

http://www.ncte.org/cccc/resources/positions/electronicportfolios
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contract_Grading
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project, rather than problem, orientation. A problem orientation “operates from 
a negative space,” has a “transactional quality to it,” and “runs the risk of leaving 
participants overwhelmed, cynical, and feeling weak” (p. 50). In contrast, a proj-
ect orientation “privileges creation and design,” particularly within set “length, 
scope, and parameters” (p. 50). By contrasting problems with projects, Mathieu 
offers language and a framework for understanding why a tactical orientation is 
so crucial to community writing.

Similarly, I’d argue, feminist interventions necessitate a tactical orientation 
that emphasizes projects and partnerships—cultivating agency and prioritiz-
ing relations—rather than trying to fix problems. While the relational work 
of partnerships involves ongoing and sustained investment, the project itself 
can be immediate and fixed-term (i.e., semester-long). Such projects need not 
be multi-modal, and, in fact, Mathieu cites other examples of multi-genre re-
search papers (Mack, 2002), oral history projects (Cassell, 2000), and service 
learning with a Boston-area street paper (Mathieu, 2005). We find still other 
examples in this collection, such as collaborative art activism for The Cradle 
Project (Hawkins & Giroux, Chapter 18, this collection), digital storytell-
ing to produce local documentaries (Bower, Chapter 24, this collection), and 
the collection and retelling of farm histories (Denecker & Sisser, Chapter 9, 
this collection). Whatever the project’s nature, such work means, in Mathieu’s 
words, “doing many things at once” (2000, p. 53), as is the nature of pub-
lic writing and much of our everyday lives. Rather than seeing these “many 
things” as a problem or as “too much” in the negative sense, it is possible to 
embrace pedagogical too-muchness. It’s possible to appreciate a project’s and 
partnership’s ability to influence students’ views of, responsibilities to, and 
roles within social justice work. It’s possible, too, to see community-based 
learning, like other critical pedagogical approaches, as central to feminist in-
terventions aimed at more equitable relations.

To see this, I’d like to share another powerful moment—one that emerged 
from a day of reviewing videos with the YWCA staff. During this workshop 
day, we noticed and discussed how one co-authoring group started their video 
with four white speakers back-to-back, putting the voices and experiences of 
white people first before those of people of color. Two YWCA staff members 
began their feedback by asking about this sequence and the messages it would 
send. The class took time to identify the problem—engaging in the critique 
against—and then proposed solutions—providing the critique for (a framework 
we used throughout the semester). Building on this familiar framework and 
earlier moments like our discussion on microaggressions and bias literacy, the 
co-authoring group received the feedback well; showed a willingness to revise; 
and recognized their implicit, yet consequential, bias.

http://writingcommons.org/index.php/open-text/collaboration/consider-feedback/614-student-teacher-conferences
http://writingcommons.org/index.php/open-text/collaboration/consider-feedback/614-student-teacher-conferences
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During end-of-the-semester processing, a member of this co-authoring 
group said they continued to think about this feedback and would invest in 
further developing bias literacy. These moments indicated to me that students 
were truly personalizing their learning, making it more than intellectual and part 
of their full selves. I greatly appreciated our community partners’ willingness to 
give this and other real feedback—feedback addressing the logic/narratives of 
the videos and not only its design or genre conventions. In contrast to a vision 
of community members as “clients,” to pick up on Danielle Williams’s language 
in her chapter (this collection), our partners at the YWCA truly served as “men-
tors.” They helped students see, investigate, and revise biased perspectives. The 
end result not only made the final video products useable, but also made the 
process deeply learning-full for all involved. Because feedback spoke to concep-
tual knowledge we worked to build through readings and other course materials, 
it helped us synthesize ways of knowing with ways of doing (toward intercon-
nectedness). Through pedagogical too-muchness, we learned that “writing for 
social justice” was not rote practice or technical know-how. It was instead about 
recognizing and rewriting damaged discourses (like those around race/ism and 
sex/ism), aiming toward equity and justice.

CULTIVATING AGENCY IN ASSESSMENT

In my mind, as important as “the work” of the course (e.g., the readings, proj-
ects, and community-based learning) are the self-reflexive stances students de-
velop and the commitments they tap into, deepen, and hopefully take beyond 
the semester. To help students cultivate agency and the habits of mind needed 
for self-reflexivity and self-directed learning, I approached assessment as an on-
going, negotiated, and active process. In other words, assessment came not in 
hindsight or separate from but instead as part of “the work” itself. Because grades 
matter and are so central to schooling, the means of assessment need also to 
challenge “business as usual”: we cannot ask students to take significant respon-
sibility without demonstrating how this responsibility manifests in grades. Fur-
ther, because students typically care about grades, rethinking assessment helps in 
shaking up/off assumed ways of being and operating in school. All of these goals 
underlie feminist interventions, which seek to disrupt inequities. Disruption 
must engage matters of power, agency, rights, and responsibilities.

Pedagogical too-muchness, therefore, involves alternative means of assess-
ment. For me, these alternatives include portfolios and contract grading, both 
of which present opportunities for students to shape the reception of their work 
and to see themselves as actors with insights. In “Writing for Social Justice,” stu-
dents engaged, for instance, in a wide range of self-reflection, relationship-build-
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ing, reading, writing, and digital production. To frame and interpret this work, 
students set their own learning objectives; wrote and revised grading contracts; 
compiled work into midterm and final portfolios; and composed carefully craft-
ed cover letters, reflecting on their agency and growth throughout the course. 
Midterms and finals served as reflective moments for looking backward and 
forward. Explaining this process began in the syllabus and continued in one-
with-one conferences, through assignment sheets, and by sharing samples of 
past students’ portfolios and cover letters.

In composition and rhetoric, many of us are accustomed to the use of port-
folios and cover letters, even if our timing, construction, or expectations of these 
documents differ (e.g., Reynolds & Davis, 2014). What is less frequently used 
is contract grading (e.g., Inoue, 2015, 2012), which can go a far way toward de-
mystifying the grading process, involving students in self-assessment, and foster-
ing students’ ownership of learning. Similarly, conferences are important for in-
structors to listen and mentor—toward cultivating a relational pedagogy, which 
underlines the deep valuing of relations and agency. Together, conferencing/
mentoring with alternative assessment (portfolios and grading contracts) give 
instructors deep insights into students’ experiences and students deep insights 
into their legacies of schooling.

What I found in this course was that assessment especially helped us think 
about privilege, power, and inequities. Assessment exposed lower expectations or 
deficit thinking facing some students and higher expectations or excess thinking for 
others. To tell this story, I must explain that this course was most students’ first ex-
perience creating their own learning objectives, and it was all students’ first experi-
ence with grading contracts. During conferences, I found that some students need-
ed to talk through conflicting responsibilities, others needed reassurance that they 
could succeed, and still others needed direct permission to claim academic success. 
What struck me was that two of the three women of color planned to contract for 
lower grades than most white students. In talking with them, I learned that they 
had come to accept that they should aim for “good” (i.e., not great) grades—likely 
a sign of the larger legacy of being “presumed incompetent” in schools (Gutiérrez y 
Muhs, Niemann, González, & Harris, 2012). After talking through their personal 
learning objectives (some of the most ambitious in the course), I asked, “why not 
try for the higher grade?” This question opened reflection on years of schooling, 
which led to narratives of teachers seeing and grading them differently and worries 
about being “not enough.” When these students chose to abandon the narrative 
of “not enough” (a choice that realized their agency), they were also able to let go 
negative expectations, countering internalized oppression.

In contrast, three white students (two of them men) initially contracted for 
high grades despite their relative inattention to the first assignment and grading 

http://www.contemplativemind.org/programs/conferences
http://www.contemplativemind.org/programs/conferences
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contract. With these students, talking about the contracts allowed me to clarify 
expectations for successful completion of the course. Throughout the semester, 
we talked frequently about their contracts, using learning objectives as a guide. 
At different points (midterms, post-midterms, and finals), these three students 
re-contracted for lower grades. Their decisions seemed to be made with ease and 
without anger, along with an increasing recognition that they expected from 
years of schooling to “get by” with minimal engagement. Guided by ongoing 
and clear communication, these three students re-contracted without a sense of 
letting themselves, me, or their colleagues down and with, I hope, questions lin-
gering about how privilege allowed them to be perceived as “doing well” without 
doing much. Here again, students assumed agency in their assessment and in 
ways that called them to consider their relative rights and responsibilities. It also 
opened reflection on past experiences, and one student commented that they 
had never truly been challenged because they had always been seen as already 
“doing enough.” These contrasting ideas of enough (“not enough” versus “already 
enough”) lead me to argue that we, as educators, must reconsider the inequitable 
messages that grades send, stripping students of their agency to succeed and to 
grow.

As a teacher, I especially appreciated the re-contracting process, as it gave 
me insights into students’ expectations, while lessening the stress of grading. I 
put attention toward responding and mentoring instead of sorting and ranking, 
and students reported feeling secure about their grades and, therefore, open to 
taking risks. With other causes for stress (e.g., ongoing talk about race/ism, re-
sponsibilities to our community partner, and frustration with video editing), it 
was a relief not to put too much emotional energy into assessment. Further, I 
believe that, at its best, education gives students the sense that they have respon-
sibility (response + ability) to act in the world. Hopefully, students will transfer 
the self-determination they practiced in the course outward into their writing, 
organizing, and other feminist interventions.

EMBRACING PEDAGOGICAL TOO-MUCHNESS

The methodological layering of pedagogical too-muchness is something I’ve come 
to over years of observation, experimentation, and reading-reflecting-thinking 
with others. My first classroom teaching experience gave me insight into the 
need to change not just components of a course or curriculum, but essentially 
the whole of the educational endeavor. When I began teaching high school so-
cial studies, I was not only unprepared to consider the interactional dynamics in 
a learning environment for 30+ individuals, but I was also trying to do things 
too differently from what students had come to expect. I realized that students 

http://reflectionsjournal.net/purchase-articles/vols-1-3/
http://reflectionsjournal.net/purchase-articles/vols-1-3/
http://www.praxisuwc.com/diab-godbee-ferrell-simpkins-101
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13613324.2012.674023#.VgQJ23vgw7w
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13613324.2012.674023#.VgQJ23vgw7w
http://www.amazon.com/Pedagogy-Oppressed-30th-Anniversary-Edition/dp/0826412769
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needed help transitioning into the experience I was attempting to create with 
them. And I learned that this “help in transitioning” required not just changes 
to course content or a single assignment. Rather, we needed to question—and 
largely to change—inherited ways of operating in a classroom. This meant re-
thinking roles, the use of time, the sequence of assignments, the outcomes of the 
course—and all starting with guiding questions, learning objectives, and compe-
tences. In other words, to embrace hooks’s (1994) call for feminist educators to 
“teach to transgress,” we must rethink the whole (all components) of education.

Despite having heard grumblings over the years that social justice education 
is “just too much,” it is only recently that I’ve thought to embrace the language 
of “too-muchness.” I now believe that pedagogical too-muchness describes the 
great extent to which we need to change for our teaching to be critical, feminist, 
and transformative. In Mathieu’s words, community writing involves “doing 
many things at once” (2005, p. 53). If my lived experience is any indicator, 
much of living, working, organizing, and acting in the world similarly involves 
“many things at once.”

Many changes at once can be overwhelming, and to be clear, I am not indi-
cating that we overwhelm ourselves, students, or anyone else. On the contrary, 
I believe pedagogical too-muchness aligns with the move to connect contempla-
tive pedagogy with anti-oppression education. More mindful, engaged educa-
tion aligns with the goals of more just, reflexive communities. This too-much-
ness simply means that we let go of past, often-unspoken priorities to instead 
piece together the complex puzzle—assembling a new set of critical practices. 
Such practices, in turn, allow us to enact key principles of feminist interven-
tions, including the five I have addressed throughout this chapter: (1) engaging 
our full selves, (2) prioritizing relations, (3) understanding power, (4) cultivating 
agency, and (5) seeking interconnectedness.

As a final story, I will share that “Writing for Social Justice” is my first course 
in which students have asked at midterms for more work. Specifically, they asked 
for each other (their colleagues) to share popular news stories and examples that 
would help make sense of the scholarly readings and to take greater leadership 
roles in class discussions. They also suggested doing more out-of-class freewrit-
ing to create space for more in-class processing. Then, post-midterm, students 
acted on these requests—signing up to lead class sessions, assigning each other 
freewriting prompts, sharing protest music at the start of class, and emailing 
webtexts through the course listserv. Something happened by changing the reg-
ular classroom script: as I co-created with students, they began investing more in 
their own learning.

Having witnessed and participated in this experience, I will continue to em-
brace pedagogical too-muchness. In doing so, I hope to create more meaningful, 

https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
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learning-full experiences. The more we strive for equity in education, the more 
we can work toward social justice in the world around us. Therefore, I call for us 
to keep rethinking education, asking: How might we intervene into and rewrite 
the scripts of schooling? How might we approach our roles differently? Who might we 
partner with in this endeavor? What will we need to learn along the way?
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CHAPTER 18.  

TRANS/FEMINIST PRACTICE 
OF COLLABORATION IN THE 
ART ACTIVISM CLASSROOM

Ames Hawkins
Columbia College Chicago

Joan Giroux
Columbia College Chicago

In 2007, the authors of this article were inspired by an ob-
ject—a “Call to Artists” postcard for The Cradle Project—to write a 
description for a class in art activism that eventually manifested as 
two cross-listed courses in Cultural Studies and Art+Design that we 
taught together in January 2008, and again in 2012. This chapter 
begins with conscious consideration of the object of inspiration in 
order to establish the disciplinary positions from which we eventually 
move as we engage in a trans/feminist practice of collaboration. We 
explore how teaching this co-created and co-taught course led to shifts 
in modes of practice and the redefinition of disciplinary positions. We 
conclude with a recognition of how this trans/feminist practice invited 
students to shift with us—and to shift us—performing activism and 
collaboration vis-à-vis social practice.

This essay has been collaboratively written, but our story here is not necessarily 
about the writing of this essay, even though it’s never not about the writing of 
this essay.

Our story begins with an object, a postcard Joan Giroux handed to Ames 
Hawkins at a meeting in Fall 2006. On the front appears a photo of the interior 
of a large abandoned warehouse. Set in American Typewriter-like font, roughly 36 
point, tracked out to occupy more horizontal space, the text “Call To Artists” is su-
perimposed on the image. In smaller font below: “In Spring of 2008 one thousand 
cradles and cribs made by artists from around the world, will form an installation 
in Albuquerque, New Mexico. We call this vision The Cradle Project”.
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This postcard was the catalyst for a nearly seven-year arts activist pedagogical 
collaboration, one that began with more than eight months of conversation that 
both prompted and compelled us to create the cross-listed courses 22-3254J 
Special Topics in Studio Art: Art and Activism Studio Project and 46-2505J Art 
and Activism Studio Project. Nearly eighteen months after Joan handed Ames 
the postcard, we co-taught this course in January 2008, during which, all told, 
22 students collaboratively made eight cradles. With support of a Faculty De-
velopment Grant, Ames drove these eight cradles, and another seven made by 
faculty, staff, and community members, to Albuquerque, New Mexico. Eventu-
ally displayed in The Banque Building in downtown Albuquerque, during June 
2008, over 6000 people came to see the exhibition of 555 cradles. Each cradle 
was sponsored for $100 and eventually auctioned off, raising $79,000. Another 
$20,000 was raised through The Cradle Project book featuring a number of cra-
dles and artist statements.

We taught the course together again in January 2012, this time inspired by 
Naomi Natale’s second project, One Million Bones. As stated on the website, 
“One Million Bones is a large-scale social arts practice, which means we use 
education and hands-on art making to raise awareness of genocides and atroc-
ities going on around the world, this very day.” This time we also collaborated 
with the Arts, Entertainment, and Media Management Department to present 
One Million Bones as part of an exhibition, working with faculty member Bob 
Blandford and students in the Decision Making: Visual Arts Management class to 
create Crafting Hope: An Arts Activism Project, an interactive installation featuring 
art activism and One Million Bones in a student-run gallery, The Hokin Proj-
ect, in April 2012. During the nine-day immersive course experience, students 
made 5500 bones, a portion of the almost 50,000 bones made and collected 
throughout Chicagoland and the Great Lakes area. Collaborators included stu-
dent organizations, academic departments, faculty groups and student support 
services at our campus. In the community we worked with refugee groups, re-
gional primary and secondary schools, a girl scout troop, crafts centers, and 
other universities.

Between 2009 and 2013, we were involved in hundreds of interactions with 
volunteers, were a part of a number of smaller bone installations and public 
performances in a variety of setting and public spaces, and found ourselves, in 
the final six months before the installation, working an average of ten hours a 
week on this project. As Ames wrote in an article for @LAS, the magazine of the 
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences at Columbia College Chicago:

Together, Joan and I made bones, moved bones, counted 
bones, boxed bones, stacked bones, and engaged in all man-
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ner of work—intellectual, emotional, pedagogical, physical—
to support the larger vision of Naomi Natale, Founder and 
Director of One Million Bones. Joan and I created curricula, 
schlepped clay, talked to media, made college visits, negoti-
ated with administration, encouraged students, and provided 
support to community groups. (p. 9)

Our work culminated in May 2013 when the bones we worked to make 
and collect were loaded onto a UPS truck bound for Washington, D.C., where 
we and more than twenty individuals comprising Team Great Lakes joined a 
thousand others laying out more than one million bones on the National Mall, 
June 8-10, 2013.

Even now, seeing in print all we accomplished astounds us. We are excited 
to list out the numbers: of bones, of community collaborators, of students we 
worked with, and so on. However, we are aware that when we focus on what 
happened in terms of data, we risk glossing over the complicated, relational, 
interdisciplinary nature of the work and boiling it all down to quantitative ways 
to evidence success. From the outset, we embraced and retained the complexity 
of this work—the ambiguity—of our collaboration through recognition of it as 
socially engaged practice. In an educational primer on the subject, Pablo Hel-
guera (2011), asserts that:

Socially engaged art functions by attaching itself to subjects 
and problems that normally belong to other disciplines, 
moving them temporarily into a space of ambiguity. It is 
this temporary snatching away of subjects into the realm of 
art-making that brings new insights to a particular problem 
or condition and in turn makes it visible to other disciplines. 
(p. 5)

It is this space of ambiguity, a discursive realm within which we become less, 
rather than more, able to see our work as bound to any particular discipline. It 
is this space of ambiguity, a kind of betwixt and between wherein change can 
occur, that we believe to be one of the more powerful aspects of socially engaged 
practice. Socially engaged practice guides our teaching. It has allowed each of us 
to exist within this space of ambiguity, to see our way to different ways of mak-
ing, writing, teaching, moving, living, breathing, experimenting.

The Cradle Project postcard was the catalyst for a nearly seven-year arts 
activist pedagogical collaboration. But it also marks the beginning of a deep 
friendship, one that moved from co-teaching to co-authoring, from a col-
laboration focused on making art and an incredible learning experience for 
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students, to the making of knowledge through the writing of this and other 
essays (Giroux & Hawkins, 2012). We know that we fall into a tradition of 
feminist research and writing partnerships collaborations that cite character-
istics and qualities such as friendship (Kaplan & Rose, 1993), intimacy (Alm, 
1998), support (Russell, Plotkin, & Bell, 1998), pleasure (Leonardi & Pope, 
1994; Estes & Lant, 1998), and an alliance against academic anxiety (Singley 
& Sweeny, 1998), as locations of the feminist power of this sort of work. It is, 
perhaps, because of our move from the classroom to the page, from the space 
of co-teaching to co-authoring, that we have come to see the relevance of our 
work not just in terms of its connection to socially engaged practice, service 
learning, or art activism, but to the ways our collaboration is itself a form of 
activism. We want you to know: This essay has been collaboratively written, but 
our story here is not necessarily about the writing of this essay, even though it’s never 
not about the writing of this essay.

In this essay, we argue that our collaboration prompted each of us to do 
more than share our perspectives and expertise for the good of the project. 
By engaging in our work as trans/feminist practice, we each moved across the 
space between our disciplines, translated our work and desires not only for 
each other, but also for ourselves. Through our collaboration on our co-devel-
oped class, our work on The Cradle Project and on One Million Bones, Ames 
became able to see herself as a maker as well as a writer, and Joan found new 
ways to reimagine the relevance of writing in the making classroom. In the 
end, we each literally moved our own classroom and scholarly practices into 
new, unknown-to-us disciplinary and practical realms. In doing so, each of us 
transformed.

This essay has been collaboratively written, but our story here is not necessarily 
about the writing of this essay, even though it’s never not about the writing of this 
essay. In a first section, we return to the postcard, using it as a way to illustrate 
how we initially positioned ourselves within the academic fields of composition 
and rhetoric and art respectively, as a writer and a maker working toward the 
creation of one collaboratively created and co-taught course. We explain how, 
though an object-oriented approach to collaboration is useful, a trans/feminist 
understanding of our disciplinary positions allow for recognition of relationality 
and movement as the location of activism.

In a second section, we note that relevance of trans/feminist practice has less 
to do with the co-creation of the syllabus than it does with the teaching of the 
class. Or rather, that while we can argue that both co-creation of the syllabus and 
teaching of the class are dialogic collaborations, it’s in the seams and gaps noted 
while teaching the course that inspired us to move from our clear disciplinary 
positions. It isn’t simply that we can call our work interdisciplinary. Through 
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conscious practice and trans/feminist collaboration, we have become interdisci-
plinary artists and scholars.

Finally, in the last section, we discuss what happened when we co-taught the 
course in 2012, a full six years after the postcard moment. Confronted by unan-
ticipated student complaints, we found that in order to address their resistance, 
we would have to move from our positions not only for each other and because 
of our own desires, but also in a larger context. In order to practice ethical trans/
feminist collaboration, we would have to do so and thus recognize our students 
as collaborators, not only in the art activist projects, but in the making of our 
co-taught and co-developed class.

POSITIONING PERSPECTIVES: AS WRITER, AS 
MAKER, AS TRANS/FEMINIST COLLABORATORS

Joan and Ames often talk about our collaboration. Can say, are proud to 
say: We collaborated. And yet, the work of the collaboration, discussion of how 
collaboration works, seems less accessible, more difficult to articulate in any 
clear way. One possibility for our inability to talk about collaboration has to do 
with the ways that collaboration itself has been inextricably linked from what 
William Duffy notes as the conversational imperative. In “Collaboration (in) 
Theory: Reworking the Social Turn’s Conversational Imperative,” Duffy (2014) 
notes that that while he’s to be credited for establishing the relevance of collab-
oration in the field of composition and rhetoric, Kenneth Bruffee inadvertently 
set up conversation as the “default metaphor scholars invoke to explain the na-
ture of collaboration itself ” (p. 417). Duffy asserts that the problem with such a 
metaphor is that we are led to assume that collaboration exists in any situation 
in which we note conversation—any exchange between two people. We’re left 
to recognize, and argue that any and all conversation indicates the presence of 
collaboration. He further argues that in the larger field of composition and rhet-
oric, we then extend this idea to mean that all collaboration is writing, from 
which follows the logical assumption that all writing is collaboration. Through 
this tautology, we construct a closed system of simplistic inevitable logic. With-
out any space for complexity and growth, we inadvertently render collaboration 
powerless as a scholarly term.

As a way of complicating our understanding of collaboration as connected 
to conversation, Duffy (2014) offers an object-oriented approach, one that is 
informed by Davidson’s notion of triangulation. The idea is that in order engage 
in conversation, collaborators enter into a relationship, one identified through 
a shared desire to speak together about something—an object, an idea, a prob-
lem. The triangle here is formed by two collaborators and the reason for the 
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relationship in the first place: the object/topic/issue concern, about which they 
talk, research, and write. Duffy (2014) explains the advantages of triangulation:

When we approach it from an object-oriented perspective, 
what collaboration makes possible is the ability to draw upon 
one another’s positioning to recognize new connections 
between and among the various objects relevant to the work 
at hand. In short, collaboration has the potential to widen the 
scope of available discourse for its participants. (p. 425)

It is this idea of positioning that we believe becomes critical to investigations 
of collaboration. As anyone who has ever collaborated knows, each individual in 
the project will likely need—because of a perception of resistance, made mani-
fest in the form of conflict—and have to work with and through their own de-
sires, hopes and perspectives in order to keep the project moving. Understanding 
and reflecting upon one’s position is, then, a first step in being able to trace the 
continually iterative, recursive process of collaboration.

An object enables positioning. Ames always thought about the postcard as 
an effective rhetorical composition, a multimodal text combining both image 
and print copy with particular affordances regarding circulation and design, rec-
ognizing in the postcard a Barthesian seam of pleasure created by juxtaposition 
of post-apocalyptic images, and the hope of activism, contextualized through 
imperfect images of modernity. She always saw in the image her connection 
with and to the city of Detroit and her emergence as an activist in her job as a 
soup kitchen manager. From the outset, Joan made concrete visual leaps to art 
works she knew: from studio and art history classes, exhibitions she had seen in 
the last twenty plus years, works she had become familiar with during artists’ 
talks at residencies, or through contemporary art blogs and videos. In her own 
thinking about the construction of real objects as purveyors of meaning, she 
considered the power of the many as what would ultimately resonate in that 
empty warehouse.

This essay has been collaboratively written, but our story here is not necessar-
ily about the writing of this essay, even though it’s never not about the writing 
of this essay.

In “Screaming Divas: Collaboration as Feminist Practice,” Susan J. Leonardi 
and Rebecca A. Pope (1994) are “trying to formulate an alternative to the mode 
of scholarly production that the dissertation epitomizes” (p. 259). They do so 
through an essay that is as much form as it is about content, as much about pro-
cess as product. Written as a dialogue, the piece explores the possibility inher-
ent in understanding collaboration via metaphors of desire and sexuality, most 
specifically through an exploration of the metaphor of the NAMES Project, 
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the AIDS quilt. Leonardi and Pope ultimately decide the quilt metaphor isn’t 
completely useful because it “doesn’t capture the changes that occur in the pieces 
we bring to the project as we talk and work things out” (p. 269). Though as art 
activists we fully appreciate the connection between the NAMES Project, desire 
and collaboration, we aren’t here to pick up the thread of this argument whole 
cloth. Rather, we are interested in their observation that the quilt calls attention 
to seams, visibility of gaps (p. 264).

If focused only on the results and goals of the collaboration, an object-orient-
ed approach can be problematic since it tends to flatten the plane of relations, 
even dismissing relationality. For us—Ames and Joan—the activism in our col-
laboration isn’t simply a result of the content of the course and our shared desire 
to use art to make change in the world. It isn’t just about us establishing exper-
tise, in articulating what it was we achieved. Our activism also resides in the 
the recognition of gaps—between ideas, need, power dynamics—and a shared 
desire to constantly be ready and willing to move across and perhaps beyond 
them, to bridge, to translate, to transform.

Our collaboration is a trans/feminist practice; the site of our activism. Trans/
feminism is a term we borrow from Marjory Pryse’s 2000 National Women’s 
Studies Association Journal article, “Trans/Feminist Methodology: Bridges to 
Interdisciplinary Thinking.” Nearly a decade before the explosion of literature 
focusing on issues of performance and materiality with respect to transsexuality 
and transgender identity, Pryse makes a connection between the relevance of 
this queer subject position and the groundbreaking project by Gloria Anzaldúa 
and Cherrie Moraga, This Bridge Called My Back (1983). Perhaps one of the 
most influential volumes with respect to the intersection of feminism and race, 
Bridge brings together indigenous, black, Asian and Latina voices, writing in a 
wide array of genres and forms. Pryse (2000) notes that trans, as is explored by 
Anzaldúa, Moraga and contributors, is connected to translation, to borderlands, 
to “a bridge, a span across a chasm or otherwise untraversable terrain” (p. 105). 
In doing so, Pryse offers trans not only as a metaphor, but as a theoretical and 
methodological “place from which we may embark, a site of trans/port and of 
trans/formation” (p. 105).

Pryse’s piece may not even be the very first academic essay to do this work, 
but it is the first that we can find that emphasizes trans as connected to a scholar-
ly practice, not simply scholarly content or subject position. Pryse (2000) argues, 
and we agree: “‘Trans perspectives offer new ways to think about interdisciplin-
arity” (p. 105). Or rather, in thinking about what it means to (be) trans—what 
it means to be engage in feminist practices as a bridge, as moving across a bridge, 
in motion spanning a space between—we may find ourselves with a better un-
derstanding of collaboration as a feminist practice. We do so thinking less about 
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how it is we need and desire positioning ourselves in relationship to or with any 
specific field, and more so with an eye toward how this work has invited us to 
move beyond and across discourse borders, to transform, translate, transcend 
disciplinary boundaries. We do so in order to better illustrate the power in this 
ambiguity.

To further explore this idea, we return to Marjorie Pryse and her observa-
tions about trans/feminist methodology. While Duffy’s description pays close 
attention to the object and the position, Pryse offers for consideration the sub-
sequent movement. Pryse (2000) explains:

A transversal interdisciplinarity requires feminist scholars to 
learn to “shift” and “pivot” as an ongoing aspect of our own 
methodological practice. It does not require us to become 
experts in all research methodologies and the creative arts, but 
rather to focus on the ways in which “rooting” makes “shift-
ing” possible; and it is the “shifting” that is the “trans” in the 
movement in feminist thinking. It is learning to “shift” and 
“pivot” while remaining grounded in a lattice work of iden-
tities and research methodologies that I am proposing as the 
design for a transversal, trans/feminist methodology. (p. 110)

It is this ability to both root and position, to be both aware of an original 
identity/story/disciplinary expertise, and willing/able—desirous—of the work 
involved in making a shift, a pivot, in movement elsewhere that is relevant in 
our areas of focus of community-based research and art activism. A trans/femi-
nist practice of collaboration involves moving from one position toward another 
perspective, across whatever it is that may be understood as the gap, the fissure, 
a divide. Here, we also note a clear connection with and to what Jaqueline Jones 
Royster and Gesa Kirsch (2012) refer to in their collaborative project Feminist 
Rhetorical Practices: New Horizons for Rhetoric, Composition and Literacy Study 
as the critical imagination, a method of inquiry that exposes the gaps left by 
white male-dominated research in rhetoric. Royster and Kirsch bring attention 
to the presence of the gap. Trans/feminist practices of collaboration provide a 
way of thinking about what it means not only to move across and bridge them, 
but to shift in ways that reposition and remake the work and space of the gap 
altogether.

This movement isn’t necessarily linear; it isn’t premeditated or predeter-
mined. These moves are iterative and recursive, not in terms of content (i.e., how 
I changed my mind about something) but in terms of form: the movement itself 
is indicative of personal, pedagogical, professional and political evolution. One 
needs not know where they will move, only to understand that if the interaction 
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is trans/feminist collaboration, they will be moving. And it is the movement, as 
much as the eventual repositioning, that matters. The movement that may not 
be mediated by, but occurs because of, an object. The object—in this case the 
postcard—allowed us to locate ourselves in an area of expertise, to ready our-
selves just before the music begins and we agree to dance.

It’s about this dance. And as much as it may be a dance between two people, 
choreographed in terms of partnered dancing in which sometimes you lead, 
and sometimes I lead, sometimes the partners are of different genders/sexes and 
sometimes the same (Estes & Lant, 1998). Most often, we might assert, no one 
is leading. Sometimes this dance is less one imaged in terms of Western cultural 
formats of couples, and more closely connected to dance forms with any num-
ber of dancers moving in a space together, in rhythmic relationship with their 
bodies, shared energy, the space and the earth. Sometimes the dance begins with 
two, and more people join. Sometimes the music changes, and we drop the beat. 
Sometimes I write a paragraph and you write one. Sometimes you design the 
assignment, while I evaluate; sometimes it’s the other way around. Sometimes I 
am the one who delivers the lectures, sometimes it’s you. We move and/into po-
sition, and then reposition ourselves. In this movement, we transform ourselves 
as teachers, as makers, as artists, scholars and thinkers, exactly as who we are, 
finding it’s possible to be more than we ever imagined we could become.

TRANSLATING THE INTERDISCIPLINARY 
PROJECT INTO A PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY

In co-designing 22-3254J Special Topics in Studio Art: Art and Activism Studio 
Project and 46-2505J Art and Activism Studio Project, we experienced the kind 
of synergistic excitement that often accompanies collaborative work. We shared 
ideas, documents, and assignments, riffing off one another to design a course 
that sought to bring into conversation the history and theory of art activism 
with the social focus and practice of art making. Guided by a desire to provide a 
strong liberal arts foundation for their object making, students were required to 
read a wide range of articles, from the history of art activism to postcolonial the-
ory, from first-person narrative to current events in, and the politics of, Africa.

Because of her experience in the writing classroom, Ames was largely respon-
sible for the daily reflection essays that required students to analyze and synthe-
size the content of and connections between nightly readings, lectures, and class 
discussions. Joan took the lead in designing assignments that would scaffold to-
ward the construction of cradles. What’s most important to know is that though 
these were two courses offered in two different programs, we decided that all 
students would complete all the assignments. All students, regardless of major, 
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would engage with the course as one single curricular experience even though we 
had to design it as two courses in order to get departmental and school approval.

In their groundbreaking study on collaborative writing processes, Singular 
Texts/Plural Authors: Perspectives on Collaborative Writing, Ede and Lunsford 
(1990) articulate two principal types of collaborations: hierarchical and dialog-
ic. If we were to analyze our practices with respect to syllabus creation, we could 
most certainly characterize the process in terms of what Lisa Ede and Andrea 
Lunsford (1990) identified as a dialogic collaboration:

This dialogic mode is loosely structured and the roles enacted 
within it are fluid: one person may occupy multiple and shift-
ing roles as the project progresses. In this mode, the process of 
articulating goals is often as important as the goals themselves 
and sometimes even more important. Furthermore, those 
participating in dialogic collaboration generally value creative 
tension inherent in multivoiced and multivalent ventures. 
What those involved in hierarchical collaboration see as a 
problem to be solved, these individuals view as a strength to 
capitalize on and to emphasize. In dialogic collaboration, this 
group effort is seen as an essential part of the production—
rather than the recovery—of knowledge and as a means of 
individual satisfaction within the group. (p.133)

As far as making a syllabus goes, we occupied shifting roles between and 
among the duties of course design. We discussed all of the choices we made in 
terms of topics to cover, readings, writing prompts, organization of time, work-
ing to articulate rationales for our perspectives. We continually revisited the 
goals of the course—landing finally with a decision to have the larger question 
on the table be: Can art save lives? We each offered differing ideas, and negoti-
ated through tensions that were often created because of our own disciplinary 
experiences, knowledge and perspectives. There were only two of us directly 
involved in the collaboration, but we often had to also think through how to 
achieve our goal when the larger institutional systems made such a collaboration 
appear to be impossible. To be sure, we were incredibly satisfied with the syllabus 
we produced.

The question then becomes, if we can identify our work as trans/feminist 
collaboration, as well as dialogic collaboration, is all dialogic collaboration trans/
feminist? Or, was this dialogic collaboration also trans/feminist, and if so, why 
introduce the new term at all?

The issue here isn’t one of inclusion, or exclusion, but of shifting focus from 
the quality of the collaboration to the reasons why a collaborator might en-
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gage in such work in the first place. Even when there’s a focus on process over 
product, and discussion regarding the means by which the collaboration occurs, 
most commentary is framed in terms of successes achieved rather than unfore-
seeable growth, to disciplinary knowledge-making as a gain for a singular field, 
rather than knowledge-making as an interdisciplinary venture. Trans/feminist 
practice has to do with moving from one perspective, one way of seeing, to end 
up by project’s end in a different place entirely. In other words, the individual will, 
through this interaction—this dance—have transitioned. The transition isn’t 
simply actions intended to change the world, or society. Trans/feminist practice 
means that the practitioner moves in order to change themselves, not just be-
cause they want to succeed, but because there’s an awareness that the shift itself 
will, by virtue of an expansion in the way they understand their own abilities 
and efficacy, enable them to effect greater change.

In our first teaching of the course in 2008, we began the course clearly sit-
uated in our own disciplinary realms, interacting with students from comfort-
able positions of expertise. Each morning, for three weeks, we gathered in a 
classroom where Joan and Ames would alternate presenting lectures and pro-
viding students with different information for inquiry and discussion. In the 
afternoons, Joan took the lead in the studio, while Ames met with students 
independently to discuss response essays and writing. In many ways, one might 
have been able to recognize cooperative, rather than collaborative elements of 
classroom management and curriculum delivery.

But then, something interesting began to happen. As we worked with the 
students, encouraging them to push themselves, each recognized a desire to 
move from their positions of expertise to try something new, to shift into the 
unfamiliar territory of the other, to risk exposure of what each did not know, 
rather than remaining in the safer territory of disciplinary expertise. Inspired by 
watching Joan talk to the students about the nesting projects, Ames decided she 
would make her own cradle. Though she did not at the time consider herself 
to be an artist, Ames decided to repurpose some four inch vinyl squares left 
over from a reiterative art activist project paying homage to the AIDS quilt. 
Each afternoon, when she wasn’t working with students on their writing, she 
was hunched over the squares, popping small holes around the perimeter using 
a hand-punch awl so that she could sew the squares together using “thread” 
made from plastic grocery bags. As she made this cradle, she saw her writing 
in direct relationship to making; she realized that if she could say “I am a mul-
timodal composer,” then she realized she could claim and begin to explore the 
subject-position of the artist as well.

Since seeing her piece in The Banque Building in Albuquerque on June 8, 
2007, as a part of The Cradle Project exhibition, Ames has continued to explore 
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an understanding of self as an artist. She has engaged in performance, created 
visual/print text installations, published video essays, and is currently co-hosted 
of a scholarly podcast focusing on alt-alphabetic texts and creative-critical schol-
arship. This is not to say that she claims the same kind of expertise that Joan 
might, but that she has become better able to both understand and include art 
and making-practices in her classroom, and consider the disciplinary perspec-
tives of artists in her teaching and creative-critical scholarly work.

While Ames—the writer—ultimately responded to the postcard, the project’s 
call to construct a cradle and to being physically present in the making studio, 
Joan—the maker of objects—ultimately did not construct a cradle during that 
first class. She pivoted off Ames’s writing prompts in that class to consider models 
of how to engage as a teacher-reader in the studio making classroom. Asking stu-
dents to address particular and specific, yet highly open-ended prompts delving 
into theoretical aspects of readings and class discussions presented an approach she 
would adopt in a semester long section of Art and Activism Studio Project with a 
focus on the environment and ecological art. As a teacher-reader she reflected on 
methods of eliciting critical thought and analysis, and the development of each 
student’s individual voice in textual image alongside concrete objects. Subsequent-
ly, as co-author with Ames, Joan moved into making and shaping through lan-
guage and writing in academic texts such as this, and other essays.

We entered a collaboration with each other and developed as interdisciplin-
ary scholars because of our own desire to move between gaps between our own 
disciplinary positions. Our trans/feminist collaboration invited us to not only 
rely upon each other to lead in their areas of expertise, but to both recognize and 
attempt to bridge the gaps we saw in the ways we did not know. We each made 
space for the other, honored and delighted in the risk-taking, the uneasy expe-
rience of moving into uncharted territory, into a different disciplinary space. 
Because of this move, we recognize an increase in our willingness to listen to 
others, to engage in dialogic collaboration because of the ways trans/feminist 
practice has transformed our lives. And as much as we acknowledge each other 
as crucial to this process, to our own transformation, we are also clear about the 
ways that our students have assisted us in articulating an ethics of trans/feminist 
collaboration as well.

TRANSFORMING STUDENT DISSENT 
THROUGH TRANS/FEMINIST MOVES

The second time we taught the course, in January 2012, we required students 
to read and engage with Terry Tempest Williams’ 2004 commencement speech 
at The University of Utah, a post-9/11 call to “protect and preserve” the integrity 
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and possibility what she identifies as “the open space of democracy”:

In the open space of democracy there is room for dissent.

In the open space of democracy there is room for differences.

In the open space of democracy, the health of the environ-
ment is seen as the wealth of our communities. We remem-
ber that our character has been shaped by the diversity of 
America’s landscapes and it is precisely that character that 
will protect it. Cooperation is valued more than competition; 
prosperity becomes the caretaker of poverty. The humanities 
are not peripheral, but the very art of what it means to be hu-
man. In the open space of democracy, beauty is not optional, 
but essential to our survival as a species. And technology is 
not rendered at the expense of life, but developed out of a 
reverence for life. (pp. 9-10)

Williams’ text reveals both her facility with language—her identity as an artist/
writer—and her conviction as an art activist. Joan and Ames offered the text as a 
way for students to consider whether the installation of One Million Bones on the 
National Mall could create this open space. We talked about their collaborative 
groups as these open spaces, sites where every day for nine days they would come 
together to work on behalf of an art activist project and speak freely with one an-
other about issues surrounding genocide. We discussed the importance of beauty 
to this open space, the relevance of art to our lives and how they, as emerging 
artists already understood the resistance to the arts that exists in American culture. 
We believed, as we provide an opportunity for students to reflect, to agree, and 
even to dissent, that we offered our class as an open space of democracy.

We have no way of knowing whether these discussions are what empowered 
a few students to speak up and relay their displeasure with the course, but the 
fact is that near the end of the first week a few people were incredibly upset be-
cause they felt and expressed that they had somehow been tricked, duped into 
working on something in which they had no interest. They expected to be able 
to work on their own art, not, as one person said during class, “be slaves to Joan 
and Ames’s project.” A similar percentage and disenchantment was voiced in 
2008, but it was muted, we now believe, by the fact that students were, even if 
they were in small groups, at least working on their own cradles. They may not 
have wanted to work together, but they could at least hold onto the idea that the 
art was, as they saw it, theirs. Bone making, a few had decided, had nothing to 
do with their art, their vision, and their ideas. They had no interest in being a 
part of our collaboration.
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Given their reasoning, it seems to us that the student resistance is in large 
part a result of their understanding of our requirements as what Beth Godbee 
(Chapter 17, this collection), identifies as the “too-muchness” of our course. In 
the same way an educator might challenge or reject an arts activist, social justice, 
socially engaged practice curriculum on the basis of it being, “on top of other 
educational demands,” so might a student reject course work they identify as 
requiring more of them. In the case of our students, we also noted that their 
resistance was coming from a place of privilege. They believed that being “slaves 
to Ames and Joan’s project” ought not have been required of them. They were 
artists wanting to make their art, unwilling to move from their own disciplinary 
notions of the auteur, and engage in socially engaged practice.

Initially, we wanted to ignore the dissenters, focus upon students who were 
telling us things like, “this is the best class I ever had at Columbia,” and, “I wish 
every class could be like this one.” But if this were to truly be an open space of 
democracy, we needed to quit trying to explain to the dissenters why they should 
make bones, or convince them they would and could get something valuable out 
of the experience if they’d simply open themselves to it. We weren’t going to be 
able to, nor would it be ethical to, shove our students from their positions and 
make them move. In order to continue collaboration as trans/feminist practice, 
we would have to move from ours. We had to see the class—not simply the 
project—as the site of collaboration. We’d need to hear and honor the student 
positions and create an opportunity that would enable all of us to move together.

Toward that end, we revised the prompt for one of the response essays to 
offer students an opportunity to write about a project they may have wanted to 
work on, to imagine a social arts practice that speaks about and for an issue of 
their own choosing. We repositioned One Million Bones more as one particular 
example of social arts practice so as to open a space for their political concerns. 
We emphasized that Naomi had only been twenty-six when she founded The 
Cradle Project and that there was no reason they couldn’t begin a project if they 
wanted. We asserted that a first step would have to be presentation of their idea 
in writing—alphabetic text. In this way, they had to practice what many artists, 
designers, filmmakers, and other creative producers practice on a regular basis in 
seeking support for their work: they had to craft a verbal pitch, not unlike what 
grant applications, or other applications for support, would require of them in 
the future.

Unless students are invited to reimagine and recreate the artistic vision of a 
particular art activist project from their own perspective, or be guided in socially 
engaged practice of their own choosing, they are not actually collaborating with 
us on the art activist project at hand. They are not being asked to move from 
their own personal positions, but are being positioned by us in order to experience 

http://www.colum.edu/atlas/volumes/fall2013-spring2014/stories/one-million-bones-.php
http://www.colum.edu/atlas/volumes/fall2013-spring2014/stories/one-million-bones-.php
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and take part in a particular kind of art from a hands-on perspective, whether 
they like it or not. In short, they are serving the project because we are requiring 
it of them. We have heard the critique that it’s wrong to require students to make 
bones, to work on a project if they don’t agree. Again, we believe these critiques 
to be emanating from a general distaste for the “too-muchness” of our course 
and agree with Godbee that such changes to a curriculum “can help us shake up 
and shake off normalized actions, dominant beliefs, and damaging discourses.”

When we taught these courses, we had not yet developed an understanding 
of collaboration as a trans/feminist practice. We didn’t specifically invite stu-
dents to articulate their initial positions, or examine how and where they sub-
sequently moved. Even so, in the final paragraphs of the final essays written by 
two different students from two different J-Session classes, one focused on The 
Cradle Project, the other on One Million Bones, we see clear evidence that the 
course transmogrified their perspectives and practices. As a recursive move that 
both brings you back to the beginning and the creation of a class, we choose to 
end with these two short passages of student writing about their experiences of 
making.

This essay has been collaboratively written, but our story here is not necessar-
ily about the writing of this essay, even though it’s never not about the writing 
of this essay.

In the spirit of collaboration, let them, by name, be the ones to help you 
better understand the ways they also appear to have shifted their perspectives, 
moved and bridged gaps they seemed to notice for themselves. Let them show 
you what we recognize as the beauty of this work:

As there are six billion other people in the world, conflict is inevitable, 
as is collaboration. All we can do is try to make the most of our circum-
stances and maybe learn something about ourselves. Over the past three 
weeks I have learned that I am still a control freak. I have also learned 
that it is hard to change other people. It is best to accept them as they are 
and lead by example. I still prefer to work individually, but I know that 
there is no way I could have created and completed the same cradle by 
myself. Incompatible as we were, I needed my group to be successful. I 
could not have done it alone.

- Jaime Rovenstine, reflecting on her work with 
The Cradle Project, January 22, 2008.

Personally, I am very thankful I was able to be involved in this project. 
Not only did I work with my peers to reach a common goal, I learned 
valuable information on how to design an exhibit. Before this, I would 
have never know how much time it takes to plan an exhibition, let alone 
the materials and directions required to create it. The information I 
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learned is invaluable. The skepticism I started this class with has been 
completely erased, and replaced with hope. Hope that our vision for 
the One Million Bones Project is carried out, and that it makes a true 
difference. I’m now a part of the voice that OMB has created, and I hope 
that my voice, as well as everyone else’s in my group, and this class, is able 
to be heard.

- Matt Schieren, reflecting on his work with 
One Million Bones, January 12, 2012.
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CHAPTER 19.  

COMING OUT AS OTHER 
IN THE GRADUATE 
WRITING CLASSROOM: 
FEMINIST PEDAGOGICAL 
MOVES FOR MENTORING 
COMMUNITY ACTIVISTS

Jess Tess
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Trixie G. Smith
Michigan State University

Katie Manthey
Salem College

We argue that facilitation of coming out moments of otherness in the 
graduate writing classroom is a way to mentor students to foster social 
change. In order to study the pedagogical moves made by instructors 
that facilitate (or not) moments where graduate students come out 
as other, we conducted surveys and interviews with students and 
instructors in order to elicit stories about their coming out moments 
in classroom settings. We examine writing as a social-justice practice 
that can be important for coming out, itself a feminist rhetorical act. 
Then we consider how seemingly micro moments can become macro 
moments to the students involved. Likewise, we look at how instructor 
reactions to coming out moments model behaviors for other students 
in the class, arguing for feminist pedagogies that can guide or support 
transformations into activist stances in classes and in students’ lives.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2Vu6VfSpS_rOHppMVpIMlIzbVk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2Vu6VfSpS_rOHppMVpIMlIzbVk
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INTRODUCTION: RECONSTRUCTING 
OURSELVES AND OUR STORIES

[I1 was sitting in my office a few hours before class started during 
the second week of fall semester. It wasn’t my office hours, but 
I have an open-door policy and it’s not uncommon for people 
to come in. This morning, I was running behind on a project and 
was, admittedly, a little annoyed when a student in one of my 
writing classes came into my office and said, “I need to talk to 
you. Can I talk to ‘Katie’ right now instead of ‘Dr. Manthey’?” 
I smiled warmly at her and offered her a chair. She sat down, 
looking very distraught, and told me, “I’m a terrible writer. I just 
can’t do it.”
She explained to me that when she came to campus this morn-
ing she had planned to drop out of school. She was a perfec-
tionist and a “casual” 200-word blog entry about goals for the 
semester took her four hours and left her in tears. She felt that 
her inability to write the way she thought, and the way she talk-
ed, was a personal flaw and beyond repair. She told me that she 
didn’t have any confidence in herself—or her writing.
So I asked her: “Who are you? How did you get here? What hap-
pened that has led you to believe this about yourself?”
This surprised her. She sat back and looked at me for a minute. 
Then, she leaned forward, smiled at me for the first time that 
day, and told me about herself.
She had been a professional model, and had been in a car 
accident and had to have her entire face reconstructed. She was 
now a motivational speaker because of her experiences with 
bouncing back from her surgery. She had always been terrified of 
writing and had found other ways to communicate her complex, 
engaging emotions to others: through visual art, poetry, and 
theater. For her, speaking extemporaneously was significantly 
easier than writing an outline. And she was damn good at it. The 
story that she told me about herself sounded like a motivational 
speech—and it was all off the cuff.

When she finished I smiled at her and told her that she was a 
writer. I suggested she audio-record herself talking through her 
writing assignments and transcribe herself. She couldn’t be-
lieve that that wasn’t considered cheating. This felt safer to her 

1 You will see three different fonts used throughout this essay. This font for the 
argument of the essay. This second font for our stories. This third font for participants’ 
stories. 
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because she was confident in her ability to convey a message 
through speech.]

We start our chapter with this story because we see story as the theoretical 
foundation for our work and an important strategy for feminist interventions. 
Thomas King (2003), native novelist and scholar, tells us that “The truth about 
stories is that that’s all we are” (p. 2). He also tells us (warns us?) that they are 
wondrous and dangerous. Our stories illustrate what we believe, how we act, and 
how we envision and experience the world. From King’s theorizing and our own 
experiences with stories/theories, we have come to the conclusion that storytell-
ing as embodied knowledge production is an important methodological practice 
for making, theorizing, and sustaining feminist projects such as ours.

Furthermore, we start our chapter with this story because it highlights a com-
ing out moment, a feminist student-to-teacher moment that was made possible by 
Katie’s willingness to listen and to ask why—to issue an invitation for more. These 
moments also happen in classes, student-to-student, or student-to-class. In Techne: 
Queer Meditations on Writing the Self, Jackie Rhodes claims that it is “an ethical, 
feminist move to come out” (2015, p. 6A). She stresses that it’s important because 
“We pay for (in)visibility when we seek to contain or erase our multiple spaces, 
identities, affiliations” (p. 6A). Furthermore, the ways we as instructors react to 
students in these moments set the tone for how others will react (see Godbee, 
Chapter 17, in this collection for more on cultivating agency and interrelatedness 
for/with our students); we become the model for the rest of our students and per-
haps other instructors as well. How then should we react as feminists interested in 
mentoring our students and in modeling activist stances and behaviors?

Our own experiences as students coming out to professors or classes, as well 
as our experiences as instructors who have had students come out in our classes2, 
led us to question this phenomenon and to ask in what ways we facilitate and/or 
hinder growth in these pivotal moments as students take the risk of coming out. 
But what exactly do we mean by the phrase coming out? Coming out is a short-
ened term for the phrase “coming out of the closet.” In Another Mother Tongue: 
Gay Words, Gay Worlds, Judy Grahn (1984) explains that the “term ‘closet’ implies 
a scandalous personal secret, or skeleton, in the family closet.” More specifically for 
many gay persons it refers “to being the skeleton in the family’s closet,” where the 
reality of being gay, or gayness itself, becomes the skeleton (p. 23). People remain 
in the closet to maintain the illusion of the expected—heterosexuality, which as 
Michael Warner (1993) explains is the default for sexuality and what is always 
assumed unless one indicates something different, an idea he calls “heteronorma-

2 Which you can listen to on Soundcloud and read in Google Docs at https://drive.google.
com/open?id=0B2Vu6VfSpS_rOHppMVpIMlIzbVk 

http://www.oralhistory.org/about/principles-and-practices/
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tivity” (p. xxi). According to Warner, every ideological, political, and economic 
structure in mainstream society is built around or upon a heterosexual norm or 
model (as well as a white, middle to upper class model), which is, as are most forms 
of oppression, “pervasive, persistent, and severe” in nature (Weber, 2009, p. 23).

People come out of the closet to contradict this assumption and to break the 
illusion of heterosexuality. Coming out is a rite of passage into a gay or lesbian 
identity, according to Gilbert Herdt (1992). In Inside/Out Diane Fuss (1991) ex-
plains that, when one comes out, one comes into a new identity and into a new 
community. The act of coming out and the narrative about it, the coming-out 
story, permeates gay culture. The telling of these stories helps constitute mem-
bership in the community and lets other members know where someone stands. 
Naturally, these stories differ from person to person. Even one person’s story can 
change as she moves from one context to another.

Many theorists, however, have expanded the idea of coming out and what 
one might come out about; the term has come to be used in contexts other than 
sexuality, which we in this paper call coming out as Other. That is, people come 
out about many other identifications and identity categories that can be any-
thing other than what Audre Lorde (2009) calls the mythic norm: white, male, 
thin, middle to upper class, heterosexual. It is this expansive form of coming out, 
personal moments of vulnerability, that we reference throughout this essay and 
that we label a feminist act.

We start with our own varied coming out stories, pieces of our identities, and 
how they led us into research and collaboration. We then move to some stories 
generously shared with us by participants also interested in this work. We discuss 
the patterns we see emerging from the data of these collective stories and what 
they tell us about mentoring students into and through coming out, particularly 
through writing. We consider all coming out moments as a feminist rhetorical 
practice because it is a moment of making the personal political and of taking a 
stance that often sets oneself up as other. Therefore, it is important to consider 
how seemingly micro moments often are and/or can become macro moments to 
the students involved. Likewise, we look at how instructor reactions to coming 
out moments model behaviors for other students in the class; feminist pedagog-
ical responses require rhetorical listening and self reflexivity as instructor, per-
petual student, and cognizant citizen (see Royster and Kirsch (2012) for more 
on this concept). It is only through such feminist responses to students that we 
can possibly guide or support their transformations into activist stances in their 
classes and their lives. For other examples of feminist response in practice, refer 
to Walls et al. (Chapter 20, this collection), who employ feminist theories of lis-
tening in their design of a smartphone app and Williams’ discussion of listening 
to community partners as feminist praxis.
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METHODS: ORAL HISTORY OF DISCOMFORT

We begin our methods section by linking to our own stories about coming out 
as other in our graduate writing classrooms. Since this study emerged from those 
stories, we present them reflexively as the foundation for our research questions 
and design and will refer to them again in our discussion section. These were the 
stories that we told (and retold) each other when we met early last year to talk 
about a common issue: feeling out of place in graduate school. As women who 
identified as straight, white, able-bodied, and cisgendered at the time, Jess and 
Katie felt conflicted about their feelings of discomfort in the graduate writing 
classroom. Coming from places of privilege, coming out and feeling like an 
other seemed like something that they couldn’t claim as their own embodied ex-
periences. So Jess and Katie met with Trixie, an out queer woman, and together 
the three of us discussed the validity of our feelings, and the commonality of 
these moments for the three of us. We wondered if other people had experienced 
these feelings, both within and beyond coming out in relation to sexuality, in the 
context of the graduate3 writing classroom.

In order to study the pedagogical moves made by writing instructors that fa-
cilitate moments where graduate students come out as other in graduate writing 
classrooms, we conducted surveys and interviews using oral history methods4 
with graduate students and instructors. We wanted to elicit their stories/the-
ories about their coming out moments in these classroom settings, similar to 
those we have given above. Through various listserves, we distributed surveys 
and solicited interviews from both students and faculty because we expected to 
see differences between these perspectives that relate to authority and wanted to 
investigate those divisions.

We collected five participant stories through these various methods. Interest-
ingly, all participants turned out to be students; no professors responded, or at 
least no one responded from a professorial point of view. We present these sto-
ries, these theories, in the form of short vignettes in our results section, followed 
by very brief points of discussion. We performed our analysis of the stories by 
looking for emerging patterns in the data. To frame our analysis we specifically 
asked 1) What stood out or came up repeatedly? and 2) What connections can 

3 We have chosen to only look at graduate classes at this time as a way to narrow our focus, 
but we all believe what we’ve experienced and learned is also applicable in the undergraduate 
classroom. 
4 “Oral history interviews seek an in-depth account of personal experience and reflections, 
with sufficient time allowed for the narrators to give their story the fullness they desire. The con-
tent of oral history interviews is grounded in reflections on the past as opposed to commentary 
on purely contemporary events.” Oral History Association. “Principles and Best Practices.” 2009. 
http://www.oralhistory.org/about/principles-and-practices/
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be made across these stories? This analysis is presented in the discussion section 
following our results. We conclude with our list of feminist interventions for 
instructors teaching in graduate writing classrooms who have and do grapple 
with these coming out moments.

RESULTS: OUR EXTREMELY VULNERABLE POSITIONS

a’s story

[An asexual, white, female grad student explained that, “in my 
very first course as an English graduate student, I took a literary 
theory class. Eventually, we were asked to contribute a short essay 
on Queer Theory in literary criticism. We were then asked to share 
a summary of our paper with the class. I felt that I was in a safe, 
judgment-free environment that called upon me to be honest. I 
didn’t feel as though I could fake my way through the assignment, 
so I chose to reveal why. I wrote about my confusing experience as 
an asexual, and how I identify with the community; specifically, I 
wrote that my disinterest in and inexperience with sexuality left 
me at a bit of a loss at understanding works of literature through a 
sexual perspective.”
She explained that most of her classmates seemed to accept what 
she was saying, but some seemed confused. She stated that, “one 
particular student (on older, 50s-something woman) told me openly 
that she didn’t think asexuality was an orientation.” While the 
instructor of the class didn’t intervene at that moment, she later 
“called me ‘brave’ when I received feedback on my paper.”
Looking back on the experience, she reflected that coming out to the 
class “definitely made me a bit defensive with that particular stu-
dent. But overall, I felt relieved to have come out at all. Being open 
about my asexuality allows me to accept it as a real orientation that 
others share. Before, it just seemed like a quirk that was wrong and 
shameful. I never thought anyone would understand the fact that I 
don’t feel sexual feelings for anyone of any gender.”]

A’s story brings up important pedagogical opportunities for instructors wish-
ing to model feminist/activist stances: instructors should thank students for 
sharing (at the very least); instructors should invite further discussion in these 
moments or on these topics—inspiring confidence, especially in vulnerable mo-
ments/situations; instructors should be prepared for private discussions of these 
public moments.
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they’s story

[A self-identified white, working class, nonbinary/trans/genderqueer, 
first generation, queer grad student explained that, “our instructor 
had everyone teach something to the class—spending 2-5 minutes 
on it per person. I chose to teach about using gender neutral pro-
nouns and why it’s a good idea. In the process I mentioned that I am 
nonbinary and use ‘they’ pronouns.”
There was no immediate reaction from the class, and this ended 
up being the trend for the entire semester: both the students and 
the instructor “ignored [the information] and continued using the 
wrong pronouns.” The instructor even kept using the wrong pro-
nouns through email. They explained that, “I stayed in the class, but 
stopped trying to be social/interact with my classmates. I stopped 
sharing personal information with instructor and classmates even 
when relevant and even when it might have helped. Because neither 
students nor instructor ‘heard’ me, I knew they wouldn’t hear me 
about anything else. So I stopped trying. My final paper for the 
course included personal information by nature of the method I was 
using. Because of the way that my instructor responded to me in 
class, I heavily edited out the information I included in the essay.”
They stated that this coming out experience, for them, ultimately 
hindered their personal and professional growth, “I withdrew into 
my shell that I had just started getting rid of.”]

Again, a feminist pedagogical intervention would be to listen to every student, 
every time—true listening that results in engagement with what is being said or 
asked. More importantly, an appropriate feminist response would be to honor 
the student’s request and practice/model the appropriate use of pronouns and 
encourage others in the class to do so as well.

r’s story

[R, a 28-year-old heterosexual white male “from an affluent family 
in an affluent town,” began responding to our main prompt about 
experiencing any coming out moments of otherness in any of his 
graduate writing classes. R explained that he didn’t experience a 
peak moment but rather underwent an ongoing process of realiza-
tion around his identity in regard to privilege. R then explained that 
he began experiencing distress at the contrast between the outlooks 
of his grad school colleagues, who were aware of privilege, and his 
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friends and family back home in an affluent town, who were not.
He used the example of the protests over the death of Michael 
Brown to illustrate his point. R and his grad school classmates and 
some instructors attended a rally to join in protesting the issue of 
systemic violence in the African American community as exemplified 
by the shooting of Michael Brown. Soon after, R also went to visit his 
hometown where he heard his privileged friends and family criticize 
the protesting as barbaric and inappropriate. R felt paralyzed and 
painfully torn between these two communities.
When asked if he ever shared his feelings of distress over his new-
found views of identity and privilege with his classmates he reflect-
ed, “Oh yes. During most of my classes last year I would preface 
something by ‘I’m coming to terms with the evil and imperialism of 
the white male (apparently I read different history books?), so please 
forgive my ignorance. I am desperately trying to learn’ And that led 
to rewarding conversations outside of class as well. My classmates 
would explain things in more detail and talk me through power 
structures in ways I’d never thought of. I’d never HAD to think of.” 
When probed for further detail about the typical responses both his 
instructors and classmates would give R in response to his questions 
he said, “They’ve almost always been friendly. My instructors were 
always women, always a double minority (Eastern European, Black) 
and were perhaps more eager to help guide a student to realization. 
My classmates never derided me. They saw the struggle in me. They 
saw the hurt and sadness.” He concluded that these conversations in 
his graduate writing classrooms affected him by completely chang-
ing his views and his research interests.]

The feminist pedagogical practices modeled for R included inviting him into 
the conversation, both in class and outside of class, and providing space for him 
to come out and ask questions or reveal his struggle without derision or ridicule.

m’s story

[“I have come to know how important my body is to all the ways 
that I come to academia. Knowing that my body matters in terms of 
what and how I interact with students, colleagues, research subjects 
and communities is an extremely vulnerable position to embody. I 
must account for the privileges that I have as well as the ways in 
which I choose to mark my body. The notion of studying my own 
body, my own story as part of my research has been difficult to 
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navigate. “Coming out” time and again to talk about infertility in 
an academic setting can be emotionally grueling. I recognize that 
not everyone understands why I study infertility and why I account 
for my own identification with it. But it is this continued pressure 
to silence myself and my infertile body to others that serves as a 
reminder of exactly why I should be talking about it and studying 
it. This felt desire to keep quiet is exactly the type of power systems 
that must be better understood so as to explain how such systems 
marginalize and silence so many “othered” bodies. This capturing of 
my body, my body’s relationship to other infertile wo/men’s bodies, 
and the stories that our bodies carry are all traces of a cultural 
rhetoricians orientation to research.”]

A feminist intervention means that we need to remember that coming out is a 
recursive process that happens over time to varying degrees. It can be a transfor-
mative moment, for you and/or your audience, but it doesn’t (always) have to 
be. Also, keep in mind that coming out is a choice; we encourage you to measure 
how safe you feel in the particular moment, program, class, assignment, etc.

J’s story

[“In the classroom in 2014, I was in a class called Literary Methods 
and Practice, which was an Intro to English Studies kind of course 
for grad students, both Lit and Comp, and we had a guest lecturer 
talking about the place of story sharing in English Studies. She was 
a Comp professor. She asked people, if they were comfortable, to tell 
a story of sharing something important and getting an unexpected 
reaction. So I briefly recalled the story of my coming out at college, 
disclosing that I’m gay, and repeating my cousin’s comment about 
“butt lovers,” which I think made people uncomfortable (I don’t 
blame them, as it had made me uncomfortable years before). That 
said, I think people were pretty accepting.”
When asked how he felt about this experience, J responded, “May-
be like I’d had a load off my back, but it wasn’t anything huge. 
There was another lit/philosophy class in my grad program called 
Re-Thinking Race & Gender that was a bit more difficult for me to 
come out in. It was a 10-day intensive seminar over 3 weeks with a 
lot of difficult reading, with some history I was familiar with, but 
because I did know some about African American Studies (I took 
some classes in it in undergrad), I took a conscious step back so that 
I wouldn’t take over the classroom by talking a lot. I believe it was 
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around the second week, where we were reading about transsexual 
and transgender issues as well as gay and lesbian history, and at 
the very end of the day, as like the last comment (if I remember 
right), I raised my hand and said that I was gay. I had my eyes closed 
because I was really nervous, which is not always the case when I 
come out, and I think I sounded kind of shaky (another person said 
I seemed nervous or scared), and I think part of it was that I wasn’t 
sure how much bigotry or negative reaction there might be. I talked 
about internalized self-hate that one of the authors had talked 
about and how that’s very real for a lot of LGBT people, including 
me, so that felt a lot more vulnerable.”
“The reactions that I got after were positive. I go to a pretty 
working-class institution with some progressive English faculty (like 
really into Marxism or Feminism or any number of other schools of 
thought that are conscious of justice), so that may explain why it 
was safe. The next week there was a presentation by a guest faculty 
about homophobia in popular culture, and I also shared that I have 
Asperger’s syndrome when we were asked about messages we got 
about gay people growing up: my anti-social behavior was called 
“gay” as an insult, and later I realized I was actually gay.”]

J’s story illustrates how important it is for feminist instructors to monitor 
their own affect, while paying attention to that of the students in the class. Pay-
ing attention to both the words and body language of those in class, will clue 
you in to how they are feeling and what types of responses they are looking for.

DISCUSSION: MAKING COMING OUT 
MOMENTS TRANSFORMATIONAL

These diverse stories offer a lot to think about in terms of writing pedagogy, 
coming out as feminist practice, and responses to coming out that embody fem-
inist practice. We will discuss some of these themes in this section and will end 
the essay with a call for more stories, more research.

why wrItInG?

We have chosen to situate our study in writing classrooms partially because it 
is a convenience sample for us and partially because of how we understand the 
nature of writing and its potential as a social justice, and hence feminist, practice 
(in this collection, see Sheridan, Chapter 9, as well as Mathis and Boehm, Chap-
ter 6, for more on writing and community engagement). If we accept that the 
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personal is political and vice versa (see Myatt in this collection for more on this 
personal/political connection) and that the goal of a social justice-informed ped-
agogy is to help students become better/more informed, more critical, citizens/
consumers, then we must help them learn to begin by being reflexive about their 
identities and positions. It means helping them write from what Harriet Ma-
linowitz (1995) calls “their most secure rhetorical footing” (p. 37), the place(s) 
and/or experiences they truly know and feel confident in. Consequently, this 
reflexivity often expresses itself in moments of coming out—to oneself, in one’s 
writing, and potentially to others, as our stories show.

These stories indicate that writing, and prepared presentations that also re-
quire moments of planning and composing, affords the writer some measure of 
control over the coming out moment that may be lacking in other rhetorical 
situations. Trixie and Katie, as well as A, all used specific assignments to reveal 
things about themselves and their lives and how these experiences affected their 
academic work. Using assignments like this allowed time for planning, thinking, 
and revising to occur. Similarly, this time allowed They to remove these personal 
moments from their final paper since their initial coming out met with resis-
tance and outright denial. Jess’s spontaneous classroom moment was also met 
with resistance, but perhaps it would have been different if she’d had more time 
to express herself in writing, allowing for more precision and thought behind 
her words. Writing happens in various modes, for varying audiences, and for 
varying weight or credit, especially within the context of the classroom, all of 
which allow for control over what is revealed or not. We should also note here, 
however, that this control can also be a burden as people struggle over what to 
say and as they have to make continual, repeated choices about coming out. 
As M reveals, “‘Coming out’ time and again . . . in an academic setting can be 
emotionally grueling.”

We believe it can often be grueling because writing is an embodied meaning 
making practice that is also part of a composing or making process (for more on 
this topic see Kristin L. Arola and Anne Frances Wysocki’s excellent collection 
(2012) composing(media) = composing(embodiment): bodies, technologies, writing, 
the teaching of writing). For example, in A’s story, they found that coming out 
as asexual made their orientation seem more real: “Being open about my asex-
uality allows me to accept it as a real orientation that others share. Before, it 
just seemed like a quirk that was wrong and shameful.” Coming out in their 
writing (and in the writing classroom) made it more real, concrete, and able 
to be shared. Likewise, coming out as fat in her queer rhetorics course was a 
career-changing moment for Katie, concretely pushing her into fat studies and 
activism around body positivity. The same transformational moment happened 
for Trixie as the first coming out in writing led to coming out moments in 
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class discussions, which led to study and research in gender/queer studies and 
scholarship and activism focused on creating “safe enough” space for diverse 
students. We use the term “safe enough” as a way to acknowledge that safe space 
is a mythical ideal that can never truly be achieved. The very circumstances that 
make a space safe for one person can make it threatening for another. We also 
acknowledge that writers often take risks even though they don’t feel completely 
safe, just safe enough. Through these various risk-taking moments, one can see 
the process of becoming more and more out, more and more public, more and 
more vocal and potentially activist, marking both the story and the body in 
ever-increasing ways.

mIcro moments are macro moments

One commonality among these stories of coming out is that they can seem like 
micro-moments to the instructor/classmates, but in reality they feel like huge 
moments to the student. One place we saw this was in Trixie’s story, as she came 
out about her sexuality when talking about communicating with her same-sex 
partner. While this was reportedly her first coming out moment in the class-
room, and thus felt extremely risky, she received no response from the instructor. 
This caused her disappointment but also led to questioning: “How could he 
know the pain I had suffered writing this simple report?” On the other hand, 
R reported that he usually received friendly and receptive feedback from his 
classmates/instructors when he asked questions related to his ignorance about 
privilege; as a result, R ended up changing his research interests and entire life 
outlook.

In both of these examples, the micro moments are actually macro moments 
because they are recursive in nature. In order for these recursive moments to 
become transformative and lead to growth, it is the job of the instructor to catch 
them and give them proper attention. Otherwise, the rejection or ignoring of 
these moments may lead students to shut down or remain stagnant in their 
learning and personal/professional growth. Jess, for example, was derailed in her 
academic pursuits when she came out about her lack of knowledge and met with 
resistance. They also shut down and withdrew when their efforts to educate the 
class on pronoun usage were met with denial. R, as mentioned above, continued 
to come out and to become more and more vocal as his initial coming out mo-
ments were not just acknowledged but embraced by instructors and classmates. 
As we see in these stories, when the response from the instructor takes the form 
of acknowledgement, receptivity, and/or requests for extrapolation, students will 
be encouraged to engage in what we call “recursive risk.” This is the idea that 
students (when they are not shut down or ignored) will come out continuously 
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over time and reveal a little bit more each time as long as they continue to feel 
heard (see also Hawkins and Giroux in this collection for a related discussion on 
the iterative process of collaboration which also leads to growth and evolution).

Take J for example. He tells a story of coming out as gay in a variety of 
university or classroom settings, all of which carried what seemed like different 
levels of risk for him. In a class about stories, it made perfect sense to tell his own 
story about coming out, which then served as another coming out moment. 
Later, in a class focused on race and gender, telling his story was more difficult 
but his previously positive experiences helped him push through, even if he did 
close his eyes to the class as he announced, “I’m gay.” As he states,

It did help my personal growth in that class. I felt a lot freer 
afterwards, like there was less of a load on my shoulders. At 
that point, I think it helped my academic performance—not 
like a better grade because of it, but because I was able to be 
more open in my final portfolio describing [my] relationship 
to race and gender privilege.

In addition, these coming out moments led to his coming out as a person 
with Asperger’s:

The next week there was a presentation by a guest faculty 
about homophobia in popular culture, and I also shared that I 
have Asperger’s syndrome when we were asked about messages 
we got about gay people growing up: my anti-social behavior 
was called “gay” as an insult; later I realized I was actually gay.

We see this practice of recursive risk as similar to Ahmed’s idea of re-orienting. 
In Queer Phenomenology (2006), Ahmed describes orientation as the way an ideol-
ogy gets perpetuated until it seems “normal” or “the way things have always been” 
by discussing the phrase “a path well trodden”. On page 16 she explains that,

A path is made by the repetition of the event of the ground 
‘being trodden’ upon. We can see the path as a trace of past 
journeys. The path is made out of footprints—traces of feet 
that ‘tread’ and that in ‘treading’ create a line on the ground. 
When people stop treading the path may disappear. And 
when we see the line of the path before us, we tend to walk 
upon it, as a path ‘clears’ the way. So we walk on the path as 
it is before us, but it is only before us as an effect of being 
walked upon. . .Lines are both created by being followed and 
are followed by being created.
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Ahmed goes on to discuss how stepping off of a well-worn path onto another 
less worn path can be “disorienting” and potentially dangerous for an individual. 
We believe that coming out is an example of choosing an unfamiliar path. Under 
the right circumstances, walking along this path and being supported can lead 
to what we call “coming to.” Fuss, as mentioned previously, says that coming 
out leads to coming into community; this is true, but there is more, a coming 
to that is about self realization, the personal understanding that often leads to 
activism. J for example comes to a realization about how coming out as gay has 
helped him come out as a person with Asperger’s. R’s coming out as a privileged 
white male trying to understand colonialism and oppression has led to moments 
of stress and depression but also an activist determination to make a change in 
the world.

modelInG FemInIst responses

We mentioned above that it is the job of the instructor to catch and nurture 
moments of vulnerability. We believe that this action is a way to practice femi-
nist mentoring and pedagogy; as Sheridan notes elsewhere, “doing is central to 
learning,” so we must “enact that doing” (Chapter 11, this collection). To under-
score the power implicit in this practice, some of our examples show what can 
happen when an instructor doesn’t do this. For example, in the story of They’s 
coming out as genderqueer, the instructor’s inattention to their request for cer-
tain pronouns (and the instructor’s continuous use of the wrong pronouns) led 
the student to shut down. Due to this response, this student also “heavily edited 
out the [personal] information” about themselves from the final paper and felt 
like their learning and growth in the class was noticeably hindered.

In terms of coming out moments from students, we argue that being public-
ly vulnerable asks for an equally public response of some kind from instructors, 
every time. In the example of coming out as asexual, the instructor made no 
comment neither directly to the student’s vulnerable revelation, nor when the 
student received an unaccepting response from a fellow student. Instead, the in-
structor later chose to privately tell the student that she was brave in the form of 
written feedback on the assignment. While in this case the student continued to 
only feel defensive with the one fellow student, it was also possible for students 
in this situation to interpret the lack of public comment from the instructor as 
lack of support for the student who came out or as agreement with the fellow 
student who argued back that asexuality wasn’t real. Such unresponsiveness from 
the instructor can cause students to shut down more generally. It is important 
to explicitly note here that we are arguing that non-reaction is still a reaction, 
especially in front of a classroom. We acknowledge that silence can be used to 
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empower voices when performed in the act of truly listening and understanding 
(see Ratcliff’s (2005) work on rhetorical listening, for example). However, while 
it may not be true in all situations, especially in the context of Western cultural 
conventions, lack of response is often interpreted negatively or as rejection in 
itself. Thus, in the context of public response, we should not view a lack of 
response as somehow neutral. Likewise, when preparing to respond verbally, in-
structors should also monitor their nonverbal responses, which can just as easily 
communicate feelings like acceptance, indifference, or even hostility. In Jess’s 
case, while none of her fellow students said anything positive or negative, their 
nonverbal cues such as avoiding eye contact, resulted in feelings of rejection.

Feminist pedagogy should also include reflection or examination of things 
that don’t allow for full participation from all students. In A’s story, for example, 
she chooses to come out about her asexuality because she finds the prompts they 
have been given too limited. She says that her “disinterest in and inexperience 
with sexuality left [her] at a bit of a loss at understanding works of literature 
through a sexual perspective.” This is a learning moment for the whole class to 
think about making inclusive, open-ended prompts and assignments that allow 
room for everyone’s story and point of view. We don’t have this part of the story, 
but hope that the students in the next iteration of this class found more inclusive 
assignments.

In general, the behavior instructors model for their students, especially in 
the complex moments of revealing vulnerability and coming out, is critically 
important because it serves as an example to other students for how they should 
respond. In this manner, instructors can model behavior that helps students 
grow in their reflexive vulnerability personally to eventually becoming reflexive 
activists publicly (for a great example of this, see Godbee’s example (Chapter 17, 
this collection) of dealing with microaggressions enacted in her class, Writing for 
Social Justice). We will discuss specific examples of what instructors can do to 
nurture these moments in the conclusion.

Finally, while we emphasize the importance of appropriate public response 
from instructors to coming out moments made by students, we would like to 
also note that students come out in classroom settings in different ways, not all of 
them public. Students may choose to come out privately to the instructor during 
a one-on-one session, like in the example of Katie’s student who discussed her 
lack of confidence with writing during office hours. Likewise, students may take 
the opportunity to privately come out to the instructor in online discussion 
forums or classroom assignments not shared as a class. Similar to the manner in 
which we often have pedagogical discussions about how instructors should al-
low for different ways of student participation, not just public class discussions, 
especially in the case of introverted students, we argue that instructors should 
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also allow and prepare for nonpublic coming out moments by their students. 
We would also like to suggest that modeling open accepting responses allows 
room for positive coming out experiences through other classroom spaces and 
activities, where the instructor might not be found such as discussion groups, 
collaborative project groups, or even just one-on-one sharing or peer review. We 
offer suggestions for both public and nonpublic coming out moments in the 
conclusion.

CONCLUSION: PAYING ATTENTION

Negotiating moments of coming out in graduate writing classrooms opens room 
for feminist conversations and interventions about the role of writing and iden-
tity in spaces that are both public and private, personal and political, concur-
rently. Such negotiations can ultimately lead to deeper discussions of how we 
foster the development of activist student citizens who are reflexive in words and 
actions.

Based on our findings in these particular stories, here are some things for 
instructors interested in enacting feminist pedagogies to keep in mind when 
students come out in their classrooms:

• Thank students for sharing (at the very least)
• Say “tell me more about that.” Comments like this allow the instructor 

to situate the student’s moment in the larger context of the class and 
goals of the day.

• Listen to every student, every time.
• Recognize and honor what your students tell you about themselves.
• Monitor your affect!
• Invite private discussion and confidence, one-one-one, e.g., private 

forum messages, individual reading responses, email correspondence.
• Remember ways of coming out are varied and different—and are not 

always public.
• Similarly, based on the findings from these particular stories, we advise 

students interested in feminist and/or activist stances to keep these 
ideas in mind:

• Be open. There are many reasons why other people might not recog-
nize a coming out moment when it happens. Something big to you 
might seem small to others—this is not a measure of the value of your 
embodied experience.

• Pay attention to your classmates, both their words and their body 
language; these will clue you into how they are feeling and what types 
of responses they are looking for.

https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
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https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
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• Remember that coming out is a recursive process that happens over 
time to varying degrees. It can be a transformative moment, for you 
and/or your audience, but it doesn’t (always) have to be.

• Keep in mind that coming out is a choice; we encourage you to 
measure how safe you feel in the particular moment, program, class, 
assignment, etc.

These two categories of bullet points highlight the multitude of ways that 
coming out as other can 1) be a feminist rhetorical practice as well as an activ-
ist performance itself, and 2) provide space for modeling feminist pedagogical 
practice. We know this is not an exhaustive list and invite more ideas and con-
tinued conversations about feminist pedagogies and the role of coming out in 
the writing classroom.

NOTE

1. All appendices referenced in the text, including the authors’ own coming out stories 
as both sound and text files, are located online at https://drive.google.com/drive/
folders/0B2Vu6VfSpS_rOHppMVpIMlIzbVk
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CHAPTER 20.  
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Feminist concerns about decentralizing and redistributing power are 
rarely met in information design and environments. Social media 
conglomerates are gathering, compiling, and profiting from location 
information obtained from geolocation enabled smartphones. Par-
ticipants exchange small amounts of privacy at a time for minimal 
return, sometimes unknowingly. Top down design decisions are espe-
cially problematic in the context of domestic violence where abusers 
can use geolocation technologies to target, control, and intimidate 
survivors through the monitoring of social media technologies. In this 
chapter, we describe the development of Safely Social. Safely Social is 
a contextually-designed smartphone application, currently in develop-
ment by the authors, that seeks to ease location-based services’ adverse 
effect on domestic violence survivors by disrupting abusers’ power who 
can utilize location-based services as a means for tracking survivors’ 
social and geospatial activity. We further discuss the theoretical and 
methodological implications of interventionist feminist projects like 
Safely Social.

Domestic violence impacts more than the two partners in a relationship; it en-
gages multiple discourses: family life, support communities, social groups, and 
the legal system. We begin our chapter with a disturbing example of the multi-
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ple discourses and lives affected by domestic violence. In 2012, a man entered 
a Casselberry, Florida, hair salon where his ex-girlfriend, Alice1, worked as a 
stylist. This man had a history of appearing at the salon unannounced and un-
welcomed, and his family encouraged his ex-girlfriend to get a restraining order 
because they believed he was mentally unstable. His ex-girlfriend filed a tem-
porary court-ordered separation injunction to remain more than 500 feet away 
from one another less than two weeks prior to her murder, and at that time she 
explained he had made threats to kill her.

The man proceeded to murder her, another stylist, another customer, and 
later the same day committed suicide. The murders took place just hours before 
the two were to appear before a judge to make the injunction permanent. A 
single instance of domestic violence impacts the family members of those in-
volved, such as the family members who encouraged a restraining order, as well 
as the victims not directly tied to the conflict between the ex-girlfriend and her 
murderer. Social groups are also impacted as the co-worker and customer of the 
salon lost their lives too. The terrible tragedy we describe above has multiple 
causal factors, but for those interested in information design the most appalling 
is that several people’s lives were impacted because of the assailant having easy 
access to information regarding his ex-girlfriend. This chapter discusses one ap-
proach for disrupting this flow of information through the use of a smartphone 
application that facilitates domestic violence survivors’ ability to manage geolo-
cation settings.

Feminist concerns about decentralizing and redistributing power are rarely 
met in design and environments. These top-down design decisions are especially 
problematic in context of domestic violence where abusers can use geolocation 
technologies to target, control, and intimidate survivors. When seeking assis-
tance through community shelters, oftentimes survivors are asked to give up 
smartphones to further protect their privacy, but by doing so the abuser still 
retains power over the survivor. By making smartphones and social media places 
of danger, abusers continue to isolate and control survivors’ social worlds.

Our project, Safely Social, is a contextually-designed smartphone application 
design project informed by feminist theories of listening, activity theory, and 
user-centered design to provide contextual understanding of domestic violence 
survivors’ perspectives (see Anderson, 2012; Bowie, 2009; Kaptelinin & Nardi, 
2006). Specifically, Safely Social seeks to ease location-based services’ adverse ef-
fect on survivors by disrupting abusers’ power gained by utilizing location-based 
services to track survivors. The feminist research process involved organizing 
and collaborating with a participatory design community comprised of repre-

1 Alice, is a pseudonym as are all the names of individuals used in this piece.
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sentatives from local domestic violence organizations, shelters, police, and the 
legal system. Drawing on user-design, the committee worked through three it-
erations of user interfaces in an effort to authenticate contextually relevant and 
user-centered features for survivors to maintain important social relationships 
without compromising safety. In other words, our community partners played 
significant roles in every step of the project as we built in multiple instances of 
feedback and assessment from the community partners, much like what Dan-
ielle Williams called for in this collection (Chapter 21).

This chapter documents the research process behind Safely Social as well as 
how feminist listening, activity theory, and user-centered design impacted our 
design considerations. While these three lenses are aimed at accounting for dif-
ferent voices and experiences, using all three of these theories together enabled 
us to keep in mind the needs and experiences of domestic violence survivors. We 
think that the development process of Safely Social, as well as the pre-produc-
tion app itself, point to new kinds of feminist materialist interventions for the 
field. The theoretical and methodological design deliverable that emerged from a 
research project on domestic violence survivors’ safety engages in feminist meth-
odology by supporting a marginalized populations’ control over their privacy in 
social media spaces as well as providing an example of applied feminist theory in 
information design contexts.

LISTENING FOR DIFFERENCE FEMINISM

Researchers cannot hope to implement effective change without knowing the 
subjectivities involved. As Patricia Sullivan and James Porter (1997) reminded 
us, “the rhetorical situatedness of participants,” (p. 15) is especially important 
when working with marginalized populations like domestic violence survivors. 
In particular, the work of many feminist scholars like Malea Powell (2002), 
Krista Ratcliffe (2005), Terese Guinsatao Monberg (2008), and Jacqueline Jones 
Royster and Gesa E. Kirsch (2012) have focused on rhetorical listening as a 
research methodology itself. Rhetorical listening provides an avenue for hearing 
other narratives that tend to go untold or are told by those in power. In the con-
text of feminist fieldwork, to attend to the needs of unheard groups, researchers 
must listen for the alternative discourse since it is the dominant discourse(s) 
at the root of marginalization and oppression. Monberg (2008) advocated an 
approach discussed by Jacqueline Jones Royster who “listens for the ‘traces’ that 
are visible in order to reveal the larger ‘stream’ of women in that tradition” (p. 
87). In this way, researchers are able to give voice to marginalized and oppressed 
populations, thus providing opportunity to challenge essentialist perceptions. 
Furthermore, by listening and seeking the ‘traces’ and ‘streams’ Powell (2002), 
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Monberg (2008), and others speak of, researchers provide insight into “the rhe-
torical situatedness of participants” (Sullivan & Porter, 1997, p. 15). These po-
sitions take populations being studied in the field as subjects who are “actively 
negotiating, shaping, and building spaces, institutions, and histories of rheto-
ric” (Monberg, 2008, p. 91). In our work with Safely Social, this move towards 
rhetorical listening for other subjectivities became a key component for paying 
attention to the right kinds of activity streams of survivors. However, it is note-
worthy that practicing rhetorical listening with marginalized populations, like 
domestic violence survivors, is not an easy feat. To simultaneously collect the 
traces and streams of survivors’ lives without potentially causing harm by di-
verting survivors’ attention from learning to live their lives without abusers, the 
research team practiced Royster and Kirsch’s (2012) strategic contemplation and 
social circulation. Through strategic contemplation and social circulation, we 
used public stories and experiences told by advocates as a tool for mapping the 
overlapping and complex relationships involved in escaping an abuser, and then 
we contemplated and imagined the stories still untold and, ultimately, how we 
could make an effort to reach survivors with varying experiences. These stories 
and experiences are what Jess Tess, Trixie G. Smith, and Katie Manthey refer to 
(Chapter 19, this collection) as “coming out as other” and “personal moments of 
vulnerability,” and sharing these moments were crucial for our project.

Turning to designing technologies and usability, subjectivities play an im-
portant role as researchers decentralize the dominant narratives in place to better 
serve marginalized populations. As advocate designers, two key theories that as-
sist researchers in the field when conducting this work are activity theory (Kapte-
linin & Nardi, 2006) and the universe of users (Bowie, 2009). Activity theory 
is focused on a more holistic picture or stream of an activity by documenting 
actions of multiple subjectivities involved in seeing a goal accomplished (Kapte-
linin & Nardi, 2006). To fully understand a single activity, researchers need to 
be in the field observing and interacting with those involved with that activity. 
Likewise, collaboration, as Ames Hawkins and Joan Giroux discussed (Chapter 
18, this collection), played a crucial role in our research and design process.

INFORMATION AND OPPRESSION

Applying feminist rhetorical listening to activity theory was helpful in under-
standing the issue of domestic violence survival as an activity. Drawing on social 
circulation (Royster & Kirsch, 2012), the design team worked with survivors, 
domestic violence organizations, police, and the legal system to develop our 
map of the complex actions involved with domestic violence. These persons, 
groups, and institutions work to achieve and maintain privacy in an effort to 
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ensure safety, the desired outcome. Further, they employ artifacts such as cell 
phones and applications to control privacy and maintain safety. The division of 
labor involves controlling phone, social media, and geolocation settings from 
multiple subjectivities but rarely does that control lay at the feet of survivors. 
Our approach was shaped specifically on identifying different activity streams 
of participants. For example, drawing on Powell’s (2002) encouragement of re-
searchers to reimagine by identifying the differences, we were able to use activity 
theory to create a complex narrative by listening to the traces and streams from 
individuals who are survivors and those who advocate for survivors, as Monberg 
(2008) recommended. To that end, survivors’ lives are completely reorganized 
when leaving a violent situation, leaving no time or energy for technology train-
ing to serve as an intervention in the safety and privacy concerns associated with 
geolocation technologies. Due to survivors’ vast array of experiences and back-
grounds, a user-design theory (Bowie, 2009) is needed to account for as many 
of those experiences and backgrounds as possible.

While activity theory was fruitful for a complex understanding of survivors’ 
lives, using activity theory with social justice work poses challenges. Due to the 
nature of domestic violence, as researchers our access to survivors was limited 
and we elected to rely on information that would be openly given to the public 
in an effort to protect survivors’ privacy. This meant relying heavily on domestic 
violence organizations and representatives to give voice to survivors. Protect-
ing survivors is of the utmost priority for the organizations and institutions 
involved, and as researchers we can adopt reflexive practices so that a research 
project can overcome such obstacles (Sullivan & Porter, 1997). To this end, ac-
tivity theory can remain a fruitful approach, but as Victor Kaptelinin and Bon-
nie Nardi (2006) emphasized, the theory may need to be reshaped to better fit 
particular projects like ours. In our case, this meant relying on secondary source 
material—those who give voice to the survivors’ stories publicly—to provide key 
insight into the activity system.

The concept of the universe of users is grounded in the idea that there is no 
single user that is representative of the entire user population due to differences 
in gender, race, and socioeconomic status (Bowie, 2009). Focusing on the uni-
versal user results in other groups not being considered in the design and then 
being forced to interact with tools not designed with their use in mind. Jennifer 
Bowie’s (2009) universe of users, though, enables researchers and designers to 
consider a whole network of potential users as a part of the design process so 
that various users with differing backgrounds are considered. With social justice 
projects, the universe of users approach facilitates feminist listening for devel-
oping a rhetorically-situated project. The more users who can be involved, the 
more voices can be accounted for to avoid essentializing the user population. 
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Our desire to create an inclusive view of activity, one that contained multiple 
perspectives and subjectivities traditionally marginalized, encouraged us to look 
beyond a universal user.

LISTENING IN THE FIELD

Our team engaged in the feminist and rhetorical listening principles and theo-
ries described in earlier sections, particularly Royster and Kirsch’s (2012) strate-
gic contemplation and social circulation resulting in Sullivan and Porter’s (1997) 
notion of critical praxis. By employing qualitative research methods to observe, 
experience, and understand the work of domestic violence survivors and orga-
nizations, our team engaged the researched and their advocates as co-researchers 
and co-developers of knowledge and interventions. Employing activity theory, 
feminist listening, and ethnography, research findings were gathered, organized, 
visualized, and shared with a participatory design community by mapping in-
ferred relationships and charting activity streams. Involving and meeting with 
a participatory design community provided a forum of strategic contemplation 
aimed at social circulation (Royster & Kirsch, 2012) through feedback, listen-
ing, and revision. Ultimately, design choices for the final iteration of the Safely 
Social app interface directly reflected research findings and input from the design 
community obtained through feminist and rhetorical listening, ethnography 
and discourse, mapping, participatory user experience design, and praxis.

The full thrust of research involved becoming immersed in the domestic vio-
lence survivor culture and activity streams to prepare for contextual and participa-
tory design. Team members engaged in extensive ethnographic activities to better 
understand the context and framework in which domestic violence survivors work 
to control their privacy to ensure safety. At the time of our research, it happened 
to be domestic violence awareness month. Domestic violence organizations host-
ed many events in our local area seeking to raise awareness, support, and funds 
for the issue. The domestic violence events and activities we dwelled in ranged 
from university to community to nationally sponsored initiatives. Additionally, we 
dwelled at our county courthouse to observe how survivors navigate injunctions 
and separation logistics. Team members attended several of these events and ac-
tivities, which provided worthwhile opportunities for feminist listening and infer-
ence, particularly what Royster and Kirsch (2012) define as critical imagination, to 
understand the discourse, language, activities, and stories of the people affected by 
domestic violence as well as chances to make connections with the local domestic 
violence organizations. Ultimately, this research, paired with analyzing the issue 
in terms of activity theory, allowed our team to map complexities and design new 
technology for this vulnerable population.
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National initiatives discussions: Domestic violence is a broad issue that is ap-
proached from various angles and collectively is eased at the national, government, 
private, community, and grassroots levels. The National Domestic Violence Ho-
tline offers phone-based advocates that are available to provide survivors assistance 
in planning a safe escape ultimately by connecting them to local resources. The 
United States government assists by providing funding for programs like the Na-
tional Domestic Violence Hotline and other projects such as some of the apps we 
discovered in our research. Local non-profit organizations, such Harbor House in 
our area, lead critical efforts in the form of managing shelters, raising awareness, 
organizing fundraising efforts, relocation services, court advocates, and local ho-
tlines connecting survivors to resources. Private donors and foundations also assist 
in funding both national and localized efforts, projects, and services. On a grass-
roots level, individuals are recruited as volunteers and fundraisers for service activ-
ities. Additionally, family members, friends, and other caregivers such as doctors 
and nurses are educated about the signs of domestic violence through events and 
projects of the local organizations and are encouraged to refer women in need to 
resources. Finally, community pillars and organizations such as university victim 
services departments, county governments, and police also serve to ease the issue 
of domestic violence in local communities through education and events that raise 
awareness, funding, and connections to resources.

University of Central Florida (UCF) Light Up the Night, an event honoring 
survivors of domestic violence and remembering those who did not survive, 
was especially helpful in our research process. Attending the UCF Light Up the 
Night event allowed the team to engage various positions and listen to different 
“streams” (Monberg, 2008) from survivors willing to speak publicly about their 
experiences. We sat and listened to many survivors share their experiences and 
perspectives, what Monberg (2008) described as oral histories. Accounts of do-
mestic violence from many survivors of all ages and backgrounds were shared, 
yet the “traces” (Monberg, 2008) that emerged echoed each other.

One local domestic violence shelter, Harbor House of Central Florida, hosts 
a fundraising and awareness event each year called the Purple Door Luncheon. 
There, we learned about Harbor House’s app, R3, which encourages families, 
friends, and doctors to recognize abuse and refer survivors to resources for help. 
By learning about this app, doctors, families, and friends were added to the land-
scape of activity in helping report abuse and obtaining help for the survivor. We 
also learned about other apps such as Circle of 6, which promotes dating safety. A 
different view of the issue is considered for dating populations, and this perspec-
tive was added to the mapping of activities. The keynote speaker, Martha, spoke 
of her daughter Lexi’s murder by an ex-boyfriend just months before her college 
graduation. The ex-boyfriend had discovered Lexi’s location and set out to harm 
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her. We learned the term domestic violence is typically associated with marriage, 
but college-aged and young people also experience dating violence. This discovery 
prompted further discussions with UCF Victim Services and UCF Police that 
provided perspectives of young people, as well as information and apps for dating 
safety. We researched a variety of other pre-existing domestic violence related apps 
and determined the functionality of those apps. Then, we worked to critically 
imagine (Royster & Kirsch, 2012) and uncover gaps that our app could fill.

Listening to the range of speakers at the events and activities attended and 
mapping in terms of activity theory (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006), we began to 
understand the roles of collaborators and discourses involved in such a high 
impact issue like domestic violence. Using a feminist centered activity theory 
approach, we began to understand smartphones’ and social media’s role in erod-
ing privacy and safety for survivors, specifically by paying attention and listen-
ing for various subjectivities and relationships to information. The interplay of 
various subjectivities (users, survivors, advocates, perpetrators, corporations, app 
designers, etc.) each have a different relationship to information. Smartphone, 
geolocation, and social media technology are not innately created for alternate 
subjectivities. As a tool or artifact in activity theory terms, it is a hindrance rather 
than an aid for survivors, leaving them open to potential control and violence. 
Additionally, considering Sullivan and Porter’s (1997) reflexive and critical prac-
tices, we began to consider the “rhetorical situatedness” of the technology. The 
technologies are rhetorical in how their use is intended. We began to see how 
the intent of the technology doesn’t work for survivors. Users not in healthy 
relationships jeopardize their safety if they participate in the mainstream fash-
ion. Further, the smartphone is a tool that is detrimental during an escape and 
starting a new life because survivors don’t have the domain knowledge to control 
geolocation settings. The smartphone is designed for a universal user, rather than 
a “universe of users,” as Bowie (2009) advocated.

After observing and dwelling in the lives of actual survivors and listening 
to firsthand experiences as well as listening to their advocates, we were able to 
further map out the complex network of relations, activities, knowledge, and 
tools involved when survivors begin to engage the process of asking for help. 
Observing survivors navigating the system and administration of the courts was 
critical in understanding how they start a new life with relocation assistance, 
injunctions, preservation of new addresses and phone numbers, etc. all while 
allowing fathers to still have relationships with their children.

We followed up with the connections made at public events and activities, like 
Light Up the Night, Purple Door Luncheon, and injunction court, through tele-
phone conversations and email messages with survivors and survivor advocates. 
Through these conversations, we collected additional data regarding the culture 
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of survivors and organizations, their activity streams, and how the app could help 
most, again drawing on Royster and Kirsch’s (2012) social circulation. We learned 
that survivors vacillate between staying and leaving; it takes eight attempts to leave. 
In fact, another telling story from a survivor, Becky, at Light Up the Night illus-
trated this well. Becky shared a detailed account of how escaping involved creating 
a new life: moving, changing phone numbers, email addresses, and creating new 
social media accounts. She described how any unguarded trace of her new life or 
location would be discovered by her ex and she had to try several times to ensure 
her privacy. Maintaining her privacy is a key concern and effort to this day.

Through our labored process of critical imagination and strategic contem-
plation (Royster & Kirsch, 2012), it became clear smartphone, geolocation, and 
social media technology is designed for people in healthy relationships, not for 
alternate subjectivities. In conversations with survivors and organizations, tech-
nologies were discussed as hindrances to remaining safe after leaving an abusive 
relationship. In fact, we learned from Harbor House that survivors are given old 
cell phones without geolocation when entering the shelters because they often 
don’t know how to control the related settings. We added all of these complex-
ities learned directly from survivors and their representatives to our visual map-
ping of the issue of domestic violence.

Figure 20.1. The team mapped the issue of domestic violence to visualize 
relationships.

We experienced difficulties in gaining direct access to the survivor population 
due to the sensitivity of the issue, however, we found solutions. In traditional appli-
cation development, user stories are difficult to capture but are not, typically, load-
ed with threats of violence or emotional harm. In our context, data collection was 
a much trickier designer/research problem. The design team delicately approached 
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the survivor stories by listening to personal accounts of domestic violence shared 
by survivors publicly at events, obtaining perspectives of representatives from do-
mestic violence organizations, and observing survivors at injunction court. Writ-
ten success stories from the organizations were also collected and reviewed. Paying 
attention and listening to various subjectivities as a design choice meant we needed 
a different kind of design community, one that respected differences in position 
and did not privilege one kind of context and did not position us as designers as 
understanding the entirety of the user/survivor perspective.

The team strived to establish a design community to accomplish a participato-
ry and contextual design process adapted from Karen Holtzblatt and Hugh Beyer 
(1993). The resulting design team included representatives from several local do-
mestic violence organizations, UCF Victim Services, an injunction court judge, 
two police officers, a courthouse representative, an app designer, representatives 
from a domestic violence foundation created by Alice’s family and friends, and 
three doctoral students. Drawing on the need for inclusion and listening to sub-
jectivities, this participatory design community was intentionally representative of 
the collaborators uncovered during our initial phases of research. The design com-
munity actively participated in the design process and collaborative knowledge 
creation by discussing and offering recommendations for revisions of subsequent 
iterations of the app as co-researchers and co-creators (Sullivan & Porter, 1997). 
People working directly in the cause and experiencing the concerns of domestic 
violence firsthand expressed areas of apprehension and needs that could be better 
addressed. The student team actively listened and noted patterns.

A paper prototype of a possible mobile app solution was presented to the de-
sign community as a starting point for Royster and Kirsch’s (2012) concept of so-
cial circulation, offering a possible medium for disruption. We provided possibil-
ities of simple design elements based on meeting needs uncovered by our research 
and prior discussions with community members. Representatives of the design 
community critiqued the prototype and suggested changes to better address the 
needs of the population. For example, the design team helped us see shortcomings 
in our design, like an unnecessary “contact 911” button. They demonstrated on 
a phone how it is faster to simply dial 911 from the phone’s main screen than to 
enter an app to make the call. In an emergency situation, a survivor only has mo-
ments to call 911 before a potentially deadly incident escalates. Through employ-
ing feminist listening (Powell, 2002; Monberg, 2008) and user-centered design 
principles (Holtzblatt & Beyer, 1993) at this stage of the project, our team received 
very specific feedback about what the technology needed to do for survivors. At 
this point in the design process, the app was being designed for and by survivors 
and their advocates to better support Bowie’s (2009) “universe of users” concept 
through incorporation of those users subjectivities.

http://invis.io/2BKEXP95
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A theme that emerged during prior conversations was that the greatest need 
for an app would be to help survivors control their privacy. The organizations 
expressed that survivors are in great need of an app that, with a push of a but-
ton, could indicate which applications are monitoring them and turn them off. 
According to the organizations, many survivors need maximum privacy to guard 
their safety. This greatly influenced design choices. Safely Social features an op-
portunity to restrict all applications’ ability to access geolocation services on the 
device.

The initial stage of the design team’s research involved online research of sta-
tistics, identifying cases linking geolocation to crime and polling via social media. 
Geolocation technology purposes are designed to positively connect people with 
location-based information. Conversely, companies and criminals are utilizing 
it for other reasons—to target specific markets for products or, alternatively, to 
monitor, track, and harm others. Even while some use this technology for harm, 
products continue to see geolocation technologies embedded within them—social 
networking sites and exercise and fitness technologies, for example.

Social media and online conglomerates receive monetary benefit by integrating 
geolocation services. As statistical data being sold to marketing and advertising 
agencies, participants become invisible and marginalized. Furthermore, it becomes 
difficult for users to maintain privacy due to constantly changing policies, and 
such technology marginalizes users experiencing domestic violence by not address-
ing their needs and considering that, sometimes, it is best to keep one’s location 
private. Aside from the changing policies, conglomerates exert social pressure to 
engage in social media. If a person is not participating, one may begin feeling left 
out. Yet, participating in location sharing practices can expose survivors to further 
harm as abusers could gain access to this information made public.

We wish to pause here and state that we never would have reached this con-
clusion without careful feminist rhetorical listening, activity stream mapping, 
and our universe of users approach. Survivors experience isolation from the 
world of social media, doubling the amount of impact that abusers have on 
survivors by cutting them off from one of the ways people maintain social rela-
tionships. When survivors give up the entirety of their phone, many also give up 
the ease in which they maintain contact with their most important emotional 
support networks. Losing ease of access to these supportive networks, especially 
when the survivor needs that support the most, is especially hurtful. Like the 
abuser tactic of separating survivors from friends and family socially, removing 
social networks that phones provide unintentionally further isolates survivors. 
When geolocation technology is abused and used against survivors, it can result 
in violence as abusers can use that information to intimidate, manipulate, ha-
rass, degrade, and physically harm survivors. How then can survivors maintain 

http://invis.io/2BKEXP95
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connections to supportive networks while remaining safe? The Safely Social app 
provides a tool for social circulation disruption (Royster & Kirsch, 2012) that 
domestic violence survivors can use to safeguard location information and safety 
while they participate in social environments via their smartphone.

Figure 20.2. From Safely Social’s home screen, survivors of domestic violence can 
control privacy to help maintain safety. A dynamic, clickable version of this image 

is available at http://invis.io/2BKEXP95

For survivors with a less immediate need, Safely Social offers abilities to help 
control geolocation services through push notifications as applications attempt 
to access location services, as well as live scans. The design community also ex-
pressed desire for the app to provide basic education to survivors about risk 
levels. In response, notifications will include educational aspects in the form of 
brief risk level assessments.

Another important, and perhaps the most interesting, thread focused on the 
fact that survivors are under constant monitoring by abusers. After presenting a 
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paper prototype, the design community said there was a need for the app to be 
hidden on the phone. Advocates described how abusers monitor every aspect of 
a survivor’s life, including survivors’ phones and computers. Another obstacle is 
that abusers and survivors usually share cell phone and app store accounts. In 
an effort to address monitoring concerns, the development team chose to design 
a “camouflage” or a “cloak” for the app. The cloak is simply a login screen that 
appears to be a game. Once logged in, the actual home screen appears. Safely 
Social also features a “stealth” mode. With a quick click, the app reverts back 
to the “cloak” screen. This allows the survivor to toggle between the “cloak” or 
game and the real functionalities of the app.

Figure 20.3. “Cloaking” feature of Safely Social. A dynamic, clickable version of 
this image is available at http://invis.io/2BKEXP95

Survivors at Light Up the Night, such as Becky, reported feeling isolated and 
unable to make the calls necessary to get help because of fear of a violent incident 
if caught obtaining help. In John’s case, a male survivor story shared at Light Up 
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the Night, the relationship was even more violent because the taboo of hurting a 
woman did not exist. In same sex relationships between two men like John’s, vio-
lence is often heightened because a man is assumed to be able to defend himself. 
John shared his story illustrating how some men are victims of domestic violence as 
well but harder to see as a result of societal gender and heteronormative behaviors. 
The design team learned there is always the factor of dominance in relationships 
exhibiting domestic violence. The most important way dominance is established 
and maintained is through monitoring and isolation.

The advocacy groups contacted and community partners indicated Safely 
Social could serve as a powerful tool, what we ultimately imagined as a tool for 
social circulation (Royster & Kirsch, 2012), in helping survivors plan escape if 
it could call and text silently for help and not leave any trace of communication 
planning escape. The final iteration of Safely Social features integrated the ability 
to call and text resources without leaving traces of conversations in call or text 
logs. The ability to silently communicate or text resources such as the National 
Domestic Violence Hotline are a result of meeting with the design community.

Safely Social is a culmination of feminist and rhetorical listening, ethnogra-
phy and discourse, mapping, and user design in practice and ultimately praxis 
(Sullivan & Porter, 1997). Safely Social’s ultimate design choices are in direct 
response to research and feedback from the participatory design community 
that uncovered cultural and activity contexts in which the app must operate to 
be useful. Survivors of domestic violence can utilize this artifact for social circu-
lation (Royster & Kirsch, 2012) controlling integration of geolocation services 
in social networking to manage privacy and maintain safety. Safely Social is an 
intervention that redistributes power to ease the social injustice presented by 
geolocation technology for this vulnerable population. Ultimately, Safely Social 
allowed for the specific design of an artifact centralizing tools for a more diverse 
universe of users, enhancing smartphone capabilities to accommodate multiple 
subjectivities and offering a more complete view of activity.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We think that Safely Social as an interventionist feminist project provides two 
large deliverables for scholars and activists. First, we think that theoretical im-
plications of the project are strong in terms of applied feminist theory. Those 
engaged in interventionist projects must always concern themselves with the 
material conditions that theorists write about. Projects like Safely Social engage 
critical practices in rich ways, which help to build out and test theories in ma-
terial and lived existences of students, designers, and research participants. Rhe-
torical listening allows designers and researchers to engage their theories with 
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others in a tight loop of theorizing and reflection which makes for more robust 
theories. In other words, it is one thing to be in a classroom and talk of the vi-
olence of patriarchy and another to encounter it sitting across from somebody 
speaking of their experiences and having to design an intervention. We feel that 
for many, these have seemed separate activities but each, in close loops of re-
flection, build on one another making our critical theories more useful both 
in terms of explanatory power and material impact. Stories like those of Alice, 
Becky, and John that the research the team engaged in to dwell in the multiple 
discourses that constitute domestic violence (policy, familiar, gendered, legal, 
advocate) demand researchers ground their theories in the material conditions 
of people’s lives. Such work grounds the stakes and contributions of feminism 
in real material designs. Simultaneously, when feminist theories like rhetorical 
listening are applied, activity theory and the development user-centered design 
become much more robust, capturing subjectivities that might otherwise be lost 
or not considered in typical design situations. Recognizing and paying attention 
to multiple rhetorical subjectivities supports a more accurate universe for a uni-
verse of users (Bowie, 2009) while grounding feminist theory as an important 
material perspective. As such, feminist theories become important ways to see 
and understand the problem of theoretically integrating the multiple discoursal 
formations that feminist theoretical research demands of us. Such moves guide 
theorists away from essentialism about theory and experience by encouraging us 
to encounter and listen to others in important and serious ways if only because 
participants, in our case survivors and their advocates, are able to correct essen-
tialist views and discourses.

Second, we think that the methodological deliverables of applied feminist 
theory and application development have considerable implications for the field. 
As outlined and as the theme of this collection, feminism must engage in in-
terventionist practices to have impacts on the lived experiences of people. User 
centered design, when done well, must engage these same feminist principles 
such as listening for subjectivities that are not accounted for in design work. 
Rhetorical theories of listening allow for more robust interventions because the 
experiences of users are better understood. Much interventionist work focuses 
on the work done by researchers to help, aid, and assist marginalized popu-
lations. However, what Safely Social points to is the idea that researchers can 
design with community partners in careful ways to design technological artifacts 
as a product of research methodologies. Design work with communities, and 
even with marginalized populations is nothing new. However, changing research 
methodologies to create real and lasting deliverables for the participants may 
be. While in our case the design of interventionist, helpful, feminist influenced 
technology was the goal, the methodologies involved in dwelling in research 

https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
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sites, listening for subjectivities, and user testing may have useful implications 
away from application development itself and contribute to how we think about 
the impact of feminist research methods.

Additionally, such research helps theorists ground their own assumptions 
about lived experience and subjectivity while, at the same time, flattering power 
relationships between designers, technologies, and users. In the work we speak 
of here, materially designing and receiving feedback from advocates and survi-
vors themselves allowed for stronger contextual design features. However, our 
designs to map and dwell in multiple discourses were only attempted after sig-
nificant time in the field as well as several iterations and understanding of the 
problem was tested and shown to the user base. In cases where user populations 
are at risk, feminist theory allows designers new methodologies to understand 
user experience in radically different ways from industry standards. Alice, Becky, 
and John are not “typical” users. When violence is a real possibility of not being 
able to accomplish a task, getting design language correct has more at stake. 
While not generalizable, we think that the design process behind Safely Social 
points to complicated forms of digital development that could, in short, save 
people’s lives.

Feminism has a long history of both materialist interventions, making a dif-
ference in people’s lives. So does design. Smartphones and their applications 
influence and mediate elements of social lives including safety. Top down design 
decisions can be problematic in terms of unrecognized or marginalized popula-
tions. We think that Safely Social can, in part, push feminist theory into materi-
alist and interventionist efforts to decentralize and redistribute power. Safely So-
cial, both as an application and as an application design/research process proves 
that feminist theory can be used along with user-centered design and activity 
theory to make real impacts in women’s lives by paying attention to differences 
of subjectivities’ relationships to information and activity.

The feminist work of decentralization and redistribution of power circulates 
through design of information systems, devices, and interfaces. Not only the 
design of applications and information, as we have shown here, but also in the 
design of process. Like other interventionist projects in this collection, our hope 
is that Safely Social inspires others to engage in other projects of applied feminist 
theory in information design contexts.
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CHAPTER 21.  

THE UNHEARD VOICES OF 
DISSATISFIED CLIENTS: 
LISTENING TO COMMUNITY 
PARTNERS AS FEMINIST PRAXIS

Danielle M. Williams
Baylor University

Williams draws on her recent experience teaching first-year digital 
writing to examine the benefits of community-based multimodal stu-
dent projects for community partners. Readers learn how the involve-
ment of volunteer community partners as evaluators of student video 
projects revealed “the complex and multivalent nature of ‘success’ in 
publicly-shared community-based writing projects.” Examination of 
their evaluation processes and narratives tell the story of how com-
munity partners brought different values to the project. By listening 
to these different perspectives, Williams suggests interventions that 
feminist teachers can make to improve future projects.

A wheel turns because of its encounter with the surface of the road; spin-
ning in the air gets it nowhere. Rubbing two sticks together produces heat 
and light; one stick alone is just a stick.

- Anna Tsing, Friction

Initially, I was pleased with what my first-year writing students had accomplished 
after completing a multimodal community-based writing project in which they 
composed videos about the General Education Development (GED) test for 
members of the local Waco community. Students had learned how to compose 
in multiple modes; actively engaged in the composing process; demonstrated 
rhetorical skill and new media competencies; and connected with needs in the 
local community. Imagine my surprise, then, when my victory lap was inter-
rupted by an email from another community partner: “Before I vote on the 
videos, I would really like to talk with you. I have some concerns. Is that OK?” 
When I distributed a questionnaire to all of the community partners involved 
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in the project, I learned an uncomfortable truth: this concerned community 
partner was not an outlier. I made it my goal as a feminist teacher-researcher to 
figure out how so many different people could be involved in the same project, 
view the same videos, and come to such radically different conclusions about the 
success, or failure, of the project as a whole.

In this chapter, I foreground community partner perspectives—typically 
underrepresented points of view that Randy Stoecker and Elizabeth A. Tryon 
(2009) call the “unheard voices” of service learning (p. vii)—in order to identify 
points in which feminist teachers can intervene to structure community-based 
writing projects that benefit all stakeholders. I begin by discussing the concepts 
of “rhetorical listening” and “strategic contemplation” to frame the recursive 
process of feminist praxis. I then describe a community-based writing project 
in which community members provided different feedback about their under-
standing of the project’s goals, their understanding of their roles as community 
partners, and their definitions of what would make a multimodal communi-
ty-based writing project “successful.” These points of contradiction, I argue, pro-
vide ongoing opportunities for feminist teachers to learn from these differences 
and, in turn, to model a process of reflexive self-critique for students. I conclude 
with recommendations for structuring student learning and for designing com-
munity-based writing projects that challenge, complicate, or nuance our defini-
tions of success.

THE NEED FOR MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES IN 
COMMUNITY-BASED WRITING PROJECTS

Scholars in composition and rhetoric have deepened our field’s understanding 
of the wider potential of community-based writing initiatives by describing the 
benefits of student engagement (Deans, 2000; Mathieu, 2005), service learning 
as citizen formation (Dubinsky, 2002; Cushman, 1996), community literacies 
(Flower, 2008; Knochel & Selfe, 2012), and feminist approaches to community 
engagement (Nickoson & Blair, 2014; Sheridan & Jacobi, 2014; Bowdon, Pigg, 
& Mansfield, 2014). The pedagogical and social benefits of community-based 
writing projects for students are well documented, yet less is known about the 
affordances of these projects for other stakeholders.

The perspective of community partners is often overlooked in the literature 
(see Mathieu, 2005, pp. 93-95), but truly feminist praxis requires more than just 
cursory inclusion or, “merely adding voices” (Sheridan & Jacobi, 2014, p. 144). 
We need to add these voices, to be sure, but we also need to create “new architec-
tures of participation” (Sheridan & Jacobi, 2014, p. 144) that result in reciprocal 
partnerships that share the burden of assessing a project’s ultimate value for the 
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community. Formal measures of assessment in composition and rhetoric typically 
focus on student learning, but, as Mathieu (2005) argues, “The stakes of public 
work are broader than classroom concerns. As such, our means for evaluating this 
kind of public work should go beyond traditional markers of student achievement 
and evaluation” (p. 93). Instead of limiting our assessment of a community-based 
writing project to the students, we need to listen to formative feedback from a 
range of stakeholders and then turn the assessment back on ourselves—the teach-
ers and designers of the project—so that we can adapt what we are currently doing 
and chart a new course for what we will do in the future.

PRACTICING RHETORICAL LISTENING 
AND STRATEGIC CONTEMPLATION IN 
COMMUNITY-BASED WRITING PROJECTS

In order to understand and honor the different perspectives at work in a cam-
pus-community partnership, we need to listen to a range of stakeholders as 
well as to our own evolving responses over time. Feminist community-based 
researchers can create these new architectures of participation by systematically 
collecting data from community partners and “look[ing] again and again and 
again at rhetorical situations and events with the deliberate intention of posi-
tioning and repositioning ourselves to notice what we may not have noticed on 
first, second, third or next view” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 135). Krista Rat-
cliffe (2005) offers “rhetorical listening” as one possibility for communicating 
across different perspectives. Ratcliffe defines “rhetorical listening” “as a stance of 
openness that a person may choose to assume in relation to any person, text, or 
culture; its purpose is to cultivate conscious identifications in ways that promote 
productive communication, especially but not solely cross-culturally” (p. 25). 
This approach to communication is a key element of feminist praxis. Instead of 
deciding who gets to speak or privileging one voice over another (e.g., among 
community partners, between campus-community priorities, etc.), rhetorical 
listening can be used in community-based writing projects as a strategy to hear 
multiple perspectives that might clash or contradict with each other or with our 
own beliefs (Iverson & James, 2014; Butin, 2014). While Ratcliffe focuses on 
the cultural categories of race and gender, her strategies for listening across dif-
ference are valuable for addressing the contradictions that emerge between the 
different community partners involved in this project.

To that end, this study aims to listen to and continue to learn from the 
voices of community partners in order to disrupt traditional power dynamics in 
campus-community partnerships (Iverson & James, 2014). No feminist teacher, 
no matter the sincerity of their intentions, is capable of making the final call on 
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a community-based writing project’s success or failure. Instead, as Jacqueline 
Jones Royster and Gesa E. Kirsch (2012) argue, we need to

[use] robust inquiry strategies . . . to gather symphonic and 
polylogical data that function dialectically (referring to the 
gathering of multiple viewpoints); dialogically (referring to 
the commitment to balance multiple interpretations); reflec-
tively (considering the intersections of internal and external 
effects); and reflexively (deliberately unsettling observations 
and conclusions in order to resist coming to conclusions too 
quickly). (p. 134)

Listening, after all, is not just a matter of considering differing opinions; lis-
tening is an ongoing process that creates space for silence and reflection as well 
as creates opportunities for others to speak. Royster and Kirsch specifically refer 
to this posture of openness as “strategic contemplation.” Strategic contempla-
tion “entails creating a space where we can see and hold contradictions without 
rushing to immediate closure, neat resolutions, or to cozy hierarchies and bina-
ries” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, pp. 21-22). Practicing strategic contemplation 
in response to community-based writing projects gives us permission to pause, 
to acknowledge tensions, and to continue to learn from “a recursive process 
of thinking, writing, thinking, writing, thinking as the research spirals toward 
ever more fully rendered understandings and intellectual insights” (Royster & 
Kirsch, 2012, p. 86). Conducting this study and hearing the various perspec-
tives of the community partners and their assessments of the project’s goals and 
outcomes has been a continual process of discovery for me. Rhetorical listening 
and strategic contemplation allow me to move inward and outward—back and 
forth between my experiences, the community partners’ responses, and existing 
research—to practice a dialectical, dialogical, reflective, and reflexive form of 
feminist praxis.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CLASS PROJECT AND METHODS

This study offers an examination of differences and what can be learned from 
them by presenting the results of a case study of a campus-community part-
nership in a first-year digital writing class I taught at Baylor University during 
the fall 2013 semester.1 The videos my students created for this community 
writing project were 1-2-minute multimodal arguments related to some aspect 
of the General Education Development (GED) test. The prompt for this project 
1 This study has been approved by the Baylor University Institutional Review Board 
(#390505-6).
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was designed in collaboration with a member of the community who runs a 
community resource website and distributes an online newsletter. She selected 
“community experts”—people she knew who worked with individuals at various 
stages in the GED process. Students then chose community experts to interview 
and composed videos based on what they discovered through various forms of 
research. The videos were posted on a central YouTube channel and community 
partners were asked to vote to identify a video that would be featured on the 
local community website. The videos were also freely available under Creative 
Commons licenses for any of the community partners to use for their own or-
ganizations or purposes.

After the semester ended, questionnaires were distributed and interviews 
were conducted to see how students, community partners, and the project’s de-
signers evaluated the success of the community video project. Of the ten com-
munity partners invited to participate in this study, five completed the online 
community partner questionnaire, which consisted of multiple-choice ques-
tions, open-ended questions, and Likert-type scales on their experiences work-
ing with students during the community video project. The community partner 
participants were affiliated with the local school district, the technical college, 
and a nonprofit women’s organization. Of the five community partner partici-
pants, four were female and one was male. Two female community partners were 
selected to participate in 30-minute follow-up interviews based on the contra-
dictions that emerged between their questionnaire responses.

GOAL-SETTING WITH THE COMMUNITY PARTNERS

During the initial planning meeting with the community partners, two broad 
goals were discussed: (1) to end up with videos that could be used on local web-
sites to promote the GED, and (2) to connect the Baylor students with needs 
in the Waco community. These two goals are similar, but the primary difference 
is significant. The first goal is “product-focused”: this view of the project de-
fines the main purpose of the multimodal community-based writing project to 
be the creation of a quality product that will raise awareness about the GED. 
The second goal is “process-focused.” Instead of stressing the composing pro-
cess itself, this conception of the project focused on the learning process and 
inner transformation of the student-composers themselves. The five community 
partners who completed the questionnaire placed different emphases on these 
goals. When asked to describe their understanding of the goals of the GED 
Community Video Project, two community partners stressed the success of the 
end project while three community partners also mentioned the learning process 
of the students.
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Table 21.1. Community partners’ understanding of the goals of the GED 
Community Video Project

Product-Focused Product- and Process-Focused

“I understood that the students 
would attempt to create videos 
that could be used as PSAs 
in the Waco community that 
would raise the awareness and 
the availability of local GED 
programs.”

“To raise awareness for the 
need to get an education.”

“I hoped the videos would be created an [sic] reach a new 
audience of individuals that would be served by the GED 
services available in our community. A second goal, was for 
the Baylor student’s [sic] themselves to see possibly a differ-
ent side of the Waco community and how they could serve 
and become more involved.”

“I was hopeful to broaden the understanding of why many 
people take the GED and what they are able to achieve 
upon earning their GED.”

“I was hoping the students would hear the stories of the 
GED candidates and translate what they learned into a 
video that would inspire other GED candidates.”

Table 21.1 shows the community partners’ individual perspectives on what 
they understood to be the goals of project and what they hoped the project 
would ultimately achieve. While two of the community partners surveyed un-
derstood the overall objective of the project to be the final products that the 
students created, three of the community partner respondents were hoping that 
the project would benefit both the community and the students. The differences 
between these goals are subtle, but they underscore two different orientations 
towards the project.

Soliciting this feedback from the community partners about their initial ex-
pectations can be an important method of feminist intervention in communi-
ty-based writing projects. By doing so, we can listen to and take stock of differ-
ent interpretations at various points during the project. For instance, in response 
to the statement, “I left the initial planning meeting in August feeling like I 
could express my concerns about the GED Community Video Project,” two of 
the community partners surveyed “strongly agreed” and three “agreed.” These 
responses indicate that the planning meeting was perceived as a collaborative 
experience for the community partners. This kind of information can help us 
identify the points in which communication might be breaking down so that we 
can recalibrate our approach in future projects by checking in with community 
partners more frequently or using multiple methods (e.g., additional surveys, 
emails, one-on-one meetings, brief written reflections, etc.). As Ames Hawkins 
and Joan Giroux observe (Chapter 18, this collection), effective collaboration—
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as a class or with community partners—requires opportunities to express dissent 
so that we can reexamine our goals and “move together.”

A DIFFERENCE IN ROLES: THE CLIENT AND THE MENTOR

Though I did not provide concrete guidelines for how the community partners 
should relate to students aside from being available to participate in at least one 
interview, the community partners defined roles for themselves according to 
their own objectives and anticipated outcomes. Community partners who were 
more interested in the usability of the final products approached the project as 
“clients,” whereas community partners who also stressed the learning process 
of the students adopted roles as “mentors.” A key difference between these two 
orientations to the project is how each community partner ranked the most 
important qualities (e.g., honesty, openness, patience, listening, relevant skills, 
transparency, empathy, tact, and knowledge) that a student could bring to a 
multimodal community-based writing project.

communIty partner as clIent

While community partners who interpret their roles in a community-based 
writing project as “clients” do not devalue the students’ learning process, this 
outcome does not take precedence over their immediate material needs. Ser-
vice-learning projects differ from other kinds of client-based projects in the sense 
that they incorporate reflection and a deeper analysis of systemic issues (Chap-
pell, 2005, p. 38). Even so, community partners in service-learning projects are 
indeed clients who share their needs with university classes with the expectation 
that they will end up with a final product that they can use. In this conception of 
the community partner role, the success or failure of the project primarily rests 
upon the students’ ability to deliver a usable product.

Kim2 does not explicitly tell me that she saw her role in the multimodal 
community-based writing project as a client, but it is clear that her disappoint-
ment with the videos stems from her expectations of what she thought the final 
products should have been. For Kim, the purpose of this multimodal communi-
ty-based writing assignment is to create videos that would appeal to the specific 
demographic with which she works at the GED testing center: people who are 
taking the GED. What she sees, instead, are videos that reflect narrow-minded 
stereotypes. Kim clearly expects students to have a more sophisticated under-
standing of the complex reasons that cause people to drop out of high school. In 

2 Names have been changed to protect the identities of the participants.
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response to a question on the community partner survey that asked participants 
to rank the most important qualities that a student can bring to a communi-
ty-based writing project, Kim ranks “knowledge” first (out of eight qualities). 
When I later ask Kim to explain this choice, she explains that students need to 
know what they are talking about in order to be effective.

Kim is the community partner who contacted me to express her concerns 
about the videos before voting. When I later meet with Kim to discuss her 
thoughts, she references videos that she found offensive or inappropriate be-
cause they featured single mothers or young people with drug addiction issues. 
She shakes her head and laughs loudly, awkwardly. She is quick to affirm that 
some of the videos were not “that bad,” but her overall assessment is negative. In 
hindsight, there is no way that these videos can meet Kim’s needs as a client, but 
my initial analysis of the data simply notes that the videos were lacking audience 
awareness. If these students had been hired as consultants or freelancers, people 
“with special skills who will provide requested services” (Chappell, 2005, p. 40), 
they would not be hired again.

Broadly speaking, the community partners who privilege the production of the 
videos are dissatisfied with the set of videos; however, they observe that some of the 
final products are successful. Various community partners refer to at least some of 
the videos as “really well thought out and well done,” “a great youthful approach 
to media and social media messaging,” and “overall, good.” However, the concerns 
that Kim raises are legitimate. Some of the videos do not accurately represent the 
people who earn the GED. In fact, Kim feels so strongly about some of the videos 
that she says she would never show them to any of the test-takers she works with 
because she does not want anyone to think, “Is that what people really think of 
me?” And, in some cases, the answer is, unfortunately, “yes.” The final products 
that the students create reveal this tension and overall lack of understanding.

Listening to this assumption about a community partner’s role as a “client” 
has important implications for students and instructors. When a community 
partner views her role as a client, students need to prepare themselves to be 
treated, first, as a consultant or a freelancer and, second, as a learner-in-process. 
Additionally, students need to be aware of—and, to a certain extent, adopt—the 
“social motives” that correspond with working with a community partner that 
values productivity and efficiency over the individual learning processes of stu-
dents (Deans, 2010, p. 457). Failing to step into the role that has been created 
for the student can be “trouble” when a student “holds fast to school motives, 
which keep the student focused on . . . individual learning rather than on the 
collective contribution to the community partner” (Deans, 2010, p. 459). This 
type of campus-community configuration also affects how feminist instructors 
prepare students to compose videos in response to sensitive issues.
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One way that we can intervene is by designing specific assignments that pre-
pare students to meet with community partners who view their roles as clients. 
While service-learning projects ought to be scaffolded with texts and discussions 
of readings that facilitate student knowledge and sensitivity, these community 
partners’ expectations necessitate a higher level of engagement with these topics 
in order to ensure that students have mastered this knowledge prior to meeting 
with the community partner. In this model, the informative interview might 
not be not as much of a fact-finding mission as it is an opportunity to nuance 
or complicate what a student has already discovered through earlier forms of 
research. By reflecting on the needs of these community partners and making 
students aware of expectations beyond a facilitated learning experience, feminist 
teachers can better prepare students to create a high-quality product that meets 
their client’s needs.

communIty partner as mentor

These community partners typically see themselves as responsible for manag-
ing the students’ learning experiences in addition to seeing to their own service 
needs. Deans (2010) reflects that these partnerships tend to be more successful 
because the teacher and the community partner prioritize the same motive (i.e., 
student learning), viewing students as “learners-in-development rather than as 
miniature professionals” (p. 458). Though students may not explicitly articulate 
this belief, this service-learning relationship is what many students expect from 
community-based writing experiences. Traditional schooling leads them to be-
lieve that every learning experience will be “facilitated” by an experienced teach-
er (Freedman & Adam, 1996). Students carry this expectation to service-learn-
ing contexts and assume that the community partner will fill this role. While 
this kind of mentor-mentee relationship can tax an already-overworked staff at a 
service organization, some community partners naturally adopt a stance towards 
students that places them in the role of co-teacher, or mentor.

At the time of this study, Cassie is the Community Resource Coordinator for 
the local K-12 school district. Her experiences with people in the community 
who might need to take the GED are mostly restricted to the parents of the chil-
dren in the district. Like Kim, Cassie does not consciously identify her role in the 
project, but she demonstrates her commitment to the “mentor” role through her 
thoughtful ideas about structuring student learning in future community-based 
writing projects and her belief that “openness” is the most important quality that 
students can bring to projects like this. In fact, Cassie lists “knowledge” as the 
least important quality that a student could bring to a community-based writing 
project, a position that stands in contrast to Kim’s perspective. When I ask Cas-
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sie to explain why she privileges openness, she reflects that, “sometimes coming 
in with this preconceived notion that you already know the topic or know what’s 
going on isn’t the most important thing . . . that doesn’t mean that [you’re] open 
to putting [yourself ] in that person’s life.” According to Cassie, students should 
be cognizant of their lack of knowledge and open to learning.

The community partners who prioritized student growth and transformation 
were satisfied with the project and feel that their goals were mostly met. Cassie, 
for example, notices that the students cared about the work that they complet-
ed. She notes, “You could tell that the students not only wanted to complete 
the assignment for credit, but were emotionally invested in the project and the 
outcomes. Their heart made the difference.” This element, heart, is impossible to 
quantify and has little bearing on the quality or effectiveness of the final prod-
ucts. However, through her interaction with students, Cassie is able to assess that 
they possessed an additional element that made the project successful. Thus, for 
some community members, success is marked by change in the individual in-
stead of what the individual can produce as a result of a 15-week college course.

When feminist teachers are aware of this community partner orientation 
towards service-learning projects, they can intervene in different ways during 
the assignment design stage. Since these community partners are typically more 
invested in the students’ intellectual and emotional development over time, they 
are often more willing to meet with students multiple times. In fact, Cassie tells 
me meeting more frequently would have benefits beyond a strong partnership 
between individuals because the secondary outcome would likely be a stronger 
final product that the community partner could use. Additionally, community 
partners who take on a mentoring role might also have ideas for more focused 
readings or assignments that might complement what is being done in the class-
room. To that end, knowing that a community partner saw her role as a mentor 
from the earliest stages of the project would likely enhance the student’s learning 
process as well as the end product.

In sum, listening to the community partners’ assumptions about their roles 
is a critical piece of feminist praxis. These assumptions affected how we all ap-
proached the project and have implications for how feminist teachers should 
design community-based writing projects that address different partner’s expec-
tations. For one, these various conceptions of community partner roles create 
additional roles that students must inhabit (e.g., “mentee/novice” or “consul-
tant/freelancer”) that I had not initially considered or prepared for. Second, 
these different understandings of their roles as community partners affect how 
they determine their desired outcomes and, ultimately, how they will evalu-
ate the success of the project. Third, understanding the qualities that different 
community partners value affects how we ought to design assignments and pre-
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pare students for their interactions with community members. And, lastly, these 
questions about the value of “knowledge” and “openness” can cause us to think 
more deeply about the context within which each community partner is work-
ing and which factors might motivate such strong and diametrically opposite 
responses. This information has implications for teachers, as well. For example, 
what do I assume about what my students know or do not know or about what 
they see or do not see? And at which points in my teaching do I want students 
to be knowledgeable or open and malleable? The only way that we can identify 
different orientations to the project is by seeking feedback from individual par-
ticipants, listening to their different conceptions of the project, and forestalling 
our assessment of which perspective is “right” or more in line with our own 
pedagogical goals and expectations.

“HEARING WHAT WE CANNOT SEE”: THE 
ONGOING PROJECT OF FEMINIST PRAXIS

Practicing rhetorical listening and strategic contemplation is a crucial form of 
feminist praxis not only because it allows us to hear conflicting reports but also 
because it gives us space to return to the data again and again to “[hear] what we 
cannot see,” (Ratcliffe, 2005, p. 29). These points of disagreement about com-
munity partner roles and the most valuable qualities that a student can bring to 
a community-based writing project are fertile ground for further exploration. 
What I would like to emphasize here, however, are the limitations in my em-
bodied perspective as a White feminist teacher at a four-year private university, 
which I have come to recognize by sitting with these multiple viewpoints and 
resisting the urge to force them to come to a neat resolution (Royster & Kirsch, 
2012, p. 141). I am hopeful that I can transform what I learned from this pro-
cess to design mutually beneficial community-based writing projects and to use 
this reflexive experience as a model for other feminist teachers and for my future 
students.

Kim’s response to the videos as a dissatisfied client challenged me far beyond 
the conclusion of the class and the decision I ultimately made not to publicize 
any of the videos. On some level, I knew that her disappointment with the final 
product was grounded in more than her expectations as a client in a communi-
ty-based writing project. And though I believed at the time that I was practicing 
rhetorical listening, the spaces for reflective and reflexive thinking encouraged 
by strategic contemplation allow me to see the ways in which I had truly failed 
to analyze my self and my lived experience in relation to what she was telling me 
(Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 149). While Kim does not cite my students’ mis-
understanding of race or social status in the videos, she is clearly uncomfortable 
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with the assumptions that some of my students are making about people who 
take the GED. And these assumptions reflect a deeply embedded “absent pres-
ence,” an “ingrained sensibility” (Prendergast, 1998, p. 37) that reveals my own 
assumptions for not noticing these problems with the videos sooner.

Initially, I assume that my commitment to feminism and gender equality 
makes me sensitive to unfair power dynamics, to privilege, to issues of differ-
ence. I assume that I am aware of my own blind spots. I am wrong. What I 
discover, through the process of listening to these stakeholders and as I have 
continually returned to the results, is that I am all too often blind to expressions 
of race and class. I realize I do not always recognize some of the stereotypes of 
GED test-takers in my students’ videos as mere stereotypes until I meet with 
Kim and begin to “[attend] to the complexities of embodied-ness” (Royster & 
Kirsch, 2012, p. 149). Furthermore, I do not always notice the lack of diversity 
in the students’ videos because seeing “whiteness [as] the unexamined norm” 
(Tatum, 1997) is a problem many of my students and I unfortunately share. 
In fact, instead of confronting this issue directly, I had been telling myself that 
a different community partner, incidentally a White male, had specifically re-
quested a video that would “scare kids straight” and steered some students in 
the direction of these stereotypes—particularly the stereotype of drug use. Some 
of the final drafts of the videos actually contain what could be considered racial 
microaggressions, or “the brief, commonplace, and daily verbal, behavioral, and 
environmental slights and indignities directed towards Black Americans, often 
automatically and unintentionally” (Sue, Capodilupo, & Holder, 2008, p. 329), 
in the form of these stereotypes.

The absent presence of race in these videos is made even more palpable since 
one of the videos that offends Kim is a video titled “Why are These White Boys 
Punch Dancing? And How Does it Relate to Pie?” The reference to the boys’ 
“whiteness” is not even an absent presence in this case, yet we did not see race in 
this video even as we were referencing it. Sam’s video was celebrated by his peers 
in class and, later, during interviews months after the class ended. The primar-
ily White class voted his video “Most Entertaining,” and many of the students 
shared a link to his video through social media. In part, the success of Sam’s vid-
eo for this audience is grounded in the fact that he does not look beyond himself 
and his own embodied experiences. After analyzing videos on YouTube, Sam 
concludes that humor is an essential key to success, so he composes and stars in 
a video of guys “punch dancing.” Punch dancing typically refers to young men 
dancing out their feelings, usually anger, à la the classic Footloose. This dance 
style is typically sincere and only incidentally funny.

Sam’s video is effective on one level because it is memorable; however, the 
video ultimately prioritizes humor over sensitivity to his audience. The video 
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begins with a young man dancing, his rubbery limbs hypnotically swaying to a 
laidback techno track. An overlay of alphabetic text reads “Why are these white 
boys dancing?” Later text reveals “These horrible dancers finally decided to get 
their G.E.D.” and the celebratory dancing-out-of-feelings continues until the 
video ends. The basic message is that earning the GED is “easy as pie,” and the 
video aims to motivate viewers to sign up to take the test because then you can 
also celebrate by eating pie.

Sam’s video is catchy, weird, and creative. However, his video also presents a 
troubled perspective on race, class, and gender. While he seems to be drawing on 
a comedic stereotype that “white men can’t [insert verb here]” by making fun of 
how badly he and his friends are dancing, he also frames the issue of the GED in 
ways that could alienate his intended audience in multiple ways. For instance, he 
does not analyze how his odd brand of humor might play to diverse audiences or 
how people outside of Baylor might perceive young White men wearing Baylor 
shirts dancing in front of buildings at Baylor. Moreover, Kim mentions that she 
does not like how Sam quips that the process of earning a GED is “as easy as 
pie.” For many GED test-takers, earning the GED is an achievement that takes 
considerable effort and sacrifice. Saying that the GED is as easy as pie might be 
catchy, but Kim observes that this description diminishes the achievement. As 
a result, Sam inadvertently offends a community partner who thinks that he is 
making light of a serious issue.

Looking back, I can see countless points in which I could have intervened to 
ensure that Sam and his peers better understood the community audience and 
context. For one, I could have designed the project from the outset to encour-
age more accurate GED stories and more fair representations of diversity in the 
videos. The critique about a lack of diversity was brought up during a mid-pro-
cess workshop in which members of the community were invited to share their 
feedback, but students felt that they did not have enough time to re-shoot their 
videos. And though students conducted secondary research on issues related to 
race and social status, I could have structured more opportunities for students 
to understand the context of the GED test-taking process by asking students to 
tour the facility or to meet with recent test-takers. Lastly, after the project ended, 
I could have listened to the cues Kim was offering that misrepresentations of race 
or class played a role in her assessment of the final products instead of just ac-
cepting that the top five videos—as ranked by the students, the two community 
partners who voted, and myself—did not accurately represent the people who 
actually take the GED.

Despite my inclination to critique social structures that privilege one group 
over another, I am stunned to realize how frequently I do not see—that I am 
only immediately critical when I am not the one on the “right” side of the power 
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dynamic. This truth is hard to accept, but it is also what makes listening to other 
perspectives and practicing strategic contemplation so important. I wish I could 
go back in time and confront these issues of race and class directly, a teaching 
moment Beth Godbee skillfully models in her essay “Pedagogical ‘Too-Much-
ness’: A Feminist Approach to Community-Based Learning, Multi-Modal Com-
position, Social Justice Education, and More” (Chapter 17, this collection). In-
stead, I missed a significant opportunity to listen to tensions, intervene at crucial 
moments, and provide Kim with useful videos. And, consequently, my students 
missed learning an important lesson about how we need to “reflect on what we 
are seeing or not seeing” when we compose products for community audiences 
(Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 17). While Cassie might have recognized my stu-
dents’ “heart” and good intentions, their growth and development was stunted 
by my lack of vision about the role that our embodied experiences should have 
played in the research and composition of these videos.

Ratcliffe (2005) exposes similar blind spots surrounding her “(in)visible 
whiteness;” and I echo her questions: “What lessons am I (un)consciously send-
ing to my students, my readers, my neighbors, my daughter, myself?” (p. 3). And 
in what ways did I unconsciously contribute to my students’ “failures” in this 
multimodal community-based writing project because I first failed to see how 
race and class are represented in these videos? Ratcliffe proposes an alternative 
to feeling guilt in the form of accountability, which requires us to pay attention 
and listen to our daily lives (p. 7). As we lay our stories next to each other, we 
can begin to “expose troubled identifications with gender and whiteness . . . and 
to conceptualize tactics for negotiating such troubled identifications” (Ratcliffe, 
2005, p. 8). Like Ratcliffe, I am committed to this project of hearing what we 
cannot see so that we can learn from our mistakes. We can model this reflective 
and reflexive process of strategic contemplation for our students; we can show 
them our missteps and identify what we have learned; and we can, as Jess Tess, 
Trixie G. Smith, & Katie Manthey advocate (Chapter 19, this collection), “come 
out” ourselves as vulnerable individuals who do not always have the right or 
definitive answer. And then we can begin to structure community-based writing 
projects in ways that fully consider the rhetorical, ethical, and feminist implica-
tions of our work.

IMPLICATIONS AND PEDAGOGICAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Rhetorical listening and strategic contemplation are strategies of feminist praxis 
that can help us build important feedback into new architectures of participa-
tion for community partners in community-based writing projects. These strat-
egies have important implications for how we interact with community partners 

http://dx.doi.org.ezproxy.baylor.edu/10.1016/j.compcom.2013.10.004
http://dx.doi.org.ezproxy.baylor.edu/10.1016/j.compcom.2013.10.004
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at various stages during the project; how we design course assignments; how we 
prepare students to interact with and reflect on their relationships with commu-
nity partners; how we analyze our embodied experiences in relation to commu-
nity issues; how we assess the final products; and how we revise future projects. 
I conclude this essay with recommendations for teachers as we compose new 
methods of feminist interventions in community-based writing projects. These 
recommendations are intended to encourage teacher-researchers who have been 
reluctant to collect data from stakeholders beyond the classroom during or after 
community-based writing projects.

First, I urge feminist teachers to solicit feedback from community partners 
involved in community-based writing projects. It is not enough to assess a proj-
ect’s success or failure based on our own or our students’ impressions of learning 
outcomes. In particular, we need to listen to community partner perspectives in 
order to understand how they interpret our collaborative goals, adopt unique 
roles to accomplish these goals, and assess a project’s usefulness for the com-
munity. We can also gain insight into the kinds of qualities (e.g., knowledge/
openness) that students ought to bring to these projects and how our teaching 
styles might confirm or contradict these values. This information will assist us 
in designing even more agile community-based projects that respond to situated 
and context-specific needs.

We must also consider what we will do with conflicting or contradictory 
approaches to the same project. I have offered rhetorical listening and strategic 
contemplation as two strategies of feminist praxis that create space for us to lis-
ten across difference and resist too-neat resolution. The challenge, however, is to 
decide how to handle impasses that require immediate action, such as “Which 
video should we select to feature on this website?” We must create an environ-
ment in which public sharing is not the default telos of a video assignment. Risks 
should be evaluated, and all stakeholders should be consulted before accelerating 
the process of digital delivery (Adsanatham, Garrett, & Matzke, 2013; Porter, 
2009).

Another suggestion is to include community stakeholders at more regular in-
tervals. Community partners should be informed prior to the initial meeting what 
the levels of commitment could be. They should also be invited to participate 
on community expert panels and give feedback as often as they are available or 
willing. Even if the students are only composing videos for one “client,” multiple 
community partners from different sectors should be invited so that we enact a 
logic of accountability and continue to grapple with different perspectives (Rat-
cliffe, 2005, p. 31-32). Additionally, projects like this would be vastly improved 
by including the perspectives of other stakeholders in the community such as the 
GED test-takers themselves. Community partners should be consulted to recom-

https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
https://wac.colostate.edu/books/perspectives/feminist
http://kairos.technorhetoric.net/16.3/praxis/selfe_knochel/article.html
http://kairos.technorhetoric.net/16.3/praxis/selfe_knochel/article.html
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mend additional community members who might interested in participating in a 
focus group interview and/or providing feedback at later stages.

Lastly, we can design more opportunities for students to practice their own 
forms of rhetorical listening and strategic contemplation as they interact with 
and compose videos for community partners. One practical suggestion is to 
make the due date for the final project well in advance of the last day of class 
so that students have time to listen to and reflect on different responses to their 
videos. By creating space for discordant notes, we can demonstrate the produc-
tive potential of actually hearing each other and nuancing our understanding of 
what is or is not a successful video. We should also design opportunities for stu-
dents to reflect on their embodied experiences and examine how these elements 
might affect their ability to reach their intended audiences. Furthermore, we 
should share with our students our own mistakes while practicing rhetorical lis-
tening and strategic contemplation so that we can serve as self-reflexive models. 
By implementing these strategies, we can expand our empathy, our sensitivity, 
and our ability to communicate across different perspectives.

Community-based writing is not without its critics, but each of the com-
munity partners who took this questionnaire made comments like this “idea 
is a good one” and “projects like this are great.” These final assessments belie 
the sense that projects like this might not be worth doing. Following Mathieu 
(2005), I would argue that we persist in participating in community-based writ-
ing even, or perhaps especially, when we disagree because we are ever hopeful 
that we can and will improve (p. 19). This orientation towards revision—re-vi-
sion, re-seeing, and trying again—is feminist praxis that drives us onward in 
community-based writing projects, inspiring us to intervene so that we may cre-
ate new structures in which we can all participate more equitably. Listening and 
being open to different responses and evolving ideas is just the first step toward 
creating more successful community-based writing projects that enact an ethics 
of hope and care for the benefit of ourselves and our communities.
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CHAPTER 22.  

“WE WRITE TO SERVE”: 
THE INTERSECTIONS OF 
SERVICE LEARNING, GRANT 
WRITING, AND THE FEMINIST 
RHETORICAL AGENCY

Florence Elizabeth Bacabac
Dixie State University

Linking students with community organizations upholds mutual-
ly-beneficial relationships through service learning (SL). Theoretically, 
SL proponents may be viewed as feminist rhetorical agents who foster 
social transformation through community projects that accomplish the 
mission of non-profit agencies. Writing grants for community partners 
may introduce students to rhetoric outside the academy (Coogan, 
2006), but writing personal reflections completes their civic actions 
since subjective positions on issues of (and plans for) social change are 
liberally inscribed. Without critical analyses for future action, our 
community service efforts are futile (Herzberg, 1994) as seen in course 
designs with diverse forms of critical reflections, such as the creative re-
vision projects by Julie Barger (Chapter 23, this collection), Take Back 
the Night engagement reflections by Katherine Fredlund (Chapter 25, 
this collection), and digital storytelling by Stephanie Bower (Chapter 
24, this collection). This chapter promotes SL-based grant writing as a 
feminist intervention technique, along with student- and community 
partner-reflections on SL projects aimed at changing the community 
and the lives of its members.

INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT

Dixie State University (DSU) is an open enrollment institution located in St. 
George, Utah. In 2010, CNN Money ranked the city of St. George as the 80th 
“Best Place to Live” while Forbes Magazine ranked it 1st on the 2013 “Top City 
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for Job-Seeking College Grads” (DSU Briefing Book, 2015). DSU is the fastest 
growing 4-year institution in the Utah System of Higher Education with 9,000+ 
students (DSU Active Learning Active Life, 2016) and 175 faculty members plus 
adjunct teachers (Alder, 2014). Its enrollment growth has led to 15 new bacca-
laureate degrees and several associates, certificates, academic minors, and faculty 
members with Ph.D. or terminal degree credentials (DSU Briefing Book, 2015).

Accredited by the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities, 
DSU is a public comprehensive university that promotes a culture of learning, 
engagement, and opportunity (Dixie 2020, 2015, emphasis added). These core 
themes may have overlapping outcomes but altogether help fulfill DSU’s mis-
sion of enrichment in which students meet their educational goals in a support-
ive learning environment and extend a culture of engagement and opportunity 
through citizenship, inclusion, collaboration, etc. Aside from the trainings they 
receive in small classes, DSU students are also involved in various communi-
ty service projects either on their own or as part of a coursework to advance 
DSU’s motto, “active learning. active life.”. The Campus to Community ser-
vice program was organized in 2001 to enhance practical applications of class-
room learning (DSU Briefing Book, 2015). This type of service deepens students’ 
awareness and understanding of societal issues through diverse inter/disciplinary 
knowledge and practical experiences (Lucas, 2009).

The university’s English department promotes experiential, service learning 
(SL) through one of its upper-division course, English 3130 or Grant and Pro-
posal Writing, offered every spring semester. Intended for English majors in the 
Professional and Technical Writing program and open to students who want 
to learn more about grant writing, this course examines rhetorical techniques 
for writing effective grant proposals, the processes that lead to successful grant 
and proposal writing, and strategies for effective collaboration with non-profit 
organizations. Students write grant documents that respond to the need state-
ments of local non-profit organizations, including those that provide communi-
ty-based housing, transportation, educational, and livelihood assistance to wom-
en and children who were victims of domestic violence, etc. To institutionalize 
community engagement in the department, students select community part-
ners with 501(c)(3) status and spend approximately 96 hours of service writing 
grants for them, while the instructor devotes 140 hours planning and directing 
the grant proposal-writing process. Students then receive SL certificates in a for-
mal ceremony hosted by DSU and submit written proposals to their respective 
organizations at the end of the semester.

While finding non-profit agencies willing to work with students can be a 
challenge, clear-cut contracts and expectations for stakeholders in the beginning 
of the semester foster success. This arrangement has been mutually beneficial 
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on two accounts: organizations gain pro bono grant writers during the semester 
and students acquire new writing skills that meet course learning outcomes. 
Grant proposals are considered technical documents, but students also learn 
how to navigate around their passion and logic with compelling arguments for 
funding (Payne, 2011). Providing tangible opportunities to write inspires them 
to acquire purposeful writing skills as their personal reflections provoke a sense 
of feminist rhetorical agency (Hawisher, 2003). On the whole, this SL-based 
project advances grant writing as a feminist intervention technique that changes 
the community and the lives of its members.

THEORETICAL RATIONALE

In her approach to rhetorical feminism, Laura Micciche (2010) promoted the 
integration of feminist methods into the conception and performance of writ-
ing. I argue that her conceptual framework, if applied to service learning (SL) 
and technical writing courses, would expect students to develop critical analysis, 
non-profit collaboration, and advance planning through grant writing. Specif-
ically, upper-division writing courses with SL-based approaches would enable 
students to work closely with local non-profit organizations and help bolster 
their mission statements through funded projects for the benefit of the com-
munity. The grant writing course discussed here mirrors feminist intervention 
approaches, such as reciprocal collaboration, social awareness, reflection, civic 
engagement, agency, and changed-based writing.

Grant writers as rhetorical agents aim to show how an organization’s mis-
sion matches that of a prospective funding source’s. With this same purpose 
comes a methodological re-assessment of rhetoric and in particular, the feminist 
rhetorical agency, “as an embodied social praxis” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p. 
132). Writing grants for non-profit recipients in support of funding community 
projects for the citizenry becomes a social responsibility akin to disrupting prob-
lematic conventions and imitating feminist rhetorical acts that are purposeful, 
productive, and dynamic. Such writing/communicative performance illustrates 
how rhetoric(s) “work, and are at work, in the world” (Griffin & Chávez, 2012, 
p. 19). As an argumentative piece, a grant proposal document needs to persuade 
its funding sponsor that a problem can be solved (or an opportunity explored) 
through its project plan, budget projections, and evaluative procedures.

Because funded grants impact the community and its recipients, the power 
to interrogate and disrupt normalcy is inevitable. Corollary to this is the fact 
that feminist rhetoricians often expand foundational concepts such as “rhetor-
ical space, argument, genre, and style” (Buchanan & Ryan, 2010, p. xviii) and 
grant writers exhibit “ways of doing feminist rhetorics . . . integrat[ing] feminist 

https://florenb07.wixsite.com/bacabacfemschaplinks
https://florenb07.wixsite.com/bacabacfemschaplinks
https://florenb07.wixsite.com/bacabacfemschaplinks
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methods into the conception and performance of writing” (Micciche, 2010, p. 
184). For Micciche, writing is the crux of feminist inquiry and feminist rhe-
torical theorists must stimulate gendered assertions on composing pedagogies 
(Nickoson, et al., 2012). Since grant writing follows a rhetorical approach that 
helps student writers use effective communication strategies to accommodate 
change (Johnson-Sheehan, 2008), this SL-based course forges a feminist rhetor-
ical practice that permeates Micciche’s notion of writing and engagement.

Moreover, rhetoric and writing practitioners embodying feminist tactics out-
side the academy affect societal transformation (Cushman, 1996). Composing 
Feminist Intervention’s course design narratives portray collaborative partnership 
tasks that stimulate change-based agents, such as Barger’s collaborative connection 
presentations to understand feminism from a collective standpoint, Fredlund’s 
DIY activist rhetoric projects to address a rhetorical situation and a community 
partner’s needs, and Bower’s digital storytelling to disseminate alternative stories 
of the marginalized in collaboration with community groups. But when project 
proposals satisfy a community need through grants, these awards make possible 
innovative solutions and new directions for intended recipients. Composing grant 
proposals requires careful attention to research, strategic planning, and argumen-
tation and treats rhetoric as a “form of action aimed at producing effects” (Ad-
ler-Kassner, Crooks, & Watters, 1997, p. 9). Here, community service writing 
builds upon conventional writing instruction and elevates the study of rhetoric, 
so student writers expand their understanding of rhetorical variations with perti-
nent skills to navigate multiple discourse communities (Bacon, 1997). They also 
gain practical experience, technical facility, and confidence knowing that their pro-
posed documents may change the lives of community members.

Finally, SL cultivates disciplinary knowledge when integrated into a course 
where students develop problem-solving and social responsibility (Jacoby, 2009; 
McDonald 2011). Community service and learning outcomes, interlaced with 
critical reflection and civic responsibility (Deans, 2000; Gottlieb & Robinson, 
2006), sets an SL-based grant writing course apart most especially when student 
writers receive SL certificates after each semester to authenticate their civic ac-
tion-and-reflection duties and showcase a collective sense of altruism as feminist 
rhetorical agents closing opportunity gaps.

CRITICAL REFLECTION

What makes this SL-based course stand out from volunteerism, internship, 
practicum, and charity work is the merging of both course objectives and com-
munity service to promote social change. The English department’s SL grant 

https://florenb07.wixsite.com/bacabacfemschaplinks
https://florenb07.wixsite.com/bacabacfemschaplinks
https://florenb07.wixsite.com/bacabacfemschaplinks
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writing course (see Appendix A) enacts DSU’s core themes by instilling not only 
the principle of learning for academic advancement but also the opportunity for 
service and engagement. Our pedagogical focus on the rhetoric of grant propos-
als assists our student writers’ persuasive and strategic planning skills and while 
we pursue a programmatic curriculum on SL, we are also open to revisions as 
reflective teaching dictates.

Despite the challenges of working with community-based organizations, 
three major benefits support the teaching of grant writing as a feminist interven-
tion technique within the framework of SL:

1. recIprocal collaboratIons wIth communIty-
based orGanIzatIons Increase socIal awareness.

Ideally, working with local non-profit agencies to forge real-world writing 
experiences enables not only campus-community partnerships but also social 
awareness. Such cognizant reciprocity embodies feminist intervention as sup-
port systems and interconnected partnerships are being strengthened. Admit-
tedly, challenges between stakeholders might arise (e.g., conflicting schedules, 
misunderstood expectations, lack of mutual cooperation), but these issues can 
easily be avoided by enforcing a set of guidelines before the semester:

• Select partners that connect to your course topic(s). Invite to class (if 
applicable).

• Provide a list of potential partners.
• Create an open relationship and communicate with partners.
• Coach students on how to work with non-profit agencies.
• Confirm students have completed hours. (Fisher, 2011)

In addition, designating a student-community partner contract of agreement 
also helps clarify common expectations between students and non-profit orga-
nizations (see Appendix B). This contract outlines the guidelines and due dates 
of selected grant sections that need organizational input distinct from a waiver 
of liability and release for service activities required of SL courses. With mutual 
cooperation, the entire process recognizes community-based programs as sites 
of power that instill social conscience and, most importantly, change. Before 
writing the proposal, student writers are initially asked to do strategic planning 
in which they carefully examine a selected organization’s mission, goals, char-
acteristics, etc. and propose possible projects that capitalize on strengths (and 
minimize weaknesses) while enforcing its mission and objectives (see https://
florenb07.wixsite.com/bacabacfemschaplinks).

http://dixie.edu/aboutdixie/
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2. personal reFlectIons and prIvate wrItInG 
enhance cIvIc enGaGement.

Instructors using an SL-based curriculum for grant writing can generate so-
cial responsibility and promote civic engagement through constant reflections or 
private writing. As a feminist intervention strategy, developing community en-
gagement from the vantage point of writing performativity illustrates Micciche’s 
stamp of “doing feminist rhetorics” (2010, p. 184). Writing personal reflections 
is an essential process for my students to transform service activities and course 
objectives into genuine learning. In a sense, SL courses value private writing 
because they integrate academic class work and community-based experiences 
together (Anson, 1997). These reflexive practices help my students understand 
their own grant writing skills and the application of these skills outside the acad-
emy. A variety of reflection activities may be assigned (e.g., journals, analytic pa-
pers, electronic forums), but asking the right questions to ensure critical think-
ing might also pose difficulty. In this regard, I often use the following guidelines 
to formulate my reflective prompts:

• Why? Reflecting on learning goals
• What? Observing and describing experiences critically
• So What? Identifying and analyzing systemic and structural issues
• Now What? Learning inventories and action plans (Jeanfreau, 2013)

The teacher might assign reflection exercises throughout the term to gradu-
ally address these points, but the final reflection should ask students to tease out 
specific details from their grant/service experiences and future action plans. I 
find these prompts often reveal the gravity of the current situation and/or imme-
diacy of the proposer’s evaluation/dissemination/sustainability methods through 
my student reflections. In tandem with community partner reflections, these discur-
sive practices definitely enhance a more holistic sense of civic engagement and 
feminist praxis.

3. acquIsItIon oF Grant wrItInG sKIlls enGenders 
a FemInIst rhetorIcal aGency.

Through service or experiential learning, students gain real-world applica-
tions of grant writing skills that legitimize a feminist rhetorical agency. An un-
dergraduate course such as this accelerates a rare form of feminist intervention 
viz. experiential learning and develops one’s rhetorical agency toward changed-
based grant writing. By combining community service with classroom instruc-

http://dx.doi.org/10.2307/358271
http://www.nationalservice.gov/resources/service-learning/practical-guide-integrating-civic-responsibility-curriculum
http://www.nationalservice.gov/resources/service-learning/practical-guide-integrating-civic-responsibility-curriculum
http://dx.doi.org/10.2307/358813
https://ginsberg.umich.edu/mjcsl/
http://www.ebrary.com
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tion through active pedagogy (Jeavons, 1995), the instructor and non-profit 
organizations in this context have a shared responsibility of training student 
writers to tackle future advocacies. Our programmatic approach to teaching SL-
based grant proposals supports the militant potential for English departments 
to direct SL participants to “read and write, attend to cultural studies, and en-
tertain questions about public policy” (Schutz & Gere, 1998, p. 130). Though 
one of the most incessant critiques many instructors might have of an SL-based 
curriculum concerns assessment—and we do need additional research to eval-
uate various SL models and their effects on student learning, etc. (Pedersen, 
Meyer, & Hargrave, 2015)—our student reflections may equally serve as qual-
itative assessment, along with their graded, cumulative assignments that build 
on one another. In fact, I always require my students to finish each proposal 
section successfully before moving to the next one, and before submitting a final 
document, to critique someone else’s intermediate draft based on a set of review 
panel criteria from class discussions. Given these points, I believe that students 
who acquire not only critical thinking but also grant writing skills in service of 
community organizations have the capacity to act as feminist rhetorical agents 
and affect sustainable, social change even after they exit the course. This form of 
feminist intervention prepares them to critically assess problems, propose solu-
tions, or even manage funding for non-profits to level the playing field, push for 
equity of opportunity, and transform society at large.
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APPENDIX A: COURSE SYLLABUS

English 3130: Grant and Proposal Writing (3 credits)

Course Description

English 3130 is an upper-division course for English majors emphasizing in Pro-
fessional and Technical Writing and open to students who want to learn about 
grant writing. It examines the rhetorical techniques for writing effective grant 
proposal documents, the processes that lead to successful grant and proposal 
writing, and the strategies for effective collaboration with non-profit organiza-
tions.
Prerequisite: Intermediate Writing with a grade of C or better. 3 lecture hours 
per week.
Course Learning Outcomes

By the end of English 3130, students will demonstrate their ability to:

• Compose a grant proposal that exhibits what the fundamental ele-
ments of each section.

• Apply critical thinking when writing the current situation, goal(s), 
objectives, and tasks.

• Ceneratee a solid budget and project evaluation plan.
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Methods of Assessment

Formative Assessment
Preparation Checks: Periodically show completion of the grant writing process 
based on exercises/assignments required for the Proposal
Assignments: Submit a Grant Proposal Development Notebook with graded 
exercises/assignments that lead toward the Grant Proposal Document:

• Ex. 1 Strategic Planning
• Ex. 2 Current Situation/Need Statement Section
• Ex. 3 Funding Sources Assignment
• Ex. 4-7 Project Plan (with Prewriting exercises)
• Ex. 8 Evaluation, Dissemination, Sustainability
• Ex. 9 Qualifications Section
• Ex. 10 Budget
• Ex. 11 Front and Back Matter
• Ex. 12 Review Panel Evaluation

In-class Composition: Reflection Essays
Summative Assessment
End-of-Term Portfolio: Grant Proposal Document and Grant Proposal Devel-
opment Notebook
Oral Presentation: Grant Proposal Software Presentation
Value-Added Assessment
Pre/Post Test: Take a course-specific pre- and post-tests to assess the ways in 
which learning has increased during the semester. This will be a multiple-choice 
test based on relevant grant writing principles from the course textbook.

This syllabus also includes required course materials and policies on revision, 
writing conferences, attendance, disruptive behavior, late work, plagiarism, disabil-
ity statement, title IX, and resources for writing assistance.
Calendar (This class schedule is for 3-hour sessions that meets once a week.)
Recommended textbook: Johnson-Sheehan, R. (2008). Writing proposals (2nd 
ed.). New York, NY: Pearson Longman.

Week 1

Introduction to the course. Discuss Chapter 1: Introduction to Proposals and 
Grants. Service Learning Contract and Student-Community Partner Agreement 
Contract. Possible proposal projects and nonprofit organizations. Non-profit 
organization guest panel.
Week 2

Pre-Test. Grant Proposal Development Notebook instructions. Service-Learn-
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ing Contract and Student-Community Partner Agreement Contract. Discuss 
Chapter 3. Review a sample Grant Proposal Document. Share each proposal 
idea—how is it related to the organization’s long- and short-term goals? Intro-
duce Ex. 1: Strategic Planning Exercise and sample. Start answering Exercise 1.
Week 3

Submit Ex.1: Strategic Planning Exercise. Share learning points from doing this 
exercise. Discuss Chapter 4. Introduce Ex. 2.1: Current Situation Section and 
sample. Start Ex. 2.1: Current Situation Section.
Week 4

Ex. 2.2: Peer review of Current Situation Section. In-class revisions. 

Revision Tip: Improve your Current Situation Section by 
adding verifiable facts and statistics to enhance the scope and 
justification of your project. Review source integration and 
proper documentation format. 

Introduce Ex. 3: Report on Funding Sources and sample. In-class workshop: 
Using your Current Situation’s keywords, start looking for at least two (2) dif-
ferent types of funding sources—government, foundation, or corporate source. 
Discuss Chapter 2.
Week 5

Discuss and submit Ex. 2.1 Current Situation Section materials and Ex. 3: Re-
port on Funding Sources (2 different types). Discuss Chapter 5. Introduce Ex. 4: 
Objectives Worksheet, Ex. 5: Mapping and Outlining the Solution exercise, and 
Ex. 6: WHY Table Exercise. Insert SMARTE criteria to objectives. Start working 
on these prewriting exercises.
Week 6

Discuss prewriting exercises in class. Introduce Ex. 7.1: Project Plan Section and 
start working on it.

Note: From hereon, be sure to keep revising each section of 
the Grant Proposal Document returned based on teacher 
feedback. 

Week 7

Ex. 7.2: Peer review of Project Plan Section. Discuss and work on Gantt Charts. 
In-class revisions.

Revision Tip: Improve your Project Plan Section by adding a 
Project Timeline using a Gantt Chart. Introduce and discuss 
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Ex.8: Evaluation, Dissemination, and Sustainability Sections with sample based 
on reading assignment from Mikelonis, Betsinger, & Kampf (2004). Start draft-
ing on Evaluation, Dissemination, and Sustainability Sections. In-class Compo-
sition: Midterm Reflections. Progress report: Share working relationship with 
your chosen non-profit organization.
Week 8

Discuss and submit Ex. 7.1: Project Plan Section (with Project Timeline/Gantt 
Chart) materials and prewriting exercises 6, 5, and 4. Peer review of Evaluation, 
Dissemination, and Sustainability Sections. In-class revisions.

Revision Tip: Improve your Project Plan Section by adding 
some steps and/or tasks derived from your Evaluation and 
Dissemination Sections. These items are important and have 
budget considerations.

Introduce Ex. 9.1: Strengths and Weaknesses Worksheet and start working on 
it. Discuss Chapter 6.
Week 9

Discuss and submit your Ex.8: Evaluation, Dissemination, and Sustainability 
Sections. Work with partners and peer-review Ex. 9.1 Strengths and Weaknesses 
Worksheet. Introduce Ex. 9.2: Qualifications Section and start working on it.
Week 10

Ex. 9.3: Peer review of Qualifications Section. In-class revisions. Discuss and ex-
amine the Proposal Sections  Important: Prewrite ideas for your Introduction 
c/o Six Moves in p. 121 and Conclusion c/o Five Moves in p. 125 sections (we 
will continue with this draft-in-progress next meeting). Discuss Chapter 7. In-
troduce Ex. 10.1: Expanded Project Plan Summary and Budget Chart, examine 
a sample, and start working on it.
Week 11

Discuss and submit Ex. 9.2: Qualifications Section and Ex. 9.1: Strengths and Weak-
nesses Worksheet materials. In-class Workshop: Grab another writing team and help 
each other read and interpret each sponsor’s guidelines. Discuss Ex 10.1 Expanded 
Project Plan Summary and Budget Chart in class. Discuss Chapter 8. Introduce and 
discuss sample models of Ex. 10.2: Budget Section with Budget Table and Budget 
Narrative. Revisit Proposal Sections c/o Chapter 7; keep working on your ideas for 
your Introduction c/o Six Moves in p. 121 and Conclusion c/o Five Moves in p. 125.
Week 12

Peer review of Ex. 10.2 Budget Section with Budget Table and Budget Narra-
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tive. In-class revisions. Discuss Chapter 12. Review Grant Proposal Document 
content (see sample). Introduce Ex. 11.1: Appendices (BACK), Ex. 11.2: Trans-
mittal letter and Executive Summary (FRONT), and Ex 11.3: Cover Page and 
Table of Contents (FRONT). Start working on your Front and Back Matter 
exercises. Discuss Chapter 11.

Note: Insert at least three (3) graphics in your Grant Propos-
al Document (e.g., Gantt Chart, Budget Table, and Budget 
Narrative Table).

Week 13

Discuss and submit your Ex. 10.2: Budget Section with Budget Table and Bud-
get Narrative and Ex. 10.1: Expanded Project Plan Summary and Budget Chart. 
In-class revisions and mini-conferences on Front and Back materials. Discuss 
Chapter 11.
Week 14

Discuss Ex. 10.2: Budget Section with Budget Table and Budget Narrative 
and Ex. 10.1: Expanded Project Plan Summary and Budget Chart. Incorpo-
rate any comments into your Grant Proposal Document. In-class revisions and 
mini-conferences.
Week 15 Note Extended Office Hours for Conferences
Submit one rough draft copy of your complete Grant Proposal Document (with 
Introduction and Conclusion). Introduce Exercise 12: Review Panel Evaluation. 

Note: Use the form provided to you to review one another’s 
proposals. Take your time and do a good job. The reviewers’ 
evaluation sheets will be collected, and you will be graded 
on the thoroughness and effectiveness of your review. When 
done, discuss your reviews with one another and turn in 
reviewer’s evaluation sheets to your instructor.

Grant Proposal Development Notebook checklist of materials. Oral Presenta-
tion sign-up sheet. Guest panel discussion: Tips from successful grant proposal 
writers.
Week 16

Final Exam Prep (Narrative Self-Reflection Essay and Post-Test). Debrief. Dis-
cuss what to do if the sponsor says “Yes,” and what to do if the sponsor says 
“No.” In-class Composition: End-of-Term Reflections. Submit one copy of your 
Grant Proposal Document final draft and Grant Proposal Development Note-
book. Oral Presentations.
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Finals Week

Final Exam with Post-Test and Narrative Self-Reflection Essay.
Note: Grant Proposal Documents and Grant Proposal Development Notebooks 
will be returned after the exam. Based on teacher feedback, each student will 
revise the grant proposal and submit the draft to his/her respective community 
partner to comply with the Student-Community Partner Agreement.

APPENDIX B: STUDENT—COMMUNITY 
PARTNER AGREEMENT

The practice of service learning relies upon communication, mutual respect, 
and shared learning among students, faculty, community partner staff and the 
broader community. This agreement is a statement of common expectations.
Student Name: ________________________________________________
Phone: _______________________________________________________
Email: _______________________________________________________
Community Partner/Non-Profit Organization: ________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Supervisor or Contact Person Name: ________________________________
Phone: _______________________________________________________
Email: _______________________________________________________
Service-Learning Agreement and Commitment

Dixie State University students agree to the following:

• Maintain professional behavior and demeanor at all times.
• Maintain confidentiality of agency clients at all times.
• Maintain contact with organization supervisors as needed to request 

for pertinent information on selected assignments that lead to the 
composition of the grant proposal (cf. course content and due dates 
below).

• Maintain academic honesty when drafting other sections of the pro-
posal.

• Submit a copy of the revised grant proposal document to the organiza-
tion at the end of the semester.

The Supervisor or Contact Person agrees to facilitate student involvement and 
learning in the following ways:

• Provide an orientation of the organization’s mission and goals.
• Assist students as needed by providing pertinent information on se-
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lected assignments that lead to the composition of the grant proposal 
(cf. course content and due dates below).

• Allow students to work on other sections of the proposal on their 
own to develop their grant writing skills. Note that writing the grant 
proposal or proposal sections for students is considered cheating and 
will not be tolerated.

• Understand that students are still in the process of learning how to 
write a grant proposal for a grade; not assisting them with pertinent 
organization information for selected assignments will jeopardize their 
learning and success on the course.

Student Signature: _______________________________________________  
Date: ________________________________________________________
Supervisor/Contact Person Signature: _________________________________  
Date: ________________________________________________________
Faculty Signature: _______________________________________________  
Date: ________________________________________________________
Assignments with Due Dates that Need Information from Non-Profit Or-
ganizations:

Exercise 1. Strategic Planning Exercise  ***
Exercise 9.1 Strengths and Weaknesses Worksheet (to identify 
strengths and weaknesses of organization and possible com-
petitors)  ***
Exercise 9.2 Qualifications Section (to show why your 
organization is uniquely qualified to handle the needs of the 
funding source)  rough draft and final draft ***
Exercise 10.1 Expanded Project Plan Summary and Budget 
Chart  ***
Exercise 10.2 Budget and Budget Narrative  rough draft 
and final draft ***
Exercise 11.1 Appendices  ***

Note: All other exercises are dependent on each student’s grant writing 
skills. Grant proposals and/or proposal sections written by community part-
ners are not allowed. (Note added appendices at https://florenb07.wixsite.
com/bacabacfemschaplinks)
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CHAPTER 23.  

MAKING THE POLITICAL 
PERSONAL AGAIN: STRATEGIES 
FOR ADDRESSING STUDENT 
RESISTANCE TO FEMINIST 
INTERVENTION

Julie Myatt Barger
Middle Tennessee State University

The author proposes that mentoring students who resist identifying as 
feminists even when they agree with the movement’s tenets requires 
strategies that promote recognition of the diversity of women’s lived 
experiences and contemplation about what motivated their responses 
to the opportunities granted or denied them by the cultural practices 
of their time. This literature class case study draws from the work 
of Rhetoric, Composition, and Literacy (RCL) scholars to present a 
framework for introducing students to the need for feminist interven-
tions prior to involving them in community activism.

Students often possess misconceptions about feminism and resist identifying as 
feminists even when they agree with the movement’s tenets. Mentoring these 
students requires strategies that promote recognition of the diversity of women’s 
lived experiences and contemplation about what motivated women’s responses 
to the opportunities granted or denied them by the cultural practices of their 
time. The following class case study presents my decision to highlight exclusion-
ary practices and subsequent feminist interventions to introduce the concept of 
activism to students for whom social action may seem irrelevant. I propose that 
in order to develop feminist rhetors and future activists and align feminism with 
community engagement beyond academic borders, feminist pedagogues must 
help students recognize the need for social action, the responsibility of the self 
to her community, and the consequences of failing to engage. This proposal is 
grounded in the belief that one’s course design can function as an early feminist 
intervention, one that debunks myths surrounding feminism and encourages 

http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2010/02/24/millennials-confident-connected-open-to-change/
http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2010/02/24/millennials-confident-connected-open-to-change/
http://www.pewinternet.org/files/old-media/Files/Reports/2013/PIP_CivicEngagementintheDigitalAge.pdf
http://www.siupress.com/(S(kq2wyj2cc4xhgkjbj0njvzj0))/catalog/productinfo.aspx?id=5705&AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1
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students to cultivate the kind of critical engagement that leads feminists to effect 
change, thus welcoming students into the feminist community.

ON WELCOMING STUDENTS INTO THE 
(FEMINIST) FOLD: A REFLECTIVE OVERVIEW

I first taught Confronting HIStory: Narratives of Female Identity and Expe-
rience, a sophomore-level special topics literature course (developed with the 
support of a grant from my university President’s Commission on the Status 
of Women) in Spring 2014. I teach at a large, comprehensive doctoral-grant-
ing institution in the Southeast with a substantial population of first-generation 
college students, and this class is the third and final general education English 
course required of all students, following two first-year composition courses. 
Students can choose from the standard course, The Experience of Literature, or 
from a diverse list of special topics sections. Though students enrolling in Con-
fronting HIStory were aware of its theme, their reasons for choosing it varied; 
some did so because they like history, others because of the title’s reference to 
female identity, still others simply because the meeting time was convenient. The 
class consisted of twenty-one women and four men; fourteen of the students 
identify as European American, ten as African American, and one as Latino. 
Students ranged in age from twenty to thirty-three and represented fifteen dif-
ferent majors. Four were new transfer students, and twelve were first-generation 
college students.

I was particularly aware of the four males in the class; in keeping with femi-
nist ideals, I wanted our class to attend to issues of inequality affecting all groups 
denied power by the patriarchal order that structures our lives: this was not just 
a class about women’s struggles for equality. Together, we would explore racial 
injustice, heteronormativity, and various other issues of concern to students. I 
was motivated to create this course because the readings had been meaningful 
to me personally, because I believed that many students would benefit from 
exposure to a different account of feminism than they had encountered previ-
ously, and because I wanted students’ reflections on their own life experiences to 
prompt the recognition that social change is not just part of our nation’s history 
but remains necessary even now. My impression of today’s students is that they, 
admittedly much like my own generation, are on the whole less civically engaged 
than their predecessors. I don’t mean to imply that this is true of all university 
students, and I acknowledge that a variety of factors contribute, including the 
changing nature of activism thanks to Web 2.0 technologies, as well as what the 
Pew Research Center’s (2014) report on “Millennials in Adulthood” character-
izes as “the timeless confidence of youth.” I suppose this trait could just as easily 

http://www.beacon.org/Kindred-P489.aspx
http://www.pbs.org/makers/season-one/
https://www.harpercollins.com/9780060936693/four-spirits
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0118540/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/6125/the-handmaids-tale-by-margaret-atwood/9780307264602/
http://www.poetryfoundation.org/bio/harryette-mullen
https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poem/muse-drudge-just-i-am-i-come
http://www.houghtonmifflinbooks.com/booksellers/press_release/bechdel/
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lead to meaningful social action as complacency, and yet, significantly, another 
Pew Research Center report on Millennials from 2010 characterizes Millenni-
als’ “satisfaction over the state of the nation” as a “generation gap,” for though 
“in recent decades the young have always tended to be a bit more upbeat than 
their elders on this key measure . . . the gap is wider now than it has been in at 
least twenty years. Some 41% of Millennials say they are satisfied with the way 
things are going in the country, compared with just 26% of those ages 30 and 
older.” One might wonder what accounts for this; perhaps the young people 
of today feel less need for revolution because of the advances made by previous 
generations, but worth noting is that the Pew Research Center’s (2013) report 
on “Civic Engagement in the Digital Era” asserts that “Education and income, 
more so than age, influence people’s political involvement,” with those from less 
educated and less wealthy classes playing less of a role in political life online.

Those who are less learned and less well off may have neither the time nor 
the inclination to engage in political activism; as a result, their concerns may re-
main unaddressed, further marginalizing them. The university where I teach has 
a large population of first-generation college students, many of whom are stu-
dents of color from low socio-economic backgrounds who work long hours in 
addition to taking classes. That was certainly the case for students in the Spring 
2014 course, nearly half of whom were themselves first-generation students. In-
structors at our university tend to view this sophomore-level literature course as 
our last chance to help students cultivate a love of literature—a worthy goal, to 
be sure, but because of my desire to encourage students to take part in ongoing 
cultural debates, I also wanted the course to present literary texts as contribu-
tions to important cultural conversations, and so I set out to design a course 
that would motivate students to reflect on their own experiences and consider 
how they, like the historical figures and fictional characters we would encounter, 
could use writing to interrogate and challenge existing beliefs and practices (see 
Appendix A for the course syllabus).

As a feminist Rhetoric, Composition, and Literacy (RCL) scholar, I considered 
this course design (see Table 23.1) an important opportunity to mentor students 
in recognizing that the political is indeed personal, influencing their lives and fu-
tures, and thus must be engaged. I recognize in this pedagogy an impetus similar 
to that espoused by Royster and Kirsch (2012) when they explain that the new 
analytical model they present in Feminist Rhetorical Practices is not an attempt to 
limit avenues of inquiry or pedagogical approaches but rather to “embrace a set of 
values and perspectives . . . that honors the particular traditions of the subjects of 
study [or, in my case, students], respects their communities, amplifies their voic-
es, and clarifies their visions, thus bringing evidence of our rhetorical past more 
dynamically into the present and creating the potential, even with contemporary 

http://www.inventio.us/ccc/1999/06/joy-ritchie-and-kathleen-board.html
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research subjects, for a more dialectical and reciprocal intellectual engagement” 
(p. 14). This course design sought to connect with students in meaningful ways 
by helping them recognize the value feminist principles and writing hold for their 
own lives, thus promoting dialogue and increased engagement.

Table 23.1. Course structure

Unit 1: Recognizing Erasures and Silences called attention to the ways women have been 
silenced or excluded from full participation in the societal power structures that influence 
their lives. Among other texts, this unit featured Butler’s (1979/2003) science-fiction novel 
Kindred, in which Dana, an African American woman living in 1970s California is transport-
ed to the antebellum South and charged with saving the life of a slave owner who will become 
her ancestor. As she moves between these two different worlds, Dana experiences life as a 
slave and comes to understand history’s lasting impact, a theme we discussed throughout the 
semester. This unit concluded with consideration of how one’s subject position influences the 
options available to her and reflection on the difficulties associated with challenging patriar-
chal power structures.

Unit 2: Understanding Feminism as an Unspoken Presence began with a screening of Episode 1 
of the (2013) documentary film Makers: Women Who Make America, a text that reveals the 
presence of feminist ideals even during a historical moment when women were largely relegat-
ed to the domestic realm. The film portrays the birth of second-wave feminism through the 
personal accounts of individual women resisting established societal practices excluding them 
from the professional arena. Naslund’s (2003) Four Spirits is set in 1960s Alabama during the 
Civil Rights Movement; its main character, European American college student Stella Silver, 
is a fictional counterpart to many of the women profiled in Makers, as she, like her African 
American contemporaries who also factor prominently in the novel, must find her way in a 
changing and often dangerous world. Lee’s (2010) documentary 4 Little Girls further brought 
this tumultuous time in history to life for students. The second unit encouraged students to 
consider not only what is gained but also what can be lost in the struggle for equality.

Unit 3: Striving for Inclusion and Equality for Women continued to draw from Makers but 
highlighted existing threats to equality as depicted in Atwood’s (1985/1999) dystopian novel 
The Handmaid’s Tale as well as in recent news stories surrounding reproductive justice.

Unit 4: Disrupting and Critiquing Hegemonic Narratives found us exploring narratives that 
challenge the patriarchal order, such as Mullen’s poetry collection Muse & Drudge, which 
confronts cultural narratives about African American women, femininity, and beauty, and 
Bechdel’s (2006/2007) graphic novel Fun Home: a Tragicomic, which traces the author’s re-
lationship with her gay father and her growing self-awareness through references to her child-
hood diary entries. These texts explicitly address the silences and erasures that we considered 
initially, and they illustrate how one text can respond to others, calling accepted narratives 
into question while allowing for other, more nuanced, understandings of identity.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/2znerjiu3zz04m0/Collaborative%20Connection%20Presentation.pdf?dl=0
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THEORIZING THE COURSE AS A 
FEMINIST INTERVENTION

When considering how to structure the course, I turned to Ritchie and Boardman’s 
(1999) critical historical survey of feminism in composition. I acknowledge that 
using Ritchie and Boardman’s exploration of feminism’s presence in the discipline 
of composition to frame a literature course may seem odd, but as a compositionist 
teaching a literature course, I recognized that the course texts I had chosen func-
tioned similarly to the publications and personal accounts Ritchie and Boardman 
cite, as each in its own way “sought inclusion and equality for women,” illustrated 
feminism as a “‘subterranean’ unspoken presence,” and resulted in “disruption and 
critique of hegemonic narratives” (p. 587), what has elsewhere been described as 
the three Rs: rescue, recovery, and (re)inscription (Royster and Kirsch, p. 132). 
From the beginning, I envisioned the course as much a feminist intervention as a 
literature course, thanks to its inquiry-based, reflective nature.

A primary course objective was to introduce students to accounts of how oth-
ers have found our world wanting and have endeavored to improve it; I wanted 
to provide students with literary and historical examples of this so that they could 
begin to recognize how they can use feminist principles to intervene in their own 
lives. As a result, I knew I needed to be especially thoughtful about how I ap-
proached course themes, and I felt an obligation to introduce students to concepts 
associated with feminist rhetorical work, including the notion that writing is, as 
Micciche (2010) asserts, “essential to feminist projects, particularly for those that 
critique oppressive practices and discourses, articulate strategies for change and 
collective action, identify and describe how rituals of the ordinary are, in actuality, 
problems, and generally depict the expansive multiplicity of women’s and others’ 
realities” (p. 173). Given my audience of undergraduate students either unfamiliar 
with—or, perhaps more often, possessing misconceptions about—the history and 
purposes of feminist movements, I felt it necessary to add one additional category 
to our course outline: “recognizing silences and erasures” so that students would 
understand why the historical figures and fictional characters we would encounter 
considered social action necessary. This framework gradually introduced students 
to feminist principles, first through attending to the inequalities motivating wom-
en to pursue social change and then by considering what was involved in their 
efforts to challenge accepted practices that marginalized them and others.

ADOPTING PEDAGOGICAL PRACTICES THAT 
ALLOW FOR AND NEGOTIATE RESISTANCE

Early on, I identified collaboration as a crucial course component, knowing that 
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collaboration fosters community while exposing students to different perspec-
tives and conveying that they are both responsible for and capable of contribut-
ing to the class’s shared knowledge (Daniels and Bizar, 1998, p. 11). Establishing 
a supportive classroom community was particularly essential given the personal 
nature of students’ final projects, discussed in detail in the following section. For 
the Collaborative Connection Presentation, teams created a critical analysis or 
public response to a historical event, recent news story, or issue of importance to 
women (students either selected topics from a list I provided or proposed their 
own). The research students conducted for these projects educated them about 
injustices that persist to this day while exposing them to the work of contem-
porary change agents. This project allowed students to understand feminism 
as a collective endeavor, as they worked together to craft responses to issues of 
interest to them, much in the way that feminist activists do when determining 
how best to respond to oppressive social practices and public policies.

The most effective presentations had a clear purpose and addressed a specific 
audience, such as the group that set out to persuade a toy company whose prod-
ucts and marketing were based on gender stereotypes that this practice failed to 
take children’s diverse interests into account and could inhibit the company’s 
sales. Where these presentations fell flat in some cases was in connecting with an 
audience, often because the audience or purpose were ill defined even after the 
groups received feedback on their presentation proposals. The group working 
with the topic “reproductive rights” not only called for an end to legal abortion, 
they included disturbingly graphic images to support their position. This ex-
ample illustrates both the challenges associated with helping students recognize 
the value of feminist methods of inquiry and of overcoming what is, in many 
cases, students’ limited experience using writing to solve real-world problems by 
addressing authentic, context-specific audiences (rather than writing for one’s 
teacher or for a test evaluator to meet a school requirement).

I confess that I found this presentation troubling for a variety of reasons. 
Even now, I remain conflicted about how I handled this situation. As a result, I 
believe this example warrants extended consideration here for what it illustrates 
about mentoring students who resist feminist principles. My discomfort with 
this presentation resulted in part from the concern that even after nearly an 
entire semester discussing feminist principles, this group’s interpretation of the 
assignment promoted misconceptions about feminism. I was similarly frustrated 
by the group’s apparent lack of concern for their audience’s personal relationship 
to the topic and how viewers might react to what some would characterize as dis-
turbing images and offensive statements. Looking back, I’m fairly certain I filled 
the uncomfortable silence that followed this presentation by making suggestions 
for what the group could have done differently. Instead, I should have given 
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the class more time to gather their thoughts before responding; I should have 
allowed the community that had developed over the course of the semester to let 
the group see the presentation from their perspective(s). I should have embraced 
the silence, no matter how uncomfortable it may have been, so that I, too, could 
have seen this presentation through eyes other than my own. 

Upon further reflection, I realize that the group’s argument that abortion 
should be illegal could be considered a feminist interruption within my planned 
intervention. It made me pause and reconsider this assignment; it made me ask 
myself whether there is room within this classroom for students to make an 
argument against legal abortion; it made me wonder what characterizes the best 
response to this kind of resistance. It also leaves me convinced that students need 
more mentoring, more support, and more practice contributing to the ongoing 
cultural conversations that affect their lives. To that end, in the future, I would 
reframe this topic as “reproductive justice” and would model my own connec-
tion project for the class using this topic in an effort to help students understand 
the complexities of communicating with diverse audiences about divisive is-
sues. Additionally, I would schedule more time for peer feedback throughout the 
composing process, including dress rehearsals, so presenters could gauge how 
effectively their text, images, and oral comments are connecting with the intend-
ed audience, achieving their stated purpose, and responding to the exigencies 
informing their project. I would allow students more practice addressing an 
audience of their peers, for, as this example illustrates, that is also an important 
part of the mentoring that students receive in the feminist classroom.

Yet another possible course revision that could make this project more 
meaningful, further reinforcing the idea that social change is still necessary 
would be designating the course an Experiential Learning section requiring a 
beyond-the-classroom experience. The connection project could grow out of 
students’ work conducting primary research into the following organizations, 
among others:

• The June Anderson Women’s Center;
• MT Lambda LGBT+ student organization;
• Great Books in Middle Tennessee Prisons program;
• Local domestic violence shelters.

This change would allow students to see firsthand how existing inequalities 
affect life in the local university and community context, encouraging a better 
understanding of how these practices are the product of systemic, not individu-
al, problems. This sort of primary research would also help students understand 
that activism grows out of relationships, much as the students cited in Bower’s 
course design do. Such a realization could make activism more meaningful for 

http://www.kellygallagher.org/
http://www.kellygallagher.org/
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students, potentially resulting in it becoming, as it does for Bowers’ students, 
“simply part of how they live in the world.”

MAKING THE POLITICAL PERSONAL BY 
VALUING STUDENTS’ EXPERIENCES AND 
INVITING CRITICAL ANALYSIS

The most successful aspect of the class came when students were given the op-
portunity to link class themes to their own life experiences. Through this prac-
tice, teaching as a form of feminist mentoring effectively repaired the broken 
relationship between the political and the personal, helping students recognize 
the value of political action. Ritchie and Boardman propose that “narratives 
of experience should be encountered not as uncontested truth but as catalysts 
for further analysis of the conditions that shape experience” (p. 588). The (Re)
Writing Your History Creative Project (Appendix B) invited students to examine 
their own experiences as evidence of the need for critical intervention in today’s 
world. Students composed narratives representative of their own experiences in 
the genre of their choice, along with a composer’s commentary—inspired in part 
by Shipka’s (2005) “heads-up statement”—explaining the rationale informing 
their genre/design choices while also making explicit the class themes and cul-
tural beliefs, values, and practices their project addressed.

By writing about their own experiences not in isolation but in conversation 
with course themes and texts, students recognized experience as valuable, using it 
to support both their assessments of the past and their proposals for how the future 
could be different—and better. In a fitting and inspiring end to the semester, stu-
dents shared their creative projects with the classmates who had served as their in-
tellectual and emotional support system throughout the writing process. A number 
of them had written letters: to single mothers, thanking them for their sacrifices; to 
employers, calling attention to gender discrimination in the workplace; one even 
wrote to herself, promising to finish college and thus make the women who pre-
ceded her in the quest for gender equality proud. Two wrote and illustrated comic 
books, one on escaping an abusive relationship and another on rediscovering her 
self-confidence through neo-burlesque. Several composed poems: on how families 
reinforce societal expectations for masculinity; on the policing of female sexuality; 
on how being born a black male is the equivalent of two automatic strikes. One 
student, in an effort to protect her decision to work outside the home, created a 
marriage contract outlining her expectations for herself and her future partner. Yet 
another presented a speech modeled after Truth’s (1851) “Ain’t I a Woman?” in 
which she commented on how others’ expectations for her to comply with tradi-
tional gender roles have served as obstacles to her own personal life goals.

http://www.parlorpress.com/pdf/bunn--how-to-read.pdf
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This project confirmed the importance of having students read literary works 
not in isolation but by considering their relevance to their own lives. As Galla-
gher (2015) argues, “If we teach students to think only inside the four corners 
of the text, we are telling them what not to think. And when we tell students 
what they cannot think, oppression and hegemony occur” (51). Not only were 
students’ presentations incredibly moving, they demonstrated that writing, as a 
feminist intervention, could effectively disrupt the influence of societal struc-
tures in their own lives that had hurt them or held them back. Inviting students 
to engage in this critical self-reflection allowed them both to reconsider their 
previous associations with the nature and purpose of contemporary feminism 
and to recognize aspects of their own lives that would benefit from revisions 
to current cultural beliefs, values, and/or practices. These projects confirmed 
that writing can change the world. Whether by traveling back through time to 
address a past injustice or by charting a course for one’s future self that is more 
expansive than the well-traveled paths of patriarchy, these students conducted 
critical analyses and envisioned alternate outcomes.

By completing this creative project, they engaged in play of the sort Micciche 
describes as “involving performance, critical engagement with texts, considerable 
rhetorical skills, audience awareness, capacity to negotiate voice and tone, and 
an understanding of social relations—pragmatic, rhetorical knowledge, in oth-
er words.” Micciche does not stop there; importantly, she continues, “In addi-
tion, though, play entails wonder, curiosity, idealism, hyperbole, and imaginative 
leaps—an expansive horizon that purposefully exceeds predetermined limits” (p. 
182). This is some serious play. It allows students to look critically at the power 
structures that define, order, and limit our lives. Encouraging curiosity and leaps of 
imagination may not seem like radical pedagogy, but it is one very significant way 
feminist rhetors can mentor students and encourage future social action. Whether 
or not any of these students now consider themselves feminists I do not know, but 
I am quite certain that they possess a better understanding of feminist action, the 
need for social change, and the role writing can play in promoting change than 
they did prior to this class. In that regard, this course succeeded in meeting its 
objective of introducing students to accounts of what brought others to write the 
world they want to live in into being, so that students could recognize how to use 
writing and feminist principles to effect change in their own lives.

PURPOSEFULLY EXCEEDING THE LIMITS OF THE PAST 
BY FOREGROUNDING RHETORIC AND READING

Raymond (2008) asks, “What happens when a literature course gets delivered 
through writing pedagogy?” (476). The Confronting HIStory course owed 

http://www.pewinternet.org/2013/04/25/civic-engagement-in-the-digital
http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2010/02/24/millennials-confident-connected-open-%09to-change/
http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2010/02/24/millennials-confident-connected-open-%09to-change/
http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2014/03/07/millennials-in-adulthood/
http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2014/03/07/millennials-in-adulthood/
http://www.nps.gov/wori/learn/historyculture/sojourner-truth.htm
http://www.nps.gov/wori/learn/historyculture/sojourner-truth.htm
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much to the field of (RCL), and were I to teach the course again, I would draw 
even more heavily from my own RCL expertise, explicitly introducing rhetorical 
principles from the beginning so students would approach each text we read 
with questions about exigencies, audience, and purpose, questions every writer 
must learn to address. Inviting students to ask these questions recasts course 
readings as mentor texts students can model their own writings from; ultimately, 
they will consider how to use the knowledge they gain from course texts to make 
their own lives better. By promoting this kind of critical intervention in their 
own lives, I hope to convey to students that they, like the feminist activists we 
studied, possess the ability to use writing to improve the world, both now and 
in the future.

To that end, in future iterations of the course I would, following Fredlund’s 
example of having students analyze activist rhetoric before creating their own, 
incorporate additional reading instruction so that students could more thor-
oughly consider the choices writers make when working toward social change. 
This would involve, among other practices, coupling nonfiction texts, such as 
suffragettes’ speeches or those from the Civil Rights Era, with the directive to 
“read like a writer” in the way Bunn (2011) describes when he suggests “trying to 
figure out how the text you are reading was constructed so that you learn how to 
‘build’ one for yourself ” (p. 74). As a feminist rhetor and composition instruc-
tor, I consider the practice of introducing students to the concept of writing as 
social action an essential form of mentoring. Helping students recognize that 
our world is still in need of change is not enough; we must also provide them 
with a flexible rhetorical education that will allow them to address the needs of a 
future we cannot yet even imagine. After all, helping students recognize that our 
world is still in need of change will not accomplish much if we do not also help 
them acquire the tools needed to build a better world.
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APPENDIX A: ABBREVIATED COURSE SYLLABUS

English 2020: Confronting HIStory: Stories of Female Identity & Experience
Students will read a variety of texts situated in different eras and cultural settings, 
thus encouraging contemplation of the significance of specific moments in (and 
even outside of) history for female identity. By representing women of different 
eras, races, classes, and sexual orientations, assigned texts will promote recogni-
tion of the diversity of women’s lived experiences along with contemplation about 
what motivates women’s responses to the opportunities granted or denied them by 
accepted practices of their time and place. Additionally, students will encounter 
diverse genres, including nonfiction accounts, historical novels, and poetry collec-
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tions, as well as science fiction novels, graphic novels, and films. A course draw-
ing from such diverse genres and perspectives has potential to engage students in 
considering not only the importance of history in our lives but also the value of 
challenging accepted practices that reify patriarchal power structures.
Required Texts:

• Atwood, Margaret. The Handmaid’s Tale, 1985 (novel)
• Bechdel, Alison. Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic, 2007 (graphic 

memoir)
• Butler, Octavia. Kindred, 1979 (science fiction novel)
• 4 Little Girls (documentary film to be screened in class)
• Makers: Women Who Make America (documentary film to be 

screened in class)
• Naslund, Sena Jeter. Four Spirits, 2003 (novel)

Please note: some of the texts we read may contain content you consider 
explicit; though you are required to complete all assigned readings and complete 
informal written responses, you always have a choice in what you write about 
for major projects.
Overview of Student Work:

Participation—15%
Reflects written and oral participation in informal responses and class discus-
sion, preparation for class, and completion of project drafts.
Short Analysis Essay—20%

Students will conduct a close textual analysis of one course text (3-4 pages).
Comparison Essay—25%

Students will conduct a sustained analysis of two course texts (5-6 pages).
Collaborative Connection Presentation—20%

Students will work in groups to conduct a critical analysis/public response to a 
historical event, recent news story, on issue of importance to women (a list of 
approved topics will be provided by the instructor). The presentation must draw 
connections between the event and course themes and/or texts.
(Re)Writing Your History Creative Project—20%

Students will compose narratives representative of their own experiences in the 
genre of their choice by creating their own short stories, scripts, graphic stories, 
poems, etc., to be submitted along with their own composer’s commentary that 
makes explicit the class themes and cultural beliefs, values, and practices their 
project addresses.
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APPENDIX B: (RE)WRITING YOUR 
HISTORY CREATIVE PROJECT

Brief Description

For this final project of the semester, you are to work individually to compose 
narratives representative of your own experiences pertaining to course themes. 
Your narrative will be composed in the genre of your choice: short story, script 
for a short play, graphic story, poem, etc.

Just as writers such as Harryette Mullen and Alison Bechdel employ elements 
of autobiography to challenge dominant cultural narratives, with this assignment 
you have the opportunity to use your own life experiences to speak back to cultural 
narratives you find troubling, restrictive, or even oppressive. In the act of writing 
about your personal history, you may very well revise history by calling attention 
to problems that exist in our society and then by envisioning how your experience 
could have been different. Your work also has the opportunity to affect the future 
by challenging dominant ideologies and practices meant to preserve patriarchy, 
keep women or those labeled “other” in line and out of sight, etc. Regardless of the 
experience and genre you choose, your project should reveal your knowledge of 
course themes and your ability to link them to your own life experiences.

Questions for Consideration

These are intended to help you generate topic ideas; you are not meant to answer 
every question in your project.

• Did a certain character’s experiences resonate with you? Why? What 
from your life resembles something we read about?

• When was a time you were silenced or excluded from full participation 
in the societal power structures that influence your life?

• How does your subject position influence the options available to you?
• Have you ever tried to challenge patriarchal power structures?
• Have you ever felt as though you were losing something in your search 

for equality?
• What are your thoughts on cultural beliefs and practices that seem to 

dictate how you should perform gender, enact your sexuality, etc.?
• How do you think our understanding of what it is to be a man or 

woman in today’s world needs to be complicated or expanded?
• How do you understand your place in the world? Do others see it the 

same as you do?
• What identities would you like to be available to you that may not be 

at present? What is preventing this from becoming a reality?
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Composer’s Commentary

In addition to the project itself, you will be required to complete a 1-page Com-
poser’s Commentary that introduces your project to its intended audience; ex-
plains how it addresses course themes as well as cultural beliefs, values, and 
practices; introduces the rationale informing your genre/design choices; and ar-
ticulates your goals for the project so that reader/viewers will understand what 
you want them to take away from this text.
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CHAPTER 24.  

“BECAUSE YOUR HEART BREAKS 
AND IT MOVES TO ACTION”: 
DIGITAL STORYTELLING 
BEYOND THE GATE

Stephanie Bower
University of Southern California

I describe an upper-division composition course my colleague John 
Murray and I have developed that explores new means and ends of 
activism. Our course opens up the gates, literally and figuratively, to 
create collaborations with community groups premised upon digital 
storytelling, a vehicle that equalizes the footing between town and 
gown and shifts cultural and material capital from the university to 
the community. Drawing upon feminist methodologies that seek to 
disrupt hierarchies of knowledge, we invoke a more explicitly activist 
framework by producing and disseminating alternative stories from 
groups usually stereotyped or ignored. Activism in our view takes on 
different possibilities when we move students into the community, the 
community into the campus, and ultimately the voices of the margin-
alized and the powerless into the public sphere.

A little more than forty years ago, Adrienne Rich characterized the university as 
a “hierarchy built on exploitation,” “a breeding ground not of humanism but 
of masculine privilege.” She wondered whether such a “man-centered” institu-
tion could “become a force and magnet for a ‘female counter-force,’” whether 
“this male-created, male-dominated structure is really capable of serving the hu-
manism and freedom it professes.” And she suggested how the university might 
transform itself to accomplish those goals through a radical reorientation of its 
purpose and practice. In her ideal reckoning, even the boundaries of the uni-
versity become porous, so that “instead of the familiar city on-a-hill frowning 
down on its neighbors, or the wrought-iron gates by which town and gown have 
traditionally defined their relationship,” the university “would serve the needs of 
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the human, visible community in which it sits,” organizing its “resources around 
problems specific to the community.”

Now, forty years later, those goals seem both closer at hand and as elusive 
as ever. Due in no small part to the institutionalization of feminism and service 
learning within the academy, universities increasingly offer courses and programs 
that have shifted focus to the communities outside their gates. Too often, how-
ever, such programs reify the hierarchies Rich sought to undo. Feminist scholars, 
for example, have critiqued how the discourse of civic engagement is “rooted in 
a neutral and universalizing language that reinscribes forms of democracy and 
citizenship that erase difference, conceal power, and perpetuate social injustice” 
(Costa & Leong, 2013, p. 171). The university’s ability to do good while doing 
well contributes to the skepticism about the way service-learning programs have 
become embedded within the neo-liberal corporatization of higher education 
(Mathieu, 2005).

In this essay, I describe an upper-division composition course my colleague  
John Murray and I have developed that draws inspiration from Rich’s imag-
ined reorientation of the university’s relationship with its neighbors. Our course 
opens up the gates, literally and figuratively, to create collaborations with com-
munity groups premised upon digital storytelling, a vehicle that equalizes the 
footing between town and gown and shifts cultural and material capital from 
the university to the community. Drawing upon feminist rhetorical practices 
that seek to disrupt hierarchies of knowledge, we invoke a more explicitly activ-
ist framework by producing and disseminating alternative stories from groups 
usually stereotyped or ignored (Royster & Kirsch, 2012). After eight years of 
teaching the course, we have found the results both more and less than we orig-
inally intended: less dependent on the material resources of the university with 
the evolution of DIY technology; and more dependent on the simple yet trans-
formative acts of listening. Activism in our view takes on different possibilities 
when we move students into the community, the community into the campus, 
and ultimately the voices of the marginalized and the invisible into the public 
sphere.

Nine years ago, when we first proposed introducing a service-learning com-
ponent into an upper-division composition course, we drew inspiration from 
scholars and teachers in composition and feminist studies who recognized that 
many service learning programs continued to be permeated with assumptions 
of unexamined privilege. With this recognition emerged a shift in focus from 
inside the gates to out as projects took shape from relationships formed with 
community groups, moving from a model of service to one of engagement and 
reciprocity. What matters for scholars such as Parks (2010), Goldblatt (2007), 
Matheiu (2005), Bickford and Reynolds (2002) and Cushman (2010) is not 
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raised consciousness or some vague rhetoric of empowerment, but reshaping 
our collective notion of “common sense” and using this revised understanding 
to bring about action in the interests of a more just social order. Similarly, the 
feminist rhetorical practices delineated by Royster and Kirsch provide tools of 
inquiry to help us conceptualize both the processes and the products of our 
collaborations, particularly their definition of “critical imagination” as a “mech-
anism for seeing the noticed and the unnoticed, rethinking what is there and not 
there, and speculating about what could be there instead” (p. 20) as well as an 
attention to an “ethics of hope and care” (p. 145) that permeates every compo-
nent of our course. Royster and Kirsch also point to the possibilities contained 
within “the intersection of genre, technology, and rhetorical agency” (p. 65) 
that can “invite democracy quite boldly into the public sphere” (p. 67) by using 
multimodal texts to give disenfranchised communities a voice.

Influenced by these scholars, we wondered how the tools of digital story-
telling might work as a form of alternative literacy, one that would offer a more 
equal platform for students and community partners. The Digital Archive of 
Literacy Narratives provides one touchstone for this type of project, since it too 
uses digital media to disseminate stories that would otherwise not find an audi-
ence. Another inspiration comes from the principles of “participant produced 
media,” and in particular, its intersection with feminist epistemologies, to realize 
the activist praxis that generated the course itself (McIntyre and Lykes, 2004). 
What distinguishes this approach is a commitment for those in the university 
to step out of the way, to speak “alongside” rather than “for” or “about.” For 
feminist filmmakers and scholars committed to social justice, this model ren-
ders “relevant forms of local, subjugated knowledge that are typically discounted 
and drowned out by authoritative and erudite forms of knowledge” (Gubrium, 
Krause, & Jernigan, 2014, p. 320). As Orr notes in the influential white pa-
per, “Women’s Studies as Civic Engagement: Research and Recommendations,” 
“Women’s Studies strives to tell alternate stories” through a “simultaneity of 
foci,” wide-angle and close up, personal and institutional; so too our approach 
uses personal images, voices and stories to challenge the meaning-making con-
ventions within dominant discourses.

Our course capitalizes on these points of connection by introducing a par-
ticipant-produced methodology to a digital storytelling project, itself integrat-
ed into a sequence of linked written assignments. Writing 340 is a required 
upper-division writing course intended to build on the foundations of critical 
thinking, reading, and writing established in the university’s first-year compo-
sition course. It is run on disciplinary lines, with sections in “Arts and Human-
ities,” “Social Sciences,” etc., designed to give students practice writing in pro-
fessional, personal and academic contexts. Students typically produce 35 pages 
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of writing, with a portfolio collected at the end of the semester. When we first 
started the course, almost a decade ago, we created our own section, “Writing 
in the Community,” with the same underlying objectives as other versions, but 
with an additional emphasis on the way writing can be a powerful tool of social 
change, not the “busy work” students sometimes associate with the academic 
writing they’ve done in previous classes [see Appendix A for the course syllabus]. 
By partnering students with community groups and giving them real issues and 
real audiences, we hoped that we would reinvigorate their sense that writing 
matters and that these texts can make a difference beyond the confines of the 
classroom. Not coincidentally, our class tends to be more diverse than the typical 
340 classroom, with students from the mostly low-income neighborhood sur-
rounding our campus mixing with students from wealthier Orange County and 
also international students, now a large percentage of USC’s student body. Most 
are traditional students, although because our class offers more autonomy and 
creativity than other offerings, we also attract returning students.

Inspired by the resurgence of storytelling in venues such as This American 
Life and The Moth as well as by Rich’s vision of a university open to its neighbors, 
our course integrates a multimedia assignment where students take the tools of 
digital and visual literacy beyond the gate to record the stories of community 
partners—schools, non-profits, advocacy groups and other organizations in the 
neighborhood around our campus. This final assignment is supported by more 
traditional assignments designed both to scaffold and to complement the proj-
ect: a blog giving students the chance to reflect on their experiences beyond the 
gate; a film review intended to train students in the visual literacy that helps 
them construct their own videos; a research paper that helps students investigate 
the broader historical and political context for the issues that emerged within 
these partnerships; and the final assignment, an op-ed piece that encourages 
students to take action on the issues explored in their videos and their research 
papers.

We have found that community partnerships work best when they have 
time to grow. Like any relationship, trust takes time. Of course, this isn’t always 
possible—community groups often have schedules that make such sustained 
partnerships difficult if not impossible. But we do our best to arrange students 
in groups quickly, and then encourage students to reach out to their partners 
to begin the process together. The first task for these collaborations is to decide 
upon the purpose and audience of the video. Many groups want to promote 
the work of their agency; some want to highlight a particular issue relevant to 
their lives; others simply want to tell their stories to USC students. Working 
with their partners, students fill out a video planning document that encourages 
them to think about not just the components of their video (interviews, b-roll, 
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sound) but also the overall purpose and its corresponding ethical and aesthetic 
challenges [see Appendix B for our video planning document].

For the digital storytelling project, we worked with Edward O’Neill, then 
a specialist at our campus’s Center for Scholarly Technology, to take advantage 
of how smart phones and editing software have significantly downscaled the 
level of expertise and equipment needed to make videos. With digital cameras 
now embedded in most smart phones and iMovie available on many laptops, 
students already carry around the technology they need for the course. At the 
beginning of the semester students complete a technology survey about access 
to and familiarity with a sliding scale of documentary tools, from the very high 
end video equipment and editing software down to the minimal movie apps 
available on most smartphones. This information enables us to try to distribute 
expertise across groups, ensuring that most groups have at least one or two peo-
ple who have some experience making movies.

Students tend to approach this component of the course with some degree of 
anxiety—what’s video doing in a composition course?—so with O’Neill’s guid-
ance, we have embedded the skills needed to complete the final project within 
the curriculum. We have found that the skills tend to be mutually reinforcing, 
so the time spent teaching visual literacy and developing assessment criteria for 
the documentary transfers quite well and naturally to the work students do in 
more traditional written assignments. In fact, students often are able to under-
stand more clearly the moves involved in writing when they are exposed to them 
in another genre. For example, a short workshop on creating order within doc-
umentaries through patterns of visual images perfectly encapsulates strategies 
for activating familiar organizational patterns to link ideas together in essays. 
The evaluative criteria that emerges within these discussions also transfers across 
genres and privileges from the beginning not just aesthetic criteria—in fact, 
since students don’t have the technical training or equipment, we don’t weigh 
high production values as part of our criteria—but more importantly the ethical 
and social justice questions that factor into every discussion [see Appendix C for 
our evaluative rubric]. The democratization of video-making tools has meant 
too that our community partners now have access to the same technologies, in-
creasing our opportunities to better realize a participant-produced methodology.

The work of the partnerships happens mostly outside the classroom, in liv-
ing rooms and schools, offices and city streets, prisons and community centers, 
wherever our students meet their community partners. Within the classroom, 
we embed video in many of our activities to enhance students’ familiarity and 
ease with the technology, reinforce the evaluative criteria we use to assess these 
videos, and prepare them for the other written assignments in the class. In the 
first of several low-stakes multimedia assignments, we ask students to experi-
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ment with lighting and sound choices while interviewing partners and gathering 
ideas for video and research questions. Students practice workflow issues by cap-
turing video, transferring it to their computers, and uploading these short clips 
to YouTube, and we take a class session to discuss both the ideas that emerge 
from these clips and the ways that technical choices (lighting, camera angle, 
shot composition, editing, etc.) inform our understanding of these ideas. By 
training students to look at their videos through the eyes of their viewers, we 
alert them to the importance of audience in both visual and textual mediums. 
Similarly, for the last multimedia assignment we ask them to remix their videos 
using different arrangements of visual material so that they see how the order of 
shots determines the meanings available, a lesson that also of course applies to 
organizational choices within written texts [see Appendix D for the multimedia 
assignments].

By building partnerships based on reciprocity rather than hierarchy, we em-
bed a feminist methodology within even more traditional composition assign-
ments. For example, our students disrupt the “banking” model of education 
that grants authority only to those with degrees by using what they learn from 
their community partners as the source and support for their research paper 
(Freire, 1970; Giroux, 1988; Webb, Cole, and Skeen, 2007). Students derive 
research questions from their collaborations with community partners—after 
school programs, non-profits that serve Latina women and children, transition-
al housing facilities for former prisoners, etc. By “’starting off thought’ from 
the lives of marginalized peoples,” our students begin to expose the assump-
tions that normalize the status quo (Harding, 1993, p. 445). What happens, 
for example, when we look at sexual harassment policies through the eyes of the 
middle-schoolers they affect? How does our understanding of domestic violence 
change when we hear the voices of Latinas rather than middle-class white wom-
en? What do communities think about city-wide injunctions against fast-food 
restaurants? Students learn to reckon with multiple perspectives on complicated 
issues, and navigate conflicting ideas of what’s wrong and how to fix it. And 
they learn that the personal can never be detached from the political, that claims 
to “objectivity” are disingenuous at best since they pretend to an understand-
ing somehow detached from the lives necessarily entangled within histories and 
ideologies. Once freed from the bogus objectivity they associate with academic 
discourse, their own voices emerge loud and clear (hooks, 1989).

From such methodology emerges an activist praxis also aligned with feminist 
pedagogy (Orr, 2011). What we have noticed is that students’ understanding of 
activism shifts during the course of the semester. Similar to the types of student 
resistance Julie Barger and Katherine Fredlund identify in their course designs 
(this collection), our students too initially describe activism as “scary,” some-

http://www.jstor.org.libproxy1.usc.edu/stable/23739232 
http://www.jstor.org.libproxy1.usc.edu/stable/23739232 
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thing distant from their own lives, associated with protests and sit-ins located 
elsewhere, far from their own pursuits. Even the students who self-identify as 
activists question the value of having activism located within the classroom or 
within their own everyday passions and paths. As one student put it in an initial 
blog entry, “perhaps the radical needs to stay radical.” By the end of the semester, 
after partnering with groups committed to the work of bettering their com-
munities, our students have a more complex and nuanced formulation. Some 
of them locate activism on a continuum with volunteering, with each serving 
a necessary and important purpose, complementary rather than antithetical. 
Many describe activism in terms of relationships: spending time with the people 
affected by otherwise abstract issues gives a deeper understanding of these issues 
and offers multiple perspectives on its origins and also potential solutions. And 
relationships build both trust and an emotional investment that generates an in-
trinsic call to action (Noel, 2011). As one student puts it: “and you are not mo-
tivated to act simply on principle, but because your heart breaks, and it moves 
to action.” Activism for many is now woven into their local spaces and activities, 
simply part of how they live in the world. Michael, a student who worked with 
a veteran’s group, put it this way: “I have gone from someone who wouldn’t dare 
stand out with those ‘crazy’ guys to being one of the ‘crazy’ guys standing out 
there with a sign on Sunday afternoon. They need young guys to carry on the 
torch of their cause. Bob thinks it should be me. I think it might be.”

Towards the end of the semester we invite our community partners to cam-
pus, first to give their input on the rough cuts and later for a reception and 
screening of the final videos, followed by a forum where our partners speak 
about the videos and the issues they raise. Many of our partners—groups of im-
migrant women and their children, former prisoners recently released from their 
prison, former gang members, parent activists, volunteers—have never been 
inside the gates of the university even though many live within blocks of the 
campus. Some of the children turn the campus into their playground, skating on 
the paths and sliding down balustrades. At a recent screening, one of the former 
prisoners talked about being afraid to enter before he was invited to speak to our 
students. Opening up the campus to outsiders seems a simple gesture, yet it has 
profound if subtle implications once we recall the cultural capital symbolically 
and materially accrued within its gates. Walking inside opens up new possibili-
ties for these marginalized groups, who may not have previously ever envisioned 
themselves on college campuses, and transforms too the experiences of those 
accustomed to these spaces by creating a more inclusive community that shifts 
our vision of who belongs and who does not.

Over the seven years we have offered the course, students have created over 
two dozen videos which have collectively received over 30,000 views on You-
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Tube. And though it’s true that for students and community partners the process 
is far more impactful than the product, it’s also true that the videos themselves 
are transformative in their aesthetics and their ability to imagine and promote 
social change. Unlike mainstream productions, which often ignore or stereo-
type marginalized groups, the videos that emerge from these partnerships use a 
feminist ethos that interrupts and interrogates familiar scripts, calling attention 
to the silences and disruptions that remind us of the limits of our knowledge. 
Further, rather than smoothing over the differences between our students and 
their partners, the videos make these power differentials part of their story and 
use these moments of discomfort to generate new ways of imagining each other 
and the world we live in. With their deliberately low-tech production values and 
with YouTube as a platform for distribution, the videos move outside the uni-
versity to open up conversations far beyond their original creation [see Appendix 
E for links to videos from the course and also a short interview with students 
about its value].
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APPENDIX A: COURSE SYLLABUS

Writing 340: Writing in the Community

Course Description

This Writing 340 class builds on the foundations of critical thinking, reading, 
and writing established in Writing 140, polishing these skills and augmenting 
them with an emphasis on the professional, public, and academic aspects of 
majors and career fields.

This particular course places writing in a real-world context by partnering 
USC students with community groups to identify local problems and to use 
rhetorical tools for solving these problems. It is aimed for students interested in 
writing with and about the community surrounding USC, developing research 
projects based on community issues and partnering with community organiza-
tions to produce multimedia projects designed to reach a public audience.
Course Expectations

This is an alternatively structured course in terms of contexts of learning and 
design of assignments. Working in teams of 3-5 students, you will be partnering 
with community groups to develop research proposals and to produce a collabo-
rative multimedia documentary. This will entail multiple visits to these sites over 
the course of the semester, as well as a considerable amount of time both in class 
and out learning the basic theory and practice of visual storytelling.

This class takes as its subject and goal learning across difference; this kind of 
learning can’t be simply memorized, regurgitated and forgotten. It involves in-
tellectual honesty and a willingness to ask difficult questions, to recognize when 
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things aren’t working, and to think creatively about solutions. We will need each 
student to take responsibility for the overall success of the course, to let us know 
if you encounter any difficulties, and to recognize that learning can take place in 
moments of confusion or frustration and not just in the results.

Because your active engagement is so crucial to your learning, we expect you to 
attend class regularly, to participate in class discussions, ask questions, share work in 
progress, and respond thoughtfully to the drafts of others. Note, in particular, that 
you will be collaborating with classmates and community partners during much of 
the semester. Others will be relying on you and therefore it is vital that you demon-
strate motivation, respect, and accountability during the community projects.
Course Requirements

• Participation/Attendance
• Observation/Reflection Postings

Papers

• Documentary Analysis
• Research Paper
• Take Action Essay
• Final Project

Research Paper

Using input from your community partners, you will define a problem from the 
local community and use the tools of the academy as well as community per-
spectives to deepen our understanding of the problem and to map out potential 
solutions. This will entail: initial meetings with community groups to define 
relevant issues; developing research strategies to locate sources and generating 
an annotated bibliography; conducting interviews with community groups to 
get multiple perspectives on these issues; writing a 10-12 page paper reflecting 
your research and your conclusions. Although your community research will be 
conducted in groups, each student will write his or her own paper. (20%)
Take Action Essay

In this assignment you will use your expertise to get involved in a public debate 
on the issue. You will first identify where debate over the issue takes place (radio? 
Newspapers? Blogs? Editorials? Books? Public forums?), then use the tenets of 
good rhetoric to write a compelling argument that makes a call for social action 
regarding the community issue/s you have examined. (5%)

You will revise two of these essays for a final portfolio due on the last day of 
class. (25%)
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Final Project

For the final project in this class, students will produce a five minute documen-
tary-style multimedia presentation of a social issue relevant to their research 
projects. The goal here is to use innovative approaches to explore the unique 
perspectives and voices of community members to make the issues come alive 
for a broad public audience. Students will post these final projects on YouTube 
to invite comment from community groups. Final projects will be evaluated on 
three main criteria: 1) how well the design of the project incorporates commu-
nity perspectives as agents rather than as subjects 2) how well the film addresses 
the relevant issue and 3) how the form of the film works to support the content. 
(20%)

These projects will be produced in teams of 4-5, working in collaboration 
with community groups. To give you the help, practice, tools, encouragement 
and advice in all the components of visual storytelling, we are integrating several 
multimedia assignments, workshops and labs into the class. (5%).

APPENDIX B: VIDEO PLANNING DOCUMENT

How might you plan, shoot, edit and organize your work to achieve a specific 
ethical and rhetorical goal?

(Created by Edward O’Neill)

Whose story are you trying to tell?

What challenges & pitfalls reside in bringing 
this topic to an audience?

What kinds of footage can you get? E.g., 
observation, interviews, b-roll, music?
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What formal strategies might you use? E.g., 
how can you weave together continuing 
actions, implied arguments, audiovisual 
patterns? 

What sound and lighting obstacles might 
you face? How might you adjust your 
shooting?

What breakdown of labor or roles do you 
plan to use?

APPENDIX C: EVALUATIVE RUBRICS

(Created by Edward O’Neill)
The course aims to enable students to move fluidly amongst three categories.

Argument Elements Essay Parts  Documentary Elements 
& Parts

Provides a context, situation 
or problem.

Makes a claim.

Provides supporting evi-
dence.

Attributes all sources clearly.

Presents or anticipates & 
refutes counter-claims.

Tells relevant stories.

Balances appeals by ethos, 
logos, pathos.

Makes a call to action.

An introduction previews or 
hooks.

A topic is clear to the reader.

A body contains clear 
sub-topics, previews, transi-
tions & recaps.

A conclusion provides a 
new perspective rather than 
merely summarizing.

Elements:

• interviews
• observation
• on-screen titles
• b-roll

Parts:

• an intro & outro
• segments
• alternation/cross-cutting
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Where am I in the process of producing a polished documentary from footage?

A progressive roadmap

Starting Out The students have edited the interview footage down to a manageable 
size.

The students have intercut different types of footage or sequenced 
chunks to make a larger pattern.

Intermediate The rough cut sets up a problem, situation or context for the viewer.

The rough cut gives the viewer relevant information to make an in-
formed judgment.

The filmmakers have integrated b-roll footage somewhat.

Finalizing The filmmakers have integrated b-roll footage artfully.

The filmmakers have adjusted the color and sound with care.

Some Evaluative Criteria: Ethical Reflection, Argumentation, Form & Style

How does the video treat its subjects? How does the video treat the viewer?

distorts their identities and views,

exploits for emotional or other purposes,

fails to capture them as rounded human 
beings,

represents them fully but not indulgently.

provides little information, background or 
context

pushes the viewer to a single point of view,

provides the viewer with the information 
needed to make a judgment,

provides multiple points of view and allows 
the viewer to decide.

https://vimeo.com/93339925
https://vimeo.com/93339925
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJwgyd-VWYo&list=PLjhYGo2R1FpKXEaRTaABViVCZbqaWpdbg&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJwgyd-VWYo&list=PLjhYGo2R1FpKXEaRTaABViVCZbqaWpdbg&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kurb6r6MamQ&list=PLC7A89FDFA05DE3E5&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kurb6r6MamQ&list=PLC7A89FDFA05DE3E5&index=5
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How effective is the video as an argument? How effective is the video as form and 
style?

topic/argument

lacks a clear focus,

has a topic or focus more than an argument 
or claim,

makes a clear argument

offers multiple viewpoints and balances them 
gracefully

evidence

offers some evidence,

does not identify sources clearly,

supports its claims with evidence,

provides rich, contextualized evidence.

appeals

does not use ethos, logos and pathos,

emphasizes one to the detriment of the 
others,

uses multiple sources of appeal in a sophisti-
cated way.

message

no message

unclear or mixed message

simple, clear message

complex message

unity

has extraneous parts

the parts don’t clearly connect

forms an integrated whole

style

not coordinated, unclear purpose

simple but effective

polished and stylish

APPENDIX D: MULTIMEDIA ASSIGNMENTS

These exercises are designed as scaffolding for the skills you’ll need to create your 
final documentary. By building these in early, we’re hoping to accomplish three 
goals: 1) to build up a sense of familiarity with these tools early on so you won’t 
panic the weekend before the documentary is due 2) to use the technology to 
enhance the other components of the course and 3) to develop a shared sense of 
evaluative criteria that we’ll use to assess the final documentaries you’ll create.

For every assignment, we ask that you use the available technology within your 
group, and that you post your clips to YouTube 24 hours before our course. (Fol-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BKfHRxKM2g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BKfHRxKM2g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvJTl7t8RNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvJTl7t8RNk
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low YouTube instructions for how to upload, then copy the link to our discussion 
board in Blackboard.) Most of these are group assignments, meaning that each 
group will post one clip. Please make time to view all the clips before class.

Remember, too, these are designed to get your hands wet with these tools so 
that you’ll develop a sense of familiarity and expertise when you create your final 
documentary. The most important thing is to master all the steps, not create a 
masterpiece. Get them in on time and you’ll have fulfilled the assignment. (5% 
of your grade for the class.)

1. Interview strategies. Due 2/19 (24 hours before class) on YouTube.
Goal: to experiment with different techniques for producing quality sound and 
image. Interview people at your site about possible research/documentary ideas 
by recording three short (under one minute) unedited video segments using 
available camera and/or audio equipment and manipulating the following vari-
ables:

• Position camera closer or farther depending on the subject’s speaking 
voice

• If possible, experiment using a separate audio recording device rather 
than one inside your camera.

• Interview outside using direct sunlight
• Interview inside using florescent light

2. Short rough cuts. Due 3/12 (24 hours before class) on YouTube
Goal: to see how your footage plays for an audience so that you can learn how to 
internalize these responses. Post two minutes of footage from your documentary. 
What’s interesting?

3. VERY rough cuts. Due 4/14 IN CLASS.
Goal: to get suggestions for revising your documentary to better meet your au-
dience’s expectations.

APPENDIX E: LINKS TO VIDEOS

Through Glass: https://vimeo.com/93339925

One Hundred Universes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJwgyd-VWYo-
&list=PLjhYGo2R1FpKXEaRTaABViVCZbqaWpdbg&index=7

Twenty Years Later: Commemorating the Gang Truce in Los Angeles: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kurb6r6MamQ&list=PLC7A89FD-
FA05DE3E5&index=5
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Is USC a College with a Conscience? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6B-
KfHRxKM2g 

Students Talk about the Course: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvJTl-
7t8RNk    
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CHAPTER 25.  

FEMINIST ACTIVISM IN THE 
CORE: STUDENT ACTIVISM 
IN THEORY AND PRACTICE

Katherine Fredlund
University of Memphis

Fredlund writes on her experience teaching Student Activism in The-
ory and Practice, a senior-level, writing-intensive general education 
course. Enrolling 45 students from majors all over campus, Fredlund’s 
students collaborated with their community partner to plan and 
organize the University’s annual Take Back The Night event. In her 
reflection, Fredlund explains how instructors can negotiate student 
resistance to the terms “feminist” and “activist” while asking the same 
students to participate in explicitly feminist activism. She emphasizes 
how engaging with a community partner alleviates some of the tension 
inherent in requiring feminist activism in general education courses 
while simultaneously providing instructors an opportunity to teach 
students about rhetorical effectiveness and civic purposefulness.

INTRODUCING THE COURSE

Student Activism in Theory and Practice is a senior-level and writing-intensive 
general education course that fulfills a requirement for graduation at Indiana 
State University (ISU). The course enrolls 45 students and welcomes students 
from a variety of disciplines across campus, meeting once a week for three hours. 
While some students may be enrolled in our Gender Studies minor, most stu-
dents enter the class with little knowledge of either activism or feminism. Despite 
this lack of initial knowledge, the course’s culminating experience asks students 
to organize our University’s annual Take Back The Night (TBTN) event in col-
laboration with our community partner (a local domestic violence shelter). The 
course is offered every Fall semester, and TBTN occurs once a year in November.

Immediately following the resource fair, the students hold a rally (in 2014 
over 500 people attended the event) that intends to increase awareness of prob-
lems of gendered violence both on campus and in our community while also 
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empowering survivors and their supporters. The event ends with a lengthy 
march throughout campus (seen in Figure 25.2) that aims to disrupt the nor-
mally quiet evenings by chanting and holding signs that remind those who did 
not attend the event that gendered violence continues to be an issue. Through-
out the event, students sell t-shirts, collect material donations, and hope to raise 
money for a community partner that helped them understand the importance 
of this issue throughout the semester. The course aims to teach students to solve 
problems, evaluate the ideas of others, express themselves effectively both orally 
and in writing, and demonstrate the skills for effective citizenship. A full list of 
the course’s learning outcomes can be found in the “Syllabus” section below.

Figure 25.1. The Resource Fair before Take Back The Night 2014.

CREATING AND ANALYZING ACTIVIST RHETORICS

Due to the variety of majors enrolled in the course, we begin with a brief in-
troduction to feminism before turning to our two primary subjects of study: 
student activism and gendered violence. Like Julie Myatt (Chapter 23, this col-
lection), I often find that while many students agree with the general tenets of 
feminism, they resist labeling themselves with the term. As a result, I introduce 
feminism as a conceptual term with Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s We Should 
All Be Feminists. I have found that this book speaks to students because it is 
accessible, and they recognize the author’s name from Beyonce’s 2014 VMA 
performance. My community partner then helps students see feminism as an 
operational term by discussing their everyday work and the importance of sup-
porting survivors of gendered violence. This combination of reading and seeing 
feminism helps students understand both the ideas behind feminism and the 
work of feminism.

Throughout the course, students are challenged to reconsider their beliefs 
about activism and gendered violence through readings, discussions, and guest 
speakers. Class periods are often discussion based. The written assignments are 
designed to help students build their rhetorical abilities. Just as Julie Nelson’s 
students face a new writing genre (Wikipedia writing), my students are unfa-
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miliar with activist rhetoric, and we, too, begin with rhetorical analysis. Their 
first assignment asks them to analyze a specific example of activist rhetoric. Next 
students are asked to create activist rhetorics of their own through two differ-
ent assignments. For one assignment, they are split into eight work groups that 
will collaboratively organize TBTN. These groups have different tasks that range 
from obtaining permits to creating promotional videos to coordinating with 
community organizations.

The second assignment asks students to create their own project for change 
(DIY Activist Rhetoric). For this project, students are asked to consider our 
Community Partner’s needs as well as the needs of Take Back The Night. In 
consultation with their teacher, students develop proposals for this project, and 
as long as the project produces activist rhetoric and supports either TBTN or 
our Community Partner, it will be approved. In the past, students have written 
and then performed Slam Poetry at the Rally, developed an awareness campaign 
about the services our Community Partner offers, created informational bro-
chures at our community partner’s request, developed PSAs for our Community 
Partner to be played on the campus radio station, and composed videos to be 
played during the resource fair. This project asks students to identify and then 
respond to a rhetorical situation while also writing for our community partner. 
As one student explained, “Our group had to write and perform a slam poem, 
which was a positive experience. When writing the poem and other parts of the 
program, it was important to remember who the audience was and what the 
intention of each part was; that sort of guided how we composed each separate 
part.” Students can work alone or collaborate for their DIY Activist Project. All 
of this experience creating activist rhetorics is not enough to ensure students 
have “Demonstrated the skills for effective citizenship and stewardship.” In or-
der to meet that learning outcome, reflection is necessary. In Florence Bacabac’s 
discussion of her grant writing course (Chapter 22, this collection), she notes 
the importance of student reflection within courses that require civic engage-
ment. Recognizing reflection as an essential aspect of feminist intervention, the 
final writing assignment asks students to compose a reflection that synthesizes 
their experiences (organizing TBTN, working with our community partner, and 
composing activist rhetorics) with the course readings.

Feminist interventions seek to create change in the University and beyond. 
In this course, a number of different feminist interventions take place. First, 
I challenge my students to think beyond their preconceived (and often nega-
tive) notions about feminism and activism. Next, we work together to change 
the way gendered violence is discussed on campus through our production of 
TBTN. Additionally, we work with our community partner to create a stronger 
relationship between the partner and the University, increasing our partner’s 
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visibility and their ability to reach both students and community members who 
could benefit from their services. Finally, like Stephanie Bower’s course (Chapter 
24, this collection), we work to make the invisible visible—providing survivors 
of gendered violence with a public space where they can use their voices and 
(sometimes finally) be heard.

Figure 25.2. Students and other attendees march through campus after the TBTN 
Rally.

LEARNING ABOUT ACTIVIST WORK

Since the University where I teach is located in a conservative area, many of my 
students enter the course with very negative opinions about activism. In a survey 
distributed after the course was completed, 100% of the students who respond-
ed claimed they either didn’t know anything about activism or had negative 
opinions about activism when the course began. In a follow-up question that 
asked how students felt about activism before and after the course, one student 
explained,

[Activism] made me a little nervous, honestly. I was a little 
more critical of protests than I am now. I felt like I would 
never personally engage in something like a sit-in or ma-
jor protest. [Now] I have a much more positive outlook. I 
understand more about the logistics of activism, what kind 
of activism best suits what types of situations, and so on. . . 
Now, I feel like I would definitely participate in a sit-in, given 
the right cause.

Our work with our community partner teaches students lessons about activism 
that they couldn’t learn from the readings. The same student explained, “Doing 
the hands-on work for [our community partner] is eye-opening. It connects real 
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people to real situations and also shows that there is more to helping others than 
just talking about it—it takes a lot of grunt work.” The combination of readings 
by activists (found below in the syllabus) and working for an activist community 
partner helps students learn not only about the important work that activists do 
but also about the kind of work that happens behind the scenes. Because the 
organization of the event takes so much time and work, the readings are front-
loaded, allowing class time to be devoted to the planning and organization of 
TBTN as we get closer to the event.

Through a combination of course readings, class discussions, written as-
signments, interactions with our community partner, and the organization of 
TBTN, this course aims to introduce students to feminism, activism, gendered 
violence, and rhetoric. I use feminist pedagogy to challenge my students to ques-
tion their assumptions and beliefs. As I explain to them, I don’t expect them 
to leave my course as activists or feminists, but I do expect that they leave the 
course knowing what feminism and activism are and what feminists and activists 
do. As Susan Jarratt (2001) explains, feminist pedagogy “is not about forcing all 
the students to subscribe to a particular political position but rather engaging 
with students on the terrain of language in the gendered world we all currently 
inhabit” (p. 118). Students are asked to collaborate with each other, with their 
community partner, with a variety of campus and community organizations, 
and with their teacher. They are asked to take part in feminist interventions 
by producing rhetoric intended to prompt change and awareness. This is an 
unsurprisingly messy process, but feminism, activism, and writing are all messy 
too. Ultimately, students leave the course knowing that they composed activist 
rhetorics, organized an event that reached hundreds of students and communi-
ty members, connected many different campus and community organizations, 
raised money for our community partner, and helped raise awareness of gen-
dered violence through their collaborative production of an activist event.

REFLECTIONS

I have found Jacqueline Jones Royster and Gesa E. Kirsch’s principle of an “eth-
ics of care and hope” as a useful way to think about how I approach this course. 
While they discuss this principle in terms of research, this course has taught me 
that it is also a useful way to think about feminist pedagogy. They explain:

An ethics of hope and care requires a commitment to be 
open, flexible, welcoming, patient, introspective, and re-
flective. It requires looking and looking again, reading and 
returning to texts, learning about the contexts of those who 

http://www.carryingtheweighttogether.com/
http://time.com
http://nymag.com
http://www2.indstate.edu/fs/approvedCourses.htm
http://www.michigandaily.com/
http://www.michigandaily.com/
http://takebackthenight.org/
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use rhetorical strategies under conditions that may be very 
different from our own. It is learning to withhold judgment, 
to linger, to observe, and notice what is there and what is 
missing. It is an attitude, a stance, an inclination to discover 
new well-embodied truths and to revise old truths. (146)

Approaching the classroom with an ethics of care and hope helps me engage 
in conversations about gendered violence with my students with patience and 
empathy. It reminds me that I do not know the experiences that have led them 
to my classroom, and I do not have the right to judge their complicated rela-
tionships with the course content. Instead, I approach their statements and their 
writing as Royster and Kirsch suggest we approach a text: by “[assuming] a more 
patient, receptive, quiet stance . . . to think about it—slowly, rather than to 
make a more aggressive stance in order to ‘do something to’ it as a mechanism 
for arriving at and accrediting its meaning” (146). This ethics of care and hope 
gives my students the respect they deserve and creates a classroom environment 
where students feel safe sharing both their opinions and their experiences.

In this course, I use feminist pedagogy as intervention in order to create 
change in my University community and often in my students’ lives. At the 
2015 TBTN, 9 students from the course chose to stand on stage as stories they 
wrote about their experiences with sexual assault, rape, and domestic violence 
were read to the crowd by other classmates. After all of their stories were read, all 
9 students returned to the stage, ripped off the pink tape that had been placed in 
an X over their mouths, threw the tape on the stage, grabbed each other’s hands, 
and looked at the audience as they said the words “Silent No More” in unison. 
The host group came up with this idea, but they, like me, were shocked and 
excited when so many students wanted to stand in front of hundreds of people 
and have their stories told—often for the first time.

While I approach this course with a feminist pedagogy that intends to in-
tervene in my University Community by creating a student-centered vision of 
TBTN, my students are the ones who make the lasting impact with their own 
feminist interventions. I carefully select the course readings and guest speak-
ers in order to help my students see the important work feminists do in our 
community and elsewhere, but what they do with their newfound knowledge 
about feminism is what creates a lasting impact. They design the event with 
my guidance, and this makes the event speak to the University’s students in a 
way that events run by faculty and staff simply cannot. Often for the first time, 
students from across the University hear how gendered violence impacts people 
they know. Both times I taught this course, students from my other classes ap-
proached me after the event to note that they had no idea that their friend had 
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survived gendered violence and that hearing their story was both inspiring and 
educational. Learning about the topic from other students and friends at TBTN 
inspires and educates students from across the University. My own feminist in-
tervention only ensures that student voices and ideas become the heart of the 
event. It is their voices and ideas that then create a lasting impact, and whether 
students consider themselves feminists or not doesn’t seem to matter because 
for at least one semester they are committed to combating gendered violence 
through collaboration, education, and rhetorical production.
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APPENDIX A: COURSE SYLLABUS

Course Description

We will begin the course by introducing both feminism and activism and then 
by discussing a variety of student activist movements—considering how activists 
use rhetoric both effectively and ineffectively. We will then learn about gendered 
violence both locally (through our community partnership) and more globally 
(through a variety of readings and documentaries). During the first half of the 
semester, we will spend a lot of time learning about activism, feminism, and 
gendered violence through readings, visits from our community partner, guest 
speakers, and class discussions. The second half of the semester will be devoted 
to our collaborative organization of Take Back The Night. The culminating ex-
perience of this course asks students to work with their instructor, community 
partner, and campus community in order to organize our University’s annual 
Take Back the Night Rally and March. The written assignments in this course 
will ask you to analyze activist rhetoric, create activist rhetoric, and then reflect 
on your experiences as an organizer of Take Back The Night.

Learning Outcomes

• Locate, critically read, and evaluate information to solve problems
• Critically evaluate the ideas of others
• Apply knowledge and skills within and across the fundamental ways of 

knowing
• Demonstrate the skills for effective citizenship and stewardship
• Demonstrate an understanding of diverse cultures within and across 

societies
• Demonstrate an understanding of the ethical implications of decisions 

and actions
• Express yourself effectively, professionally, and persuasively both orally 

and in writing (Maule 2010)

Required Texts
Adiche, Chimamanda Ngozi. (2015). We should all be feminists. New York, NY: 

Anchor Books.
hooks, bell. (2000). Feminism is for everybody: Passionate politics. Brooklyn, NY: 

South End Press.
Krakauer, Jon. (2015). Missoula: Rape and the justice system in a college town. 

New York, NY: Doubleday.
Zinn, Howard. (2002). You can’t be neutral on a moving train: A personal history 

of our times. Boston, MA: Beacon.
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Assignments

Activist Analysis: In class, we will discuss a variety of instances of student activism, 
read a professor’s autobiography about his activism with his students, and watch 
documentaries about student activism. In order to understand how activism works 
(and doesn’t work), this assignment will ask you to choose ONE student activist 
movement or specific event and analyze the rhetorical tactics that made this event 
or movement successful or unsuccessful. In order to complete this assignment suc-
cessfully, you will need to first summarize the event or movement. Next you will 
explain the variety of rhetorical tactics the event used, and finally, you will analyze 
how these rhetorical tactics made the event or movement effective or ineffective. 
This paper will be 3-4 pages and will make up 20% of your final grade.
DIY Activist Rhetoric: In this course, we will work with a community partner 
and put on a large campus event. As a student in the course, you will be asked to 
respond to one or both of those rhetorical situations. Through consultation with 
your instructor, you will design your own assignment. You can create a printed 
document or a new media project. You can work alone, or you can work with 
others. You will be required to get your plan approved by your instructor. In the 
past, students have written and then performed slam poetry at the TBTN rally; 
created educational pamphlets about gendered violence to be distributed at the 
resource fair; developed an educational exercise to be presented at the Rally; met 
with our community partner to learn about their needs and then created educa-
tional documents for them; and created a website for TBTN at our University. 
This assignment gives you the freedom to choose what you will create for this 
course. The only requirements are that you create a document or new media 
project that will be posted or distributed publicly, that the project is for TBTN 
or our community partner, and that you meet with your instructor to get this 
project approved. This project is worth 30% of your final grade.
Organization of Take Back The Night: This class will put on TBTN for the 
University. For TBTN, the class will be divided into eight student groups. Stu-
dents will be placed in groups based on a discussion we have as a class and an 
individual survey that asks about your preferences when working with others. 
Each student group will have a different responsibility during the organization 
of the event. This assignment will make up 20% of your grade. 10% of that 
grade will be decided by the teacher. The other 10% will be decided by the mem-
bers of your group. These will be anonymous and will judge your contribution 
to the group. The groups are as follows:

1. Hosts and Coordinators: This group will organize and host the Rally. You 
will make decisions about the content of the Rally and coordinate with 
speakers and other participants.
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2. March Organizers: This group will design the March route, research and 
create chants for the March, and work with University Police to obtain 
the appropriate permits.

3. T-Shirts: This group will create multiple t-shirt designs, present those 
designs to the class for a vote, price options from a variety of local t-shirt 
makers, and work with the cheapest t-shirt maker to get the shirts made. 
After all of this is completed, you will sell the t-shirts the week of TBTN.

4. Materials: This group will create posters, pamphlets, programs, and other 
promotional materials at the request of other groups. You will need to 
create promotional documents that can be shared digitally and printed.

5. Video: This group will create two videos. One will be a promotional vid-
eo to be shared with campus before the event. The other will be educa-
tional and played either during the resource fair or the rally.

6. Promotion: This group’s main goal is to get people to our event. You 
should work with campus organizations and student groups (particularly 
sororities, fraternities, and student athletes) as well as teachers and ad-
ministrators. You should develop a pitch that you can give when you go 
to speak with classes and student organizations.

7. Fundraising: This group will raise money to help us put on the event. We 
will need enough money to buy t-shirts and materials for the event, and 
we want to raise money that we can donate to our community partner as 
well. This group should begin fundraising early in the semester.

8. Resource Fair and Drive: This group will coordinate with our commu-
nity partner as well as other campus and community groups in order to 
develop a resource fair that takes place before the Rally and March. This 
fair should provide attendees with information about a variety of organi-
zations that actively seek to either support survivors of gendered violence 
or stop gendered violence. You will also work closely with our community 
partner to learn about their needs and hold a drive that collects donations 
of food and other resources.

TBTN Reflection: While your participation in the planning of the event will be 
graded, you will also be asked to critically reflect on your experiences planning 
and attending TBTN and working with our community partner. This reflection 
should consider what you learned about activism and community engagement 
through your participation in TBTN and your DIY Activist Rhetoric Project. 
You can discuss both your successes and failures. This reflection should be a 
minimum of 3 pages and is worth 10% of your final grade.
Reading Quizzes: In order to ensure students are doing the reading in the 
course, reading quizzes will be given randomly. These readings are essential to 
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your ability to write the larger assignments for the course. These quizzes will be 
worth 10% of your final grade.

Class Participation: Class Participation (speaking in class, actively engaging in 
the material, etc.) will be worth 10% of your final grade, as your participation 
in discussions on the reading and the preparation of TBTN will be essential to 
this course’s success.

Course Schedule

The below course schedule is organized by weeks and includes readings, class 
activities, and due dates. All readings should be completed before class on the 
day they are listed. After Week 5, students are expected to be working with their 
groups to plan TBTN both in and outside of class. After the first week, students 
are invited to send me news stories or other current events that connect to our 
course for discussion at the beginning of each class.

Week 1: Course Introduction

• Discussion of Syllabus and Take Back The Night.
• Introduction to our Community Partner: a representative from the 

Organization will come to class to discuss what they do in our local 
community and what we can do as a class to help them.

• Read Audre Lorde’s “The Transformation of Silence into Language and 
Action” in class. After completing the reading, students should spend 
5-10 minutes responding to the following questions in writing:

 ◦ What (not who) are you willing to die for?
 ◦ What are you afraid of?
 ◦ What have you been silent about?

Week 2: Introducing Activism and Feminism

• Read “Reclaiming Activism for Students” by Amy Pason.
• Read We Should All Be Feminists by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie.
• Class discussion of readings.
• Guest Speaker: Hearing from an Intimate-Partner Violence Survivor.

Week 3: Student Activism

• Read You Can’t be Neutral on a Moving Train “Introduction,” Chapters 
1-7.

• Read about student activism and response at UC Davis (Silent Pro-
test), Columbia (Carry That Weight and Emma Sulkowicz), and the 
University of Michigan (the first openly Gay student President).

• Class discussion of readings.
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Week 4: Activism and Hope

• Finish reading You Can’t be Neutral on a Moving Train.
• Activist Analysis Assignment Discussion.
• In groups, students will investigate and analyze an activist movement 

or event of their choosing.
• Class discussion about collaboration and organizing TBTN.
• Students complete questionnaire about work preferences for TBTN 

groups.

Week 5: Gendered Violence on Campus

• Read Parts One, Two, and Three from Jon Krakauer’s Missoula: Rape 
and The Justice System in a College Town.

• Class discussion of reading and sexual assault on college campuses.
• During this session, students will be placed into groups for TBTN, and 

each group will meet during class to begin to discuss their group’s plans 
for their part of the organization. (From here on out, each class will 
devote at least 30 minutes to TBTN. Students should expect 30 min-
utes at the end of class to meet with their group, coordinate with other 
groups, and propose ideas to the entire class during this time.)

Week 6: Student Survivors

• Activist Analysis DUE.
• Finish reading Missoula.
• Sexual Assault Survivors and Supporters (SASS) will come to class and 

help us discuss Missoula and gendered violence on campus.
• Discussion of DIY Activism Assignment.

Week 7: Feminism is for Everybody

• Read selections from bell hook’s Feminism is for Everybody.
• Read “Cosby: The Women. An Unwelcome Sisterhood.”
• Visit from Community Partner: During this visit, students should 

plan to discuss ideas for their DIY Activism assignment with the 
community partner. Idea need to be approved by your instructor (via 
email) by noon on Monday.

Week 8: Inventing Take Back The Night

• Read “What is Take Back the Night.”
• During this class period, we will look at a variety of different ways 

TBTN has been put on both at our University and other Universities 
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in the past. We will look at these as examples and begin to trouble-
shoot as a class about the elements we want to include in our own 
event.

• For the second half of class, students will be in their TBTN groups 
working on their part of TBTN. During this time, students will meet 
with the instructor individually in order to discuss plans for the DIY 
Activism Assignment.

Week 9: Understanding Intimate Partner Violence

• Read PDF: “Understanding Gender-based Violence” By Christopher 
Kilmartin and Julie Allison.

• Discussion of reading and the “Cycle of Violence.”
• While we have worked with our community partner throughout the 

semester, the first half of this class period will be devoted to helping 
us better understand the complexities of gender-based violence. Our 
Community Partner will visit class once again, so if you have more 
questions for our partner about TBTN or your DIY Activism project, 
then this is the time to present those questions.

• Watch India’s Daughter.

Week 10: Organizing TBTN

• Each group should come to class prepared to present their plans for 
TBTN to the class. The class will provide feedback on how to improve 
or revise your plans. During this class period, groups that need to 
coordinate with one another should also do so.

• Our Community partner will visit today. All students need to bring a 
rough draft of your DIY Activism project.

• If you are writing for our partner, then you will meet with them to 
discuss your draft. If you are writing for TBTN, then the host group 
and instructor will meet with you to discuss your draft.

• Students will also fill out a mid-project feedback form for the rest of 
their group. This form is intended to help you improve your collabora-
tions anonymously.

Week 11: Writing Workshop

• TBTN is 3 weeks away!
• All students should bring a revised draft of the DIY Activist Rhetoric 

project to class. We will workshop these projects in groups. The groups 
will be organized by the instructor and divided by project type.

• The Materials Group should bring posters, markers, etc. to class, and 
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each member of the class will make a sign to carry at the march and 
Rally.

Week 12: Planning TBTN

• TBTN is only two weeks away!
• This class session will be devoted to group work, allowing students to 

work in their groups or on their DIY Activism projects. Group work 
should be put first, but if there is nothing you can do in class, then 
you can use the time for your DIY Activism projects.

Week 13: Dress Rehearsal

• TBTN is one week away!
• DIY Activist Rhetoric project is DUE!
• During this class period, we will finalize our arrangements for TBTN, 

have a dress rehearsal, and set a schedule for the following week of 
preparations.

Week 14: TAKE BACK THE NIGHT

• Meet in Event Room at 4 pm. All students must be present for set-up, 
the event, and clean-up.

• All students will work with their group and the class to put on a great 
event!

Week 15: Reflecting on TBTN

• During this class we will discuss how TBTN went, consider how it 
could have gone better, and brainstorm ways to improve TBTN as a 
way to combat gendered violence.

• Each student will also evaluate their peers’ contributions to their 
group’s role in TBTN using the Peer Evaluation Form provided by the 
instructor.

• Introduction to and discussion of Reflection Assignment.

Week 16: Celebration!

• Reflection Paper Due.
• During this period, our Community Partner will join us, and we will 

give them the materials we collected for them as well as announce the 
amount of money we raised. We will celebrate together with a potluck.
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CHAPTER 26.  

RHETORICAL INTERVENTIONS: 
A PROJECT DESIGN FOR 
COMPOSING AND EDITING 
WIKIPEDIA ARTICLES

Julie D. Nelson
North Carolina Central University

While some scholars have claimed the neutral, unbiased style of Wiki-
pedia writing might be at odds with feminist pedagogies that support 
experiential knowledge and personal narrative, this project design pres-
ents Wikipedia writing to students as a rhetorical challenge. Employing 
Royster and Kirsch’s (2012) four terms of critical engagement from 
Feminist Rhetorical Practices, this project narrative describes a sequence 
of assignments that encourages students to 1) consider how knowledge 
emerges and is culturally situated; 2) analyze the rhetorical motives and 
limits of Wikipedia as a community; and 3) practice feminist interven-
tions through the composing and editing of Wikipedia articles.

When my fall 2015 ENG: 3130 Writing for Social Change class looked at 
the Wikipedia page for our university chancellor, my students were stunned. 
Debra Saunders-White, who had an impressive career ranging from IBM to 
the U.S. Department of Education and who was the first female chancellor at 
our Historically Black University, had a Wikipedia page with three sentences. 
Saunders-White’s page was scant in comparison with the pages of chancellors 
and presidents at other local and similarly-sized schools. My students knew her 
accomplishments rivaled theirs, so why, they asked, was her page so meager? 
Unfortunately, it is no surprise that an African American woman’s Wikipedia 
page is undeveloped compared to her mostly white and male colleagues’ pages, 
given Wikipedia’s well-documented gender gap and its self-acknowledged “sys-
temic bias.”

Race and gender disparities in Wikipedia coverage and authorship are dis-
heartening, but they also offer students and teachers valuable opportunities to 
rectify disparities, by writing for Wikipedia. Teaching wiki writing encourages 
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not just collaboration and complication of the writer-reader relationship (Lun-
din, 2008; Alexander, 2008; Cummings et al. 2008) but also reconsideration 
of knowledge production and revision (Cummings, 2009; Purdy, 2009, 2010). 
When students write and edit Wikipedia articles, they produce and revise 
knowledge, creating a prime opportunity for feminist intervention in Wikipedia 
(Vetter & Harrington, 2013; Vetter, 2013). However, some scholars suggest that 
Wikipedia is not conducive to feminist ways of knowing and writing. Cattapan 
(2012) and Gruwell (2015) argue that the methodologies valued in Wikipedia 
and its writing style (specifically the requirement to use a neutral point of view) 
prohibit students from contributing experiential, embodied, or narrative knowl-
edge.

In this project design, I respond to these concerns and assert that when 
teachers present writing for Wikipedia as a rhetorical challenge, students learn to 
push the boundaries of acceptable Wikipedia style and content—making femi-
nist and socially conscious interventions—in rhetorically appropriate ways (see 
appendices A and B for course and project descriptions). I describe a writing 
for Wikipedia project assigned in a course called Writing for Social Change, a 
writing-intensive course whose objective was to study and produce activist and 
socially-motivated texts. Students enrolled were mostly upper-level English and 
communication majors who identified as African American and female. While a 
lot of in-class time was dedicated to the project the first half of the semester, in 
the latter half, students worked independently on their articles, and class time 
was devoted to other readings and assignments. Through the stages of this proj-
ect, students engaged in feminist inquiry and practice by questioning “truth” 
and who makes knowledge, looking for gaps or underrepresented perspectives, 
contributing their own knowledge, and writing for a public audience. Similar to 
Stephanie Bower’s digital storytelling project (Chapter 24, this collection), writ-
ing for Wikipedia encourages students to engage in community-based research 
and writing in two important ways: 1) as students go into their communities to 
find local, valuable, and underrepresented knowledges and 2) as students pro-
duce those knowledges and stories to share with (and intervene in) the global 
Wikipedia community. After outlining some of the potential obstacles for femi-
nist contributions to Wikipedia, I describe the project and its attempts to engage 
with and overcome these obstacles.

WIKIPEDIA AS A SITE FOR FEMINIST INTERVENTION

Wikipedia, like many encyclopedias, privileges white male, western histories 
and epistemologies. Sources vary, but most suggest that women make up only 
8-16% of editors, and topics more interesting to female audiences are often 
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undeveloped or absent (Wikimedia Foundation, 2011; Lam et al., 2011; Co-
hen, 2011). According to Lam et al. (2011), the average female editor makes 
half the number of edits of the average male editor, female editors tend to leave 
Wikipedia sooner, and articles with mostly female contributors are often more 
regulated and contentious. While there are no solid statistics on the race and 
ethnicity of editors, the dearth of articles related to marginalized histories and 
cultures, in addition to the demographics of the average user, suggests a serious 
disparity (Smith, 2015). The Wikimedia Foundation, which runs Wikipedia, 
acknowledges this “systemic bias” and reports that the average user is a young 
white educated man with internet access (“Wikipedia: Systemic Bias,” 2015).

Given these biases, it is no wonder why college instructors assign writing 
for Wikipedia in their courses, yet some instructors suggest the assignment may 
work against feminist goals and pedagogies. For example, women’s studies pro-
fessor Alana Cattapan (2012) asked her students to contribute articles related to 
the women’s movement in Canada. While the assignment was largely successful, 
she lamented, “Students cannot write in their own voices in Wikipedia, and must 
conform to a model of writing that might not be true to their understanding of 
an issue, or reflective of their perspectives” (p. 128). Wikipedia articles are re-
quired to use a neutral point of view (NPOV), “which means representing fairly, 
proportionately, and, as far as possible, without bias, all of the significant views 
that have been published by reliable sources on a topic” (“Wikipedia: Neutral 
point of view,” 2015). This policy prevents students from writing first-person 
narratives, reflecting on their embodied social positions, or explicitly sharing 
their perspectives—common feminist values. Leigh Gruwell (2015) echoes these 
concerns in her study of female Wikipedia editors, suggesting that the “objec-
tive” and “encyclopedic” writing style discourages women from contributing. 
The results of her study suggest “the values of the male-dominated discourse 
community discount feminist ways of knowing, thus alienating and silencing 
alternative epistemologies and subjectivities” (p. 120). Many of the practices 
feminist teachers include in their courses conflict with Wikipedia’s guidelines.

However, in addition to these practices, feminist rhetorical scholars encour-
age using creativity and flexibility to work around/in potentially exclusionary dis-
courses and communities. While NPOV poses some obstacles for making feminist 
interventions, NPOV and one’s own voice are not mutually exclusive. Beyond the 
inability to use first-person, there are other ways to express one’s perspective, for 
example, through construction of a page (e.g., organization, content, images, and 
links) and through references (e.g., referencing sources, quotes, and statistics that 
express one’s perspective). Although original research is not an acceptable reference 
in Wikipedia, finding published texts that support students’ perspectives is still a 
valuable task. Writing in NPOV does not require disregarding or betraying one’s 
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beliefs; rather, it may just take more rhetorical work to find ways to express those 
beliefs. Feminist ways of knowing and writing are expressed in more than just 
style; publishing a page on a marginalized historical person or revising a page to 
express an underrepresented point of view is also a feminist intervention.

Cattapan and Gruwell are right that Wikipedia restricts feminist writers in 
some ways, but we should not overlook other kinds of intervention in the process-
es preceding publication and writing strategies that push Wikipedia’s guidelines in 
rhetorically appropriate ways. I define feminist interventions on Wikipedia broad-
ly, as revisions or additions of missing or underrepresented knowledge or perspec-
tives, not necessarily written by or about females or explicitly using “feminist.” 
While a final draft of an article may not explicitly reflect feminist views, the pro-
cess of students analyzing, writing, and contributing to Wikipedia is still valuable 
feminist rhetorical work. I draw my understanding of this work from Royster and 
Kirsch’s Feminist Rhetorical Practices (2012) which identifies four central terms of 
engagement in feminist rhetoric and composition: strategic contemplation, critical 
imagination, social circulation, and globalization. The assignments that I designed 
for this project urge students to engage with these particular terms and practices.

From the very first week of class, students engaged in “strategic contempla-
tion,” which Royster and Kirsch explain involves entering into a dialogue with 
texts, considering multiple perspectives, dealing with contradictions, and recog-
nizing that lived, bodily experiences shape the way we research. After digesting 
articles and statistics about the biases and gaps on Wikipedia, students began to 
look for the silences and absences in the Wikipedia articles they read. I asked 
students to complete an analysis of controversial topic pages to identify the rhe-
torical strategies used to hold multiple points of view in one place (Appendix 
C). Through this assignment, students saw how editors inserted their perspec-
tives in articles and identified rhetorical strategies that reflected marginalized 
perspectives. “Critical imagination” pushes students to find those marginalized 
perspectives. According to Royster and Kirsch, it is an inquiry tool that urges 
researchers to look for untold stories, question notions of “truth,” and recover 
important events and stories from the past. To do this work, I took my students 
to our university’s archives to look for potential article topics (Appendix D). This 
assignment physically immersed students in the research process and challenged 
them to find ways to share their findings, carefully and ethically. Relatedly, Roys-
ter and Kirsch’s third term “social circulation” emphasizes the social nature of 
rhetoric, specifically how language moves, changes, and relates—and how power 
dynamics are reflected in those relations. To employ this term, my students ana-
lyzed the systemic biases of Wikipedia articles that were similar to the ones they 
were writing and then addressed those biases in their own writing (Appendix E). 
Finally, “globalization,” Royster and Kirsch’s fourth term, is at the heart of the 
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whole project, as students contributed their own, often local and underrepre-
sented, knowledge to a global (English-speaking) community.

OVERVIEW OF WRITING FOR WIKIPEDIA PROJECT

I assigned this project in an upper-level writing course at a mid-sized, public 
Historically Black University. Because of the lack of African American histori-
cal and cultural articles on Wikipedia (Smith, 2015), I encouraged students to 
find projects to fill the gap. The final assignment required students to write a 
new 500-700-word article or expand an existing Wikipedia article by 500-700 
words. Because student success with new media projects is often tied to how 
central and embedded the project is in the course (Sura, 2015), I introduced 
the project the first week of class and spent the first half of the semester focus-
ing much of our class time on the development of the project. The following 
describes its five stages, which may be expanded or condensed to meet the de-
mands of various courses.

staGe one: recoGnIzInG the FemInIst rhetorIcal challenGe

Because writing for Wikipedia is unlike most other kinds of writing students have 
done, analyzing Wikipedia is useful for familiarizing students with its style and 
content guidelines. In some early class discussions, I asked students to identify dif-
ferent kinds of topics/articles (e.g., person, place, event, theory, etc.) and analyze 
the organization and rhetorical strategies commonly used in each kind. To intro-
duce students to the technical aspects of Wikipedia, students completed a Wiki-
pedia Training (“Wikipedia: Training/For students,” 2015) and The Wikipedia 
Adventure (“Wikipedia: The Wikipedia Adventure,” 2015) during this first stage. 
While the former introduces students generally to the purpose and policies of 
Wikipedia, The Wikipedia Adventure asks students to complete seven “missions,” 
including starting an account, editing articles, and using talk pages. These interac-
tive assignments help students who are overwhelmed by using wiki markup (the 
language or code used in Wikipedia) and other technical aspects of the project.

In this first stage, I presented the project as a rhetorical challenge. While I 
acknowledged that Wikipedia is a community that discourages certain kinds of 
feminist writing and points of view, I also pointed out opportunities for making 
meaningful contributions or revisions. This is when we began discussing NPOV 
and its restrictions—a conversation which I couched in a larger discussion of 
how dominant and feminist epistemologies manifest in encyclopedias. I asked 
students to analyze controversial pages on Wikipedia to identify some of the 
strategies they saw used to present varying, unorthodox, and radical opinions 
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in conventionally appropriate ways (Appendix C). Some of the strategies my 
students identified were word choice; number of facts and statistics; amount 
of contextual information and content; cultural points of view included and 
excluded; organization; direct quotes from the subject or from parties directly 
involved; links to other pages (making conceptual connections to other people, 
events, or ideas); and visual arguments (e.g., photos, videos, tables, and graphs). 
I suggested students use these same rhetorical strategies in the composing of 
their articles, to find ways to include their critical or feminist perspectives in 
rhetorically acceptable ways for Wikipedia.

staGe two: FIndInG a Gap or dIsparIty

The main goal in this stage is to help students find a topic. I took my class to our 
university archives where students looked through artifacts related to the history 
of our university and city. Students completed a two-part assignment (Appendix 
D) that asked them to immerse themselves in the archives, to seek out intriguing 
stories, and to find a corresponding gap on Wikipedia. As students discovered 
accounts of the significant events, people, and organizations that built our com-
munity, they often found stories they felt compelled to share and developed 
a sense of responsibility to the community to present their research ethically. 
The archive trip encouraged personal connections to community research yet 
challenged students to determine how to express that investment in Wikipedia. 
For students who did not find a topic in the archives, I shared the WikiProject 
Directory which lists groups dedicated to developing articles in particular areas, 
e.g., African diaspora and women’s history. At the end of this stage, I asked stu-
dents to write a proposal for an article, and I held one-on-one conferences with 
them to address their individual questions and concerns.

staGe three: becomInG the expert

During this stage, students gathered all of the sources and content for their 
articles and began organizing it. In class, we developed outlines, organized in-
formation, and practiced paraphrasing sources. Another useful in-class activity 
was expanding an undeveloped university-related page together; this allows the 
class to walk through the process of finding and evaluating sources according to 
Wikipedia’s guidelines, organizing the writing based on analysis of similar pages, 
paraphrasing sources, and drafting, revising, and writing together. Through this 
process, students negotiated together how to communicate their investments 
and values in the campus community to the global Wikipedia community. Once 
the class had a working draft, I showed students how to move it into a Wikipedia 

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/31/business/media/31link.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/31/business/media/31link.html
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Sandbox (a test-run space in which writers experiment with wiki markup) where 
we could practice making section headings, adding references and footnotes, 
and linking to other pages. Finally, I published our contribution during class so 
students could see that process.

staGe Four: reconcIlInG FemInIst and neutral poInt oF vIews

Through workshops and peer review, students continued to develop and re-
vise their articles. In class, we reviewed NPOV, since adhering to it is necessary 
for successful publication. To think more about the purpose and limitations 
of NPOV, students completed an exercise about systemic bias on Wikipedia 
(Appendix E). Going over systemic bias at this point helps students figure out 
how they might respond to or counteract those biases in their own articles, mak-
ing more or less explicitly feminist interventions in the Wikipedia community. 
Additionally, reflective assignments during this stage are valuable supplements 
that offer students opportunities to write about their experiences in first-person; 
these exercises also spur discussions about if/how some of that writing could 
be revised using NPOV and included in their drafts. At the end of this stage, I 
held a second round of one-on-one conferences with students to address their 
individual questions about their articles and publication.

staGe FIve: connectInG communItIes

Finally, students moved their articles into sandboxes so they could practice using 
wiki markup and adding headings, references, footnotes, links, etc. I recommend 
asking students to publish their articles with at least a few weeks remaining in the 
semester so teachers may work with students whose articles may be flagged or re-
moved. To recognize and celebrate students’ addition of locally significant stories 
to Wikipedia, I asked students to share their contributions in a final class period.

REFLECTIONS

The results of this project were mostly impressive: students published or expand-
ed articles on valuable topics like notable university alumni/ae, local Civil Rights 
movements, African American politicians, and the effects of urban renewal on 
our city. However, my dual goals of wanting students to engage in feminist 
analysis and produce a text in wiki markup proved to be frustrating for some 
students. While students’ work throughout the semester certainly showed criti-
cal analysis of the purpose and limits of Wikipedia, when it came to writing their 
own articles, students were often more concerned about meeting the guidelines 

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/20/us/at-howard-a-historically-black-university-filling-in-wikipedias-gaps-in-color.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/20/us/at-howard-a-historically-black-university-filling-in-wikipedias-gaps-in-color.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/20/us/at-howard-a-historically-black-university-filling-in-wikipedias-gaps-in-color.html?_r=0
http://candcblog.org/mvetter/public_html/composingwithwikipedia/
http://candcblog.org/mvetter/public_html/composingwithwikipedia/
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/76/Editor_Survey_Report_-_April_2011.pdf
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/76/Editor_Survey_Report_-_April_2011.pdf
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for publication rather than finding ways for rhetorical feminist intervention. 
Some students included images, design, or quotes to put forth their perspective 
on a topic, but many students seemed to feel uncomfortable pushing the bound-
aries. I designed assignments to encourage students to question what it means 
to create knowledge and to work against dominant, masculine discourses, but 
it was hard to sustain that work when students felt the mounting pressures of 
choosing a topic, researching, and writing. Students’ concerns about the logistics 
of the assignment often eclipsed my plans for critical discussions and analyses 
of dominant epistemologies and methodologies. This tension is somewhat un-
avoidable, but starting the project early in the semester allows some flexibility 
in the schedule to address particular concerns as they arise. This extra time is es-
pecially important for students to acclimate to the unique conventions of Wiki-
pedia. Also, focusing more on editing existing articles and adding marginalized 
perspectives might help students focus their energy less on finding a topic and 
more on developing feminist and critical intervention in existing pages.

Despite offering many possibilities for feminist intervention, writing for 
Wikipedia is a challenging project for students and teachers. Both my students 
and I had our writing on Wikipedia changed, reverted, or flagged. Recognizing 
the difficulty of entering a self-regulating, internet-savvy community like this 
is important to take into account when assessing this project. Because students 
need to simultaneously use their technical, research, and writing skills, I found 
it constructive to include in-class and take-home assignments that strengthen 
these three skills in tandem. I suggest grading the project holistically based on 
all of the assignments and drafts leading up to publication and not weighing the 
results of publication too heavily. Explaining to students how the project will 
be assessed alleviates some of the pressure of publishing. The stakes are under-
standably high for students—what they spent a whole semester writing could 
be reverted in an hour. Still, this project provides opportunities for feminist 
critique of dominant discourses and openings for feminist, local interventions 
in the Wikipedia community. Writing for a global public audience is a challenge 
but also a call to contribute knowledges and perspectives that need to be shared.
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APPENDIX A: COURSE DESCRIPTION AND SLOS

 ENG 3130: Writing for Social Change

Course Description

We often think of the writing that we do in college as a means to pass a course 
or earn a degree, but our writing also has social and political implications. This 
course explores how writing and rhetoric (traditionally conceived but also includ-
ing oral, visual, auditory, digital, and bodily texts and discourses) works to effect 
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social change. One of the goals for this course is to expand the audiences for our 
writing beyond the classroom, to reach people in our campus community and 
the other communities that each of us is a part. Thus, we will begin by analyzing 
texts that inspire (or intend to inspire) social change to determine what kinds of 
rhetorical choices are available to us as we produce our own texts. Through the 
study of the purposes, contexts, audiences, and rhetorical choices attached to 
particular texts and social issues, we will develop a better understanding of how 
we might most effectively persuade in the development of our own projects. For 
the purpose of this course, writing or composing will be broadly defined. While 
I will ask you to produce more traditional kinds of academic writing that require 
scholarly analysis and research, I will also ask you to read and create a variety of 
texts across genre and media (e.g., personal narrative, digital texts, visual texts).
Student Learning Outcomes

• Given instruction in genre analysis strategies, students will apply the 
method to several documents to help them clarify the characteristic 
features of unfamiliar genres.

• Given instruction in rhetorical concepts (e.g., rhetorical situation, 
exigence, kairos, audience, purpose), students will rhetorically analyze 
their own and others’ writing.

• In the process of composing their own civic writings, students will use 
the aforementioned methods to understand a given writing situation 
and make choices among approaches.

APPENDIX B: PROJECT SYLLABUS FOR 
WRITING WIKIPEDIA ARTICLES

ENG 3130: Writing for Social Change

Assignment Description
One of your main projects in this course will be writing or expanding a Wikipe-
dia article. Wikipedia, while a great advancement in democratizing who produc-
es, edits, and accesses knowledge, still largely represents those who are already 
predominant in world history: western white males. The presence of women 
and minorities on Wikipedia—as writers and subjects of articles—is seriously 
lacking. In this project, you will add content to Wikipedia’s global, digital body 
of knowledge. You will write a Wikipedia article that does not yet exist on a topic 
you deem important or expand an existing article. We will complete a sequence 
of assignments that will ask you to analyze Wikipedia as a knowledge-producing 
community; conduct research to find a topic for your article or expansion; study 
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Wikipedia’s style and structure rhetorically; practice writing in NPOV style; and 
finally draft, revise, and publish your own writing on Wikipedia.
Goals for the Project

• (Re)consider how knowledges are created, shared, valued, and cultur-
ally situated

• Analyze the rhetorical motives and limits of Wikipedia as a community
• Use wiki markup (e.g., headers, links, images, references, etc.) to struc-

ture writing in rhetorically purposeful ways
• Practice writing for social change through adding missing or underrep-

resented knowledge to Wikipedia

Schedule Overview: In-Class Assignments

Stage One (weeks 
1-2)

Recognizing the 
Feminist Rhetorical 
Challenge

Introduce the project; Analyze 
articles to identify different kinds 
of pages and common rhetorical 
strategies; Discuss knowledge pro-
duction and feminist epistemolo-
gy; Introduce NPOV; Complete 
Analyzing Controversial Topic 
Pages assignment (Appendix C)

Complete Wikipedia training for 
students and the Wikipedia Ad-
venture; Read “Wikipedia is Good 
for You” (James Purdy), excerpt 
from Writing to Change the World, 
(Mary Pipher), “The Transforma-
tion of Silence into Language and 
Action” (Audre Lorde)

Stage Two (weeks 
3-4)

Finding a Gap or 
Disparity

Take a trip to the university 
archives; Look at the Wikiproject 
Directory; Conference one-on-
one about proposals 

Complete Trip to the Archives 
assignment (Appendix D); Write 
a proposal for article/ expansion

Stage Three (weeks 
5-6)

Becoming the Expert 

Take a trip to the library to find 
sources; Practice expanding a 
university-related article as a class 
and publish it; Practice para-
phrasing sources and referencing 
in wiki markup

Write outline for article/ expan-
sion, Contribute writing to the 
university-related article the class 
is expanding 

Stage Four (weeks 
7-9)

Reconciling Feminist 
and Neutral Point of 
Views

Complete Systemic Bias assign-
ment (Appendix E); Review 
NPOV; Peer review drafts; Con-
ference one-on-one about final 
drafts and publishing

Write draft of article/ expansion; 
Return peer review feedback; 
Watch YouTube tutorials on 
making a Sandbox and publish-
ing; Revise draft
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Stage Five (weeks 
10-11)

Connecting Commu-
nities

Troubleshoot any issues with 
publishing

Move drafts to a Sandbox; Pub-
lish article/expansion

Post-Project (weeks 
12+)

Additional 2-3 weeks 
built in for students 
whose writing has 
been flagged or 
removed

Reflect on project; Meet one-on-
one as needed 

Present Wikipedia contribution 

APPENDIX C: ANALYZING CONTROVERSIAL TOPIC 
PAGES ON WIKIPEDIA ASSIGNMENT

The goal of this assignment is to identify the rhetorical strategies used to express 
multiple, conflicting, or radical points of view in Wikipedia pages. These same 
strategies may be used in the composition of your Wikipedia articles.

Choose 1) a controversial social or political issue; 2) a controversial person; 
and 3) a controversial event.

Find the corresponding Wikipedia pages and answer the following:

1. How do the pages represent the various sides of the controversies?
2. Are these pages organized or designed differently than pages about less 

controversial topics? If so, how?
3. What kinds of sources do these pages use?
4. What kinds of words are used to describe what is controversial about the 

topics? List at least 10 for each page.
5. Imagine that you have a radical opinion about these topics. How could 

you include that opinion in ways that would be acceptable for Wikipe-
dia’s guidelines?

APPENDIX D: TRIP TO THE ARCHIVES ASSIGNMENT
Today we will take a trip to our university’s archives to look for potential article 
topics.
Goals for this assignment

• Find some artifacts that reflect an underrepresented history that you 
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think is worth sharing with the global Wikipedia community.
• Practice reading and analyzing different kinds of texts to determine 

what information would be most interesting/important to contribute.
• Following research in Wikipedia, identify ways to interject that infor-

mation in socially conscious ways.

Part One: Collecting Data

For the first part of this assignment, you will record the artifacts that you find 
in the archives.

Make a list of the various topics you encounter in the archives (e.g., people, 
places, monuments, ideas, theories, things, organizations, events, etc.). What 
stories did you find? What kinds of social issues were highlighted? What was 
most surprising about what you found?
Part Two: Finding the Knowledge Gaps on Wikipedia (after class)

Now that you’ve had a chance to sift through the archives, do some research in 
Wikipedia to see what and how the topics you found in the archives are rep-
resented. Write a few paragraphs describing the gaps you found and how you 
might fill them with the research that you did in the archives. Consider whether 
the sources you found in the archives would be acceptable to use on Wikipedia.

APPENDIX E: SYSTEMIC BIAS ON WIKIPEDIA ASSIGNMENT

The goal of this assignment is to identify different kinds of systemic biases in 
Wikipedia articles and to consider how you can counteract systemic biases in 
composing your own article.

According to Wikipedia’s page on “Systemic Bias,” the average Wikipedian is

(1) a male, (2) technically inclined, (3) formally educated, 
(4) an English speaker (native or non-native), (5) aged 15-49, 
(6) from a majority-Christian country, (7) from a developed 
nation, (8) from the Northern Hemisphere, and (9) likely em-
ployed as a white-collar worker or enrolled as a student rather 
than being employed as a blue-collar worker.

English Wikipedia acknowledges the following systemic biases, present both 
in number of articles and/or in perspective:

1. Social class bias (e.g., because access to the internet requires a certain amount 
of privilege, topics relating to the less privileged are often neglected)

2. Reference/source bias (e.g., many of the most cited references are for-prof-
it news corporations)
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3. Perspective bias (e.g., universal topics, like “lunch,” are written from the 
perspective of those in industrialized countries instead of developing 
countries)

4. Geographical bias (e.g., there are many more pages on Anglophone/Euro-
pean topics than Chinese or Indian, despite China and India having most 
of the world’s population)

5. Popular culture bias (e.g., media produced in the US, UK, and Japan are 
more widely covered than media produced in other countries)

6. Language bias (e.g., native English speakers tend to rely on sources writ-
ten in English, perhaps overlooking important texts in other languages)

7. Publication bias (e.g., because it is easier to find sources online, print or 
hard to find sources may be neglected)

8. Cultural impact bias (e.g., tragedies in developed countries are portrayed 
as more important than in developing countries)

9. Historical bias (e.g., in descriptions of historical events, some accounts 
are valued over others)

10. Religious bias (e.g., articles that include a “Religious Views” section of-
ten include only Christian, Islamic, or Jewish perspectives but not other 
religions)

11. “Controversial fringe topic” bias (e.g., controversial topics receive more 
attention than non-controversial ones)

12. Marketing or corporate bias (e.g., people or organizations may use articles 
as marketing tools)

13. Length bias (e.g., articles interesting to English-speaking audiences are 
longer than those written for audiences who speak other languages)

14. Name bias (e.g., a search for an article whose name has several meanings 
defaults to what is most popular to the average Wikipedian)

15. Timing bias (e.g., current events in English-speaking nations are covered 
and edited more frequently than others)

16. Hemisphere bias (e.g., more articles are written from a Northern Hemi-
sphere perspective, which is especially significant for science-related top-
ics)

17. Image bias (e.g., it may be harder to find images that adhere to Wikipe-
dia’s guidelines for profiles of people in developing countries)

[These examples are paraphrased from the “Systemic Bias” page in 2015.]
Responding to Systemic Biases

Look at several articles that are related to or similar to the one you will be writ-
ing/expanding and consider the following questions:
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1. What kinds of biases (see list above) do you see in those articles?
2. How are these biases present (e.g., in content, style, organization, images, 

references, etc.)?
3. How can you respond to existing biases in your proposed article or ex-

pansion?
4. Finally, what kinds of bias do you have, given your location, experiences, 

beliefs, identities, etc.? How might you work against them in composing 
your article/expansion?
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AFTERWORD

Krista Ratcliffe
Arizona State University

Composing Feminist Interventions: Activism, Engagement, Praxis asks the ques-
tion: how does the positioning of teacher/researchers as feminists affect their 
community-based teaching and research? To answer this question, the authors in 
this collection offer narratives of their community-based teaching and research 
practices. The focus on narrative-as-method is important. As stories grounded 
in personal experience and scholarly conversations of community engagement 
(such as those forwarded by Berry et al., 2012; Deans et al., 2010; and Grabill, 
2007), the narratives in each chapter function not simply as personal expres-
sions but, rather, as crafted stories grounded in critical self-reflection and crit-
ical reciprocity. As such, the narratives afford the authors of the chapters, their 
community partners, and their readers the ability to identify operative categories 
and tactics used to frame the narrative events, first, so that writers and partners 
may collaborate in defining their experiences as well as their interpretations of 
their experiences and, second, so that readers may (when appropriate) transfer 
the operative categories and tactics to their own locales. In conceptualizing nar-
rative as a dominant method in this collection, the editors Kris Blair and Lee 
Nickoson invoke a scholarly tradition of teacher/researchers who have employed 
narrative as a critical tool for understanding not just their own subjectivities but 
also the subjectivities of students and the cultural spaces that they all share. As a 
contribution to that scholarly tradition, the chapters in this collection introduce 
feminism(s) as a lens for conceptualizing and performing community-based ac-
tivism, engagement, and practices, including pedagogy.

As a method of critical reflection for teaching and research, narrative has 
been championed by prominent theorists in a variety of disciplines. For exam-
ple, education specialists Patricia Cranton and Edward W. Taylor (2012) argue 
in “Transformative Learning” that such learning is grounded in the narratives 
that we construct about our daily lives: “Individual experience is the practi-
cal knowledge, skill, and understanding of the wor[l]d that every adult brings 
into the classroom”; thus, narratives of these experiences function as “’peda-
gogical entry points’” for classroom activities that are potentially transformative 
(p. 198). Additionally, in Time and Narrative, philosopher Paul Ricoeur (1990) 
defines subjectivity in terms of narrative emplotment (pp. 52-54): “By bringing 
together heterogeneous factors into its syntactical order emplotment creates a 
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‘concordant discordance,’ a tensive unity which functions as a redescription of 
a situation in which the internal coherence of the constitutive elements endows 
them with an explanatory role” (Atkins). In these two representative samples, 
narrative emerges as an important method of pedagogical and scholarly prac-
tices, and such practices of narrative serve three important functions. First, nar-
ratives explain to ourselves and to others what events we are narrating. Second, 
narratives explain to ourselves and to others what we have learned about these 
narrated events. And third, narratives explain to ourselves and to others how we 
are constructing our own subjectivities (as points of view), the subjectivities of 
others (as characters in our own narratives), and the cultural spaces that we all 
share (as settings).

But how are these three expository functions of narrative complicated when 
storytellers are positioned as feminists?

This question invokes the problem of gender and feminism that has haunted 
narrative studies as well as gender studies. In “Gender and Narrative” Susan 
Lanser (2013) defines the problem as follows: “Whether we date the incep-
tion of narrative poetics to the ancient Greeks, the Russian Formalists, the An-
glo-American New Critics or the French structuralists, we can safely say that 
questions of gender were not among the field’s early distinctions or concerns.” 
But late twentieth-century feminism brought such questions to the fore, iden-
tifying possibilities, limitations, and complications of narrative as a method of 
generating knowledge.

Examples of late-twentieth-century feminists that engaged narrative include 
bell hooks (1989), Judith Butler (1990), and Kimberlé Crenshaw (1991). In 
Talking Back hooks celebrates the possibilities of narrative as a tactic of resis-
tance. Though ever mindful of white appropriation of black stories, she none-
theless advocates storytelling as one means of talking back, a tactic of resistance 
that allows storytellers to redefine their own, and others’, subjectivities as they 
engage in activist projects; in this way, hooks links telling stories to writing 
theory (p. xi). While sympathetic to the link between storytelling and theory 
building, Butler (a plenary speaker at the 2017 Conference of the International 
Society for the Study of Narrative) nevertheless invokes Lacan in Gender Trouble 
to delineate the limits of storytelling, particularly for understanding one’s own 
subjectivity (and, by implication, others’ subjectivities as well). Butler warns:

The constitutive identifications of an autobiographical 
narrative are always partially fabricated in the telling. Lacan 
claims that we can never tell the story of our origins, precisely 
because language bars the speaking subject from the repressed 
libidinal origins of its speech; however, the foundational 
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moment in which the paternal law institutes the subject seems 
to function as a metahistory which we not only can but ought 
to tell, even though the founding moments of the subject, the 
institution of the law, is equally prior to the speaking subject 
as the unconscious itself. (p. 91)

Further complicating feminist functions of narrative and its impact on un-
derstanding subjectivities and cultural locations, Crenshaw advocated for fem-
inists to adopt intersectionality as defined in her Stanford Law Review article, 
“Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence Against 
Women of Color.” Though Crenshaw originally posited intersectionality to “de-
note the various ways that race and gender interact to shape the multiple di-
mensions of Black women’s employment experiences” (p. 1244), the concept 
has since been extended to argue “that diverse aspects of identity [e.g., race, 
gender, class, region, age] converge to create the social positions, perceptions, 
limitations, and opportunities of individuals and groups” (Lanser). This extend-
ed concept of intersectionality renders feminism as only one intersecting thread 
of a teacher’s or a researcher’s identity even as it recognizes the multiplicity of 
feminisms.

With the aforementioned ideas of narrative, subjectivity, and intersectional-
ity providing a discursive background for Composing Feminist Interventions, the 
authors of each chapter provide readers ways to link not just personal storytell-
ing to composition theory but also personal storytelling to methods associated 
with the teaching and research associated with community outreach. In the pro-
cess, the authors in this collection perform disciplinary changes in rhetoric and 
composition studies that have been instigated by feminism.

In Feminist Rhetorical Practices: New Horizons for Rhetoric, Composition, and 
Literacy Studies (an oft-cited book in this collection), Jaqueline Jones Royster and 
Gesa Kirsch (2012) identify myriad disciplinary changes in rhetoric and composi-
tion studies that have been effected by feminism. One obvious disciplinary change 
identified by Royster and Kirsch and performed in this collection is the construc-
tion of “a new and changed landscape for narratives in the history of rhetoric” (p. 
13). This “changed landscape for narratives” emerged, in part, because of work as-
sociated with what Royster calls “the critical imagination,” a method that attempts 
“to account for what we ‘know’ by gathering whatever evidence can be gathered 
and ordering it in a configuration that is reasonable and justifiable in accord with 
basic scholarly methodologies” (p. 71). Both as history writ large and as individ-
ual rhetor-theorist writ individually, this renarrating of rhetorical history makes a 
space for authors in this collection to tell stories their own activism and engage-
ment at a variety of community sites. For example, in “Historical Female-run 
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Settlement Culture as a Blueprint for Contemporary Place-based Pedagogy,” Liz 
Rohan (Chapter 5) broadens the map of rhetorical history by narrating events 
associated with “female-run settlement culture,” constructing a method that inter-
connects archival research with narrative and critical imagination.

A second disciplinary change advocated by Royster and Kirsch and performed 
in this collection is an enhanced study of “social circulation,” a term Royster 
and Kirsch define as “[s]ense making at its best . . . dynamic, with knowledge 
and expertise drawing from many sources that cannot always be neatly con-
tained within traditional disciplinary boundaries” (p. 138). Composing Feminist 
Interventions embodies this change in that its focus extends into many different 
community sites, its methods are constructed to offer analyses of myriad social/
cultural structures, and its community-based teaching and research topics vary 
widely—from the emergence of social media (e.g., Mary Sheridan’s chapter 11 
on “Digital Media Academy as Site of Graduate Student Professional Devel-
opment), to the effects of technologies on collaboration in the public sphere 
(e.g., Douglas Walls, et al.’s “Safely Social,” Chapter 20, which investigates how 
women who have suffered from domestic abuse may link to their online support 
networks without comprising their own safety), to the effects of activism on 
public policy (e.g., Barbara George’s “Literacy, Praxis and Participation in En-
vironmental Deliberation,” Chapter 13, which analyzes the rewriting of energy 
production policies within three different states).

A third disciplinary change identified by Royster and Kirsch and performed 
in this collection is an emphasis on ethics, specifically feminist ethics. The chap-
ter authors are concerned with identifying the feminist ethics that undergird 
their feminist teaching and research practices; in addition, the authors are con-
cerned with the ethical implications of their teaching and research practices. For 
example, in “Post-research Engagement: An Argument for Critical Examination 
of Researcher Roles after Research Ends, Megan Adams (Chapter 1) calls atten-
tion to the ever-changing role of feminist researchers and the resulting need for 
clearly planned ethical engagements with project communities. In “Method-
ology and Accountability: Tracking Our Movements as Feminist Pedagogues,” 
Emily R. Johnston (Chapter 3) defines feminist “ethical practice” as methods 
that challenge students to stretch the limits of their privileged comfort zones—
methods that may not be feasible, desirable, appropriate, or indeed “ethical” 
in other settings where feminist research happens, thus calling attention to the 
kairotic influence on ethics. In “Listening to Research as a Feminist Ethics of 
Representation,” Lauren Rosenberg and Emma Howe (Chapter 4) define fem-
inist ethics in terms of “a feminist ethos of responsible, strategic practice” of 
ethnographic and archival research, a practice that keeps its eye on how gender 
influences citizens in the public sphere.

http://www.iep.utm.edu/ricoeur/
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Given my own interests in rhetorical listening as well as other means for 
inviting listening into conversations about rhetoric, I am delighted that this 
collection broadens our disciplinary understanding of how listening may serve 
as a feminist tactic. In “Reciprocity as Feminist Intervention and Political Ac-
tivism: An ‘after-action review,’” Mariana Grohowski (Chapter 2) incorporates 
listening as a tactic for developing productive reciprocity among researchers and 
participants who work together to analyze case studies in order to figure out 
how civic engagement occurs. In “Listening to Research as a Feminist Ethics 
of Representation,” Rosenberg intersects my rhetorical listening with Royster 
and Kirsch’s “strategic contemplation” (pp. 21-28) in order to develop a tactic 
of mutual contemplation that enables her to teach “citizenship literacy” while 
her co-author Howe develops an accompanying tactic of archival listening. In 
“Ohio Farm Histories: A Feminist Approach to Collaboration, Conversation, 
and Engagement,” Christine Denecker and Sarah Sisser (Chapter 9) offer the 
tactic of listening deeply as a feminist means of honoring, not appropriating, the 
farm stories collected as part of their project. In “Competing Definitions of Suc-
cess: Rhetorical Listening in Multimodal, Community-based Writing Projects,” 
Danielle Williams (Chapter 21) extends rhetorical listening to the digital realm, 
describing how rhetorical listening helps develop assessment methods that com-
munity partners may use to evaluate students’ community-based multimodal 
projects. And in “’Because your heart breaks and it moves to action’: Digital Sto-
rytelling Beyond the Gates,” Stephanie Bower (Chapter 24) also extends listen-
ing into the digital realm, advocating a tactic of active listening that she claims 
engenders transformative learning.

And with the idea of transformative learning, I have returned to where I 
began.

So in conclusion, what I admire about this collection is how the narratives 
of feminist teaching and research merge the academic sphere and the public 
sphere, the classroom and the community. As such, these narratives have im-
portant implications for feminist research practices. That is, knowledge and 
knowledge-making are located not just within the university but also beyond 
its walls. The authority for knowledge-making resides in reciprocal interactions 
among students, community partners, and teachers, not simply in teachers’ 
proclamations or textbooks’ claims. Project assignments reflect real-world needs 
and purposes; project designs cross genres and media; and finished products 
benefit from actual participant-audience input. And everyone involved in each 
project reflects on the ethics of their actions (or inaction).

This last implication holds promise for feminist pedagogy. For when students 
study narrative as a tool of critical self-reflection and critical reciprocity, they 
develop as citizen-scholars who are invested in knowledge and engagement and 

http://www.hollowdocumentary.com/
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who are possessed of a feminist literacy. As such, these students as citizen-schol-
ars will, it is to be hoped, know the difference between facts and opinions. They 
will recognize how they are invested not just in their own successes but also in 
local and global communities. They will understand that reasonable people may 
disagree but that such disagreements may be performed in good faith and are 
best engaged not as agonistic debates that demand winners and losers but as re-
ciprocal interactions that represent the will of the majority while respecting the 
rights and the dignity of the minority. And finally, they will be able to recognize 
the ethics undergirding the feminist teaching and research practices to which 
they are exposed, and, as a result, they will be able both to recognize how power 
dynamics haunt their daily lives and then to discern when and how to perform 
activism, engagement, and other needed praxes.
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